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Security attendees. We have found this beneficial for both conferences and look forward to repeating it virtually this year and 
in-person in Vancouver, BC, next year.

SOUPS relies on a range of volunteers for all of its activities. Steering Committee members provide oversight and guidance 
and are elected for three-year terms. Organizing Committee members help determine the conference content for a particular 
year, often serving two-year terms to facilitate the transition of knowledge. Technical Papers Committee members are chosen 
by the Technical Papers Co-Chairs each year. This year, the pandemic created sudden and unexpected obstacles for many of us, 
including members of the Technical Papers Committee. As a result, other members of the committee and external reviewers—
including an Extended Technical Papers Committee comprised of experienced community members—stepped in to assist with 
reviews. SOUPS is a product of the hard work by all the SOUPS Organizers, the SOUPS Steering Committee, the technical 
paper reviewers, the workshop organizers, the poster jury, and the USENIX staff. We thank each and every one of you for 
your contributions to SOUPS 2020.

Heather is serving her second and final year as General Chair of SOUPS and Chair of the Steering Committee. In 2021 and 
2022, Sonia will serve as General Chair. If you are interested in helping with SOUPS 2021 in any way, please contact Sonia.

We thank our sponsors. SOUPS would not be possible without their generous support. Please visit our website to view the 
recipients of the SOUPS 2020 awards. Congratulations to all of the recipients for their outstanding work.

Heather Richter Lipford, University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
General Chair

Sonia Chiasson, Carleton University 
Vice General Chair

Michelle Mazurek, University of Maryland 
Technical Papers Co-Chair

Joe Calandrino, Federal Trade Commission 
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Abstract 

Usage of weak passwords for authentication within an  

organization can be exploited during cyberattacks leading 

to unauthorized account access, denial of service, data and  

identity theft, sabotage etc. Such attacks could bring  

financial and reputational losses apart from legal  

consequences. Organizational password policies came into 

being in an attempt to encourage users to create more  

complex and diverse passwords. However, it has been  

observed that people show similar behavior in adopting 

those policies and end up creating passwords with similar  

patterns. Security training has been found to be a popular 

mechanism in an enterprise setting, of which, game-based 

trainings have shown positive impact with an added  

advantage of being immersive. In this paper, we present a 

serious game-based training on creating password security 

awareness among enterprise users. The training involves 

promoting understanding among users about various  

common password heuristics during password creation. 

This study focuses on two research questions: 1) Can a 

game-based password awareness training teach  

participants about the various password heuristics?  2) Can 

such a training improve the organizational password  

diversity? With a participation of 4,906 employees from 

our enterprise in the study, we were able to observe effects 

of game-based training on password awareness. We also 

found insights during the study to show that users created 

diverse passwords. 

 

1. Introduction 

Despite advancements in user authentication methods, the 

decades old system of username-password combination is 

still prevalent [54, 57]. Even the method of two-factor  

authentication generally consists of passwords as one of its 

factors [3, 40]. The human element involved in password  

creation is one of the major factors affecting password 

strength [35]. Studies show that people are more likely to 

use weaker and easily memorable passwords because of the 

lack of knowledge in creating stronger passwords [20] or 

due to the limitations in memorizing passwords [56]. This 

makes it easier for attackers to crack the passwords,  

resulting in security breaches and loss of personal and  

confidential information. Organizations have had their fair 

share of difficulties in dealing with password breaches [12, 

30, 45, 46]. In an enterprise scenario, attackers often target  

individuals to steal passwords and gain access to  

organizational data [6]. Verizon’s Data Breach  

Investigation Report (DBIR) [52] states that 63% of data 

breaches worldwide happened due to weak or stolen  

passwords or usage of default passwords. Organizational 

password policies such as setting a password expiration  

period could also lead to adoption of insecure  

methods like writing down the passwords [19] or using 

newer passwords with minimal difference from the old 

ones. For example, appending symbols and/or digits at the 

end [37] could result in weak and similar passwords. These 

fall under insecure password practices and avoiding them 

will help create better passwords.  

Password meters are found to be useful in creating stronger 

passwords [51]. However, most of them provide basic  

feedback [13, 51] and many of them also rate passwords 

inconsistently [39]. There is a need to create awareness 

among users when it comes to creating better  

passwords. An advanced data-driven password meter by 

Ur, et al. [48] that uses several heuristics to score  

passwords showed compelling results, but with limitations.  

Among various training methods, text-based training like 

reading documents has been said to be monotonous [10]. 

However, interactive games are found to be helpful and  

immersive [8, 41, 53] when it comes to training in  

cybersecurity. Considering this, we intended to provide an  

interactive training experience to the employees of our  
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organization by following a game-based password  

awareness methodology. We utilized the heuristics from 

the previous study [48] to create a comprehensive training 

method in order to teach password practices. Heuristics, in 

the context of this study, denote the techniques or practices 

that have to be satisfied to improve the overall password 

strength. For example, a heuristic like “Not more than three 

consecutive repeating characters” will be satisfied if the 

created password does not have more than three  

consecutive repeating characters. We conducted the game-

based experiment as a part of our organization’s  

annual information security awareness week. The online 

2D web game titled Passworld focuses on enterprise  

password training, with little compromise on the fun  

element of gameplay. This paper details the experiment,  

results, and observations obtained from our study. 

 

2. Related Work 

There are several previous studies relating to user  

behaviors, tools for password security, and game-based  

cybersecurity awareness training.  

 

2.1. Password Security: User Behaviors 

When it comes to user behavior, studies [2, 50] show that  

users assess various cybersecurity threats by themselves 

and their assessment often ends up being inaccurate, 

mainly because they are not knowledgeable in this regard. 

The usage of multiple online accounts leads to password 

reuse [2]. This, combined with insecure creation practices, 

make passwords all the more vulnerable. The users’  

cognitive ability to simultaneously deal with multiple  

passwords is limited [23]. A recent study on users’  

perceptions on password strength [50] shows that many  

users’ idea of strong passwords, like adding digits and  

symbols at certain positions, is exploited by today’s  

password cracking tools. Another study [49] shows that 

even with the awareness about importance of creating 

strong passwords, many users create passwords that are 

easy to guess. While many users did not know how to  

create strong passwords, many believed that they were  

creating strong passwords, but in fact, those passwords 

were just predictable [49]. As per Habib et al. [20], in 

workplaces with a password expiration policy, many users 

tend to use password creation strategies that are very  

predictable and with minimal modifications. A study with 

adaptive password blacklisting policies [38] was found to 

have good results. However, the study also advises using a 

good password-composition policy to augment the  

structure-based adaptive, blacklist system. Certain tools 

exist to help users create better passwords. 

 

 

2.2. Existing Tools for Password Security 

Proactive password checking is a method of checking a 

user’s password to see if it satisfies certain criteria to  

consider it as secure [23, 56]. Password strength meters  

implement this by checking several criteria for testing the 

strength of a password. A recent study with a data driven 

password meter [48] showed positive results, which were 

attributed to the feedback mechanism implemented into the 

tool. However, the study also concluded that the overall  

effect of the meter was not strong and some  

participants did not trust suggestions from a computer. 

Studies on users’ perceptions on password systems and  

behaviors [2, 55, 57] have recommended the need to  

provide training and instructions on constructing  

usable and secure passwords, and to provide adequate  

feedback during training to enhance their knowledge. 

 

2.3. Existing Password and Security Awareness Trainings 

A report by security firm LastPass in 2018 [24] revealed 

that only 19% of users create strong passwords at work and 

62% of users use the same passwords for work and  

personal accounts. It implies that knowing an employee’s 

personal password makes it easier for hackers to guess their 

work password [24]. This suggests the importance of  

making enterprise users aware of the various password 

heuristics that could help them create secure passwords for 

both personal and work accounts. Many enterprise-training 

methods like educational documents, mail-based  

embedded training [29] etc. are available. However, these 

are considered passive training methods that are found to 

be less engaging and monotonous [10]. On the contrary, 

interactive games facilitate participation between the 

teaching agent and learner [32, 53]. 

 

2.4. Interactive Training: Serious Games 

Games with a purpose, titled serious games, perform an  

additional task of creating awareness apart from  

entertainment [5]. Serious games have been used to spread 

cybersecurity awareness with successful results. Previous 

studies with games like Anti Phishing Phil [41],  

CyberCIEGE [44], Phishy[8], GAP [47], Cyberaware [18], 

PASDJO[39], and Control-Alt-Hack [14] have shown that 

games are not only effective in training cybersecurity  

concepts, but are also more engaging, compared to the  

traditional methods like reading  documents.  

Considering the existing password awareness games, 

PASDJO [39] trains users on measuring the strengths of 

on-screen passwords through the method of inspection. 

GAP [47] focuses on training users on predictable positions 

of uppercase letters, digits, and symbols. While these 

game-based studies provided good results in terms of 

user’s understanding when it came to insecure password  
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practices, they focused on a very small set of password  

heuristics. We tried to extend this study to a larger  

audience. We followed a game-based approach for  

password training that focused on a set of 16 password  

heuristics. To bring the game more in line with the latest  

findings and studies, we used the results from the study by 

Ur, et al. [48] and a set of password recommendations from 

a study by Vu, et al. on improving password security and 

memorability [54]. These were analyzed in light of the  

organizational password complexity requirements, and 

were organized to form a set of heuristics to be taught 

through the game. The tool used in a previous study [38], 

suggests modifications to passwords entered by users in  

order to make them compliant with policies. Our intent was 

to test the user understanding by letting them apply their 

learnings about the heuristics, to their passwords without 

any additional suggestions on modifications to the entered 

password. The reports from our organization’s Corporate 

Security Team (CST), which takes care of awareness  

training, suggested from their data that employees  

participate in mandatory training modules because of the 

condition that they must finish it. This condition could  

provide a sense of urgency to complete, rather than  

understand the course content with a curiosity to learn. So, 

as suggested by CST, we decided on a non-mandatory,  

gamified way of training to create awareness about  

passwords among participants. The training was conducted 

in collaboration with CST, which also took care of all the 

clearances and ethics review. The game was made part of 

the normal workday.  

 

3. Passworld Game 

We developed an online, web-based game to spread  

awareness about various password heuristics among the 

employees of our organization. Our unique game titled  

“Passworld” follows certain basic principles to ensure that 

an optimal learning outcome is obtained. We followed a set 

of established theories and principles during the design 

phase of our game. 

Experiential Gaming Model: Games have been shown to be 

most successful and engaging when they provide a flow  

experience [11] to players [26]. An optimal flow  

experience, combined with experiential learning and  

feedback, termed as the Experiential Gaming model, is 

found to maximize the impact of a training game [26].  

Passworld tries to incorporate a similar learn and reflect 

methodology with emphasis on immersion and enjoyment 

by providing learning tips, timely feedback, and an  

easy-to-learn interface, similar to the ones in the classic and 

widely famous games of the 80s and 90s like Super Mario 

Bros. [34] and Adventure Island [21].  

Bloom’s Taxonomy: The game also follows all the six levels 

of Bloom’s Taxonomy in the cognitive domain [27, 42] to  

maximize the learning outcome. The game instructions, 

learning tips, and basic information on password heuristics 

form the first level Knowledge in the Bloom’s hierarchy. 

The game presents these learning materials in a fun and  

entertaining way to help with Comprehension. Players 

have to apply this knowledge while creating passwords, 

which satisfies Application level in the hierarchy. Further, 

players Analyze each password heuristic and Synthesize 

their own knowledge by adding up pieces of information 

obtained from the game levels. The instant and delayed 

feedback in the game helps them to Evaluate their choices, 

thereby helping in reflection, a learning science  

principle [15]. 

Passworld also follows the Conceptual-Procedural  

gaming principle [41] to ensure a better learning outcome. 

This principle states that conceptual and procedural 

knowledge augments one another in an iterative process 

[25]. This, along with game design patterns like integration  

pattern, cognition pattern, and presentation pattern [5], 

helped us decide a flow and overall design for the game. 

We also ensured that the Six “I” Framework of Serious 

Game Design [4] that focuses on Identity, Immersion,  

Interactivity, Increased Complexity, Informed Teaching, 

and Instructional Content, is followed. 

3.1. Game Description 

Passworld is a 2D, single-player, horizontal scrolling  

platformer game [9] falling in the Action-Adventure [33] 

genre, developed in the Unity3D game engine. We tried to 

keep the game as lightweight as possible for compatibility 

with all the browser versions and machines. 

3.1.1. Game Design Choices 

We decided on providing a positive gameplay experience 

by intertwining password awareness with a platformer-

based game, where both intrinsic motivation of fun element 

of gameplay as well as extrinsic motivation like rewards 

and benefits merge [17]. Passworld was made to have a  

gameplay experience similar to that of certain classic 

games [21, 34] to create a positive mindset in players, 

through a feeling of nostalgia [7]. We chose a horizontal, 

jungle-based platformer game considering the non- 

monotonous gameplay factor, game time, interactions and 

visuals, and the analogy that reflects real-life scenario of 

password attacks. We tried to relate the real world to our 

game through the following design choices: 

 

Open-interconnected world: The real cyber world is  

always open and interconnected. The chances of cyber- 

attacks and password breaches are high, if we do not follow 

proper security measures. We wanted to create a similar 

scenario within the game. Therefore, we chose a jungle  
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environment, which is a wide-open scenario. If the user is 

not careful, the chances of being attacked by animals are 

much higher.  

Digital assets need protection where passwords play an 

important role. Similarly, the game focuses on storing  

important ancient artifacts using secure gates. 

Know thy enemy: In order to create secure passwords, one 

must know the weaknesses of passwords that are exploited 

by attackers. This is where the game introduces various  

animals. The animals in the game provide tips about  

several password heuristics. They also check the user  

created passwords to see if heuristics are satisfied, and if 

not, they attack. We used the password heuristics from a 

previous study [48]. While [48] was based on using the 

heuristics to check and analyze user created passwords, and 

provide suggestions for improvement, we used the heuris-

tics to teach users about individual password requirements.  

Prepare to defend: In real life, we can create passwords 

using all available character classes. We converted this into 

a game resource, where players have to gather the different 

character classes to create their passwords (gates). The  

resources are the raw materials used to create the gates, just 

like L, U, D, and S character classes are used to create a 

password. Typical enterprise password policies mandate 

usage of all character classes while creating passwords. 

Build a strong defense: Passworld teaches users about 

password heuristics and  requires them to apply their  

learnings to create strong and memorable passwords that 

satisfy all the heuristics.  

 
3.1.2. Game Mechanics 
The game storyline is based in a fictional world. Learning  

experiences have found to be enhanced using story-based 

agents [41]. The gameplay of a level starts with a pre-test, 

then the game, followed by a post-test. The game consists 

of two levels, Level 1 and Level 2, and each level consists 

of different sequential stages for pre-test, gameplay,  

password creation, distraction task, password recall, and 

post-test (cf. Figure 1). Based on our design choices, we 

framed our game story and various gameplay elements,  

as follows: 

 

Jungle environment: The protagonist, Soma, is an  

archaeologist who is in search of two ancient artifacts that 

were lost years ago in a land called “Passworld”. Soma has 

to travel two days and two nights through the jungles of 

Passworld to find them (cf. Figure 2). The two days are 

represented by Level 1 and Level 2 gameplays. 

Securely storing the artifact: Since the ancient artifacts 

are precious, Soma has to store them after collecting, to  

protect them from being stolen. This is done by creating 

strong gates (analogous to secure passwords) around 

Soma’s camp. This happens in the two password creation 

stages (cf. Figure 4), represented by two nights. 

Learning the password heuristics: In the two main  

levels, the players can interact with oncoming animals  

during gameplay to learn about various password heuristics 

(cf. Figure 3). Every oncoming animal will raise the  

curiosity of the player by showing basic heuristic details as 

a riddle (E.g. Fox in. Figure 2). The player can choose to 

“know more” about a particular heuristic by clicking the 

animal’s heuristic text. This will pop up a detailed  

description of the heuristic and certain statistics associated 

with it (cf. Figure 3). If these heuristics are not satisfied 

during each password creation stage, the corresponding  

animal will attack the password gate (cf. Figure 5), and  

enter the camp. This also signifies how a password meter 

checks for various heuristics [48]. While in [48], the users 

are not required to satisfy all the password heuristics in an 

entered password, our game has this requirement as we 

wanted to teach all the available heuristics to the users and 

tell them that every single one of them is important. 

Resource gathering: The resources for creating these 

gates are obtained throughout the journey, in the form of 

tablets with character classes mentioned as L, U, D, and S 

(Lowercase, Uppercase characters, Digits, and Symbols) 

(cf. Figure 7). In real life, these character classes are  

required for creating a password. 

Creation of password gates: Once the player collects the 

artifacts, stores them using secure password gates (cf.  

Figure 4), they complete one full day in the game. We  

introduced two activities post each password creation stage 

that act as distraction tasks. Distraction tasks [31] distract 

the players for a brief period after password entry, to  

encourage them to create memorable passwords. Our tasks 

are two mini activities that ask the players to arrange  

certain items correctly (using drag and drop) to a) Ignite a 

campfire b) Cook food (cf. Figure 8). This step is added to 

promote awareness about the importance of creating  

memorable passwords. To continue the journey further on 

the next day, the player has to unlock the gate using the 

same password (cf. Figure 4). This password recall stage is 

where password memorability is tested. 

 
              Figure 1: Passworld Game Level Flow 

If players fail a level, it can be replayed again. The game 

did not have timers as these might have created unwanted 

sense of urgency that could have limited gameplay experi-

ence [43]. Passworld used simple controls with arrow keys 

for navigation, jumping, and mouse clicks for selections. 

3.2. Implementation of Game-based Training  

The game implements the use of feedback and instructions 

to promote learning throughout. 
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Figure 2: Passworld Level 1 Gameplay 

 

 
Figure 3: Heuristic description received from animal 

 

 
Figure 4: Password creation (Gate Creation) stage. The  

password recall stage is similar in appearance, but without 

the options to view password heuristics (yellow animal icons).  

 

 
Figure 5: Animal (fox) approaching to attack the gate. 

 

Figure 6: Animal returning as the corresponding heuristic (no 

alphabetic sequences found) was satisfied. 

The feedback methodology was added to promote self-

learning and  reflection [15]. The game implements the  

following methods to promote learning. 

Instructions: The oncoming animals provide instructions 

on various heuristics to the players. We added different  

animals to provide a visual identity to each heuristic, to 

make it more memorable. The same heuristic information 

is also available during password creation stages to help 

users learn the password creation strategies. Therefore, 

players who feel reading the information during gameplay 

is disruptive can read it at a further time, while creating the 

password. The heuristics are taught one at a time, but at the 

end of the level, the created password should incorporate 

all these heuristics. Even though a strong password does 

not need all these heuristics to be satisfied [48], we did this 

in order to teach and  make the users understand that every 

heuristic is important. 

 

Feedback: As soon as the player enters a password during 

the password creation stage, immediate feedback is  

received, indicating to them the potential vulnerabilities 

within the password entered. The study on adaptive  

password blacklisting policies [38] introduces an interface 

to provide the users with suggestions on modifying  

passwords to conform to the policies. We used our study to 

make this process voluntary. We did not provide  

suggestions to the users, but only feedback on if they  

satisfied certain password heuristics or not.  

3.3. Game Data Recorded 

Data captured and stored in the form of game data included 

the demographic information, pre-test, post-test, and  

feedback survey responses, various time stamps, gameplay 

Figure 7: Game Resources and artifacts- L, U, D, S; the  

numbers on the tablets correspond to the count of each  

collected resource. The artifacts (one for each Level) depict 

important information that the player should store securely. 

Figure 8: Distraction Task, Level 2 
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data, heuristics viewed by the player, password structures 

entered, level attempt counts,  heuristics (failed and  

successful) and password creation, recall attempts. The 

game converts passwords entered by users into their  

respective character structures and stores in the database. 

Password structure [38] is an ordered sequence that  

captures the password’s composition using four character  

classes. These classes are L, U, D, and S, for lowercase and 

uppercase characters, digits, and symbols respectively. For 

example, a password like “P@ssw0rd” will only be stored 

as “USLLLDLL” instead of its plain text for analysis. 

3.4. Password Heuristics 

The game trains in a set of 16 password heuristics, with 

each heuristic being tagged to a particular animal (as 

shown in Table 1). A previous study by Ur, et al. [48] found 

them to be effective in increasing password strength. These 

password heuristics, categorized as two sets based on  

increasing complexity, were added to the two game levels. 

The first level has basic password requirements like length 

(H1), presence of character classes (H2-H5), alphabetic  

sequences (H9) etc. of which, H1-H5 were part of our  

organization’s default password policies. The second level 

focuses on the heuristics from the first level along with new 

heuristics that check formatting, repeated sections in  

passwords, date formats etc. A set of common words  

related to the organization (classified as “blacklisted”  

passwords) were added as a check as well. We also  

compared user created password structures with over 2,124 

structures obtained from the previous study [48]. These 

Password  

Heuristics 

Heuristic Description (and Corresponding Animal in Game) Levels 

taught 

Identi-

fier 

Clus-

ter 

Length  Password length must be more than 8 (Default policy) 1,2 H1  

Lowercase present At least 1 lowercase character must be present (Default policy) 1,2 H2  

Uppercase  present At least 1 uppercase character must be present (Default policy) 1,2 H3 C1 

Digit present At least 1 digit must be present (Default policy) 1,2 H4  

Symbol  present At least 1 symbol must be present (Default policy) 1,2 H5  

Repeated  

characters 

Not more than 3 consecutive repeating characters  

(e.g. “honeeeey” has 4 repeating ‘e’s,).  (Animal: Raccoon) 

1,2 H6  

Duplicated  

characters 

Number of duplicated characters should not be more than 50% of total 

character count in password (Animal: Porcupine) 

1,2 H7  

Repeated sections 3 or more repeating set of characters  (e.g. honeyhoney 

honey, honeyyenohhoney) should not be present (Animal: Fox) 

1,2 H8 C2 

Alphabetic 

 sequences 

Not more than 3 consecutive Alphabetic or numerical sequences  

should be present(e.g. 12345, ghiJkLm etc.) (Animal: Fox) 

1,2 H9  

Predictable  

positions of: 

Symbols 

Checking the predictable positions of symbols, digits and uppercase 

characters (Animal: Monkey) 

Symbols should not be present just at the end (e.g. passwor@) or  

password  should not be having a common “letters-symbols-digits”  

format (e.g. pasS@921)  

   

2 H11  

Digits Digits present in the beginning or at the end or password having all  

digits is a common pattern, should be avoided  

2 H12  

Uppercase 

Characters 

UPPERCASE order present in the beginning or all characters in  

password being uppercase,  is a common pattern, should be avoided  

2 H13 C3 

Predictable  

structure 

Password should not fall under a set of common password structures 

(e.g. LSLLLDLD) (Animal: Leopard) 

2 H14  

Keyboard patterns 4+ equally spaced keys in password (e.g. QWERTY) (Animal: Hyena) 

should not be present (US-English language keyboards). 

2 H10  

Date formats DDMMYY – with and without delimiters and years (1900-2049), in all 

formats including month names should not be present. (Animal: Bear) 

2 H15 C4 

Blacklists Password should not contain common organization related words  

anywhere in it.  (Animal: Snake) 

1,2 H16 C5 

Table 1: Password Heuristics Checked Within the Game 
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heuristics were also clustered based on the common  

characteristics they possess, as C1 having basic password 

heuristics, C2 with character sequences, C3 with  

predictable positions, C4 having certain patterns, and C5 

with the blacklists. We have taught these heuristics through 

the game’s main levels, and let the players incorporate 

these heuristics while creating the passwords in password 

creation stages, thus letting the players demonstrate what 

they have learnt. 

3.4.1. How User Created Passwords are Checked 

The game checks users’ passwords through the following 

steps: 

a. As soon as a player uses the resources (L, U, D, and S) 

to form a password gate, default checks for length and  

presence of all character classes are done. If any of them is 

not satisfied, the game shows appropriate error messages 

to the player instantly. 

b. Once the password satisfies the basic criteria, the  

password heuristics evaluation begins. 

c. For each heuristic, an animal approaches the gate (cf. 

Figure 5). If the corresponding heuristic is satisfied, the  

animal leaves (cf. Figure 6); else, it attacks the gate and 

enters the camp resulting in a penalty as loss of life. This 

process repeats until all level heuristics are satisfied (level 

cleared) or when all life is lost (level failed). After this, the 

player continues to the next level or goes back to the start 

of the level respectively. 

4. Study Design 
The goals of our study were to find the effectiveness of a 

game-based enterprise password awareness training on 

various password heuristics, and to identify if such a  

training could be beneficial to enterprise password  

diversity. Previous studies [8, 41] show that game-based 

methods have shown better results than text-based means, 

when it comes to cybersecurity training. We utilized this 

result to test if games could help in password awareness 

training, and we measured this using pre and post-tests 

along with the game. The following sections show our 

study procedure and evaluation results.  

 
4.1. Participant Demographics 

Game participants were employees of our organization. 

They were recruited for the study using mailers about the 

game. Interested participants clicked on the game URL 

within the mail to access the game. Though equipped with 

computer knowledge, the participants had varied  

understanding of gaming and password awareness.   

Passworld was online for one month and was played by  

 

 

4,906 participants from around the globe. We selected a set 

of lucky winners from the participants who completed the 

game (20 people per day), and rewarded each of them using 

our organization’s equivalent of virtual currency (with a  

monetary value of approximately $4). Table 2 shows the 

demographics data collected from the participants. 

4.2. Procedure  

We organized the study as a three-step methodology.   

Initially the participants had to answer a pre-test (step 1). 

This was followed by the actual gameplay (step 2) and then 

the post-test (step 3). The participants accessed the game 

using their respective devices and those participants who  

completed all the game levels from beginning to end were 

included in our evaluation. Only the first successful  

attempt of completion was used in our data analysis, even 

though many participants returned to play the game more 

than once. We measured the attempt count by tracking the 

“participant id” of participants, which was assigned based 

on their hashed email addresses. Evaluation on users’  

password knowledge improvement was done by analyzing 

their responses to the pre- and post-tests, and the password 

Criteria Percentage (%) 

Gender  

Female 43.15 

Male 53.75 

Others 0.12 

No answer 2.98 

CS/IT Education  

No 36.44 

Yes 60.01 

No answer 3.55 

Age Group 
 

21-30 73.44 

31-40 20.08 

41-50 2.83 

Above 50 0.45 

No answer 3.20 

Educational Degree 
 

Undergraduate Degree 75.30 

Master's Degree 20.12 

Doctorate 0.22 

Others 1.22 

No answer 3.14 

Table 2: Participant Demographics 
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structures entered by them during the password  

creation stage.  

Each test question covered a password heuristic. The pre- 

and post-test questions followed a similar format asking 

players to select the relatively weaker password between 

two given choices. We created the password choices by 

picking suitable passwords from leaked databases [1, 58] 

and minimally modifying them to be able to test a  

particular heuristic, similar to the method followed in [50]. 

For example, to test H13 (predictable position of uppercase 

character) we chose the password “brooklyn” from the 

leaked database [58], and created the password pair  

comprising of  “Brooklyn” and “brooklYn”, of which the  

former is weaker as the uppercase character is at a very pre-

dictable position. This method was extended to the  

password pairs of other questions as well. Participants were 

also asked to provide their confidence ratings for every  

answer. The survey questions are provided as appendix. 

5. Performance Evaluation 

We evaluated the impact of our game-based training on  

users’ password creation strategies. We were also  

interested in the changes in users’ knowledge levels when 

it came to password practices by measuring correct  

answers given for pre and post-tests. We tried to answer 

our initial research questions through the study. 

5.1. Can a Game-based Training Teach Password Heuristics 

to Participants? 

We measured the effects of the game by analyzing the  

improvement in correct answers and confidence levels of 

the participants. The results are detailed in the  

following sections. 

5.1.1. Participants’ Correct Answers  

We analyzed the participants’ pre and post-level test  

responses. The test questions prompted users to choose the 

weaker between two given passwords. Passwords were 

shown such that the pairs focused on one heuristic each, 

and the password with the absence of that particular  

heuristic was considered weaker in that pair.  

 

 

The results show that more participants were able to  

provide correct answers to test questions after playing the 

game compared to before. There are however, exceptions 

for heuristics H6, H10, H13. The plots (cf.  

Figures 9, 10) show the participants’ performance based on 

password heuristics in both the levels. H6 had a reduction 

of 12.45%, H10 had 13.78%, and H13 had 18.62%  

reduction in correct answers in post-level tests compared to 

pre-level tests. While we are unable to determine the cause 

for reduction in H6 now, the reduction in H10 could be  

attributed to the large possible combination of patterns  

possible. 

The variety of keyboard patterns might turn out to be  

difficult for users to remember, which could mean that  

active feedback during password entry might be better for 

such heuristics. The predictable positions of uppercase 

characters (H13) had a decrease probably because the game 

time was not sufficient in unlearning the common practices 

of adding uppercase letters at the beginning or end. This 

may require multiple training sessions to unlearn. The  

users did show improvements in Level 2 while entering 

passwords by avoiding uppercase characters at the  

beginning. Questions on H1-H5 were not asked during the 

tests as these belonged to basic password requirements of 

our organization that the employees were aware of.  

Combining both levels, we asked the players 24 questions, 

12 each in pre and post-level tests. The average number of  

correct answers increased from 5.96 (pre-test, SD=2.3) to 

6.57 (post-test, SD=2.69). A statistically significant  

difference was observed with respect to the correct answers 

given by participants in the tests before and after the game 

(two-tailed paired t-test, t(4905) = -19.35, p < .001).  

Questions on H14 (predictable structures) were not asked 

separately in pre and post-tests as these would also fall  

under other heuristics. H14 was tested during password  

creation level; however, the passwords that satisfied the 

heuristics H1-H13 also satisfied H14. Averaging correct 

answer percentages of certain clusters (for both tests), we 

found an 8.32% increase in C2, 12.28% increase in C3, and 

4.9% decrease in C4 (cf. Figure 11), showing that patterns 

Figure 10: Level 2 - Participants' Correct Answers 

Figure 9: Level 1 - Participants' Correct Answers 
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(especially keyboard patterns) is where participants need to 

gain more knowledge on. 

 

Figure 11: Performance of Heuristic Clusters 

The previous study on GAP game [47] that tested password 

practices, similar to heuristics H11, H12, and H13, had 

shown better results with an average of 80.17%, 78.45%, 

and 87.93% participants correctly identifying password 

practices, H11, H12, and H13 respectively. Our game had  

a larger set of heuristics, with Level 1 requiring users to 

check ten heuristics and Level 2 having an additional six  

heuristics apart from Level 1 heuristics. This might have 

caused an overload of learning content in one go, as  

participants have shown better results for H13 in GAP [47] 

compared to Passworld. This could also show that while 

learning these heuristics is important, the manner to train 

users in them could be gradual. The users could be trained 

in an initial set of heuristics at first, and afterwards, the next 

set of training could be undergone.  

 

5.1.2. Participants’ Confidence Results 

Participants were asked to rate their confidence level for 

their answers in both the tests. Each question had five  

levels of confidence (1: Not confident at all (Least  

Confident), 2: Not confident, 3: Neutral, 4: Confident, 5: 

Very confident). From Figures 12 and 13, we can see that 

the confidence level of players had a consistent increase. 

The average confidence rating increased from 4.39 (pre-

test, variance =0.45) to 4.47 (post-test, variance =0.44).  

The analysis of the confidence levels shows the results to 

be statistically significant (Wilcoxon signed-rank test,  

z = -18.87, p <.0001).  

 

 
Figure 12: Level 1 - Participants' Confidence Levels 

Figure 13: Level 2 - Participants' Confidence Levels 

Considering confidence levels of clusters, average confi-

dence level of C2 increased from 4.30 to 4.42, C3  

increased from 4.45 to 4.51, and C3 increased from 4.46 

to 4.52 (cf. Figure 14). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Confidence Levels of Heuristic Clusters 

5.1.3 Demographic Analysis 

Among the participants, the age group 21-30, and Bache-

lor’s Degree holders showed a consistent increase in almost 

all heuristics. People with non-IT background (H9: 20% 

increase, H11: 104%) showed more improvements than the 

participants with IT background (H9: 5% increase, H11: 

96%). H8 has better improvements in all demographics 

(with highest for Master’s degree holders, 373% from pre 

to post). We also conducted a comparative study on gender  

differences vs. password practices. Petrie, et Al [36], also 

suggested a similar study. From our analysis, it was found 

that women did a better job of recalling created passwords, 

with 78.05% (Level 1) and 86.06% (Level 2) recalls  

matching their created passwords compared to men with 

72.65% (Level 1) and 81.98% (Level 2). This supports the 

behavior reported in the study [36] where men expressed 

greater difficulty in remembering passwords. 

 

5.1.4. Failure Count of Heuristics 

Often, participants took several attempts before creating a 

password that satisfied each Level’s heuristics. Counting 

all such attempts, for H1-H9 and H16, we calculated the 

overall number of times the participants failed for each 

heuristic before satisfying them. These heuristics appear in 

both levels 1 and 2. From Figure 15, we can see that the 

total number of failed attempts for each heuristic has come 
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down drastically from Level 1(M= 283) to Level 2 (M= 

106). We can infer that once participants gained sufficient 

knowledge through game-play on various common  

password practices, they incorporated these learnings  

during password creation, thereby satisfying the heuristic 

checks. The number of failed attempts for blacklisted  

passwords decreased from 845 in Level 1 to 195 in Level 

2 (~77% reduction), showing improvement. Alphabetical 

sequences (H9) however, showed a slight increase in  

failure rates. This could be attributed to the fact that there 

are a large number of possible sequences to avoid, and the 

participants were having difficulty in identifying them. 

Figure 15: Heuristics vs Total Failures by Participants 

 

5.2. Can Such a Training on Heuristics Improve  

the Participants’ Password Diversity? 

From the user responses, we found changes in password 

distribution when more heuristics were satisfied. We  

analyzed this using password structures. An interesting  

observation was about the use of common password  

structures. In the password creation stages, several  

participants followed similar structures while creating 

passwords (Table 3, Column 1). This shows that most of 

the players’ ideas on secure passwords might end up being 

wrong, as shown in a previous study [49]. 

5.2.1. Level-wise Differences in Password Structures 

Comparing the top 10 most popular password structures 

from Level 1 and Level 2, we were able to identify a major 

change in the number of occurrences of similar  

structures. Table 3 shows the comparison, where structures 

with common patterns (ULLLLSDDDD, for instance 

could be Abcde@1234) have shown drastic decrease in the 

number of occurrences. Level 2 structures are more spread 

out and with different password patterns, which suggest 

that participants created diverse passwords while satisfying 

more heuristics. It also brought down many common  

password structures, like those with common numerical  

sequences DDDD (e.g. 1234), uppercase characters (U) 

only in the beginning, etc. 

Table 3: Differences in occurrences of popular password 

structures (and their occurrences) from Level 1 compared to 

Level 2, after the initial analysis.   

 

In Level 1, majority of the passwords start with an upper-

case character, and the character does not appear anywhere 

else in the password. The game teaches this practice to be 

less secure, as one of the heuristics (H13) pointed out that 

use of uppercase in the beginning is a common practice. In 

the process of trying to satisfy more password heuristics 

into their structures, this trend was reduced. From the  

participant data, we found that the participants created 

17,319 passwords that fell in 11,286 different structures.  

Considering only the password structures that satisfied the 

heuristics (4,906 in each level), there were 3,595 and 4,451 

different structures respectively in Level 1 and Level 2. 

Furthermore, 3,246 (66.16%) and 4,182 (85.24%)  

password structures were unique in Level 1 and Level 2 

respectively, having only one occurrence. This trend 

showed that when more heuristics were to be satisfied in 

passwords, enterprise users could create passwords that 

were more diverse.  

5.3. Other Game Data  

For the password recall stage, data shows that 55.54%  

players matched the passwords in their first attempt for 

Level 1 and it increased to 71.70% for Level 2. Considering 

the players who recalled their passwords, in multiple  

attempts, the numbers come to 3,700 (75.41%) for Level 1 

and 4,122 (84.01%) for Level 2. The participants who  

successfully recalled passwords for both levels comes to 

3247(66.18%). 

5.3.1. Player Involvement 

Overall, 6,814 participants showed interest in playing the 

game, of which, 4,906 completed it. A decrease of 28% 

Popular Password Structures with their Occurrences 

Level 1 Level 2 

ULLLLSDDDD(84) LSLLLDLU(52) 

ULLLSDDDD(64) LSLLLDLLU(20) 

ULLSDDDD(56) LLLUSDLLL(10) 

ULLLLLSDDDD(52) ULLSULDDLL(8) 

ULLLLLSDD(46) LLLUSDDDUU(8) 

LSLLLDLU(45) UUUUSDDLL(6) 

ULLLSDDD(44) USLSUDLU(6) 

ULLLLLLSDD(39) SLLDLLLU(6) 

ULLLLSDD(37) LULLLSULLDDDL(5) 

ULLLLSDDD(35) ULSULDDDDL(5) 
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could be because of network and proxy issues in certain 

locations, as noted from the participant feedback  

comments. Among the 4,906 participants, we calculated 

the player involvement by measuring number of  

resources and artifacts collected per level by the players 

(Table 4). The data shows that majority of players have had 

an immersive gameplay, with increasing number of  

collected artifacts and resources nearing the total number 

available. Here L, U, D, S correspond to character classes 

and A denotes the artifact collected. 

   L U D S A 

 

Level 

1 

Aver-

age 
5.37 7.05 6.7 3.64 

0.7

2 

Total 6 9 9 4 1 

 

Level 

2 

Aver-

age 11.4 7.48 6.54 

11.0

5 

0.8

3 

Total 12 8 7 12 1 

Table 4: Gameplay Resources collection data 

 

5.4. Player Feedback 

The general feedback by participants included comments 

like “informative and interesting”, “Excellent game to  

deliver the message on the usage of strong passwords”, 

“Fun and creative game. Nice idea.” etc. While some  

participants requested for the game to be available as a  

permanent training method, some participants found the 

game time of over 15 minutes to be a bit longer. At the end 

of the post-test, we asked the participants to rate Passworld 

on a 5-point Likert scale [22] with respect to fun,  

education, and learning. As per the feedback data (cf.  

Figure 16), 93.50% participants agreed the game to be fun 

(M = 4.42, SD = 0.69), 93.85% (M= 4.42, SD= 0.68) found 

the game to be educational and 94.24% (M= 4.48,  

SD = 0.68) considered they have learned about secure  

password practices. 

Figure 16: Participants' Feedback Data 

 

6. Discussion 

The Passworld game was successfully completed by 4,906  

employees in our organization. The analysis of their  

gameplay data found the game to be effective and  

engaging. It also helped us find various insights on  

enterprise users’ password practices. The insights are as 

follows. 

a) Participants showed improvements in creating  

passwords that satisfied various heuristics like avoiding 

date formats, predictable positions of symbols and digits, 

character duplicates to name a few. Their new passwords 

satisfied more number of heuristics after users played the 

game levels, compared to before. 

b) Prior to satisfying all game heuristics, participants  

created similar password structures, as seen from Column 

1 of Table 3. After satisfying more heuristics, the  

participants were able to create more diverse passwords. 

Over 90% of passwords created after satisfying all the 

game heuristics resulted in unique password structures. 

This trend, when followed outside the game, would result 

in password diversity across organization. 

c) It is to be noted that the diversity in user-created  

password structures post gameplay is not brought about by 

providing suggestions on modifications to the entered  

password, unlike in the previous study [38]. More likely, 

the users applied their learnings obtained from the game to 

satisfy more heuristics in their passwords. This resulted in 

more password diversity. 

d) Comparing with the previous game GAP [47] which 

showed good results with a small set of heuristics, we 

found that certain heuristics like repeated characters (H6), 

keyboard patterns (H10), and predictable uppercase  

characters (H13) showed decrease in performance after 

game-play. H10 can be considered as a complex heuristic 

with several possible patterns that the user has to know of. 

H13 is such that addition of uppercase characters at the  

beginning of a password is a very common practice that 

might need multiple trainings to unlearn. This could  

suggest that these heuristics might either need a more  

in-depth training or an active feedback while passwords are 

being entered in real time. The results could also mean that  

training on a very large set of heuristics might have caused 

a learning overload that might have resulted in decrease in 

results in Level 2. This could be avoided by providing a 

gradual training on heuristics.  

e) Considering the heuristic clusters, C4 had a decrease of 

around 5% showing that “identifying patterns” is where the 

participants struggled the most. Real-time suggestion to 

avoid keyboard patterns during password entry could be a 

method to reduce the users from including patterns into 

their passwords. 
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f) We received certain insights on changes to gameplay that 

include reducing the overall game length, reducing the time 

needed for animals to attack the gate, and distribution of 

heuristics into various levels. 

6.1 Limitations 

Our study has a certain number of limitations that have to 

be considered while analyzing the results. The participant   

demographics selected for the game included employees of 

our organization, who may know basics of cybersecurity or 

password practices. The game data of 4,906 participants 

shows positive responses in understanding password  

heuristics and creation strategies. However, to test the  

effectiveness of the game in a real-world scenario, we will 

have to monitor individual password practices throughout 

the organization to start with. This process could violate 

the privacy of individuals, and therefore has not been  

attempted by us. The results of a previous research [28] 

shows that the positive results of a smaller lab experiment 

were carried forward to a larger audience. We hope that our 

experimental results show a similar trend. Similarly, the 

passwords entered by the users within the game were most 

likely not their real passwords used in any accounts. While 

a research study [16] suggests that the passwords  

implemented by users in a study could resemble real life  

passwords, the extent to which our participants would  

utilize similar passwords in both game and real life needs 

to be studied. An alternate form of experiment, e.g. a text-

based condition or another control condition, has not been 

tested. While the study makes no claims of being better 

than a controlled experiment, our training shows that a fun 

oriented gameplay can help teach password heuristics to 

users. More studies need to be conducted in order to obtain 

conclusive evidence on the effectiveness of a game as a 

medium to train enterprise users on password awareness. 

The game makes no claims about making all the user  

passwords memorable. It attempts to improve the  

understanding of people in creating stronger passwords 

than what they used to create prior to the game. While we 

observed reasonable password recall rates in our study, we 

do not have conclusive evidence on password  

memorability over long periods.  

Passworld tries to offer a starting point in the area of game-

based password security education. A previous research 

study [39] show that user behavior related to password  

usage can be influenced with positive reinforcement. The 

results of our study suggest that game-based training could 

also influence users’ behaviors related to passwords. A 

solid understanding on password practices coupled with 

the use of a password meter could provide better security 

in terms of password strength.  

 

7. Conclusions 

The Passworld game was designed to provide awareness 

on various password heuristics to enterprise users. The 

main objectives of our study were to find 1) if a game-

based training could teach users on password heuristics 2) 

if such a training on heuristics could improve  

organizational password diversity. We used the password 

heuristics from a previous study [48] for teaching, and we 

checked if the users satisfied every one of these heuristics 

during their password creation. Our intention was different 

from the previous study [48], where satisfying all the  

heuristics was not mandatory. We intended to teach the  

users about the importance of each heuristic, and wanted to 

see how many users successfully implemented what they 

learnt. We presented the results from our enterprise study 

with 4,906 participants. Even though our study was a 

standalone study, without a control condition, we found 

that after playing the game, the correctness and confidence 

levels of the participants have increased. The password 

structures created by the participants have shown more  

diversity post gameplay. This, along with the positive  

feedback, shows that the gameplay has helped the  

participants learn the concepts to implement diverse and 

memorable passwords. We believe that this trend, when 

followed in real life, would result in 

organizational password diversity. 

We recommend the launch of such training methods in an 

organizational environment to ensure that users learn about 

password heuristics and incorporate them while creating 

passwords to promote diversity in password structures. 

This could be a deciding factor when it comes to  

organizational password security. 

Recommendations for further study follow. First, the study 

could be carried out on a set of wider demographics, with 

different levels of understanding of security concepts and 

learning backgrounds. To reduce the information overload, 

we propose a gradual learning with one set of heuristics,  

followed by another set.  Training on patterns (like  

alphabetic sequences, keyboard patterns etc.) could be 

done separately to lay emphasis on it. A methodology to 

evaluate users’ password memorability over long periods 

could also be beneficial in proposing further learning goals. 

We aim to explore further areas of password and  

cybersecurity education through interactive gameplay  

experiences. 
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Appendices 

A. Demographics Survey 

We conducted an initial demographic survey of our  

participants. The questions asked are as follows: 

a. Do you have background in CS/IT/Security? 

a.  Yes    b.  No 

 

b. What is the highest level of education you have  

completed? 

a. Bachelor’s Degree 

b. Master’s Degree 

c. Doctorate 

d. Other 

 

c. What is your Gender 

a. Female    

b. Male     

c. Other 

 

d. How old are you? 

a. 21-30 

b. 31-40 

c. 41-50 

d. Above 50 

 

e. Select your Nationality (from the list of nations). 

 

B. Game Tests 

The questions asked during the pre- and post-tests were  

focused on the heuristics being taught in the game. Every 

question contained two password choices, with one  

satisfying the particular heuristic, while the other failed to 

do so. We created the password choices by picking suitable 

passwords from leaked databases [1, 58] and minimally 

modifying them to be able to test a particular heuristic 

(similar to the method followed in [50]). For example, we 

chose a leaked password “Password”, (leaked 130,999 

times as per [58]), and incorporated repeated characters 

(H6) by adding four consecutive “s” to create  

“Passsssword”. This password did not satisfy H6. The  

corresponding alternate choice for this password was 
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“Paswwoorsdd”, which had a maximum of two repeated 

characters. The latter satisfied the requirements for the  

heuristic H6. In this pair, the former is considered the 

weaker password. Similarly, we chose other leaked  

passwords and incorporated the same methodology to cre-

ate a list of password pairs for use in the pre- and post-tests. 

The passwords given as choices were judged based on the 

particular heuristic being dominant. For example,  

considering passwords “asdfghjkl” and “afhsgdljk”,  

despite having similar characteristics, the former is a very 

common keyboard pattern and the latter is not. This puts 

the former in “common passwords” criteria, making it 

weaker. Both the options provided were of equal length and 

had similar characteristics like order of character classes 

etc., except the heuristic being checked. Presence of  

multiple heuristics within a password would have caused 

ambiguity to the participants. Apart from judging based on 

heuristics, we also analyzed the password strengths using 

several available tools to ensure that our choice of answers 

are true to the maximum extend. Following online services 

were used to rate the passwords before being added to the 

pre and post-tests: 

My1Login.2020. Take the Password Test. Retrieved June 

02, 2020 from https://www.my1login.com/resources/pass-

word-strength-test/ 

Kaspersky.2020.Kaspersky Secure Password Check.  

Retrieved June 02, 2020 from 

https://pasword.kaspersky.com/in/ 

The level-wise test questions and the heuristic being 

checked (in italics) are provided below: 

 

Which of the following passwords is weaker? 

 

Level 1 Pre-Test 

1. a) Passsssword (Repeated characters, H6) 

    b) Paswwoorsdd 

    c)  Both are identical 

 

2. a)  welccoommlee 

    b)  weeleecomeee (Duplicate Character, H7) 

    c)  Both are identical 

 

3. a)  Passtuvw@12rd (Alphabetic Sequence, H9)  

    b)  Pstasuwv@12rd  

    c)  Both  are identical 

 

4. a)  ac2ab1c12bacbca 

    b)  abc12abc12abcabc (Repeated Section, H8) 

    c)  Both are identical 

 

Level 1 Post-Test 

1. a) seeseameee (Duplicate Character, H7) 

    b) seasamemesa 

    c) Both are identical 

 

2. a) tcstcstcsadmintcs (Repeated Section, H8) 

    b) sctatdmcicnstntcs 

    c) Both are identical 

 

3. a) letmmelein 

    b) letmmmmmin (Repeated Character, H6) 

    c) Both are identical 

 

4. a)  Nutriopqrst (Alphabetic Sequence, H9) 

    b)  Nutriposqtr 

    c)  Both are identical 

 

Level 2 Pre-Test 

1. a) jo14n21ny 

    b) jonny1421 (Digit Predictable, H12) 

    c) Both are identical 

 

2. a) Brooklyn (Uppercase predictable, H13) 

    b) brooklYn 

    c) Both are identical 

 

3. a) RockWell@789 (Symbol Predictable, H11) 

    b) R@ockwell789 

    c) Both are identical  
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4. a) tomhjklinmpo 

    b) tomhijklmnop (Alphabetic Sequence, H9) 

    c) Both are identical 

 

5. a) qwertyuiop (Keyboard Pattern, H10) 

    b) qtrwyeuiop  

    c) Both  are identical 

 

6. a) pass@July2017 (Date Format, H15) 

    b) pass@Ju1y2@17 

    c) Both are identical 

 

Level 2 Post-Test 

1. a)  asdfghjkl (Keyboard Pattern, H10) 

    b)  afhsgdljk 

    c)  Both are identical 

 

2. a)  shad7w00o 

    b)  shadow007 (Digit Predictable, H12) 

    c)  Both are identical 

 

3. a) Me@Aug95 (Date Format, H15) 

    b) Me@Au9g5 

    c) Both are identical 

 

4. a)  secure@234 (Symbol Predictable, H11) 

    b)  sec@23ure4 

    c)  Both are identical 

 

5. a) Can@da (Uppercase predictable, H13) 

    b) caN@da 

    c) Both are identical 

 

6. a)  sutjerrywv 

    b)  stuvwjerry (Alphabetic Sequence, H9) 

    c)  Both are identical 

For each of these test questions, there was another question 

asking the player’s confidence level for their responses: 

How confident are you about your selection: 

a. Not at all confident  

b. Not very confident 

c. Neutral 

d. Confident 

e. Very confident 

 

C. Game Feedback Survey 

Please answer all these questions: 

1) The game was fun 

a. Strongly agree 

b. Agree 

c. Neutral 

d. Disagree 

e. Strongly Disagree 

 

2) The game was educational 

a. Strongly agree 

b. Agree 

c. Neutral 

d. Disagree 

e. Strongly Disagree 

 

3) I learned how to create a secure password 

a. Strongly agree 

b. Agree 

c. Neutral 

d. Disagree 

e. Strongly Disagree 
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D. Information Regarding our Data and 

RockYou database: 

 
In the game, the participants have created passwords that 

satisfy all the game heuristics in Level 2. These can be  

considered as passwords with lesser vulnerabilities.  

Table A shows the list of top 10 structures from Level 2 

and its corresponding occurrence in the RockYou database 

of over 32 million leaked passwords [1].   

RockYou database consists of leaked passwords from var-

ious sources. The password structures that cleared Level 2 

were not found in the leaked database. The most common 

passwords from RockYou database included structures 

with very little heuristics incorporated, like LLLLLL 

(12.23%), LLLLLLL (8.35%), LLLLLLLL (7.57%), 

DDDDDD (6.98%) etc. This shows that the leaked pass-

words possibly satisfied fewer heuristics than Level 2  

passwords. 

 

Password Structures 

(Level 2) 

Occurrences (%) 

Game Data RockYou Data 

LSLLLDLU 0.300 0.00003 

LSLLLDLLU 0.115 0 

LLLUSDLLL 0.057 0.000003 

ULLSULDDLL 0.046 0 

LLLUSDDDUU 0.046 0 

UUUUSDDLL 0.035 0 

USLSUDLU 0.035 0 

SLLDLLLU 0.035 0.000003 

LULLLSULLDDDL 0.029 0 

ULSULDDDDL 0.029 0 

 

Table A: Top 10 recurring password structures from the 

study vs. RockYou data 

 

E. Animals in Game used to Teach and 

Check Password Heuristics 
The game teaches password heuristics using oncoming  

animals, who provide heuristic-related information to the 

players, at the same time, check if heuristics are satisfied 

during password creation. Given below are the various  

animals that come into play. Their corresponding 

heuristics are mentioned in Table 1. 

 

 

 

                            

            
 

Figure A: The animals appearing in the game are (starting 

from top left) Raccoon, Porcupine, Fox, Snake, Hyena,  

Monkey, Leopard, and Bear. 
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Abstract
The goal of the FIDO2 project is to provide secure and usable
alternatives to password-based authentication on the Web. It
relies on public-key credentials, which a user can provide via
security tokens, biometrics, knowledge-based factors, or com-
binations. In this work, we report the results of a qualitative
study accompanying the deployment of FIDO2-enabled secu-
rity tokens for primary authentication in a web application of
a small software company operating in the life sciences indus-
try. We assisted the company in implementing and setting up
FIDO2-enabled authentication on its public test and evalua-
tion server. Over four weeks, we observed the authentication
routine of 8 employees out of 10 employees regularly using
the web application, including sales representatives, software
developers, project managers, and account managers. We
gathered data through login diaries, server logs, and semi-
structured interviews to assess themes regarding usability,
perceived security, and deployability. We found that partici-
pants had several concerns, like losing the security token and
longer authentication times, while the security benefits were
largely intangible or perceived as unnecessary.

1 Introduction

User authentication by username and password is still the
most dominant method on the Internet and remote authentica-
tion in general. However, password-based authentication has
many usability and security flaws, and researchers and practi-
tioners have been discouraging from using it for decades [5].
On the Internet, passwords are prone to phishing attacks.

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

Phishing attacks become more and more sophisticated, lead-
ing to often transparent and nearly indistinguishable imita-
tions of valid authentication requests [3, 27].

Many alternatives have been proposed, but their usage is
minimal [5]. Biometric schemes such as fingerprint or face
recognition are regularly used to unlock phones, but they
are not used for remote authentication. Authentication with
hardware tokens, typically in the form of two-factor authenti-
cation (2FA) combined with a knowledge-based scheme like
passwords, provides high security, but distributing and manag-
ing the hardware keys can become a great hurdle. 2FA using
possession-based factors such as smartphone apps or SMS
tokens as a second factor is less secure, yet easier to set up
and manage, but has only found limited adoption (e.g., less
than 10 % of active Google accounts use 2FA [18]).

The FIDO2 project, including both the Fast IDentity On-
line (FIDO) Alliance [13] – an industry association – and
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [29], aims at offer-
ing an alternative to password-based authentication that is
both usable and secure. It consists of two main components:
the Client to Authenticator Protocol 2 (CTAP2), governing
the communication between the client and (external) authen-
tication hardware, and the Web Authentication (WebAuthn)
specification defining the server-facing API on the client.
WebAuthn became an official web standard in March 2019,
and several browsers (e.g., Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox,
and Microsoft Edge) support it already.

FIDO2 promises a largely improved authentication experi-
ence and is backed by several big companies, like the Alibaba
Group, Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google. Thus, it is
very interesting to understand the likely impact it can have in
practice, including aspects of deployment and usability.

In this work, we present our experience with deploying
FIDO2 in the context of a company. We report on a four-week
evaluation phase in which we accompanied the deployment in
a life sciences company. Eight voluntary participants used a
FIDO2-based authentication scheme on a daily basis and kept
login diaries, which we combined with server logs, a survey,
and semi-structured interviews after the four weeks.
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To use the FIDO2-based authentication method, we gave
the participants security keys (USB-based hardware tokens)
and guided them through the setup. The security keys could
be used as a full-fledged alternative to username and password
in one of the company’s software products. We used security
keys because they are relatively inexpensive and were com-
patible with all computers the participants used at work. In
particular, we were interested in:

• How do users behave when they have a security key as
an authentication alternative to username and password
and not only as a second factor?

• Do users use the security key in their daily routine?
• What differences do users identify between the authen-

tication schemes, especially do they perceive the new
method as more secure?

• What advances or hinders the adoption of the new secu-
rity key-based mechanism?

We learned that even though the participants liked using
the security key-based authentication scheme, they tended
to fall back to username and password. On the one hand,
this is because participants do not want to abandon a habit
when there is no apparent necessity in doing so. On the
other hand, they fear to lock themselves out when losing or
breaking the security key. Participants who use a password
manager with an auto-fill feature of a web browser also report
that the authentication with the security key takes longer in
comparison. In contrast, the participants assumed that the
keys were providing a better security level, although they did
not fully comprehend the authentication procedure’s technical
details.

Our qualitative study is a first attempt to explore FIDO2 in
a business environment and sheds light on which problems
arise when deploying FIDO2. In summary, we make the
following key contributions:

• We explore a passwordless web authentication scheme
rolled out as the first authentication factor in a real-world
application.

• We provide insights into the daily usage of security keys
in a company environment over four weeks by combin-
ing login diaries, server logs, and interviews. The data
indicate that participants liked the passwordless authen-
tication scheme because of its simple usage, yet from
the users’ perspective, there is no clear advantage over
password-based authentication. The positive impression
of the security keys is less pronounced if participants
previously used password managers that already limit
some negative aspects of password-based authentication.

• Analyzing the participants’ feedback, we identify a set
of adoption barriers, including the fear of getting locked
out, a cumbersome integration of the security keys in the
work environment, and the general routine in using pass-
words. Those barriers should be minimized before intro-
ducing new security measures in work environments.

2 Background

The FIDO2 project has a more general and thus flexible
approach to user authentication than its predecessor, the
Universal 2nd Factor (U2F) standard, and other authentica-
tion schemes. Compared to other 2FA/multi-factor authen-
tication (MFA) approaches, the advantages of FIDO2 are
(i) growing support by all major browser and operating sys-
tem vendors, (ii) open and standardized protocols, (iii) mak-
ing authentication via username and password not mandatory
(although it is still possible), and (iv) building upon vetted
asymmetric cryptographic principles and algorithms.

The FIDO2 project consists of the WebAuthn specifica-
tion of the W3C [4] and the Client to Authenticator Proto-
col (CTAP) defined by the FIDO Alliance [6]. FIDO2 allows
abstracting from the actual authenticator (e.g., a hardware
token). Thus, the Relying Party (e.g., a web server) does not
require knowledge about the implementation details of the
authenticator. Figure 1 depicts the interplay of CTAP2 and
WebAuthn as we used it in our study.

WebAuthn specifies a standardized, browser-independent
JavaScript API that allows web services to interact with all
sorts of facilities. Through this API, web services can imple-
ment user authentication in a way that is resilient to phishing,
password theft, and replay attacks. Instead of relying on
shared secrets like passwords, public-key cryptography is
used to create unique credentials for every web service and
only generated and stored on the client’s device.

On the other hand, CTAP2 governs the communication
between external authenticators and web browsers or other
applications supporting WebAuthn. The proposed CTAP stan-
dard comprises two protocol versions – CTAP1, the protocol
used for U2F, and CTAP2 a new protocol used for WebAuthn.
At the time of the study, implementations for the operating
systems Android and Windows 10 were available.

The FIDO Alliance uses the term “passwordless” to de-
scribe single-factor authentication and multi-factor authenti-
cation with an authenticator or with an authenticator and a
personal identification number (PIN) or biometric. While it is
easy to agree with, for example, hardware tokens as a single
factor being passwordless, this is not inevitably the case if
additionally a PIN is used as a second factor. Although simi-
lar to a password, a FIDO2 PIN has some notable differences
compared to passwords in the context of web authentication:

• No shared secret has to be entered, sent over network,
or store on the server-side. Phishing attempts and data
breaches do not affect the authenticity of the credentials.

• A single PIN unlocks the authenticator and all account
credentials registered with the device. There is no need
to set a unique password for every web service.

• Guessing or brute-forcing the PIN is limited to eight
consecutive attempts. Reaching this limit resets the au-
thenticator to factory settings, effectively invalidating all
generated credentials [6].
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Figure 1: Communication via FIDO2. The cryptographic authenticator and the client communicate via USB using CTAP2. The
client’s browser implements the JavaScript-based Web Authentication API to communicate with the server over the network.

3 Methods

Our study’s primary goal was to gain insights into the usabil-
ity, user perception, and barriers or facilitators for the adoption
of FIDO2. To increase ecological validity, we conducted the
study on a web application in a small software company in
the life sciences industry. We collected and analyzed quali-
tative data in the form of login diaries and semi-structured
interviews, but also quantitative data in the form of server
logs.

3.1 Study Environment

We conducted our study at tracekey solutions GmbH,1 a small
software company from Bochum (Germany). As a software-
as-a-service provider, they develop and operate a product
serialization service for small and medium-sized businesses
in the pharmaceutical industry. The service offers a solution
to fulfill the traceability requirements of this industry [12].

The service includes a web application that requires cus-
tomers and employees to authenticate with a username and
password. For our study, we extended the existing login form
and authentication back end and added a new login option
using WebAuthn with a roaming hardware token.

We decided only to allow PIN-protected security keys (in
contrast to Lyastani et al. [17]) because some participants
occasionally worked remotely, and losing the security key
was a realistic scenario. However, this may have reduced
the comfort of using the key (see Section 4.3). The company
had an authentication policy for its software that required
re-authentication after 30 minutes of inactivity. Due to this
policy, we did not consider adopting a “remember me” option,
which does not ask the user to authenticate for a particular
time after a successful login on a device. We did not imple-
ment any fallback authentication procedure for the security
key because the participants could still use their passwords,
and manual account recovery was also a viable option.

1https://www.tracekey.com/, as of April 30, 2020

Following tracekey’s three-week release cycles, the secu-
rity key-based authentication method was developed on an
internal test server and pushed to the public test and validation
server before the study started. The test server was accessed
regularly by tracekey employees and customers. Due to a
delay in the release process, the new authentication method
was available on the production server only in the last week
of the study (see Section 5.5).

The participants used two variants of FIDO2-compliant
hardware tokens, the Security Key by Yubico and YubiKey 5
NFC, both from Yubico [30]. Both variants had the same form
factor and supported WebAuthn, CTAP, and U2F. YubiKey
5 NFC offered additional features (e.g., support for OTP algo-
rithms, OpenPGP, etc.) and could also be used via NFC. We
did not require any of the additional features so that both key
variants could be used in the same way.

3.1.1 Recruitment

We asked all employees who were eligible for our study (i.e.,
having accounts on both the public test server and the produc-
tion server, using the web application on a daily basis, and
being available at the time of the study). We invited the 10 em-
ployees who fulfilled these criteria to an in-house workshop,
in which 9 attended. During the training session, we briefed
the attendees about the purpose of the study, the procedure,
risks and benefits, and the option to withdraw from the study
at any time without penalty. We asked them to read and sign a
consent form containing the same information. Participation
was voluntary and uncompensated since they took part in the
study during working hours.

We informed the participants about the required operating
system and browser version. The minimum requirement was
Microsoft Windows 10 version 1903 because it implemented
CTAP2 in Windows Hello. The participants used Mozilla
Firefox, Microsoft Edge, and Google Chrome. Of those three,
only the stable version of Chrome did not support Windows
Hello at the time of the study. We asked participants who
used Google Chrome to switch to one of the other browsers
or the beta version of Google Chrome.
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3.1.2 Implementation

We used a server-side WebAuthn library provided by Yubico
to implement the new FIDO2-based authentication. This
library was integrated because the Spring Security framework
used by the web application did not support WebAuthn at the
time of the study.

To implement the login, we used the resident credential
feature of FIDO2. This feature allows storing credential infor-
mation like the username and private key on any authenticator
with built-in memory. The participants did not need to enter
their username because of this feature.

In addition to this, we redesigned the login screen of the
web application (see Step 1 of Figure 2) to present both login
methods (i.e., WebAuthn with security key and username and
password). We decided to display both options on the same
website to allow participants to choose between them without
additional clicking on the website.

3.1.3 Data Preparation

At that time of the study, not all browsers stable versions
supported the WebAuthn options used by our FIDO2-based
authentication like user verification (i.e., via PIN) and res-
ident keys (i.e., the username is chosen from a list instead
of manually entered). Thus, most WebAuthn related errors
could be attributed to the use of an unsupported browser.

We removed entries of accounts without a registered se-
curity key from the logs before the analysis, leaving logs
containing entries of study participants or failed logins, which
we could not attribute. The information provided by the times-
tamps of each login attempt was used to calculate average
authentication times for the different login types aggregated
across all participants (see Figure 4).

3.2 Study Protocol
The study was conducted over six-week in June/July 2019 and
was framed as a usability study on security keys. It consisted
of three phases. The first phase was a workshop in which we
briefed the participants on using the security key. It followed
a four-week phase of day-to-day use of the security key during
which we collected data via authentication diaries and server
logs. Finally, we interviewed the participants to discuss their
experience using the security key and debrief them.

3.2.1 Initial Workshop

We started the study with a one-hour workshop. During this
workshop, we first introduced the study as well as its purpose.
We gave all participants consent forms, which also contained
information about our study and their participation, and let
them read and sign the form. A fifteen-minute training session
introduced the security key, demonstrated the setup and use
of the key, and showcased the user interfaces of each phase.

It is important to highlight that we are specifically targeting a
corporate context, where such training sessions are relatively
common. This situation is very different from introducing
WebAuthn to consumers.

After the training session, participants were handed the
security keys and asked to set up the key on their work laptop
computer and one of their accounts in the web application.
Since most of the participants had multiple accounts for the
web application, we encouraged them to register it with addi-
tional frequently used accounts and assisted them if necessary.

At the end of the workshop, participants filled in a question-
naire in which we gathered demographic data and feedback
on the user interface and workflow of the implementation. We
were especially interested in participants’ knowledge about
web authentication and used a modified version of the web-
use skill index of Hargittai and Hsieh [14] for this purpose,
focusing on authentication-related terms. We also gathered
free-text responses about the participants’ experiences with
security keys and 2FA, and asked them to explain how a
security key may improve the security of their account.

3.2.2 Authentication Diary

Over the next four weeks, the participants’ task was to use
the security key in their work routine. Additionally, we en-
couraged them to keep an authentication dairy in which they
noted all logins over the first two days, and later only their
failed login attempts. We adapted the diary from the work of
Steves et al. [26]. Each diary entry comprised authentication
time and date, on which server the participant tried to log
in (e.g., the public test server) and whether the participants
used the security key or username and password. They could
also rate their satisfaction with the login on a five-item emoji-
based scale we adapted from previous work [2, 20]. Despite
their potential drawbacks (e.g., varying representations of the
same emotion [19]), emojis were found to be well suited for
affective self-reports of participants [28]. Furthermore, each
diary entry had a section for errors and comments.

To enrich the authentication diaries and to get insights into
how long it took the participants to authenticate, we also col-
lected the timings of each login from the server logs. Each log
entry contained multiple timestamps, username, user agent,
WebAuthn-related information (e.g., the WebAuthn creden-
tial ID or the WebAuthn error message), and information
about the login’s success or failure. Especially in the case of
failed login attempts, the logs provided additional insights.

3.2.3 Interview

After the four-week usage phase, we invited the participants
to interviews. The interviews took place in a conference room
in the company, and each session lasted 15 to 20 minutes.
All but one participant were German native speakers, and we
conducted seven interviews in German and one in English.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the login procedures when using WebAuthn with a security key (top) vs. the browser’s password
auto-fill feature (bottom). The dashed borders are indicating omitted steps. If the security key is already plugged-in, the dialog in
Step A2 does not show up. Having only one account stored on the key or in the browser, skips steps A5, B2, and B3.

The interviews were semi-structured and addressed the per-
ceived usability of the security key, the differences between
the key-based and password-based authentication, and the
obstacles in using the key. Our goal was to examine why
participants used the security key and what kept them from
using it. The participants were also asked which of the two
login methods they perceived as more secure.

We started each interview with a question about how they
liked using the security key. The participants’ answers gave
us insights into their general impression of the security key
and their experience of using it. We then asked them how
frequently they used the web application and how often they
used the key over the last four weeks. The participants were
also asked to describe the difference between username pass-
word and security keys. If they mentioned 2FA, we let them
explain what 2FA is and what the two factors are.

Additionally, we asked them to share their thoughts on
which authentication method is more secure and their ratio-
nales. The full interview guide can be found in Appendix A.2.

In contrast to password-based authentication, our posses-
sion-based method required the user to have the security key
with them. Thus, we wanted to know how hard it was to
have the key at hand for the participants since this was the
most obvious hurdle. However, we encouraged them to tell
us about other obstacles they encountered as well. Finally, we
asked them whether they would use the key in the future and
for the reasons for their decision.

To analyze the interviews, we used a data-driven coding
technique (as described in [10]). Two researchers indepen-
dently coded all interviews through categorizing participant
statements and identify recurring themes in each interview.

They then compared the categories and themes across all in-
terviews and created codes. A third researcher merged the
themes and codes, derived a final codebook, and used it to
code all interviews again. The full codebook is presented in
Appendix B.

3.3 Demographics
Since we conducted our study in a small company, the partic-
ipants had different backgrounds and positions. They were
software developers, sales representatives, or project man-
agers. One-third of the participants were female (3 out of 9)
and the other two-thirds were male. The participants were 22–
44 years old (mean: 30, SD: 6.3). Five (out of 9) participants
had completed a master’s degree, one holds a bachelor’s de-
gree, and two had studied at a university without completing a
degree. One had completed a vocational training. All but one
of the 9 people who attended the workshop completed the full
study. The person who dropped out was on vacation during
the second phase of the study and could not use the security
key. Nevertheless, we included this person’s feedback from
the workshop in our evaluation.

Web Authentication Skills

To examine the participants’ knowledge about web authenti-
cation, we adjusted the Web-use Skill Measure [14] to focus
on web authentication, resulting in a skill survey containing
ten authentication-related terms. We selected surveyed items
from security awareness trainings, education materials, and
infographics, including the NCSC glossary [22]. Table 1
shows the mean and standard deviation for all ten items.
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Table 1: Web authentication skills are determined by rating
the understanding of ten authentication-related items. The
items are in the order of appearance in the questionnaire.

Item Mean SD

Malware 3.1 0.74
Phishing 3.3 0.94
Two-factor authentication 3.4 0.69
One-time password 2.5 1.26
Personal identification number 4.2 0.63
Auto-fill 3.2 1.55
Challenge-response 1.8 1.23
Password manager 3.9 0.99
Brute-force attack 2.4 1.43
Security question 4.0 0.82

Composite score 3.2 0.73

N 9
Scale 5-point
Cronbach’s α 0.89

The standard deviations were higher for items with a lower
level of understanding (e.g., One-Time Password) than for
items with a “high-level” understanding (e.g., personal identi-
fication number). These low-level items refer to more tech-
nical aspects of authentication. In contrast to the results ob-
tained by Hargittai and Hsieh [14], our participants showed a
higher understanding of the medium-level rated terms Mal-
ware and Phishing, indicating that the participants had an
excellent understanding of authentication-related risks. A
composite score of 3.2 indicates that the level of understand-
ing lay between “some” and “good” understanding.

A Cronbach’s α value of 0.89 as an estimate of the inter-
relatedness of items and internal consistency of the survey
can be considered good, almost excellent. Due to the small
sample size, statistical evidence is limited. However, the re-
sults met our expectations because all participants worked in
a software company and reported to be tech-savvy.

3.4 Ethics

Our institution did not have a review board governing this
type of study, so we discussed the study design with peers
to validate our research’s ethical perspective. We made sure
to minimize any potential adverse effects from the study by
following the ethical principles laid out in the Belmont re-
port [21]. These principles included having an informed con-
sent procedure at the beginning of the study and explaining
to the participants that they could withdraw from the study
without any negative consequences.

4 Results

Next, we present and discuss the results of our study. We
evaluate the data we gathered through login diaries, server
logs, and interviews.

4.1 Frequency of Authentication

Among the participants, the number of logins per day varied.
Some participants logged into the web application multiple
times a day, while others only used it once a week or less. Fig-
ure 3 shows how often the participants used the security key
over the four weeks of the study broken down by participant
and week of the study.

Figure 3: Breakdown of the number of authentications with
the security key per participant and week. Except for partici-
pant P8, all participants used the security key only occasion-
ally.

The reason for this discrepancy is that we conducted our
study on the public test and evaluation server of the web
application, which all the participants use but less often than
the production server (see Section 5.5). We analyzed the
server logs to gain insight into how often the participants used
security keys. Table 2 presents a detailed breakdown of how
many times the participants logged into the web application
during the four weeks of the study.

For our analysis of the server logs, we filtered all log en-
tries in which the WebAuthn method or the usernames of our
participants were involved. After the filtering, we had 287
unique logins attempts over the four weeks. Surprisingly,
only 67 (23.4 %) of these login attempts used a security key
while 141 of the remaining 220 login attempts used browser
auto-fill (i.e., browser password manager). We discuss this
discrepancy in the number of logins in Section 4.4 in more
detail.
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Table 2: Breakdown of successful authentications per ac-
count, participant, and authentication method. Most of the
participants registered their security keys for at least two ac-
counts. Four participant pairs shared five accounts; for these
accounts, we cannot distinguish which login belongs to which
participant. Manual logins contain all login attempts for
which the participants typed in the username and password
manually or copied them from an external password man-
ager/storage.

Number of Authentication

Account IDs
Security

Key
Password

Auto-fill
Manual
Logins Total

A1 P1 4 7 10 21
A2 P1, P3 2 3 4 9
A3 P2 1 0 0 1
A4 P2 2 1 0 3
A5 P2 1 9 7 17
A6 P2, P4 2 33 3 38
A7 P2, P4 5 30 2 37
A8 P3 2 4 5 11
A9 P3 2 0 1 3
A10 P3 1 2 3 6
A11 P3 1 4 13 18
A12 P3, P4 9 6 12 27
A13 P5 0 20 2 22
A14 P5 5 6 8 19
A15 P6 4 9 3 16
A16 P6, P8 3 5 2 10
A17 P7 2 0 3 5
A18 P8 21 2 1 24

Total 67 141 79 287

To analyze login attempts with security key, we used the
authentication diaries and the interviews. Participant P1 faced
a problem where the touch sensor of the security key (see
A4) Touch key in Figure 2) did not work at first, so he needed
multiple tries until the login was successful. Participant P8
reported a similar problem. In this case, the software detected
the security only after plugging it in again. Figure 2 shows
the respective step labeled A2) Search/insert key. The other
six participants reported no security key-related problems.

4.2 General Impressions
We started the interviews asking by participants about their
general impressions using the security key over the four-week
study period. The themes we found in our analysis of the in-
terviews resulted in five categories of codes (cf. Appendix B):
(i) Use of the security key, (ii) comparison of the security key
with username and password, (iii) adoption barriers, (iv) gen-
eral impression, and (v) perceived security.

Our warm-up question in the interviews was how they
liked using the security key. Four participants appeared to be
pleased about using the security key since they described the
key as easy to use and its handling as intuitive. One participant
was even enthusiastic when talking about impressions of the
security key.

P2: “I don’t need to remember anything. It’s also
faster, I am completely convinced. I think it’s ter-
rific.”

The four other participants started referring to minor issues
which occurred when they used the key (e.g., being annoyed
by touching the key because “it is on the other side of the
desk” (P7)), two of which still rated its usage to be overall

“ok” (P3, P5). The remaining two participants stated they did
not use the key as often as intended and did not provide a
clear judgment.

4.3 Authentication Timings and Convenience
During the interviews, the participants revealed that their
convenience in authenticating varied in many aspects. In
particular, their feedback on convenience using the security
key highly depended on how they managed their password-
based credentials since this was their ground truth against
which they compared the new method.

We encountered three different ways of managing pass-
words: (i) The employees used a collaboration software where
they stored their shared credentials and copy-and-pasted them
into the respective login website, (ii) they saved their pass-
words using a third-party password manager software, or
(iii) they used the browser’s built-in password manager.

Five participants (P1, P2, P4, P5, P8) mentioned that the
security key reduced the memory effort because they only
needed to remember one PIN. Two participants who manually
copy-and-pasted passwords (P2, P3) stated that using the
security key was faster than entering username and password.

P2: “[...] but it is much more convenient if you can
simply use this key, push it, enter your 4-digit PIN
instead of your 12-character password [...]. It is
also faster like this.”

In contrast to these two participants, five participants used
browser built-in password managers with a password auto-
fill feature and stated that the authentication with auto-fill
required fewer steps than using the security key (P4, P6, P7)
or was faster (P5, P6, P7, P8). The timings we extracted from
the server logs support their statements. We measured the
time starting when the login website was fully loaded and
ending when the login form was submitted to the server for
each authentication attempt. Figure 4 presents the timings of
the different login variants. It shows that the security key was
slower than the password auto-fill feature of a browser.
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For authentication attempts using the security key, we could
not determine whether the measured times include the time
to reach for and plug in the security key or if it were already
plugged in before plugged in before. We expect our result
set to comprise both scenarios. However, since we consider
physical interactions with the security key part of the authen-
tication ceremony, our results provide a best-case estimate. If
the measured times had not included preparing the key, the
gap compared to the password auto-fill timings would have
become even larger.

Figure 2 illustrates the steps required to log in with the
key compared to the browser’s auto-fill feature. Using the
security key requires three steps in a best-case scenario. This
scenario requires that the key is already plugged into the
computer (Step A2), only the security key is configured for
Windows Hello (Step A2), and only one account is registered
for the key (Step A5). The three steps are (i) clicking the
login button beneath the security key symbol (see Step 1),
(ii) entering the PIN of the security key as shown in Step A3),
and (iii) touching the key (see Step A4).

In contrast, the credential auto-fill via browser requires
at best (with only one username-password pair stored in the
browser for the website) one click on the login button, as
shown in Step B4. Otherwise, the user needs to click the text
field for the username (Step B2) and select the desired account
(Step B3). In both cases, the auto-fill procedure requires fewer
steps and no physical interaction with additional hardware,
which explains why it is the faster authentication procedure.

Figure 4: Authentication timings for different login vari-
ants. The time spent by participants to authenticate varies
depending on the login type used. (N denotes the mean.)

Participant P4 provided the most differentiated feedback,
taking into account both manually copying and pasting pass-
words as well as using the browser’s password manager when
assessing the convenience using the security key.

P4: “I already have the passwords saved in my
Edge account for all different accounts. So that
was more convenient for me because it’s hardly one
click [...] Even if I save something in the browser, it
will work that way as well but if you use the security
key it will definitely [be] time saving as well [...].”

Another participant referred to the use of the 2FA-protected
third-party password manager and preferred using the security
key because it was less cumbersome.

P5: “In comparison I think that the key is more
user-friendly, it requires less effort than invoking
both WinAuth and KeePass.”

4.4 Weighing Security and Purposes

During the interviews, participants indicated awareness of
different security requirements for different services. We
unveiled such tendencies when asking participants about the
purposes they had used the security key for. Getting a full
view is a two-step process since we also needed to capture
how the participants estimated the security of the available
authentication options.

4.4.1 Security of Authentication Schemes

While six participants (P3–P8) rated the security key as more
secure than the password-based authentication schemes, par-
ticipant P1 guessed that the password copy-and-paste mecha-
nism is presumably more secure than the security key. How-
ever, he mentioned the risk of losing the key and, conse-
quently, becoming unavailable to log in, as a reason for the
key’s reduced level of security.

P1: “I guess you can use such a security key, and
how do you log in if you don’t have it? [...] So, I
believe the standard way [i.e., using passwords] is
maybe more secure? Well, I’m not sure if it’s ‘more
secure’ but I can log in in any case [...]”

Another participant stated that the security offered a good
security level but refrained from deeming one scheme more
secure than another. Participants P2, P5, and P8 explained that
the security of the key-based authentication is more secure
because it relies on “two factors”, i.e., possession of the key
and knowing the correct PIN. Furthermore, participant P5
elaborated his understanding of how the security key works,
alleging that the passwords are stored on the key.

P5: “It is secure, if I understand correctly, because
the passwords are stored on the key and, therefore,
are not affected if I have a compromised machine
[...]”

Even though this explanation is not correct from a technical
perspective, the idea of P5 can give non-expert users some
useful intuition why the key is more secure than passwords.
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4.4.2 Use of the Security Key

In total, three participants talked about different security re-
quirements depending on a service’s purpose. Two partici-
pants named online banking (P6, P7), another authentication
at work (P5) as use cases that require a higher level of security.

When asked whether they want to keep using the key after
the study, four participants signaled willingness (P2, P3, P4,
P8), two were not sure (P5, P6), and two did not want to use
the key in the future (P1, P7). Opinions of those who could
imagine continuing using the key ranged from plain approvals
(P2, P8: “yes”) to readiness to use the key exclusively if the
working environment supported this:

P3: “Yes, and if it would work with the production
server, I would work exclusively using the key.”

However, participants revealed different opinions on ex-
tending the use to personal accounts. While one participant
claimed willingness to use the key for personal purposes (P2),
two participants stated that they would not use a security key
off the job.

While P4 stated to use a password manager for personal
accounts, P7 unambiguously explained that the additional
time required to use the key compared to a password manager
is an unacceptable trade-off in everyday use.

P7: “In the time it takes to dig it up, plug it in, enter
the PIN, and push it – I could have already bought
two pairs of shoes.”

Another participant remained rather indecisive when asked
about using the key for personal use, due to the additional
overhead compared to the use of a password manager.

P8: “When you have stored your passwords in your
browser, it is still faster than picking the key, plug-
ging it in and entering the PIN.”

4.5 Adoption Barriers
The authentication diaries and responses in the interviews
show that usage rates of the security key were rather low
(see Section 4.1), so we asked the participants what prevented
them from using the security key in particular situations. They
reported several hurdles when using the key, e.g., the fear
of losing access to their accounts, the additional effort/time
required to plug the key in or unlock it, and the habitual use
of passwords.

Participants P5 and P7 mentioned that the additional effort
and time to interact with the key makes it less convenient than
authenticating with username and password.

P5: “Well, it would start to make a real difference
if I didn’t have to enter anything at all but only had
to touch the key.”

The time factor was not only important for authentication,
two participants (P5, P6) also mentioned that they needed to
invest time (“5–10 minutes”) to set up the key for an account,
which implies that even comparably small amounts of time
can be an adoption hurdle.

P6: “There is this small initial effort you need to
find five to ten minutes for.”

Besides the time aspects, participants’ feedback from the
interviews unveiled further details about additional obstacles
towards the adoption of the security key.

4.5.1 Fallback Authentication

Several participants expressed concerns about not being able
to log in if they do not carry their keys (P2, P3) or even lose
them (P1). Participant P3 further mentioned a potential risk of
technical flaws, hampering the ability to log in. The majority
of participants had no problems with carrying the key, e.g.,
by attaching it to their key rings.

P6: “I have it on my [...] key ring. Thus, I have it
with me all the time.”

However, this was not a proper solution for every partici-
pant. P7 explicitly deemed this a disadvantage and suggested
providing a solution to attach the key to a smartphone.

P7: “That’s cumbersome, and I also have quite few
keys, and I don’t want to plug them all in.”

Potential problems about handling the key were also men-
tioned by another participant (P2), who feared to destroy the
key due to its tiny size and shakiness when plugged in and
suggested a more sturdy design.

These answers show that participants’ views were not lim-
ited to the scope of the study but also widened for the security
key’s general use as a single first authentication factor. Not
being able to log in due to losing the key was not a real risk
in our scenario since participants could always choose be-
tween password-based and key-based authentication during
the study.

4.5.2 Workflow and Environment

The workflow of the authentication or the work environment
can also be an adoption barrier. As discussed in Section 4.3,
the security key requires more interactions for each authenti-
cation. Participant P6 explicitly mentioned the higher click-
count when using the security key (i.e., the Windows Hello
user interface) compared to entering the username and pass-
word or using the browser’s password manager.

P6: “The workflow needs to be simple. Like even
faster. Fewer clicks.”
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Another participant saw the account selection of Windows
Hello as a hurdle for adoption.

P1: “I have 40 accounts or so. When I register the
key for all of them and I want to log in then, I need
to scroll through all of them [...] That’s a little bit
time-consuming.”

Two participants indicated that the characteristics of their
work environment made it more challenging to integrate the
key into their routines. For instance, picking an account to
log in when multiple accounts were used on the same website,
since the names of all accounts followed a naming convention
made them very similar.

P3: “I cannot see at first sight to which account
[the username] actually belongs.”

Similar, another participant denoted that the login is slightly
different depending on the operating system and browser (here
Windows 10 version 1903 and Google Chrome 76).

P6: “[...] on my computer the Windows update has
not been rolled out yet, so, I could not use Firefox
[...] and [in the other browser] I need to click three
times and touch [the key] twice to log in.”

4.5.3 Routine in using Passwords

Considering aspects of introducing and integrating new secu-
rity measures into a well-functioning working environment
raises questions about how to overcome long-established secu-
rity behaviors. Participant P7, who showed a generally rather
reserved attitude towards using the security key, remarked
that routine in handling passwords was a reason not to use
the security key for authentication, especially in cases when
something needed to be checked quickly.

P7: “It was not an active decision [to use the pass-
word], but rather a situation when I just had to get
things done. [...] I’m just used to it, because I know
the password for this application. [...] It’s like an
addiction. You still use the password after all.”

This statement suggests that deeply ingrained security habits
cannot be challenged, let alone be replaced easily, not within
the four weeks of our study.

5 Discussion

In contrast to prior work investigating security keys in the
context of 2FA [8, 9, 15, 16, 24], we focused on a secure au-
thentication scheme without username and password. From a
user perspective, the difference is to have a new authentica-
tion scheme instead of adding steps to a well-known one. The
resulting process still suffers from similar issues, as found by
studies on security keys in a 2FA context [8, 16].

However, our analysis of the interviews and authentication
dairies identified three problem areas unique to or more im-
portant for the security key as a primary authentication factor:
(i) concerns about account recovery in case of key loss or
defect, (ii) having a more complex and possibly slower au-
thentication process, and (iii) security benefits are intangible.

Losing access to the account through defect or loss of the
security key is the primary concern for users, especially if
it is the only way to authenticate. A possible solution to
this problem is registering multiple security keys for one
account, but this seems to be an additional burden to the
users. Another option is using username and password as
fallback authentication, but this nullifies the security benefits
of FIDO2. The question of how to realize secure fallback
authentication for FIDO2 is still open for future research.

The differences in the timings between the security key
and other login methods, as indicated in Figure 4 and also
mentioned by multiple participants, needs to be tested with a
larger sample. Other authenticators could make “password-
less” FIDO2-based authentication faster and less complex.

Even though most participants found the security key to
be more secure than username and password, the reasons
why the key was, in fact, more secure were hard to grasp for
them. More research on how to explain the security benefits
of FIDO2-based authentication schemes is needed. In the
following, we discuss our results using the three categories to
assess authentication schemes proposed by Bonneau et al. [5].

5.1 Usability
Our study indicates that the security key is usable in the sense
that all the participants understood how to use the key cor-
rectly and comprehended the on-screen instructions. The
problems the participants encountered were rare, and they
could solve all of them.

Authentication times appeared to be more of a limiting
factor. Using the browser’s auto-fill feature was the fastest
authentication method in our scenario. Even “manual logins”
(e.g., copy and paste the password) may be faster than using
the security key. This speed difference may be one of the
primary adoption barriers.

The level of routine and habituation users developed with
passwords is high. Some interview statements implied that
password-based authentication does not necessarily induce
friction but works as an unconscious background process that
makes it more challenging to get used to a new scheme like the
security key. Protecting the key with a PIN also undermines
its benefit of allowing “passwordless” authentication.

Physical aspects and related handling of the key could also
be an obstacle. Actions like carrying the security key around,
e.g., by attaching it to a key ring, inserting it, or touching
its button were a hurdle for some participants. However, the
degree of inconvenience appears to depend highly on the
user’s perception and predispositions.
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5.2 Deployability

WebAuthn support, while increasing, is the biggest deploy-
ment issue. This lack of support comprises operating systems,
browsers, but also software frameworks to ease integration.
Only recent versions of operating systems and browsers work
with all WebAuthn features, thus requiring web service own-
ers to offer alternative authentication schemes and show ap-
propriate error messages in case of unsupported operations.

Missing best practices on login form design for WebAuthn-
based authentication hinders a consistent user experience
across different web services. While a typical design has
emerged for password-based login forms over time, there is
no such design for WebAuthn. Research on the impact of
such forms is scarce.

On the other hand, direct costs for hardware or support
and indirect costs through lost productivity are negligible. In
a company with tech-savvy personnel, the expense for the
adoption of a security key-based authentication (not including
implementation) should not be too high. As Lang et al. [16]
showed with a predecessor of U2F and thus FIDO2, the same
can be true for large companies.

5.3 (Perceived) Security

Security is only secondary to usability when choosing an
authentication scheme in daily work life. If security is not
promoted as an essential part of work instead of being just an
obstacle to other tasks, that fact remains [11].

The benefits of the security key, especially when it requires
a PIN, need to be conveyed clearly. While creating risk aware-
ness helps users to make informed decisions, reminding users
of the benefits provided by a scheme seems to be even more
promising [9].

5.4 Overcome Adoption Barriers

We think that the FIDO2 project can replace password-based
authentication on the Web in the long run. However, at the
moment, only a few applications or Internet services sup-
port FIDO2-based authentication, which impedes its adoption,
and the lack of reference implementations of the WebAuthn
server-side hinders its integration. These obstacles will proba-
bly resolve over time. To overcome some of the other adaption
barriers we found, we have the following suggestions:

• Support multiple different authenticators (platform and
roaming authenticators if possible);

• Require adaption of the security key in organizations (as
suggested by Colnago et al. [8] for 2FA);

• Make FIDO2-based authentication available for as many
systems as possible

• For PIN-protected security keys, allow to “remember”
the PIN until the key is unplugged.

5.5 Limitations

Due to the qualitative nature of the study and the small sample
size, it can only provide a first insight into “passwordless” au-
thentication with security keys. Our results may not apply to
a broader population but indicate potential interesting topics
and raise new research questions.

We deployed the new authentication method on a public test
server for our study. Although all participants had access to
the server and user accounts on it, half of them (4 participants)
mentioned in the interviews that they used the test server less
often than the production system. The low use of the key
affected how the participants used the security key and might
have had an impact on the perceived usefulness of it.

6 Related Work

The FIDO2 project has not been around for a long time, which
is why research in this specific area is limited. Most related
to our study is the work by Lyastani et al. [17], as it does
investigate the use of tokens for primary authentication in the
context of FIDO2. Lyastani et al. [17] conducted a lab study
with end-users to get insights into the perception, acceptance,
and concerns when security keys are used for passwordless
authentication. Their results conform to ours in terms of
a mixed impression with an overall positive impression of
token-based authentication but also the fear of the participants
to lose the token locking themselves out.

In contrast to Lyastani et al. [17], we implemented the
token-based authentication in combination with a PIN be-
cause it counteracts one of the disadvantages the participants
in the study by Lyastani et al. [17] mentioned, namely, the risk
of illegal access when the authenticator is lost. However, this
combination made the workflow more complex, which again
can impede adopting the key. Additionally, we concentrate
on the long-term and real-world impact of using token-based
authentication in a corporate context. Through this different
focus in the study, we saw that overcoming the routine users
gained in using passwords as an additional adoption barrier.

Besides FIDO2, Pico, proposed by Stajano [25], is an-
other example of a token-based login method. In a study by
Aebischer et al. [1], users appreciated the ability to avoid pass-
words because of the known drawbacks, but adoption was
still identified as a problem as users prefer to stick to the fa-
miliar password-based authentication. We observed a similar
phenomenon, among the participants who used a password
manager. Although they were convinced that the security
key-based solution was more secure, but they preferred the
password managers because they were fast.

While we are interested in hardware tokens as a first factor,
research into 2FA is also related to our work as it gives impor-
tant insights into the use of tokens for authentication. Despite
what factor is used, the initial setup of an additional second
factor is one of the major issues for most users [7, 15, 23, 24].
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A corporate context – in which we were interested in this
study – allows counteracting this problem by offering cus-
tomized guidance for the setup phase. Because of this, we
walked the participants through the initial steps.

Studies by Das et al. [9] and Ciolino et al. [7] further ana-
lyzed why users decide not to use 2FA security keys. They
found two main reasons: (i) Users are afraid of losing their
key locking themselves out and (ii) some users also do not
fear an account takeover, which is why they see no necessity
for the additional effort associated with the use of a security
key. These findings are supported by adoption rates reported
by Google with less than 10 % of active Google accounts
having 2FA enabled [18]. While these findings are relevant
for the end-user, the situation in a corporate context is differ-
ent. Here, the motivation to use security keys is driven by
the company, and using them can be made mandatory for the
employees.

Furthermore, it was found that users have an overall pos-
itive attitude towards security keys once they are in place
as a second factor. [7, 9, 24]. They are seen as easy to use
and increase the perceived security [8, 16]. We come to a
similar conclusion for the case when security keys are used as
a primary factor. Regarding the timing of security key-based
logins, Reese et al. [23] found that login times decrease the
longer and the more often security keys are used. Some partic-
ipants also mentioned the fast authentication time, yet some
abandoned the security keys in favor of a password manager
because it allows an even more efficient authentication.

7 Conclusion

We conducted a qualitative study on the usability of FIDO2,
using USB-based hardware tokens in the form of security keys
in the context of a small company. The core components of
FIDO2 – WebAuthn and CTAP – offer promising alternatives
to the dominant username-password scheme used for web au-
thentication. FIDO2 security keys present a phishing-resistant
form of hardware tokens suited as the primary authentication
factor for web applications.

In contrast to previous work on authentication via security
keys, we focused on using the key as a primary authentication
factor instead of having it as an additional factor in a 2FA
setting. Although most participants considered the security
key-based login as usable, several of them stopped using the
key as it was slower than using the password manager built
in their browsers. Furthermore, the security benefits were
largely intangible or perceived as unnecessary by the partici-
pants. Another issue was the missing support of some browser
and operating systems at the time of the study. All these adop-
tion barriers should be minimized before introducing FIDO2
(with security keys) to replace username and password-based
authentication in a company.
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A Study Materials

This appendix contains the materials we used to conduct the
study. All information about the authors or participants have
been removed.

A.1 Initial Workshop Questionnaire
How familiar are you with the following authentication and
security-related items? Please choose a number between 1
and 5 where 1 represents “no understanding” and 5 represents
“full understanding” of the item.

None
(1)

Little
(2)

Some
(3)

Good
(4)

Full
(5)

Malware © © © © ©
Phishing © © © © ©
Two-factor authentication © © © © ©
One-time password © © © © ©
Personal identification number © © © © ©
Auto-fill © © © © ©
Challenge-response © © © © ©
Password manager © © © © ©
Brute-force attack © © © © ©
Security question © © © © ©

Please answer all of the following questions.

1. Have you ever used a security key before?

© Yes, and I still do
© Yes, but I stopped using it
© No
© I do not know

2. Why? Why not?

Answer:

3. Have you ever used two-factor authentication for any of
your online accounts?

© Yes, and I still do
© Yes, but I stopped using it
© No
© I do not know

4. Why? Why not?

Answer:

5. What did you like about the setup procedure of the security
key?

Answer:

6. How would you improve the setup procedure of the secu-
rity key?

Answer:

7. How does a security key make your account more secure?

Answer:

8. Do you have any comments, ideas, or suggestions for
improvement?

Answer:

A.2 Interview Guideline

(a) Introduction

• Thanks again for taking part in the security key
evaluation over the past four weeks and also thank
you for agreeing to this interview.

• The interview will take 10-15 minutes.
• Are you OK with me recording our interview?
• <Start recording.>
• There are obviously no right or wrong answers here,

I am just interested in your personal perceptions
and your honest opinions.

• Any questions? Can we start?

(b) Interview

• You were able to test a security key over the last 4
weeks, how do you like it?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

• How many times a day do you log in on average?
• What do you think, how often have you used the

security key during the last 4 weeks?
• Have you registered additional accounts with the

security key after the training?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

• <Ask questions based on the authentication diary.>
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

• What are the differences between security keys and
passwords?

• Do you think the security key offers any benefits
compared to username and password?

• What do you think is more secure?
• How easy or difficult was it to have your security

key with you whenever you needed it?
• What kept you from using the security keys?

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
• What was the best part of using the security key?
• What would you improve about the user-friendli-

ness of using the security key?
• Would you like to continue to use the security key?

(c) Debriefing

• <Briefly summarize interview.>
• Study goal: We investigate security keys as a pass-

word “replacement”.
• We are interested in usability issues of these keys.
• Do you have any questions about the interview or

the study?
• <Stop recording.>
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B Codebook

Table 1: Category: Use of the security key – The participant indicates if or for what purposes they want to use the security key.

Code Freq. Description Example

Continue using
key

6 The participant states to continue using the security key
after the study.

“For all new projects which I’ll get, I’ll use the security key.”
(P4)

Personal use 5 The participant considers using the security key also for
their personal accounts.

“[...] and I’d also use it in my private life.” (P2)

Only for work 5 The participant states to only use the security key for work. “I feel like I will just use the security key for work and KeePass
and all that for personal stuff.” (P4)

Key is impractical
for multiple
accounts

4 The participant states that using the security key is
impractical for users with more than 5 accounts on one
website (Windows Hello selection dialog).

“As I said, I have 40 different accounts for work. In this case, it’s
not really practical.” (P1)

Only for sensitive
accounts

4 The participant indicates to use the security key only for
sensitive accounts (e.g., online banking).

“And I think in cases where one needs more security, it’s good
and I could understand it [to use a security key].” (P7)

No need for the
key

2 The participant mentions that using the security key for
only one account is not worth the effort.

“If I’d say: ’Okay, I just got 20 new accounts’, then maybe, but
with one account, no.” (P7)

Stop using key 2 The participant states to not continue using the security key
after the study.

“I don’t think I would continue using it.” (P1)

Table 2: Category: Comparison of the security key – The participant compares a certain aspect of the security key with username and password.

Code Freq. Description Example

Key requires more
steps than browser
PW

7 The participant states using the security key requires
more steps/clicks compared to using the built-in
password manger of the browser.

“For already existing accounts, I already had the passwords
saved. So, that was more convenient.” (P4)

Key slower than
browser PW

6 The participant indicates that authentication with the
security key takes longer than using the built-in
password manger of the browser.

“When you have stored your passwords in your browser, it is still
faster than picking the key, plugging it in, and entering the PIN.”
(P8)

Key memory-wise
less effort

5 The participant states using the security key is
compared to username and password more convenient
because they only need to remember one PIN.

“I’d prefer to use the key. I think it’s easier to only remember the
PIN, like just this one PIN and nothing else.” (P5)

Key faster 5 The participant indicates that authentication with the
security key is faster than with username and password.

“It’s time saving. Absolutely.” (P4)

No difference 1 The participant finds both security key and username
and password equally convenient/inconvenient.

“But for me it doesn’t make a huge difference whether I manually
type in a password, or if I type in the PIN for the key.
Unfortunately, it doesn’t make a huge difference.” (P5)

Key more
cognitive effort

1 The participant states that using the security key
requires more thinking than entering username and
password.

“Touching the key is something different. [...] sometimes I don’t
think about what I’m doing, I just do it. And then I find myself
using the password again.” (P7)
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Table 3: Category: Adoption barriers – The participant refers to an obstacle or possible obstacle when using the security key.

Code Freq. Description Example

Higher effort 5 The participant finds carrying/plugging in/unlocking the
security key cumbersome or time-consuming.

“Well, it would start to make a real difference if I didn’t have to
enter anything at all but only had to touch the key.” (P5)

Fear to lock out 4 The participant fears to lose access to web application
through loss or defect of the key.

“Well, if I forget or loose it, I couldn’t get into my account” (P3)

Routine with
passwords

3 The participant mentions to use username and password
instead of the security key out of habit.

“It’s like an addiction. You still use the password after all.” (P7)

Setup per account 3 The participant thinks the effort to set up the key for
multiple accounts can be an obstacle to adoption.

“There is this small initial effort you need to find five to ten
minutes for.” (P6)

More complex
workflow

2 The participant reports usability issues, like higher click
count or confusing account selection in Windows Hello.

“The workflow needs to be simple. Like even faster. Fewer
clicks.” (P6)

Forgot to take key 1 The participant states to have forgotten the key and
therefore not being able to use it to log in.

“Well, I assume I always forgot to take it with me.” (P2)

Key perceived as
fragile

1 The participant reports difficulties with the form factor
of the security key (e.g., the fear to break it
accidentally).

“It always bends so easily, and I thought: ‘Oh my god, now I’m
breaking the poor thing.’” (P2)

Table 4: Category: General impression – The participant mentions their general impression of the security key.

Code Freq. Description Example

Key is
usable/convenient

9 The participant finds the security key generally usable
or convenient.

“You click it [the account name], quickly enter your PIN, touch
the key with your finger, and you’re done. It’s smooth.” (P5)

Key is
easy/intuitive

6 The participant finds the security key generally easy or
intuitive to use.

“It’s easy, like really easy. I’m a huge fan I have to say.” (P2)

Key is cool/novel 2 The participant shows enthusiasm because the security
key is “new” or “cool” technology.

“Well, at the beginning I started very enthusiastically. I really
thought it’s cool thing. ” (P6)

Table 5: Category: Perceived security – The participant comments on the security of the security key.

Code Freq. Description Example

Key more secure 11 The participant states that the security key is more
secure than username and password

“Yes, I think one thing I like is that no password is sent, if I
understand that correctly, over the Internet but it [the password]
just decrypts the key locally.” (P6)

Unsure 3 The participant is unsure whether the security key is
more secure or not.

“I guess you can use such a security key, and how do you log in if
you don’t have it? [...] So, I believe the standard way [i.e., using
passwords] is maybe more secure? Well, I’m not sure if it’s ‘more
secure’ but I can log in in any case [...]” (P1)
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Abstract
Knock Codes are a knowledge-based unlock authentication
scheme used on LG smartphones where a user enters a code
by tapping or “knocking” a sequence on a 2x2 grid. While
a lesser-used authentication method, as compared to PINs
or Android patterns, there is likely a large number of Knock
Code users; we estimate, 700,000–2,500,000 in the US alone.
In this paper, we studied Knock Codes security asking partic-
ipants in an online study to select codes on mobile devices
in three settings: a control treatment, a blocklist treatment,
and a treatment with a larger, 2x3 grid. We find that Knock
Codes are significantly weaker than other deployed authenti-
cation, e.g., PINs or Android patterns. In a simulated attacker
setting, 2x3 grids offered no additional security. Blocklist-
ing, on the other hand, was more beneficial, making Knock
Codes’ security similar to Android patterns. Participants ex-
pressed positive perceptions of Knock Codes, yet usability
was challenged. SUS values were “marginal” or “ok” across
treatments. Based on these findings, we recommend deploying
blocklists for selecting a Knock Code because they improve
security but have a limited impact on usability perceptions.

1 Introduction

Mobile device unlock authentication has many variations and
there have been extensive user-based studies on the security of
knowledge-based mobile authentication, including Android
graphical unlock patterns [4, 47], PINs [10, 38, 50], as well
as using passwords on mobile devices [40]. The conclusion
of most of this work is that mobile device users, much like

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

with traditional password selection [18, 28, 39], opt for pre-
dictable and easily guessed authenticators. Additionally sev-
eral physical attacks have been proposed on knowledge-based
mobile authentication, such as smudge attacks [6], sensor at-
tacks [7, 12], vision attacks [51], acoustic signals [52], and
shoulder surfing [5, 19, 22].

Into this space, LG developed Knock Codes as a new mobile
authentication system that is designed to combat some of these
attacks1 and provide, per LG’s advertising,2 “perfect security.”
Knock Codes require a user to recall a pre-selected series of
at least 6 and at most 10 knocks3 (or taps) on a 2×2 quadrant
which is displayed upon setup and can be entered with the
phone screen on or off. Knock Codes are used less frequently
than PINs or Android patterns, but we estimate that there is
a large number of Knock Code users, 700,000–2,500,000 in
the US alone.

To evaluate the security and usability of Knock Codes,
we conducted two online user studies on Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk: a preliminary study (n = 218) and a main study
(n = 351), analyzing a total of 1,138 Knock Codes (436 in
the preliminary study and 702 in the main study). In the
main study, we evaluated three between-group treatments: a
control treatment, where participants used the current 2x2
Knock Code interface; a blocklist treatment, where partici-
pants selected 2x2 Knock Codes with some popular codes, as
measured in the preliminary study, being disallowed; and fi-
nally, a big grid treatment, where participants selected Knock
Codes on a larger, 2x3 grid.

We analyzed the selected Knock Codes across treatments
and scenarios for security using standard guessing metrics,
considering both an offline attacker with unlimited guesses
and an online attacker with a limited number of guesses. We
find that Knock Codes, as currently deployed, offer worse
security (51.3 % guessed after 30 attempts) as compared to

1https://youtu.be/0Imk5JILUc0 (as accessed on June 11, 2020)
2https://youtu.be/NRInfu-Lhnc (as accessed on June 11, 2020)
3In earlier models, like the 2014 LG G2 [46], where this method first

appeared, codes required at least 3 and at most 8. Newer models require 6 to
10 knocks occurring in at least 3 quadrants.
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other widely available unlock authentication schemes, e.g.,
4-digit PINs (28.0 %), 6-digit PINs (25.4 %) and Android
unlock patterns (36.6 %).

While it seems like a straightforward attempt to increase
security, an expanded Knock Code grid to 2x3 does not in-
crease, and sometimes worsens, security as compared to 2x2
Knock Codes. After 30 attempts, a simulated attacker cor-
rectly guesses more 2x3 Knock Codes compared to 2x2 (41 %
vs. 37 %). However, blocklisting common Knock Codes (as
collected in the preliminary study) is more effective at improv-
ing guessing security: only 19 % of these codes were guessed
within 30 attempts in simulation.

Overall, participants perceived Knock Codes (across treat-
ments) as secure; however, among all treatments, participants
were more hesitant to rate Knock Codes as more secure than
PINs, Android Unlock Patterns, or alphanumeric passwords.
Despite the fact that participants reported Knock Codes as
“simple” and “memorable”, responses to the SUS [11] ques-
tions averaged to “marginal” or “ok” usability (69.8, 68.1, and
64.3, for the control 2x2 treatment, the larger 2x3 treatment,
and the blocklist informed 2x2 treatment, respectively). Entry
and recall times for Knock Codes were also much slower than
what was reported for PINs and Android patterns [27, 38],
suggesting lower usability.

Based on the survey and analysis, we make the following
contributions and findings:

• We conducted a user study of Knock Codes that consid-
ers usability and security analysis.

• We find that Knock Codes, as currently deployed, of-
fer worse security compared to other available methods,
both in terms of an online and offline guessing analysis.

• We evaluated different designs for Knock Codes, finding
that larger grid sizes offer no benefits (and might actu-
ally be less secure) while blocklisting offers promise for
improving security.

• We analyzed both qualitative and quantitative feedback
of the perceptions of security and usability of Knock
Codes, finding that while there are some features of
Knock Codes that users like the overall usability was
“ok” or “marginal” and the security perceptions were
weak compared to other available schemes.

These results indicate that users are interested in new forms
of mobile authentication, in particular ones that have options
for unlocking with the display off. However, given the us-
ability and security challenges of Knock Codes, we would
not recommend further deployment as currently configured.
For users and developers who wish to continue to use Knock
Codes, we would recommend using a blocklist to inform se-
lection as it provides increased security with small effects on
usability.

2 Related Work and Background

While Knock Codes have not been broadly studied in the
community, other mobile authentication methods have been
investigated widely, namely PINs [16,20], patterns [4,44,47],
passwords [29, 35], and biometrics [42], as well as adoption
rates [27] and authentication times [26].

Research on user-chosen authentication has shown that
users tend towards predictable and popular choices, regardless
of the authentication method. For instance, Bonneau et al. [10]
studied 4-digit PINs and concluded that while 4-digit PINs
fare better in user management and choices, guessing the
birthday is an effective strategy to access a user’s account.
Wang et al. showed that 6-digit PINs have marginally better
security than 4-digit PINs, yet both English and Chinese users
fall into certain patterns when choosing PINs [50].

Markert et al. collected PINs specifically primed for mobile
authentication and demonstrated that 6-digit PINs offer little
(and perhaps worse) benefit than 4-digit PINs against a throt-
tled attacker. Moreover, non-enforcing blocklists (as deployed
by iOS) do not increase security [38]. We use an enforcing
blocklist in our data collection, as recommend by Markert et
al., and compare Knock Codes to the same RockYou [18] and
Amitay [1] datasets used by Wang et al. and Markert et al.

Patterns, or graphical passwords, have been studied in
multiple contexts, including smudge attacks [6], shoulder-
surfing [5,19,23,37], and user strength perceptions [2,3]. The
selection process has also been studied [4, 44, 47], and in all
cases, users choices are predictable. We compare our results
to those from Uellenbeck et al. [47] and Aviv et al. [4].

There have also been proposals for incorporating more
tactile interaction into mobile authentication. For example,
Deyle and Roth suggested using “tactile pins” [21]. Kuber et
al. [32–34] studied tactile stimuli: a special mouse with a 4x4
matrix of PINs for selecting a “tactile password.” Krombholz
et al. considered extra touch interactions through pressure-
sensitive touches on iPhones to enhance PINs [31]. How-
ever, these user interaction modalities are very different from
Knock Codes. Similar to Knock Codes, "personal identifiable
chords" (PIC) for smartwatches (a multi-touch PIN entered
on a 2x2 grid) have been proposed [41]; these differ in setting
(smartwatches) and input type (multi-touch), but the approach
could be used to improve Knock Codes by adding multi-touch.

Along with security, usability is an important facet regard-
ing the adoption of authentication methods, thus, quantifying
user feedback of such methods is pertinent [43]. Regarding
biometric adoption and perceptions, users considered biomet-
rics to be more secure than PINs according to Bhagavatula
et al. [8]. In addition, usability factors (such as poor lighting
for facial recognition) contributed to users’ negative feedback
and reluctance to adopt this method versus a more convenient
method such as fingerprint recognition. Even with biometrics,
this can lead to users choosing weaker forms of knowledge-
based authenticators [14].
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Figure 1: Screenshot of a video exploring Knock Codes
(https://youtu.be/tPYypLe8LEU) where a user enters a
Knock Code with the screen off to unlock the phone. This
was used to provide instructions and background information
to users on Knock Codes.

3 Methodology

We collected data via Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
using an online survey whereby participants were directed
to use their mobile devices (checked via the user-agent) to
select two Knock Codes as well as answer general questions
about Knock Codes and their demographics. The two Knock
Codes were primed based on different security scenarios, as
informed by prior work of Loge et al. [36]. We found some,
but minor, differences between Knock Codes in each scenario,
similar to Loge et al.’s findings for Android patterns.

We conducted two studies: a preliminary study and a main
study which is based on the preliminary study and presented
here. The main difference between the two studies is that the
main study was focused on participants using mobile devices
while the preliminary allowed participants to use traditional
computers. From the preliminary study, we were able to refine
the main study as well as develop a blocklist of the 30 most
common Knock Codes selected in the preliminary study (see
Table 3). We provide all study material in the Appendices.
Both studies were approved by our institutional review board
(IRB).

We found that usage and awareness of Knock Codes are
relatively uncommon. Only 3% of our participants in the main
study responded that they use Knock Codes, see Table 2 and
only 1% reported so in our preliminary study. Despite the low
percentages, this suggests that 700K-2.5M users may deploy
Knock Codes in the US alone, and we would ideally focus our
study just on these users. This is unfortunately not feasible due
to the low concentration on MTurk, and as such, we consider
a broader set of study participants who may (or may not) be
aware of Knock Codes. For those unaware of Knock Codes,
our survey would simulate their first experience, as would be
the case if they were selecting Knock Codes for the first time
on a new device.

Detailed description of the survey. The survey consisted
of 12 parts as described below. Please see Appendix A for
the exact questions and wording on the pages. We refer to
specific questions within a survey part using the page name
and question number.

1. Overview and Informed Consent: Upon starting the sur-
vey, participants were informed about the nature of the
research (per the requirements of our IRB), and provided
general instructions for proceedings.

2. Device Usage Questions: Participants reported on the
number of mobile devices (as defined by a smartphone
but excluding tablet computers and laptops) they own,
the brands they use, and which types of mobile authen-
tication they use on those devices. We use this data,
normalized to US census data, to estimate Knock Code
usage.

3. Instructions: As we could not expect participants to be
familiar with Knock Codes, we provided detailed instruc-
tions of Knock Codes. This included a GIF animation of
a user entering a Knock Code (see Figure 1), a display
of the entry screen used later in the survey (see Fig-
ure 2), and requirements of Knock Codes (use at least
3 different regions and at least 6 total knocks). We also
introduced the size of the grid, 2x2 for participants who
were assigned to the control or blocklist treatment, and
2x3 for the group that tested a larger grid. Those in the
blocklist treatment were not informed of the existence
of the blocklist. A detailed description of the treatments
is given later in this section.

4. Practice: After the instructions, participants could prac-
tice selecting a sample Knock Code and familiarize them-
selves with the interface, before proceeding to the actual
Knock Code selection. It was clearly stated that this stage
was for practice purposes only. Participants practiced on
the appropriate grid size for their treatment and for those
in the blocklist treatment, there was no blocklist in place
yet, i.e., no indication that a code would or would not be
allowed.

5. Scenario Overview: In addition to a treatment, each par-
ticipant was assigned to two scenarios under which they
would select Knock Codes for protection. The first of
the scenarios was always Device Unlock; the other was
either Banking App or Shopping Cart. These scenarios
were adapted from prior work of Loge et al. [36] for col-
lecting Android patterns. Participants were made aware
of both scenarios before proceeding and the order in
which they would be asked to select Knock Codes. On
this page, we also highlighted that the selected Knock
Code will have to be recalled later, hence, participants
were asked to “choose something that is secure and mem-
orable.”
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(a) con-2x2 & bl-2x2 (b) big-2x3

Figure 2: (a) Interface for selecting 2x2 Knock Codes and (b)
interface for selecting 2x3 Knock Codes. Both designs mimic
the look and feel of LG’s Knock Code implementation.

Figure 3: Blocklist warning display, which mimics blocklist
warnings as used by iOS for PINs.

6. Select and Confirm (2x): Participants were prompted
to select a Knock Code for the scenario, and confirm it
before proceeding. The respective pages are shown in
Figure 2. Participants of the blocklist treatment saw the
warning message shown in Figure 3 if any selection was
disallowed. Table 3 contains the list of blocklisted codes
as collected in the preliminary study.

7. Selection Feedback (2x): After selecting and confirming
a Knock Code, participants were asked for feedback
about their views on the security of their code and any
difficulties in selecting a secure and usable code. Data
was collected in both Likert agreement and through open
answer forms.

8. Security Prompts: Now with more familiarity with
Knock Codes, participants answered questions about the
perceived security of Knock Codes, and also compared it
to PINs and Android Unlock Patterns. Participants also
provided qualitative feedback on their security likes and
dislikes related to Knock Codes in general.

9. Usability Prompts: We asked the 10 System Usability
Scale questions [11] related to Knock Codes (plus an
attention test).

10. Recall (2x): Participants were asked to recall their se-
lected Knock Codes. We allowed up to three guesses
for each of the scenarios and forwarded participants if
they were not able to recall their Knock Code within this
limit.

11. Demographic Questions: Participants answered basic
demographic questions about their age, gender, domi-
nant hand, educational background, and technology back-
ground. We also included another attention check ques-
tion on this page.

12. Submission: The survey ended with participants answer-
ing an honesty question (i.e., indicated yes/no to “I hon-
estly participated in this survey and followed instructions
completely.”). Negative responses were removed from
the results, however, all participants were compensated
for their work.

Treatments. As part of the study, we assigned participants
to one of three treatments. In addition to the standard imple-
mentation of LG’s Knock Code, which we refer to as control
2x2 or con-2x2 throughout this paper, we tested two addi-
tional ones.

We first include a blocklist treatment (blocklist informed
2x2 or bl-2x2) which differs from the control 2x2 treatment
by the fact that we blocklisted 30 Knock Codes. These codes
were the most frequently used as measured in the preliminary
study (see Table 3). The blocklist warning, shown in cases
of a blocklist hit, is depicted in Figure 3 and is a copy of a
warning used by Apple on iOS devices to warn users about
an insecure PIN choice.

We conjecture that by disallowing participants from select-
ing these common codes, the Knock Codes they eventually
select would be stronger (harder to guess). There is a risk with
blocklists as they may increase frustration during the selection
process by having to perform selection multiple times. But as
setting up an authentication method is a one-time event, we
wished to understand if blocklists can improve the security of
Knock Codes.

As another method for increasing security, we considered
a modification to the Knock Code interface. The larger 2x3
treatment (big-2x3) uses a 2x3 instead of 2x2 grid and pro-
vides participants with more options for creating a Knock
Code. Theoretically, this increase makes a substantial differ-
ence with 72,520,440 possible 2x3 Knock Codes of length
6-to-10, as compared to 1,384,872 2x2 Knock Codes of simi-
lar length. The layout is shown in Figure 2b.

We decided to use a 2x3 grid rather than a horizontal ex-
tension (3x2) or making a square (3x3) because of the form
factor of the phone’s screen, which is taller than it is wide.
The 2x3 grid offers a natural extension that fits within the
form factor of the screen and mirrors the same interface.
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Table 1: Overall demographics of the participants from the
main study. Note, zero responses are not shown.

Male Female Other Total

No. % No. % No. % No. %

A
ge

18−24 25 7 % 10 3 % 1 0 % 36 10 %
25−34 131 37 % 64 18 % 2 1 % 197 56 %
35−44 46 13 % 31 9 % 0 0 % 77 22 %
45−54 19 6 % 13 3 % 0 0 % 32 9 %
55−64 2 1 % 6 2 % 0 0 % 8 3 %

Prefer not to say 0 0 % 0 0 % 1 0 % 1 0 %

D
ex

te
ri

ty

Left-handed 31 9 % 14 4 % 0 0 % 45 13 %
Right-handed 182 52 % 103 29 % 3 1 % 288 82 %

Ambidextrous 9 3 % 7 2 % 0 0 % 16 5 %
Prefer not to say 1 0 % 0 0 % 1 0 % 2 0 %

L
oc

at
io

n Urban 91 26 % 44 12 % 0 0 % 135 38 %
Suburban 99 29 % 57 16 % 1 0 % 157 45 %

Rural 33 9 % 23 7 % 2 0 % 58 17 %
Prefer not to say 0 0 % 0 0 % 1 0 % 1 0 %

E
du

ca
tio

n

High School 36 10 % 6 2 % 1 0 % 43 12 %
Some College 45 13 % 25 7 % 0 0 % 70 20 %

Training 8 3 % 9 3 % 0 0 % 17 6 %
Associates 22 7 % 17 5 % 1 0 % 40 12 %
Bachelor’s 91 26 % 55 16 % 1 0 % 147 42 %

Master’s 19 6 % 10 2 % 0 0 % 29 8 %
Professional 1 0 % 1 0 % 0 0 % 2 0 %

Doctorate 1 0 % 1 0 % 0 0 % 2 0 %
Prefer not to say 0 0 % 0 0 % 1 0 % 1 0 %

B
ac

kg
rn

d. Technical 102 30 % 28 8 % 2 0 % 132 38 %
Non Technical 110 31 % 94 27 % 1 0 % 205 58 %

Prefer not to say 11 3 % 2 0 % 1 0 % 14 4 %

Total 223 64 % 124 35 % 4 1 % 351 100 %

Recruitment. The survey was distributed as an Amazon
Mechanical Turk task, paying $1.25. On average, it took our
participants 8.5 minutes to complete the survey. We ran the
survey over the course of two days in June 2019. We recruited
351 participants, each creating two Knock Codes, for a total of
702 selected and confirmed Knock Codes, but also additional
Knock Codes that were not confirmed, either due to memora-
bility or the blocklists. We do not consider the practice Knock
Codes in our analysis.

The demographics and backgrounds of the participants are
listed in Table 1 and 2. As usual for Amazon Mechanical Turk,
the participants tended to be younger and predominantly male,
but there was diversity in other categories. A number of our
participants reported using Knock Codes on their devices as
part of their authentication choice. As Knock Codes were a
new interface to many participants, our design models the
scenario where a user acquires and first uses an LG phone to
perform the initial Knock Code set-up.

Estimating US Knock Code Usage. We generalized our
participants’ device usage and authentication methods based
on age and normalized it to the US population using census
data [48, 49]. We saw that LG’s market share in the US had a
range between 8% to 12% among the estimated 285,300,000
smartphone users [17, 45]. Using that, as well as a 95% confi-
dence interval, as our lower and upper bounds, we conclude

Table 2: Answers of the participants from the main study
regarding their device usage.

Male Female Other Total

No. % No. % No. % No. %

N
o.

D
ev

ic
es One device 144 41 % 86 24 % 2 0 % 232 66 %

Two devices 61 18 % 34 10 % 1 0 % 96 28 %
Three devices 14 4 % 4 1 % 0 0 % 18 5 %

Four or more devices 4 1 % 0 0 % 1 0 % 5 1 %

D
ev

ic
e

U
sa

ge

Apple 23 5 % 13 3 % 0 0 % 36 8 %
Google 26 6 % 11 2 % 0 0 % 37 8 %
Huawei 9 2 % 4 1 % 1 0 % 13 3 %

LG 51 11 % 26 6 % 0 0 % 77 22 %
Motorola 40 9 % 16 4 % 0 0 % 56 13 %
Samsung 115 25 % 77 17 % 2 0 % 194 43 %

ZTE 7 1 % 4 1 % 1 0 % 12 2 %
Miscellaneous 23 5 % 6 1 % 0 0 % 29 6 %

A
ut

he
nt

ic
at

io
n

U
sa

ge

4 digit PIN 121 21 % 67 13 % 2 0 % 190 34 %
6 digit PIN 19 3 % 10 2 % 1 0 % 30 5 %

6+ digit PIN 12 2 % 5 1 % 0 0 % 17 3 %
Android pattern 69 12 % 22 4 % 0 0 % 91 16 %

Knock Code 9 2 % 4 1 % 0 0 % 13 3 %
Fingerprint 96 17 % 41 7 % 2 0 % 139 24 %

Facial Recognition 33 6 % 14 3 % 0 0 % 47 9 %
Other 0 0 % 1 0 % 0 0 % 1 0 %

No Authentication 17 2 % 20 4 % 1 0 % 38 6 %

that there are potentially many Knock Code users: 728,693
to 2,567,207 in the US alone. We believe, though, that the
actual adoption rate is most likely on the lower end. While
this may be an optimistic estimate, it still suggests that there
is a substantial number of Knock Code users in the general
public, particularly worldwide.

Even though Knock Codes are not as widely adopted as
other traditional methods of mobile authentication, it is still
important to study user behavior with real-world, deployed
authentication systems. In addition, on Google Play many
Knock Code apps can be installed on any Android device, thus
not limiting Knock Codes to solely LG devices. For instance,
the most highly rated Knock Code app on Android, “Knock
Lock,” boasts more than 1 million installations and claims
that it is an innovative lock screen that “will leave intruders
baffled” [30]. This app is just one among the plethora of
Knock Code knock-off apps that can be found on Google
Play, indicating that this authentication method may have a
higher adoption rate and influence on mobile authentication
systems than appears initially.

4 Limitations

There are a number of limitations associated with our method-
ology and survey design. One such limitation is that the sur-
vey’s recall component occurred within a short time frame
with minimal distraction tasks. While we can report on short-
term memorability of Knock Codes, we cannot report on the
memorability over extended time periods, e.g., days.

However, as a mobile unlock authentication method, users
must recall their codes frequently, hence short-term recall
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is still relevant. The increased use of biometrics, which re-
duces the number of knowledge-based recalls, confounds the
issue though, and more research would be needed to better
understand long-term memorability of Knock Codes.

There are also some limitations on how likely the selected
Knock Codes would be real Knock Codes of real users. We
believe that the simple interface and the nature of the initial
device setup suggest that these Knock Codes would be akin
to those used on real devices. Most of our participants were
unfamiliar with Knock Codes when taking the survey and so
would be new users of LG devices setting up their Knock Code
for the first time. It should also be noted that a few participants
who do use Knock Codes (both in the preliminary study and
main study) reported that they reused their Knock Code in the
survey.

Nevertheless, we attempted to address this limitation and
thus decided to provide different security scenarios for which
participants should create Knock Codes. This technique was
used by Loge et al. [36] when collecting Android Unlock
Patterns. The motivation is that different scenarios, one always
being device unlock, will help users to be more careful about
their choices, similar to how they may be during device setup.
In analyzing the data (Section 6), we did not find significant
differences between the Knock Codes selected under each
scenario for the bl-2x2 treatment but did see some differences
for the con-2x2 and larger 2x3 treatment.

5 Statistics of Knock Codes

The first step in analyzing Knock Codes is to determine the
frequency statistics. Table 4 displays the 30 most frequent
patterns, combined, across the scenarios for three treatments
of the main study. The frequencies which we observed in the
preliminary study are shown in Table 3. The preliminary study
codes and the con-2x2 codes have a lot of overlap, with 42.0%
of the Knock Codes from the preliminary study appearing in
the top-30 most frequent codes in the Control 2x2 treatment.
This helps justify using the most frequent preliminary study
codes as the basis of the blocklist for the bl-2x2 treatment.

Code frequency. The most common Knock Code in our
control dataset is ( f req = 6.9%). It
starts in the upper left corner, follows a left-to-right sequence,
and is repeated until the minimum length of 6 is reached. We
observe a similar strategy for the code
( f req = 4.6%) which is the most frequent one in the larger
2x3 treatment. However, participants were able to reach the
minimum length without repeating the pattern because of the
larger grid.

The second most common Knock Code
( f req = 3.9%) in the control 2x2 treatment starts in the

upper left quadrant, moving clockwise. In contrast to this,
( f req = 4.2%), the second most

Table 3: Top 30 most frequent Knock Codes from the prelim-
inary study, which were used as the blocklist in the bl-2x2
treatment of the main study.

Rank Knock Code No. %

1 28 6.4 %
2 25 5.7 %
3 19 4.4 %
4 7 1.6 %

7 1.6 %
7 1.6 %
7 1.6 %
7 1.6 %

9 6 1.4 %
6 1.4 %

11 5 1.1 %
5 1.1 %
5 1.1 %
5 1.1 %
5 1.1 %
5 1.1 %
5 1.1 %

18 4 0.9 %
4 0.9 %
4 0.9 %
4 0.9 %
4 0.9 %

23 3 0.7 %
3 0.7 %
3 0.7 %
3 0.7 %
3 0.7 %
3 0.7 %
3 0.7 %
3 0.7 %

used code in the larger 2x3 treatment, has different attributes:
participants proceed diagonally over the grid, going down in a
right-left movement for the first diagonal and up in a left-right
movement for the second one. The first half of the third most
used Knock Code ( f req = 3.8%) is
identical, yet, it differs at the second diagonal which follows
a top-down movement instead of bottom-up.

The third most used Knock Code in the control 2x2 treat-
ment ( , f req = 3.5%) pursues a left-to-
right sequence again, however, participants used double taps
to comply with the required minimum length of 6 knocks.

Participants of the blocklist informed 2x2 treatment used
this strategy to an even greater extent: the three most used
Knock Codes all contain multiple double taps and 51.0 %
of all codes created for this treatment include one or more
repeated taps. In contrast to this, only 41.0 % of the codes in
the control 2x2 treatment and 29.0 % of the codes in the larger
2x3 treatment contain at least one repeated tap. Moreover, the
distribution of Knock Codes in the blocklist informed 2x2
treatment is more equal compared to the other two. The most
used Knock Code, , occurs in only 2.6%
of the cases and as can be seen in Table 4 the distribution
flattens the fastest.
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Table 4: Top 30 most frequent Knock Codes in all three treatments.

All Control 2x2 All Blocklist 2x2 All Large 2x3
Rank Knock Code No. % Rank Knock Code No. % Rank Knock Code No. %

1 16 6.9 % 1 6 2.6 % 1 11 4.6 %
2 9 3.9 % 2 5 2.2 % 2 10 4.2 %
3 8 3.5 % 5 2.2 % 3 9 3.8 %
4 6 2.6 % 4 3 1.3 % 9 3.8 %
5 5 2.2 % 3 1.3 % 5 8 3.4 %

5 2.2 % 3 1.3 % 6 7 2.9 %
6 4 1.7 % 3 1.3 % 6 2.5 %

4 1.7 % 3 1.3 % 8 5 2.1 %
4 1.7 % 3 1.3 % 5 2.1 %
4 1.7 % 3 1.3 % 5 2.1 %
4 1.7 % 3 1.3 % 11 4 1.7 %
4 1.7 % 3 1.3 % 4 1.7 %

13 3 1.3 % 3 1.3 % 4 1.7 %
3 1.3 % 3 1.3 % 14 3 1.3 %
3 1.3 % 3 1.3 % 3 1.3 %
3 1.3 % 16 2 0.9 % 3 1.3 %
3 1.3 % 2 0.9 % 3 1.3 %
3 1.3 % 2 0.9 % 3 1.3 %
3 1.3 % 2 0.9 % 3 1.3 %
3 1.3 % 2 0.9 % 3 1.3 %
3 1.3 % 2 0.9 % 21 2 0.8 %
3 1.3 % 2 0.9 % 2 0.8 %

23 2 0.9 % 2 0.9 % 2 0.8 %
2 0.9 % 2 0.9 % 2 0.8 %
2 0.9 % 2 0.9 % 2 0.8 %
2 0.9 % 2 0.9 % 2 0.8 %
2 0.9 % 2 0.9 % 2 0.8 %
2 0.9 % 2 0.9 % 2 0.8 %
2 0.9 % 2 0.9 % 2 0.8 %
2 0.9 % 2 0.9 % 2 0.8 %

To summarize, the frequencies of the Knock Codes show
different characteristics depending on the assigned treatment,
suggesting natural, human tendencies in the selection that
can be leveraged in predicting and guessing Knock Codes.
We take advantage of this observation when guessing codes.
Participants in the blocklist informed 2x2 group use more
repeated taps whereas codes created for the 2x3 treatment
make use of the larger grid and follow directional patterns.
Knock Codes created for the control 2x2 depict a mix and
follow both strategies equally.

Start/end quadrant frequency. Figure 4 and 5 present the
frequency of start and end taps in the Knock Codes. Clearly,
there is a strong tendency to begin codes in the upper-left.
Similar observations were made for Android Graphical Pat-
terns [47] and is likely due to the left-to-right nature of the
English language which is dominant among our participants.
The least common starting points in the preliminary study as
well as the control and blocklist treatment were in the lower
row. In the larger 2x3 treatment, on the other hand, the middle
row is used the least often.

To understand the left/right and up/downshifting of the
Knock Codes’ start locations we mapped the Cartesian coor-
dinate to each quadrant in the grid, where (-1,1) is the upper
left quadrant , (1,1) is the upper right quadrant , (-1,-1)
is the lower left quadrant , and (1,-1) is the lower right
quadrant . Similarly, in the larger 2x3 treatment, we mapped
the coordinates (-1,1), (1,1), (-1,0), (1,0), (-1,-1), and (-1,1) to
the grid spaces, scanning left to right, top to bottom. We then
computed the average x and y coordinate for the start and end
taps, across treatments.

A Shapiro Wilk’s test (p < 0.001) indicated that the gen-
erated frequencies are not normally distributed, so a Mann-
Whitney U test was used to identify any initial significance,
followed by a posthoc test with Bonferroni correction. We
found significant differences between both the control 2x2
and larger 2x3 treatment (p < 0.001) as well as blocklist in-
formed 2x2 and larger 2x3 (p < 0.001), suggesting that the
larger grid size affected how participants chose to start and
end their codes.
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71.1% 13.5%

8.5% 6.9%

(a) Preliminary
Study

65.1% 15.9%

12.1% 6.9%

(b) Control 2x2

55.6% 16.8%

13.4% 14.2%

(c) Blocklist 2x2

66.0% 13.9%

3.8% 0.8%

8.0% 7.6%

(d) Large 2x3

Figure 4: Frequency of start quadrants per treatment combined,
across all scenarios. More detailed figures with frequencies for
every single scenario can be found in the Appendices.

14.9% 31.7%

24.1% 29.4%

(a) Preliminary
Study

18.1% 25.4%

29.3% 27.2%

(b) Control 2x2

20.3% 26.3%

28.4% 25.0%

(c) Blocklist 2x2

13.4% 17.6%

10.5% 16.0%

20.2% 22.3%

(d) Large 2x3

Figure 5: Frequency of end quadrants per treatment across all
scenarios. More detailed figures with frequencies for every
single scenario can be found in the Appendices.

Code length. We also analyzed the Knock Codes with re-
spect to length. The average code length was 6.4, 6.5, and
6.2 in each treatment, con-2x2, bl-2x2, and big-2x3, respec-
tively. We observed statistical differences using ANOVA
( f = 11.57,p < 0.001) between the treatments. In post hoc
analysis, using pairwise t-test comparison, the difference lies
primarily in the longer big-2x3 Knock Codes, which was
statistically different from both bl-2x2 (p < 0.001) and the
con-2x2 (p < 0.001). Surprisingly, the larger grid size en-
couraged slightly shorter Knock Codes. Regardless, the vast
majority of Knock Codes were of length 6, which was the
median value, or 8, with a few codes of length 10.

6 Security Analysis

We now analyze the security of Knock Codes. We start by
describing the threat model which we are considering for the
attack. Afterwards, we analyze the security of Knock Codes
by using a perfect knowledge metric in Section 6.1 to define
an upper bound on generic attack performance. In Section 6.2,
we assess the success rate of a simulated attacker to provide a
more realistic security estimation.

Threat Model. We consider a generic, non-targeted at-
tacker that attempts to access an arbitrary victim’s device
by guessing the Knock Code without additional knowledge or
previous observations of the victim. A targeted attacker who
may know the victim’s tendencies or previously observed an
entry (e.g., via a shoulder surfing attack) would likely perform
better than the generic attacker. A generic attacker, though,
provides a lower bound on the scope of attacker performance,
and it also provides a clear comparison point to other reported
results [4, 10, 38, 47, 50] which use the same threat model.

For the security analysis, we employ two different attacker
variations. First is a perfect knowledge attacker, which as-
sumes that the attacker has complete knowledge of the fre-
quency order Knock Codes, from most to least frequent. This
attack is still generic as the same strategy is assumed for every
victim, and it allows one to estimate the security of the Knock
Codes as selected by users. See Section 6.1 for more details.

Second, a simulated attacker who knows a subset of the
Knock Codes and constructs a model based on that observed
distribution. The attacker then attempts to guess a set of arbi-
trary victims’ (unknown) Knock Codes. We use a cross-fold
validation to mimic the attacker, whereby the attacker trains
on a subset of the data and guesses on an unknown test set.

First-Entry 2x2 Codes. Throughout this section, we refer
to a First-Entry 2x2 dataset which contains participants’ first
entered codes in the control and blocklist treatment. These
codes may or may not have been confirmed (i.e., on the con-
firm entry screen) either due to lack of recall or because of
the blocklist. We include this dataset, as it offers the perspec-
tive of an ideal user choice for how the authenticator may
have been selected in the absence of external influences. As
we expected, this dataset is slighter more secure than that of
the confirmed control 2x2 codes and offers insights into how
users compromise on security to gain more memorable codes.

6.1 Perfect Knowledge Strength Estimations

We consider the guessing strength of Knock Codes against a
perfect knowledge attacker as described by Bonneau et al. [9].
A perfect knowledge attack depicts the upper bound for an at-
tack as it assumes that the attacker knows the attacked dataset
and always guesses in the ideal order, that is, the Knock Code
with the next highest frequency. This approach has been reg-
ularly applied to analyzing mobile authentication, such as
Android Patterns [4, 44, 47] or PINs [38, 50].

We use two different perfect-knowledge guessability met-
rics to evaluate Knock Codes, one based on an offline attack
model and one based on an online (or throttled) attack model.
An offline attack model assumes that the attacker can guess
as many times as possible, while an online attack model as-
sumes an attacker with a limited number of attempts. The
online attack model better matches the realities of mobile
authentication, where users typically have a maximal number
of attempts before the device is locked out. The offline attack
model, on the other hand, provides a more holistic approach
to measuring the security of a set of user-chosen passwords.
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Table 5: Comparison of the guessing metrics for a perfect-
knowledge attacker between the treatments and other schemes.
A comparison between the scenarios is shown in Appendix B.

Online Guessing (Success %) Offline Guessing (bits)
Dataset λ3 λ10 λ30 H∞ G̃0.1 G̃0.2 G̃0.5

All Control 2x2 14.2 % 28.0 % 51.3 % 3.86 4.20 4.79 5.69
All Blocklist 2x2 6.9 % 16.0 % 35.4 % 5.27 5.79 6.03 6.72
All Large 2x3† 12.9 % 31.5 % 53.4 % 4.40 4.53 4.70 5.54

All First-Entry 2x2† 10.8 % 22.8 % 43.1 % 4.40 4.79 5.35 6.19

3x3 Pattern [4]† 8.6 % 19.4 % 36.6 % 4.69 5.21 5.72 6.76
4x4 Pattern [4]† 7.8 % 18.1 % 32.3 % 5.05 5.47 5.92 7.00
4-digit PINs [1]† 9.5 % 17.2 % 28.0 % 4.40 5.14 6.05 7.21
6-digit PINs [50]† 13.4 % 16.8 % 25.4 % 3.10 3.10 6.38 7.32

†: For a fair comparison we downsampled all marked datasets to the size of Control
and Blocklist (232 Knock Codes).

For an offline attack metric, we use partial guessing entropy
or α-guesswork (G̃α). Partial guessing entropy estimates the
amount of guesswork that is needed to guess a fraction α
of all codes. The Min-entropy H∞ depicts a special case as
it is only based on the most frequent Knock Code. As an
online (or throttled) attack metric, we use β-success rate. It
essentially measures what fraction of codes would be guessed
if the attacker only had β guesses, e.g., λ3 considers an attack
which is limited to 3 guesses.

Table 5 shows the guessing results for our three treatments
as well as the combined dataset First-Entry 2x2. As an addi-
tional comparison we included datasets from previous studies
for Android patterns [4] as well as 4- and 6- digit PINs [1,50].
Because the datasets all differ in size which would influence
the results, we downsampled all marked datasets to the size
of control 2x2 and blocklist 2x2 (232 entries) and calculated
the statistics for the samples. To rule out any sampling bias,
we repeated this process 500 times, removed outliers using
Tukey fences with k = 1.5, and report the median value of the
remaining set in Table 5. With a 95 % confidence level the
margin of error is lower than 0.3 % for the online guessing
and lower than 0.1 bits for the offline case.

Across all comparisons, we find that Knock Codes in the
control 2x2 are significantly weaker in terms of their guess-
ability. This means, Knock Codes as they are currently de-
ployed are more guessable than both 4- and 6-digit PINs as
well as Android Patterns. When considering the First-Entry
dataset, the differences are less distinct, but even in this ideal
case, the inferiority of Knock Codes remains.

Surprisingly, increasing the size of the keyspace by en-
larging the grid size to 2x3 offers only little security gain.
Moreover, in some cases increasing the grid size may even
decrease security. This is most apparent when considering a
throttled attacker. After 10 guesses, 31.5% of the larger 2x3
codes are guessed compared to 28.0 % for the control 2x2
codes. A similar observation can be made after 30 guesses,
53.4 % of larger 2x3 codes are guessed compared to 51.3 %
of control 2x2 codes.

Future works needs to examine why larger Knock Codes
performed so poorly, but a similar phenomenon was observed
by Aviv et al. with increasing Android patterns from 3x3
to 4x4 grid sizes [4]. Aviv et al. conjectured, and we do so
here as well, that there may be a false sense of security that
the larger set of choices offers, whereby users believe their
individual choice matters less in the face of the increased
number of possibilities. Analyzing other grid sizes, such as
3x2 or 3x3, would offer additional insight; nevertheless, it is
interesting to see that providing more complexity in how to
select Knock Codes does not increase the security.

Finally, we observed strong security improvements with
the introduction of a blocklist. As compared to the con-2x2,
the blocklist cuts the success rate of an attacker within the
first 30 attempts by 30 % to 50 % and increases the guesswork
by ~1.5 bits when considering an offline attacker. While the
blocklist clearly encouraged more diverse choices, it also had
the side effect of increasing user frustration and usability, as
we describe later in Section 7.

6.2 Simulated Attacker Strength
We are also interested in modeling a more realistic, limited-
knowledge attacker that has access to a subset of training
data and attempts to guess some test set of unknown data: a
simulated attacker.

A simulated attacker must model Knock Codes from a train-
ing set to predict a test set. We used a three-gram Markov
model probability estimator for the likelihood of a given
Knock Code, based on the empirical observations in the test
set. This is a standard approach when analyzing user chose
secrets, e.g., passwords [13, 24], PINs [50], or Android Pat-
terns [4, 47]. In order to encode the start and end transitions,
we defined special symbols for transitions to ending/starting
nodes. This can be defined more formally:

x = {x−(g−1), . . . , x−1, x0, x1, . . . , xn, . . . , xn+g−1}

where x is the Knock Code of length n with first knock x1,
and g is the gram size. If i ≤ 0 or i > n, then this indicates that
xi is a start or end transition state. These extra states are used
to capture the early and late transitions taken by a user, for
example, for the following Knock Code , we
would produce the following set of tri-grams, where ⊥ is a
start state and > is an end state: (⊥ ⊥ ), (⊥ ), (

), ( ), ( >) ( > >).
Using the transition probabilities, as measured in the train-

ing data, the attacker can calculate a likelihood measure of
a Knock Code by considering the following Markov model
formulation,

P(x) = P(len(x)) ·P(start(x)) ·P(end(x))·
n+(g−1)∏
i=−(g−1)

P(xi . . . xi+g | xi−1 . . . xi−1+g)
(1)
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Table 6: Guessing performance of a simulated attacker.

Blocklist Hits 3 Guesses 10 Guesses 30 Guesses
Dataset Codes No. % No. % No. % No. %

All Control 2x2 232 - 33 14 % 44 19 % 85 37 %
Device Unlock 116 - 20 17 % 28 24 % 42 36 %
Banking App. 56 - 0 0 % 4 7 % 8 14 %
Shopping Cart 60 - 9 15 % 11 18 % 23 38 %

All Blocklist 2x2 232 53 23 % 9 4 % 14 6 % 45 19 %
Device Unlock 116 40 35 % 1 1 % 1 1 % 5 4 %
Banking App. 57 8 14 % 3 5 % 3 5 % 3 5 %
Shopping Cart 59 5 9 % 3 5 % 3 5 % 5 9 %

All Large 2x3 238 - 24 10 % 62 26 % 97 41 %
Device Unlock 119 - 6 5 % 37 31 % 44 37 %
Banking App. 63 - 1 2 % 6 10 % 15 23 %
Shopping Cart 56 - 5 9 % 10 18 % 15 27 %

All First-Entry 2x2 464 - 42 9 % 83 18 % 127 27 %
Device Unlock 232 - 31 13 % 47 20 % 84 36 %
Banking App. 113 - 5 4 % 16 14 % 27 24 %
Shopping Cart 119 - 12 10 % 20 17 % 29 24 %

where P(·) is the probability function, len(x) is the length
function, start(x) is the start function, and end(x) is the end
function. These are our prior probabilities that capture the
likelihood of a given length, start quadrant, and end quadrant.
The transition probabilities are captured using the conditional
probabilities of each transition between each sub-sequence
of length g, given the prior state. As not all transitions are
represented in our dataset, we used constant smoothing to
avoid zero probabilities.

The simulated attackers guessing routine, given a training
set, is to (1) create a Markov model of the training data; (2)
guess patterns in frequency order of the training set, with ties
broken by the likelihood estimation; and (3) guess from a
set of additional Knock Codes (not in the training set) sorted
based on the likelihood estimation. For (3), we generated a
list of all length 6-to-8 Knock Codes for the 2x2 and 2x3
grid sizes, excluding those in our training set that were previ-
ously guessed. This accounted for 1,384,872 and 72,520,440
additional 2x2 and 2x3 Knock Codes that could be guessed, re-
spectively. In our blocklist treatment, we assumed the attacker
had knowledge of the blocklist.

The results of our simulated attacker are presented in Ta-
ble 6, and a graphical representation is provided in Figure 6.
We report on the average of five randomized cross-fold vali-
dations. As expected, the simulated attacker performs worse
than the perfect-knowledge attacker, but we find similar re-
sults comparing across treatments. Notably, the 2x3 Knock
Codes offer little, or worse, security while there is marked
improvement for the blocklist informed 2x2 Knock Codes.

7 Usability of Knock Codes

In this section, we focus on the usability metrics of Knock
Codes. We first report results on the setup and recall times.
Afterwards, we will focus on memorability and recall rates
within our study, followed by the qualitative and quantitative
responses to security and usability prompts.
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Figure 6: Guessing performance of a simulated attacker
against the different treatments based on the numbers of
guesses.

7.1 Setup and Recall Times

Table 7 presents the average selection and recall times, as well
as the number of attempts, needed to select a Knock Code.
Outliers were removed using Tukey fences with k = 1.5.

Participants needed on average 16.2 s and 18.4 s to select
and confirm a 2x2 and 2x3 Knock Code, respectively. This is
faster than the blocklist treatment (22.5 s), where participants
also had to make more attempts due to blocklisting (1.5 vs.
1.1 attempts). In comparison, setting up a 4- or 6-digit PIN
takes on average only 7.9 and 11.5 seconds respectively [38]
which is significantly faster than Knock Codes. While the
described discrepancy between Knock Codes and PINs is
distinct, the numbers for PINs may be lower since users are
presumably more familiar with PINs as compared to Knock
Codes. The differences may decrease with increased familiar-
ity with Knock Codes.
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Table 7: The average time and number of attempts required for setup and recall. The standard deviation is shown in brackets.

Setup Recall
Treatment Time Attempts Time/Attempt Time Attempts Time/Attempt

Control 2x2 16.2 s (7.7 s) 1.1 (0.4) 15.6 s (7.6 s) 8.8 s (4.5 s) 1.1 (0.7) 7.2 s (2.7 s)
Blocklist 2x2 22.5 s (13.7 s) 1.5 (1.1) 18.3 s (8.6 s) 11.3 s (6.7 s) 1.2 (0.8) 7.4 s (2.6 s)

Large 2x3 18.4 s (11.0 s) 1.1 (0.5) 17.4 s (8.4 s) 8.4 s (4.1 s) 1.1 (0.6) 7.1 s (2.6 s)

In terms of the recall, which can be compared to unlocking
a smartphone, the 2x2 (7.2 s per attempt) and 2x3 Knock
Codes (7.1 s per attempt) are more efficient than Knock Codes
selected with a blocklist (7.4 s per attempt). With 1.2 attempts
per entry, it took participants 11.3 seconds to enter their Knock
Codes for the blocklist treatment. Compared to entering an
Android pattern (3.0 s) or a PIN (4.7 s) [27], clear usability
issues with Knock Codes emerge as entering them is twice
as slow. With greater use of Knock Codes, these differences
may decrease, but it is unlikely that Knock Codes will be as
efficient to enter as patterns or PINs.

7.2 Memorability

We will now go into more details on the memorability as it de-
picts an important benchmark for any authentication method.
We analyzed the memorability of Knock Codes by looking
at the recall rates at the end of the survey. While this is an
imperfect measure for the memorability, as the survey took
most participants less than 10 minutes to complete, it does
speak to potential underlying usability issues, particularly if
codes were not properly recalled in this short window.

We separated the recall rates based on each treatment. The
con-2x2 treatment participants successfully recalled their
codes 88.8 % of the time. The participants with the larger
2x3 grid had higher recall rates of 92.9 %, which may suggest
an interesting usability vs. security trade-off as this group
chose shorter and also some of the weakest Knock Codes.
However, we did not find significant differences between the
con-2x2 and big-2x3 recall rates using a χ2 test. We would
expect long term memorability rates to be equally high, but
further study would be needed to confirm that conjecture.

The worst recall rate came from participants in the bl-2x2
treatment: 80.6 % successfully recalled their Knock Code, and
the result was significantly different from the other two recall
rates (p < 0.0001 for both comparison tests). This could be
attributed to the impact of the blocklist, where participants
who hit the blocklist had lower recall rates (66.0 %) than those
that did not (84.9 %). Most likely, the blocklist affected users
in two ways. First, participants who chose blocklisted codes
were forced to select multiple codes until landing on one
that was not blocklisted. The average number of blocklisting
events per user who hit the blocklist was 1.4. Second, that
final Knock Code chosen ended up being more complex (as
evident in the prior section), and thus harder to recall. Again,
this suggests a clear trade-off between usability and security.

We also analyzed the number of attempts to successfully
recall a Knock Code. We found no statistical difference across
all treatments between the attempts made in recalling the first
or second scenario Knock Code correctly. In the big-2x3 treat-
ment and the con-2x2 treatment, participants took on average
1.1 attempts when recalling a Knock Code correctly, with 3
attempts as the maximum. For the bl-2x2 group, users took on
average 1.2 attempts to correctly recall a Knock Code, again
having a maximum of 3 attempts. Again, we find bl-2x2‘s
result to be significantly different in terms of the number of
attempts made in the other treatments (p < 0.001 vs. big-2x3
and p < 0.001 vs. con-2x2), thus showing that the blocklist
has an impact on recalling Knock Codes, even for those par-
ticipants that eventually correctly do so. It is important to note
though, that users had a maximum limit of 3 attempts to recall
their code before we considered it “cannot be recalled” for
the purpose of expediting the survey.

We also analyzed how participants failed to recall their
Knock Codes by calculating the average edit distances be-
tween the submitted code and the true code for both recalls
attempts, one for each scenario. We determined that there was
no statistical difference between the average edit distances
among treatments. The average edit distance between correct
and incorrect recalls was 3.6, suggesting that when users get
a code wrong, they get it wrong by a large margin, as the
median length Knock Code is 6.

7.3 User Responses

Users provided their opinions and insights regarding Knock
Codes’ usability and security. We coded these free responses
using two independent reviewers where disputes in coding
were resolved until consensus was reached. The specific codes
and their frequencies are presented in the Appendices.

Overall Knock Codes were perceived positively by users,
citing that they were “Easy,” “Quick,” and “Hard to Guess.”
The uniqueness of Knock Codes also appealed to users who
indicated they especially liked the fact that it is a “Discreet”
and “Secure” authentication method which can be inconspic-
uous and hidden from others.

For many of the participants, this was a new method of
authentication, and they employed various tactics when choos-
ing their Knock Codes. We observed such strategies in de-
termining memorable yet secure codes. To make the Knock
Code more memorable, the majority of users opted to use
some sort of “Pattern” or “Variation” that would be “Sim-
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Group Question
Knock Codes are a secure authenticator.

con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3 0 20 40 60 80 100

Knock Codes are more secure than PIN codes.
con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3 0 20 40 60 80 100

Knock Codes are more secure than alphanumeric passwords.
con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3 0 20 40 60 80 100

Knock Codes are more secure than Android patterns.
con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3
0 20 40 60 80 100
Strg. Agr. Agr. Neut. Disagr. Strg. Disagr.

Figure 7: Likert response to comparisons to other mobile
authentication methods.

ple.” Other techniques users employed include “Directional,”
“Shape,” “Game,” and “Repeated.” Often, users would create
codes based on something “Personal” to them, such as the
letter of a word that had meaning to the user.

While many users did not have a specific strategy for se-
curity and still focused on making their code “Easy to Re-
member” as the main priority, others determined that using
“All Quadrants” or “ Multiple Regions,” as well as making the
code “Long” or “Random” or being “Unexpected” and “Dif-
ferent” would secure their codes. Making their codes “Hard
to Guess” often included attempts to obfuscate the number
of clicks and the regions, using speed and potentially unpre-
dictable tactics. Users continued to use similar tactics for
memorability to double as security in their Knock Codes, for
instance having “Repeated” regions.

Upon comparing Knock Codes with other forms of secu-
rity, on average users found passwords, PINs, and Android
patterns to be more secure than Knock Codes (see Figure 7).
Overall, users found Knock Codes adequately secure, i.e., be-
ing difficult to hack, resistant to smudge attacks and shoulder
surfing. However, they were not completely convinced about
Knock Codes’ security. Users expressed what they disliked
overall, specifically that they found Knock Codes “Hard to
Remember” and “Insecure,” paving the way for an attacker
to easily guess a Knock Code. They also found the interface
provided “No improvement” and disliked how it was “ Hard
to type-in” the Knock Codes.

To have a more general opinion of the overall usability
of Knock Codes, we employed the System Usability Scale
(SUS). The full Likert responses are found in the Appendices.
The average response for the con-2x2 treatment is 69.8, the
big-2x3 is 68.1, and the bl-2x2 is 64.3. These scores are
generally rated as “ok” or “marginal,” with only the control
treatment potentially offering some above-average usability.

8 Discussion
As reported above, while most participants offered some posi-
tive thoughts, their perception of the security of Knock Codes
lagged behind other deployed options, and the SUS values
for all schemes were “ok” or “marginal.” There was some
positive feedback on Knock Codes which suggests an open-
ness to new designs in mobile authentication, particularly to
authentication that can be entered while the phone screen is
off. There was also increased perceptions of security from
targeted attacks, e.g., via shoulder surfing [5, 19, 22]. It is rea-
sonable to view Knock Codes as offering new design concepts
that can ultimately improve mobile authentication.

However, we find that Knock Codes, as currently deployed,
provide weaker security than other available knowledge-
based, mobile unlock methods, such as 4-/6-digit PINs and An-
droid patterns. This is far from the “perfect security” promised
by LG’s advertisement of Knock Codes. As such, we cannot
recommend deploying Knock Codes in their current form as
compared to alternative authentication options.

Our results also indicate that a straightforward improve-
ment like increasing the grid size to 2x3 may offer little or
worse security. Blocklisting common Knock Codes, on the
other hand, does provide more resilience to a throttled at-
tacker, as has been found in password authentication [25] and
PINs [38]. Yet, blocklisting runs the risk of increasing user
frustration during selection, but since selecting a Knock Code
is a one-time event, the usability trade-off of adding a block-
list may be extremely worthwhile if Knock Codes continue to
be available to LG users. It may also be worthwhile for de-
signers to invest in other methods for improving Knock Code
selection, e.g., forcing users to start or end at given quadrants,
similar to SysPal [15], or using multi-touch, like chords [41].

9 Conclusion
We performed the first comprehensive user study and security
analysis of user-chosen Knock Codes using a three-treatment,
between groups study: a control 2x2 treatment, a blocklist 2x2
treatment, and a 2x3 treatment. We find that Knock Codes pro-
vide weaker security than other mobile unlock authentication,
such as 4-digit PINs, 6-digit PINs, and Android pattern, and
that increasing the grid size offered little (or worse) security
outcomes, while the addition of a blocklist of common codes
substantially increased the security against a throttled attacker.
However, Knock Codes suffered in terms of usability, both in
terms of entry/recall time and user perception.
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APPENDICES

A Survey Material

A.1 Main Study
1. Device Usage Questions
When referring to “mobile devices” throughout this survey,
consider these to include smartphones and tablet computers,
such as iPhone and Android phones and tablets. Traditional
laptop computers, two-in-one computers, like the Microsoft
Surface, or e-readers, like the Amazon Kindle, are not consid-
ered mobile devices for the purposes of this survey.

1. How many mobile devices do you use regularly? (In-
cluding phones and tablets, but excluding laptops)
◦ 0 ◦ 1 ◦ 2 ◦ 3 ◦ 4+ ◦ Prefer not to say

2. What brand of smartphone do you use? (Select all that
apply)
� Apple � Samsung � LG � Google (Pixel/Nexus)
� Motorola � ZTE � I do not own a smartphone
� Other:

3. Select “No” as the answer to this questions:
◦ Yes ◦ No ◦ Sometimes ◦ Always

4. Which method(s) do you use to lock your mobile de-
vice(s)?(Select all that apply)
� 4-digit PIN � 6-digit PIN � PIN of other length
� Android Graphical Pattern � LG Knock Codes
� Fingerprint � Face �None �Other:

Where indicated, the text and the graphics on the following
pages changed depending on the assigned grid size.

2. What are Knock Codes?
Knock Codes are an authentication method used to unlock
your smartphone, much like a PIN. To unlock the phone, the
user enters their knock Code by tapping different regions (or
quadrants) of a [2x2|2x3] grid on the smartphone display. The
grid may or may not be displayed at the time of entry, for
example, below is a video of someone entering a Knock Code
without a grid displayed.

As part of this survey, you will be asked to select your own
Knock Codes using an on-screen approximation of a smart-
phone. You will enter your codes by clicking on different
regions of a [2x2|2x3] grid with your mouse. Below is an
image of the [2x2|2x3] grid and smartphone approximation.

con-2x2 & bl-2x2 big-2x3

There are some rules! When selecting a Knock Code it must:

1. Use at least 3 regions of the grid.

2. Use at least 6 total knocks.

On the next page, you will have a chance to practice entering
Knock Codes after which you will proceed with the rest of
the survey.

Participants performed a practice run of using the interface.
After completion, they were given the option to continue.

3. Practice

con-2x2 & bl-2x2 big-2x3
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4. Scenarios
For the remainder of this survey, you will be asked to create
Knock Codes for different scenarios.
Importantly, you will need to recall these codes later. So
choose something that is secure and memorable. However,
we ask that you DO NOT write down your codes or use other
aids to help you remember.
I understand that I should not write down my codes or
use other aids to assist in the survey:
◦ I understand

You will be asked to create Knock-Knock Codes for the
following scenarios.

All participants were assigned to Device Unlock, and then
one of either Banking App or Shopping Cart.

- Device Unlock Create a Knock Code you would use to
unlock your smartphone or tablet.

- Banking App Create a Knock Code you would use to
secure access to your mobile banking application.

- Shopping Cart Create a Knock Code you would use to
protect your Amazon shopping cart.

I understand that I should not write down my codes or
use other aids to assist in the survey:
◦ I understand

Steps 5, 6, and 7 were done twice. First for the Device Unlock,
then for the banking or shopping scenario.

5. Selection
Select a Knock Code for [SCENARIO]

6. Confirmation
Confirm the Knock Code for [SCENARIO]

7. Thinking about the Knock Code you just chose, an-
swer the following questions.

1. I feel this Knock Code provides adequate security for
this scenario.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

2. It was difficult to choose this Knock Code.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

3. What strategy did you use to make your code more se-
cure?
Answer:

4. What strategy did you use to make your code more mem-
orable?
Answer:

8. Please answer the following questions/prompts.
Select your agreement/disagreement with the following state-
ments

1. Knock Codes are a secure authenticator.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

2. Knock Codes are more secure than PIN codes.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree
◦ Do not know what a PIN code is

3. Knock Codes are more secure than alphanumeric pass-
words.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree
◦ Do not know what an alphanumeric passwords is

4. Knock Codes are more secure than Android patterns.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree
◦ Do not know what an Android pattern is

Provide general feedback on the following questions

5. What are some aspects you like about Knock Codes?
(use N/A if you do not wish to answer)
Answer:

6. What are some aspects you do not like about Knock
Codes? (use N/A if you do not wish to answer)
Answer:

9. Please answer the following questions/prompts.
Select your agreement/disagreement with the following state-
ments

1. I think that I would like to use Knock Codes frequently.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

2. I found Knock Codes unnecessarily complex.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

3. I thought Knock Codes were easy to use.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person
to be able to use Knock Codes.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

5. I found the various functions in Knock Codes were well
integrated.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree
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6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in Knock
Codes.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use
Knock Codes very quickly.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

8. Select Agree as the answer to this question.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

9. I found Knock Codes very cumbersome to use.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

10. I felt very confident using Knock Codes.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

11. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going
with Knock Codes.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

10. Recall
Recall your Knock Code for [SCENARIO]

11. Demographic Questions

1. What is your age range:
◦ 18-24 ◦ 25-29 ◦ 30-34 ◦ 35-39 ◦ 40-44 ◦ 45-49
◦ 50-54 ◦ 55-59 ◦ 60-64 ◦ 65+ ◦ Prefer not to say

2. With what gender do you identify:
◦Male ◦ Female ◦ Non-Binary/Third Gender
◦ Not described here ◦ Prefer not to say

3. What is your dominant hand?
◦ Left handed ◦ Right handed ◦ Ambidextrous
◦ Prefer not to say

4. Where you live is best described as:
◦ Urban ◦ Suburban ◦ Rural ◦ Prefer not to say

5. What is the highest degree or level of school you have
completed?
◦ Some high school ◦ High school ◦ Some college
◦ Trade, technical, or vocational training ◦ Associate’s
Degree ◦ Bachelor’s Degree ◦Master’s Degree
◦ Professional Degree ◦ Doctorate ◦ Prefer not to say

6. Which of the following best describes your educational
background or job field?
◦ I have an education in, or work in, the field of computer
science, computer engineering or IT.

◦ I do not have an education in, nor do I work in, the
field of computer science, computer engineering, or IT.
◦ Prefer not to say

Please indicate if you’ve honestly participated in this survey
and followed instructions completely. You will not be penal-
ized/rejected for indicating “No” but your data may not be
included in the analysis:
◦ Yes ◦ No

A.2 Preliminary Study

1. Demographic Questions

1. What is your age range:
◦ 18-24 ◦ 25-29 ◦ 30-34 ◦ 35-39 ◦ 40-44 ◦ 45-49
◦ 50-54 ◦ 55-59 ◦ 60-64 ◦ 65+ ◦ Prefer not to say

2. With what gender do you identify:
◦Male ◦ Female ◦ Non-Binary/Third Gender
◦ Not described here ◦ Prefer not to say

3. What is your dominant hand?
◦ Left handed ◦ Right handed ◦ Ambidextrous
◦ Prefer not to say

4. Where you live is best described as:
◦ Urban ◦ Suburban ◦ Rural ◦ Prefer not to say

5. What is the highest degree or level of school you have
completed?
◦ Some high school ◦ High school ◦ Some college
◦ Trade, technical, or vocational training ◦ Associate’s
Degree ◦ Bachelor’s Degree ◦Master’s Degree
◦ Professional Degree ◦ Doctorate ◦ Prefer not to say

6. Which of the following best describes your educational
background or job field?
◦ I have an education in, or work in, the field of computer
science, computer engineering or IT.
◦ I do not have an education in, nor do I work in, the
field of computer science, computer engineering, or IT.
◦ Prefer not to say

2. Device Usage Questions
When referring to “mobile devices” throughout this survey,
consider these to include smartphones and tablet computers,
such as iPhone and Android phones and tablets. Traditional
laptop computers, two-in-one computers, like the Microsoft
Surface, or e-readers, like the Amazon Kindle, are not consid-
ered mobile devices for the purposes of this survey.

1. How many mobile devices do you use regularly? (In-
cluding phones and tablets, but excluding laptops)
◦ 0 ◦ 1 ◦ 2 ◦ 3 ◦ 4+
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2. What brand of smartphone do you use? (Select all that
apply)
� Apple � Samsung � LG � Google (Pixel/Nexus)
�Motorola � ZTE � Other:

3. Select “No” as the answer to this questions:
◦ Yes ◦ No ◦ Sometimes ◦ Always

4. Which method(s) do you use to lock your mobile de-
vice(s)?(Select all that apply)
� 4-digit PIN � 6-digit PIN � PIN of other length
� Android Graphical Pattern � LG Knock Codes
� Fingerprint � Face � Other:

3. What are Knock Codes?
Knock Codes are an authentication method used to unlock
your smartphone, much like a PIN. To unlock the phone, the
user enters their knock Code by tapping different regions (or
quadrants) of a 2x2 grid on the smartphone display. The grid
may or may not be displayed at the time of entry, for example,
below is a video of someone entering a Knock Code without
a grid displayed.

As part of this survey, you will be asked to select your own
Knock Codes using an on-screen approximation of a smart-
phone. You will enter your codes by clicking on different
regions of a 2x2 grid with your mouse. Below is an image of
the 2x2 grid and smartphone approximation.

There are some rules! When selecting a Knock Code it must:

1. Use at least 3 regions of the grid.

2. Use at least 6 total knocks.

On the next page, you will have a chance to practice entering
Knock Codes after which you will proceed with the rest of
the survey.

4. Practice
Participants performed a practice run of using the interface.
After completion, they were given the option to continue.

5. Scenarios
For the remainder of this survey, you will be asked to create
Knock Codes for different scenarios.

Importantly, you will need to recall these codes later. So
choose something that is secure and memorable. However,
we ask that you DO NOT write down your codes or use other
aids to help you remember.

I understand that I should not write down my codes or
use other aids to assist in the survey:
◦ I understand

You will be asked to create Knock-Knock Codes for the
following scenarios.

All participants created Device Unlock, and then one of either
Banking App or Shopping Cart. The order was randomized.

- Device Unlock Create a Knock Code you would use to
unlock your smartphone or tablet.

- Banking App Create a Knock Code you would use to
secure access to your mobile banking application.

- Shopping Cart Create a Knock Code you would use to
protect your Amazon shopping cart.

I understand that I should not write down my codes or
use other aids to assist in the survey:
◦ I understand

Steps 5, 6, and 7 were done twice. For the Device Unlock
and for the banking or shopping scenario. The order was
randomized.

6. Selection
Select a Knock Code for [SCENARIO]

7. Confirmation
Confirm the Knock Code for [SCENARIO]
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8. Thinking about the Knock Code you just chose, an-
swer the following questions.

1. I feel this Knock Code provides adequate security for
this scenario.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

2. It was difficult to choose this Knock Code.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

3. What strategy did you use to make your code more se-
cure?
Answer:

4. What strategy did you use to make your code more mem-
orable?
Answer:

9. Please answer the following questions/prompts.
Select your agreement/disagreement with the following state-
ments

1. Knock Codes are a secure authenticator.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

2. Knock Codes are more secure than PIN codes.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree
◦ Do not know what a PIN code is

3. Knock Codes are more secure than alphanumeric pass-
words.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree
◦ Do not know what an alphanumeric passwords is

4. Knock Codes are more secure than Android patterns.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree
◦ Do not know what an Android pattern is

Provide general feedback on the following questions

5. What are some aspects you like about Knock Codes?
(use N/A if you do not wish to answer)
Answer:

6. What are some aspects you do not like about Knock
Codes? (use N/A if you do not wish to answer)
Answer:

10. Please answer the following questions/prompts.
Select your agreement/disagreement with the following state-
ments

1. I would like to use Knock Codes frequently.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

2. Knock Codes are unnecessarily complex.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

3. Knock Codes are easy to use.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

4. I would need the support of a technical person to be able
to use Knock Codes.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

5. I would make a lot of mistakes if I were to use Knock
Codes.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

6. Most people would learn to use Knock Codes very
quickly.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

7. Select Agree as the answer to this question.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

8. I found Knock Codes very cumbersome to use.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

9. I would neet to practice Knock Codes more before I
could use them.
◦ Strongly Agree ◦ Agree ◦ Neither agree nor disagree
◦ Disagree ◦ Strongly disagree

11. Recall
Recall your Knock Code for [SCENARIO]

Please indicate if you’ve honestly participated in this survey
and followed instructions completely. You will not be penal-
ized/rejected for indicating “No” but your data may not be
included in the analysis:
◦ Yes ◦ No
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Figure 10: Frequency of start quadrants per scenario for the
control treatment.
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Figure 11: Frequency of end quadrants per scenario for the
control treatment.
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Figure 12: Frequency of start quadrants per scenario for the
blocklist treatment.
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Figure 13: Frequency of end quadrants per scenario for the
blocklist treatment.
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Figure 14: Frequency of start quadrants per scenario for the big
treatment.
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Figure 15: Frequency of end quadrants per scenario for the big
treatment.
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Table 8: Comparison of the guessing metrics for a perfect-knowledge attacker between the scenarios.

Online Guessing (Success %) Offline Guessing (bits)
Dataset λ3 λ10 λ30 H∞ G̃0.1 G̃0.2 G̃0.5

C
on

tr
ol Device Unlock∗ 17.9 % 37.5 % 73.2 % 3.81 3.81 4.10 4.93

Banking App. 10.7 % 30.4 % 66.1 % 4.81 4.81 4.81 5.31
Shopping Cart∗ 21.4 % 42.9 % 78.6 % 2.81 2.81 3.75 4.63

B
lo

ck
lis

t Device Unlock∗ 10.7 % 25.0 % 60.7 % 4.81 4.81 5.19 5.53
Banking App.∗ 8.9 % 21.4 % 57.1 % 4.22 5.20 5.52 5.67
Shopping Cart∗ 12.5 % 26.8 % 62.5 % 4.22 4.58 4.99 5.45

L
ar

ge

Device Unlock∗ 17.9 % 41.1 % 76.8 % 3.81 3.99 4.20 4.79
Banking App.∗ 12.5 % 32.1 % 67.9 % 4.22 4.58 4.68 5.21
Shopping Cart 16.1 % 38.0 % 73.2 % 3.81 3.99 4.40 4.96

1s
t-

E
nt

ry Device Unlock∗ 16.1 % 33.9 % 69.6 % 3.81 3.99 4.40 5.12
Banking App.∗ 12.5 % 28.6 % 64.3 % 4.22 4.58 4.81 5.38
Shopping Cart.∗ 16.1 % 33.9 % 69.6 % 3.81 3.99 4.40 5.12

∗: For a fair comparison we downsampled all marked datasets to the size of the smallest datasets (56 Knock Codes).

Table 9: Qualitative codebook from post selection usability and security response.

Question Code Freq. Description Participant Sample

Security

RANDOM 78 Randomized use of quadrants and taps "I tried to use random blocks to make it harder to guess."
EASY TO REMEMBER 70 Prioritized memorability over security "I was more concerned with it being easy to remember than security."

LONG 56 Made codes longer as a means of security "I tried to lengthen it to make it harder to crack."
ALL QUADRANTS 52 Used all quadrants in the provided grid "Using all the squares on all of the regions"

UNEXPECTED 44 Avoided predictable patterns "I tried to make it slightly more unpredictable than I normally would."
NONE 42 Did not use any strategy for security "Since this is not for my device I did not try to make it that secure. If it were my device

I would write it down and it would be extensive."
MULTIPLE QUADRANTS 40 Used a variety of quadrants, not necessarily all "I tried to use multiple squares more than once to make it more secure."

HARD TO GUESS 38 Chose a code that is difficult to guess "Something I didn’t think anyone could guess."
DIFFERENT 37 Using a different code than the first one "I needed it to be drastically different then [sic] the first code."

Memorability

PATTERN 104 Visualized a sequence or pattern "Not overly random but three blocks of two patterns"
SIMPLE 100 Used simple methods "I used something that wasn’t to [sic] complicated"

EASY TO REMEMBER 77 Focused on overall memorability "Something easy for me to remember but hard for someone else"
DIRECTIONAL 76 Went in a specific sequence or order "I used a specific direction as my way to remember like opening a box or lifting a lid."

REPEATED 55 Tapped same quads multiple times "I started at the top left quadrant and went clockwise."
PERSONAL 52 Associated code with something personal "I assigned numbers to the quadrants and input a date I’d remember."

NONE 51 Had no strategy "Didn’t use one."
VARIATION 40 Altered previous codes "I used a combination that was similar to my other code but with a Twist."

SHAPE 38 Followed a specific shape "I patterned it off of a shape I would remember. In this case it was an underlined x."
GAME 18 Used or made a game out of the sequence "I tried to imagine a song pattern like Simon says."

Like

EASY 75 Found usability to be simple/straightforward "Simple to input doesn’t need much screen confirmation."
HARD TO GUESS 42 Considered it a complex authentication "I like how you can switch the codes up to many different patterns. It really makes it

harder for people to guess what it is."
DISCREET 40 Liked that it was/can be hidden and discrete "You can be surreptitious and lock or unlock things without seeming like you are."

QUICK 39 Found it to be efficient and quick "It seems very convenient it can be quick and it gets old typing in my pin so much."
FUN 32 Found it fun to use "I like that they are unique and I like entering them it is enjoyable."

Dislike

HARD TO REMEMBER 124 Found it difficult to recall codes "It’s seems hard to remember the different patterns"
INSECURE 90 Found it to be a less complex authentication "Same thing as a pin without the numbers and with less combination possibilities."

HARD TO TYPE 19 Found it difficult to input "I could easily forget or tap the wrong location especially if there is no grid. Also it
doesnt seem as fast as using a pattern to unlock like I currently do.."

NONE 16 Had no issues "Can’t think of anything I overly dislike."
NOT AN IMPROVEMENT 7 Considered it not better than other existing au-

thentication methods
"There is absolutely no reason to use them for me or most people. They are hard to
remember and not any different from a pin code."

Security: What strategy did you use to make your code more memorable?
Memorability: What strategy did you use to make your code more secure?

Like: What are some aspects you like about Knock Codes?
Dislike: What are some aspects you do not like about Knock Codes?
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Group Question
I think I would like to use Knock Codes frequently.

con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3 0 20 40 60 80 100

I found Knock Codes unnecessarily complex.
con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3 0 20 40 60 80 100

I thought Knock Codes were easy to use.
con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3 0 20 40 60 80 100

I think I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use Knock Codes.
con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3 0 20 40 60 80 100

I found the various functions in Knock Codes were well integrated.
con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3 0 20 40 60 80 100

I thought there was too much inconsistency in Knock Codes.
con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3 0 20 40 60 80 100

I would imagine that most people would learn to use Knock Codes very quickly.
con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3 0 20 40 60 80 100

I found Knock Codes very cumbersome to use.
con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3 0 20 40 60 80 100

I felt very confident using Knock Codes.
con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3 0 20 40 60 80 100

I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with Knock Codes.
con-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

bl-2x2 0 20 40 60 80 100

big-2x3
0 20 40 60 80 100
Strg. Agr. Agr. Neut. Disagr. Strg. Disagr.

Figure 16: Responses to SUS questions: Averages are con-2x2 (69.8), bl-2x2 (65.3), and big-2x3 (68.1)
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Abstract
We examined the authentication procedures used by five pre-
paid wireless carriers when a customer attempted to change
their SIM card. These procedures are an important line of
defense against attackers who seek to hijack victims’ phone
numbers by posing as the victim and calling the carrier to
request that service be transferred to a SIM card the attacker
possesses. We found that all five carriers used insecure authen-
tication challenges that could be easily subverted by attackers.
We also found that attackers generally only needed to target
the most vulnerable authentication challenges, because the
rest could be bypassed. Authentication of SIM swap requests
presents a classic usability-security trade-off, with carriers
underemphasizing security. In an anecdotal evaluation of post-
paid accounts at three carriers, presented in Appendix A, we
also found—very tentatively—that some carriers may have
implemented stronger authentication for postpaid accounts
than for prepaid accounts.

To quantify the downstream effects of these vulnerabili-
ties, we reverse-engineered the authentication policies of over
140 websites that offer phone-based authentication. We rated
the level of vulnerability of users of each website to a SIM
swap attack, and have released our findings as an annotated
dataset on issms2fasecure.com. Notably, we found 17 web-
sites on which user accounts can be compromised based on
a SIM swap alone, i.e., without a password compromise. We
encountered failures in vulnerability disclosure processes that
resulted in these vulnerabilities remaining unfixed by nine of
the 17 companies despite our responsible disclosure. Finally,
we analyzed enterprise MFA solutions from three vendors,
finding that two of them give users inadequate control over
the security-usability tradeoff.

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

1 Introduction
Mobile devices serve many purposes: communication, pro-

ductivity, entertainment, and much more. In recent years, they
have also come to be used for personal identity verification,
especially by online services. This method involves sending a
single-use passcode to a user’s phone via an SMS text mes-
sage or phone call, then prompting the user to provide that
passcode at the point of authentication. Phone-based pass-
codes are frequently used as one of the authentication factors
in a multi-factor authentication (MFA) scheme and as an ac-
count recovery mechanism.

To hijack accounts that are protected by phone-based pass-
code authentication, attackers attempt to intercept these pass-
codes. This can be done in a number of ways, including
surveilling the target’s mobile device or stealing the passcode
with a phishing attack, but the most widely reported method
for intercepting phone-based authentication passcodes is a
SIM swap attack. By making an unauthorized change to the
victim’s mobile carrier account, the attacker diverts service,
including calls and messages, to a new SIM card and device
that they control.

SIM swap attacks allow attackers to intercept calls and
messages, impersonate victims, and perform denial-of-service
(DoS) attacks. They have been widely used to hack into so-
cial media accounts, steal cryptocurrencies, and break into
bank accounts [1–3]. This vulnerability is severe and widely
known; since 2016 NIST has distinguished SMS-based au-
thentication from other out-of-band authentication methods
due to heightened security risks including “SIM change” [4].

SIM swap procedures have valid purposes: for example, if
a user has misplaced their original device or acquired a new
device that uses a different size SIM card slot than the device
it is replacing. In these cases, customers contact their carrier
(often by calling the carriers’ customer service line) to request
a SIM card update on their account. The customer is then typ-
ically presented with a series of challenges that are used to
authenticate them. If the customer is successfully authenti-
cated, the customer service representative (CSR) proceeds to
update the SIM card on the account as requested.

We examined the types of authentication mechanisms in
place for such requests at five U.S. prepaid carriers—–AT&T,
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T-Mobile, Tracfone, US Mobile, and Verizon Wireless–—by
signing up for 50 prepaid accounts (10 with each carrier)
and subsequently calling in to request a SIM swap on each
account.1 Our key finding is that, at the time of our data collec-
tion, all five carriers used insecure authentication challenges
that could easily be subverted by attackers. We also found
that in general, callers only needed to successfully respond to
one challenge in order to authenticate, even if they had failed
numerous prior challenges in the call. Within each carrier,
procedures were generally consistent, although on nine occa-
sions across two carriers, CSRs either did not authenticate the
caller or leaked account information prior to authentication.
These findings are consistent with a policy that overempha-
sizes usability at the expense of security.

Our testing results offer insight into the security policies
at major U.S. prepaid mobile carriers with implications for
the personal security of the millions of U.S.-based customers
they serve. We also offer recommendations for carriers and
regulators to mitigate the risks of SIM swap attacks.

Next, we evaluated the authentication policies of over 140
online services that offer phone-based authentication to deter-
mine how they stand up to an attacker who has compromised
a user’s phone number via a SIM swap. Our key finding is
that 17 websites across different industries have implemented
authentication policies with logic flaws that would enable
an attacker to fully compromise an account with just a SIM
swap.

Finally, we analyzed enterprise MFA apps offered by Duo
Security, Okta, and Microsoft, to further understand the down-
stream impact of SIM swaps. Our finding is that Duo enables
SMS-based MFA by default (and makes it difficult to disable),
which introduces security risks. The default authentication
policies at Duo and Okta sit on opposite ends of the security-
usability tradeoff, with Duo overemphasizing usability by
default and Okta overemphasizing security.

Responsible disclosure and responses. In July 2019 we
provided an initial notification of our findings to the carriers
we studied and to CTIA, the U.S. trade association represent-
ing the wireless communications industry. In January 2020,
T-Mobile informed us that after reviewing our research, it had
discontinued the use of call logs for customer authentication.2

We reported our MFA configuration findings to the 17 vul-
nerable websites in January 2020 (Section 7.3). We document
the widespread failures we encountered in the vulnerability
disclosure processes established by companies, including the
fact that many companies have no process to report security
policy vulnerabilities as opposed to software bugs. As a con-

1Unlike a postpaid account, registering a prepaid account does not re-
quire a credit check, making it easy for one researcher to sign up for multiple
accounts. Authentication procedures may differ for postpaid accounts.

2Some carriers asked the customer for information that can be obtained
from call logs for authentication, such as the phone number of the last placed
or received call. The use of call logs—whether incoming or outgoing—for
authentication is insecure because attackers can call the victim or trick the
victim into placing a call.

sequence, nine of the 17 websites remain vulnerable, which
cumulatively have billions of users.

2 Background
2.1 SIMs and number portability

Wireless service to a mobile device is tied to that device’s
SIM card. Wireless carriers keep track of the mapping be-
tween phone numbers and SIMs to ensure that calls, mes-
sages, and data connections are routed to the correct customer.
Generally, the mapping from a phone number to a SIM is a
one-to-one relationship: a phone number can only be asso-
ciated with a single SIM at any given point in time and vice
versa.

SIM cards further the bring-your-own-device (BYOD) pol-
icy that exists at many carriers today: users are usually free
to bring their own devices to the network, provided that the
device is not locked to another carrier and that the customer
purchases a new SIM card. Similarly, if a user were to ever
switch devices, they could easily remove their existing SIM
card and insert it into the new device. The customer could
also purchase a new inactive SIM card, provide a CSR at
the mobile provider with the new card’s Integrated Circuit
Card Identifier (ICCID), and migrate the service over to the
new SIM before inserting it into the new device. From then,
service on the original device would be disconnected, and
all connections would move over to the new device with the
now-activated SIM.

In the U.S., customers also have the option of taking
their phone numbers with them whenever they switch car-
riers; a user seeking to move their number to a new provider
would provide their old account details to their new provider,
who would in turn request the number from the original
provider. After validating the request, the original provider
would push their number over to the new carrier. Local num-
ber portability—as this is called—is regulated by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), allowing customers to
switch carriers while retaining their original numbers for little
to no cost.

There are two scenarios in which an account holder would
need to change the SIM card in their device: a SIM swap or a
port out. In a SIM swap, the account and phone number stay
with the original carrier, and only the SIM card is changed. In
a port out, the number is transferred to a new account at a new
carrier. Both types of account changes involve switching SIM
cards; SIM swaps use cards from the same carrier whereas
port outs use cards from different carriers.

We study SIM swaps due to their relative simplicity; we
cannot be confident that the authentication procedures for
SIM swaps and port outs are the same. It is worth noting the
distinction that SIM swaps typically take no more than two
hours (and are often instantaneous), while port outs can take
several days.

Carrying out an unauthorized SIM swap or port out to
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hijack a victim’s phone number is obviously unlawful—at
minimum a violation of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act
(CFAA) and possibly wire fraud or wiretapping. Authorities
and companies have posted advisories against using SMS for
two-factor authentication (2FA), most notably in 2016 when
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
initially declared SMS-based authentication to be deprecated
in its draft of Digital Identity Guidelines [4]. NIST slightly
softened its stance a year later by categorizing SMS-based
authentication as “restricted”—an authentication factor option
that carries known risks [5]. The rise in SIM swap scams has
recently led organizations like the Better Business Bureau
(BBB) to issue warnings to consumers against using their
phone numbers for authentication [6].

2.2 Phone-based authentication
Phone-based passcodes are a common authentication tech-

nique. They are typically used as one of multiple authenti-
cation factors, as a backup authentication option, or as an
account recovery method. A passcode can be transmitted to a
user’s phone via an SMS text message, a phone call, an email,
or an authenticator app. The Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) has published standards for generating, exchanging,
and verifying passcodes as part of an authentication proce-
dure [7, 8].

We distinguish passcodes delivered by SMS and phone
calls from the other phone-based passcode authentication
methods (authenticator apps and email passcodes). The for-
mer are susceptible to SIM swap and port out vulnerabilities
because they are tied to a phone number and the associated
cellular service; the latter are not. In the balance of the pa-
per, we consider only passcode authentication via SMS and
phone call and use the terms “SMS-based authentication” and
“SMS-based MFA” to describe these methods.

3 Threat model
We assumed a weak threat model: our simulated attacker

knew only information about the victim that would be easily
accessible without overcoming any other security measures.
Specifically, our attacker knew the victim’s name and phone
number. We also assumed that the attacker was capable of
interacting with the carrier only through its ordinary customer
service and account refill interfaces, and for purposes of one
attack, that the attacker could bait the victim into making
telephone calls to a chosen number. Other than providing
scripted answers and persisting through failed authentication
challenges, the research assistants (RAs) simulating our at-
tacker used no social engineering tactics. As we will show
later, this weak attacker was able to defeat several different
authentication challenges used by carriers.

We note that many realistic adversaries could gain access to
additional information that could be used to bypass challenges.
They could also seem more credible by spoofing the victim’s
caller ID or escalating the request to management, none of

which were included in our method. By assuming such a
conservative threat model, we provide a lower bound on real-
world attacker success rates.

4 Method
The goal of a SIM swap attack is to convince the carrier

to update the SIM card associated with a victim’s account,
thereby diverting service from the victim’s SIM and phone to
a new SIM and phone in the adversary’s possession.

In our study, we sought to reverse-engineer the policies for
SIM swaps at five U.S. carriers—AT&T, T-Mobile, Tracfone,
US Mobile, and Verizon Wireless. We answer the following
questions:

1. What are the authentication procedures that prepaid car-
riers use for SIM swaps? Are they consistent within
carriers? Are they consistent across carriers?

2. Do SIM swap authentication procedures withstand at-
tack?

3. What information would an attacker need about their
victim to perform a SIM swap attack? Can the attack be
perpetrated using only easily acquirable information?

Tracfone and US Mobile are mobile virtual network operators
(MVNOs), meaning that they do not own their own wireless
network infrastructure and instead contract access to the in-
frastructure of other networks. The MVNO marketplace is
diverse: there are dozens of companies in the U.S. serving a
combined subscriber base of over 36 million. Tracfone is a
20-year-old company that currently services over 25 million
customers; US Mobile is a much smaller and newer provider,
founded in 2014 and serving just 50,000. The difference in
their age could suggest different policies for authenticating
customers, so we included them in our study.

We created 10 simulated identities for our study and as-
signed each a name, date of birth, geographical location, and
email address. For each identity, we registered prepaid ac-
counts at all five carriers, using SIM cards we had purchased
from electronics stores. The accounts were funded with pre-
paid refill cards purchased at local retail outlets; in a few cases
we used one-time virtual debit cards instead. Due to the possi-
bility that carriers log seen phones, we did not reuse devices
between experiments; that is, each identity was assigned a
unique “victim phone” and “adversary phone,” for a total of
20 devices. For each account, we spent at least a week mak-
ing and receiving phone calls and text messages to generate
usage history. At the end of this phase, we hired research
assistants (RAs)—who had been designated as the account
owners at signup—to call the customer service number for
the carrier and request that the SIM card on the account be
updated to a new SIM card in our possession. We placed each
call from a device that was not registered to the account being
studied. During the call, we took notes on what pieces of
authenticating information the CSR requested and whether or
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Adversary (RA) 
representative Victim (same RA) 

1. Claim to be Victim 

2. Request a SIM swap on the account 

3. Request PIN number on the account 

4. Intentionally provide incorrect PIN  
5. Process incorrect PIN  

6. Notify user of authentication failure  

7. Request 2 recently dialed numbers 

8. Correctly provide 2 recently dialed numbers  9. Process correctly provided numbers 

10. Inform caller of authentication success 

11. Disconnect Victim’s phone from network 12. Fulfill SIM swap request 

Customer service 

Figure 1: An example scenario from following our call script. The adversary (the research assistant) intentionally fails the first
authentication scheme, but correctly answers the second one because of its inclusion in the threat model. The victim (the same
research assistant) receives a notification about an account change when the SIM swap is complete.

not the swap was ultimately successful. We did not record or
transcribe the calls.

On the calls, all RAs followed the same script: they in-
formed the CSR that their SIM appeared to be faulty because
service on the device was intermittent, but that they had a new
SIM card in their possession they could try to use. They then
responded to any authentication challenges the CSR posed.
If the RA could not answer an authentication challenge cor-
rectly within the capabilities of the simulated attacker (see
Section 3), the RA was instructed to claim to have forgotten
the information or to provide incorrect answers. When pro-
viding incorrect answers to personal questions such as date
of birth or billing ZIP code, RAs would explain that they had
been careless at signup, possibly having provided incorrect
information, and could not recall the information they had
used. An example scenario from following our call script is
shown in Fig. 1.

If the SIM swap was successful, we inserted the new SIM
into a different device—the “adversary-controlled phone”—
and proceeded to make a test call. We also made a test call
on the original device to ensure that cell service had been
successfully diverted. If the CSR had insisted on remaining
on the line until the swap was completed, we gave a verbal
confirmation and then ended the call. The experiments ran
from May through July of 2019.

In all cases, the same RA simulated both the attacker and
the victim, so there were no unauthorized transfers. The ac-
counts were at all times controlled by the research team.
RAs were paid standard institutional RA rates. While the

purpose of the study was to understand carrier policies and
practices, out of an abundance of caution we sought and ob-
tained approval from Princeton University’s Institutional Re-
view Board. We provide additional details about mitigating
risks in our study in Appendix B.

Our initial IRB application was submitted and approved in
March of 2019 and April of 2019, respectively. We provided
initial notification to the carriers we studied and CTIA on
July 25, 2019. We presented our findings in-person to major
carriers and CTIA in September 2019.

5 Results
We documented how the mobile carriers we studied au-

thenticate prepaid customers who make SIM swap requests.
We observed providers using the following authentication
challenges:

• Personal information: street address, email address,
date of birth

• Account information: last 4 digits of payment card
number, activation date, last payment date and amount

• Device information: IMEI (device serial number), IC-
CID (SIM serial number)

• Usage information: recent numbers called (call log)

• Knowledge: PIN or password, answers to security ques-
tions

• Possession: SMS one-time passcode, email one-time
passcode
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Personal Information Account Information
Device

Information
Usage

Information Knowledge Possession

Street
Address

Email
Address DOB

Last 4
of CC

Activation
Date

Last
Payment IMEI ICCID

Recent
Numbers

PIN or
Password

Security
Questions SMS OTP* Email OTP

AT&T Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë
T-Mobile Ë Ë Ë Ë
Tracfone Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë

US Mobile Ë Ë Ë Ë
Verizon Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë

*We represent SMS OTP as a secure authentication factor because 1) we assume that a carrier sends the SMS OTP exclusively over its own network as a service message,
such that the passcode is not vulnerable to routing attacks, and 2) we assume that if an attacker already has the ability to hijack a victim’s SMS, a SIM swap does not
provide the attacker with additional capabilities.

� generally accepted in the computer security research field
� had not been previously tested but we demonstrate is insecure (for reasons explained below)
� known to have security shortcomings (also for reasons described below)

Table 1: Authentication methods that we observed at each carrier. A checkmark means that a type of information was a component
of at least one pathway for SIM swap customer authentication; it does not mean that a type of information was necessary or by
itself sufficient for SIM swap customer authentication.

Table 1 presents the authentication methods that we ob-
served at each carrier. Green represents secure authentication
methods, red fields contain methods with known vulnerabili-
ties, and yellow represents authentication methods that had
not been previously documented and that we demonstrated
are insecure. A checkmark in a cell indicates that on at least
one call to the carrier’s customer service, while attempting a
SIM swap, a CSR requested that information to authenticate
the subscriber. In other words, a checkmark means that a type
of information was a component of at least one pathway for
SIM swap customer authentication; a checkmark does not
mean that a type of information was necessary or by itself
sufficient for SIM swap customer authentication.

Although within each carrier the set of authentication mech-
anisms used by the 10 CSRs were mostly consistent, there
was no particular pattern in which they were presented to us.
The one exception, however, was T-Mobile: the order of PIN,
OTP, and call log was consistent through all 10 calls. Further,
providers that support PIN authentication (AT&T, T-Mobile,
Tracfone, and Verizon) always used that mechanism first.

Our key findings are as follows:

1. Mobile carriers use insecure methods for authenti-
cating SIM swaps.

a. Last payment. We found that authenticating cus-
tomers via recent payment information is easily ex-
ploitable. AT&T, T-Mobile, Tracfone, and Verizon
use payment systems that do not require authenti-
cation when using a refill card. An attacker could
purchase a refill card at a retail store, submit a refill
on the victim’s account, then request a SIM swap
using the known refill as authentication.

b. Recent numbers. We also found that using infor-
mation about recent calls for authentication is ex-
ploitable. Typically CSRs requested information
about outgoing calls. Consider the hypothetical fol-
lowing attack scenario: Using only the victim’s name

and phone number, our simulated adversary could call
the victim and leave a missed call or message that
would prompt the victim into returning the call to a
number known to the attacker. This call would then
appear on the outgoing call log and the attacker could
use it for authentication. CSRs appeared to also have
the discretion to allow authentication with incoming
call information, as this occurred four times between
AT&T, T-Mobile, and Verizon. An attacker can triv-
ially generate incoming call records by calling the
victim.

c. Personal information. We found that Tracfone and
US Mobile allowed personal information to be used
for authentication. While our simulated attacker did
not use this information, it would likely be readily
available to real attackers (e.g., via data aggregators)
and is often public, so it offers little guarantee of
the caller’s identity. We note that for over a decade,
FCC rules have prohibited using “readily available
biographical information” to authenticate a customer
requesting “call detail information.”3

d. Account information. We found that AT&T, US Mo-
bile, and Verizon allowed authentication using ac-
count information. As with personal information, this
information would often be readily available to an
adversary. Receipts (whether physical or electronic),
for example, routinely include the last four digits of
a payment card number. We note that PCI DSS, the
industry standard for protecting payment card infor-
mation, does not designate the last four digits of a
payment card as “cardholder data” or “sensitive au-
thentication data” subject to security requirements [9].
As for the activation date associated with an account,
that information may be readily available from busi-
ness records (e.g., via a data aggregator), inferable

347 C.F.R. § 64.2010.
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by website or mobile app logs (e.g., via User-Agent
logs), or inferable via mobile app API access (e.g.,
via the usage stats API on Android or the health APIs
on Android and iOS). We note that FCC rules also
prohibit using “account information” to authenticate
a customer requesting “call detail information.”4

e. Device information. We found that all carriers ex-
cept for T-Mobile use device information for authen-
tication. These authentication methods included the
customer’s IMEI (device serial number) and ICCID
(SIM serial number). Both the IMEI and ICCID are
available to malicious Android apps, and IMEIs are
also available to adversaries with radio equipment.

f. Security questions. We found that Tracfone used se-
curity questions for authentication. We also found
that T-Mobile, Tracfone, and Verizon prompted users
to set security questions upon signup. Prior research
has demonstrated that security questions are an inse-
cure means of authentication, because answers that
are memorable are also frequently guessable by an
attacker [10–12].

2. Some carriers allow SIM swaps without authentica-
tion. Tracfone and US Mobile did not offer any chal-
lenges that our simulated attacker could answer correctly.
Yet, CSRs at these carriers allowed us to SIM swap with-
out ever correctly authenticating: six times at Tracfone
and three times at US Mobile.

3. Some carriers disclose personal information without
authentication, including answers to authentication
challenges.

• AT&T. In one instance, the representative dis-
closed the month of the activation and last payment
date and allowed multiple tries at guessing the day.
They also guided us in our guess by indicating
whether we were getting closer or further from the
correct date.

• Tracfone. In one instance, the representative dis-
closed the service activation and expiration dates.
Neither are used for customer authentication at
Tracfone.

• US Mobile. In three instances, the representative
disclosed the billing address on the account prior
to authentication. In one instance, a portion of the
address was leaked. In one instance, part of the
email address was disclosed. In three instances, the
representative disclosed portions of both the billing
address and email address.

In addition to learning the carriers’ authentication policies,
we also documented whether the swap was successful or not.
The outcomes are shown in Table 2.

4Id.

AT&T T-Mobile Tracfone US Mobile Verizon
Success 10 10 6 3 10
Failure 0 0 4 7 0

Table 2: The outcomes of our SIM swap requests. Note that
our attempts at major carriers were all successful.

Recently dialed
numbers

Last payment
details No authentication

AT&T 2 8 0
T-Mobile 10 0 0
Tracfone 0 0 6
US Mobile 0 0 3
Verizon 9 1 0

Table 3: The authentication scheme that was used to authenti-
cate the calls on successful attempts.

In our successful SIM swaps, we were able to authenticate
ourselves with the carrier by passing at most one authentica-
tion scheme. For instance, Verizon—a provider that uses call
log verification—allowed us to SIM swap once we provided
two recently dialed numbers, despite us failing all previous
challenges, such as the PIN. Some CSRs at Tracfone and US
Mobile also forgot to authenticate us during our calls, but
they were able to proceed with the SIM swap, indicating that
back-end systems do not enforce authentication requirements
before a customer’s account can be changed. Table 3 details
the exact authentication challenge that was exploited in each
successful call.

Devices transmit identifying information to the network,
namely the International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI),
which is unique to the device. Therefore carriers could pre-
sumably detect that we were not only switching SIM cards,
but devices as well. This never presented an issue across our
50 calls; in three cases, the CSR noted verbally that the device
IMEI had changed, but did not intervene or flag the account.

Our key finding is that all three major carriers in our study
used manipulable information—call logs and/or payment
information—for authentication. Carriers may have changed
their customer authentication practices since our testing. We
requested that they update us if they did.

6 Discussion
6.1 Weak authentication mechanisms

It has long been known that carriers’ authentication pro-
tocols are subject to social engineering or subversion using
stolen personal information [13, 14]. We found an additional,
more severe vulnerability: carriers allow customers to au-
thenticate using information that can be manipulated without
authenticating.

In our experiments, several carriers relied on call log ver-
ification as an authentication method, asking us to provide
recently dialed phone numbers (T-Mobile asked only for the
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last four digits of one recently dialed number; Verizon re-
quired two full phone numbers). An adversary could easily
obtain these records by baiting victims into calling numbers
that he knows about. As an example, the adversary could first
send an intentionally vague text message claiming to be an
institution that the victim frequents (e.g., her school, bank,
or healthcare provider) with a callback number. The victim
might then call the number to learn more details. As long
as the call connects, an outgoing call to this number will be
logged in the victim’s call record. The adversary can then
provide that number as a correct response to the challenge
when requesting a SIM swap at the carrier. Another attack
that achieve the same result is the “one-ring” scam, in which
the attacker hangs up just as the victim’s phone starts ring-
ing; the victim—upon seeing the missed call—will call back
out of curiosity. To make matters worse, in four instances
between AT&T, T-Mobile, and Verizon, we were able to suc-
ceed call record verification by providing incoming numbers.
This means that the adversary would not even need the victim
to place a call; as long as the victim picks up the initial call
from the adversary, a valid record in the call log would be
generated.

The second manipulable authentication challenge we saw
in our experiments is payment record verification. In these
cases, we were asked to provide details about the most recent
payment on the accounts. Most of the carriers in our study—
including all of the major carriers—allow for payments to be
made over the phone. None of these payment systems require
any authentication when making these payments using a refill
card, even when calling from a third-party number. To ob-
tain payment information, an adversary can first purchase a
refill card for the victim’s mobile carrier at, for example, a
convenience store. After dialing into the payment system, he
can enter the victim’s phone number and redemption code on
the refill card to add value to her account. Once the payment
is accepted, the adversary—now with complete knowledge
of the most recent payment—can call the carrier to request
a SIM swap and successfully pass payment record verifica-
tion. This attack has an even lower barrier to entry than call
log verification because it requires no action from the vic-
tim. Although it does require the attacker to spend a small
amount of money, minimum required payments are typically
quite low (between $5-30 in our experiments). As shown
in Table 1, two of the five carriers in our study (both major
carriers) support payment record verification. For AT&T, pay-
ment record verification was used consistently in all 10 calls.
Only US Mobile did not allow for unauthenticated refills to
be made; they only supported online refills which required
account authentication.

Tracfone and US Mobile—the MVNOs—did not use any
manipulable information for authentication and thus had
fewer successful swaps. However, nearly all of their authenti-
cation challenges came from public records. A dedicated ad-
versary would plausibly be able to obtain a victim’s DOB, ad-

dress, email address, or answers to security questions through
online profiles, and thus be able to successfully authenticate
at the carriers. Even then, we were still able to succeed at
Tracfone and US Mobile in instances where CSRs skipped
authentication, which suggests that policies for customer au-
thentication at those carriers might not be as rigorous as those
at other carriers.

In all instances of unauthenticated information leakage,
the customer service representatives had released parts of
the answer—either the email address, billing address, acti-
vation date, or payment date—as hints and said we would
be authenticated once we remembered the whole response.
This suggests that sensitive account details are stored in the
clear and visible to CSRs, who are thus susceptible to social
engineering attacks.

6.2 Severity
It has long been known that mobile subscribers are at risk

of SIM swap attacks [15–17]. Our research demonstrates that
insecure means of customer authentication are still widely
used by mobile carriers. This exposes customers to severe
risks: denial of service, interception of sensitive communica-
tions, and impersonation, which can lead to further account
compromises.

As mentioned above, an attacker who hijacks a victim’s
phone number could intercept authentication passcodes sent
by SMS or phone call. Phone-based passcode authentication
as a second factor or account recovery method is ubiquitous
on the internet, including at financial institutions and cryp-
tocurrency exchanges where access to online accounts confers
access to funds. Since reports about bank theft stemming from
SIM swap attacks appear regularly in the media, we consider
this a high severity vulnerability [18, 19].

At the recommendation of wireless carriers, we conducted
an additional round of data collection to understand how cus-
tomers could protect themselves against SIM swap attacks.
We signed up for one additional prepaid account each with
AT&T, T-Mobile, and Verizon; after one week, we called to
inquire about and enable any safeguards against SIM swaps
and port outs, citing T-Mobile’s NOPORT as an example.5 None
of the carriers had additional protection features beyond the
ones we had set in our initial study. We placed these calls in
September 2019.6 This additional result indicated that prepaid
customers not only were vulnerable to SIM swap attacks, but
also were not capable of easily employing any mitigation.

We studied prepaid accounts because they can be registered
without undergoing a credit check, enabling us to scale the

5NOPORT is a T-Mobile option that heightens authentication requirements
for port out requests [20]. While NOPORT would not itself protect against SIM
swap attacks, at least as currently implemented, we referenced it during our
calls with CSRs. During the course of our additional data collection, we also
found that T-Mobile did not offer NOPORT for prepaid accounts.

6Verizon has since implemented an opt-in feature called Number Lock,
which prohibits port out requests unless switched off [21]. The feature is
exclusive to postpaid accounts.
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number of test accounts. Prepaid plans accounted for 21%
of U.S. wireless connections in Q3 2019, or about 77 mil-
lion connections [22].7 Compared to postpaid accounts, these
contract-free plans are less expensive and do not require good
credit, so they are more attractive to (and are often marketed
to) low-income customers. Based on our experimental results
for prepaid accounts, as well as our anecdotal evaluation of
postpaid accounts (presented in Appendix A), we hypothe-
size that current customer authentication practices dispropor-
tionately place low-income Americans at risk of SIM swap
attacks.

Anecdotally, during this study, one of the authors them-
selves fell victim to an account hijacking via a SIM swap
attack. After initial unsuccessful attempts to authenticate him-
self to the carrier using personal and knowledge-based infor-
mation, he escalated the issue to the carrier security team.
From there, he was able to leverage our findings by request-
ing to authenticate via recently dialed numbers—a method
which we knew the carrier supported although it had not been
offered in this instance.

7 Analysis of phone-based authentication
Software tokens and SMS-based passcodes delivered by

SMS or call have become popular authentication schemes for
online services [25, 26]. SMS-based passcodes as a second
authentication factor are an especially common option, as
they make the security of MFA available to any user with an
SMS-enabled phone.

We aimed to reverse-engineer the authentication policies of
popular websites and determine how easy it is for an attacker
to compromise a user’s account on the website provided they
have successfully carried out a SIM swap.

7.1 Method
We started with the dataset used by TwoFactorAuth.org,

an open-source project to build a comprehensive list of sites
that support MFA. Anyone can contribute MFA information
about websites to the database, while the owner—a private
developer—acts as the moderator. In the dataset, over 1,300
websites are grouped by categories including healthcare, bank-
ing, and social media. The available methods are also listed
under each website in the dataset. As of late 2019, 774 of
the sites in the dataset support MFA; of those, 361 support
SMS-based MFA. The 361 websites that support SMS-based
authentication are of interest to us. Of these, 145 were ac-
cessible for our analysis; the rest required ID verification,
enterprise signups, payment, or were duplicate entries (e.g.,

7This figure is based on data from carriers’ earnings and financial state-
ments. Carriers may use slightly different terms and definitions; e.g., Verizon
defines a “connection” as an individual line of service for a wireless device
while T-Mobile defines a “customer” as a SIM card associated with a revenue-
generating account [23, 24], a seemingly equivalent metric. These definitions
explain how carriers appear to have a population penetration rate above 100%,
as an individual can possess multiple wireless-connected devices.

the Xbox site uses Microsoft’s login system). We used a snap-
shot of the dataset from November 1, 2019.

The TwoFactorAuth.org dataset lists the available au-
thentication factors for each website, but it does not include
information about how authentication can be configured or
how different authentication factors are presented to the user
(e.g., which are recommended or set as defaults). To compile
this information, we signed up for accounts at each website
and traversed their authentication flows. To the best of our
knowledge, we contribute the first dataset that shows how
MFA is implemented in practice.

At each website, we created a user account and provided
all requested personal information. After signing up, we en-
rolled in MFA using the recommended configurations at each
site, opting for schemes that were mandated, listed first, or
had conspicuous labeling. We then examined other possible
MFA configurations, if available, taking note of schemes that
were mandatory, linked, or automatically activated. Between
each configuration setup, we also looked at account recovery
options. We took screenshots of the authentication options,
enrollment process, login procedures, and account recovery
procedures at all websites. We tested each configuration on a
new browser session with no previous site data.

We classified configurations into three categories: secure,
insecure, and doubly insecure. A doubly insecure configura-
tion indicates that a SIM swap alone is enough for account
compromise; the configuration uses both SMS-based MFA
and SMS-based password recovery. An insecure configuration
can only be compromised if the attacker knows the account
password; these configurations offer SMS-based authentica-
tion but do not allow for SMS-based password recovery (the
attacker could obtain the password via data dumps, social
engineering, or compromising the victim’s account recovery
email). The secure configuration uses stronger authentication
schemes, such as authenticator apps, and cannot be recovered
or reset by SMS.

7.2 Results
Our key findings are as follows:

1. The majority of websites default to insecure config-
urations. Of the 145 websites, 83 (a majority) have
recommended or mandated configurations that are in-
secure. For most of these websites, there are other secure
schemes present; only 14 websites have SMS as their
sole MFA option.

2. Some websites are doubly insecure. 17 websites allow
doubly insecure configurations, 13 of which default to or
recommend doubly insecure configurations.8 Accounts
of users who choose these configurations can be compro-
mised with a SIM swap alone. That is, an attacker needs

8Additionally, 10 websites that have SMS-based password recovery from
examining their account recovery pages, but could not sign up for accounts
due to the aforementioned restrictions.
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only the victim’s phone number to reset the password and
bypass SMS-based authentication. These websites span
different industries, including finance (Paypal, Venmo,
Taxact), travel (Finnair), commerce (Amazon, eBay), and
social media (Snapchat). We initially redacted the names
and other identifying information of these websites in our
annotated dataset, while providing initial notification as
part of the responsible disclosure process (Section 7.3).

Recall that the doubly insecure configuration is only pos-
sible if SMS-based account recovery is also available.
We found 11 websites that use SMS-based password re-
covery, but switch to different recovery tools—such as
email or manual review—when MFA is enabled. Sim-
ilarly, we found two websites that switch when SMS-
based MFA is enabled.

3. Security is only as good as the weakest link. 10 web-
sites recommend secure authentication schemes but si-
multaneously suggest insecure methods, like SMS or
personal knowledge questions, as backups. Since an at-
tacker only needs to defeat one of the authentication
schemes to defeat MFA, an insecure backup renders
the configuration insecure. Eight websites with multiple
authentication options also mandate initial enrollment
in SMS before allowing users to switch to other MFA
schemes. Six websites with multiple options mandate
SMS in order to keep MFA enabled.

4. Some websites give users a false sense of security.
Some services automatically enroll users in email- or
SMS-based MFA using the email address or phone num-
ber on file, respectively, without any user input or notice.
Seven websites enroll users in SMS-based MFA with-
out notice, either with the account recovery number or
a phone number a user must provide in order to sign up
for a non-SMS-based 2FA method. Even if the user then
signs up for another MFA method, they continue to be
simultaneously enrolled in SMS-based MFA without be-
ing made aware of it. Thus even users who are educated
about SIM swap risks may nonetheless be lulled into
a false sense of security. At four of these websites, the
automatic SMS 2FA enrollment renders the configura-
tion doubly insecure. A user may believe that account
compromise requires both a stolen password and a com-
promise of the authenticator app (e.g. via phone theft),
but in fact, a SIM swap alone is sufficient.

5. Some websites offer 1-step SMS OTP logins. Seven
websites also offer 1-step logins via an SMS OTP. eBay,
for instance, will send users a temporary password via
SMS if MFA is not enabled, and WhatsApp uses SMS
OTP by default if MFA is not enabled.

The annotated dataset describing all of our findings is avail-
able at issms2fasecure.com.

7.3 Failures in vulnerability disclosure pro-
cesses

We attempted to responsibly disclose the vulnerabilities
we uncovered to the 17 affected websites. Only in 4 of the
17 cases did the process work as expected and result in bug
fixes. We document the failures we encountered and call for
improvements in vulnerability disclosure processes.

Method. In January 2020 we attempted to notify the 17
websites described above of the presence of doubly insecure
configurations. We first looked for email addresses dedicated
to vulnerability reporting; if none existed, we looked for
the companies on bug bounty platforms such as HackerOne.
Many companies outsource bug reporting to these third-party
platforms in order to triage reports for relevance and novelty.
Reports are screened by employees of the platform, who are
independent from the company, and passed on to the com-
pany’s security teams if determined to be in scope. If we were
unable to reach a company through a dedicated security email
or through bug bounty programs, as a last resort, we reached
out through customer support channels.

Sixty days after our initial notifications, we re-tested the
companies using the same method in Section 7.1, except for
those that reported that they had fixed the vulnerabilities.

Outcomes. Three companies—Adobe, Snapchat, and
eBay—acknowledged and promptly fixed the vulnerabilities
we reported. In one additional case, the vulnerability was
fixed, but only after we exhausted the three contact options
listed above and reached out to company personnel via a direct
message on Twitter.

In three cases—Blizzard, Microsoft, and Taxact—our vul-
nerability report did not produce the intended effect (as docu-
mented in the following paragraph), but in our 60-day re-test
we found that the vulnerabilities had silently been fixed. We
do not know whether the fixes were implemented in light of
our research.

There were several failure modes, which were not mutu-
ally exclusive.9 In five cases, personnel did not understand
our vulnerability report, despite our attempts to make it as
clear as possible, shown in Appendix C. For example, Mi-
crosoft claimed that SIM swaps are widely known, and did
not appreciate that their insecure MFA configuration exacer-
bated the issue. In five cases, we received no response. Pre-
dictably, all four attempts to report security vulnerabilities
through customer support channels were fruitless: either we
received no response or personnel did not understand the is-
sue. Three of the four reports we submitted to bug bounty
programs also resulted in failures and were closed due to the
absence of a bug (recall that our findings are not software
errors, but rather, logically inconsistent customer authentica-
tion policies).10 HackerOne employs mechanisms that restrict

9The counts in this paragraph are out of a total of 13 websites, including
the three that silently fixed the vulnerabilities.

10We had unsuccessfully submitted our vulnerability reports to carriers
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users from submitting future reports after too many closed
reports [27], which could disincentivize users from reporting
legitimate vulnerabilities [28].

We have listed all 17 responses in Appendix C. Unfortu-
nately, nine of these websites are doubly insecure by default
and remain so as of this writing. Among them are payment
services PayPal and Venmo. The vulnerable websites cumula-
tively have billions of users.

We provide an up-to-date timeline of responses on this
study’s website at issms2fasecure.com.

7.4 Analysis of enterprise MFA solutions
Many organizations offer (or require) MFA to their per-

sonnel for accessing internal resources. Most of these MFA
solutions are provided by third-party services and integrate
with organizations’ existing login pages. To further under-
stand the downstream impact of SIM swaps, we examined the
handling of SMS-based MFA by three such vendors: Duo Se-
curity, Okta, and Microsoft. We selected these solutions based
on popularity reports by Gartner, a global technology research
and advisory firm [29]. We focused on the security-usability
tradeoff provided by these solutions.

Method. In addition to checking the documentation for
how those services handle SMS-based MFA, we created ficti-
tious organizations and signed up for administrator accounts at
each service. Next, we invited a new user to our organization,
and finished account setup—along with MFA enrollment—
from the user view. Both services offer proprietary mobile
apps that come with authentication prompts and authenticator
passcodes (TOTP); we installed the apps when instructed.
Our findings are as follows:

Findings: Duo Security MFA. We find that Duo automat-
ically and silently enrolls the user in SMS-based MFA, de-
spite the availability of stronger second factors, unnecessarily
weakening security.

When a user enrolls in MFA, Duo requires them to specify
the type of device they are adding. If the user elects to add a
smartphone (which Duo recommends), she will be required
to add a phone number.11 The user will be automatically en-
rolled in SMS-based MFA, provided that the organization has
enabled it (which is the default). The user is also automatically
enrolled in two other MFA methods: push notifications and
TOTP. Users are not informed of the authentication methods
they have been enrolled in during setup.

Users can view their authentication methods after logging
in for the first time by navigating to the MFA page. However,
they cannot modify their authentication methods (e.g., dis-
able SMS-based MFA) — only an administrator can do so.
Intriguingly, we found that users can bypass the requirement

via HackerOne when possible (i.e. for AT&T, T-Mobile, and Verizon) before
reaching out to CTIA. If we include those figures, six out of seven reports to
bug bounty programs resulted in failures.

11Duo allows administrators to add devices for users in the admin inter-
face, where the phone number requirement for smartphones is also present.

to enter a phone number (while retaining the other authenti-
cation methods) by setting up their smartphones as tablets.
However, this is undocumented.

Findings: Okta Adaptive MFA. Okta does not suffer
from the abovementioned vulnerability. It uses a method-
oriented enrollment process: users explicitly enroll in authen-
tication methods without being asked to provide their device
details.

However, only the proprietary app is enabled as a second
factor by default, while all other authentication methods, in-
cluding SMS, are disabled, which means that users are not
given any choice of authentication methods and cannot choose
to enroll in SMS-based 2FA. Unless an administrator changes
this policy, users without smartphones — or who do not wish
to install the app — are locked out of the system.

Findings: Microsoft Azure MFA. We find that Azure de-
faults to SMS-based MFA during enrollment, despite the
availability of stronger second factors, potentially weaken-
ing security.

Azure—like Okta—uses a method-oriented enrollment pro-
cess. With the default administrator settings, users are able
to choose between SMS, push notifications, and TOTP, with
SMS being the default. However, the UI is slightly confus-
ing: users must first select the medium to receive authentica-
tion messages from a dropdown menu (e.g., “Authentication
phone” for SMS, “Mobile app” for push notifications and
TOTP). “Authentication phone” is the default menu option
provided that the organization has enabled SMS-based MFA
(which is the default), so a user may be unaware that stronger
second factors are available.

The contrasting approaches by Duo and Okta, and their cor-
responding limitations — one weakens security, and the other
hurts usability — suggests an underlying issue, which is that
the MFA vendors seek to maximize administrators’ control
over configuration for the whole organization and minimize
variation between users. Allowing users more control, while
also giving them guidance about benefits and risks, may allow
for a more nuanced security-usability tradeoff. Azure does
give users such control, although it offers SMS as the default
and the confusing user interface compounds this issue.

8 Recommendations
8.1 Recommendations for carriers

In evaluating existing and proposed authentication schemes,
we looked to the framework proposed by Bonneau et al. to
consider the usability, deployability, and security of these
mechanisms [30]. We also discussed usability and deploya-
bility issues with wireless carriers and CTIA. We offer the
following recommendations:

1. Carriers should discontinue insecure methods of cus-
tomer authentication. Every mobile carrier in our
study, with one exception, already offers secure methods
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of customer authentication: password/PIN,12 one-time
passcode via SMS (to the account phone number or a
pre-registered backup number), or one-time passcode via
email (to the email address associated with the account).
Abandoning insecure authentication schemes—personal
information, account information, device information,
usage information, and security questions—may incon-
venience customers who are legitimately requesting a
SIM swap, but preventing account hijacking attacks is
crucial to customers’ privacy and security. Moreover,
legitimate SIM swap requests appear to be infrequent,
occurring only when a user’s SIM is damaged or lost,
when a user acquires a new phone that is incompatible
with their SIM, or in other rare cases. These requests may
become even more infrequent going forward, as users are
now waiting longer before switching their devices [32].
Thus, carriers should begin to phase out insecure au-
thentication methods and develop measures to educate
customers about these changes to reduce transition fric-
tion. Carriers should use data on the type and frequency
of legitimate SIM swaps to assess the usability impact
of authentication procedures.

2. Implement additional methods of secure customer
authentication. We recommend that mobile carriers im-
plement customer authentication for telephone support
via a website or app login, or with a one-time password
via a voice call. The methods do not require memoriza-
tion or carrying extra devices and are easy to learn. They
also should not pose significant costs to carriers because
the infrastructure already exists; all carriers we exam-
ined support online accounts via websites and/or mobile
applications.

3. Provide optional heightened security for customers.
We recommend that carriers provide the option for cus-
tomers to enable MFA for account change requests, as
well as the option to disable account changes by tele-
phone or at a store.

4. Respond to failed authentication attempts. If some-
one attempts to authenticate as a customer and is unsuc-
cessful, we recommend that carriers notify the customer
and heighten security for the account. An adversary
should not be allowed to attempt multiple authentication
methods or to repeatedly attempt authentication. More-
over, even if an adversary was able to successfully au-
thenticate after failing previous attempts, carriers should
not be convinced that the caller is who they claim to be.
For instance, a customer who has forgotten their PIN,
is unable to access their email and backup phone for an
OTP, but can recall some call log information, is very
unlikely to be the customer, but rather an adversary who
is trying to authenticate using call log verification. If

12A password or PIN that is easily guessed is not secure, of course. Carri-
ers must have safeguards that prevent users from choosing weak PINs [31].

a customer who loses or has their phone stolen goes
into a store and attempts to purchase a new device with
the original number, they should not be allowed to au-
thenticate with only a government-issued ID. IDs are
open to forgery, and the absence of the original device—
though unfortunate—should result in additional security
measures being taken. In both scenarios, the carrier can
respond in different ways, such as adding a 24 hour de-
lay to a SIM swap request while notifying the customer
via SMS or email, going further down the authentication
flow, or denying the caller’s request for a period of time.
In other words, authentication should not be binary.

5. Restrict customer support representative access to
information before the customer has authenticated.
There is no need for representatives to access customer
information before authentication, and providing such
access invites deviation from authentication procedures
and enables social engineering attacks. In all instances
of unauthenticated information leakage in our study, the
customer support representatives had released parts of
the answer as hints and stated we would be authenticated
once we remembered the whole response. This strongly
suggests that sensitive account details are, for at least
some carriers, visible to representatives prior to customer
authentication.

6. Publicly document customer authentication proce-
dures. Carriers should list all the ways customers can
be authenticated over the phone in order to avoid uncer-
tainties regarding risks and defenses. They also stand to
benefit from informing their customers and homogeniz-
ing the authentication flow within and between carriers.
In addition, carriers should maintain pages that explain
SIM swap attacks and any available security countermea-
sures that they offer.

7. Provide better training to customer support repre-
sentatives. Representatives should thoroughly under-
stand how to authenticate customers and that deviations
from authentication methods or disclosure of customer
information prior to authentication is impermissible.
That said, we emphasize that training alone is not suffi-
cient—there should also be technical safeguards in place.

Taken collectively, these recommendations should decrease
the number of unauthorized SIM swaps by improving user
authentication.

8.2 Call for research: better design of cus-
tomer service interfaces

It is essential that authentication procedures be consistent
across callers and CSRs. This is challenging because CSRs
may be susceptible to social engineering attacks (e.g., an
adversary pretending to be a victim of domestic violence
desperate to urgently regain control over their account). The
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software used by CSRs play an integral role in keeping ac-
counts secure, in particular:

1. Restrict CSR access to account information before the
customer has authenticated

2. Present authentication mechanisms in a consistent order

3. Prohibit CSR bypass of user authentication

From our study, we believe that current customer support in-
terfaces do not meet the above-mentioned requirements. That
is, CSRs released parts of the answer as hints, authentication
mechanisms were generally not presented in any particular
order within and across carriers (with the exception of T-
Mobile), and carriers allowed us to SIM swap without ever
correctly authenticating in nine instances (Section 5). We are
unable to find information about any software tools used by
CSRs for authenticating customers.

An improved secure interface should complement im-
proved CSR training procedures, and more importantly, be
easy for CSRs to use. To our knowledge, CSRs themselves
have never been subjects of study from a security and usabil-
ity perspective. Just as the security community has realized
the value of research on developers making security design
decisions, CSRs should also be subjects of research, in order
to effectively study security in practice [33, 34]. By studying
workers’ behaviors, the community can make recommenda-
tions on training procedures and interface design.

Our suggestions above can only be implemented with com-
mitment from the carriers themselves. We call on carriers to
collaborate with usable security researchers to study CSRs
and their software tools. One important open research ques-
tion is how carriers should respond to failed authentication
attempts. Ignoring failures carries security risks (as we have
documented) but an overly strict policy risks locking out cus-
tomers. In the long term, carriers (and all other organizations
that need to authenticate customers over the phone) should en-
deavor to develop an industry standard, informed by research,
that is accessible to the community for scrutiny.

8.3 Recommendations for websites
Carriers are ultimately responsible for mitigating the au-

thentication vulnerabilities that we have reported, but mean-
while, users of websites relying on SMS-based MFA continue
to be at risk—in some cases severely (Section 7.2). We offer
the following recommendations for websites to better protect
their users from the effects of SIM swap attacks:

1. Employ threat modeling to identify vulnerabilities.
Threat modeling is a fundamental information security
technique that is used to identify vulnerabilities in a sys-
tematic way. It consists of a structured analysis of the
application, the attacker, and the possible interactions
between them. Many of our findings, especially the exis-
tence of doubly insecure websites, suggest a failure (or
absence) of threat modeling.

2. Implement at least one secure MFA option. Websites
without any other MFA options should roll out alterna-
tive options such as authenticator apps, and notify users
when these options become available. Popular secure
MFA options do not pose large usability hurdles. Reese
et al. performed a usability lab study of five 2FA methods,
including push notifications, SMS, TOTP, and U2F [35].
They found—with statistical significance—that push no-
tifications, TOTP, and U2F have faster median authen-
tication times and higher system usability scale (SUS)
scores than those of SMS. Authenticator apps also have
an added usability benefit over SMS-based MFA: the
device need not be online to generate the one-time pass-
word.

3. Eliminate or discourage SMS-based MFA. Websites
should not make SMS the default or recommended MFA
option. Websites should highlight the dangers of SIM
swaps, and label SMS as an option with known risks.
As of 2019, only 15% of adults in the U.S. own non-
smartphone cellular devices (compared to 81% of adults
in the U.S. that own smartphones) [36]. As that share
continues to decrease, websites should eliminate SMS-
based MFA altogether.

4. Improve vulnerability disclosure processes. A bug
bounty program is not a substitute for a robust secu-
rity reporting mechanism, yet some companies are using
it as such (Section 7.3). These third-party platforms ap-
pear to be overly strict with their triage criteria, prevent-
ing qualified researchers from communicating with the
companies. Companies should maintain direct contact
methods for security reporting procedures.

9 Conclusion
The theory and practice of user authentication has come a

long way in the last decade. Yet these gains have been uneven.
We found that five carriers in the United States continue to use
authentication methods that are now known to be insecure, en-
abling straightforward SIM swap attacks. Further difficulties
arise when security rests on interactions between independent
systems. Phone-based authentication, and SMS in particular,
has made rapid inroads because of convenience, but carriers
don’t adequately account for this scope creep in protecting
against SIM swaps. Meanwhile, many online services view
SIM swaps as “someone else’s problem.”

In addition to fixing the vulnerabilities we identified, our
work suggests fruitful avenues for academia and industry: bet-
ter quantifying the security-usability tradeoff in specific set-
tings including over-the-phone authentication and enterprise
authentication; studying user populations such as customer-
service representatives and their user interfaces; and improv-
ing the vulnerability disclosure process for non-software vul-
nerabilities.
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Account Information Device Information Usage Information Knowledge Possession
Account Number IMEI ICCID Recent Numbers PIN or Password SMS OTP*

AT&T Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë
T-Mobile Ë Ë
Verizon Ë

*We represent SMS OTP as a secure authentication factor because 1) we assume that a carrier sends the SMS OTP exclusively
over its own network as a service message, such that the passcode is not vulnerable to routing attacks, and 2) we assume that if an
attacker already has the ability to hijack a victim’s SMS, a SIM swap does not provide the attacker with additional capabilities.

� generally accepted in the computer security research field
� had not been previously tested but we demonstrate is insecure (for reasons explained in Section 5)
� known to have security shortcomings (also for reasons described in Section 5)

Table 4: Authentication methods we observed at each postpaid carrier. A checkmark means that a type of information was a
component of at least one pathway for SIM swap customer authentication; it does not mean that a type of information was
necessary or by itself sufficient for SIM swap customer authentication.

A Authentication for postpaid accounts
After completing our data collection on prepaid accounts,

engaging with industry stakeholders, and reviewing public
disclosures about wireless carrier account security, it appeared
likely that authentication practices for postpaid accounts dif-
fered from authentication practices for prepaid accounts. We
therefore followed our study of prepaid accounts with a study
of postpaid accounts at 3 carriers: AT&T, T-Mobile, and Veri-
zon.

We used a similar method for studying the postpaid carri-
ers. Rather than using generated identities, members of the
research team signed up with their own credentials. This was
to address the additional identify verification process present
at postpaid signups. We used the same threat model and script;
after one week of usage we called in to request a SIM swap.
To the best of our ability, we enabled all available safeguards
against SIM swaps at each carrier by configuring our online
profiles and calling in soon after to request protections against
SIM swaps.13

It is important to note that postpaid accounts require real-
world identities. Ultimately, we were only able to sign up for
one account per carrier using the identities of research person-
nel. Therefore, the results of this study of postpaid carriers
should be interpreted anecdotally. Spotting an authentication
factor in this very limited run is some evidence that it is a com-
ponent of the carrier’s customer authentication flow, but not
spotting an authentication factor provides little information.
In other words, we believe these results are best interpreted
as somewhat unlikely to include false positives for authentica-
tion factors, but we cannot offer much confidence about false
negatives.

The calls were made in December 2019. Our IRB appli-

13We also enabled the NOPORT option for T-Mobile, though our under-
standing is that the option only applies to port outs and not SIM swaps at
present. Our understanding is also that T-Mobile does have additional pro-
tections against SIM swaps that can be associated with an account, but only
after the account has been the victim of fraud.

cation was submitted in September 2019 and approved in
November 2019. Results of our findings are shown in Table 4.

B Ethical considerations
Working with our institution’s IRB, we took steps to mini-

mize the risk of harm to both research personnel and customer
service representatives, primarily by protecting their privacy.

B.1 Minimizing the risk of harm to RAs
We took steps to protect the privacy of the research assis-

tants we hired. During account setup, we were required to pro-
vide the name of the account owner. Since prepaid accounts
do not require a real-world identity, our protocol allowed RAs
to use a fictitious name on the account if they elected for it.
We assigned names using an online name generator.

The accounts were at all times controlled by the research
team, and only the RA who had been designated as the account
owner would be allowed to view information on that account.
That is, RAs were not allowed access to accounts assigned to
other RAs. The accounts were funded through the duration of
the study and closed at the end of the experiment.

B.2 Minimizing the risk of harm to CSRs
We took two preventive measures to minimize the risk of

harm to the customer service representatives who handled our
calls:

• Calls were not recorded. The study design was ap-
proved with the parameter that the study procedures not
be recorded due to differing laws regarding recordings
across the states. Instead, we took detailed notes about
the carrier’s policies and practices during the call. Our
notes do not include references to time of conversation
(timestamps), gender, or any other identifying informa-
tion related to the CSRs.

• Account information will remain unpublished. We
have not revealed the phone numbers used in our study
in order to minimize risk to CSRs. Otherwise, carriers
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would be able to track the service history on the accounts
and potentially subject pertinent CSRs to disciplinary
action (which would also be orthogonal to our study,
since our research was designed to obtain information
about corporate policies rather than about individuals).

We did not obtain the CSRs’ informed consent before inter-
acting with them, because our mitigations listed above ensure
that the risks to them are minimal; they are simply carry-
ing out their ordinary responsibilities. Furthermore, our study
could not have been conducted with informed consent; firms
might decline to participate or misrepresent their policies and
practices. We obtained a waiver of consent from the IRB be-
fore carrying out our study. The Common Rule specifies a set
of criteria for waiver, which we addressed in our IRB applica-
tion.14 While we did not debrief CSRs immediately after each
SIM swap request, we provided an initial notification of our
findings to the carriers we studied and to CTIA in July 2019
(even though our IRB did not impose an ex-post disclosure
requirement).

C Website responses to vulnerability reports
In early January 2020, we attempted to notify each of

the 17 websites described in Section 7.3 of the presence
of doubly insecure configurations. We aimed to make as
clear as possible the fact that our report was not merely a
recapitulation of the already widely known possibility of SIM
swaps and that our report was specific to the victim website’s
configuration. Shown below is a sample notification:

To whom it may concern,

This is a vulnerability disclosure arising out
of security research at Princeton University.
We are computer science researchers affiliated
with the Center for Information Technology
Policy.

example.com currently offers SMS as an account
recovery method. It also offers SMS as an
optional two-factor authentication (2FA)
method. It allows users to simultaneously
choose SMS for account recovery and 2FA. This
means that an attacker who hijacks a user’s
phone number can take over their account on
example.com, without a password compromise. We
have attached screenshots that demonstrate this
vulnerability.

We studied the account security measures that
control SIM swaps at five major U.S. carriers.
We found that all five carriers use insecure
authentication challenges that can easily be

1445 C.F.R. § 46.116(f).

subverted, allowing attackers to take control
of a victim’s phone number and intercept their
calls and messages.

We also studied 145 websites that offer
phone-based authentication and found 17
websites, including example.com, on which user
accounts can be compromised based on a SIM swap
alone. Currently, in our published dataset, we
have redacted your website’s name and other
identifying information (row XYZ). We plan to
release the dataset with all website names in
30 days.

We recommend that you:

• disable SMS-based account recovery if
SMS-based 2FA is enabled.

• recommend more secure 2FA options such as
authenticator apps to users over SMS.

Please contact us if you have any questions
about our research or recommendations. If
you intend to take any actions to improve
user account security after learning of our
findings, we request that you notify us.

Table 5 describes all responses we have received at the time
of writing (more than 30 days after initial notification). We
coded the responses as follows:

• “Closed as won’t fix”. The reviewers acknowledged the
issue, but decided against mitigation.

• “Closed as non-issue”. The reviewers believed the cur-
rent authentication policy to be adequate.

• “Did not understand”. The reviewers did not believe
the report was relevant. This includes interpreting our
report as customer feedback, and closing our report as
out-of-scope.

• “Fixed without reporting”. The company mitigated the
vulnerability but did not notify us. We discovered the
patch during our 60-day re-test.

• “No response”. We did not receive any relevant corre-
spondence at the time of writing.

• “Reported as fixed”. The reviewers reported to us—at
or before the time of writing—that after reviewing our
research, the company mitigated the vulnerability.

• “Template acknowledgement”. The reviewers ac-
knowledged we had submitted a report on a possible
vulnerability in the company’s MFA implementation,
but the acknowledgment provided no indication that they
had read and understood our report. At the time of writ-
ing, we had not received any further correspondence.
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Website Available platforms Response(s) Default configuration Days to fix
Adobe Security email, HackerOne Reported as fixed Secure 10

Amazon Security email Closed as won’t fix Doubly insecure —
Aol

(Verizon Media) Security email No response Doubly insecure —

Blizzard Security email
Template acknowledgment;

Fixed without reporting Doubly insecure —

eBay Internal bug bounty Reported as fixed Secure 28
Finnair Customer support portal No response Doubly insecure —
Gaijin

Entertainment Support email Did not understand Doubly insecure —

Mailchimp Security email, BugCrowd No response Doubly insecure —

Microsoft Security email, internal bug bounty
Did not understand;

Fixed without reporting Doubly insecure —

Online.net Security email* Reported as fixed Secure 18
Paypal HackerOne Did not understand Doubly insecure —

Snapchat HackerOne Reported as fixed Doubly insecure 38

Taxact Support email
Did not understand;

Fixed without reporting Doubly insecure —

Venmo Support email No response Doubly insecure —
WordPress.com Support email No response Doubly insecure —

Yahoo
(Verizon Media) HackerOne Did not understand Doubly insecure —

Zoho Mail
Support email, security email,

internal bug bounty Closed as non-issue** Secure —

Table 5: Responses from our vulnerability disclosure, detailed in Section 7.3. Contacted platforms are in italicized font. Only in
four of the 17 cases did the process work as expected, resulting in fixes.

*Email address not publicly available, we were provided the address only after sending a Twitter direct message (DM) asking for a
reporting address.
**Zoho claims that its current policy—which disallows the same number to be used for recovery and MFA—is secure and does not require any
changes.

D Additional related work
SIM swapping is not the only means to intercept calls and

SMS messages. There are man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks
that take advantage of weaknesses in mobile phone network
infrastructure. For instance, IMSI-catchers [37] can be used
to intercept nearby connections on certain older wireless pro-
tocols by posing as a mobile tower and forcing phones in the
vicinity to connect to it. From there, the IMSI-catcher can
force connected phones to use vulnerable encryption or none
at all, rendering calls and SMS unprotected. IMSI-catchers
take advantage of a weakness in design: legacy cellular net-
works do not support cell tower authentication. That is, nearby
phones are forced to downgrade their connections in order
to use legacy cellular network protocols. Though initially
used by authorities only, IMSI-catchers can now be built with
commercially available components and used by anyone [38].

In Long-Term Evolution (LTE) networks, mobile devices
are assigned a Globally Unique Temporary ID (GUTI) in
order to alleviate the location-tracking implications of IMSI-
catchers. As the name suggests, an temporary identifier is

assigned to the device by the access network. The GUTI is
then periodically updated to inhibit device tracking. However,
as there are no standard guidelines for when and how to update
the GUTI, many carriers have been mishandling reallocations
either by reusing the same GUTI or assigning predictable
identifiers. Shaik et al. showed that repeated calls using Voice
over LTE (VoLTE) could reveal a victim’s location, since the
same GUTI is reallocated [39]. Hong et al. showed that 19 out
of 28 carriers across 11 countries were reallocating GUTIs
in predictable ways; reallocated GUTIs contained patterns
that could be linked back to the previous ones [40]. They
also proposed a scalable unpredictable GUTI reallocation
mechanism.

There are also weaknesses in the framework that enables
carrier interoperability, namely the Signaling System 7 (SS7)
protocol, which is designed to trust all requests. The weak-
nesses of SS7 have long been documented [41]; in 2014,
researchers discovered how SMS can be intercepted using the
SS7 protocol [42, 43]. Recently, criminals used an SS7 attack
to intercept SMS MFA messages for bank accounts, resulting
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in financial loss [44].
SS7 has been replaced with Diameter—an improved signal-

ing protocol that supports encrypted requests—with the roll-
out of 4G and 5G networks, but there are still many carriers in
the network that do not use authentication, leading researchers
to discover new Diameter-based SMS attacks [45].

While IMSI-catchers and SS7 attacks represent significant
threats to the security of mobile communications, SIM swap
attacks are inexpensive, low-risk, and as we show, very effec-
tive for account hijacking attacks. This makes them attractive
to a host of adversaries, including those for whom IMSI-
catchers and SS7 attacks are out of reach. Thus, our study
focuses on this urgent threat.

There has also been research on customer authentication
in other industries. Bonneau et al. examined the use of per-
sonal knowledge questions at Google; they discovered that a
significant portion of users (37%) provided false answers in
order to make them “harder to guess” [12]. Personal knowl-
edge questions among English-speaking users had low rates

(60%) of success, as most users could not recall their answers
when asked. Colnago et al. [46] observed the deployment
of a software token 2FA system at Carnegie Mellon Univer-
sity, and found that while adopters found 2FA annoying, they
found it fairly easy to use. The study also found that adopters
who were forced to enroll in 2FA had a slightly negative per-
ception of it, as opposed to adopters who were offered to
enroll. Weir et al. examined user perceptions of security and
usability in online banking, and found that nearly two-thirds
of participants chose the device they perceived least secure
(but most convenient) as their preference [47]. Redmiles et al.
empirically examined the relationship between the proportion
of users signing up for SMS-based 2FA based on perceived
risk [48]. In the study, users of a testbed bank website were
informed of the risks of account hackings and offered to enroll
in SMS-based 2FA. Accounts were then randomly selected on
a daily basis to be “hacked”, weighted by their 2FA settings.
The study found that participants were more likely to make
these decisions when faced with higher risk.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to understand the privacy con-
cerns and behavior of non-WEIRD populations in online mes-
saging platforms. Analysis of surveys (n = 674) of WhatsApp
users in Saudi Arabia and India revealed that Saudis had sig-
nificantly higher concerns about being contacted by strangers.
In contrast, Indians showed significantly higher concerns with
respect to social contact from professional colleagues. Demo-
graphics impinge privacy preferences in both populations, but
in different ways. Results from regression analysis show that
there are statistically significant differences between the pri-
vacy behaviors of Saudis and Indians. In both cases, privacy
concerns were strongly correlated with their reported privacy
behaviors. Despite the differences, we identified technical
solutions that could address the concerns of both populations
of participants. We close by discussing the applicability of
our recommendations, specifically those on transparency and
consent, to other applications and domains.
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1 Introduction

WhatsApp is a multimedia messaging application with a
range of capabilities beyond traditional text messaging: asyn-
chronous chat, photo sharing, video sharing, synchronous
voice and video chat, and location sharing [14]. WhatsApp
supports two-person conversations, ad-hoc discussions, and
larger long-lived structured groups. Due to the penetration
of WhatsApp in several non-western countries and it being
widely considered for peer-to-peer information sharing, there
is an opportunity to study differences and similarities in pri-
vacy concerns across these nations and design corresponding
privacy defaults for users. Here we focus on two populations
where WhatsApp is the dominant social network platform:
Saudi Arabia and India. We targeted the nation with the most
intensive use of WhatsApp (Saudi Arabia) [33] and the nation
where WhatsApp has its largest user base (India) [62]. In fact,
WhatsApp is so widely used in Saudi Arabia and India that
it is a frequent topic for national debate, having been con-
demned for being a tool for political propaganda [53] and for
instigating mob violence with misinformation [60].

Prior research on social networking applications have
found that privacy concerns vary significantly across nation-
alities [48, 69]. Yet much research has focused on WEIRD
(Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich and Democratic) pop-
ulations [25]. While there have been independent studies on
WhatsApp for Saudi Arabian users [57] and Indian users [18],
there is not previous work that has directly compared the
privacy choices of these two geographically and culturally
distinct populations, without a comparison with western popu-
lations where privacy is more broadly studied. Having similar
surveys about identical features with the same settings in two
very different populations offers an opportunity for a compar-
ison of privacy preferences and behaviors. Privacy concerns
of non-WEIRD populations, including Saudis and Indians,
are relatively understudied in comparison to WEIRD popu-
lations. Platform adoption is also different in non-WEIRD
populations with WhatsApp more widely used in Saudi Ara-
bia and India than in the United States or Europe. There is
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a need for further studies to understand how origin reflects
different priorities for managing boundaries in non-WEIRD
populations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first em-
pirical study that compares users’ concerns and attitudes on
social networks between Saudis and Indians. To explore how
privacy concerns influence privacy behavior, we formulated
the following specific research questions:

RQ1: To what extent are privacy concerns of Saudis differ-
ent from Indians?

We found that certain privacy concerns were similar be-
tween the participant groups, validating the work by Alt-
man [7] who found similar privacy concerns across non-
western cultures. For example, both populations were equally
concerned about being added to conversation groups without
consent. However, there were differences in other privacy
concerns like being contacted by strangers (Saudis more con-
cerned than Indians) and workplace acquaintances (Indians
more concerned than Saudis). Even when nationality was
the only measure of difference, these differences seemed to
stem from cultural values often represented in previous re-
search [51, 57].

RQ2: To what extent does gender impinge on privacy con-
cerns for both the populations?

Gender has been found to be an important factor in privacy
research since the 1980s [6, 59]. We consider gender sepa-
rately to measure if it is an important factor in user privacy
concern in our population samples as well. For women, the
concern about being contacted by a stranger was found to
be statistically significant greater for Saudis than for Indians.
Conversely, concern towards being contacted by professional
contacts for personal interactions is statistically significant
greater for Indian women than for Saudi women.

RQ3: How do privacy concerns affect privacy behavior
for both of the populations?

We analyzed the effect on privacy concern on selected
behaviors for each of our participant groups. Privacy behavior
was operationalized in terms of feature settings and profile
information sharing boundaries which are common for most
messaging platforms including WhatsApp.

We found that while privacy concerns did influence privacy
behavior, they did so differently in the two groups. For in-
stance, Saudi participants who expressed concerns over being
contacted by strangers also reported using the blocking fea-
ture. Indian participants who had greater concerns about being
added to a group chose to hide when they were last online
and saw messages from others. Comparisons about the use of
WhatsApp features and profile settings offers insight into if
and how individuals are influenced by their nationality, and
demographic differences. Informed by prior cross-cultural
research on non-western populations, we contribute to the
literature on (i) cross cultural concerns of mobile messaging
applications, which are dominant in non-western populations
and (ii) the differences in privacy behavior of these large
populations driven by concerns. In addition to the specific

cross-cultural studies, we also hope to contribute to the dis-
cussion about methods of research on privacy perceptions and
behavior, e.g. [20, 55] by operationalizing behavior in terms
of feature and profile settings. The comparison between the
two populations using a similar experimental approach may
provide general insights on privacy decision-making, which
can further inform design considerations on platforms like
WhatsApp.

We analyzed survey responses of 674 participants who
self-identified as Saudis and Indians. While these participants
might or might not be currently residing in the respective
countries, they identify themselves as being Saudi or Indian
citizens. We used snowball sampling; asking Saudis to share
the survey with other Saudis and Indians to share the sur-
vey with other Indians. This helped ensure that we captured
as many participants possible who were culturally homoge-
neous.

In the following section, we present an overview of other
cross-population privacy studies. Section 3 details our recruit-
ment, data compilation, and analysis procedures. Section 4
presents the results of the analyses of individual populations,
and comparisons between them. We then discuss the implica-
tions of the results in Section 5, making recommendations for
changes in WhatsApp and supporting these with our analysis.
We conclude the paper in Section 6, illustrating avenues for
future work.

2 Related Work

Prior work has long considered if privacy is a cultural phe-
nomenon. As early as 1977, Altman recognized “privacy [as]
a universal process that involves culturally unique regulatory
mechanisms” [7]. Thus, there are aspects of privacy that are
pervasive across cultures and those that are culturally distinct.
However, due to the concentration of technology in western
populations, practical reasons have made privacy studies to
be largely geographically constrained.

For example, a study of 201 Facebook users in the United
Kingdom found that participants’ perceived risk of sharing in-
formation on Facebook was a significant predictor of privacy
concerns and precautionary behaviors [68]. King, Lampinen
and Smolen report privacy attitudes to be a consequence of
previous events rather than overall risk perception [34]. Lewis,
Kaufman and Christakis argue that privacy behaviors are a
result of ‘social influence’ and ‘personal incentives’ [39] such
as peer attitudes and nationality biases. This allows an op-
portunity to study population intrinsic privacy concerns as
a predictor of privacy behavior. In privacy research, how-
ever, WEIRD populations are not necessarily representative
of other populations [25]. It is reasonable to evaluate if pri-
vacy research on WEIRD populations predicts findings from
South-East Asian and Middle-Eastern populations given that
studies of offline risks have consistently found strong evi-
dence that the tolerance for risk [29] and the cultural framing
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of risk [9] vary significantly across nations.

2.1 Cross-Cultural Studies in Privacy
The privacy community has been increasingly interested in
privacy concerns and attitudes across cultures, often compar-
ing non-western populations against western populations like
[44], [69], and [32]). Cvrcek et al.’s study of privacy valuation
across Europe found significant differences between Greek,
Belgian, Czech, German, and Slovak populations in terms of
location privacy indicating the importance of studying cul-
turally varied populations [17]. Further afield, privacy risk
perception of German participants were found to be higher
than American participants, and both were higher than their
Chinese counterparts [29]. A study of 92 participants in three
countries found that generally American respondents were
the most privacy concerned, followed by the Chinese while
Indians showed the least concern [69]. The difference in
the WEIRD populations were partly credited to the pres-
ence of data protection laws, but nationality also played a
role [11, 16, 47]. These smaller studies were also followed
by larger studies on privacy concerns of Internet users across
different cultural and political settings like [10] and [40] as
well as development of universal privacy frameworks [67].

Prior work has also attempted to study individual pop-
ulations in-depth in Japan [3], Saudi Arabia [1, 73],
Bangladesh [4] and India [19]. If privacy attitudes are pri-
marily a function of national attitudes, then examination of
privacy in different populations is needed to provide the sup-
port for different populations. A core motivation of our work
has been to contribute to this rising body of work by not only
confirming that there are differences, but also confirming that
there are similarities—both of which can be useful in making
actionable privacy controls.

2.2 Privacy and Gender
The way different cultures treat men and women also has been
found to have an effect on their privacy perceptions [7]. His-
torically, gender has been considered as “a key social variable
in the availability of certain forms of individual and group
privacy” [6]. While both men and women are equally subject
to invasions of privacy, how these invasions have an effect
upon them can vary. Complex gender norms can spill over
to cyberspace from the physical world that have a greater
impact on women than men (e.g., stalking [38,57] and family
expectations [4]). Female internet users were also “dispropor-
tionately [more] prone” to online harm since they formed the
greater population of online consumers [8].

Accordingly, there have been a rising number of studies
on understanding how gender impinges privacy concerns. A
study on American teens found that privacy concerns about
receiving unknown emails were higher for female high school-
ers [72]. Similarly, greater privacy concerns in women caused
them to have enhanced “privacy protection behavior” on Face-
book [28]. Few studies have also been focusing on the impact

of gender in non-western populations in South-east Asia [59].
An important aspect of privacy is its formulation as a form of
‘modesty’, where in some cultures, privacy is a way to protect
what the society might objectively consider as immoral [70].
Since women tended to have greater privacy concerns and
enforced privacy preserving behavior, gender was also a sig-
nificant consideration in our study on Saudi and Indian popu-
lations where culture has a more patriarchal grounding [5,54].

2.3 Privacy Behavior Against Concerns

Our third research question has been grounded in previous
work on privacy behavior resulting from privacy concerns.
Research in risk perceptions on various other social media
platforms (including Friendster, MySpace, and Facebook) has
reported weak correlations between user’s privacy choices
and their online behavior [2]. Most of the users were unable
to or uninterested in addressing privacy settings to control
information sharing. The source of this ‘privacy paradox’
was investigated in a study of 232 Facebook users, where
the perceived risk of sharing information was found to be
the most important determinant of privacy behaviors. Privacy
preferences, measured using a standard Likert scale, were
found to be significant but to have the least impact on behav-
ior [22]. These findings were also supported across cultures
(e.g. China) [52].

Patil and Kobsa have similarly argued that people are more
privacy concerned about specific factors like accessibility of
information to strangers, content of the messages in commu-
nication, and reliability of the service [50]. Following their
example, we have also considered information sensitivity and
stranger contact concern as factors influencing privacy behav-
ior. In cases where privacy protecting behaviors are present,
they suggest that this is a result of ‘impression management’,
specifically in messaging apps [36] at workplaces. Privacy
concerns were found to vary based on data type as well as data
content. For example, perceptions and valuation of location
sharing as a privacy risk vary across contexts and between
individuals, and nations [15]. Hence, we also consider if users
were concerned with being contacted by colleagues over mo-
bile messaging applications outside of workplace and if it
changed how they managed information over messaging plat-
forms (like restricting media download).

2.4 Mobile Messaging Platforms

In this section we discuss WhatsApp as an example of a
mobile messaging platfrom. In most studies, e.g. [69], Face-
book has largely been the dominant platform studied in cross-
cultural privacy research. While Facebook does have a fairly
large user base across countries, it is often not the dominant
platform used by the majority of the population. With the
rise of smartphones, mobile phone based messaging appli-
cations like WhatsApp have been increasingly adopted in
non-WEIRD populations instead of Facebook [62]. One of
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the countries in our study, Saudi Arabia, has the highest What-
sApp market penetration, with 78% of the population using
WhatsApp [63]. WhatsApp is also treated as a credible source
of information for law enforcement [42]. It is integrated into
daily life, in educational institutions, political groups [12]
and places of employment, making information dissemina-
tion over WhatsApp an important domain to study [13, 58].
Similarly, in India, reacting to the brutality of the photos
distributed over WhatsApp, five people were incorrectly iden-
tified as kidnappers and killed by the residents of isolated
towns [24]. In response, WhatsApp has implemented tagging
to indicate that the message was forwarded and limited the
ability to forward a specific message to five people to prevent
mass forwarding [46]. Though the latter event happened after
the breadth of our study, it highlights how WhatsApp is an
important focal point in behavior over social media, especially
for these understudied populations.

Despite the ubiquity of WhatsApp in daily life in many
non-WEIRD countries, it is only recently being considered
in social networking research [49]. For example, the ever
popular Vinco’s Annual World Map of Social Networks does
not even consider WhatsApp as a social network, but rather as
a messaging platform.1 Given the range of services and group
management functionalities of WhatsApp, privacy evaluations
of social use are worthwhile. While it is true that it might
not forever be the dominant messaging application in non-
WEIRD countries like Saudi Arabia and India, research on
privacy concerns of these populations may be applicable to
competing or future platforms as well.

3 Methods

For this study, we used data collected through a survey instru-
ment targeted at WhatsApp users, above the age of 18, who
identified themselves as either Saudis or Indians based on
nationality. The instrument was initially developed as a bilin-
gual self-reported survey for Saudis in Arabic and English.
We adopted the English version for the Indian population
and added questions on Location and use of Live Status, but
did not translate the survey into any of the major languages
or dialects in India due to the fact that there are too many
languages that could effect interpretation of the translated
text. English is used for all official government communi-
cations in India according to the Official Languages Act of
1963 [65] which makes it convenient for population sampling.
While the survey contains both quantitative and qualitative
responses, we focus here on the quantitative results in order
to gain empirically grounded insights of privacy concerns.

3.1 Population Sampling
WhatsApp is the most widely used instant messaging platform
in both Saudi Arabia and India [33, 62]. This allowed us an

1https://vincos.it/world-map-of-social-networks/

opportunity for convenience sampling, given researchers from
the aforementioned countries. The survey was done in two
phases, the first targeted at Saudi users in 2015 and the second
targeted at Indian users in 2017. The study was approved by
the University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) for both
surveys. We conducted snowball sampling to recruit respon-
dents who were culturally homogeneous. It also would have
been difficult and possibly infeasible to reach Saudi women
with a survey distributed in the United States. We designed
the second study (with Indian users) to enable comparison
with the first. Given we were excluding Saudis/Indians living
outside their country for years (because privacy perceptions
can change depending on the country of residence) we re-
tained the snowball sampling method for both similarity and
recruitment. Since the data were collected in two phases over
a gap of two years, we removed additional features available
on WhatsApp to make the variables in the Saudi and Indian
groups consistent, as detailed in Section 3.4. The initial survey
instrument sampled 820 WhatsApp users; 452 from Saudi
Arabia, 146 from non-Saudi Arabs, and 222 from India. The
146 non-Saudi Arabs were excluded from analysis, making
the total number of participants 674. This was because non-
Saudi Arabs can have membership from 21 Arab countries
of Algeria, Bahrain, Comoros, Djibouti, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan,
Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, United Arab
Emirates, and Yemen in addition to the Palestinian Territo-
ries. This would increase the variability since we did not have
enough number of users from each of these countries. This
gave us two datasets of 452 (Saudi) and 222 (Indian) users
respectively.

3.2 Sample Size and Variables
Both Saudi and Indian population datasets were then com-
bined for all 674 valid responses from users who identified
themselves as Saudi or Indian nationals respectively. We had
452 Saudi participants (we needed 385 participants for a 95%
confidence level and 5% margin of error) and 222 Indian par-
ticipants (we needed 271 participants for a 95% confidence
level and 5% margin of error). Table 1 shows the demographic
distribution of both populations across gender, age and educa-
tional qualification.

Since our dataset was obtained from a prior survey of Saudi
respondents that contained only binary gender, we had to re-
move non-binary or undeclared responses from seven users
in the survey to maintain consistency. Gender categories have
been a long standing debate [64] and a follow-up study that
accounts specifically for privacy concern variations based on
gender would be invaluable. We assigned a variable to every
question in our complete dataset, resulting in 19 variables,
across four categories: privacy concerns, general usage, de-
mographics, and feature and profile information settings. The
number of independent variables in the survey was 12 (Table
2 contains 11 and nationality) for consistency across variables
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that can be compared for analysis. Questions that were present
in one dataset but absent in the other were removed. We also
removed responses which had missing values for any of the
questions that remained in our dataset.

Demographic Details Saudis Indians
Gender Male 159 140

Female 293 75
Age (years) 18-24 99 80

25-30 225 123
31-40 103 17
41-50 21 2
over 50 4 0

Education High School or Less 30 4
Some College 38 2
Bachelors 58 90
Masters or Professional 18 114
Doctoral 2 9

452 222

Table 1: Demographic distribution of the populations broken
down into two samples.

Recall the three research questions were about the differ-
ences and similarities of privacy concerns (RQ1), how de-
mographics impinge these concerns (RQ2), and how these
concerns affect privacy behavior (RQ3). The survey had five
questions for each population into the ‘Privacy Concerns’ cat-
egory. In order to answer if these concerns were similar or
different based on demographics (RQ2), we included demo-
graphic queries: age, gender, and education. Gender has been
found to be a significant factor in use of security technology,
and has a significant impact on privacy behavior [21]. Ex-
pertise has been found to be a major determinant of security
behaviors [20,56]. Expertise also clearly impinges risk aware-
ness. The differences, or lack thereof, in privacy and security
papers sometimes is embedded in expertise, such as works
where student samples have predominantly male technology
experts and predominantly female non-experts. However, here
gender is the only explicit variable, based in no small part on
the differences in findings in the comparative works discussed
in Section 2. In addition a study of privacy concerns on Face-
book that addressed use and risk perceptions found gender to
be a significant variable in WEIRD population samples [21].

In order to measure if privacy behavior changed according
to privacy concerns for each population (RQ3), privacy be-
havior of participants was operationalized as use of features
on WhatsApp. This includes blocking others from accessing
personal devices, and limiting the transmitting of profile infor-
mation. Table 3 lists the dependent variables in our study. We
have four dependent variables as ‘Feature Settings’. These
features include Blocking, Auto Download, Location, and No-
tification. The responses to feature usage questions are binary.

Three additional variables for profile settings, Profile Photo,
Last Seen, and Status were also included because they signi-
fied access control to an individual’s profile at three levels -
Nobody, My Contacts, and Everyone. These seven variables
served as dependent variables in our study. Similarly, Table 2
lists the independent variable categories, ‘Privacy Concerns’,
‘Usage’, and ‘Demographics’ further described below.

1. Privacy Concern Variables: Users were queried about
their privacy concerns while using WhatsApp. The sur-
vey did not contain generic questions on privacy, but
specific questions in the context of WhatsApp. This,
however, does not limit the questions to the existence
of WhatsApp. The variables under ‘Privacy Concerns’
like Sensitive Data, Professional Contact, Targeted Ads,
Group Add Ask, and Stranger Contact Concern can be
applied across all mobile messaging platforms with simi-
lar functionality which ensures that questions on privacy
concerns remain relevant beyond the scope of our study.

2. Usage Variables: These variables measure the usage
habits of users on WhatsApp. This includes information
on the operating system (Platform), frequency of usage
(Frequency) and length of usage (Length).

3. Demographic Variables: The demographic variables we
considered were Age, Gender, and level of education
(Education).

Apart from these, we had a separate variable for nationality
that distinguished between Indian and Saudi users. The list
of independent and dependent variables and their relationship
with the research questions we investigated in this paper are
in Table 8 (Appendix).

3.3 Analysis
For our first research question (RQ1) we compared pri-
vacy concerns between Saudis and Indians using the
Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon (MWW) test. In doing so, we com-
pared the responses to their privacy-related concern questions
(‘Privacy Concern’ variables). All of the five variables were
measured on a three-point Likert scale for the Saudi popu-
lation. The MWW test is a non-parametric test of the null
hypothesis that it is equally likely that a randomly selected
value from one sample will be less than or greater than a
randomly selected value from a second sample [43]. This
makes it suitable for dealing for the Likert-scale data used for
quantifying privacy concerns in the two samples [71].

We also use the MWW test to answer our second research
question (RQ2) pertaining to gender differences in privacy
concerns. We maintain the separation between the popula-
tions, with gender as the additional control variable.

For our third research question (RQ3), where we measure
the concern factors that influence privacy behavior, we per-
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Q. No. Description Type
Privacy Concerns

1
Sensitive Data: I frequently use WhatsApp to send/share private or sensitive
chats/media. Likert

2
Professional Contact: Do you use WhatsApp to communicate formally or informally
with your professional contacts, like your boss or coworkers? Likert

3
Targeted Ads: Are you concerned that since Facebook bought WhatsApp, targeted ads
might start appearing in WhatsApp? Likert

4
Group Add Ask: When adding me to a group chat, I would like the app to (ask/ not ask)
me before adding. Likert

5
Stranger Contact Concern: Are you concerned that anyone who has your phone number
is able to contact you and see the activity shared publicly using WhatsApp? Likert

Usage
6 Platform: Which operating system do you currently use for your primary smartphone? Categorical
7 Frequency: On average, how often do you use WhatsApp? Categorical
8 Length: How long have you been using WhatsApp? Categorical

Demographics
9 Age Categorical
10 Gender Boolean
11 Education Categorical

Table 2: Privacy concerns, usage and demographic factors which are independent variables for both population samples.

formed an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) along with lo-
gistic and and ordered logistic regression. EFA was used to
find influential underlying factors from a set of observed in-
dependent variables. We used the Privacy Concerns, Usage,
and Demographics variables to form a new set of variables
that would be independent of each other. EFA extracts the
maximum variance from all the variables and groups them
under a common score. A latent factor representation of the
independent variables allows us to deal with multicollinearity.
When the degree of collinearity is high between independent
variables, it becomes difficult to estimate the relationship be-
tween each independent variable and the dependent variable,
as well as, the overall precision of the estimated coefficients.

EFA helps in finding the relationship between independent
variables in terms of a smaller set of factors. We tested the ad-
equacy of conducting EFA for both samples using the Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy [26] and
the Bartlett’s test of Sphericity [66]. The KMO measure is
a statistic that indicates the proportion of variance in the de-
pendent variables that might be caused by underlying factors.
The Bartlett’s test of Sphericity measures the hypothesis that
the correlation matrix is an identity matrix, which would indi-
cate that the independent variables are unrelated and therefore
unsuitable for EFA. We used orthogonal rotation with the
varimax method to force the latent factors to remain uncor-
related. We considered an item to be loaded on a factor if its
loading exceeded 0.3 and repeated it for each sample. Finally,
we used logistic and ordered logistic regression to analyze
the influence of the independent variables in the privacy at-
titudes of both samples. This results inform the discussion

about how nationality-based mental models have an impact of
the privacy preferences (measured through feature and profile
setting choices) of users. We used the psych package in R to
run the EFA and regression analyses.

3.4 Considerations and Limitations

In the two years between the studies there were no significant
user interface changes; however, WhatsApp did add new fea-
tures. These features were Live Location (real-time location
sharing), document sharing, making phone calls, and end-to-
end encryption for text messages. We have tried to account
for the changes in features by measuring respondents’ set-
tings on these features independently. We acknowledge that
there is a possibility of a shift in general privacy attitudes over
two years of the survey. We also noted that there were no
changes in WhatsApp during this time period that addresses
our recommendations and yet hope that these may be adopted.
WhatsApp had a $1 yearly subscription fee beginning in 2013.
This was eliminated in 2016 [61] which might have an effect
on its adoption in both countries.

This study is focused on participants with different origins,
but not necessarily culture. The distinction between culture
and origin is profoundly important, nuanced, subject to a vast
literature [27]. This discussion is beyond the scope of this
work but could be the subject of further research.

Due to the use of snowball sampling, our sample is not
statistically representative of the populations. However, it
does provide valuable insight into the privacy concerns of
respondents. Snowball sampling was responsible for the de-
mographic skew even as it helped reach our participants. De-
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mographics is one of the many factors that affect findings like
workplace contact concerns. It is reasonable to assert that a
representative sample would include the issues we address
(like the prevalent use of WhatsApp in workplaces) and our
results would still hold. Nevertheless, a more representative
sample that accounts for nuanced cultural differences within
countries would be beneficial for further research and would
likely expand the recommendations.

4 Findings

Following the quantitative analysis above, we categorized our
findings in three sections. First, we report privacy concerns
based on nationality. Next, we report privacy concerns based
on gender. Finally, we present how privacy behavior of users
was dependent on privacy concerns.

4.1 Privacy Concerns Based on Nationality
Overall, we noticed that while Saudi and Indian partici-
pants have different privacy concerns towards WhatsApp,
there are concerns that are also similar for both population
samples. Figure 1 shows the differences regarding the pri-
vacy concerns between Saudis and Indians. Specifically, we
found that the higher concerns towards being contacted by
strangers is statistically significant for Saudis than for Indi-
ans (W = 37,254, p < .001). On the other hand, we found
that Indians tend to be more privacy concerned than Saudis
regarding being contacted by professional contacts. Indian
respondents also seemed to have greater privacy concerns
about being subjected to targeted advertisements over What-
sApp. Concerns towards being contacted by a professional
contact (W = 66,299, p < .001) and targeted advertisements
(W = 56,408, p < .001) that uses data from their conversa-
tions are significantly greater for Indians than for Saudis re-
spectively.

However, we did not find significant differences between
concerns about Sensitive Data and Group Add Ask. Their
concerns over sharing sensitive information and preferences
for being asked before someone adds them to a group were
similar. Respondents from both samples shared data which
they believed was sensitive, and expressed displeasure at being
added to WhatsApp groups without consent.

4.2 Privacy Concerns Based on Gender
Figure 2 compares the privacy concerns between Saudis and
Indians by gender. We tested the same five categories per-
taining to privacy concerns (Targeted Ads, Stranger Contact
Concern, Sensitive Data, Professional Contact, and Group
Add Ask) as seen in Table 2, splitting the two samples by gen-
der and using the MWW test. We found that privacy concerns
between genders within the same sample (for both Saudis
and Indians) are not statistically significant. In other words,

Figure 1: Privacy concerns of respondents by nationality.

within the same sample, both men and women expressed the
same level of privacy concerns.

However, when we compared the two samples by gender
individually, the concerns were different. For females, we
found that the concern towards being contacted by a stranger
is statistically significant greater for Saudis than for Indi-
ans (W = 11,648, p = .015). Similarly, we found that the
concern towards being contacted for professional contact is
statistically significant greater for Indians females than for
Saudis females (W = 6,569, p < .001). We also compare

Figure 2: Privacy concerns of Saudi and Indian respondents
by gender.

the privacy concerns between samples for males. We found
that the concern towards being contacted by a stranger is
statistically significant greater for Saudi males than for In-
dian males (W = 12,222, p < .001). Conversely, we found
that the concern towards being contacted for professional
contact is statistically significant greater for Indians than for
Saudis (W = 8,545, p < .001). Overall, results across gen-
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Q. No. Description Type
Feature Settings

1
Blocking: Did you use the Blocked feature in WhatsApp to block any person from
contacting with you? Boolean

2 Auto Download: Did you disable the auto-download feature on WhatsApp? Boolean
3 Location: Have you previously shared your location using WhatsApp? Boolean

4
Notification: Have you enabled WhatsApp to send you notifications when there is a
new message? Boolean

Profile Information
6 Profile Photo: What is your setting? (Everyone, My Contacts, Nobody) Categorical
7 Last Seen: What is your setting? (Everyone, My Contacts, Nobody) Categorical
8 Status: What is your setting? (Everyone, My Contacts, Nobody) Categorical

Table 3: Feature settings and profile information which are dependent variables for both population samples.

ders between different samples are consistent for females and
males. Thus, the privacy concerns reflected by overall partici-
pants were also reflected by gender with no gender differences
within each sample.

We did not find significant differences between Sensitive
Data and Group Add Ask privacy concerns when comparing
genders between the two samples.

4.3 Comparing Privacy Behavior Based on
Privacy Concerns

Following comparison between Saudi and Indian users of
WhatsApp against their privacy concerns, we tested to see if
privacy behavior in each sample differed based on privacy
concerns. Privacy behavior was measured in terms of user be-
havior in using WhatsApp features like Blocking (restricting
access to self), Auto-Download (allowing automatic down-
load of media files), Location (sharing static map coordinates),
and Notification (enabling notifications on device from What-
sApp when user receives a message). We used three addi-
tional features pertaining to user profile information - Profile
Photo, Last Seen (when the user had last checked their What-
sApp messages) and Status (static description of users about
themselves). These had three levels of access control - Every-
one, Contacts only, and Nobody. We removed Live Location
(ability to share location continuously instead of static coor-
dinates), Read Receipts (blue ticks showing when messages
have been delivered and seen), and Live Status (instant story
posts visible for 24 hours) which were not present across both
surveys.

4.3.1 Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)

Saudi Users: For Saudis, the variable to subject ratio was
1:41.1 (452/11 = 41.1). This shows that the number of par-
ticipants per question was adequate to obtain quality in the
factor solution [35]. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test
statistic for sampling adequacy was 0.50 which makes this
dataset acceptable for EFA. In addition, the Bartlett’s Test

Age &
Education

Usage
Platform

Group
Permission Gender

Information
Sensitivity

Targeted
Ads

Age 0.962
Education 0.490
Platform 0.992
Group Add Ask 0.671
Gender 0.565
Sensitive Data 0.418
Frequency 0.316
Targeted Ads 0.461
Stranger Contact
Concern
Length
Professional Contacts
Eigenvalues 1.465 1.284 1.213 1.101 1.03 1.011
% of Total Variance 10.7 9.1 4.8 3.9 3.7 2.6

Table 4: Rotated varimax factors from the factor analysis of
privacy concerns of Saudi participants.

of Sphericity [66] revealed that the correlation matrix came
from independent samples (χ2 = 177.1, d f = 55, p < .05),
and further indicated that the factor analysis was justified by
the properties of the correlation matrix. Therefore, EFA is
considered as an appropriate technique for further analysis of
this sample.

We identified and extracted factors based on the Kaiser’s
criterion for eigenvalues, i.e., we choose all factors with an
eigenvalue greater than 1 as a measure of reliability [31]. Fig-
ure 3 shows the scree plot of successive eigenvalues. Specifi-
cally, it shows that after the sixth the total variance accounts
for smaller amounts. The rotated factor loadings along with
the eigenvalues are illustrated in Table 4.

The six selected factors predicted 34.8% of the variance,
including: variables that are related to demographics (i.e., Age
and Education), operating system type (i.e., Usage Platform),
privacy issues for being added to a group chat (i.e., Group
Permission), Gender, privacy issues to send private data and
frequency (i.e., Information Sensitivity), and being targeted by
advertisements (i.e., Targeted Ads). Each of these components
accounted for 10.7%, 9.1%, 4.8%, 3.9%, 3.7% and 2.6% of
variance respectively.

Indian Users: For Indians, the variable to subject ratio was
1:20.1 (221/11 = 20.1). Similar to Saudi respondents, the num-
ber of participants per question was adequate to obtain quality
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Figure 3: Scree plot showing eigenvalues for EFA among
Saudi users. There are six values that are greater than 1.

Figure 4: Scree plot showing eigenvalues for EFA among
Indian users. There are six values that are greater than 1.

in the factor solution [35]. The KMO test statistic was 0.50
which makes this dataset acceptable for EFA. The Bartlett’s
Test of Sphericity revealed that the correlation matrix came
from independent samples (χ2 = 70.5, d f = 55, p < .05), and
further indicated that the factor analysis was justified by the
properties of the correlation matrix. Therefore, EFA is consid-
ered as an appropriate technique for further analysis of this
sample as well.

We retained only the factors which had eigenvalues greater
than 1 in accordance with Kaiser’s criterion like we did for
the Saudi samples [31]. As can be seen Figure 4 shows the
scree plot of successive eigenvalues, of which we selected six
factors. The rotated factor loadings are illustrated in Table 5.

The six selected factors predicted 34% of the variance,
including: variables that are related to privacy regarding Sen-
sitive Data, type of operating system (i.e., Usage Platform),
frequency of using WhatsApp (i.e., Usage Frequency), pri-

Sensitive
Data

Usage
Platform

Usage
Frequency

Education &
Group Permission

Age &
Targeted Ads

Professional
Contacts

Professional Contact 0.676
Targeted Ads 0.609
Age 0.340
Group Add Ask 0.504
Education 0.353
Frequency 0.587
Platform 0.741
Sensitive Data 0.981
Stranger Contact
Concern
Length
Gender
Eigenvalues 1.475 1.314 1.073 1.010 1.143 1.225
% of Total Variance 9.1 5.8 5.2 4.7 4.7 4.5

Table 5: Rotated varimax factors from the factor analysis of
privacy concerns of Indian participants.

vacy issues for being added to a group chat and education
(i.e., Education and Group Permission), privacy issues related
to being targeted by advertisements and age (i.e., Age and
Targeted Ads), and privacy issues regarding being contacted
by professional contacts (i.e., Professional Contact). Each
of these components accounted for 9.1%, 5.8%, 5.2%, 4.7%,
4.7% and 4.5% of variance, respectively.

After EFA for each sample, we tested the six factors ob-
tained in each case against privacy behavior of respondents.

4.3.2 Findings from Regression Analysis

We used factor scores (i.e., each example weight into its
factor loading) from the EFA as the predictors of privacy
attitudes using multiple logistic regression (for Blocking,
Auto Download, Location, and Notification) and multiple
ordinal logistic regression (for Profile Photo, Last Seen, and
Status) based on the type of dependent variable. In doing so,
each example contribution to the factor score depends on how
strongly it relates with the factor. The reported regression
coefficients are based on the logarithm of the odds. Odds
are the probability of an event occurring divided by the
probability of the event not occurring. In our results, that
means that for every one unit of gain in the independent
variable, the logarithm of odds of the dependent variable
increases by the correspondent coefficient. For details about
the interpretation of the regression coefficients, we suggest
the reader the work in [23].

Saudi Users: Table 6 shows the coefficients of the regres-
sion model for Saudi respondents with statistically significant
p-values. As seen in the table, most factors only effect one
of the feature settings. Given that the level of significance is
(*) for p < .05, (**) for p < .01, and (***) for p < .001, we
observe the following.

Gender is statistically significant and contributes (0.498)
to the overall inclination to use the Blocking feature. Thus,
female Saudi users were more likely to use this feature to
block access to them on WhatsApp if it was from a person
they did not know.
When respondents were more likely to be asked before being
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added to a group, the likeliness that they would not download
content from another user was higher, indicated by a high
coefficient in case of Auto Download (0.416) (note that the
question for Auto Download is framed in terms of disabling
the feature).
Age and Education (-0.2789) as well as privacy concerns
about receiving targeted advertisements (-0.3067) were linked
to user choice of turning notifications on or off. Older and
more educated users were more likely to turn off notifications.
Similarly, users with higher concerns about targeted advertise-
ments turned their notifications off. This indicates that users
who had more experience and knowledge of WhatsApp, cou-
pled with an aversion to targeted advertisements were more
likely to avoid notifications.
Privacy concerns did not significantly affect Location settings
and profile settings like Profile Photo, Last Seen, and Status
for Saudi users.
Usage variables like type of operating system (Usage Plat-
form) did not effect privacy behavior. Similarly, willingness
to share sensitive data frequently (Information Sensitivity) did
not effect privacy behavior.

Indian Users: Table 7 shows the coefficients of regres-
sion analysis for Indian respondents. We found that privacy
concerns did effect privacy behavior in case of Indian users
as well, but their privacy behavior was very different from
Saudis.
Privacy concerns or demographics did not effect feature set-
tings like Blocking (which was effected by gender in case of
Saudis) and Location sharing. However, unlike Saudi users,
privacy concerns did effect how Indian users changed their
profile settings like Profile Photo and Last Seen. Last Seen
had a high value of regression coefficient (0.32010) and was
more likely to be hidden by more educated users who were
concerned about being added to a group with consent (Educa-
tion and Group Permission). A possibility is that they chose
to hide when they were last online when more people had
access to them.
Privacy concerns about being contacted by colleagues from
a workplace (Professional Contact) had a higher coefficient
for Auto Download (0.35605) and Notification (0.420984)
settings.
Similar to Saudi users, concerns about sensitive data did not
play a role in effecting privacy behavior. More broadly, edu-
cation and group permissions were two overlapping factors
that effected privacy behavior in both samples. While gender
and targeted advertisements played a more important role
for Saudi users, privacy behavior of Indian users depended
on professional contacts. Profile settings were effected by
privacy concerns more for Indian users than Saudi users.

5 Discussion and Implications

Our findings reify and add to previous results on the relation-
ship between culture and privacy. The major goal of this study

was to highlight both similarities and differences between
two culturally distinct non-WEIRD populations. Our find-
ings expand existing literature on cross-cultural privacy in the
SOUPS community. We discuss practical recommendations
for more inclusive privacy design choices for non-WEIRD
countries; for example, stranger contact concerns and work-
personal boundaries.

We found that participants within each individual sam-
ple had similar privacy concerns. Neither gender nor ori-
gin alone were significant determinants; however, gender
effected privacy controls among Saudi users. Not only did
female users had greater privacy concerns about being con-
tacted by strangers over their Indian counterparts, but also this
concern effected the use of the blocking feature (to prevent
strangers from contacting them).

We have also shown that privacy concerns were depen-
dent on origin, but there were aspects common across the
non-WEIRD samples in the study. Both participant groups
shared sensitive content over WhatsApp. Furthermore,
this sharing was not found to have an effect on their pri-
vacy behavior. Both groups also had similar group privacy
concerns and disliked being added to a group without their
consent. However, this was expressed in different ways in
different samples. While Saudis restricted content from auto-
downloading, Indians restricted visibility access (being seen
by other people that they were online) by hiding their Last
Seen.

In terms of privacy behavior, neither Saudi nor Indian users
changed settings based on the sensitivity of information con-
tent, but rather information recipient. This was particularly
true for restricting stranger contact (among Saudis) and pre-
venting use of WhatsApp for professional contacts (among
Indians).

Based on our findings, we make the following design rec-
ommendations to the already significant security and pri-
vacy features of WhatsApp (and future social messaging plat-
forms). While these are specific to WhatsApp, the feature
settings offered by WhatsApp and the privacy concern vari-
ables that have been operationalized in our study (Targeted
Ads, Stranger Contact Concern, Sensitive Data, Professional
Contact, and Group Add Ask) can be observed in other mobile
messaging applications like Signal as well.

5.1 Offer an Option for Permissions-Based
Contact

Being contacted by strangers was disliked by Saudi female
respondents. While we do not suggest a gender-based con-
trol, adhering to stronger privacy concerns might improve
the privacy of the overall platform. One of the peculiarities
of WhatsApp is that contact information of users is easily
accessible if they are in a common group, even after blocking
particular users. A problem that might happen in large groups
in that strangers can contact users over other communication
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Factors Blocking Auto Download Location Notification Profile Photo Last Seen Status
Intercept 1.208*** 0.427*** 0.722*** 1.291***
Age and Education -0.024 0.088 -0.157 -0.279* 0.013 -0.021 -0.058
Usage Platform -0.139 0.117 0.117 -0.217 -0.027 0.002 -0.068
Group Permission 0.173 0.416*** 0.034 -0.241 -0.109 0.060 0.069
Gender 0.498*** 0.158 -0.165 -0.167 -0.035 -0.143 -0.041
Information Sensitivity 0.044 -0.177 -0.027 0.138 0.169 0.065 -0.038
Targeted Ads 0.073 0.161 0.079 -0.307* -0.152 -0.165 -0.205

Statistical significance levels are indicated as: (*) for p < .05, (**) for p < .01, (***) for p < .001.

Table 6: Significant regression co-efficient values for privacy behavior measured against the six EFA factors as dependent
variables for Saudi respondents.

Factors Blocking Auto Download Location Notification Profile Photo Last Seen Status
Intercept 1.292*** -0.384* 1.244*** 2.303***
Sensitive Data -0.159 0.194 0.082 -0.452 0.152 -0.016 -0.096
Usage Platform -0.164 0.031 -0.056 -0.169 0.353* 0.018 0.253
Usage Frequency -0.153 0.079 0.254 0.006 -0.098 -0.038 -0.032
Education and Group
Permission -0.141 -0.017 0.051 0.0368 0.304 0.320* 0.215

Age and Targeted Ads 0.101 0.170 -0.267 -0.168 0.169 0.025 0.084
Professional Contact -0.438 0.356* -0.043 0.421* 0.081 0.184 -0.137

Statistical significance levels are indicated as: (*) for p < .05, (**) for p < .01, (***) for p < .001.

Table 7: Significant regression co-efficient values for privacy behavior measured against the six EFA factors as dependent
variables for Indian respondents.

channels if they happen to be in a common group. While the
current version of WhatsApp asks the user if they want to
receive communication from someone not in their contact list,
it does not prevent strangers from reaching users over other
communication channels like text messages or phone calls.

A way to enforce this would be to replace contact in-
formation sharing with username (or similar) sharing. This
would protect both users who are stranger-averse and those
being cyber-bullied. A way to ensure advanced permission-
based contact would be to allow a mechanism for cooperative
blocking. Due to the nature of WhatsApp as a messaging plat-
form, there is not a centralized way to report platform abuse.
Blocking is limited to individuals even though WhatsApp is
used as a social platform with large groups. Allowing com-
munities to self-organize and block individuals collectively
would enhance the usability of the platform and the autonomy
of users. This is also a practice that can be extended to mes-
saging applications which do not have a permission-based
contact mechanism in place.

5.2 Choice and Consent in Joining Groups

Respondents from both the samples in our dataset wanted
to be asked before being added to a group. Given that users
restricted content and access based on group permissions, it is
likely that this is more than a social construct and privacy con-
trols that allow users the ability to consent before being added
to a group must exist. Messaging applications at large would

benefit from this consent process as group communication
become increasingly prevalent.

5.3 Option for Group Types

Saudi users seemed to use WhatsApp in a more personal
setting given that being contacted by colleagues was not sig-
nificantly higher. On the other hand, WhatsApp is frequently
used in India for contacting colleagues in workplaces and
other professional contacts. Our findings indicate that privacy
behavior on WhatsApp was effected by user choice to inter-
act with professional contacts. This is possibly because users
have different self-presentation for their personal and profes-
sional lives [51]. Our findings amplify previous research on
WhatsApp as well where qualitative research has stressed
the importance of “communication places” to separate group
interaction over WhatsApp [45].

Enabling easy segregation of users into high level groups
such as work and family and having audience based infor-
mation boundaries would ensure that users are able to share
selectively without worrying about boundary management be-
tween close members and co-workers (especially with more
broadcast features like Live Status). Such group-based access
control can be applied to other messaging applications as
well.

While the above design implications are yet to be tested,
they extend directly from our findings and serve as some of the
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possibilities to make WhatsApp (and possibly other similar
messaging applications) more privacy-sensitive and to cater to
complex privacy expectations, enhance risk communication
and improve trust. Privacy behavior variables like Blocking,
Auto Download, Location, Notification, Profile Photo, Last
Seen, and Status are present in other messaging platforms like
Facebook Messenger and Signal as well, and can be similarly
studied to view the effect of privacy concerns over behavior.

Though measuring the different dimensions of culture elab-
orated in Hofstede’s work is not covered in the breadth of
this study, the influence of nationality seems to hint at the
underlying cultural values that affect both privacy concerns
and privacy behavior. Figure 5 shows the Hofstede’s cultural
values measured in terms of power distance, individualism,
masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, long term orientation, and
indulgence [27] (adopted from Hofstede Insights [30]). Some
of these factors may help explain the privacy behavior that
we observed in our study. For example, the greater likelihood
of Saudis to avoid uncertainty in social situations might drive
their reluctance to interact with strangers. Similarly, higher
sense of individualism among Indians might explain why they
did not want to be contacted by colleagues beyond their work-
place. However, these are only conjectures and a future study
could help explain the same.

6 Conclusion

Our findings indicate that privacy concerns had both similari-
ties and differences between Saudi and Indian users, both of
which were non-WEIRD populations. These privacy concerns
combined with demographics like gender affected the privacy
behavior of users on WhatsApp in very specific and distinct
ways.

Figure 5: Hofstede’s cultural dimensions in Saudi Arabia and
India (estimates).
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Privacy behavior had differences between populations.
However, there were also similarities. This allows an op-
portunity for mobile messaging platforms to enforce both
universal and culture-specific boundary management. Privacy

behavior was also socially situated, with Indian participants
most likely to hide change feature settings to restrict con-
tent from professional contacts rather than friends or family.
Most participants in both populations wanted to be able
to control the content and recipient (with a greater focus
on recipients) of their shared information.

A core observation, and one which calls for more research is
that WhatsApp is experienced as a social network application
rather than a messaging application. The embedded use of
large groups and workplace-linked contact norms indicate that
user perception of WhatsApp is very socially grounded. This
leaves an opportunity for a more nuanced re-examination of
how privacy settings are implemented. However, our findings
cannot be generalized across all non-western populations.
A more large scale study with different nationalities across
different messaging platforms would be a richer description
of privacy concerns in mobile applications. Nevertheless, the
results serve to inform the importance of inclusiveness in
design choices for privacy–impinging technologies that reach
across the globe.

We hope that a brief comparative study would highlight
some of the more culturally and socially grounded privacy
choices that non-WEIRD populations make. An in-depth cul-
tural study would add to the findings in explaining the norms
behind why these privacy choices come into practice in such
populations. Religion, political climate, economic models,
personal freedom, and societal norms among many others
could influence the way people interact with others on mobile
messaging platforms, of which WhatsApp is a widely used
example.

We used datasets from two populations available to us in
order to study cross-cultural privacy concerns and behavior.
Studies which include participants from multiple countries,
would inform a richer perspective on how different cultures
value privacy. In addition, studying the different cultural as-
pects of privacy might be useful not only to make messaging
platforms like WhatsApp sensitive to privacy preferences
but also identify areas where cultures reconcile, and create a
shared notion of privacy defaults. As mobile messaging plat-
forms increase, largely due to low data usage in non-WEIRD
countries, future studies could address different aspects of
lesser studied populations to informa privacy choices.

Another aspect that would benefit from follow-up research
would be the effect of technical expertise on privacy choices
in non-WEIRD populations. Technical expertise [20, 56] and
innate privacy sensitivity [37,41] have long been hypothesized
as a measure of privacy behavior and could be implemented
in future work.
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A Appendix: Survey Instrument (Excerpt)
and Table of Variables

Please note that the numbers are for ordering the options, and
are not necessarily used in the same order for the analysis

• What is your age?
(1) Less than 18 years (2) 18-24 years (3) 25-30 years
(4) 31-40 years (5) 41-50 years (6) More than 50 years

• Do you have a WhatsApp account?
(1) Yes (2) No

• Which operating system do you currently use for your
primary smartphone?
(1) Android (2) iOS (3) Windows (4) Blackberry (5)
Symbian (6) Other. Specify.

• Are you concerned that since Facebook bought What-
sApp, targeted ads might start appearing in WhatsApp?
(1) Definitely yes (2) Probably yes (3) Might or might
not (4) Probably not (5) Definitely not

• How long have you been using WhatsApp?
(1) Less than 1 year (2) 1-2 years (3) 2-3 years (4) 3-4
years (5) 4-5 years (6) More than 5 years

• Do you use the latest updated version of WhatsApp?
(1) Yes (2) No (3) I don’t know

• On average, how often do you use WhatsApp?
(1) More than once a day (2) Daily (3) More than once a
week (4) Once a week (5) More than once a month (6)
Once a month (7) More than once a year (8) Once a year
(9) Never

• Auto-download feature in WhatsApp allow your me-
dia (e.g. images, audio, and video) to be downloaded
automatically without the need to explicitly do it manu-
ally. This feature is automatically activated in WhatsApp
which can be altered later by going to the WhatsApp
settings. Did you disable the auto-download feature on
WhatsApp?
(1) Yes (2) Maybe (3) No (4) I do not know

• Blocked feature in WhatsApp allows its users to add
any person to the blocked list to prevent them from con-
tacting the user. Did you use the Blocked feature in
WhatsApp to block any person from contacting with
you?
(1) Yes (2) Maybe (3) No (4) I do know about this feature

• Have you enabled WhatsApp to send you notifications
when there is a new message?
(1) Yes (2) No (3) I do not know

• Have you previously shared your location using What-
sApp?
(1) Yes (2) No (3) I did not know about the feature

• I frequently use WhatsApp to send/share private or sen-
sitive chats/media:
(1) Strongly agree (2) Somewhat agree (3) Neither agree
nor disagree (4) Somewhat disagree (5) Strongly dis-
agree

• Are you concerned that anyone who has your phone
number is able to contact you and see the activity shared
publicly using WhatsApp?
(1) Yes (2) Maybe (3) No (4) I do not care

• When adding me to a group chat, I would like the app
to:
(1) Definitely ask me before adding (2) Ask me before
adding only to specific groups (3) Does not really need
to ask me before adding (4) I don’t care

• WhatsApp has some privacy features. It allows you to
show your last seen, profile photo or/and status to ev-
eryone (default option), just the people on your contact
list, selectively choose some people, or nobody. What
is your setting in each of the following: [ Everyone (1)
My Contacts (2) Nobody (3) I do not know (4)] (1) Last
Seen (2) Profile Photo (3) Status (4) Live Location (5)
Read Receipts
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Research Questions Independent Variables Dependent Variables

RQ1, RQ2 (MWW Test) (1) Origin/ Nationality (2) Gender

(1) Sensitive Data
(2) Professional Contact
(3) Targeted Ads
(4) Group Add Ask
(5) Stranger Contact Concern

RQ3 (Exploratory Factor Analysis)

(1) Sensitive Data (2) Professional Contact
(3) Targeted Ads (4) Group Add Ask
(5) Stranger Contact Concern (6) Platform
(7) Frequency (8) Length
(9) Age (10) Gender (11) Education

Saudi
(1) Sensitive Data (2) Usage Platform
(3) Usage Frequency (4) Education and
Group Permission (5) Age and Targeted
Ads (6) Professional Contact
India
(1) Age and Education
(2) Usage Platform
(3) Gender (4) Information Sensitivity
(5) Targeted Ads

RQ3 (Regression Analysis)

Saudi
(1) Sensitive Data (2) Usage Platform
(3) Usage Frequency (4) Education and
Group Permission (5) Age and Targeted Ads
(6) Professional Contact
India
(1) Age and Education (2) Usage Platform
(3) Gender (4) Information Sensitivity
(5) Targeted Ads

(1) Blocking (2) Auto Download
(3) Location (4) Notification (5) Profile
Photo (6) Last Seen (7) Status

Table 8: List of independent and dependent variables for each research questions.

• What is your primary country of citizenship?

• Which gender do you identify with the most? (1) Female
(2) Male (3) Other (4) Do not wish to specify

• What is the highest level of education you have com-

pleted? (If currently enrolled, highest degree received.)
(1) Less than high school (2) High school graduate (3)
Diploma (4) Vocational training (5) Bachelors degree
program (6) Masters degree program (7) Professional

degree (8) Doctorate (9) Other. Specify.
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Abstract 
This paper investigates qualitatively what happens when 
couples facing a spectrum of options must arrive at 
consensual choices together. We conducted an observational 
study of couples experiencing memory concerns (one or 
both) while the partners engaged in the process of reviewing 
and selecting “Safety Setting” options for online activities. 
Couples’ choices tended to be influenced by a desire to 
secure shared assets through mutual surveillance and a desire 
to preserve autonomy by granting freedom in social and 
personal activities. The availability of choice suits the uneven 
and unpredictable process of memory loss and couples’ 
acknowledged uncertainty about its trajectory, leading them 
to anticipate changing Safety Settings as one or both of them 
experience further cognitive decline. Reflecting these three 
decision drivers, we conclude with implications for a design 
system that offers flexibility and adaptability in variety of 
settings, accommodates the uncertainty of memory loss, 
preserves autonomy, and supports collaborative management 
of shared assets.  

1. Introduction 
While having choice may enable people to identify more 
avenues for securing their privacy and safety online, scholars 
worry that this could create a false sense of agency [2]. With 
the flood of Internet of Things (IoT) and mobile devices, our 
digital records are increasingly being mined in ways that 
expose us to unprecedented theft [31]. “Notice and choice” 
models are not only insufficient to our information age [11]; 
they may also promote a fallacy of individual control [20] 
while subverting the role of collaborative oversight [5].  

This issue is even more pronounced for an aging population 
subject to cognitive challenges. As dementia slowly becomes 
a global epidemic, it is estimated that the condition will affect 
roughly 115 million by the year 2050 [13]. Alzheimer’s 
dementia is a common cause of age-associated memory loss, 
though not the only one [30, 37, 44]. Although the prevalence 
of Alzheimer’s in the United States may vary quite a bit [37], 

recent estimates suggest that over five million people in the 
United States suffer from the disease [14, 41]. 

In addition to producing serious deficits in quality of life for 
those who experience it, memory loss takes an enormous 
emotional and economic toll on over 16 million unpaid 
caregivers in the United States every year [9]. Those are 
people to whom much of the responsibility for the support of 
safe online activities on social networks, email, and banking 
and shopping sites falls [6, 25, 36]. Yet, informal caregivers 
may feel they cannot adequately regulate online practices, 
which in turn may lead them to restrict online activities for 
cognitively-challenged partners (or cognitively challenged 
family members) in a way that may do further harm to the 
individual  [29, 36]. 

Tools are emerging that help people seemingly exert more 
control over their networked privacy and security settings, 
exist more ephemerally on their social networks [45], and 
delete browsing and other location data [4]. But managing 
one’s own privacy-related stress and sense of helplessness is 
difficult [8], to say nothing of the stress and helplessness 
those struggling with memory impairment (and those 
struggling to safeguard them) may experience. Having an 
intermediary assist in negotiating this space, such as one’s 
spousal partner, may be useful, but it also creates new and 
complex interpersonal and cooperative challenges. It may 
also require more data generation and storage and less 
privacy in order to allow partners to retrace the digital steps 
of those with memory impairment. Better understanding of 
how safeguards are negotiated with respect to privacy 
between partners will allow us to design better technology 
solutions.  

Because we wanted to capture how Negotiation Partners 
(NPs) manage the sociotechnical challenges of choosing 
online safety settings in the face of cognitive challenges, we 
sought out individuals who had concerns about their memory, 
or the memory status of their loved one, and also had 
associated concerns about their safety online. We presented 
NPs with a “Safety Settings” web page that offered a choice 
of safety-enhancing browser extensions to help the partners 
manage online activities. Our findings are that NPs generally 
chose the security options that were less overbearing and 
created more agency for both of them, but in making these 
decisions, took account of context in a customized way, 
depending on a number of factors. First, NPs’ choice of 
Safety Settings is influenced by both their desire to secure 
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shared assets and their individual and collective technology 
habits and preference (e.g., one has a system for passwords, 
the other doesn’t). Second, their perceived concerns are 
rooted in a desire to preserve autonomy wherever possible. 
The importance of choice is heightened by a desire to develop 
a strategy that serves memory-challenged partners on their 
own terms, accommodating the degree of memory loss as 
well as their lifestyle and baseline technology aptitudes and 
needs. Third, NPs acknowledge the unpredictability of 
memory loss and the fluidity of their shifting memory-related 
roles. This sensitivity to the uncertain course shapes their 
approach to selecting safety settings: they tend to think of 
these settings as conferring benefits on both partners.  Further 
memory loss motivates their desire for an adaptive system 
that poses a variety of choices.  

Our paper makes the following contributions. First, we 
establish that key factors driving choice (securing shared 
assets, autonomy, and fluidity or instability of roles) are 
favorable to collaborative approaches to cybersafety. Second, 
we demonstrate how uncertainty in the context of memory 
loss is well aligned with choice. Third, our work highlights 
the need for designs that balance autonomy with 
collaborative protection of shared assets and risk. In the 
related work section that follows, we consider individual 
choice and service provider models as well as studies of 
memory concern and technology to situate our study. We 
then describe our study design and findings, and we conclude 
with recommendations for future work and design. 

2. Related Work 
2.1. Framing of user choice and service provider paradoxes  
Our current internet service provider model is built on the 
idea that, as long as users are given a choice about whether 
or not they want to provide data, they are sufficiently 
protected. Even while scholars have long since 
acknowledged that “notice and choice” is woefully 
insufficient [10, 42], there is also recognition that, from a 
regulatory perspective, the model is here to stay [19]. 
Technology designers have begun incorporating “notice and 
choice” style privacy into the engineering process [38, 40], 
often with the encouragement of regulators [12]. For the 
foreseeable future, users of information systems must be able 
to make meaningful choices to manage their privacy. 

Many companies, however, are choosing to bury privacy-
focused options in so-called dark patterns that users are 
unlikely to be aware of, or able to defend against [18].  Others 
simply count on framing privacy choices to encourage well-
known paradoxical user behavior in making privacy choices 
[1]. The privacy community may be unanimous in believing 
that users cannot, nor should not, be required to read privacy 
policies. The result is that “choice” has become a dubious 
concept [46]. The “choice” envisioned 50 years ago by 
regulators is now rather illusory. 

This environment does not bode well for older, cognitively 
impaired individuals who may be dependent on their partners 
for privacy and security. Some scholars have observed that 
couples are making privacy and security decisions jointly, 
rather than, as most systems assume, individually. 
Recognition of actual information practices must result in 
reevaluation of the designs and assumptions that led to them. 
For example, password sharing practices have been studied 
in some detail [23, 39], leading to meaningful changes in 
policy [17].  

Shared oversight may be a solution to joint management, but 
it too has problems. Acquisti et al. [2] identify three themes 
in surveying the privacy literature to address this question, 
notably taking up the issue of choice as a third constellation 
in which users have merely the illusion of choice due to subtle 
machinations that enhance or stifle privacy concerns. Those 
overarching vulnerabilities raise interesting questions. When 
a partner is making privacy decisions on behalf of a dyad, are 
they any better-equipped to see realistic options? Is it realistic 
to think of them as a bulwark that further fortifies the other 
user (or both of them) against manipulations? 

There is an inherent paradox introduced by security.  
Measures taken to enhance it sometimes, though not always, 
have the effect of limiting privacy. Typically, a service 
provider who affords the platform, tools, and policies, 
organizes and monitors our data to prevent its misuse. They 
provide, for example, protection against scams or data theft. 
But the notion of couples exercising surveillance over one 
another is unique, even if there are corollaries, because these 
attempts to exercise protection fall outside normative models 
of privacy. Analogs like the monitoring of children and 
survivors of intimate partner surveillance/violence (IPS/V) 
usefully apply and are discussed in the next section. The 
caregiver who is theoretically tasked with taking on some of 
the burden of oversight of privacy and security must also 
oversee the couple’s mutual security, which is to say, they are 
functioning in some ways like the service provider.  

2.2. Finding a balance: safety versus surveillance 
Theories like boundary regulation [3], the privacy paradox 
[24], and contextual integrity [32] have usefully described 
how individuals and communities manage privacy. Yet, what 
of couples trying to manage their privacy and security 
collaboratively? While privacy is an important value (though 
arguably not fully addressed by these theories), it is 
complicated by the desire to provide autonomy to individuals 
who are losing their memory. Boundary regulation [3, 35] 
assumes that the individual has the power and privilege to 
regulate access to the self, which individuals suffering from 
memory loss may not. Moreover, it assumes that regulating 
access to the self is the path to autonomy, when in fact, giving 
up some unedited activity (or sharing it with a partner or 
caregiver) may be what is required to gain autonomy. 
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Sometimes guardrails that introduce some type of oversight 
or surveillance may be the only approach that is both safe and 
empowering. 

These checks and balances exist for other unique vulnerable 
groups, like children experiencing parental monitoring, who 
may find it restrictive and harmful [16]. There are also 
concerns, in this realm, that networked surveillance tools, 
some of which are used in parental monitoring [33], are also 
being adopted by those who perpetrate IPV and IPS [15, 43]. 
Parental monitoring and IPV/S are not the same as safety for 
elderly NPs with memory concerns, but arguably developers 
should be responsible for the intended uses and actual uses  
of technologies [33]. Our research attempts to understand the 
extent to which NPs are bound by these systems, how 
decisions are being made and by whom, what terms are 
acceptable, and whether or not NPs have concerns about 
surveillance. Unlike parental monitoring or IPS/IPV, the 
need to regulate a partner’s activities is theoretically 
premised on a need to safeguard shared data and data linkage 
while maintaining autonomy. But like child monitoring, and 
maybe IPS/IPV, these monitoring activities nevertheless 
invite non-normative models for thinking through the 
problem, precisely because of dual use risks and 
vulnerability. 

Couples where one or both has undiagnosed memory loss or 
MCI exemplify a unique cybersecurity and privacy problem. 
They may be even a discursive element in some areas of 
privacy studies because, for the sake of their cybersecurity, 
certain aspects of their privacy may be compromised in the 
service of their individual autonomy and mutual security. As 
with children and IPV and IPS survivors, what makes these 
mechanisms for security and cybersecurity valuable (e.g., 
find me or my phone) or convenient (e.g., storage backup) 
may, in fact, be what makes them prone to abuse by 
family/parents or intimate partners. It is this paradox that we 
enter, as researchers, looking to give agency and security to 
older adult NPs—both those experiencing memory loss and 
those charged with overseeing them—without inviting other 
harms. This problem grows ever more urgent with 
cybersecurity threats on the rise [21]. 

2.3. Sociotechnical issues and support for memory loss 
This section highlights what we know from the literature 
about memory concern and technology. Individuals with 
(un)diagnosed memory loss may be uniquely susceptible to 
threats because of diminished cognitive abilities that leave 
them less likely to detect scams and less able to regulate their 
financial or social activities [26]. Ultimately, oversight may 
be left to partners who must protect the other from phishing 
scams and unwise or duplicative purchases [29, 36]. This can 
create burden and worry for family members and caregivers 
who feel they are responsible for maintaining the agency of 
vulnerable partners with agency and their own piece of mind. 

While technology could offer a means for NPs to potentially 
extend support to their partners with memory impairment 
while living at home, Mahoney et al. pointed out important 
ethical issues that arise from home monitoring [27]. Their 
work emphasizes the need for researchers to focus on respect 
and autonomy for the individual with memory loss, as well 
as quality of life, but also respect for family caregivers and 
relationships with caregivers. In so doing, Mahoney et al. 
usefully highlight the way in which end-users also include 
family and patient collaborators [21].  

Mentis et al. found that in addition to not being able to discern 
scams and misleading emails, MCI can contribute to 
embarrassing episodes that cause tension in the family [29]. 
The solutions that couples formulate in response to online 
threats vary widely and are not apparently connected to 
cognitive decline, suggesting that perhaps solutions have 
more to do with the relationship dynamics than memory loss, 
or suspected memory loss itself. Couples described a wide 
range of strategies for managing MCI technology use: never 
leaving the others side (or “hovering”), to limiting access, to 
checking their activities once they were done (thus providing 
autonomy with a “checker”), to taking over for the individual 
with memory loss when they were no longer able to interact 
with the system. These strategies reflect not only the 
cognitive abilities of individuals with memory loss, but also 
partner dynamics, co-location, caregiver comfort, 
technological savvy, and tolerance for risk. They reflect a 
cooperative and constitutive approach that is sui generis—
too specialized in its character to sit comfortably within a 
normative frame. 

Mentis et al. found that couples are sometimes planning 
ahead to a point when the individual with MCI is unable to 
carry on as they once were online, but don’t engage in 
concrete discussions around cybersecurity and access. 
Although couples express the desire to make shared 
decisions, in practice, things may happen differently. Mentis 
et al. report that “shared-decision making was not feasible as 
there was a lack of suitable options along a spectrum of care” 
from which the couple could choose, necessitating additional 
options—not merely “an illusion of choice” [28]. As a 
consequence, couples were often caught off-guard and prone 
to taking extreme, disempowering measures when it became 
clear that one of the partners could no longer manage online 
[29]. Depending on the couple, however, measures varied 
substantially from an emphasis on autonomy (wait and see) 
to an emphasis on safety (abstinence) [28]. The authors 
describe two ends of the spectrum of safeguarding 
approaches—on one end, complete oversight and on the 
other, no intervention at all [29]. Empowerment of those with 
cognitive challenges means that couples have to find a middle 
ground that leaves them latitude to plan ahead and gradually 
transfer knowledge, access, and responsibility. Although 
flexibility inherently requires work, couples nonetheless do 
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not want to be limited to a binary option of preserving or 
removing complete access and control.  They prefer a degree 
of nuance that aligns with their relationship dynamics, their 
experience, and proficiency.  

3. Methods 
3.1. 'Choice” technology probe for online Safety Settings 
We designed a technology probe that embedded hypotheses 
about choice that were built on prior findings, with the goal 
of empowering NPs with choice. The probe is realized as a 
Safety Settings web page, one that provides a spectrum of 
safeguard features for various online situations that NPs can 
discuss and choose together.  Our ultimate goal is to develop 
browser plugins that map to these Safety Setting choices to 
engage NPs in their online activities in a way that ideally 
safeguards them on terms that are manageable, and which 
they completely understand. We would not interfere with the 
collection of data by these services, though. 

Informed by the issues already identified by [29, 36] the 
situations that were presented were for email, Facebook, 
online banking or money transfer, online shopping, password 
management, and online browsing. NPs could select settings 
from any or all of these categories. For each situation, NPs 
were presented with the option to select a safety setting for 
two to three actions specified in Table 1. 

Table 1. Online Context and Actions one could Perform 
that Entail Safety/Security Risk 

Application/ 
Situation  
Category 

Online Actions that Entail Risk  

Email  • Clicking on a link in an email message. 
• Opening attachments in an email message. 

Facebook  

• Liking a Facebook post. 
• Commenting on a Facebook post. 
• Accepting/rejecting a Facebook friend 

request. 
Online 
Banking 

• Viewing bank/financial account online. 
• Transferring money online. 

Online 
Shopping 

• Visiting a site to purchase a product. 
• Purchasing a product online. 

Password 
(PW) 
Management  

• Setting/changing password to an online site. 
• Setting/changing password to computer. 

Online 
Browsing 

• Searching for information on the internet. 
• Clicking on a link to download a file off the 

internet. 

For each action, there was a spectrum of choices provided for 
the Safety System to enact (see Table 2). This spectrum 
ranged from no interference—i.e., the Safety System would 
take no action when the person with cognitive challenges 
performed the action—to what we deem “full interference”—
i.e., the Safety System ensures that the action cannot be 
completed. What is important to note is that between these 

two ends of the spectrum were three to four additional 
“levels” to choose from. As the choices moved from no 
interference to full interference, the choices generally added 
more security, and in turn one’s privacy and autonomy was 
diminished.   

Table 2. Safety Setting Option Levels and Coding for 
Analysis 

Safety Setting Option Level How Coded 
in Analysis 

Not interfere 1 
Record for partner to see later 2 
Notify partner 3 
Partner review before continuing 4 
Review prior to posting (FB only) 5 
Deactivate/not allow 6 
Couple did not select the situation or unknown N/A 

3.2. Participants 
People with some cognitive challenges may ultimately be 
diagnosed with MCI, but MCI is difficult to diagnosis 
formally, in part because it is easily confused with natural 
signs of aging. Our long-term interests are predicated on this 
uncertainty about cognitive challenges in an older population 
and thus, we approached recruitment as if cognitive 
challenges were a concern, not a diagnosis. Specifically, we 
used self-reported memory concern as a proxy for MCI in 
determining eligibility.  Because deterioration in memory is 
a pervasive age-related experience and is not necessarily 
accompanied by a confirmed diagnosis of any kind, our goal, 
for this research, was to study people in partnerships who 
perceive memory loss, or have concerns about memory 
performance, rather than to study people with formally 
diagnosed memory loss. It ultimately became apparent in the 
interviews that both partners in all dyads had some memory 
insecurity or anxiety associated with aging or disease  

We recruited a total of 14 individuals (seven NP dyads) to 
participate in this study. For a dyad to qualify, both partners 
had to be 65 and older; one or both had to have memory-
related concerns (it was not relevant for us to document 
which person in the screening process); and one or both had 
to have security concerns online. While one couple was 
interviewed in-person in their home, the remaining six 
couples were interviewed using an online meeting tool, 
GoToMeeting.   

The participants were recruited from a marketing panel and, 
in one case, a continuing care facility with which we have an 
established relationship. One individual in each dyad was the 
screened respondent who spoke on behalf of the pair. 
Assisted living centers were difficult populations from which 
to recruit couples.  We thus turned to a panel to find older 
adult couples living at home with memory loss. We did not 
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gather demographic information, as is our practice whenever 
conducting qualitative research on sensitive topics. Our 
priority is to ensure that not only will participants remain 
unidentifiable, that they will have trouble identifying 
themselves.  

In some cases, respondents did not want their memory issues 
emphasized or even discussed with the other partner while in 
the interview, so we have taken steps to further conceal 
identity.  

3.3. Study design 
The consent form was sent to participants ahead of time for 
each of them to read and sign. The sessions started with an 
introduction to the study. NPs were then asked to walk 
through the system. We used remote access given through 
GoToMeeting to allow participants to make selections 
themselves, on the Safety Settings web page, but this only 
worked once. In all other cases, participants told the 
investigator what options to select, and the investigator did 
not speak in order to allow for naturalistic observation.  

As NPs made their selection, we asked them to share aloud 
their thought processes and speak freely with their NP as they 
decided what settings were most appropriate given their 
current situation. Given that in previous work, we know that 
some of the NPs meticulously plan and discuss privacy 
related issues and settings, this approach was natural. 

We followed up each walk-through of the settings mock-up 
with a brief, semi-structured interview designed to probe 
usefulness of settings, how NPs might elevate privacy 
concerns, and how Settings might evolve with the disease 
progression. 

Table 3. Safety Settings Options Chosen for each 
Situation   

 All Email FB Bank Shop PW Browse 

Not 
interfere 31% 21% 57% 29% 29% 7% 29% 

Record for 
partner see 
later 

35% 43% 24% 36% 43% 36% 36% 

Notify 
partner 13% 0% 0% 36% 14% 29% 7% 

Partner 
review 8% 29% 0% 0% 0% 0% 21% 

Review 
prior to 
posting 
(FB) 

1% - 5% - - - - 

Deactivate/
not allow 2% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 

Couple did 
not select  10% 0% 14% 0% 14% 29% 0% 

3.4. Data collection  
The walk-through selection of the safety mechanisms and 
post-interviews were conducted in one couple’s home and, 
for the remainder of our participants, using online 
GoToMeeting at their convenience. These set ups were 
audio/video recorded and became part of our study, providing 
thick descriptions of the sociotechnical dynamic within the 
NPs. The interviews were completed with one couple at a 
time. Overall sessions lasted anywhere from one to three 
hours, depending on how much socializing, technology setup, 
and logistics (e.g., a NP that was not yet home) were 
involved. The sessions themselves where NPs engaged with 
the technology probe only lasted for roughly 20 minutes. 
These observations were captured on video, audio, and screen 
captures. 

Table 4. Prevalence of Safety Settings Options Chosen 
for each NP (when NPs made a selection) 

 
Not 
interf
ere 

Record 
for 
partner 

Notify 
partner 

Partner 
review 

Review 
prior to 
posting 
(FB) 

Deact./
not 
allow 

NP0 0% 17% 33% 33% 0% 17% 

NP1 77% 8% 0% 15% 0% 0% 

NP2 0% 75% 25% 0% 0% 0% 

NP3 8% 92% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

NP4 38% 62% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

NP5 23% 0% 54% 8% 8% 8% 

NP6 82% 0% 0% 18% 0% 0% 

3.5. Data analysis part I 
The analysis of the resulting audio/video and screen captures 
was conducted in two stages. The first stage of analysis was 
to describe the types of options that were chosen when 
couples were presented with a full spectrum of choice. We 
did this in two ways: first, we counted the occurrence of a 
selection for each option in each context; second, we counted 
the occurrence of each selection for each option for each NP.  

Couples had a total of 13 choices to make, as detailed in Table 
1—two per setting (email, banking, shopping, password 
management, and browsing) with the exception of Facebook, 
which had three—for a total of 91 potential choices, 
including no choice at all or N/A. We report on choices NPs 
made as an aggregate number or percentage of these choices 
across total situations (out of 91 options) and within 
situations (out of 14 options, or 21 options for Facebook) 
(Table 3) and by couples (out of 6-13 choices per couple—
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depending on how many settings options they provided an 
answer for) across situations (Table 4). All of our couples 
used Facebook, but some do note differences in use among 
them; and one couple, NP0, did not choose to select Safety 
Settings for Facebook. NP0 also did not choose to select 
Safety Setting for online shopping or password management, 
resulting in them only making 6 choices. NP6 did not choose 
to have Safety Settings for password management, resulting 
in only 11 choices. This resulted in 82 total choices being 
made by couples if N/As are not included. These results 
merely represent a description of our participants’ choices 
and are not meant to invite statistical inference.   

3.6. Data analysis part II 
The second stage of analysis was to explain why the 
participants made the choices they made during the study. To 
answer this question, we used a qualitative approach and first 
transcribed the discussion the NPs had during the study as 
well as the post-study interviews. We used a thematic 
approach to analyze the transcribed data [7]. This approach 
provided us with the ability to move beyond surface level 
similarities to salient themes. The analysis focused on the 
way in which NPs interpreted and made choices around 
cybersecurity Safety Settings and the way in which 
sociotechnical roles, concern for autonomy (and its fluidity), 
and context and experience shaped choice. Our findings 
organize these themes around the concept of choice, 
specifically as it relates to protecting shared assets (more 
surveillance), social activities (less surveillance), fluidity of 
roles which might mean that they need mutual oversite of 
sensitive areas or just the option to adjust settings if things 
change.  The analysis was primarily conducted by the first 
author, who wrote memos from audio/video recordings of the 
sessions and sorted these findings and transcripts into themes. 
These were continually presented to the other authors for 
review and discussion.  

Our presence in this process from recruitment through 
interviewing takes the form of both silent observer and 
disrupter, but neither role can be deemed unobtrusive, as we 
will show. We did not seek out generalizability so much as 
an encounter with choices and how NPs understand and 
negotiate them, taking into account highly idiosyncratic and 
personal/private matters related to memory loss and broader 
uncertainty around aging.  

4. Findings 
4.1. Choices made 
NPs most frequently choose Safety Settings where they could 
record their activities for their NP to see later, 32 out of 91 
choices, followed by no interference, 28 out of 91 choices 
(see Table 3). Variations in their choice of Safety Setting 
stringency often reflect the context, whether they had more 
or less concerns about safety or were (sometimes regardless 

of memory loss) worried about being the target for scams in 
ways that required mutual oversite.  

Email elicits the most stringent settings (5 out 14 selections 
required partner review or deactivate/not allow) followed by 
banking (5 out of 14 choices were notify partner) password 
management (4 out of 14 choices were notify partner), 
browsing (5 out of 14 with 1 choosing notify partner, 3 
choosing partner review, and 1 choosing to deactivate 
altogether). The other categories (shopping and Facebook) 
tend to elicit less strict Safety Setting selections, erring 
(slightly) more often on the side of no interference or record 
for later. These were situations that were more social (more 
individual), and thus, more interlaced with autonomy, 
whereas the other settings tended to involve more shared 
assets and thus, shared safety. 

Table 3 shows the safety selection by feature category within 
each situation. There are only a few exceptions where NPs 
make selections that were more stringent for a certain feature: 
opening email attachments (as opposed to opening links), 
commenting on Facebook posts or accepting/rejecting friend 
requests (as opposed to liking a post), transferring money (as 
opposed to viewing one’s accounts),  clicking on links while 
browsing (as opposed to searching). Password management 
Safety Settings choices are the least stringent when it came to 
changing passwords on the computer (as opposed to on sites). 

Most often NPs choose to record activities for them self or 
the other partner to see later, but many still choose the setting 
“no interference.” When NPs make these selections, it is 
frequently described as providing a log for both them and 
their partner.  

4.2 Seeing from the other’s perspective and memory loss 
uncertainty 
Couples’ choices tend to reflect awareness that memory loss 
could affect either partner, and this awareness inspires a dual 
perspective on Safety Settings, also enabling them to take 
account of the needs and the styles of each, and the challenges 
of co-managing the ramifications of memory loss. 

NP2-2 imagines the breadth of those ramifications:  

NP2-2: It could be your own memory, you know you rely on one 
another and I think apps or things that could help you with 
managing things like passwords and certainly money we are 
handling fine but I can see a time where somebody might click on 
the wrong thing very innocently or maybe not so innocently and 
it could cause a big problem … and it could go fast maybe me 
more than [partner] because every indication I could have a 
problem. I do so I don't mind, you know it's less onerous for him 
as long as we just agree we're going to have some checks and 
balances. 

Couples appreciate that they have the flexibility to choose 
settings as the memory of either one declines. They 
emphasize that collaborative oversight gives them the 
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opportunity to mutually manage risk but also that, for now, 
autonomy is essential (“the ball is in her court”).  

NP1-1: If we were feeling that one had more memory loss than 
what we are initial thinking, which she will get, and I will too …  
She still can remember … We still have to have the safety because 
we are among each other to do it.  
NP1-2: I forgot today. 
NP1-1: But she will forget … The ball is in her court until she 
starts to really forget … Right now, we are still in early stages. 
But I think those questions are good because they hit all bases. In 
later years, in later times, it may occur. 

Couples also express uncertainty about progression, and 
speculate that settings might need to change in a year, or five, 
or ten years: 

NP3-2: Yes. it could be 5 years it could be 10 years and we… 
NP3-1: It could be tomorrow we don't know… 
 
NP4-1: Yeah, because like say, I think that our circumstances are 
different right now. I think we would answer them differently 
maybe in a year so. 

This way of thinking of memory loss as possibly affecting 
both of them and having an uncertain timeline supports, as 
we will show, a collaborative way of thinking about their 
cybersecurity as a shared challenge.  

In the sections that follow, we present the qualitative analysis 
from our observations and interviews, describing how our 
participants viewed each level of choice.  

4.3. Not interfere 
The choice to “not interfere” was the second most frequently 
made (28 out of 91 choices) after ‘record for partner to see 
later’ (32 out of 91 choices). This was particularly the case in 
the context of social activities (like Facebook 12 out of 21 
choices) and when the partner perceived their choice would 
encroach on the other’s autonomy—e.g., with regards to 
shopping or browsing as well as banking (4 out of 14 choices 
in all cases).  

In the context of social interaction, a common response to this 
setting is that only one of the NPs actually uses Facebook, 
even if they both have it. Those that do choose to have Safety 
Settings for Facebook, largely choose “no interference,” 
agreeing that social activities is the other’s private business.  

Facebook was the only application where NPs were given the 
additional choice to have one partner review the activities 
prior to posting. This was not a top choice because couples 
do not want to infringe on the others social autonomy: 

NP1-1: Like what you like. 
NP1-2: Do not interfere. 

This couple communicates a sentiment widely shared: that 
these settings were meant to provide security but not “clip 
their wings.” There they draw the line. 

Browsing is not an application NPs necessarily want any 
Safety Settings for, though they indicate it as an application 
or situation for which they want to set Safety Settings, 
perhaps because they assume it is something that they always 
do and thus seems obvious or necessary to discuss. 

Couples want to ensure autonomy where there no shared 
assets. For example, for NP1, having accounts they did not 
share makes them comfortable with no interference: 

NP1-1. Separate accounts. Not interfere. 
This couple, like others, is sensitive about preserving 
autonomy where it already exists. Along those lines, one 
couple considers only that “review” is necessary and 
otherwise “not interfere.” 

NP3-1 The only way I would want this to work is if I need her to 
review it, otherwise “not interfere.” Does that make sense? I don’t 
know if that’s an option. 
Interviewer: Did any of the options look to you as if the partner 
would have the opportunity to review it in a way that you would 
be happy with? For instance [reads options …]. 
NP3-1: What does “deactivate all links” mean. [inaudible] Thank 
you, I want to know what they’re looking for? 
Interviewer: This would make it so a person could not click on 
links in email. 
NP3-1: Okay. I don’t think I’d want that. I guess, “Not interfere.”  

NPs frequently toggle between “not interfere” and “review 
for later,” but often side with the choice that gave more 
autonomy if possible. 

4.4. Record for partner to see later 
Most often NPs choose to have their activities “recorded for 
their partner to see later” (32 out of 91 choices), and this 
applied across situations. NP6 communicates that they are not 
worried about memory loss, but rather malicious links that 
could be inadvertently selected for reasons having to do with 
the other’s technical knowledge and past experience with 
scams in email and Facebook. Recall that NP3 wanted only 
to “review activities” when it made sense in context. Later, 
they refine their selection saying that what they wanted is to 
“record their activities for their partner to see later” (for both 
links and attachments) with the expectation that it will serve 
their memory (not necessarily for their partner’s oversight, 
though some NPs suggest that is the ultimate expectation). 
For instance, in the following example, NP3 moves onto the 
next option setting and in the course of making this selection 
goes back to the prior selection to change it from “not 
interfere” to “record”:  

NP3-1: Okay, okay. Now I understand the concept. If that is the 
case, then I would want to have a log of everything that I did so 
go back to the previous one [previous option setting question]. 
Okay. Yeah, I’d like to “record all the links I click on for your 
partner to see later.” I’d say that one. In other words, I would have 
a log to refresh my memory because that’s what I need.  
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This same couple selects the setting to record what their 
partner posted on Facebook for the other to see, later saying 
that they did not put personal things on Facebook but wanted 
it just in case. 

NP3-1: Well she does Facebook. I don’t do Facebook. So. 
NP3-2: I guess record all Facebook comments for your partner to 
see later, is the only thing. I don’t use it where I put anything 
personal on it, but just in case. 

For this couple, concern that either of them could lose their 
memory counts as a reason to have some record for either or 
both of them—a decision that serves their sociotechnical 
habits well because each partner has different methods of 
organization: 

NP3-2: Well, should my husband and I lose our memory more, I 
think he understands most of my things, but I find whatever he 
does extremely complicated. We are not organized in the same 
way and to me he’s all over the place. So, I would want a fixed 
place to know what he’s on, what he needs to know, or what I 
need to know. It needs to be straightforward, not 14 different 
paths to get there. 

Online banking and shopping are frequently recorded for 
one’s partner to review later because, for most, it is not of 
great concern. NP2 approaches it with a mixture of humor 
and seriousness, allowing for the possibility to need a stricter 
setting later: 

NP2-2: I would say “record all the places that your credit card is 
going.” Number 2. Otherwise or “immediately notify of the sites 
where you can enter your credit card number.” But that's gonna 
slow you down.  
NP2-1: Yeah because you're gonna wanna buy stuff without 
having to talk. 
NP2-2: Well, I'm just concerned you're gonna reach a point where 
you are spending on what you want necessarily not that you need 
it. Okay? 
NP2-1: This means I can't surprise you with any presents. 
NP2-2: Oh boy I need to rethink that.  
NP2-1: Which one?  
NP2-2: How about “immediately notify your partner of purchase 
amount or record all purchase amounts for your partner to see 
later.”  
NP2-1: Which one?  
NP2-2: You can do two if you want, maybe… 
NP2-1: Why don’t you just do 1? 
NP2-2: You can do choice number 2 …. 
NP2-1: Okay. 

At one point, NP2-2 again expresses concerns that their 
partner could buy things they wanted but did not need. 
Pointing out that their partner has bought a car once online, 
NP2 still selects “record” and not the more stringent option: 

NP2-2: I worry about… my worry is you might go buy a car at 
some point, and yes, he has bought a car on the Internet just once. 

This couple’s worries were clearly linked to memory loss and 
an impending sense of changing roles. Perhaps, as a result, 

they participated in a lot of back-and-forth in which they 
debated the option that they thought was most fitting, 
reluctant to give up autonomy. In these cases, options 
provided along a spectrum allowed for a negotiation space 
and outright discussion of what some of the potential 
incidents might be on the horizon.  

4.5. Notify partner 
The choice to keep NPs aware of what the other was doing in 
real time is much less often selected (12 out of 91 choices) 
but tends to come up where there were concerns about 
“shared assets,” which included both banking and passwords. 
The function of these notifications was to be aware of activity 
for security and potential intervention (in the case of banking) 
and to stay abreast of changes, as well as for their own recall 
(in the case of passwords). In that sense, notification choice 
served different purposes, one being more about security 
from cognitive challenges and malicious activity, and the 
other more about memory management, respectively. 

Several NPs choose to have their partner notified of online 
banking activity. Notably, NP3 remarks that these settings 
might become more stringent, in one case, citing worrisome 
incidences with other members of the family who have also 
experienced memory loss:  

NP3-1: Yeah. Banking account. Same thing: keep a log of what I 
am doing to help me remember for later. I guess it depends on the 
extensiveness of the mental disease that you are having as far as 
memory. If you want to be notified immediately or later. Right 
now, I would need it later. 
NP3-2: But this would be something that could be put in place if 
things changed. His mother suffered from a lot of memory issues 
and she denied she had a lot of it. And I would want this. 

Again, we see a lot of discussion addressing concern about 
cognitive challenges that could change dynamics. This 
sentiment was illustrated by NP3 and also echoed by NP2; 
the only difference is the stringency of settings they finally 
settled on. 

Password management also frequently prompts selection of 
“notifying” one’s partner, mostly because NPs relate that they 
often forget their passwords and are constantly resetting 
them; and they consider passwords to be a shared asset. Not 
only did they want their partner to be able to see what they 
chose as their new password, they also want to be reminded 
of the password themselves. NP2-2 wants to notify their 
partner of a change because they feel that they would want 
that for them self, even if they did not have memory issues: 

NP2-2: Do you think you need notification when they change 
because you change your passwords frequently. Well you do 
when you can't remember you changed… 
NP2-1: Well this is for you to know  
NP2-2: OK  
NP2-1: Not for me to know  
NP2-2: Right, or that I can help you with passwords… 
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NP2-1: Focus on your own  
[Both Laughing ] 
NP2-1: I might want notifications on mine  
NP2-2: Do you wanna go back [to choosing option notify partner 
from record for partner to see later] 
NP2-1: Yeah. We can click the third one 

This exchange between NP1 and NP2 shows how this tool 
was not only about safeguards for memory loss but everyday 
memory issues associated with life online—and possibly, 
though not certainly, aging. It highlights how assets are a kind 
of shared concern that can overlap with autonomy.  

Couples feel that choice of notifying partner was particularly 
important around issues of shared assets. They wanted to be 
able to enforce a kind of mild surveillance to ensure 
security—not just from forgetfulness but also bad actors, 
who, according to one couple, were sometimes in their own 
family. Another couple points out that with anything related 
to money or passwords, they are more leery: 

NP3-1: If it's, if it's related to money I would say yes, depending 
upon, you know, how bad we are … We keep passwords the same 
thing. It's like giving the key to your house. you know somebody 
gets a gift card to a website they can do whatever they want. 

To demonstrate the importance of the choice to notify partner 
as a way of keeping an eye on shared assets and providing 
protection from outside actors, one couple would like 
notification to alert them when their grandson is browsing 
and downloading a file: 

NP5-1: My grandson is five. He gets on the computer. I would 
want [Safety Settings] to immediately notify you are 
downloading a file ... He uses it for school, to do homework stuff. 

The idea of protecting yourself against family is, for NP5, 
made more salient by things they had heard from friends, as 
well as experiences they had had with family. 

In general, we found that the choice to notify partner is 
critical in the context of shared assets, where the risks make 
surveillance much more acceptable. 

4.6. Partner review 
On occasion, NPs choose to have their partner review at the 
moment of action and approve or deny (7 out of 91). Desire 
for intervention is most pronounced with email, where there 
is a sense of being targeted and an accompanying concern 
about clicking on malicious links. As NP6-1 describes, she is 
worried, even now, about that vulnerability, and her partner’s 
ability to assess what is malign, independent of memory 
issues. 

NP6-1: I trust him but I don’t trust other people on the computer 
and the different things they may do. If I send him something 
through an email … and I’ll put some kind of little note where 
he’ll know it’s something. Where if I didn’t, I’m wondering, 
“would he just click it?” So, I don’t know all the scenarios, so 
that’s where I would say that. 

This couple mentions that they have talked about not clicking 
on links sent by their family members out of fear that they are 
malicious and have developed a practice of mutually alerting 
so that the person with more computer knowledge can assess 
the link. The ability to imagine that things could get worse 
for either member of the pair leads couples to appreciate the 
option of having a partner review. Still, some expressed 
concerns about the potential for such an option to become 
invasive and also burdensome.  

4.7. Deactivate  
Deactivation or allowance of activity was presented as 
disabling those links not on a preapproved safe list or 
disabling the activity altogether, depending on the setting. 
Only two couples chose to have settings deactivated, for 
email attachments and for browsing, out of concern that by 
the time their partner clicks on it, it will be too late. This was 
simply not a popular choice and not even one that couples 
discussed using as they imagined more stringent settings 
down the road.  

NP5-1 chooses “deactivate links” in search on a list that they 
were able to curate because they feel that this safety measure 
protects both of them from malicious attack, not because of 
memory loss. 

NP5-1: I would only put like places that … I normally browse. 
NP5 was concerned about the need to adjust settings to 
accommodate memory loss but, these decisions tended to be 
between “no interference” and “review” or “notification,” 
and not “deactivation.”  

The choice of deactivation is a last resort, one that couples 
consider only where they fear they may become helpless—
not necessarily as a result of memory loss but rather, due to 
the activities of bad actors. We posit that, given all the 
choices couples do have, the prospect of deactivation seems 
remote. 

5. Discussion  
NPs like the option of being able to notify their partners, 
particularly in the realm of shared assets. Because they 
imagined themselves potentially in the same role, and 
because the course of memory loss is recognized as so 
uncertain, the concept of shared privacy has some appeal.  

This runs in contrast to the idea that couples are managing 
their privacy settings individually as most systems assume. 
The choices couples make reflect joint ownership of the 
problem as well as respect for autonomy by (paradoxically) 
embracing uncertainty, a “see-as-we-go” attitude expressed 
by all of our couples.  

5.1. Choice reinforces autonomy  
Having flexibility of choice fits NPs well in that it allows 
them to begin with a light touch and then introduce more 
safety as they sense decline. Even measures like keeping a 
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record are quickly recognized as offering mutual benefit—
the idea of providing a history for their own convenience and 
later, an oversight resource that is available to their partner. 
NPs often think about an indeterminate, future time when 
either of them might handle their finances in an unsafe way.  
This led them to want the ability to be aware of what the other 
was doing, and also provide access at a later date (maybe five 
to ten years, they could not be sure) to a family member who 
might need to supervise both of them. 

Overall, preserving autonomy was paramount. NPs consider 
what these choices might mean for the person with oversight, 
as well as for the person in need of oversight. Their ability to 
pivot in these ways, between present and future, self and 
partner, reflected their grasp of mutual vulnerabilities.  

We plan to test the adaptive nature of this design by allowing 
couples to adopt these Safety Settings over an extended 
study.  Our future study design will prompt couples to reflect 
on Safety Setting changes to capture whether they are 
motivated to adjust their settings over time in response to 
experiences of risk [22] or memory decline [34]. 

Future designs will iterate on ways to make the option to 
adjust Safety Settings apparent. We will be interested to see 
if those design changes influence Safety Setting choices, and 
how the pace and rate of adjustment relates to breaches in 
security, changes in cognitive status, and even to changes in 
relationship dynamic as couples adapt to progression. 
Because participants themselves could not reasonably project   
the future, or even imagine themselves capable of doing so, 
the triggers for adjustment remain unclear. 

5.2. Choice supports social autonomy  
Choice allowed couples to extend continuing autonomy to 
their partners in social realms, where they deem latitude 
important. Facebook tended to be designated for 
nonintervention based on what couples explained was a 
desire to extend freedom to socialize. These decisions could 
be the result of couples’ failure to fully appreciate all the 
ways in which Facebook invites risks. Note that we did not 
provide an extensive list of Facebook activities which might 
be considered more risky (e.g., posting or clicking on a link). 
Future design iterations should include a more concrete 
explication of these activities and risks.  

5.3. Choice supports shared assets and sociotechnical 
idiosyncrasies  
We found the logs and more overt forms of review and 
notification surveillance provided a way to personally retrace 
steps or intervene around shared assets. For both NPs, these 
more stringent settings provided insight into what was done 
that solved current struggles with maintaining shared assets. 
In other words, they served the current dynamic and provided 
a buffer for all parties.  

5.4. Choice that embraces uncertainty supports autonomy for 
partner and self (“It could be me”)  
Simply by introducing choices, the couples were able to 
customize each safety setting in a way that preserves more 
autonomy for both the partner with greater memory concern 
and the one with less. Those roles were acknowledged to be 
uncertain at the beginning.  Thus, the “record” option, in 
particular, was seen as allowing a person with memory loss 
to access their own logs (enacting a sort of personal 
surveillance) and also permitting the person with less 
memory concern to eventually review them. The fact that 
these roles could potentially be reversed in the event that 
health circumstances change (e.g., if one suddenly declined 
faster) made them more sensitive to the need for a system that 
was adaptive and, and sensitive to each other’s feelings and 
requirements. For this reason, the wording of the system 
could be oriented towards more cooperative oversight, rather 
than for later review by just one partner. 

We contend that this embrace of uncertainty shapes choice 
and broader, long-term thinking about the utility and place of 
this system. Even NPs who had identified one partner as 
suffering from more decline acknowledged that they could 
suddenly be the ones to require more assistance. We 
interpreted this admission as both acknowledgment of the 
fragility and uncertainty and unpredictability of memory loss, 
and also maybe a feeling that the individual at greater risk 
might skirt the supposed prognosis. Nothing is certain, which 
is why collaborative and adaptive approaches seem all the 
more appropriate. 

Because NPs are open to the idea that memory loss is part of 
aging (even if it may overtake one of them more quickly, or 
dramatically) they are quick to offer that they would like to 
include a family member (or even a caregiver) in this system. 
Although the potential for caregivers or even family to take 
advantage of this access does come up, it is not a major 
concern. At the same time, as NP5 pointed out, family can be 
the source of security threats.  

Future design iterations will explore ways to foster self-
surveillance and make record-keeping less obtrusive and 
burdensome to the partner. These choices might still include 
latent monitoring and alerts that allow the other partner to 
retain oversight over those records. Because partners are open 
to the possibility that their roles might change, we will need 
to carefully consider how we articulate or impose them.  

5.5. Choice means more risk  
Even if they worry about shared assets, NPs are prone to 
accept more risk out of respect for partner autonomy and in 
deference to changing circumstances and roles. This 
tendency also coincided with a desire not to disclose memory 
concern or to accept that “it could be me.” Because we did 
not seek out couples with a diagnosis, we had to be 
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comfortable with ambiguity in our approach. Future design 
iterations must be attuned to this ambiguity; the sensitive 
nature of disclosure; and the evolving nature of cognitive 
decline in relationship to risk.  

When designing future iterations, we will look to 
collaborative service provider models for inspiration and to 
help frame, in particular, our understanding of shared risk in 
relationship to autonomy. 

6. Conclusions  
NPs facing memory loss with cybersecurity concerns think 
things through as a unit facing very certain health-related 
ambiguity. They confront the opacity of their situation as a 
team (one said “as a game”); while they have collaborated in 
life and in partnership, they are entering a new phase of 
sociotechnical collaboration around the others or one 
another’s memory decline. We have looked at how NPs work 
through these issues, finding that relationship dynamics, 
technological habits, idiosyncrasies, and shared concern, or 
ability to imagine their own memory decline shapes decisions 
around cybersecurity Safety Settings. Our findings suggest 
that NPs need a dynamic system that adapts to their memory 
concerns (or progression) and anticipates fluidity of roles and 
the realization that they are not only collaborating in shared 
preservation of their safety but in a dynamic system that 
could change. The key component of negotiation was 
empathy—belief that they are a unit with shared stake and 
that the roles could be reversed at any time. 

NPs are worried about cybersecurity independent of memory 
issues, like links in email, identity theft and impersonation on 
social media, social engineering in email, and family 
members without impulse control. It can therefore be difficult 
to parse concerns related to memory loss from those inspired 
by their own experience of risk and threat or media and 
advocacy group exposure (e.g., AARP).  

6.1 Limitations 
Our experimental design is limited in several notable ways. 
First, although we engaged in naturalistic observation, we 
nevertheless required that couples engage in negotiations out 
loud with us. Future research will involve diary studies over 
a longer period to allow participants to negotiate and adjust 
settings in their natural environment, at their own pace, and 
as circumstances change. Second, the scenarios we provide, 
particularly for Facebook, were limited. There are other 
activities on Facebook that one could engage in that may, in 
fact, be riskier. Third, despite intensive recruiting efforts, our 
study involved a limited sample drawn from an online panel, 
and thus technological adept enough to participate in online 
surveys, although the technological bar for online panel 
participation is relatively low. Finally, our study design 
looked exclusively at couples, and while these findings lend 
support to the view that cybersecurity is a joint (rather than 

individual) burden, we will need to conduct complementary 
research that engages partners as individuals, outside a dyadic 
context, for a different sightline. 
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Abstract
For people with visual impairments (PVIs), audio

CAPTCHAs are accessible alternatives to standard visual
CAPTCHAs. However, current audio CAPTCHA designs
are slower to complete and less accurate than their visual
counterparts. We designed and evaluated four novel audio
CAPTCHAs that we hypothesized would increase accuracy
and speed. To evaluate our designs along these measures,
we ran a three-session, within-subjects experiment with 67
PVIs from around the world — the majority being from the
U.S. and India. Thirty three participants completed all three
sessions, each separated by one week. These participants
completed a total of 39 distinct audio CAPTCHA challenges
across our prototype designs and the control, all presented
in random order. Most importantly, all four of our new de-
signs were significantly more accurate and faster than the
control condition, and were rated as preferable over the con-
trol. A post-hoc security evaluation suggested that our designs
had different strengths and weaknesses vis-a-vis two adver-
saries: a random guessing adversary and a NLP adversary.
Ultimately, our results suggest that the best design to use is
dependent on use-context.

1 Introduction

Completely Automated Public Turing tests to tell Computers
and Humans Apart (CAPTCHAs) are commonly used online
to differentiate between human users and non-human bots
[22]. In doing so, many CAPTCHAs ask users to engage in
visual-processing tasks that are simple for humans, yet dif-

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

Figure 1: We designed, implemented and evaluated four novel
audio CAPTCHAs. The Math prototype asked users to cal-
culate a running total; the Character prototype asked users
to count the occurrence of a character in an alphanumeric
series; the Pauses prototype asked users to transcribe the al-
phanumeric characters they heard, but it incorporated longer
pauses between characters; and, the Categories prototype,
asked users to count the number of sounds, in a series, that
belonged to a certain category.

ficult for bots [20]. However, these visual-processing tasks
are inaccessible to the 285 million people with visual impair-
ments (PVIs) worldwide — 39 million of whom are totally
blind, and 246 million who have low vision [35]. Instead,
PVIs rely on audio CAPTCHAs, which aim to differentiate
humans from bots using acoustic processing tasks.

In their current state, audio CAPTCHAs are significantly
less usable than their visual counterparts [4,10,25,37]. While
visual CAPTCHAs take 9.8 seconds to solve with a 93%
success rate, on average, audio CAPTCHAs take 51 sec-
onds to solve with a 50% success rate [5, 10, 21, 33]. This
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difference in speed and accuracy occurs because existing
audio CAPTCHAs are modelled after their visual counter-
parts rather than using designs specific to the audio medium
[5, 10, 11]. As such, existing audio CAPTCHAs require im-
practical levels of attention and memory-capacity from the
users who depend on them [5]. This means that visual
CAPTCHAs are not an equally challenging alternative to
the audio CAPTCHA design; audio CAPTCHAs are more
problematic for PVIs than visual designs are for fully-sighted
people [17, 28, 32, 34].

Audio interference is one of the biggest issues that users
face with existing audio CAPTCHAs [3]. For example, many
PVIs rely on screen readers to help navigate user interfaces.
When these users start typing the characters they hear in
a CAPTCHA challenge, their screen reader software will
read each typed letter out loud while they are simultaneously
listening for the next character in the challenge. The audio
conflict between the typed letter and the spoken letter thus
creates unnecessary user frustration and errors. Owing to
these frustrations, in a 2017 global study by WebAIM, of
the 1,792 PVIs surveyed, 90% ranked audio CAPTCHAs
as somewhat or very difficult [34]. These respondents also
ranked CAPTCHAs as the second most problematic daily
issue on the web, after Adobe Flash. The goal of our paper
is to offer insights and designs that bridge the usability gap
between audio and visual CAPTCHAs.

Informed by this prior work, as well as the personal ex-
periences of one of the authors, who is blind, we followed
an iterative design process to prototype and refine four new
audio CAPTCHAs (see Figure 1). The Math prototype asked
users to perform simple addition and subtraction; the Char-
acter prototype asked users to count the occurrence of a spe-
cific character within a string of alphanumeric characters; the
Pauses prototype, which is a variation of existing alphanu-
meric audio CAPTCHA designs, asked users to transcribe the
alphanumeric characters they heard but incorporated longer
pauses between characters to minimize screen reader inter-
ference; and, the Categories prototype, asked users to count
the number of sounds, in a series, that belonged to a certain
category (e.g., bird chirps, baby cries).

To evaluate these designs, we were guided by three research
questions — How do our novel audio CAPTCHAs compare
to existing audio CAPCTHAs in terms of: (RQ1) task perfor-
mance metrics such as accuracy and speed? (RQ2) security
against common attacks (e.g., random guessing, machine-
learning based audio classification)? and, (RQ3) self-reported
and heuristic measures of usability?

To answer these research questions, we conducted a multi-
session, within-subjects online experiment. We recruited 67
PVIs from around the world — 38 of whom live in the USA,
22 in India, 2 in Italy, 2 in Germany, 2 in the Czech Republic,
and 1 in South Africa. Of the 67 PVIs, 33 participated in all
three study sessions. In total, through three time-separated
sessions, we asked participants to complete nine iterations

of each of our four new prototypes. We recorded their accu-
racy and completion times with each challenge. Upon com-
pleting each challenge, we also had participants complete a
brief questionnaire to gauge their in-the-moment reactions
to our designs. Through a series of quantitative, qualitative
and heuristic analyses on these data, we found that all of our
prototypes showed statistically significant improvements in
accuracy and completion time, were rated high on subjective
and heuristic measures of usability and satisfaction, and were
preferred over standard alphanumeric CAPTCHAs.

We also evaluated the security of our prototypes against
two threat models: a random guessing adversary and an NLP
adversary that leverages commercially available, state-of-the-
art speech-to-text recognition and audio event classification.
The control condition and our Pauses prototype offered the
greatest security against random guessing attacks, but our
Categories and Math prototypes offered the greatest resilience
against the NLP adversary.

While all of our prototypes outperformed the control in
most measures, no single design stood out as the best. The
Math prototype was the most accurate, the second fastest, and
provided reasonable security against both adversaries. The
Character prototype was rated the most usable and satisfying,
but was vulnerable against random guessing attacks. The Cat-
egories prototype was the most vulnerable against random
guessing attacks, but was the fastest and most globally ac-
cessible — an important peripheral consideration, given that
there are PVIs from various continents, countries, and cultural
backgrounds [8, 9, 26, 35, 36]. Finally, the Pauses prototype
was most preferred over the control condition, but was second
lowest in accuracy and the slowest of our new designs.

2 Related Work

2.1 Challenges with Audio CAPTCHAs
In 2009, researchers at the University of Washington did a
large-scale user study with 162 PVIs and found ten existing
audio CAPTCHA designs to be difficult and time-consuming.
They reported a 39% to 43% success rate for solving such
designs on the first try and asserted that audio interfaces are
often not direct translations of visual interfaces [5].

Prior work suggests that there are two types of audio
CAPTCHAs: content-based and rule-based [19]. Content-
based challenges require users to convert the speech of an
audio file to text, an example of which is the existing alphanu-
meric standard. Alternatively, rule-based challenges ask users
to interpret information they are hearing (e.g., 'count the num-
ber of times you hear the sound of an animal'). Rule-based
CAPTCHAs can reduce the burden on short-term memory,
because one only needs to remember a running total [19].

Sauer et al. studied the effects of content-based designs
that closely resemble the current design norm for both vi-
sual and audio CAPTCHAs. In this study they played eight
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numbers in distorted voices and asked users to input these
numbers in sequence. However, they found that this technique
disproportionately placed too high a cognitive load on PVIs,
requiring them to either memorize the CAPTCHA series or
use external tools to quickly note the entities they have heard.
Due to a success rate of 46% and long average times of task
completion (65.64 sec), these content-based designs exhibited
low usability [13]. To address these concerns, we created low
short term cognitive load CAPTCHAs that ask users to re-
member only one or two entities at a time. We accomplished
this via rule-based designs and eliminating audio interference.

Furthermore, researchers have evaluated CAPTCHAs that
employ text-based mathematical methods that ask questions
such as, “What is the sum of two and four?” [17]. This text-
based design is insecure due to the advancement of Natural
Language Processing (NLP)-based bots [19]. Compounded
with the open source tools available to adversaries online,
there remains a need to create usable audio CAPTCHAs that
are at least as strong as standard designs [7, 16, 30].

2.2 Improving Audio CAPTCHAs

Interesting innovation is occurring in this field. For instance,
Soupionis et al. [31] implemented an audio CAPTCHA pro-
totype for SIP-based Voice over IP (VoIP). However, their
design was only tested with sighted users, raising concern
about real-world outcomes for PVI’s. [35].

Gao, Haichang, et al. [14] also designed a secure audio
CAPTCHA that requires humans to read a sentence aloud
in a natural voice and asked participants to differentiate the
human voices from bots', but also only tested their design
with sighted participants.

In another study [15], researchers proposed two alterna-
tive CAPTCHA designs: "auditory CAPTCHAs" and "no-
nonsense CAPTCHAs," both of which were evaluated for
both usability and security using Google’s open-source re-
CAPTCHA technology. Their results showed that when com-
paring the accuracy levels of both humans and speech recog-
nition algorithms, human success rates are 2.8 - 3.9 times
higher. From their findings, Hendrick et al. concluded that
all existing CAPTCHAs will eventually be broken, so future
research should focus on incorporating human cognition as
best as possible. Examples of this approach includes the use
of deductive reasoning, sensory skills, and/or problem solving
in order to answer correctly. This result motivated our pursuit
of rule-based audio CAPTCHA designs.

Finally, Lazar et al. evaluated audio CAPTCHA designs
that test sound category identification: e.g., identifying a
sound clip as coming from a trumpet, a lion roaring, or a
baby crying [18]. They achieved ≥ 90% accuracy. However,
they tested their designs with PVIs in a controlled environ-
ment with no baseline condition and with twenty participants
all from the same location. This work inspired our Categories
prototype, which we evaluate more broadly.

Sample CorrectPrototype Instructions Challenge Answer

Control
(Content-Based)

Record each letter
or number you
hear.

8G6JVF 8G6JVF

After you press
play, please perform

Math
(Rule-Based)

all of the
calculations and

7+4-2-1 8

provide one
total at the end.

Count the number
Character
(Rule-Based)

of times '6'
is spoken. Type the

6R169Y6 3

sum in the text box.

Pauses
(Content-Based)

Record each letter
or number that
you hear.

010J14 010J14

Count the number

Categories
(Rule-Based)

of times you hear
sounds associated
with those made

robin, train,
motor, owl,
rooster

3

by birds.

Table 1: High-level summary of the prototype challenges we
tested on our participants.

3 Our Audio CAPTCHA Designs

In exploring the design space for usable audio CAPTCHAs,
our high-level design goals were to create challenges that
minimize audio interference, reduce cognitive load (e.g., the
amount of information in short-term memory), use no more
than basic knowledge, and are robust against random guessing
and off-the-shelf Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools.

Table 1 provides a high-level overview of each of our proto-
types, along with example challenges and their corresponding
correct answers. Of the four new CAPTCHAs we designed,
three were rule-based in light of the aforementioned design
goals. To ensure a baseline level of security in creating chal-
lenges for each of these prototypes, we followed advice from
prior research to perturb the raw audio of the challenges [37].
The challenges we created contained variations in speed (very
slow, slow, normal, fast, and very fast), pitch (male and fe-
male), and type of background noise. The background noises
varied from public spaces (e.g., cafes), to the sounds of planes
and wind. These challenges thus incorporated high random-
ness to complicate speech-to-text attacks.
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3.1 Math Prototype
Our first prototype is a rule-based design that challenged users
with basic addition and subtraction problems; some were
mixed and others were exclusively focused on addition or
subtraction. An example “Math” prototype challenge would
be: “8 plus 4 minus 2 subtract 1 add 9” with two second gaps
after each element. At each step, the user would only need to
cognitively keep track of the running totals: 8, then 12, then
10, then 9, then 18. The need to do on-demand calculations
might be challenging, but by keeping the operands within
single digits and limiting the total number of operations, we
hypothesized that the challenge would be easier and faster
than the baseline control, owing to its reduced memory burden
and single value entry.

3.2 Character Prototype
Our second prototype asked users to count the number of
times they heard one specific character in a string of random
letters and numbers. For instance, in one such challenge we
asked people to identify the number of times they heard the
character “s” within the string “3sjkS49sxo” — the answer
being 3. Each character was read aloud with one second gaps
in between. Similar to the Math prototype, we hypothesized
that this design would result in greater accuracy and faster in-
put completion speeds. This was due to the reduced cognitive
demand of the need to keep track of just one running total and
entering in only one input at the end of the recording.

3.3 Pauses Prototype
Our third prototype was a slight modification of the standard,
content-based, alphanumeric CAPTCHAs that ask users to
type, in sequence, all the characters heard in a random string.
The key difference is that we included a two second pause
in between characters to mitigate the interference between
screen reader transcription and the challenge characters screen
readers read aloud. This design should be relatively simple to
deploy given its similarities to existing audio CAPTCHAs.

3.4 Categories Prototype
Our final prototype asked users to count the number of times
they heard a certain “category” of sound (e.g., bird chirps, cars
honks) embedded in a string of other sounds. Each sound was
separated by a two second gap. For example, a user might have
been asked to identify the number of times they heard birds
chirping within a stream of sounds like trains and vehicular
motors. The user answered with the total number of bird
sounds detected throughout the CAPTCHA. Similar to the
first two rule-based designs, due to reduced cognitive load,
we expected this CAPTCHA to be completed with higher
accuracy and speed than the control condition. A peripheral
benefit of this design is that it is language-agnostic, though

we note that there may sometimes be cultural differences in
category membership — e.g., whether a rooster’s crow should
be counted in the bird chirp category.

4 Evaluation Methodology

We ran a controlled, within-subjects, online experiment with
67 blind and visually impaired users from around the world.
Our study was IRB-approved.

4.1 Experiment and Procedure
Our experiment consisted of five conditions: four new designs
and one baseline control condition that was used to emulate
the industry-wide standard alphanumeric audio CAPTCHAs.
To account for novelty and learning effects, we conducted
three time-separated sessions, each spaced one week apart. In
each session, participants completed three audio CAPTCHA
challenges for each of our designs, and one challenge for the
control. In total, participants were presented with the same 13
challenges per session in a randomized order.

We used Audacity, an open source audio-editing software,
to create each CAPTCHA. Individual clips for each charac-
ter and word were generated using a text-to-speech program
that can synthesize audio in both male and female voices.
These audio files included characters like 0-9, a-z, words for
add, subtract, plus, and minus. We also accumulated open
source audio clips of varying phenomena (i.e. birds chirping,
instrument recordings, etc.) and background noises [1, 2].
These clips (apart from the categorical sounds used in the
Categories prototype) were then distorted by applying audio
effects that changed each clip’s pitch, speed, and amplification.
We used the same set and number of audio clips to create the
39 challenges and all CAPTCHAs were merged with distorted
background noise at the same decibel level. These distortions
were used to improve both the security and ecological validity
of our designs [1, 2, 19].

The resulting audio CAPTCHAs were 16 to 18 seconds
long, with a one second pause at the beginning to enable users
to navigate to the edit text box to record their answers. In
order to mimic existing audio CAPTCHA designs, the control
challenge did not have an initial one second pause.

The web platform we designed to administer our
CAPTCHA designs was tested in a preliminary pilot study
in early 2019. According to feedback from the pilot, we then
adjusted three of our designs, replaced another one entirely,
and conducted a 3 week long within-subjects experiment in
the summer of 2019.

We developed the online experimental test-bed using
jQuery and HTML5 for the front-end, PHP for the back-end,
and Heroku for hosting. In consultation with one of our re-
search team members, who is visually impaired, we kept the
user interface simple and accessible for PVIs who would need
to navigate the interface with screen readers.
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Participants first encountered a landing page in which they
could see details about the study and provide informed con-
sent. Next, participants were asked to complete a challenge
under the standard design (control), followed by batches of
three challenges each for our four custom prototypes (treat-
ment). We randomized the order in which the treatment pro-
totypes were presented to each user. An example challenge is
illustrated in Appendix 4.

For each participant’s first session, we conducted a video
conference call on Zoom [38] in order to ensure that partic-
ipants could use the experiment test-bed and complete the
subsequent two sessions independently. We asked participants
to share their screens to confirm their use of a screen reader
to complete the study. Throughout the duration of the session
we guided them between pages and answered their questions.
One week after the first and second sessions were completed,
we then emailed participants a subsequent link to complete
the second and third sessions, respectively.

After completing the batch of 3 challenges for each proto-
type in each session, participants filled out a questionnaire in
which we asked them to rate, on a Likert scale from 1 - 5, the
usability of and their satisfaction with each prototype — “1”
was coded as very low and “5” was coded as very high. We
then asked participants if they preferred the prototype in com-
parison to the control. We also asked open-ended questions
to solicit participants’ thoughts and feedback on our designs.
For the first session, we asked participants these open-ended
questions in real time via Zoom. For the latter two, partici-
pants wrote-in their responses manually. Finally, at the end of
the study, we collected each participant’s age.

The data streams that informed our findings include quan-
titative and qualitative data, as well as our own facilitator
observations, from both this study and the pilot in 2019.

4.2 Recruitment and Compensation

We reached out to a number of global organizations, including
the American Foundation for the Blind, the National Federa-
tion of the Blind, Braille Works, the American Printing House
for the Blind, the Blind Graduate's Forum of India, and Vision-
Aid. We also leveraged blind social and support groups on
social networking platforms (Facebook, WhatsApp, etc.) and
mailing lists (Access India, Program-L and Voice Vision).

In total, we received 225 responses as a result of this out-
reach. Due to time and resource constraints we scheduled
sessions with 150 participants over the course of six weeks,
choosing participants in the order that we received their in-
formation. Accounting for those who dropped out or never
responded, we interviewed 67 participants for at least one ses-
sion. Each person was compensated 10 USD per completed
session, for a total of 30 USD for completing all three ses-
sions. Compensation was distributed in the form of regional
Amazon gift certificates.

Our primary criteria for determining participant eligibil-

Accuracy Model Time Model
(Logistic) (Linear)

Fixed effect coefficients

Session Number 0.35* −0.17***
Math v. Control 2.78*** −0.73***
Character v. Control 2.50*** −0.70***
Pauses v. Control 1.77** −0.61***
Categories v. Control 1.53* −0.76***
Character v. Math −0.27 0.03
Pauses v. Math −1.00 0.12 *
Categories v. Math −1.24* −0.03
Pauses v. Character −0.73 0.09
Categories v. Character −0.97 −0.06
Categories v. Pauses −0.24 −0.15
Age 0.005 0.002
Intercept −0.87 −0.89***

Random intercepts variance

Participant (N=67) 0.50 0.19
Challenge (N=39) 0.61 0.02

p <= 0.05, ** p <= 0.01, *** p <= 0.001

Table 2: Mixed-effects regression modeling both accuracy
and completion time against prototype, session number, and
age, with each participant and each challenge having its own
random intercept. For the accuracy model, we ran a logistic
regression and for the completion time model, we ran a linear
regression. Broadly, the highlighted rows on the top indicate
that all of our prototypes were significantly more accurate and
faster than the control, and that participants grew more accu-
rate and faster in subsequent sessions. The variance in random
intercepts suggest significant variation across participants and
challenges in success but not in completion time.

ity was their use of low-vision assistive technologies (e.g.,
braille displays, screen readers, and screen magnifiers) to nav-
igate computer screens. Only one of our participants relied on
screen magnification software. Although he had some vision,
it was not clear enough for him to be able to solve visual
CAPTCHAs. All other participants used screen readers and
none used braille displays. Thus, we use the term “people with
visual impairments” (PVI) to describe all of our participants.

5 Results

5.1 Participant Demographics
Sixty-seven PVIs participated in the first zoom session; 34 of
these continued on to remotely complete the two remaining
sessions of our study. All participants were at least 18 years
old and were, on average, 33.1 (σ = 15.3) years old. We did
not collect gender data. All participants were able to speak,
read, and write proficient English, which was verified in the
first session via a face-to-face screen-sharing video chat.
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5.2 Data Pre-Processing
Across all participants, we collected data on 2,259 CAPTCHA
attempts. Of these attempts, we dropped 11 data points that
were corrupted through data collection errors (i.e. with infea-
sible completion times of over 50 years, which we suspect is
due to improperly set browser clocks). We also dropped one
extreme outlier with a completion time of 93 minutes, or 46
standard deviations away from the dataset’s mean completion
time (µ = 36.9 seconds, σ = 120.6 seconds). We suspect this
participant left their browser window open while being away.
Thus, we dropped 12 data points in total (0.5%). Our final
dataset consisted of 2,247 CAPTCHA attempts from 67 PVIs.

5.3 RQ1: Task Performance Evaluation
We first evaluated how our novel designs compared to the con-
trol condition across two important task performance metrics:
accuracy and completion time.

5.3.1 Accuracy

Across all our participants, in decreasing order, the accuracy
rates for each prototype were: 89.2% for Math, 86.9% for
Character, 76.2% for Pauses, 70.3% for Categories, and 42.9%
for the control.

To test if these differences in accuracy were statistically
significant, we modeled the accuracy of our designs with a
random-intercepts logistic regression using the lme4 package
in R. Our input data were the 2,247 individual attempts at
solving a CAPTCHA challenge. Our dependent variable was
a binary measure of whether or not a participant successfully
completed the challenge. Our IV was the prototype used in
the challenge — a categorical variable encompassing our four
treatment designs and the control. As covariates, we included
the session number and participant age. We also included a
random intercept term for the 67 distinct participants and the
39 distinct challenges to account for and model the effects
of repeated observations. We used R’s multcomp package to
conduct pairwise comparisons between each of the 5C2 = 10
combinations of our novel prototype designs and the control.
The results are shown in the first column of Table 2, with
p-values adjusted using Bonferroni correction.

Most importantly, we found that each of our prototypes
— Math (b =+2.78), Character (b =+2.50), Pauses (b = 
+1.85), and Categories (b = +1.50) — were completed
with significantly higher accuracy than the control. We
also found evidence of a learning effect: participants were sig-
nificantly more accurate in later sessions (b =+0.35). After
correcting for multiple testing, we did not find many statis-
tically significant differences in accuracy between our four
designs, with one exception: the Categories prototype was sig-
nificantly less accurate than the Math prototype (b = −1.24).

The variance in random intercepts across distinct partici-
pants (σ2 = 0.50) and challenges (σ2 = 0.61) suggests that

Figure 2: Distribution of average completion times, with 95%
confidence intervals, for each prototype across sessions. There
is evidence of a significant learning effect in which completion
times drop with increased accuracy and repeated exposure.
Thus, participants learned and adapted to our novel designs.

performance could vary in non-trivial ways between individ-
ual participants and across different challenges. To better illus-
trate this point, our most successful participant (a 49 year old
from the USA) got 100% of their challenges correct, while our
least successful participant (a 41 year old from India) got 46%
of their challenges correct. Our most successful challenge
was solved with 97.5% overall accuracy (the third challenge
of the Categories prototype in the second session), while our
least successful challenge was solved with 17.2% accuracy
(the control challenge in the second session).

5.3.2 Completion Time

We next investigated how our designs varied by completion
time. Broadly, the average completion time for a challenge
was lowest for the Categories prototype (31.1 s), followed by
the Math prototype (31.7s), Character (32.7 s), Pauses (35.4
s) and, finally, the control (53.6 s).

To test if these differences were statistically significant,
we ran a second random-intercepts regression. The model
parameters were the same as the aforementioned accuracy
model, although with two exceptions: the DV was scaled and
centered for time taken to complete each design. Because the
DV was continuous instead of binary, we employed a linear
regression. Once again, we used R’s lme4 package to estimate
the model, and R’s multcomp package to do pairwise com-
parisons across the prototype designs, with p-values adjusted
using Bonferroni correction.

The results can be seen in the second column of Table 2,
labeled "Time Model." For a numeric predictor (i.e., Age,
Session Number), the model suggests that a positive coef-
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ficient of b = +1.0, as the predictor increases by one unit,
means the estimated completion time will increase by one
standard deviation. A negative coefficient implies that the
estimated completion time would decrease by one standard
deviation. For a categorical predictor (i.e, Prototype design),
a positive coefficient of b =+1.0 would suggest that the esti-
mated difference in completion time between two levels of the
predictor — a treatment and a control (e.g., Math vs. Control)
— is one standard deviation, with the comparison condition
taking longer than the control. A negative coefficient implies
the opposite — that the control takes one standard deviation
longer than the comparison. All of these examples assume
that all other predictors (IVs + covariates) are held constant.

We found that all of our novel prototype designs —
Math (b = −0.73), Character (b = −0.7), Pauses (b = 
−0.61), and Categories (b = −0.76) — were significantly
faster than the control. We did not find a significant dif-
ference in completion time between any two of our custom
prototypes. We again found a learning effect: participants
were significantly faster in later sessions (b = −0.17). Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the distribution of completion times across all
four of our prototypes and the control condition, and shows
how those distributions vary across sessions. On average, com-
pletion times decreased over the course of all three sessions
for every prototype design, most significantly for the control.

The variance in random intercepts across distinct partici-
pants (σ2 = 0.19) and challenges (σ2 = 0.02) was fairly small,
suggesting that, accounting for the fixed effects in the model,
completion times did not dramatically vary between partici-
pants and challenges.

5.4 RQ2: Security Evaluation

While we consider our primary contribution to be a usability
assessment of alternative audio CAPTCHA designs, we also
evaluated the security of our prototypes relative to the control
condition. We considered two threat models.

The first is a random-guessing adversary. For content-
based CAPTCHAs like the control and Pauses prototypes,
this adversary is trivially defeated. Assuming a 32-character
alphabet (all English letters along with 0 - 9 digits), a random
string of 6 characters would yield a search space of 326 possi-
bilities, which would be impractical to randomly guess. For
our rule-based audio CAPTCHAs, however, random guess-
ing is more potent. For the Character and Categories proto-
types, the space of possible outputs given a 10-character long
string is 0 - 10 — i.e, the random guessing adversary would
have a 1/11 ≈ 9% success rate. For the Math prototype, we
assume five single-digit operands connected through either
plus or minus operators, while there are 105 + 24 = 100,016
possible inputs, the range of possible outputs varies from
[0− 9− 9− 9− 9 = −36,9+ 9+ 9+ 9+ 9 = 45]. Thus, there
are 72 possible outputs, so a random guessing adversary
would have a 1/72 ≈ 1% chance at breaking the Math proto-

type. A smarter adversary might notice that the distribution of
outputs is not uniform but a normal distribution centered at 5.
Thus, by guessing “5” on every attempt they would increase
their chances of defeating the Math prototype to ≈ 3%.

The second adversary we considered is one who uses state-
of-the-art NLP — either commercially available or easily
trainable using public-domain knowledge and data — to de-
construct the audio file and solve the challenge. Motivated
by Polakis et al. [27], for the Math, Character, and Pauses
prototypes, we tested the robustness of our designs using
Google’s automated, off-the-shelf speech recognition soft-
ware. We considered a clip broken if all the entities were suc-
cessfully parsed from audio to text, because once the content
is parsed, the application of rules to get the correct answer is
trivial. For the control prototype, 0 out of 3 (0%) designs were
successfully parsed. The percentages of challenges within
each design that were broken by this threat model include: 2
out of 9 (22%) for Math; 1 out of 9 (11%) for Character; and
6 out of 9 (67%) for Pauses.

The Categories prototype could not be tested using off-the-
shelf parsing services because an appropriate parser for real-
world sound classification does not exist. Thus, we created
our own parser using deep learning. We implemented this
parser on Tensorflow and trained it on Google Research’s
Audioset data, a collection of 632 audio event classes and over
2 million 10 second sound clips labeled by humans [12]. We
considered a clip broken if the parser was able to predict 'true
positives’ and 'true negatives.’ For instance, if the CAPTCHA
challenge is to count the total number of animal sounds, the
'true positives’ include sounds that are identified as animal-
related and 'true negatives’ are successfully identified as non-
animal sounds. Similarly, 'false positives’ are identified as
sounds that are incorrectly labeled as animal sounds and 'false
negatives’ are animal sounds that are incorrectly labeled non-
animal sounds. We found that of all predictions made for 48
sub-clips across all categories, challenges, and sessions, 13
were true positives and 16 were true negatives. There were
8 false positives and 11 false negatives. The average error
of 2.1% per clip contributed to either false positive or false
negative predictions, so we can deduce that none of the clips
belonging to the Categories prototype were fully parsed.

In summary, the random-guessing adversary would be triv-
ially defeated by the Pauses prototype, but could have a small
chance at defeating the Math, Character, and Categories pro-
totypes. This could be made harder by increasing the length
of the CAPTCHA, though likely at the cost of usability, speed,
and accuracy. The NLP adversary would have good success at
breaking the Pauses prototype, and a slightly better chance at
breaking the Math and Character prototypes than the random-
guessing adversary, but would struggle with Categories.

Next, we considered how these results compared to the
control condition. Prior work has shown that standard au-
dio CAPTCHAs are largely insecure against state-of-the-
art machine learning. For instance, Bursztein et al. (2011)
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showed that 45% of Yahoo, 49% of Microsoft, and 83% of
eBay CAPTCHAs can be broken. Also, Sano et al. (2013)
and Meutzner et al. (2014) successfully broke Google’s re-
CAPTCHA with a success rate of 52% and 63% while Tam
et al. (2009) achieved an accuracy of up to 71% using ma-
chine learning techniques like AdaBoost, SVM, and k-NN.
With the deep learning evolution, audio CAPTCHA attacks
continue to succeed. In 2017, Saumya et al. [27] developed
a low cost 'AudioBreaker’ system using off-the-shelf speech
recognition services. It successfully broke seven popular au-
dio CAPTCHA schemes along with 98% accuracy in break-
ing Google’s reCaptcha. In 2019, Heemany et al. [29] even
demonstrated 85% accuracy in breaking designs with higher
background noise levels.

In short, all of the CAPTCHAs we considered, including
the control, could be broken by motivated adversaries. Thus,
we must consider the use-context. While our designs should
not be used for security-critical applications, they should pro-
vide sufficient security for low-risk contexts in day-to-day
web browsing (e.g., comment form submission).

5.5 RQ3: Usability Evaluation

Finally, we conducted a series of quantitative, qualitative and
heuristic usability evaluations based on our observations of
participants in the initial Zoom session as well as participants’
survey responses.

5.5.1 Usability, Satisfaction, and Preference

After each challenge, participants rated the usability and sat-
isfaction of our designs on a 5-point Likert scale and also
answered whether or not they preferred our design over the
control. This gave us 2,247 usability, satisfaction and prefer-
ence data points. Due to the Hawthorne effect, the absolute
values of these ratings were not as important as their relative
ordering, which helped illuminate participant preferences.

The distributions for usability and satisfaction were highly
skewed, with participants rating 1,916 challenges a “5” on
usability and 1,865 a “5” on satisfaction. To simplify anal-
ysis, we converted these scales into binary values: “5” or
not “5.” We then conducted three random intercepts logistic
regressions, using R’s lme4 package, correlating usability, sat-
isfaction and preference-over-control to prototype design. We
included a random-intercepts term for participant and chal-
lenge to control for repeated observations. We ran pairwise
comparisons using R’s multcomp package, adjusting p-values
with Bonferroni correction. The results are shown in Table 3.

Usability. The regression results in Table 3 suggest that,
controlling for the effects of individual preference, challenge
variance, and the session number, the Character and Cate-
gories prototypes were rated significantly more usable than
Math and Pauses; the Math prototype was rated more usable
than Pauses; and the Pauses prototype was rated less usable

Pref. OverSatisfaction Usability Control

Character vs. Math 1.31*** 0.96** 1.11***
Pauses vs. Math −0.47 −0.57* 0.36
Categories vs. Math 0.32* 0.74*** 0.34***
Pauses vs. Character −1.79*** −1.52*** 0.76***
Categories vs. Character −0.99** −0.22 −0.77***
Categories vs. Pauses 0.79** 1.31*** −0.02
Session 0.32** 0.74*** 0.34***
Intercept 3.05*** 2.65*** 0.42

* p <= 0.05, ** p <= 0.01, *** p <= 0.001

Table 3: Random-intercepts logistic regression results mod-
eling satisfaction, usability and preference as a function of
prototype design and session number. The Character proto-
type was rated the most usable and satisfying. The Pauses
prototype was most preferred over the control.

than the other three. We also found a significant positive ef-
fect of Session number, suggesting that participants found all
prototypes more usable in later sessions.

Satisfaction. Table 3 also shows that the Character proto-
type had a significantly higher satisfaction rating than all other
prototypes; the Categories prototype out-performed Math and
Pauses; and there was no significant difference found between
Pauses and Math. We also found a significant positive effect
of Session number, again suggesting that participants’ satis-
faction increased in later sessions.

Preference. Overall, participants reported preference for
our prototypes over the control: 73% preferred Pauses to
control, 67% preferred Character, 61% preferred Categories
and 52% preferred Math. Controlling for repeated observa-
tions, challenge exposure, and session number, Table 3 shows
which pairwise differences are statistically significant. In
short, Pauses was preferred more than Character; Charac-
ter was preferred more often than Categories and Math; and
Categories was preferred more often than Math. Participants’
overall preference for our prototypes over control also in-
creased in later sessions.

In sum, the Character prototype had the highest usability
and satisfaction ratings and was the second most preferred
over control after Pauses. The Math prototype was generally
rated the least usable, least satisfying, and least preferred. This
result presents an unfortunate dilemma — the prototype that
provided the highest accuracy and second highest speed was
also the least subjectively “usable.”

5.5.2 Heuristic Analysis: Quantitative

Beyond individual perceptions of usability, we next performed
a quantitative heuristic analysis to assess the usability of our
prototypes. Jacob Nielson’s heuristics for designing usable
systems span five core components to ensure design quality:
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learnability, or the ease of correctly completing a CAPTCHA
upon initial exposure; efficiency, or the rate at which users
can learn how to complete new designs; memorability, or
the ability to re-learn the correct use of a CAPTCHA design
after a period of inactivity; errors, or the extent and nature of
errors users make; and finally, satisfaction, or users’ level of
enjoyment in completing the CAPTCHA [24].

In order to quantitatively measure these criteria, we used
the following data to address Nielson’s heuristics:

1. Learnability: the session 1 accuracy rates for our proto-
types against the control design.

2. Efficiency: whether the average number of replays de-
creased across sessions 1 through 3.

3. Memorability: whether the accuracy rates for our proto-
types increased between sessions 1 through 3.

4. Errors: the average time it took for users to complete
each challenge accurately.

5. Satisfaction: the self-reported user satisfaction scores (1
- 5) for each prototype.

Table 4 illustrates that the initial learnability of our designs,
as measured by average accuracy in session 1, is compara-
tively higher than that of the control CAPTCHA. These num-
bers indicate that our designs were more learnable than the
control, despite the fact that users had the most exposure to
the control from day-to-day web browsing. Additionally, the
significantly higher initial accuracy of the Pauses prototype,
which was identical to the control apart from small time gaps
in-between characters, signal that users need slower-paced
CAPTCHAs to answer them correctly.

In terms of efficiency, two of our designs showed a steadily
decreasing number of replays in subsequent sessions. The
Math and Categories prototypes displayed clear improve-
ments — users required fewer replays in session 3 than in
session 1. The control also required fewer replays in subse-
quent sessions, but still had the highest average number of
replays per session compared to all other designs.

Similarly, in terms of memorability, only the Math and
Categories prototypes had improved accuracy scores in subse-
quent sessions. Users’ subjective ratings of these prototypes —
usability, satisfaction, and preference over the control — also
improved over time (see Figure 3).

In practice, all of our designs and control, if answered cor-
rectly the first time, should take about the same amount of
time to complete. However, users spent the longest time com-
pleting the control CAPTCHA correctly, suggesting that it
was the most prone to errors. Generally, the Categories pro-
totype was fastest: it took 9.4 fewer seconds to accurately
complete than the control. The Math prototype was second
fastest, followed by Character and then Pauses.

As we did not collect subjective feedback for the control,
we are unable to contrast the satisfaction scores of our novel

designs vis-a-vis the control. However, as we saw in the previ-
ous section, Character and Pauses had the highest satisfaction
scores of 4.93 and 4.85, respectively.

5.5.3 Heuristic Analysis: Qualitative

Next, we used a two-dimensional subset of Yan et al.’s [37]
qualitative usability assessment framework to analyze partic-
ipants’ open-ended feedback, in order to better understand
their perceptions and difficulties with each of our new designs.
Specifically, the two dimensions we qualitatively assessed
were:

1. Distortion: level and type of distortion, use of confusing
characters, and design difficulty for native and non-native
speakers.

2. Content: language specificity of the characters used, the
length of each CAPTCHA challenge, length of answers,
and predictability of the design.

We start with a broad assessment of these dimensions, and
then discuss individual participant feedback pertaining to
these dimensions for each of our prototypes.

In terms of distortion, the audio files we used in the control,
Math, Character, and Pauses prototypes were drawn from the
same set of letters, numbers, and operators that varied in terms
of voice, speed and pitch. As a compromise between usabil-
ity and security, we picked sounds that were dynamic and
not overwhelmingly loud. Because of the distortion of back-
ground noises and characters, participants noted that certain
letter groupings like “2,” “q,” and “u” were hard to distin-
guish. Other participants with hearing problems had difficulty
understanding some of the deeper voices that resulted from
very slow audio speeds.

Additionally, all prototypes except Categories relied on the
user’s ability to understand letters, numbers, and mathematical
operators spoken in English. However, knowledge of these
fundamentals is certainly attainable for non-native speakers
since challenge instructions can be translated by web pages
into nearly any language. The Categories prototype, in its
use of more universal audio events, had the fewest language-
specific constraints [6] [37].

In terms of content, as portrayed in Table 1, the six-to-
eight-character length strings of our CAPTCHA challenges
were comparable to existing designs. While challenge length
and instruction sets for all our prototypes were predictable,
their content varied in predictability. Of our novel designs,
Pauses was the most familiar, while the other designs were
based on less predictable rule-based methods. However, the
higher average accuracy of Math and Character prototypes
over the Pauses prototype and control suggests that content
predictability is not necessary for success in usage.
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Learnability Efficiency Memorability Errors Satisfaction

Avg. time toAvg. session 1 Num. replays decrease Improved accuracy Avg. satisfactionanswer correctlyaccuracy across sessions? across sessions? score (1-5)(seconds)

Control 32% Y N 39.0 N/A

Math 83% Y Y 30.2 4.6

Character 89% N N 30.1 4.8

Pauses 72% N N 34.6 4.8

Categories 56% Y Y 29.6 4.5

Table 4: This table illustrates the quantitative usability assessment based on Nielson’s criteria. We found that all of our designs
exemplified higher usability than the control, with the exception of the efficiency and satisfaction categories, which are discussed
in more detail below. Notably, Categories scored well in the Efficiency, Memorability, Errors, and Satisfaction heuristics.

Math Prototype:
Front-heavy errors. Many of the mistakes participants made

with this prototype occurred in earlier sessions, owing at least
partially due to confusion with the content of instructions. For
instance, a few users who had misunderstood the challenge
submitted a string of the entire equation rather than provid-
ing a single sum. This content-specific error, which we also
observed for the Character prototype, was likely due to the
conflation of instructions with existing content-based designs
that require users to repeat exactly what they hear.

Since average accuracy rates improved over time, from
84.8% in session 1 to 92.8% in session 3, we suspect that ac-
curacy may continue to increase as familiarity with the design
grows. Participants reported feeling better prepared to use the
Math prototype in later sessions. For example, one 38 year
old participant from the Czech Republic said, “It is simply
usable if people remember the last result. I had problems in
previous runs but in this I learned how to concentrate.”

Accessibility concerns. Some participants were concerned
about the accessibility of a math-based design, namely re-
garding the distortion and content. For instance, a 46 year
old from the USA said, “It wasn’t difficult for me but sighted
individuals do not have to do math like this and I don’t feel
I should have to be challenged in a way that others are not.
Having said this I found it easy to use. I am concerned if this
model were used with persons who had cognitive challenges
or if it were used with children the task could be too complex.”
Another participant noted that we failed to consider users
with multiple physical impairments, such as loss of vision
and hearing. This tendency to speak for less cognitively-able
members of the PVI community was quite common, as re-
search shows there is a trade-off in that advanced cognitive
abilities allow audio CAPTCHA users to complete challenges
faster [23]. These users were hinting at a fairness divide be-
tween visual and audio CAPTCHAs that emerged from real
usability differences between the two authentication methods.

Character Prototype:
Confusing instructions. Similar to the Math prototype,

many of the errors that users made with the Character proto-
type were due to confusion with the content of instructions
we provided. Recall an example of the provided instructions
which were: “You must count the number of times ‘6’ is spo-
ken throughout the audio clip. Type the sum in the text box
at the end.” In evaluating that challenge, a 55 year old user
from India said, “The term ‘sum’ is confusing particularly
when we are asked to count the number of times ‘6’ is spoken
throughout the clip and to write the sum in the box. If ‘6’ is
spoken three times then we should write ‘3’ or ‘18’? Hence
more clarity is needed on this type of CAPTCHA.” This sig-
nals that the exact wording of instructions must be carefully
considered before implementation.

Similar sounding characters. Participants also pointed out
areas of difficulty related to distortion, such as the length of
the alphanumeric string being too long or that letters with
similar phonics sounded too similar to each other. Examples
of confusing letter groupings were: (“2”, “q”, “u”) and (“b”,
“e”, “z”, “d”, “v”, “p”, “c”, “t”, “g”). This issue is inherent to all
alphanumeric audio CAPTCHA designs, further suggesting
the need for exploring non-language based designs.

Ease. Despite the aforementioned challenges, users gener-
ally found this prototype easy to use, thus suggesting positive
outcomes related to Yan et al.’s heuristic usability criteria [37].
Several participants reported that its difficulty level was com-
parable to their perceptions of visual CAPTCHAs, which was
one of our design goals. A 49 year old from the USA stated,

“I was able to understand all the letters and numbers even with
the distortion of the sounds. Counting letters and numbers is
easier than trying to remember or type in the whole set which
sometimes requires listening to it 2-3 times.”

Pauses Prototype:
Accounting for hearing loss. Participants noted the impor-
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tance of accounting for hearing loss, particularly in content-
based CAPTCHAs like the control and Pauses. For instance, a
34 year old from the USA stated, “Qs are spoken rather deep
and some people have trouble hearing very deep voices such
as myself. I have slight hearing loss in my left ear that makes
it almost impossible to hear deep [male] voices so I would
raise the pitch on Qs.” Participants indicated that higher qual-
ity audio samples with a consistent volume level could have
improved the accessibility and distortion of this design.

Longer pauses were helpful. Participants found the longer
gap between characters helped improve accuracy and deal
with interruptions. A 58 year old participant from India re-
ported: “The pauses are helpful to solve the CAPTCHA and
hence need to be implemented.” Similarly, a 27 year old from
the USA explained how the extra gaps between characters
afford greater flexibility and ease of use: “This time I realized
that this layout is much better than I thought. I was inter-
rupted by someone asking me a question and I was able to
record the last few characters and play it again to get the first
ones. The gaps are so long that I believe people will also be
able to find where they left off and keep going.” Overall, this
feedback suggests that the content of Pauses was usable.

Categories Prototype:
Ambiguous category membership. Category membership

can be culturally-specific. When we asked users to identify the
number of times a bird sound was played, a few questioned
whether a rooster is a bird. In fact, two participants noted
that they associate the sound of roosters with their alarm
clock, which led them to disassociate the sound of a rooster
with a bird. Participants also thought animal categories can
be too culturally-dependent and thus should not be used. In
other words, in order to overcome barriers related to both
content and distortion, sound categories should be specific
and tailored to certain locales or universally recognizable.

Instrumental sounds could also be ambiguous at times and
so participants needed instructions to identify a specific type
of instrument such as a guitar. One 20 year old participant
from the USA said, “I strongly disagree with this design
because it’s asking people to make associations. Almost any
sound can be associated with a musical instrument.”

Non-linguistic CAPTCHAs may be more universally appro-
priate. Other participants appreciated that Categories did not
require knowledge of the English language. For example, a 21
year old participant from India stated, “I was thinking these
CAPTCHAs might be excellent for people whose their main
language is not English and would be a great help for them.
For example in many websites the CAPTCHAs are in English
and I’ve talked with some friends who don’t speak English at
all. They used to tell me that due to these types of CAPTCHAs
they needed to find help from their families.”

Fun and ease. Several users expressed that this design
was more “interesting”, “fun”, and easier than alphanumeric
alternatives. For instance, a 41-year-old from Italy stated,

Avg Avg Pref. to Security Security
Accuracy Speed control Random NLP

Control 43% 53.6s 2.7%
89%

-
Math 31.7s 52% + +
Character 87% 32.7s 67% - +
Pauses 76% 35.4s

++

73% ++ -
Categories 70% 31.1s 61% - +

Table 5: Summary of key results. The Math prototype had the
highest accuracy; the Categories prototype had the highest
speed; the Pauses protootype was most preferred; the control
and Pauses prototype were most resilient to random guessing;
and, the Math, Character and Categories prototypes were most
resilient to NLP.

“It is far more interesting than typing in numbers or letters
because it is language independent, more pleasant and less
cognitive demanding.” Likewise, a 27-year-old participant
from the USA said, “It is very easy to use because people can
easily identify these common noises. It also requires less brain
power than math or memorizing a long string of characters.”.

5.5.4 Ad-hoc Usability Observations

Through our observations, user feedback and trial-and-error,
we uncovered a number of one-off design attributes for au-
dio CAPTCHAs to improve usability and accessibility. First,
participants found ‘auto-play’ features to be a nuisance that
rushed them through the task before they were ready if they,
e.g., accidentally skipped through text instructions. Addition-
ally, we found that placing a one-second gap, between hitting
the play button and hearing the first character, helped both
usability and accessibility. Finally, from our experience with
conducting both the pilot and the full study, we found 1.25
seconds to be the optimal time gap between audio clips, re-
gardless of prototype.

6 Discussion

Table 5 summarizes our designs, relative to the control, across
key dimensions of interest. Our high-level goal was to design
audio CAPTCHAs that were faster, more accurate, and that
provided reasonable security. Our key results suggest that
all four designs were significantly more accurate and faster
(RQ1) than the control. The Math and Character prototypes
showed average accuracy rates of 89% and 87%, respectively,
which are on par with traditional visual CAPTCHAs. The
Categories prototype was the fastest to complete (31.1 s), with
the Math prototype being a close second (31.7 s). In terms of
security (RQ2), the Math prototype provided decent resilience
against both of the adversaries we tested. The Categories
and Character prototypes were more vulnerable to random
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guessing, while the Control and Pauses prototype were more
vulnerable to NLP. Finally, through a series of quantitative,
qualitative and heuristic usability analyses (RQ3), we found
that the Pauses prototype was most preferred; the Character
prototype was most satisfying; the Categories prototype was
most globally accessible; and, the Math prototype was least
usable, satisfying and preferred.

Based on the diversity of these results, the best design to
use is dependent on use-context. The Math prototype provides
the best balance of task performance and security against both
types of adversaries, but was perceived to be least usable. The
Characters prototype was vulnerable to random guessing but
was the highest rated in usability and satisfaction. The Pauses
prototype was most preferred over the control condition and
would be the easiest to deploy in its similarity to existing
audio CAPTCHAs. Finally, the Categories prototype was the
fastest, inspired the most positive qualitative feedback, and
utilized language-agnostic challenges.

6.1 Practical Design Recommendations
Through a combination of trial-and-error, along with open-
ended feedback from participants in our pilot study, we have
distilled a number of practical recommendations for designers
or researchers who might use or improve upon our prototypes:

• Provide ≥ 1 second of silence after the user presses play;

• Place ‘play’ button beside the answer box without ‘auto-
play’ functionality;

• Place 1.25 second gaps between audio clips;

• Avoid language or cultural-based challenges in favor of
ones with universal sounds (i.e. running water);

• Choose specific sound categories when asking users to
count non-alphanumeric sounds;

• Consider the loss of various physical abilities in users;

• Code instructions as audio elements to prevent skippage;

• Use high quality audio samples;

• Maintain a consistent volume level for all audio clips.

6.2 Limitations and Future Work
Participant Retention. Participant retention is a common
limitation in multi-session studies. Our study took place over
three time-separated sessions and required participants to com-
plete the final two sessions independently. While we wanted
these to be completed one week apart, some participants pro-
crastinated for a week or more. Additionally, 34 of the initial
67 participants did not complete the final two sessions at all.
One-second pause. We incorporated a one-second pause at
the beginning of our new designs so that screen reader users
could navigate to the answer box before the challenge began.
However, we did not incorporate this pause to the beginning

of the control because we wanted it to emulate a real-world
baseline, and existing audio CAPTCHAs do not have an initial
one-second pause. This discrepancy could have increased the
performance of our designs relative to the control.

Ecological validity. Our experiment test-bed was uniquely
accessible. In practice, our designs may be embedded within
otherwise inaccessible websites, which could impact PVI’s
performance. While the relative results between the condi-
tions we tested should hold, in practice, accuracy and speed
may be different. A field study of our novel audio CAPTCHA
designs may help address these concerns in future work.

Intersectional accessibility. Our designs were for PVIs, but
we did not consider other disadvantages and impairments. For
example, our designs assumed participants did not have hear-
ing impairments. Our Math prototype assumed it was simple
for people to do mental arithmetic. Our Categories prototype
did not consider cultural influences on category membership.
A fruitful area of inquiry for future work may be designing
human-intelligence proofs that don’t rely on the acuity of hu-
man senses, that don’t pre-suppose educational background
and cognitive abilities, and that are more culturally inclusive.

7 Conclusion

Motivated by the usability shortcomings of existing audio
CAPTCHAs, we designed, implemented and evaluated four
alternatives that we hypothesized would improve the audio
CAPTCHA user experience for people with visual impair-
ments. We experimentally tested this hypothesis in a con-
trolled, randomized within-subjects experiment with 67 PVIs
and found that all of our designs significantly outperformed
the control condition in both performance measures (accuracy,
completion time) and perceptions of usability. None of our de-
signs stood out as a clear winner. Rather, each of them boasted
complementary improvements to the user experience — the
Math Prototype was the most accurate and second fastest, the
Character prototype was rated the most usable and satisfy-
ing, the Pauses prototype was the most familiar and preferred
over the control, and the Categories prototype was the fastest
and most globally accessible. These improvements, however,
came at the expense of increased vulnerability against random
guessing attacks for three of our four designs. For use-cases
where high security is not critical — e.g., form submissions
in everyday web browsing — this trade-off may be worth
considering to improve the day-to-day browsing experiences
of PVIs. In short, our findings help extend the state-of-the-art
in usable audio CAPTCHAs and should strengthen the foun-
dation for researchers and practitioners to explore the design
space of more usable audio CAPTCHAs.
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A Appendix: Screenshot of Experimental
Test-Bed and Questionnaires

Figure 3: The landing page for the study website on which
users clicked the ’Next’ button if they decided to consent to
the study.

Figure 4: We used a webpage format as a test-bed for each
of our CAPTCHA designs. Participants could replay the
CAPTCHA as many times as they needed until they felt con-
fident of their answers.

Figure 5: We remotely obtained participant feedback on the
usability and satisfaction of each design via the above feed-
back form.

Figure 6: After all 13 CAPTCHAs for that session were pre-
sented, participants were asked to enter their email and age
for demographics and transcription purposes.
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Abstract
Sexting, while becoming commonplace in the age of mobile
phones, is still not well-studied outside of the context of youth
or risk prevention. Taking the perspective that sexting is a
normal intimacy-building behavior rather than a deviant prac-
tice that should be prevented, this work studies the computer
security and privacy mental models and technology use of
adults who sext. We conducted an online survey of adults who
have sexted (N = 247), asking participants about which plat-
forms they use to sext, their general sexting behaviors, what
security and privacy concerns they have around sexting, and
how they mitigate those concerns. We find, for example, sig-
nificant concerns around sexts participants send “getting out”
and being misused, as well as concerns around receiving un-
solicited sexts. We also find that while participants use some
technical strategies (e.g., using platforms with disappearing
messages), they commonly rely on non-technical strategies
like trust in their partner to mitigate concerns. We ground
our findings in Citron’s legal framework of sexual privacy to
support individual autonomy, intimacy, and equality, and we
make design recommendations for communication platforms
to support usable security and privacy for sexting.

1 Introduction

Sending or receiving nude or semi-nude photos and other me-
dia (often called “sexting”) is a common sexual behavior for
adults in the United States, as technology has allowed greater
ease of sharing and accessing sexual media [34]. The rise of
ubiquitous mobile devices has supported sexting practices —
for example, the major social media platform Snapchat was
founded based in part with the idea of making it less risky
to sext [28], and many other apps exist that aim to provide

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

privacy protections for interpersonal communications.
While sexting has become common, much of psychology

work has characterized it as deviant behavior [64]. This per-
spective leaves out the opportunity to understand and design
for sexting as a normal human behavior. Sexting does carry
real risks — not due to an inherent immorality, but because
sexts can be abused. For example, 1 in 25 Americans has
been a victim of “revenge porn” (in which sexual imagery of
someone is distributed without their permission) or threats
of it. Women below 30 are more likely to be targeted than
men or older women, and queer individuals are more likely
to be targeted than heterosexual individuals [39]. But sexting
also provides significant benefits, enabling self-expression
and intimacy building in consensual relationships [15].

Thus, in this work, we engage with sexting as a normal
adult practice and study people’s technology-related concerns
and practices related to sexting. Our work builds on and com-
plements a call from the law and policy community to “con-
ceptualize sexual privacy clearly and to commit to protecting
it explicitly” [15]. We aim to understand how people navigate
and conceptualize issues of privacy and security, and begin to
articulate a framework for future research and development in
usable security and privacy for sexting. We ask the following
research questions:

1. RQ1: Practices and Experiences. What are people’s gen-
eral practices and experiences with technology-mediated
sexting?

2. RQ2: Concerns. What are people’s computer secu-
rity concerns and threat models related to technology-
mediated sexting?

3. RQ3. Mitigations. What are people’s (technical or non-
technical) mitigation strategies for managing these con-
cerns?

We present results from an anonymous online survey of
adults who have sexted at some point in their lives (N = 247).
We asked questions about with whom, how often, and on what
platform people sext, as well as about their concerns and mit-
igation practices. We find significant concerns around both
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sending sexts (e.g., that they will “get out” somehow, be mis-
used in specific ways, or be seen accidentally by the wrong
person) as well as receiving them (e.g., receiving unsolicited
sexts or shoulder-surfing of solicited sexts). We further find
that people rely heavily on non-technical strategies for miti-
gating these risks, including conscientiously establishing trust
and social contracts with their sexting partners — suggesting
a potential role for sexting platforms in helping scaffold or
support these social contracts.

We close by making design recommendations and identify-
ing opportunities for future research, grounded in Citron’s le-
gal sexual privacy framework to support individual autonomy,
intimacy, and equality around sexting. Our work lays a foun-
dation for considering and supporting security and privacy for
sexting as a normal behavior among technology-using adults.

2 Motivation and Related Work

We define “sexting” as the technology-mediated interpersonal
exchange of sexual media, including flirtatious or sexually
explicit text or emojis, and nude or semi-nude photos and
videos. In this section, we survey prior scholarship on sexting
and usable security, identifying gaps that motivate our work.

2.1 Scholarship on Sexting
Sexting has become a common practice: Herbenick et al.
found that 27% of adult women and 24% of adult men in the
United States sent nude or semi-nude photos of themselves
to someone [34], and Madigan et al. found that 14.8% and
27.4% of teens send and receive sexts, respectively [42].

Academic Framing. Despite the pervasiveness of sexting,
much of the academic work has focused on youth and young
adults [22, 33, 64]. Furthermore, early literature on sexting
treated it as a high-risk, deviant behavior, rather than an im-
portant part of adult social life that is just as normal as not
sexting [21, 37]. Döring calls for an approach to sexting that
acknowledges both “vulnerability and sexual agency” [21].

Research on youth has pointed out important concerns, such
as adolescents feeling pressured to sext due to the erroneous
belief that "everyone is doing it" [41, 77]. While youth and
adult sexting both share some of the same risks and questions,
it is important to also study the adult risk landscape. Our work
seeks to better understand how adults (not just students) sext,
from a perspective that views sexting as normal (and even
important) intimate communication. Research scholarship
on consensual sexting behavior has highlighted its positive
role in relationship satisfaction [11, 20, 72], and that the affor-
dances of sexting may lead to stronger sexual norms around
explicit communication and consent [32]. Other work high-
lights potential issues that can arise with sexting, such as if
the content is distributed without authorization, or if it occurs
under pressure or as the result of coercion [5, 13, 73].

Mitigation Strategies. Our study expands on prior work on
sexting concerns and mitigations. Sex education researchers
have studied how to teach youth about safe sexting and navi-
gating consent, coercion, and digital footprints [36, 61]. Ren-
frow et al. found that college students minimized perceived
risks through strategies around controlling sexting content, in-
cluding ‘keeping it fun’ (avoiding more vulgar terms), limiting
explicitness, and creating plausible deniability [64]. Amund-
sen [5] conducted qualitative interviews with women about
the role trust has as a mitigation strategy for non-consensual
sext sharing, and how the responsibility of mitigating risk
may disproportionately fall upon victims, which are themes
reflected in other work [74]. These prior studies do not deeply
consider the role of technology (which can both create new
concerns and support new mitigations) in sexting. In this
work, we take a computer security point of view.

Beyond academic research, there are numerous applica-
tions that aim to (or are commonly used to) support sexting,
as well as online guides for how to sext “securely”. For ex-
ample, Vice [45] lists guidelines including: get consent and
set expectations, check for identifying details in photos, turn
off services that automatically backup photos, wipe photos
of EXIF metadata, and choose a communication app based
on one’s concerns. In terms of applications, Snapchat is pop-
ular with disappearing messages (which disappear quickly
from the user interface, and are deleted from Snapchat servers
within 30 days [1]), among other features such as screenshot
notifications and a password-protected photo album. Other
sexting guides list encrypted messaging platforms such as
Signal, Whatsapp, and Facebook Secret Messenger. Less well-
known examples include Kaboom (which allows users to send
a disappearing message through a link, so that the receiving
party can see the message without installing Kaboom) and
Confide (a messaging app that has disappearing encrypted
messages and screenshot notifications).

2.2 Sexual Privacy Framework

Legal scholar Danielle Citron argues that sexual privacy —
“the social norms (behaviors, expectations, and decisions) that
govern access to, and information about, individuals’ intimate
lives” — is a privacy value of the highest order because it is
central to sexual agency, intimacy and equality: “[w]e are
free only insofar as we can manage the boundaries around
our bodies and intimate activities” [15]. Citron outlines how
sexual privacy is foundational to (1) securing autonomy, (2)
enabling intimacy, and (3) protecting equality.

While other privacy frameworks exist, such as contextual
integrity [56], we find sexual privacy to be most appropriate
for framing our study, as it forefronts the existence of unequal
vulnerabilities (something that norm-based privacy theory
does not do [49]). We briefly summarize these properties here,
helping to motivate why protecting sexual privacy is crucial.
We then place our results and recommendations in terms of
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this framework in Section 5.

Securing Autonomy. Citron and others argue that sexual pri-
vacy is fundamental to the exercise of human agency and
autonomy [15]; it is what allows individuals to manage the
boundaries of their bodies and their intimate lives [3,48]. This
autonomy, in turn, is viewed as fundamental to individual self-
development and identity formation (who we are and who we
might be in the future) [8, 48, 52, 62]

Enabling Intimacy. Scholars have also argued that sexual
(and other) privacy is critical to cultivating interpersonal inti-
macy, affection, and trust [15,26,65]. Indeed, research demon-
strates that sexual privacy is key to the formation, mainte-
nance, and growth of intimate relationships [4, 10, 27, 63, 76].
Intimacy is associated with important consequences for indi-
vidual personal welfare, including heath, well-being, commu-
nity attachment and sexual sociality [30]; research has further
established a positive relationship between sexual activity and
such outcomes as lifespan [59] and overall happiness [9].

Protecting Equality. Sexual privacy also implicates issues
of equality, justice, and power [18, 66], as women, sexual mi-
norities, and nonwhites continue to bear the disproportionate
burden of sexual privacy harms, such as surveillance, harass-
ment, and abuse [14, 15, 67, 70, 71]. More broadly, political
theorists argue that intimacy is a matter of justice, as access
to access to intimacy is critical to accessing primary social
goods such as wealth and self-respect [6, 15]. Scholars also
underscore how the intimate sphere, both digital and non, is
inextricably tied to relations of power [7, 8, 14, 23, 35, 58]
and has historically been a key determinant of social and
economic welfare [6, 23, 31].

2.3 Scholarship in Usable Security & Privacy

Finally, our work is situated in the broader space of usable se-
curity and privacy research, particularly studies on how people
navigate sharing information in interpersonal relationships,
such as account and device sharing in relationships [46, 60],
online dating [16], social media [43], and human traffick-
ing [12]. Freed et. al and others have studied how technology
and information shared during the beginning of a trusting
relationship gets abused when that turns into intimate part-
ner violence [24, 25, 47]. These various settings surface both
overlapping lessons (e.g., how changes in relationships over
time lead to different security or privacy vulnerabilities [40],
such as a parent giving a child more privacy as they grow
older [29]) as well as distinct challenges for different popu-
lations. At the highest level, these works reflect that threat
modeling and design must follow a socio-technical approach,
considering the properties of technology, how people use it,
how people interact with each other, and societal expectations
for such behavior.

3 Methods

We designed an anonymous online survey, using both close-
and open-ended responses, to investigate the technology-
related sexting behaviors and concerns of adults.

3.1 Ethical Considerations
Our study was reviewed and determined exempt by our in-
stitution’s IRB. Given the potentially sensitive nature of our
topic of study, we did not collect any identifying information
from participants. Only participants who indicated that they
were 18 years old or older were able to complete the survey.
The opening paragraph to the survey emphasized that sexting
is a common practice and that we as researchers are not taking
a judgemental stance on it. The majority of questions were
optional, including the choice “Prefer not to say”. Participants
could opt out of allowing their (anonymous) quotes from free-
response answers to be used in this publication. The quotes
we include in our results were chosen to illustrate patterns of
behavior, rather than any individual’s unique or potentially
identifiable situation.

3.2 Recruitment
To recruit participants, we posted links to the survey on our
personal Facebook, Twitter, and TikTok accounts. To widen
recruitment beyond our personal networks, we distributed our
survey via physical fliers in a major U.S. city and posted
online to Reddit “subreddits” (e.g., /r/sex). Because prior
literature often fails to capture the nuances of sexting among
sexual and gender minority communities (e.g., [19]), we also
recruited specifically from queer social media groups and
apps; this may explain why we sample more non-straight
identifying participants than reflected in the United States
population [55]. Four $20 gift cards were provided to random
participants.

Upon beginning the anonymous online survey and after
indicating their informed consent, participants were directed
to questions that established whether they were at least 18
years old and whether they have ever engaged in sexting. If
participants were under the age of 18 or indicated never having
participated in sexting, they were dismissed from further data
collection and analysis. We excluded people who had not
sexted before because our research questions focus on existing
behaviors.

3.3 Procedures
We chose an online survey method to allow us to capture a
broad population of people who sext [54]. We were especially
interested in engaging with individuals over 18 because ex-
isting literature skews heavily towards youth and adolescent
sexting practices [64]. To ensure that our research reflected
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Gender Sexual Orientation Age Range Intimacy Status
Male 30.36% Straight 46.96% 18-24 52.23% Single 25.10%
Female 61.54% Questioning 2.02% 25-34 37.25% Dating 35.22%
Non-binary 9.72% Gay 8.10% 35-44 6.07% Engaged 3.24%
Prefer not to say 0.81% Lesbian 7.29% 45-54 3.24% Married 10.53%
Self-describe: 1.21% Bi/Pan 23.08% 55-64 1.21% Divorced 2.02%

Queer 6.48% Friend-with-benefits 16.60%
Trans 5.67% Asexual 1.21% Casual sex 11.74%
Cis 89.47% Prefer not to say 1.62% Casual dating 16.19%
Questioning 3.24% Self-describe: 3.24% Prefer not to say 1.62%

Table 1: Demographics of 247 survey participants included in our analysis. Gender and intimate status categories were not
mutually exclusive, so participants could use multiple labels to describe themselves.

Relationship Practice
Monogamous 77.33%
Polyamorous 16.19%
Prefer not to say 6.48%

Table 2: Participants’ relationship practice (N = 247).

the full constellation of gender identity, we followed Klaus et
al.’s HCI Guidelines for Gender Equity and Inclusivity [68]
in designing our demographics questions, which were asked
at the end of the survey.

We asked three classes of questions in our survey, corre-
sponding to our three research questions: (1) questions about
general technology-enabled sexting practices; (2) questions
about sexting-related concerns; and (3) questions about miti-
gation strategies to manage those concerns. The full survey
instrument can be found in Appendix A.

For questions related to concerns around sending or receiv-
ing sexts, we first asked an open-ended free response version,
followed by a multiple-choice version. The goal was to first
elicit concerns naturally, without priming participants about
what they could or should be concerned about.The multiple
choice options were based on our own hypotheses as well as
informed by an existing survey related to concerns among
university students around sexting [64].

For participants who completed the survey, they could opt-
in to submitting their email to be entered into a raffle for a
$20 gift card. Their email was not linked to their survey data.

3.4 Data Analysis

We collected a total of 330 finished surveys, 249 with respon-
dents who selected that they were at least 18 years old and
had sexted before. Three researchers went through the open-
ended data to look for disingenuous (e.g., joke) answers; we
removed 2 respondents and completed our data analysis based
on the remaining 247 responses.

For each open-ended free-response question, three re-
searchers independently inductively coded those questions be-

fore discussing and agreeing on a set of qualitative codebooks
(a separate codebook for each open-ended question). For ques-
tions where we asked an open-ended question followed by
a similar multiple choice question, we incorporated the mul-
tiple choice options into our codebooks where appropriate.
With the finalized codebooks, two researchers independently
recoded the open-ended responses. All open-ended responses
could have been coded with multiple labels.

Following McDonald et al.’s guidelines on when to seek
coding agreement [50], for open-ended questions with simple
responses, we used only one coder. For open-ended questions
with more complex responses that we discuss quantitatively
(concerns about sending sexts, and managing sending con-
cerns), two researchers double-coded all responses. We calcu-
lated Cohen’s κ for inter-coder reliability, given that we had
two coders and nominal data [51]. For concerns about send-
ing sexts, we had a κ of “substantial” (0.61–0.80) to “almost
perfect agreement” (0.81–1.00) for 91.3% of categories. For
managing sending concerns, we had a κ of “substantial” to
“almost perfect agreement” for 93.76% of categories. (More
details on κ per category can be found in Appendix C). We
discussed discrepancies between coders for all codes until we
reached a near-consensus.

We compare answers to some multiple choice questions
across genders for statistical differences. Since respondents
were able to select multiple genders, we evaluate differences
with a test of multiple marginal independence, which is cal-
culated using a modified Pearson’s Chi-squared statistic and
a bootstrapping method to estimate the sampling distribu-
tion [38]. We use a significance level of α = 0.05. We report
Cramer’s V for effect size on a scale of 0 to 1 (with asso-
ciations > 0.10 indicating at least a small effect [17]). We
discarded participants who selected “Prefer to self-describe”
(2 respondents with different answers) or “Prefer not to say”
for their gender, leaving us with three nominal variables (male,
female, non-binary). Since we asked if participants were trans-
gender in a separate question, we cannot distinguish that cat-
egory with this analysis, and our results are limited in that
respect.
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Figure 1: Participants reported how often they sent and re-
ceived nude or semi-nude videos, photos, and sexual or inti-
mate messages (N = 247). *1 person selected “Prefer Not To
Say” for how often they received videos.

4 Results

We now turn to our results, based on the 247 valid survey
responses from sexting adults, and organized around our three
research questions (general practices in Section 4.1, concerns
in Section 4.2, and mitigations in Section 4.3).

Table 1 summarizes the demographics of our participants,
and Table 2 summarizes the types of relationships they con-
sidered while reporting on their sexting behaviors.

4.1 Sexting Practices and Experiences

We begin by considering general sexting practices and experi-
ences, to help provide context for the concerns, mitigations,
and design recommendations that follow.

Social Media
Platform

Direct
Message

Private
Post

Public
Post Story Other

Facebook/
Messenger

44 3 2 0 4

Twitter 13 6 2 0 1
Instagram 36 7 2 2 1
Snapchat 114 14* 3 1 1

Other 42 4 4 0 5

Table 3: Multiple-choice responses to what social media
platforms and communication type that participants use to
send/receive photos or videos (N = 220; this excludes partic-
ipants who only send intimate text). *Snapchat has “private
stories”, not “private posts”; this wording error may have
confused participants.

4.1.1 Sexting Frequency

We found that 58.6% (144) of our participants said they cur-
rently sext, 33.6% said they have sexted before and may again
in the future, and 8.8% said they have sexted before but no
longer plan to. Considering sexting medium (i.e., video, im-
age, or text), we found that text-based messages and nude
or semi-nude photos were the most common, compared to
nude or semi-nude videos (which only half of our sexting
participants reported sending or receiving). The results look
similar for sending and receiving frequency, suggesting this
behavior is reciprocal. Figure 1 breaks this down in detail.

For participants who reported not currently sexting (regard-
less of whether they plan to in the future), we asked them why
they stopped sexting. This question was multiple choice and
optional; 106 participants responded. Of those, 45 said they
stopped because they were no longer in a relationship with
the person they sexted, and 31 said it was because they were
no longer in a long-distance relationship. 28 said they were
not interested, and 10 said they had had a poor experience.
In a free-response follow-up question, out of the 10 people
who selected having had a poor experience, 3 said sexting felt
awkward, and 1 person said they were scammed.

For people who said they would sext again in the future,
the majority marked their reason for stopping as no longer
being in a relationship. For the people who said they would
not sext again in the future, the majority marked their reason
as not interested, with their explanations including “I honestly
wasn’t super into it”, “no longer feels private”, and “it felt like
I was forcing myself into it”.

4.1.2 Device and Platform Usage

Our participants primarily sext on their smartphone devices:
244 use their phone, 73 use their computer, and 16 use their
tablet (with some using multiple devices, i.e., these responses
are not mutually exclusive).

When asked about how they use social media to send
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Other Platforms
SMS 137 62.27%
Whatsapp 38 17.27%
Grindr 19 8.64%
Tinder 11 5.00%
Telegram 10 4.55%
Signal 6 2.73%
OkCupid 4 1.82%
Hinge 3 1.36%
Kaboom 1 0.45%
Confide 1 0.45%
Other 28 12.73%

Table 4: Multiple-choice responses to what other platforms
participants use to send/receive photos or videos (N = 220).

sexting-related photos/video, the majority of our participants
answered that they use Snapchat direct message (114; see
Table 3 for the full breakdown). For other platforms, SMS
had the highest usage (for sending photos/video) at 137 par-
ticipants, possibly because it is a phone’s default messaging
app. (2 “Other” responses explicitly mentioned iOS Message,
which respondents may have also counted as SMS.) “Other”
responses included: Tumblr, Whisper, Kik, Skype, Reddit, Dis-
cord, Wired, Burner, email, and other dating sites. We do not
have data about whether participants used these exclusively
for sexting or also for other purposes. Considering sexual
and intimate text messages, the distribution of platforms used
looks similar to what we see for photos/video in Table 3

Some participants reported using platforms that explicitly
include security- and/or sexting- related functionality. For
example, Snapchat has disappearing messages, screenshot
notifications, and a password-protected photo album. Consid-
ering the more obscure platforms mentioned by participants:
Burner provides a temporary new phone number that allows
for communication while obscuring one’s actual phone num-
ber, Wire is an end-to-end encrypted communication app, and
Kik and Whisper tout themselves as anonymous social media
services. We returns to people’s uses (or non-uses) of these
features in Section 4.3

4.1.3 Storing Sexts

We explicitly asked participants about their practices around
storing their own and other people’s nude or semi-nude im-
ages or videos (which we refer to by the shorthand “nudes”
below). We note that these responses must be interpreted un-
der the risk of social desirability bias: participants may have
underreported socially undesirable behaviors, such as storing
or sharing sexts without consent.

With respect to one’s own nudes, we found that out of 247
responses, 130 (52.6%) said they stored nude or semi-nude
photos or videos of themselves, 114 said they did not, and
3 said preferred not to answer. We find that storing nudes

Reasons for Saving Received Nudes
To use/look at later 80
Insurance 5
Saving is app default 5
Partner is away 4
Asked by sender to save 4
To share with friends/others 3
To be able to find more easily 2
Mutual saving 2

Table 5: Coded counts of participant open-ended responses to
why they saved sexts sent to them (N = 145).

received from other people is even more common: among
234 participants who reported having received a sext and
answered this question, 145 (62.0%) stated they have saved
nude photographs or videos they received, 85 said they had
not saved any, and 4 preferred not to answer.

For participants who store others’ nudes, we asked addi-
tional questions about why and how they are saved (which
may help explain why more participants’ save other people’s
nudes than their own). In response to an open-ended ques-
tion about why, most participants mentioned saving others’
nudes for later use (e.g., nostalgia, to masturbate). Several
participants mentioned saving to share media with friends, but
none of those responses explicitly mentioned getting consent
from the sender to share. Two people noted they saved content
with no intention of sharing it, and 9 people thought it was
assumed they would save a partner’s photos. We note that 24
people did mention that they saved nudes with permission
from sender (and 4 people mentioned they were even asked by
the sender to save). In this case, this number is a lower bound
on how many participants received explicit consent to save
nudes, since we did not specifically ask this in the question.

In the words of one participant:

“I saved them because my girlfriend took the time
to take a nice photo, just for me, and she’s given
me the OK to save them. When I miss her, it helps
to look through a medley of sexual and non-sexual
photos of her.” – Male, straight, 18-24

In another question, we asked explicitly about whether
senders knew that nudes had been saved by the participant.
Out of 145 responses, 110 said that senders knew, 24 said
some of the senders know, 7 said they do not know, and 4 pre-
ferred not to say. When we consider how nudes were saved,
we note that only a small number of participants reported
methods that explicitly aim to avoid knowledge by the re-
cipient: 56% of participants directly stored to device, 37%
took a screenshot, 5% (10) took a photo (presumably to cir-
cumvent screenshotting notifications, i.e., taking advantage
of the “analog hole”), and 3% selected “Other”: one respon-
dent mentioned using screenshotting apps to prevent Snapchat
screenshot notifications (e.g., Private Screenshots), and an-
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Plans for Received Nudes that are Saved
Save them until asked to delete them 56 38.62%
Save them indefinitely 48 33.10%
Save them for some amount of time 27 18.62%
Other 13 8.97%
Prefer not to say 1 0.69%

Table 6: Single-choice responses from participants who said
they save nudes sent to them for what they plan to do with
them (N = 145).

other mentioned saving to a private folder.

For participants who save other people’s nudes, 75 said they
store on their device’s photo storage (e.g., “Camera Roll”),
49 said a separate on-device album, 32 said a specific secret-
keeping app (e.g., Snapchat’s “My Eyes Only” folder, Vault,
or an encrypted folder on a desktop/laptop computer), and
17 said online (e.g., Google Photos, Dropbox; some apps
mentioned in the prior option are also online storage). Only 5
participants noted that their reason for saving is because this
is the app’s default behavior, but we suspect that this is an
under-count, since many participants mentioned using SMS
and other apps that automatically save content by default.

Out of the 145 participants who said they save other peo-
ple’s nudes (see Figure 6), most said they would save until
asked to delete. For respondents who selected “Other” and
“Save them for some amount of time”, many explained that
they might save until the end of the relationship, or save for
time periods ranging from a week to years. One person men-
tioned they assume the photos would be automatically deleted
when iPhone’s cache is full, and another person mentioned
that they have not thought that far ahead.

Overall, our results suggest common practice involves sav-
ing received sexts — not typically for nefarious purposes, and
often (reportedly) with the consent and knowledge of the
sender. Given these legitimate uses, a recommendation or
platform-enforced policy of not saving received nudes would
often be impractical and overly restrictive.

4.1.4 Sharing Sexts

We also asked explicitly about whether participants shared
received sexts with others. Out of 247 responses, 32 said yes,
213 said no, and 2 said they prefer not to say. For yes an-
swers, many people mentioned showing to friends or partners,
and some mentioned sharing unsolicited photos for support
and mockery. Some participants took measures to protect the
privacy of the sext’s creator, including getting explicit permis-
sion to share or anonymizing or otherwise editing the sexts —
for instance, cropping and censoring identifying information.

Concerns Sending Sexts
Sexts get around to other people 93 75.00%

Sexts used as blackmail 83 66.94%
Receiver’s devices will get hacked

and the content will get out 78 62.90%

Receiver will intentionally share
content with others 72 58.06%

Regret 58 46.77%
Sexting causes ridicule from others 40 32.26%
Not sure I sent it to the right person 38 30.65%
Bullying or harassment from others 29 23.39%

Unwanted attention 28 22.58%
Legal liability 25 20.16%

Sexting makes people feel led on‚ used‚
or misunderstood 24 19.35%

Damages relationships 19 15.32%
Conflicts at work 19 15.32%

Unwanted sexual contact 15 12.10%
Engagement with law enforcement 10 8.06%

Other 9 7.26%

Table 7: Multiple-choice responses to what concerns partici-
pants have when sending sexts (N = 124). This excludes 122
participants who send sexts but did not indicate that they have
concerns around sending sexts.

4.2 Concerns around Sexting
We now turn to our participants’ concerns around sending and
receiving sexts. For both types of concerns, we first asked an
open-ended question to elicit natural, non-primed concerns,
followed by a multiple-choice question that allows us to eval-
uate the frequency of named concerns.

4.2.1 Concerns Around Sending Sexts

Table 7 shows participant concerns about sending sexts in
response to our multiple choice question. The following con-
cerns were most prevalent: “Sexts get around to other people”
(93) and “Sexts used as blackmail” (83). Similarly, the most-
used codes for the open-ended concern question (which, again,
was asked before the multiple choice) was “Sexts will get out”
(38) and “Shared/shown to others” (24). While some partici-
pants indicated only generic concern, others indicated a more
specific threat model, specifying adversary (e.g., partner or
platform) or consequence (e.g., impact on career or possible
negative judgement). For example, one participant wrote:

“We live in a society of prudes — I worry that things
will leak and get out there and people will judge
me for what I have shared with someone under
the pretext that it was going to be private.” – Non-
binary, asexual, 25-34

Many fewer participants in the open-ended response men-
tioned “Sexts used as blackmail” (9), “Revenge porn” (8),
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Concerned about sexts being used as blackmail?
No Yes Total

Male 57 17 74
Female 93 59 152
Non-Binary 15 9 24

Table 8: N = 243. N here and for Table 9 includes all partici-
pants who said they send sexts and who selected at least Male,
Female, or Non-binary for their gender.

Concerned about sexts causing ridicule from others?
No Yes Total

Male 69 5 74
Female 123 29 152
Non-Binary 20 4 24

Table 9: N = 243.

or “Misuse” (11) as concerns, compared to the 83 responses
to “Sexts used as blackmail” in the multiple-choice ques-
tion; there is a similar discrepancy with the hacking concern.
Participants may not have considered the multiple-choice con-
cerns without being prompted to, or found the multiple-choice
questions easier and/or less effort to answer.

Our open-ended question surfaced concerns we had not
anticipated in our multiple choice options. The language “re-
venge porn”, “blackmail”, and “misuse” was used rather than
“Bullying or harassment” (from the multiple choice question).
Some responses also gave insights into participants’ thoughts
about potential adversaries: 10 respondents noted they were
not concerned because they trusted their partner, and 3 noted
they were not concerned because they trusted the app. On the
flip-side, 6 respondents mentioned not trusting the platform
companies, and 3 respondents were concerned about bugs or
vulnerabilities in the app. Other concerns not mentioned in the
multiple choice options included deanonymization (7), recipi-
ent will save sexts (6), insecure network or cloud (2), photos
will be modified (1), and images will be used to impersonate
sender (1). Referring to both saving sexts and deanonymiza-
tion concerns, one participant wrote:

“People will save the photos. Specifically photos of
my face and body together.” – Male, gay, 18-24

In the open-ended questions, many responses were vaguely
worded and did not specify the person or platform that some-
how distributes or leaks their content. Such responses could
be a reflection of vague or broad threat models in the mind
of the participant, or of survey fatigue and the limitation of
not being able to follow up for elaboration. To the extent
that these responses suggest genuinely adversary-less threat
models, they reflect Venema et al.’s findings, in which the
responsibility of people who share explicit photos without
consent is invisible in how the risks are described (e.g., “they
[i.e., the photos] spread” or using the passive voice) [74].

Concerns Receiving Sexts
Receiving unsolicited content 43 66.15%

Shoulder surfing 34 52.31%
My device will get hacked

and their content will get out 29 44.62%

Not really the person I think it is 10 15.38%
Other 6 9.23%

Table 10: Multiple-choice responses to what concerns partici-
pants have when receiving sexts (N = 65). This excludes 185
participants who receive sexts but did not indicate that they
have concerns around receiving sexts.

Gender Differences for Sending Concerns. Men were sig-
nificantly less likely to be concerned about blackmail (p =
0.02, V = 0.15), with 22.97% of men, 38.82% of women,
and 37.50% of non-binary individuals selecting being con-
cerned (Table 8). Men were also significantly less likely to be
concerned about ridicule (p = 0.04, V = 0.15), with 6.76%
of men, 19.08% of women, and 16.67% of non-binary in-
dividuals selecting being concerned (Table 9). We did not
see significant gender differences for other sending-related
concerns.

4.2.2 Concerns About Receiving Sexts

Table 10 breaks down participant concerns about receiving
sexts in response to our multiple-choice question. The greatest
concern was over unsolicited sexts — a concern that is well-
founded, given that out of 247 responses, 56% of people (138)
said they have previously received unsolicited sexts.

Another major concern was shoulder-surfing, a concern for
both receiving and sending sexts. One participant wrote:

“I want a warning before. [I] do not want to open a
snap with a nude and have my grandmother sitting
next to me. [I] must have warning in advanced.” –
Female, lesbian, 18-24

Again, our open-ended question surfaced additional con-
cerns, including the sender may escalate behavior/harassment
(3), receiving a sext in an inappropriate context (2), being
triggered(1), future regrets (1), receiving illegal material (1),
and false accusations (1). There were 10 multiple-choice re-
sponses to concern over sender authenticity (i.e., being sure
about the identify of the sender), versus only 1 response in
the open-ended question.

Another concern was feeling forced to reciprocate the sext
(4), i.e., forced to send back a sext or engage in other related
behavior. For example:

“I am concerned that by me receiving sexts, it gives
off the impression that I am open to any sexual
activity/interaction with the other party.” – Female,
straight, 18-24
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Have you received an unsolicited sext?
No Yes Total

Male 42 33 75
Female 55 94 149
Non-Binary 7 16 23

Table 11: N = 243. N includes all participants who selected
at least Male, Female, or Non-binary for their gender.

“I often feel coerced into responding via reciproca-
tion and if I don’t then the person will be angry.” –
Female, bi/pan, 24-34

Gender Differences for Unsolicited Sexts. Women and non-
binary individuals were significantly more likely to receive
unsolicited sexts (p = 0.005, V = 0.19) and be concerned
about that (p = 0.04, V = 0.15). 63% of women, 69.5% of
non-binary people, and 44% of men have received an unso-
licited sext (Table 11), and 21.85% of 151 women, 20.83%
of 24 non-binary people, and 9.33% of 75 men indicated that
they were concerned about this.

Women were also significantly more likely to be concerned
about shoulder-surfing (p = 0.02, V = 0.15), with 17.88% of
151 women, 6.67% of 75 men, and 8.33% of 24 non-binary in-
dividuals being concerned. These comparisons can be viewed
in table form in Appendix B. This result echoes the earlier
finding that women are more likely to be concerned about
negative judgement (ridicule) as a consequence of sending
sexts. We did not see significant gender differences for other
receiving-related concerns.

4.3 Mitigation Strategies
Finally, this section reports on participants’ mitigation strate-
gies for the concerns mentioned above, again elicited via both
open-ended and free-response questions. We observed that
participants mentioned both technical as well as significant
non-technical mitigations strategies.

4.3.1 Technical Strategies

In both the open-ended question (34) and in the multiple
choice question (57), participants mentioned that they man-
age concerns by picking a platform with specific features they
want. The most common featured mentioned (23 in open-
ended) was disappearing messages. (The most-mentioned
disappearing message app was Snapchat, consistent with re-
sponses about platforms used for sexting.) Another feature
often mentioned (and also supported by Snapchat) is notifica-
tions when the recipient takes a screenshot of a sent message
or image. While these UI-based features may be sufficient
to enforce privacy in most circumstances, we note that this
mitigation feature alone would not be sufficient if someone
is concerned about a receiver sharing supposedly ephemeral

Concern Management Behavior
Only sexting with people you trust 110 79.14%
Using disappearing messages (e.g.,

Snapchat, Instagram stories) 65 46.76%

Prior talks to set rules/boundaries 59 42.45%
Choose app with features you want 57 41.01%

Limiting how explicit the sext is 53 38.13%
Ensuring plausible deniability e.g. not

including identifying marks in photo 51 36.69%

Password-protect or encrypt sexts 31 22.30%
Other 7 5.04%

No strategies to manage my concerns 5 3.60%

Table 12: Multiple-choice responses to what kind of actions
people take to manage their concerns, both around sending
and receiving sexts (N = 140).

sexts — we note that there exist screenshot apps to circumvent
notifications, and recall that 10 of our participants said they
take photos to save nudes rather than screenshot them.

Other technical strategies mentioned include: having a pass-
code that protects access to an image, app, or device (e.g.,
Snapchat’s password-protected “For My Eyes Only” photo al-
bum), explicitly deleting messages or media, using encrypted
platforms such as Telegram or Signal, and using app or plat-
form settings to ensure that notifications do not make the
sexts visible (e.g., to a shoulder-surfer). Some participants
explicitly wrote about the threat model they considered when
picking a platform. For example, the following participant
specifically picks a platform with content deletion because
they are concerned about shoulder-surfing:

“Telegram has message & chat history delete func-
tionality (and I’m most concerned about messages
being *seen* on my device, not on the other per-
son’s device - I trust them).” – Non-binary, pansex-
ual, 18-24

Many participants listed anonymizing sexts as a strategy
(29 open-response, 51 in MC) — for example, cropping or
blurring faces, or taking photos without identifying features
within the frame. Only one respondent out of 20 mentioned
being aware of potentially identifying locations in the photo:

“Using Signal, not showing face, no identifying
marks/locations, no posting public photos that cor-
respond in time/place to explicit photos, no full nu-
dity, only send images that if they would get out I
could claim they were art photography or not of me.”
– Female, bisexual and queer, 25-34

No participant mentioned being concerned about EXIF
data, image metadata that can compromise privacy and that
some online safe-sexting guides recommend deleting [45].
(We note that some apps strip EXIF data automatically. For
example, Signal strips EXIF data from photos taken within
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the app, based on the authors’ testing and some anecdotal
online sources [2], though not official Signal documentation).

4.3.2 Non-Technical Strategies

The most common mitigation strategy in both the multiple
choice (110) and free-response question (54) was only sexting
with someone the person knows and trusts. Communicating
rules and boundaries (which includes asking the receiver to
delete the photos) was also common (25 in free-response),
whether the receiver is a long-term partner:

“I sext with my partner whom I trust and we had sev-
eral conversations about sexting before we started
(when to delete photos, if we were at risk of re-
venge porning each other (we’re not)), from there
we talked about several different platforms and ul-
timately chose an encrypted platform. It’s not com-
pletely safe but it’s a calculated risk.” – Female,
bi/pan, 25-34

or someone the participant does not know as well:

“I don’t have extensive conversations with the peo-
ple, but I’ll say something like...‘if I send this, don’t
show it to anyone else.’ Usually it’s a one time com-
ment and when they agree to keep it to themselves,
everything is on the table to share. I need to have
a minimum level of trust with a person before I’ll
sext.” – Female, bi/pan, 35-44

Other non-technical strategies included limiting the explic-
itness of the photo (24 in the free-response) and only sending
content the participant would be comfortable appeared in pub-
lic (3). Three people listed not sexting as their mitigation
strategy — i.e., potentially feeling forced to forgo opportuni-
ties for building intimacy, as we discuss further in Section 5.

One participant mentioned acquiring collateral as a strat-
egy — i.e., ensuring that the other person sends a photo first
that they can save as “insurance”, to discourage the other
person from ever misusing their images. For example:

“I save them because usually the person whom
I have sent content to had saved mine in chat
(Snapchat) or screenshotted them. So I save them
as a precaution/insurance/leverage (if it comes to
that).” – Female, straight, 18-24

Often, participants mentioned using a mix of technical and
non-technical strategies. The particularly high prevalence of
interpersonal trust and norms as a mitigation strategy points
to an opportunity for platform design that can help create and
support such norms, which we discuss further in Section 5.

4.3.3 Mitigations for Unsolicited Sexts

The previously discussed mitigation strategies are ones that
can be deployed proactively. By contrast, receiving an unso-
licited sext requires a reactive strategy. Table 13 summarizes

Handling Unsolicited Sexts
Block 82
Ignore 56
Ask them to stop/Confront 33
Delete message 15
Report to platform 8
Troll them 4
Change subject (keep talking) 2
Take screenshot 1
Stop using platform 1
Respond positively 1

Table 13: Coded counts of how participants respond to unso-
licited sexts (N = 138).

coded open-ended responses to a question about how par-
ticipants manage unsolicited sexts. Participants used both
platform-supported mitigations (such as reporting or blocking
senders) as well as ad-hoc, conversation-based approaches.
While most participants do not engage with unsolicited sexts,
some reported reacting by “trolling” the sender in response:

“Don’t pay it much attention. Sometimes mess with
them a bit, tell them something like ‘It won’t let
me open it (your pic) it keeps giving me an error
message’. They spend ages checking their message
settings, trying to resend it, and trying to explain to
me how to open it. But usually just ignore and don’t
respond. Sometimes will have a short conversation
and maybe a bit of a laugh about it.” – Female,
straight, 35-44

Also, 8 people mentioned that their behavior depends on
if the behavior is repeated, and 4 people said their behavior
depends on if they know the sender. For example:

“It depends. When it someone I have never spoken
to, I will usually screen grab it then delete it from
the app – share it with someone who is complaining
about their wonderful relationship. However, if it is
someone I know and have met, it is more upsetting
– and I will either message them about what I don’t
want, or stop talking to them altogether. Usually
with a simple ‘No.’ and block it.” – Non-binary,
asexual, 25-34

5 Discussion

Our study captures a rich account of adult privacy and secu-
rity behaviors around sexting and expands existing knowl-
edge of how individuals navigate sexual privacy in the digital
age. Through this work we aim to conceptualize usable sex-
ual privacy and security clearly and commit to protecting it
explicitly (echoing Citron [15]). To that end, we adopt and
embrace Citron’s framework of sexual privacy from legal
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scholarship [15] — particularly the values it embodies: secu-
rity autonomy, enabling intimacy, and protecting equality —
to ground both the discussion of our research’s implications
and directions for future research and development.

5.1 Securing Autonomy

Establishing Sexting Norms & Boundaries. Sexual privacy
is, at its core, about the “social norms governing the manage-
ment of boundaries around intimate life” [15]. Our results
surfaced the ad hoc ways in which people articulate and es-
tablish norms, expectations, and boundaries around sexting in
order to mitigate sexual privacy harms. Critically, our research
implicates the role of platforms in scaffolding the articulation
and establishment of these norms. Indeed, developing levers to
articulate and establish one’s preferences with respect to sex-
ting is arguably key to individual sexual agency and autonomy
as well as to establishing trust and ensuring accountability.
Yet scaffolding sexting norms raises serious questions about
both platform and individual responsibility. We consider two
ways of scaffolding sexting norms that should be explored
in future research and development: product/platform-level
policy and user interface design.

First, platforms can establish product policies or commu-
nity guidelines with respect to sexting. For example, commu-
nity guidelines could contain language like “Make sure to
ask others for consent before screenshotting images or mes-
sages in chat feeds” or “Receiving a sext does not obligate a
response in kind”. In such an approach, the platform plays a
central role in articulating norms around sexting (which can
in turn reduce user autonomy in some ways).

Second, platforms can leverage user interface design to
better enable users to articulate their own preferences and
expectations around sexting. For example, platforms could
provide fixed disclosure options for users to express particu-
lar preferences. The gay dating and hookup platform Grindr
already provides an “Accepts NSFW Pics” profile disclosure
field where users can select “Never”, “Not At First”, and “Yes
Please.” Here, the platform plays a more co-constructive role
with respect to sexting preferences and expectations.

On the other hand, platforms could provide open-ended
disclosure options (similar to a free-form “About Me” field)
for users to express more individualized preferences around
sexting. Here, the platform allows norms to be driven by
individual users rather than the platform itself. Having the
latter free-form space would make more sense on a mixed-
use messaging app (e.g., Snapchat) than having a specific
disclosure field for sexts, as users may use their messaging
profile to contact different people for non-intimate reasons.

Platform Management of Unsolicited Sexts. Our research
aims to understand and support individual actions and miti-
gation strategies towards sexual privacy and safety, but our
results must be viewed in a broader societal context where

sexting can be both empowering or disempowering [5]. On
the negative side, unsolicited sexts are a major concern (and a
disproportionate burden for women). While norm-supporting
mitigations can help reduce some unsolicited sexts as dis-
cussed above, they cannot prevent explicitly malicious behav-
ior. This issue is particularly challenging, because while peo-
ple can take some proactive actions to manage their concerns
about sending intimate content (e.g., avoiding identifying fea-
tures), they can only take reactive steps to manage unsolicited
sexts (short of being forced to opt out of platforms entirely).

This threat model suggests that platforms may need to take
a more proactive role in mitigating unsolicited and harassing
sexual content, not only in response to user reports. This role
could take the form of messaging affordance design: for ex-
ample, not allowing photos to be sent unless both people in a
conversation enable the feature. Platforms could also play a
greater role in detecting and blocking certain types of content
directly, as others have proposed and begun experimenting
with [44]. However, this approach comes with significant chal-
lenges that future work must consider — e.g., how to integrate
or balance content detection with end-to-end encryption, and
how such a feature might interact with (in the U.S.) the First
Amendment and a company’s legal liabilities [57].

5.2 Enabling Intimacy

Existing Platform Affordances. Our study surfaced a num-
ber of extant design practices that worked to preserve sexual
privacy and enable intimacy. Important affordances that sur-
faced in our study include screenshot notifications, disappear-
ing messages, and password protection for files. While these
features are common on platforms like Snapchat, they do not
pervade a variety of the other platforms or mediums people
use (but are not necessarily designed) for sexting (e.g., Face-
book, SMS, Grindr, Tinder). Our results suggest that these
affordances are an important starting point for other platforms
looking to account for sexting. We note that the design of
these affordances can and should be informed by the real
threat models of users like our participants. For example,
while Snapchat has been criticized in the past for its disap-
pearing messages not being truly secure [69], we note that
even less-than-perfect security may be sufficient against the
more common threat models involving violations (sometime
accidental) by communication partners rather than company
access or sophisticated external “hackers”. (Though support-
ing stronger threat models is also crucial for some users, es-
pecially those particularly vulnerable to targeted attacks).

More generally, the focus of our work has not been on un-
packing the technical properties of different platforms used
by our participants. Our work lays a foundation for impor-
tant future work to study these technical properties and to
identify — and bridge — any gaps between the threat mod-
els they securely support and the threat models important to
individuals engaging in sexting.
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Designing for Storage. One area of technical design that our
results draw attention to is around storage. We found that
large fractions of respondents save their own (52.6%) and
others’ (62.0%) nudes or sexual images — often for legiti-
mate purposes and with consent — suggesting that platforms
must design for this behavior as a norm rather than an in-
dication of the intent to misuse the content. These findings
shed light on the need to grapple with the digital footprint of
sexting: who stores it, how and where is it stored, and how
is it secured? Our findings suggest a variety of overlapping
models, including storage on personal devices, storage in a
file-sharing service (e.g., Google Drive), and platform-based
storage (e.g., some dating and hook-up platforms, like Scruff,
Growlr, and Jack’d, provide built-in “private photo” storage
where images can be access-controlled and access-monitored).
Participants sometimes used a storage strategy deliberately
and sometime incidentally (e.g., storing one’s own photos
in the device “Camera Roll”). Different strategies support
different threat models, and we recommend that both users
and platform designers face these choices consciously.

Opting Out as a Last Resort. Finally, while only a few peo-
ple indicated not sexting as a mitigation strategy, we highlight
that this decision relates to (or rather, hinders) enabling in-
timacy. First, abstaining from sexting is a valid behavior to
alleviate sexual privacy risk as well as a valid boundary one
might establish with respect to their intimate life. Second,
however, if sexual privacy concerns are causing people not
to sext, but there are other behaviors or design practices that
could mitigate these concerns, then it is not the optimal out-
come for people to feel like they have to choose to opt out of
sharing sexual media. A goal of sexting platform design or
other interventions, then, should be to support positive sexting
and not force people to opt out due to unmitigated risks.

5.3 Protecting Equality

Supporting prior work [14, 19, 39, 53, 67, 75], our results pro-
vide further evidence to suggest that women and sexual mi-
norities are disproportionately burdened by certain sexual
privacy risks — receiving more unsolicited sexts, feeling pres-
sured to sext, worrying more about negative judgements (both
for sending and receiving) and the potential misuse of their
intimate content. It is crucial that future work in this space fur-
ther study such disparate impacts and take them into account
when designing to mitigate potential risks with sexting.

Our results also highlighted the potentially generic threat
models of many participants when asked to consider sexual
privacy concerns without prompting. Many participants ex-
pressed vague concerns, often in the passive voice, about their
sexts “getting out”. Though these responses could be due
in part to the survey methodology (where we could not fol-
low up to clarify the vague responses, and participants might
have opted to answer the question quickly rather than ex-

haustively), these results echo findings from prior work [74]
and raise concerns that participants have internalized “victim-
blaming” perspectives, shifting the responsibility away from
untrustworthy partners and other actors who take advantage
of normal sexting behavior. We recommend that future work
dig deeper into these questions.

6 Limitations

Our survey-based approach is subject to standard limitations
of this methodology: for example, we could not ask follow-up
questions to clarify or dig further into participants’ responses.
Sometimes participants gave generic responses about their
concerns, mentioning only “privacy” without additional detail
about their mental threat models (e.g., privacy of what, or
against whom). Since we could not follow up, we cannot
distinguish vague mental models from survey fatigue, and we
report our results cautiously in such contexts.

Our sample of participants is not representative of the over-
all U.S. population — with higher rates of LGBTQ individ-
uals and women in particular, and with only 10.43% par-
ticipants over 34 — so our results do not support any census-
representative claims. With our screening method, it is unclear
if older adults were reached and chose not to sext, exclud-
ing them from from our participant pool, or if they were not
reached through our recruitment methods. We also do not
capture the sexting concerns of people who haven’t sexted
before. We also recognize that an online survey on sexting
behaviors will elicit some degree of self-selection bias insofar
as those who participate may have higher baseline comfort
and knowledge around sexting.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Via an online survey of 247 adults who sext, our findings con-
tribute to the field of usable privacy and security by expanding
our understanding of how adults navigate sexting, using both
technical strategies such as disappearing messages and non-
technical strategies such as relying on trust. We show (similar
to prior work) that men were less likely than women and non-
binary individuals to be concerned about certain potential
sexting risks, and less likely to receive unsolicited sexts. Plac-
ing our results in the context of the sexual privacy framework,
we suggest ways platforms can support autonomy, intimacy,
and equality through platform affordances and policies.

Future work on usable sexual privacy and security should
consider (1) how communication platforms can surface and
scaffold individuals’ norms, expectations, and boundaries
around sexting, (2) how usable security can address the
broader inequities in the experience of sexual privacy harms,
and (3) how the technical properties of privacy-enabling affor-
dances compare to user expectations and assumptions around
the security and privacy implications of such features.
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A Survey Instrument

1. Are you 18 years old or over?
◦ Yes ◦ No

2. Have you ever sexted? That is, do you create, send, or re-
ceive sexually suggestive messages, or nude or partially-
nude photos, through digital communications?
◦ Yes, I currently sext. ◦ No, I have never sexted. ◦ Yes,
I have sexted before and may again in the future. ◦ Yes,
I have sexted before but no longer plan to.

3. Why did you stop sexting? (Select all that apply.)
2 No longer in a relationship with the person who I
sexted with (please elaborate) 2 No longer in a long-
distance relationship 2 Not interested (please elaborate)
2 Poor experience (please elaborate) 2 Other: 2 Prefer
not to say

4. How often do you send:
(Options: Never, Less than once a month), Once a month,
Once a week, A few times a week, Almost everyday,
Multiple times per day, Almost hourly, Prefer not to say)
Nude or semi-nude photos ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
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Nude or semi-nude videos ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
Sexual or intimate messages (such as words or emojis)
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

5. How often do you receive:
(Options: Never, Less than once a month), Once a month,
Once a week, A few times a week, Almost everyday,
Multiple times per day, Almost hourly, Prefer not to say)
Nude or semi-nude photos ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
Nude or semi-nude videos ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
Sexual or intimate messages (such as words or emojis)
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

6. What social media platforms do you use to send/receive
nude or semi-nude photos or videos? Select all that apply
(or select nothing if you do not send this type of content).
(Options: Direct Message, Private Post, Public Post,
Story, Other)
Facebook/FB Messenger, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat,
Other social media app:

7. What other platforms do you use to send/receive nude or
semi-nude photos or videos? Select all that apply, if any.
2 SMS 2 Whatsapp 2 Tinder 2 Grindr 2 Hinge 2

OkCupid 2 Signal 2 Telegram 2 Confide 2 Kaboom 2

Dust 2 Other platforms (separated by comma):
8. What social media platforms do you use to send/receive

sexual or intimate messages (such as words or emojis)?
Select all that apply (or select nothing if you do not send
this type of content).
(Options: Direct Message, Private Post, Public Post,
Story, Other)
Facebook/FB Messenger, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat,
Other social media app: 2 2 2 2 2

9. What other platforms do you use to send/receive sexual
or intimate messages (such as words or emojis)? Select
all that apply, if any.
2 SMS 2 Whatsapp 2 Tinder 2 Grindr 2 Hinge 2

OkCupid 2 Signal 2 Telegram 2 Confide 2 Kaboom 2

Dust 2 Other platforms (separated by comma):
10. What devices do you use to send/receive sexts? Select

all that apply.
2 Phone 2 Tablet 2 Computer 2 Other

11. With whom do you send nude or semi-nude photos?
Select all that apply.
2 Partner 2 Regular sexual hookup (purely sexual rela-
tionship) 2 Casual date or one-time hookup 2 Friend-
with-benefits 2 Friend 2 Acquaintance 2 New person
online 2 Other: 2 Prefer not to say

12. With whom do you send nude or semi-nude videos?
Select all that apply.
2 Partner 2 Regular sexual hookup (purely sexual rela-
tionship) 2 Casual date or one-time hookup 2 Friend-
with-benefits 2 Friend 2 Acquaintance 2 New person
online 2 Other: 2 Prefer not to say

13. With whom do you send sexual or intimate messages
(such as words or emojis)? Select all that apply.
2 Partner 2 Regular sexual hookup (purely sexual rela-
tionship) 2 Casual date or one-time hookup 2 Friend-
with-benefits 2 Friend 2 Acquaintance 2 New person
online 2 Other: 2 Prefer not to say

14. With whom do you receive nude or semi-nude photos?
Select all that apply.
2 Partner 2 Regular sexual hookup (purely sexual rela-
tionship) 2 Casual date or one-time hookup 2 Friend-
with-benefits 2 Friend 2 Acquaintance 2 New person
online 2 Other: 2 Prefer not to say

15. With whom do you receive nude or semi-nude videos?
Select all that apply.
2 Partner 2 Regular sexual hookup (purely sexual rela-
tionship) 2 Casual date or one-time hookup 2 Friend-
with-benefits 2 Friend 2 Acquaintance 2 New person
online 2 Other: 2 Prefer not to say

16. With whom do you receive sexual or intimate messages
(such as words or emojis)? Select all that apply.
2 Partner 2 Regular sexual hookup (purely sexual rela-
tionship) 2 Casual date or one-time hookup 2 Friend-
with-benefits 2 Friend 2 Acquaintance 2 New person
online 2 Other 2 Prefer not to say

17. Do you or have you ever saved any of the nude pho-
tographs or videos you have received?
◦ Yes ◦ No ◦ Prefer not to say ◦ Not applicable

18. Why did/do you save them?
19. How do you save them?

2 Directly store to device 2 Screenshot 2 Take a photo
2 Other:

20. What do you plan to do with them?
◦ Save them indefinitely ◦ Save them for some amount
of time (please indicate an estimate): ◦ Save them until
asked to delete them ◦ Other: ◦ Prefer not to say

21. Approximately how many nudes of other people do you
have saved on your device?
◦ None ◦ 1 to 10 ◦ 11 to 100 ◦ 101+ ◦ Prefer not to say

22. How do you store other people’s nudes? Select all that
apply.
2 Device’s photo storage: Camera Roll 2 Device’s
photo storage: separate album 2 Online (for example:
Google Photos, Dropbox): 2 Specific secret-keeping app
(for example: Private Photo Vault): 2 Other:

23. Does the person(s) who sent you the nudes know you’ve
saved them?
◦ Yes ◦ Some of the senders know ◦ No ◦ Prefer not to
say

24. Do you store nude or semi nude photos or videos of
yourself?
◦ Yes ◦ No ◦ Prefer not to say

25. Approximately how many nudes of yourself do you have
saved?
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◦ None ◦ 1 to 10 ◦ 11 to 100 ◦ 101+ ◦ Prefer not to
answer

26. How do you store your nudes? Select all that apply.
2 Device’s photo storage: Camera Roll 2 Device’s
photo storage: separate album 2 Online (for example:
Google Photos, Dropbox): 2 Specific secret-keeping app
(for example: Private Photo Vault): 2 Other:

27. Do you share received sexts with people other than the
sender?
◦ Yes (please elaborate how you share): ◦ No ◦ Prefer
not to say

28. If you share other people’s sexts digitally, do you digi-
tally edit these sexts?
◦ Yes (please elaborate): ◦ No ◦ I do not share digitally
◦ Prefer not to say

29. Have you received sexts or nudes from people you did
not want to receive them from?
◦ Yes ◦ No ◦ Prefer not to say

30. How do you manage receiving sexts or nudes from peo-
ple you do not want to receive them from?

31. Do you have any concerns related to sending sexts?
◦ Yes (please elaborate below) ◦ No ◦ Prefer not to say

32. If you answered “yes” to the previous question, please
elaborate here: What are your concerns related to send-
ing sexts? Or if not, why not?

33. What concerns do you have about sending sexts?
2 Sexts get around to other people 2 Damages relation-
ships 2 Conflicts at work 2 Legal liability 2 Engage-
ment with law enforcement (e.g police) 2 Sexting causes
ridicule from others 2 Unwanted attention 2 Unwanted
sexual contact 2 Sexts used as blackmail 2 Bullying
or harassment from others 2 Regret 2 Sexting makes
people feel “led on”, “used”, or “misunderstood 2 Not
sure I sent it to the right person 2 Receiver’s devices
will get hacked and the content will get out 2 Receiver
will intentionally share the content with others 2 Other

34. Do you have any concerns related to receiving sexts?
◦ Yes (please elaborate below) ◦ No ◦ Prefer not to say

35. If you answered “yes” to the previous question, please
elaborate here: What are your concerns about receiving
sexts? Or if not, why not?

36. What concerns do you have about receiving sexts?
2 Not sure if it’s really the person I think it is 2

My device will get hacked and their content will get
out 2 Shoulder surfing 2 Receiving unsolicited/non-
consensual content 2 Other:

37. If you don’t have concerns about sexting, why is that?
2 I’ve done something to manage my concerns 2 I trust
the people I sext with 2 I trust the platform I use to sext
2 I don’t care about how people react to my nudity and
sexual expression 2 My sexts are already public 2 I’m
just not really worried about it 2 Other:

38. Describe your level of concerns related to sending certain
types of sexts.
(Options: Not at all concerned, Slightly concerned,
Somewhat concerned, Moderately concerned, Extremely
concerned, N/A)
Photo, Video, Text Based

39. Describe your level of concerns related to receiving dif-
ferent types of sexts.
(Options: Not at all concerned, Slightly concerned,
Somewhat concerned, Moderately concerned, Extremely
concerned, N/A)
Photo, Video, Text Based

40. You selected that you were concerned about the follow-
ing when sending sexts: [input]. Do your concerns de-
pend upon the type of person with whom you sext, the
type of platform you use, or other considerations?

41. You selected that you were concerned about the follow-
ing when receiving sexts: [input]. Do your concerns
depend upon the type of person with whom you sext, the
type of platform you use, or other considerations?

42. Do you do any of the following to manage your sexting
concerns?
2 Choose a platform with specific features you want 2
Using disappearing messages e.g. Snapchat, Instagram
stories 2 Password-protect or encrypt sexts 2 Prior con-
versations to establish rules and boundaries 2 Ensuring
plausible deniability e.g. not including identifying marks
in photo 2 Limiting how explicit the sext is 2 Only sex-
ting with people you trust 2 I do not have any concerns
2 I do not have any strategies to manage my concerns
2 Other:

43. You selected that you use the following strategies to man-
age your sexting: [input]. Could you please elaborate?

44. Can we use anonymized quotes from your free-response
answers in future research publications?
◦ Yes ◦ No

45. What gender(s) do you identify as?
2 Male 2 Female 2 Non-binary 2 Prefer not to say 2

Prefer to self-describe:
46. Do you consider yourself transgender?

◦ Yes ◦ No ◦ Questioning ◦ Prefer not to say
47. What is your sexual orientation?

◦ Straight ◦ Questioning ◦ Gay ◦ Lesbian ◦ Bi/Pan ◦
Queer ◦ Asexual ◦ Prefer not to say ◦ Prefer to self-
describe:

48. Do you consider yourself polyamorous or monogamous
(regardless of current relationship status)?
◦ Polyamorous ◦ Monogamous ◦ Prefer not to say

49. Which racial background(s) do you identify as?
2 Asian 2 Black 2 Latino 2 Native American 2 Pacific
Islander 2 White 2 Prefer not to say 2 Prefer to self-
describe
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50. What is your current intimate status? (Select all that
apply)
2 Single 2 Dating 2 Engaged 2 Married 2 Divorced 2

Widowed 2 Friends-With-Benefits 2 Casual sex 2 Ca-
sual dating 2 Monogamous relationship 2 Polyamorous
relationship 2 Prefer not to say

51. What is your age?
◦ 18-24 years old ◦ 25-34 years old ◦ 35-44 years old ◦
45-54 years old ◦ 55-64 years old ◦ 65-74 years old ◦ 75
years or older

52. What kind of location do you live in?
◦ Urban ◦ Suburban ◦ Rural ◦ Prefer not to say

53. Have you ever been in an IT/technology related job?
◦ Yes ◦ No ◦ Prefer not to say

54. I understand how to control or protect my personal data
online.
◦ Strongly agree ◦ Agree ◦ Somewhat agree ◦ Neither
agree nor disagree ◦ Somewhat disagree ◦ Disagree ◦
Strongly disagree

55. What is your education level?
◦ GED ◦ Some high school ◦ Some college/technical
training ◦ Some graduate school ◦ Prefer not to say

B Additional Data on Gender Comparisons

Tables 14 and 15 show the data on gender comparisons for
two receiving-related concerns, discussed in Section 4.2.2.
The N value for both tables includes all participants who said
they receive sexts and who selected at least Male, Female, or
Non-binary for their gender.

Concerned about receiving unsolicited sexts?
No Yes Total

Male 68 7 75
Female 118 33 151
Non-Binary 19 5 24

Table 14: N = 242

Concerned about shoulder-surfing?
No Yes Total

Male 70 5 75
Female 124 27 151
Non-Binary 22 2 24

Table 15: N = 242

C Inter-Coder Reliability

Tables 16 and 17 show the breakdown of Cohen’s κ for inter-
coder reliability per code, discussed in Section 3.4.

Managing Sending Concerns κ

Only sext with trusted/known person 0.94
Don’t sext 0.66
Communicating/establishing rules and expectations 0.90
Limit explicitness 0.91
Anonymize sext (no face, tattoos, names, or location) 0.93
Ask person to delete 1.00
Acquire collateral 1.00
Passcode protect image/app/device 1.00
Disappearing messages 1.00
Explicitly deleting messages/chat/media 0.66
Encrypted platforms 0.62
Screenshot notifications 1.00
Only send stuff willing to go public 0.49
Platform choice/Platform affordances 0.88
Making sure notifications don’t make sexts visible 1.00
Other 0.82

Table 16: Cohen’s Kappa for codes for elaboration on man-
agement strategies for sexting concerns.

Concerns About Sending Sexts κ

Impact career 1.00
Sexts will get out (Vague) 0.69
Sexts used as blackmail 0.87
Deanonymization 1.00
Sending to wrong person 0.94
Bug or vulnerability in app 0.50
Revenge porn 0.87
Hacking or stealing 0.92
Recipient will save sexts 0.83
End up online 0.73
Shared/shown to others 0.81
Seen accidentally by non-recipient 0.77
Recipient will misuse (Generic, Other) 0.73
Not concerned because trust partner 0.79
Not concerned because trust app 0.80
Not trusting companies 0.72
Access by government 1.00
Images will be used to impersonate sender 0.66
Accidentally posting publicly 1.00
Judgement from others (also: embarrassing) 0.76
Insecure network or cloud 1.00
Photos will be modified 1.00
Other 0.32

Table 17: Cohen’s Kappa for codes for open-ended question,
“What are your concerns related to sending sexts?”
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Abstract

According to the United States Department of Justice, every
73 seconds, an American is sexually assaulted. However, sex-
ual assault is under-reported. Globally, 95% of sexual assault
cases are unreported, and at most, 5 out of every 1,000 per-
petrators end up in prison. Online anonymous third-party re-
porting systems (O-TPRSs) are being developed to encourage
reporting of sexual assaults and to apprehend serial offenders.
This paper reports survivors’ concerns with trusting and us-
ing an O-TPRS. We conducted focus groups and interviews
with 35 participants who are sexual assault survivors, support
workers, or both. We asked questions related to participants’
concerns with trusting an O-TPRS. Our results suggest that
participants had technological and emotional concerns that
are related to survivors’ security and privacy. We provide
insights into the challenges of designing O-TPRSs to increase
the reporting of sexual assault.

1 Introduction

The goal of our research is that interdisciplinary innovations
in human-computer interaction, privacy, and security can be
used to empower survivors of sexual assault to encounter
healing and justice. Our investigation into designing safe
spaces online for anonymous third-party reporting (TPR) is
a response to the clear need for a confidential and accessible
platform that survivors of sexual assault can use to commu-
nicate their experiences in the hope of holding perpetrators
accountable.

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

The stark reality is that 1 in 3 Canadian women will ex-
perience sexual assault in their adult life [50]. Further, 1 in
14 American men and 1 in 5 American women have been
victims of completed or attempted sexual assault during their
lifetime [60]. Sexual assault has no single impact but affects
multiple areas of the survivor’s life, including but not limited
to the survivor’s somatic and psychological health [14, 19].
One in four survivors reported that they had difficulty carry-
ing out everyday activities because of the incident [43]. Fur-
ther, one in six survivors reported experiencing three or more
longer-term emotional consequences, such as post-traumatic
stress disorder, substance abuse, depression, and suicidal
thoughts [20, 42, 43].

However, statistics alone fail to capture the significant
repercussions of sexual assault on survivors, not only be-
cause the effects of such trauma are unquantifiable [14] but
also because sexual assault is greatly underreported [48, 55].
Only 5% of cases are reported to the police [51], and only
11% of those reported cases eventually lead to the convic-
tion of the perpetrator [56]. The reluctance of survivors to
report the crime to the police has mainly been attributed to
the cumbersome reporting process and to the grueling in-
terview procedure involved in filing a formal police report,
which can be adversarial and emotionally very unpleasant for
survivors [39, 43, 44, 53, 54].

To expand the reporting options for survivors, third-party
reporting centers have been put in place. Third-party reporting
is when someone else reports the crime to the police on behalf
of the survivor [11], who remains anonymous. Third-party
reporting systems (TPRSs) allow survivors to anonymously
report sexual assault to the police through a community-based
support center [11, 40]. TPRS is an option used when a sur-
vivor does not want to visit a police station to make a formal
police report. This option is useful for two main reasons.
First, it allows survivors to record details of a perpetrator
anonymously [40]. Second, when multiple survivors indicate
the same perpetrator, a serial offender is identified. In this
case, the police contacts the community-based support center
to ask the survivor if they would consent to make a formal
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police report so that the police can begin a formal investiga-
tion [11]. Many of the survivors who file a third-party report
and are then approached by the third party and told that the
police are interested in investigating their report follow up
and file a formal report with the police [10]. The resulting
filing of formal police reports has led to an increase in arrests
of serial offenders [10].

Third-party reporting is, however, very limited in scope. It
is currently administered on paper (P-TPRS), and there are
no online systems to facilitate the reporting process, which
makes the process cumbersome (for instance, survivors have
to locate and visit a third-party reporting center) [11, 40].
Further, third-party reporting is also not available in all sex-
ual assault support centers but only in a few select jurisdic-
tions [11, 13], which defeats its purpose of increasing sexual
assault reporting [40, 57]. Online third-party reporting sys-
tems (O-TPRSs) are being developed to increase the reporting
choices for survivors. With an O-TPRS, survivors can, at their
convenience, document their experience and offender infor-
mation before submitting the report to the police. An O-TPRS
could decrease barriers for vulnerable populations who do
not currently have access to reporting options, and whose
reporting rates are even lower than the estimated averages
already cited.

Since an O-TPRS will hold sensitive information, we must
address the privacy and security concerns of survivors. A con-
siderable amount of research has been conducted on sexual
assault and sexual assault survivors [7, 9, 20, 42, 58]. Some re-
search also investigates the reporting experiences of survivors
[7], including sexual assaults within the armed forces [17]
and police-reported sexual assaults against youths and chil-
dren [18]. However, no research has focused on survivors’
concerns regarding trusting O-TPRSs. To this aim, the objec-
tive of this research is to answer these research questions:

1. RQ1: What are survivors’ privacy and security concerns
(if any) regarding trusting O-TPRSs?

2. RQ2: What could help participants trust O-TPRSs?

“Trust is the degree to which people believe in the veracity
or effectiveness of a tool or system to do what it was created
for and is purported to do [31].” The act of measuring trust
is used to predict whether survivors would make use of O-
TPRS technology [32]. Answering these research questions,
therefore, will lead to understanding what it would take for
users to make use of an O-TPRS. These answers could lead
to an increase in the reporting of sexual assaults.

We addressed our research questions by conducting six
focus groups and eight individual semi-structured interviews
with a total of 35 participants. They were survivors, sexual as-
sault support workers, or both. We asked questions relating to
participants’ concerns with trusting an O-TPRS and analyzed
the results using thematic analysis.

Our study has two major contributions. First, we performed
the first empirical study on sexual assault survivors to dis-

cover their privacy and security concerns regarding trusting
an O-TPRS. We group our findings into technological and
emotional concerns, and we show how technological con-
cerns can lead to emotional issues for survivors. For example,
the technological concern about the insecurity of technology
can lead to the emotional issue of anxiety about making an
online report, the fear of perpetrators having access to the
sexual assault report, and the re-victimization of survivors.
Second, we discovered concerns that technologists need to
consider in developing O-TPRSs. For instance, on the one
hand, survivors did not trust that an O-TPRS could protect
their anonymity and privacy. On the other hand, the police
did not trust that the anonymous reports sent from an O-TPRS
were linked to real survivors. Technologists would, therefore,
need to find a balance in how an O-TPRS can ensure both
parties can trust the system.

Our contributions provide insights into concerns that sur-
vivors and support workers have about using online systems to
report sexual assault. We are optimistic that when O-TPRSs
are designed with careful attention to users’ feedback and
research, such systems could increase reporting.

2 Background and Related Work

In its current format, a TPRS is a process or protocol to make
an anonymous report of a sexual assault by a community-
based support center. A TPRS is not a substitute for an emer-
gency call, nor is it a formal police report. It is not to be used
when the survivor or others are at risk of further violence. A
TPRS is intended to be used when the survivor does not want
to make a formal police report but prefers to report anony-
mously. A TPRS is useful for the identification of offenders,
especially repeat offenders.

2.1 P-TPRS
2.1.1 The P-TPR form

The current TPRS is in paper form. We describe a P-TPRS
currently in use in a jurisdiction in Ontario, Canada. Page
one of the P-TPRS is a cover sheet where survivors write
their personal information. On pages two and three, survivors
describe the offender and the offense (see Appendix C for the
questions asked on a sample P-TPR form.)

2.1.2 The P-TPR process

The survivor goes to a community-based center to carry out
the P-TPRS process. The community-based center, which is
usually a hospital or a sexual assault support center, is the third
party. The survivor meets with a representative, either a nurse
or a social worker, at the third-party reporting center. If the
survivor is not willing to make a formal police report at this
time, the representative at the center can provide the option
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of filling out a third-party report form. The survivor has to fill
out the form at the center and return it to the representative
before leaving the center. If the survivor doesn’t feel capable
of filling out the form by themselves, the representative can
listen to the survivor’s story and fill out the form with the
survivor’s consent. Afterward, the representative de-identifies
the form by removing the cover sheet. The representative
sends the de-identified P-TPR form to the police. However,
the hospital or the sexual assault support center, which is the
third party, maintains the identity of the survivor. The police
receive the content of the form and enter it into a database,
making it easier to identify serial offenders [11].

A serial offender is identified if at least three people accuse
the same person of sexual assault. If a serial offender or a
trend is identified, or if the police believe the survivor is in
imminent danger, the police can contact the community-based
center. The center can reach out to the survivor to see if the
survivor is willing to take further part in the investigation or
even if they might consider changing their report from an
anonymous report to a formal police report [11]. Figure 1
shows the P-TPR process.

Figure 1: P-TPR process

2.2 O-TPRS
The O-TPRS supports the goal of reducing barriers to report-
ing by providing survivors with a new way to report that is
anonymous and does not require visiting a community-based
center. It also streamlines the third-party reporting process by
removing the human involved in the P-TPRS.

2.2.1 The O-TPR form

The O-TPR form works similarly to the P-TPR form. We
provide the description of an O-TPRS being developed by
VESTA Social Innovation Technologies (Vesta) [62]. The O-
TPRS includes a cover page and pages to type out information
about the survivor, offender, and the offense (see Appendix D
for a sample of an O-TPRS prototype).

2.2.2 The O-TPRS process

The survivor fills out the TPR form online. The O-TPRS,
which could be an app or a website, is the third party. The

survivor can download the O-TPRS app from the app store
or can use the website version. Unlike the P-TPR form, the
O-TPR provides unlimited space for the survivor to type out
their experience. The survivor fills out their information, and
they can save and review the information before submitting it.
Before the form gets sent to the police, the O-TPRS automati-
cally de-identifies the form. The O-TPRS, which is the third
party, maintains the identity of the survivor. The police enter
the content of the de-identified form into a database, making
it easier to identify serial offenders. If a serial offender or a
trend is identified, or if the police believe the survivor is in
imminent danger, the police can contact the O-TPRS. The
O-TPRS then reaches out to the survivor to see if the survivor
is willing to take further part in the investigation or even if
they might consider changing their report from an anonymous
report to a formal police report.

O-TPRSs are not widely available. However, several orga-
nizations are looking into deploying O-TPRSs. For instance,
Vesta has developed an experimental version of an O-TPRS,
which is being deployed to various sexual assault centers to
pilot the program. Figure 2 shows the O-TPRS process.

Figure 2: O-TPR process

2.3 Trust and technology

Research has been done on the concept of trust and tech-
nology usage. McKnight et al. define trust in technology
as “belief that a specific technology has the attributes nec-
essary to perform as expected in a given situation in which
negative consequences are possible [45].” Prior work shows
that heightened levels of trust are associated with heightened
levels of intended use [27]. Trust in technology is used to
predict the intended or actual adoption of technology [66].
It is also connected to appropriate and inappropriate use of
technology [46] and technology over- and under-reliance [5].

Many works on technology and trust exist. Hardre, for
instance, studied when, how, and why people trust technology
too much [31]. Hardre analyzed various scenarios of everyday
technology use where users tend to trust technology. Some of
these scenarios include massive breaches of banking systems,
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even though people believed that these systems would keep
their financial information safe [31].

Minimal research has been done on how survivors build
trust in sexual assault technology. Work by Liu is closest to
ours [41]. Liu discussed issues that sexual assault prevention
(such as the Circle of 6 app) and reporting technologies (such
as the I’ve-Been-Violated app) may have in the future. The
author evaluated these apps using the US Federal Trade Com-
mission’s fair information practice principles (FIPPs). Based
on these principles, the author predicted that the following
concerns could arise with using the apps: false allegations,
security issues with the internet, fears of lack of anonymity,
insensitivity to survivors’ experience, lack of clarity on col-
lected information, and lack of user-friendliness.

Our contributions are as follows: 1. We performed the
first empirical study with survivors and sexual assault support
workers to identify issues related to trusting O-TPRSs. 2. In
addition to corroborating concerns of Liu [41] that technology
could be used to make false allegations, we identify additional
concerns with trusting O-TPRSs, such as the dual use of tech-
nology in not only reporting but also aiding sexual assault. 3.
Further, we uncover the relationships between these concerns
and discuss the issues related with designing an O-TPRS.

3 Methodology

3.1 Data Collection
We recruited participants using three methods and specific
eligibility criteria. First, we used word of mouth in the pro-
fessional network of one of the authors, who had extensive
contacts with the workers and administration of sexual assault
centers. Second, after we presented our study to an associa-
tion of sexual assault centers in the Province of Ontario, its
members distributed our recruitment notice to their clients,
some of whom were in support groups. Third, we used snow-
balling with the help of already recruited participants. To be
eligible to take part in the study, participants had to be 19
years old or above. Further, participants had to be survivors
of sexual assault, support workers, or both. We defined sup-
port workers as those who supported survivors throughout the
process of reporting sexual assault. Support workers included
volunteers and staff of sexual assault report centers and the
police. We recruited both survivors and support workers be-
cause both parties are involved in the TPRS process. None of
the recruited participants had prior knowledge of TPRS. We
recruited participants who had no prior knowledge of TPRS to
get an unbiased view of both the paper and the online version
of TPRS.

We piloted our study procedure with three partici-
pants—one participant for an interview session and two par-
ticipants for a focus group session. In the interview pilot
study, we asked the participant about her thoughts regarding
O-TPRS. We realized that it was difficult for the participant to

imagine how an O-TPRS would look and function. Based on
this result, we made a video showing an O-TPRS prototype
(see Appendix D for pictures of the prototype). We showed
participants this video to illustrate an O-TPRS and to help
participants understand how an O-TPRS would function. We
chose to use a video for three reasons. First, for interview and
focus group sessions facilitated through online video calls,
we found a video more effective than a verbal explanation.
Second, using a video provided a consistent explanation of
the user interface across all sessions. Finally, the use of a
video helped to fit each session into one hour. We piloted
this approach in the pilot focus group, and we discovered
that the participants could understand the O-TPRS better. We
therefore used this approach for the main study. Apart from
this change, all other procedures in the pilot interview and
focus group were the same as those used in the main study.
After adjusting the study design based on the outcomes of the
pilots, we recruited participants for the main study.

We used multiple qualitative research methods [47, 65].
As suggested by Hammarberg et al. [30] and illustrated by
Willis [65], using various data collection methods helps to
provide better insights for sensitive research topics. We con-
ducted semi-structured individual interviews and focus groups
with participants [47]. Because of the sensitivity of the re-
search, we gave participants the option to decide whether
they were more comfortable having a semi-structured inter-
view or participating in a focus group. For our interviews, we
chose a semi-structured style to allow participants to express
their thoughts in their own way and add information as they
saw fit, without the restriction of a structured interview [16].
We also offered focus groups because focus groups allow
participants to discuss sensitive or controversial topics in a
group setting [47]. Due to participants’ shared experience,
sometimes focus groups “reveal aspects of experiences and
perspectives that would not be as accessible without group
interaction [47],” which leads to a better quality of data on
sensitive topics [47].

We conducted in-person or video interviews and focus
groups, based on the participants’ preference, at the partici-
pants’ preferred location. Some of these locations included
the participants’ home or a sexual assault support center. We
conducted video calls via Skype or Zoom. To protect partici-
pants’ privacy, online sessions were audio recorded not using
Skype or Zoom but locally on a laptop. Collected data is
stored on a disk encrypted with 256-bit AES seeded with a 22-
character random password. Participants were compensated
with $20, paid in person or sent via e-transfer. For in-person
interviews, sexual assault social workers were present to pro-
vide support to participants if needed. We sent online support
materials that were created by sexual assault centers to the
participants that we interviewed via video call. All focus
groups were held at sexual assault support centers, either by
using existing support groups or by forming focus groups for
interested support workers at the centers. Participants in both
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online and in-person focus groups were physically present in
the support centers, and sexual assault social workers were
available to provide support. The social workers were com-
pensated by their support centers, as focus groups took place
during their regular work hours. We conducted seven inter-
view sessions and five focus groups via video calls, with the
rest (one interview and focus group) in person. Our institu-
tion’s Research Ethics Board approved the research before
any data collection took place.

We wanted to conduct separate focus groups for survivors
and support workers. However, during the focus groups for
support workers, some support workers self-identified as sur-
vivors. Further, when we collected participant demographics
for the survivors’ focus groups, we discovered that some sur-
vivors were also support workers. During data analysis, we
realized that the responses from survivors and support work-
ers were similar; therefore, distinguishing between the two
groups was unnecessary. Appendix A shows participants who
self-identified as survivors.

3.2 Interview and Focus Group Procedure

We proceeded with the interviews and focus groups after
the participants gave informed consent to participate in the
study. We assigned pseudonyms to participants and asked for
their demographic information. Though we asked participants
about sensitive issues, we did not ask them to disclose any
sensitive information that they did not feel comfortable shar-
ing. We reminded participants that they could skip questions
they did not feel comfortable answering. During each session,
we explained the meaning of P-TPRS, showed participants a
copy of the P-TPR form described in Section 2.1, and asked
participants their thoughts on using the P-TPRS to report sex-
ual assault. Afterward, we played a video that explained the
O-TPRS (see Section 2.2 for an explanation of the O-TPRS
that was shown to participants). We then asked participants
their thoughts on using the O-TPRS to report sexual assault.

To avoid priming participants, we asked participants their
thoughts on using both systems rather than asking just about
O-TPRS. We also asked participants what would make them
comfortable using each system. We assured participants that
there were no right or wrong answers, and participants could
skip questions they did not feel comfortable answering.

We conducted online focus groups and interviews via
Skype or Zoom based on participants’ preference. For online
interviews, participants chose a quiet and private location con-
venient for them. For the online focus group, the participants
gathered at their preferred sexual assault center meeting room,
and the researcher called in to conduct the focus group. We
chose this arrangement because it allowed participants to get
support from social workers present at the center if needed.
We used focus groups and interviews because literature sug-
gests that vulnerable populations participate better in data
collection when they are given multiple choices [23]. Further,

online focus groups have been found to be useful for reaching
members of hard-to-reach populations [24]. Underhill and
Olmsted [61] showed that there was no difference between
the quality and quantity of data obtained in face-to-face and
online focus groups.

Afterward, we compensated the participants. One re-
searcher took part in each interview session. All interview
sessions were audio recorded.

3.3 Data Analysis

We transcribed and coded more than 12 hours of recorded
interviews and focus group sessions, each an average of 55
minutes long. We analyzed interviews using thematic analy-
sis [29], a “set of procedures designed to identify and examine
themes from textual data in a way that is transparent and cred-
ible [28].” We followed the data analysis steps outlined by
Guest et al. [28].

One researcher segmented and coded the transcribed inter-
views into categories and types. Two researchers discussed
the relationships that developed from the codebook. After-
ward, two researchers identified the themes that emerged from
the data. We conducted data analysis concurrently with the
data collection and reached theoretical saturation after 34 in-
terviews and focus group sessions, as no new codes emerged
from the last data collection session. Appendix B shows the
saturation graph depicting the total number of codes after
each interview.

3.4 Participants

We recruited 35 participants (33 women and 2 men), aged
19 to 80 years (the mean age was 40 and median was 36).
Appendix A provides the demographics of the participants.
Participants’ occupations included counselor, police officer,
daycare worker, cook, barista, event planner, social worker,
baker, frontline worker, stay-at-home mother, and student.
All participants were survivors, support workers, or both.

4 Results

To better understand survivors’ concerns regarding trusting
an O-TPRS, we grouped our findings into technological and
emotional concerns. We define technological concerns as the
issues participants had with using an O-TPRS to report sexual
assault. We define emotional concerns as the psychological
issues participants had with using O-TPRS. Most of the emo-
tional concerns are related to issues with the technology of
the O-TPRS. In the next sections, we illustrate these con-
cerns and explain how the concerns are related. To provide
more context, in the rest of the paper, we use SW, SR, and
SWSR along with participants’ ID to indicate if participants
are support workers, survivors, or both respectively.
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4.1 Technological Concerns
4.1.1 The insecurity of technology

The insecurity of technology was a concern. Participants
found it challenging to trust that the technology would be
safe to use in reporting sexual assault incidents. P8-SR, for
instance, remarked: “I wouldn’t feel comfortable at all [using
an O-TPRS]. I have zero confidence in online. Although I
[use the] computer [and], I know the computer, ... I don’t
know it like hackers do. So, therefore, I would not put any of
my information [into an O-TPRS].”

When comparing the submission of a TPR form to a hu-
man versus online, participants trusted humans more. P5-SR,
for example, commented: “I still see [the] human factor is
[a] dominant form of communication rather than technology,
which can be twisted and broken and is not secured ... Tech-
nology to me is not safe because there are so many ways to
hack it.”

Because of news of past data breaches, participants as-
sumed that a breach would also happen with an O-TPRS.
P6-SR, for instance, remarked on past data breaches: “[Tech-
nology is not] safe. I don’t care who says it is; it isn’t. [You]
just have to listen to the news. The banks have been hacked ...
the government’s been hacked ... Everybody else [has been
hacked].”

The lack of trust in the internet’s security also led to the
fear of survivors’ losing their confidentiality and privacy. Be-
cause of this fear, participants limited the amount of personal
information that they shared online. P20-SWSR explained:

“I personally don’t put or do anything on the internet that I’m
going to be upset about anyone knowing. If I don’t want
people to see pictures of me with less clothes on, I probably
just should not post those. ... So I don’t know how I would
trust [an O-TPRS] with something that I would be upset about
someone seeing.” In their research on trust in e-commerce
technology, Araujo and Araujo [3] note that the fear of lack
of information privacy is associated with a distrust of technol-
ogy.

The insecurity of technology led to anxiety about using
technology to report sexual assault. P7-SWSR, for instance,
explained how the use of technology could lead to anxiety: “I
would prefer a paper [TPR] because places that are supposed
to be totally secure are being breached. ... And [using tech-
nology to report] would give me more anxiety than necessary.”
P29-SW also explained: “[The thought of using an O-TPRS]
makes me nervous ... it’s kind of like a fear of [the] unknown.
I know that going into the [police] station is a lot more vul-
nerable too, but I have confidence that confidentiality is kept
in place due to their legal obligations. I don’t fully agree that
when things are online that it’s completely confidential.”

The possibility of hackers accessing an O-TPRS also leads
to the fear that perpetrators [49] could see the O-TPR de-
tails. Access to such information by the perpetrator could lead
to the re-victimization of the survivor. P16-SR explained

this fear: “Servers get hacked, and people can see that infor-
mation. And sometimes there’s not anything that you can do
to stop that [from happening.] That’s what skews me. [Your
sexual assault information] can get into the hands of the
wrong person.”

4.1.2 Lack of competency with using technology

Unfamiliarity with using any form of technology was another
reason participants were not keen on trusting technology. P10-
SWSR explained this challenge: “I wouldn’t be comfortable
[using an O-TPRS] just because I’m not really comfortable
with technology, so I don’t see myself downloading a [TPR]
app. ... Just when I [decide to report], I would not think of
[using] something I am not comfortable with.”

4.1.3 Lack of anonymity assurance

According to participants, with O-TPRS, there was no assur-
ance of anonymity of their personal information. Participants
needed a guarantee that the information submitted through
an O-TPRS would remain anonymous. They compared the
anonymity a P-TPRS provided to that of an O-TPRS. In the
P-TPRS, the third-party center representative takes off the
cover sheet and sends the anonymized TPR to the police (see
Section 2.1 for how the P-TPRS works). Though the O-TPRS
also promises the same level of anonymity, participants found
it hard to believe that their report would be anonymized. P22-
SWSR explained this concern: “If I go to a hospital and
[I] fill out [a P-TPRS], [the nurses] can remove the cover
sheet and then give [the anonymized P-TPRS] to the police ...
something about that [process] feels safer [than an O-TPRS].
... If I didn’t have to [put] my own information [online] when
making a report, then that would be better.”

4.1.4 The traceability of online reporting

There were concerns about the traceability of activities carried
out on the internet. Participants believed that activities done
on the internet left a lot of traces. Further, participants feared
that sensitive sexual assault information submitted online
could be traced back to them. P16-SR explained this problem:

“I would be scared to use an app or a website [as an O-TPRS]
because ... once [the sexual assault information] is on the
internet, it’s on the internet. ... Even if you deleted the app,
and then [people] go through your iCloud history you can
see all the app that’s uninstalled and installed. There’s a lot
of trail that can be traced back [to you] and that would be my
number-one concern.”

Participants compared the traceability problem of an O-
TPRS to the P-TPRS. P3-SR, for instance, stated: “I know
everything can be traced, so if I send [the sexual assault
information online] to the people that are supposedly the
third party, that are keeping my confidentiality, there’s still a
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trace somehow. But if I write this down [on a P-TPRS], and I
hand in this paper, there’s no trace at all.”

This concern was associated with the fear that perpetra-
tors could see the O-TPRS. This emotional concern was
prominent in the scenarios where the survivors knew the
offenders. P22-SWSR explained this challenge: “In my situa-
tion, I know the person that [assaulted me]. It’s someone that
I see from time to time. If there’s some way for the offender to
access this [online] form and then [the offender] can check
the IP address that it was sent from and then it gets tied back
to me, then I’m worried that there’s going to be some ... kind
of revenge. ... I [have the] fear that somehow [the online
report is] going to be tied back to me. And then the person
that did [the sexual assault] is going to know [and] get mad.”
The issue also leads to the re-victimization of the survivor.

4.1.5 The dual use of technology

It was sometimes hard for participants to come to terms with
the fact that the technology that is used to aid sexual assault
or harassment could be used to reduce the occurrence of such
crimes. This challenge sometimes made it difficult for sur-
vivors to trust the use of technology in reporting sexual as-
sault: “[Using technology to reduce sexual assault] is almost
like an oxymoron. Because all we hear about is the sexual
violence on the internet and people accessing porn on the
internet and not as much of the reporting piece and safety.”
(P18-SWSR). This disbelief of the participants was under-
standable, given how much sexual violence is technology
facilitated [33–36, 52].

4.1.6 The possibility of false reporting through O-TPRS

An O-TPRS could be misused. A person could submit a false
online sexual assault report, or could submit multiple times,
thereby reducing the credibility of the platform. Regarding
this possibility, P11-SW remarked: “I could see people want-
ing a certain level of reassurance that someone didn’t just go
on [the O-TPRS] and, because they were mad at their ex or
something, [submit an O-TPR form].” This problem was a
major concern for the police. P1-SW, who is a police officer,
explained: “I’d be afraid of people misusing [the O-TPRS],
either as a prank, kids playing a joke on somebody, or even for
malicious reasons. If someone was out to get somebody else,
then they could make this [online] third-party report. And if
it would go to the police and be reported in the police data-
bank, then there wouldn’t really be any other corroborating
information, it would just be sort of that mark on the database.”
Regarding the possibility of such pranks happening with a
P-TPRS, P1-SW commented: “It’s harder to lie to another
person than it is on the computer.” While Liu [41] predicted
the possibility of false allegations when using technology to
report sexual assault, our findings provide empirical evidence
that Liu’s concerns are shared by TPRS stakeholders.

4.1.7 Lack of trust in apps compared to websites

The type of technology used for the O-TPRS influenced par-
ticipants’ decision to trust the system. Participants were more
willing to trust websites than smartphone apps because they
believed websites were a more secure option. For instance,
P14-SR explained why she would rather use a website: “Apps
are still so new on so many levels, it’s so easy to get an app
with just one tiny little bug in it and that’s [the attacker’s]
entryway to take all your information.”

Further, participants associated the use of apps with unse-
rious use cases or activities. P34-SW explained: “My only
concern is when I think of an app I tend to think of it as some-
thing fun, almost enjoyable ... [For instance, you can say]

‘Oh, I have an app to go grocery shopping,’ ‘Oh I have an app
to do my banking,’ ‘Oh, I have an app to report my sexual
assault ...’ You see what I mean? [Reporting through an app]
takes away a little bit of that seriousness. [It takes away] the
severity of [the sexual assault]. So that disturbs me. Whereas
[using a website] you can do many different things online. [A
website] just seems a bit more appropriate.” For P33-SW, her
mental model regarding apps was geared towards using apps
for fun activities.

Sometimes using an O-TPRS (either an app or a website)
reduced the seriousness of the crime. P10-SWSR explained
this concern: “Reporting sexual assault online could be ...
a de-sensitive experience. Currently, you report online for
things like breaking into your car. I just feel like the severity
of a human right violation being able to be typed [online]
maybe can minimize someone’s experience.”

Since apps are mostly used on phones, participants were
concerned that the safety of the information on the app de-
pends on keeping the phone safe. P14-SR expressed this
concern while explaining why she would not use an app:

“[My sexual assault information] is not a personal information
I want [on] my phone [because my phone] can be taken from
me. ... It just takes one minute for someone to creep your
phone, or your phone didn’t lock right, or doesn’t have a lock.
Somebody can hack your phone because you read a [mali-
cious] email on your phone. [For a website, the hackers] have
to go directly for the website.” For P14-SR, a compromise of
her phone security also meant a compromise of the app.

Using a phone to access the O-TPRS (either through a
website or an app) could lead to unauthorized people having
access to the sexual assault information. If someone sees
the information on the phone, that information is no longer
anonymous. Such a person could be one’s partner or child, or
even the perpetrator. P16-SR explained: “If you had a partner,
and they went through your phone and they saw that you had
[O-TPRS] opened on your browser or app, and then they go
through [the saved report] ... some people live in not so great
relationships where there is not a lot [of] trust ... That can
put [the survivor] in danger. That’s scary for me [because]
some women don’t have that option to keep their phone.” If
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it is the perpetrator who stumbles on this information, this
could lead to re-victimization of the survivor.

Further, participants thought that seeing an app about sex-
ual assault on one’s phone could lead to a survivor’s reliving
the experience through constantly seeing the app. P14-SR
explained this emotional concern: “I don’t want an app on
my phone about my experience. Every time I see it, I am going
to think of [the sexual assault incident].” P10-SWSR further
stated: “Anytime you open your phone, you might see the
app and then you just remember that you were assaulted and
you have to finish this [sexual assault] application.” The pres-
ence of the app on the phone would be a constant reminder to
survivors that the sexual assault took place.

4.1.8 The misuse of personal information for targeted
advertisement

Information kept online can be misused by the O-TPRS. Be-
cause of the common practice of marketers using online in-
formation to serve ads, participants were concerned that the
O-TPRS could use their personal information for ads. P26-
SW expressed this concern and remarked: “[If the O-TPRS
is using my information for ads] I think that’s where I would
lose comfort in online [TPRS]. [The knowledge] that [my
sexual assault information] is somewhere, as a data point
to me, and then, suddenly my ads are coming up with ‘take
self-defense courses,’ ‘wear modest clothes,’ or something. ...
I would lose comfort in [the O-TPRS] for sure.”

4.1.9 Lack of control

Participants believed they were more in control when they
used P-TPRS. There were concerns because of the errors
that could occur when using technology, and participants
believed they had no control over any of these errors. P25-
SWSR expressed this concern in comparison with P-TPRS:

“If you’re sending [a sexual assault report] online, there’s
always room for technology error [or] the form not going
through properly. However, if a person is supported by a
counselor or ... [a sexual assault support] agency in doing
this, there can be some follow-up by that counselor with the
police to say, ‘Hey, did you get this third-party report?’ ... just
to confirm that [the police] did receive [the O-TPR form].”

4.1.10 Concerns about the unlimited input in UI

While there were many user interface concerns, we report
only the concern over unlimited input, which appears to have
privacy and security repercussions. The information pro-
vided by the survivor because of unlimited input could lead to
re-victimization of the survivor through court proceedings.
The O-TPRS provides survivors with unlimited document
space and time to type details about the sexual assault inci-
dent (see Section 2.2 on how O-TPRS works). However, this
format could lead to issues for survivors. P11-SW explained

this concern: “I worry about [the survivor’s] inner thoughts
being documented in a way that could be used against them in
real life. [For instance,] if I was assaulted at 3 [am] and I’d
been drugged ... and I thought I had this [O-TPRS], I’m [go-
ing to] get this information in right away ... and then I hit send.
Nobody else is [there to say], ‘Hey, maybe, you need care
right now. You need to be [in a] more grounded [59] place
before you actually press send.’ ... Having some guidance to
say, ‘You know, the police will ... understand you better when
you’re in a different spot.’ That’s my only [concern], because
I worry about that information becoming part of some legal
document or the public record. I’ve seen in court how words
and things can be spun [against the survivor].”

P21-SWSR explains this issue further: “[The input in the
O-TPRS] could be used against [the survivor] in a court of
law [since the O-TPRS allows survivors] to be adding to [the
O-TPR form] for several months after the assault. ... [For
instance, you] get a survivor who’s at home, feeling bad, and
... she’s [going to write] something really horrible blaming
herself. [She could say,] ‘If I hadn’t been at the bar, nothing
would have happened,’ ‘I should kill myself, maybe ... I’ll
take the children with me’ ... and those are the sorts of things
women say or think in the middle of the night. But in the
depths of depression, that might spill out. And then if this
becomes a court case, the defense attorney gets hold of that
and he’s going say, ‘Well look even here, you said it was your
fault.’ ... I think if people can talk about things over the course
of months, it’s going to be more [of an] opinion and feeling
than factual. And that scares me [about O-TPRS].”

4.2 Emotional Concerns

Various emotional concerns are related to technological con-
cerns. These emotional concerns are anxiety, fear of per-
petrators seeing the O-TPRS, re-victimization of survivors,
unauthorized people having access to the sexual assault infor-
mation, and reliving the experience through constantly seeing
the app. We discussed these concerns in previous sections.
In this section, we discuss emotional concerns that have not
previously been addressed.

4.2.1 Lack of human support

Having no human interaction was a major reason participants
were not comfortable to trust and use an O-TPRS. Participants
believed that online systems lacked empathy, which made it
difficult to trust an O-TPRS fully. P15-SWSR highlighted this
concern: “It’s draining to fill out [your sexual assault story]
on a[n] [online] form rather than conveying the story to a
person. ... At least with people, they can [express] empathy,
or it’s like you’re telling it to a person versus a computer
screen ... [that’s] like talking to a wall.”

In some cases, not having human interaction can lead to re-
traumatization for the survivors. P25-SWSR, for example,
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remarked: “I think that this [online] form can be traumatizing
for people trying to fill this out on their own. ... Just having a
support person near them, even if they’re not helping them to
fill out the form, but they’re close by so that if grounding [59]
or some crisis support is necessary, there’s someone around
to do that with that person.”

Human support could be in various forms. Some partici-
pants were open to having an online audio or video form of
support while filling out an O-TPRS. P22-SWSR explained
that “Having the option on the [O-TPRS] to be able to chat or
to call somebody will be great. ... At times like that, questions
can be very confusing ... you’re disoriented and traumatized
and it can be really hard. So knowing that somebody can
walk you through it if you’re not face to face with somebody
... [that] would be a great asset.” Other participants, how-
ever, believed that nothing could replace face-to-face human
support. P8-SR, for instance, commented: “[An O-TPRS
is] missing the human link. You need the human link. The
one thing that really works is the fact that you’re face-to-face
with a real person who’s exhibiting empathy towards you and
is concerned about you and would help you overcome what
happened to you. ... I like walking into a place and seeing
this empathetic face and then having someone offer me [a
tissue] if I’m going to lose it.”

4.2.2 Having no human in the loop

Having a human in the loop was important to prove the le-
gitimacy of the report. Participants who were police officers
were concerned about trusting anonymous reports if there
was no human involved. P1-SW, for instance, stated: “An
O-TPRS [doesn’t have] either the check of a nurse or coun-
selor or something from the social work side. ... Generally
when someone’s telling a nurse or a counselor something, I
put more weight on that as opposed to just an anonymous
[report that someone] typed out on their computer and sent
it in. ... It’s just easier for me to put weight behind it if [the
survivor has] actually gone through and spoken to a person
face-to-face as opposed to just over the internet.”

5 Discussion

5.1 Limitations
Our sample could have been more balanced and diverse. It
had more female (86%) participants, though statistics show
that more women experience sexual assault [50, 60]. Most
of the participants (86%) were also recruited through sexual
assault centers. In addition, the involvement of more than one
researcher in the data collection and initial coding would have
reduced personal bias. Furthermore, as with any interviews
and focus groups, the data were self-reported and may have
been affected by a number of systematic biases such as halo
effect, social desirability, and acquiescence response bias [21].

Figure 3: The relationship between technological and emo-
tional concerns

Nonetheless, we believe that the results of our study can
serve as a basis for further research on how O-TPRSs can be
designed to support survivors of sexual assault.

5.2 Survivors vs. police: balancing their needs
For the sake of clarity, we define privacy and anonymity.
Anonymity can be seen as a type of privacy. Privacy and
anonymity are related but can be differentiated in some con-
texts. Webb [64] defines online privacy as the ability to “con-
trol who (if anyone) sees what activities you engage in online.
In other words, ‘they’ can see who you are, but not what in-
formation or websites you access or seek.” The author further
defines anonymity as, “when you opt to have your online
actions seen, but keep your identity hidden. [This means that]
‘they’ can see what you do, but not who you are.” In line
with Webb, we define privacy in an O-TPRS as the ability
of the survivor to control who can see that the survivor used
an O-TPRS. We define anonymity as the ability of the sur-
vivor to make sure that others cannot learn that the survivor
has used an O-TPRS, even though others might know that
someone used the system. Privacy means knowing a O-TPRS
user’s identity but not their actions in the system. Anonymity
means knowing actions of a user in the O-TPRS system but
not user’s identity. Table 1 illustrates these definitions.

Know my actions Do not know my actions

Know my identity No privacy and no anonymity Privacy but no anonymity

Do not know my identity Anonymity but no privacy Privacy and anonymity

Table 1: Privacy and anonymity of survivors in an O-TPRS.

To understand how privacy and anonymity relate to our
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findings, we make the following definitions. We define iden-
tity as a survivor. We define action as using an O-TPRS. We
define the actors as the perpetrator, the police, or family and
friends that the survivor has chosen not to disclose their sex-
ual assault experience to (assuming the perpetrator doesn’t
fall into the latter category).

Our findings suggest that the O-TPRS should provide these
properties:

Privacy protection from the perpetrator: Even though
the perpetrator knows the person is a survivor,
the perpetrator must not know that the survivor is
using or has used an O-TPRS. (See examples in
Sections 4.1.1, 4.1.4, 4.1.7, and 4.1.8.)

Anonymity protection from the police: The police must
not know who the survivor is, while the police know
that a “survivor” filled out an O-TPRS report. (See ex-
amples in Section 4.1.3.)

Privacy and anonymity protection from others: The sur-
vivor’s family and friends must not know that the person
has experienced a sexual assault. In addition, the family
and friends also must not know that the person used or
is using an O-TPRS. (See examples in Sections 4.1.1,
4.1.2, 4.1.7, and 4.1.8.)

Because both privacy and anonymity are related, a com-
promise of one could lead to the compromise of the other.
There are many concerns that need to be addressed in design-
ing an O-TPRS. When using an O-TPRS, the anonymous
reporting of sexual assault is completed after a survivor sub-
mits an O-TPR form to the police (see Figure 2). The two
main actors in the O-TPRS are the survivor and the police.
The survivor must trust that the O-TPRS has anonymized
the O-TPR form before sending it to the police. However,
our results suggest that survivors find it difficult to trust that
the O-TPRS can preserve their privacy and anonymity (for
instance see Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.4). The police must also
trust that the report received from the system is not a false
allegation. The police find it challenging to trust that the
anonymous reports from the O-TPRS are from survivors (see
Section 4.2.2). Therefore, survivors’ need for privacy and
anonymity is pitted against the police’s (1) need to know the
identity of the survivor and (2) the concern that anonymity
could increase false reporting. The challenge for the O-TPRS
designers is that without finding a solution that can satisfy
these two stakeholders, it is unlikely that either will trust an
O-TPRS. We discuss these concerns in depth in the following
sections and explain how they affect survivors and the police.

5.3 Trust of survivors in an O-TPRS
5.3.1 Before sending the O-TPR form to the police

An O-TPRS requires both privacy and anonymity. Survivors
want to send anonymous reports to the police. That means that

the police should be able to identify that they have received a
report from a survivor without being able to trace the report to
the person who submitted it. Survivors also want to maintain
their privacy by having control over who sees that they are
using an O-TPRS.

The survivor should be able to trust that unauthorized peo-
ple will not discover that the survivor is using or has ever used
an O-TPRS. The O-TPRS has to be designed so it is not obvi-
ous on the survivor’s device. Further, it should be unknown
to the perpetrator that the O-TPRS will report sexual assault.
This requirement could be achieved by using a pseudonym
for the O-TPRS app or website; however, this design could
lead to usability issues for the survivors because survivors
would have to remember the pseudonym for the app.

Several proposals for addressing this problem have been
put forward. For instance, for survivors of domestic violence,
Arief et al. [4] suggest the design of an app that could auto-
matically erase the parts of the survivor’s browser history that
shows that the survivor searched for online help resources for
domestic violence. The authors suggest that the app could be
“hidden behind an innocent front end, such as a game app or an
image gallery app.” According to the authors, this design will
prevent the perpetrator from recognizing that the app erases
the survivor’s history. A similar design could also be useful
for an O-TPRS; however, such a solution will be ineffective if
the perpetrator knows the pseudonym of the app. For instance,
in their work on how technology aids perpetrators in stalking
intimate partner violence victims, Freed et al. [25] outline
many ways in which perpetrators can gain access to survivors’
phones. Some ways include forcefully compelling survivors
to unlock their phones, or strictly monitoring their activities.
If a sexual assault survivor lives in an unconducive situation,
(for instance, Section 4.1.7 and P22-SWSR in Section 4.1.4),
having an O-TPRS app on their phones, even in disguise, may
bring harm to the survivor.

Survivors could also forget to close the O-TPRS, or the
perpetrator might see them filling out the O-TPR form. The O-
TPRS should be able to provide ways by which a survivor’s
privacy is protected if they leave their phone or computer
unattended while filling out the form (see Section 4.1.7). The
O-TPRS would also need to provide a way of easy escape
on the app or the website if the perpetrator walks in on the
survivor while they are filling the O-TPR form. Some sensi-
tive websites have an escape button provided. These buttons
allow people to exit the site quickly if they feel uncomfortable
while reading the website’s content or if it becomes unsafe to
continue reading (for instance see [2]). Such designs could be
looked into for O-TPRS apps and websites. Research needs
to be done to determine how best such escape buttons could
be placed on an O-TPRS and if they will be as effective.

It could be problematic for survivors if perpetrators know
that an O-TPRS app was downloaded or the website was
visited. By default, computers and phones save the history
that an app was downloaded, or a website was accessed.
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This default setting is a challenge for survivors (see Sec-
tion 4.1.4). If the perpetrator see this information, it could
cause re-victimization of the survivor. For survivors of domes-
tic violence, Arief et al. [4] suggest an app that automatically
erases the survivor’s web history. However, in abusive situ-
ations where the perpetrators check the survivors’ web and
installation history, we believe such a design could lead to
more problems for the survivor. This problem could arise
because the perpetrator may suspect that the survivors are
trying to hide their activities by erasing their history.

Some technological solutions help people to surf the
internet anonymously. For instance, to browse the web
anonymously, people could use the incognito mode of their
browser [15], or they could also make use of a Tor browser [8].
An option to hide survivors’ online history could be for sur-
vivors to access the O-TPRS only in incognito mode or
through a Tor browser. However, these designs require a
certain level of familiarity with technology, and survivors
may not find such designs usable (see Section 4.1.2). Further,
incognito mode won’t help in a scenario when the perpetrator
has installed a key logger or is eavesdropping the traffic be-
tween the survivor’s computer and the internet [1]. In addition,
the Tor network is linked with so many illegal activities such
as human trafficking and illegal sex trade [38], and as cited
by P18-SWSR in Section 4.1.5, it may be hard for survivors
to trust that such systems can help reduce sexual assault.

Another option could be the inclusion of a process to verify
a survivor’s identity on an O-TPRS. This verification process
could be done through an authentication system. Depend-
ing on the name supplied to the O-TPRS system, this design
may not provide privacy because the presence of the app or
website on a person’s device may reveal to others that the
person is a survivor. An authentication system may not fully
protect the survivor’s anonymity because whatever option is
used to verify the survivor’s identity could be an identifying
factor of the survivor. This identifying factor could be the sur-
vivor’s email address or biometric information. If a password
system is used, this design may be problematic if survivors
forget their passwords. If the survivor receives email to reset
their login details, the perpetrators could see emails or email
notifications, which compromises the survivor’s privacy and
anonymity. Further, if an authentication system is used, the
O-TPRS would have to ensure that the police cannot access
such identifying information without the survivors’ consent.

5.3.2 After survivors send the O-TPR form to the police

After the O-TPR form has been sent to the police, the sur-
vivor’s anonymity and privacy still need to be protected (see
Section 4.1.1). Further, unauthorized individuals should be
unable to discover that the survivor sent the information to the
police (for instance, see Section 4.1.4). Protecting survivors’
anonymity can be achieved by having security in place. Such
a system will need high level of security, which is hard to

afford especially for small organizations looking into devel-
oping O-TPRSs [26]. It is also difficult to measure how much
security is good enough to protect a system. As argued by
Hurlburt [37], security may never be good enough. The author
explain further that for a secure system to be impenetrable
by anyone, the system can probably not be connected to the
internet, and humans will have to be taken out of the loop [37].
The O-TPRS will hold very sensitive information from sur-
vivors. Therefore, whatever security measures the system
employs, such measures should have a low likelihood of be-
ing breached. Any compromise of the O-TPRS could lead to
distrust of the system and, even worse, further victimization
of survivors (see Section 4.1.1, 4.1.7). The O-TPRS operator
will also have to convince survivors that such measures are
good enough to protect their information.

5.4 The police trusting O-TPRS reports

The police want to be able to verify that the person who
sends an O-TPR form is a survivor (see Sections 4.1.6, 4.2.2).
However, it is unclear how this requirement can be achieved
without violating the survivor’s anonymity. One of the pur-
poses of using an O-TPRS is to keep survivors anonymous to
the police (see Section 2 and Table 1). Verifying the survivor’s
identity would violate their anonymity. In the P-TPRS, the
presence of a representative at the TPR center may provide
some assurance that the person making a report is a survivor
(see Section 2.1). The police may trust that the report is valid
because they trust the representative [12, 45].

Several solutions exist that provide verification of system
users. Examples of such solutions include the completely
automated public Turing test to tell computers and humans
apart (CAPTCHA) [63]. However, current solutions such
as CAPTCHA don’t solve this problem, as CAPTCHA is
designed to check if the user of a system is a human or not.
CAPTCHA cannot verify whether the user of O-TPRS is a
survivor or someone making a false report.

The cost of making a false report is low with O-TPRS. As
explained in Section 2, a person is identified as a serial of-
fender if three different survivors report them as an offender.
Both O-TPRS and P-TPRS carry a possibility of false report-
ing. Nevertheless, the cost to a person who wants to create
multiple false claims with P-TPRS is much higher. Such a
person would have to convince two other people to walk into
a sexual assault center at various times and accuse the same
person of assault. With O-TPRS, the cost of making such
false reports is smaller. A person could simply download the
O-TPRS app or use the website and get two others to do the
same. Alternatively, a person could make a report two more
times from different accounts, known in distributed systems
as Sybil Attack [22].

O-TPRS could lead to an increase in false reporting. Al-
though sexual assault is an underreported crime, reducing the
current barriers to reporting might lead to an increase in re-
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porting. In addition, as explained by P1-SW in Section 4.1.6,
the use of O-TPRSs might also lead to an increase in false
reporting. This is a major challenge, as this problem might
reduce the credibility of real reports made through O-TPRS.
This challenge is similar to swatting attacks where swatters
make false reports to the police about an ongoing crime [6].
Similarly, in an O-TPRS, the possibility of false reporting
could reduce the credibility of real reports.

A solution used to mitigate a similar challenge in other sys-
tems is the use of a password-based authentication to identify
users uniquely. As discussed earlier, this solution, however
effective, could reduce the anonymity of O-TPRS users. Fur-
ther, users could easily create multiple email addresses to
make false reports. It is unclear what measures can be put
in place to deter illegitimate users while maintaining ease of
use for legitimate users to report their sexual assault. Future
research could investigate how O-TPRSs can implement a
form of verification or CAPTCHA system for survivors. This
system should be able to verify that the person reporting is a
survivor. In addition, the system should not introduce the ad-
ditional bottleneck of having human verification or reducing
survivors’ anonymity.

However, it should be noted that the motivation for making
multiple or false reports seems weak. Although any report
made will be registered in a database, and three reports would
trigger follow-up from the police, as explained in Section 2,
that follow-up would simply be an invitation to make a formal
report, which the survivor was free to do at any time anyway.

5.5 The provision of human support

The importance of human support when reporting a sexual as-
sault was discussed by many participants (see Sections 4.2.1
and 4.2.2). Participants explained that when using an O-
TPRS, it would be important for survivors to have humans in
the process for two reasons: 1. To ensure that the survivor
receives the support needed to complete and submit the form
to the police. Many participants wanted human support when
filling out an O-TPR. It is unclear if this finding is primar-
ily because most of our participants were already receiving
support from sexual assault centers and therefore could not
imagine using an O-TPRS without a support worker. It may
be important to carry out further research to investigate if
survivors who do not receive support from sexual assault cen-
ters will be comfortable using an O-TPRS without human
support. 2. To ensure that the survivor is in the right mental
state to make a report of a sexual assault [59]. For instance,
sometimes survivors deal with flashbacks or disassociation
from the present moment and need support before, during,
and after making a report [59].

To provide support for survivors, an option could be to pro-
vide human support via a video or audio call on the O-TPRS.
While some participants thought this option would be useful,
others suggested they would need face-to-face interaction (see

Section 4.2.1). This design also doesn’t address the problem
of verifying that the survivor is ready to make a report [59]. It
would be difficult for a human to verify over a video or audio
call that a survivor was in the right mental state to make a
report. This verification is important because on the O-TPRS,
the survivor could write about their feelings rather than limit-
ing the input to the factual details about the assault, and these
details might be used against the survivor in the court of law
(see Section 4.1.10). Further research is necessary to identify
unique solutions to ensure that the survivor is ready, before
submitting a report to the O-TPRS.

5.6 Balancing unlimited and limited input
There should be a balance between providing the survivor
with too little or too much time and document space to com-
plete a report. Too much time and document space in the
O-TPRS could result in a survivor providing details that could
be used against them (see Section 4.1.10). Implementing a
document space limit on the O-TPRS may be helpful, how-
ever more research needs to be done to identify how much
space is too much or too little and how such restraints may
affect survivors’ willingness to use the O-TPRS. Further, im-
plementing a time limit could defeat the purpose of letting
survivors complete an O-TPR form at their own convenience.

6 Conclusion

Our paper presents privacy and security challenges in design-
ing an O-TPRS. It introduces many questions that need to be
answered in order for survivors and police to trust and use
an O-TPRS. Our research serves as a starting point towards
designing O-TPRSs to increase sexual assault reporting and
the arrest of perpetrators. We presented our findings to Vesta,
and the organization is taking this report into consideration
in the development of their O-TPRS. We hope these results
can start a discourse in the research community and lead to
solutions for designing effective online reporting systems for
sexual assault survivors.
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Appendices
A Participants’ Demographics

ID Age Gender Survivor/Support Worker Interview/Focus Group Educational Level
P1 36 M SW I Bachelor’s
P2 63 F SR F Bachelor’s
P3 48 F SR F College
P4 33 F SWSR F Bachelor’s
P5 67 F SR F Bachelor’s
P6 80 F SR F College
P7 36 F SWSR F College
P8 74 F SR F High school
P9 60 F SR F High school
P10 25 F SWSR I College
P11 44 F SW I Master’s
P12 52 F SWSR F MBA
P13 27 F SR F High school
P14 22 F SR F High school
P15 24 F SWSR I Master’s
P16 19 F SR F High school
P17 19 F SR F High school
P18 47 F SWSR F College
P19 46 F SWSR F Bachelor’s
P20 20 F SWSR F College
P21 63 F SWSR F Bachelor’s
P22 21 F SWSR I College
P23 31 F SR I College
P24 19 F SWSR F Bachelor’s
P25 29 F SWSR F Bachelor’s
P26 39 F SW F Bachelor’s
P27 51 M SW I Bachelor’s
P28 51 F SWSR I College
P29 26 F SW F Bachelor’s
P30 37 F SW F College
P31 62 F SW F College
P32 35 F SW F Master’s
P33 22 F SW F High school
P34 49 F SW F Bachelor’s
P35 26 F SW F Bachelor’s

Table 2: Demographics of participants. SR, SW, I, and F represent survivor, support worker, interview, and focus group,
respectively.
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Figure 4: Number of codes after interviewing each participant
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C Questions from the P-TPRS shown to Participants from Page 2 and 3

1. Date of Assault

2. Time of Assault

3. Location of Assault

4. Description of Complainant:

• Male
• Female

5. Age

6. Height

7. Weight

8. Build

9. Hair Colour

10. Style

11. Length

(A) Offender’s Name: (if known)

(B) Offender’s Address:

(C) Description of Offender :

• Male
• Female
• Colour
• Race
• Age
• Height
• Weight
• Build
• Hair Colour
• Style
• Length
• Facial Features
• Facial Hair
• Complexion
• Eye Colour
• Glasses
• Circumcised
• Scars/Tattoos/Birthmarks Etc.
• Clothing Worn at Time of Sexual Assault
• Distinguishing Characteristics

(a) Vehicle Information (Licence #, Make, Model, Colour, Damage, Anything Distinguishable)

(b) Details of Offense: (EXPLAIN IN COMPLAINANT’S OWN WORDS)
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D Sample of the O-TPRS Prototype Shown to Participants

Figure 5: O-TPRS Homepage Figure 6: Introduction to TPRS Figure 7: O-TPR Form Page 1
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Figure 8: O-TPR Form Page 2 Figure 9: O-TPR Form Page 3 Figure 10: Submission Page
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Abstract

Recruiting professional developers for studies can be chal-

lenging and one major concern for studies examining secu-

rity development issues is their ecological validity—does the

study adequately reflect the real world? Naiakshina et al. [28]

examined the ecological validity of a password storage study

conducted with students [29, 30] by hiring freelancers from

Freelancer.com. In the hope of increasing the ecologically

validity, Naiakshina et al. used a deception study design

wherein freelance developers were hired for a regular job us-

ing a company front created for the study, instead of openly

telling the freelancers that they were taking part in a study.

Based on their results, Naiakshina et al. propose the use of

online freelancers to be examined further, to supplement other

recruitment channels such as CS students and GitHub users.

The deception in their study was used with the aim that results

would reflect the real work of online freelancers. However,

deception needs to be used with careful consideration, which

can entail additional study design work and negotiations with

ethical oversight bodies. In this paper, we take a closer look

at the deception used in Naiakshina et al.’s study. Therefore,

we replicate Naiakshina et al.’s work but announce and run it

as a study on Freelancer.com. Our findings suggest that for

this password storage study deception did not have a large ef-

fect and the open recruitment without deception was a viable

recruitment method.

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard

copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted

without fee.

USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.

August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

1 Introduction

Security is an issue many software developers struggle [2,

5, 11, 28–30, 47]. User studies with developers are a use-

ful tool to examine misconceptions and issues of developers

when faced with security issues. While human computer

interaction (HCI) research has made great progress in in-

vestigating the security behavior of end users, it still lacks

methodological research for the human factor of software de-

velopers [4]. One major issue with software developers is

their limited availability as subjects for research studies. Pro-

fessional developers often cannot set aside time, may not be

locally available or have hourly rates that researchers cannot

afford [3–5, 24, 25, 38, 49]. An option to recruit profession-

als for studies is cooperating with companies as can be seen

in [13, 15]. However, it can be difficult to find companies

willing to join such studies. Reasons we have encountered

are, that companies are hesitant to allocate time of their de-

velopers to a study, both for time and cost reasons, as well as

worries about disclosure of information about their company

as part of the publication process. Therefore, many previous

security developer studies were conducted with computer sci-

ence (CS) students [3,8,29–31,49] or developers recruited on

GitHub [5, 20, 35, 47, 48]. To supplement these recruitment

options, Naiakshina et al. [28] proposed to use platforms such

as Freelancer.com for developer recruitment.

In 2017 and 2018, Naiakshina et al. [29, 30] conducted a

qualitative and a quantitative password-storage study with CS

students to provide more insights into developer’s security

behavior. The participants were asked to complete the user

registration functionally of a university social networking

platform. Half the participants were prompted for secure pass-

word storage in the task, while the other half were merely told

the study is about API usability (non-prompted). The results

showed that not a single participant stored user passwords

securely without being prompted. Some students, however,

noted that they would have saved the user passwords securely

if they had been working on a project for a real company. In

order to find out whether the previous results were a study
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CS Students [29, 30] Freelancers [28] This Study: Replication of [28] with Freelancers

Independent Variables (IV) IV1: Security prompting (yes/no) IV1: Security prompting (yes/no) IV1: Security prompting (yes/no)

IV2: Framework (JSF/Spring) IV2: Payment (100/200 euros) IV2: Payment (100/200 euros)

IV3: Framework (JSF/Spring)

Study Context and Task University researchers Start-up University researchers

University social networking platform Sports photo social networking platform Sports photo social networking platform

Study Deception No Yes No

Recruitment University Individually on Freelancer.com Project on Freelancer.com

Post Security Request No SecRequest-P if plain text submission SecRequest-P if plain text submission

SecRequest-G if not implemented industry security standards

Table 1: Overview of password-storage studies for most relevant aspects.

artifact, Naiakshina et al. conducted a follow-up study with

freelancers [28], which they did not announce as an academic

study but as a real project. In the corresponding pilot study,

the authors found that owing to the university context of task

from the previous study, freelancers believed that they were

working on university homework and also did not implement

any security. To avoid this potential study bias, the authors

invested additional study design work to provide a more realis-

tic scenario to make the freelancers believe they were working

for a real company and the code would be used in the wild.

First, they removed the university social network context and

posed as a start-up that had just lost a developer in their team

and was searching for a new one. The job freelancers were

asked to complete was to create code for a social networking

platform for a sports photo sharing website. To make the

scenario more believable, the researchers created a fake multi-

page online web presence for the start-up. Second, the authors

had to manually contact freelancers individually, instead of

advertising the job on the service, and letting the freelancers

apply for the job. The latter would have made recruitment

easier, however, the Freelancer.com platform shows who has

been hired for projects advertised in this way and pilot studies

showed high dropout rates. This was due to freelancers being

confused and suspicious about a single job being given to

many freelancers. However, using the deception study de-

sign, Naiakshina et al. concluded that the CS students and the

freelancers behaved similarly with regard to their password

storage practices in this particular study setup and thus, sug-

gested Freelancer.com as a promising platform for developer

recruitment which warrants further examination.

In this paper, we specifically want to examine the use of

deception in the context of this study. Deception can be a

useful tool, if disclosing the study purpose would lead to a

significant change in behavior in the participants, e.g., Na-

iakshina et al. were concerned that freelancers would not

implement security in the same way in a study setting as they

would for a real customer. However, deception should be used

only after careful consideration. Three issues are relevant in

our context 1) One of the fundamental principles of human

subjects research is informed consent and deception can im-

pact this principle. 2) If deception is used, participants who

take part in multiple studies or have heard of deceptive stud-

ies might second guess what the study is about, potentially

affecting their behavior in an unknown manner. 3) Deception

studies can require additional study design work, e.g., in the

case of Naiakshina et al. the creation of a fake company web

presence and more elaborate scenarios.

In order to gain more insights into study methodology and

ecological validity of developer studies, we replicated the

freelancer study of Naiakshina et al. [28] except for the use

of deception. While the study task was kept the same, we

created a new profile on Freelancer.com, where we introduced

ourselves as a university group conducting scientific research

and the job as a study. Due to this we were able to post

and manage our study as a single project and manage all

freelancers from there, reducing the additional study design

work needed to run the study.

In addition to examining the effect of deception, we add

further insights into the effect of different application pro-

gramming interfaces (API) offering cryptographic libraries.

For this we replicated the comparison of two frameworks JSF

and Spring, as examined in the studies [29, 30],

Finally, we investigated whether providing participants

with password storage guidelines has an effect on the se-

curity of the submitted solutions. Table 1 provides an

overview of the previous lab studies with computer science

students [29, 30], the freelancer study [28], and the present

study.

2 Related Work

There is a wide variety of studies investigating end-user pass-

word creation, password creation rules and their effects and

password usage [11, 16, 22, 23, 26, 34, 36, 37, 39, 42–45]. Al-

though developers play an important role in secure password

storage too, rather little work has been done with them. To

offer more insights into developers’ security behavior, Na-

iakshina et al. conducted password-storage studies with CS

students and freelancers [28–30]. A detailed description of

the papers is available in the Introduction section. In order

to explore the necessity of study deception as done in [28],

we replicated the freelancer study of Naiakshina et al. by

announcing our study context to participants. Section 2.1 out-

lines the work conducted on the ecological validity of study
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design. Section 2.2 provides an overview of security devel-

oper studies in general and in the context of password storage.

Finally, Section 2.3 summarizes studies conducted focusing

on freelancers.

2.1 Ecological Validity

Acar et al. [4] argued that the examination of ecological

validity–whether studies reflect the real world–is of great

importance. Most work in this field was primarily conducted

with end users. For example, Redmiles et al. [33] compared

field data with survey reported data about software updates

initiated with end users. They found that self-reported data in

some cases varied from field data.

Furthermore, Wash et al. [45] compared 134 self-reports of

end users’ password behavior with their actual behavior and

found only a weak correlation of self-reported intentions with

reality. In [46], Wash et al. aimed at finding out which security

behaviors were accurately self-reported by the end users. For

this, they collected survey responses and behavior data from

122 participants. The authors concluded that security self-

reports oftentimes do not reflect users’ actual behaviors, e.g.,

if the behavior involves awareness.

Fahl et al. investigated the ecological validity of a password

study [17]. They compared the study-observed behavior of

645 participants with their real-life password choices. They

conducted an online and laboratory research under priming

and non-priming conditions. The authors found that around

20% of the participants behaved differently in the study com-

pared to their real-life password behavior. They concluded

that ecological validity is an important criterion, as it can

reveal a high index of the irrelevance of laboratory studies to

the real-life behavior.

Simultaneously, Mazurek et al. [27] studied the guessability

of passwords used by members of a university in comparison

to passwords that were previously collected in experiments or

were leaked from low-value accounts. Having the same pass-

word policy, the authors found the real university passwords

to be more similar to the passwords from research studies than

when comparing university passwords to the leak passwords.

In order to increase the ecological validity of developer

studies, Stransky et al. [40] designed an online platform which

enables developers to participate in a study using their own

equipment and allows them to participate from anywhere

they would like to. The authors used the platform to conduct

two studies and found that participants created code that was

equally good as the code created in previous lab studies and

noticed that participants were willing to spend more time

when working online.

Finally, Naiakshina et al. [28–30] investigated whether

deception task design–prompting participants to secure pass-

word storage–would change their security behavior in com-

parison to non-prompting. The study results showed that

prompting has an effect on the security of participants’ so-

lutions. We replicated the freelancer study of Naiakshina

et al. [28] in order to explore what impacts removing the

deception emulating ecological validity might have.

2.2 Security Developer and Password Studies

Balebako et al. [7] conducted semi-structured interviews with

13 app developers. They investigated their view on security-

and privacy-related topics. Many participants stated that both

were part of their development process but that they were not

their top priority. The authors found that security and privacy

are positively correlated.

Acar et al. [3] invited 54 Android developers to take part

in a lab study comparing different kinds of resources (free

choice of resources, Stack Overflow only, official Android

documentation only, books only). The participants only using

Stack Overflow wrote significantly less secure code than the

others, while the ones using only books wrote significantly

less functional code than the others.

In a further study [2], Acar et al. compared the usability of

five different APIs. They asked 256 GitHub users to solve var-

ious tasks concerning symmetric and asymmetric encryption.

Twenty percent of the users who solved the task functionally

believed to have solved it securely while it was not. The

researchers recommended better documentation with secure,

easy-to-use code examples.

With regard to password policies, Bonneau and

Preibusch [12] analyzed 150 websites which offer free

user accounts for various purposes. They found a great

variety of security implementations. Websites with few

security-critical features had the worst security practices.

Other websites storing more sensitive data, such as financial

data, implemented better security.

In 2007, Prechelt [32] arranged a contest where teams of

web developers took part using different web development

platforms (Java EE, Perl, PHP). They all had 30 hours to

implement the same requirements for a web-based applica-

tion. Their results were compared along various factors like

usability, functionality and security. They found that PHP

was in many aspects “at least as safe” as the other platforms

and that it tended to have the smallest within-platform vari-

ations. Finifter and Wagner [18] conducted further analysis

on the code of [32]. The authors investigated the relation

between programming language and its number of vulner-

abilities and the frameworks’ support for security features

and number of vulnerabilities. They did not find a relation

between choice of programming language and application

security, but they noticed that the developers almost never

made use of the frameworks’ built-in security support, e.g.,

for password storage. Like Finifter and Wagner, we also in-

vestigated whether freelancers would make use of the Spring

frameworks’ built-in libraries for secure password storage.

In a further study, Acar et al. [5] invited 307 GitHub users

to work on security related tasks (e.g., password storage) in
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Python and to take part in a survey afterwards. The authors

found a positive correlation between performance regarding

security and functionality and years of programming experi-

ence.

Another password-storage study was conducted by Wija-

yarathna and Arachchilage [47] with 10 developers. The

authors explored usability issues of the Bouncycastle API

to provide insights on how to develop, design and improve

security/cryptographic APIs. They identified 63 issues in the

SCrypt implementation of Bouncycastle.

2.3 Developer Studies with Freelancers

Ahmed and van den Hoven [6] discussed the freelancers’

responsibility and ability to cause harm. They pointed out

that most freelancers only do exactly what they are asked

to do, which can cause security issues with employers who

do not have a computer science background–an observation

which was also found in Naiakshina et al.’s studies with free-

lancers [28] and students [29, 30] indicating that this issue

cannot be reduced to freelancers only. Another problem

Ahmed and van den Hoven found was that freelancers use

malicious code from the Internet without testing it to ensure

functionality and security. The researchers wanted to encour-

age freelancers to accept their responsibility. In our study,

we acknowledge these aspects by providing participants pass-

word storage standard sources, if they submitted non-secure

solutions.

In a further study, Bau et al. [9] compared the websites

developed by start-up developers with websites they asked

freelancers from Elance.com and Freelancer.com to develop.

They wanted to investigate how the employment status, the

developer’s security knowledge and the programming lan-

guage influence web application security. Nineteen start-ups

and 8 freelance developers were invited and all of them were

interviewed and took part in a security quiz. Their analysis

showed that the code written by freelancers had more weak-

nesses than the code written by the start-ups. There was a

huge discrepancy between the freelancers’ security knowl-

edge and their implementations. Furthermore, they found that

code written in PHP had more injection vulnerabilities than

code written in other programming languages.

While Bau et al. referred to freelancers as being rather

unreliable, in another freelancer study, Yamashita and Moo-

nen [50, 51] conducted a study with 85 freelancers on code

smells and acknowledged the flexibility, the access to a wide

population, and the low costs of Freelancer.com. Further-

more, in contrast to Bau et al., Naiakshina et al. [28] reported

freelancers to be very dependable in their study. Most of the

subjects delivered their solutions within the time frame they

promised; they were also reliable in their communication and

showed a high interest in the study results.

3 Methodology

With the aim of improving the ecological validity of their

study, Naiakshina et al. [28] concealed the context of their

scientific research and hired freelancers for a “real project.”

The authors invested additional study design work into the

deception by creating a fake start-up with a web presence,

creating a fake profile on Freelancer.com, designing a task

description as authentic as possible and contacting and hiring

individual developers based on their skills.

To test whether similar results are achieved without the

use of deception, we conducted a replication-extension [10]

of Naiakshina et al.’s [28] freelancer study, which adopted

the study design from the original CS student studies [29,

30]. While we replicated the study of Naiakshina et al. with

freelancers [28], we also extended it by the methodology

(study announcement) and the framework variable, which we

adopted from the previous student studies [29, 30] as well as

an additional security request (see Table 1). The task was to

complete a Java registration functionality that facilitated the

storage of user properties (including user passwords) from a

web form in a database. We used the task description given

in [28] and hired participants from Freelancer.com. Similar

to the previous studies, prompting was one variable in our

study: half of the participants were tasked to securely store

the passwords while the other half was not explicitly asked to

do so.

When the project was published on Freelancer.com, the

participants bid on it, and we contacted them via private

messages. To communicate with the participants, we used the

playbook from [28] and extended it when new cases appeared.

The changes we made are given in the Appendix E. After

completing the programming task, participants were asked to

fill out an online survey to obtain their opinions on the used

frameworks, their demographics, and their feedback about

the task. In the following section, we provide a detailed

description of all the design changes we made in contrast to

the previous study [28].

3.1 Study Design Changes

Recruitment. One major change from the previous work was

the public posting of the project on the freelancer platform

as part of a scientific study. In the freelancer study of Naiak-

shina et al. [28], the researchers sent private messages with the

project offer to freelancers who had mentioned Java knowl-

edge in their profiles. Due to the limited filter features, the

researchers needed to manually inspect freelancers’ profiles

to verify whether they actually had the required knowledge.

Eighty of the 340 selected subjects did not have the required

knowledge. Additionally, the remaining 260 freelancers were

contacted by the researchers, but a total of 211 did not accept

the offer for different reasons, such as their lack of experience

or time. In our study, developers had to submit an application
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for the project and thus, it was ensured that all the applicants

were available for the study. Our public announcement for

the study is available in the Appendix E.1.

Study Announcement. In the previous study, the re-

searchers presented themselves as a start-up company and

revealed their academic aims only at the end of the program-

ming task. To make the project as realistic as possible, the

original task presented in [29,30], needed to be changed from

a university setting to a company setting. The authors created

a fake company profile on Freelancer.com and a web presence

for that company and shared that with the subjects. While

we used the same task description as used in the previous

freelancer study, we omitted all the other steps and introduced

ourselves as academic researchers conducting a scientific

study.

Framework. While in the original freelancer study only

JSF was used, we randomly assigned the participants to use

either JSF or Spring as introduced in the previous student

studies [29,30]. The JSF participants had to implement secure

password storage on their own. In contrast, Spring offers

supporting libraries.

Security Requests. In their CS student studies, Naiakshina

et al. [29, 30] accepted the participants’ initial solutions and

evaluated them based on a security score. To sum up, partic-

ipants received a score of 0-7 points for security, based on

their implementation choices for the password storage secu-

rity, such as the hashing algorithm, salt generation, iterations

etc. (see Section 3.4). In the freelancer study, the authors

extended the security score and included a security request:

• SecRequest-P(laintext): If the submissions included

plain text password storage, subjects were asked to revise

their submissions and to securely store user passwords.

We adopted this procedure and extended it by a further secu-

rity request:

• SecRequest-G(uideline): If the security score of partici-

pants’ solutions was less than 6 points, we asked them

to store the passwords by following industry’s best prac-

tices.

As in the previous studies by Naiakshina et al., we ac-

cepted 6 points, instead of the full 7, for security, because

Springs’ default implementation of the bcrypt scores 6 points;

thus, no one received the full 7 points by using memory-hard

hashing functions. To investigate whether developers could

obtain the full 7 points when given the appropriate source, we

provided our participants with website links to the password

security guidelines of the Open Web Application Security

Project (OWASP) [1] and National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) [21] for the SecRequest-G. The exact

wording and an illustrated procedure of the security requests

can be found in the Appendix A.

Compensation. In the freelancer study, Naiakshina et

al. [28] tested the impact of a payment variable on security by

recruiting subjects either with a payment of AC100 or AC200.

After revealing the study context, freelancers were invited to

fill out a survey for additional AC20. To allow researchers to

conduct scientific studies in an economical manner, we began

recruiting participants with a lower compensation amount of

AC120 for the project, including the programming task and

the survey. Naiakshina et al. did not find a significant effect

between the two payment levels on security. Therefore, after

facing difficulties to recruit over 18 participants with AC120,

we started offering AC220.1

Performance Based Payment. Based on the insights ob-

tained from our pilot study (see Section 3.2), our payment

method resembled the prior freelancer password storage

study [28] but was split into compensation milestones. Since

we included up to three possible iterations of the code re-

view and possible security requests, we divided the payment

process based on three milestones: AC50 for the first code

submission, AC50 for the final code release after our review

including possible security requests, and AC20 the survey com-

pletion. Accordingly, participants received AC100, AC100, and

AC20 respectively for each milestone for a payment of AC220.

3.2 Pilot Study

We recruited two freelancers via private messages to par-

ticipate in our pilot study. We offered AC220 to each. One

participant reported that he wanted further instructions instead

of just the mention of OWASP and NIST. Therefore, we in-

cluded the links to the security guidelines in the final study.

Since one participant appeared to be bothered by the requests,

we divided the payment process based on milestones to clearly

indicate that there were additional steps in our study. One par-

ticipant stated that it took him six hours to finish the task, but

he submitted the solution after six days. The other participant

worked for three and a half hours on the task. Since both the

participants reported to have finished the task in a relatively

short period of time we started the recruitment process with

AC120.

3.3 Participants

Recruitment. We posted our project in 5 iterations over a

time-span of almost two months. On each public project,

freelancers could place bids with their payment offer, which

ranged from AC120/AC220 to AC250. In total we received 101

applications, of whom we invited 73 to the study. Since

we limited our payment to AC220, participants with higher

bids were not invited to the study. In total, we excluded 28

applicants for requirement reasons, such as participants with

a bid higher than we offered (12), already participated in our

1As in the previous freelancer study [28], payment did not show an effect

on the decision to include security in the initial solution (FET: p = 0.55,

OR = 1.54, CI = [0.39, 6.19]). We also regarded the prompting vs. the

non-prompting group and did not find any significant effect in both cases.
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General Information:

Gender Male: 32 Female: 11 NA: 0

Age min: 18, max: 46 mean: 28.95, median: 29 SD: 6.21

Country of Residence China: 11, India: 10, Pakistan: 6, Russia: 3,

Hong Kong: 1, The Netherlands: 1, Palestine: 1, Gaza: 1, New Zealand: 1, Romania: 1, Lithuania: 1, Vietnam: 1, Germany: 1, Malaysia: 1

Profession and Programming Experience:

Profession Freelance Developer: 28 Industrial Developer:12 Finance Professional:1

Employed full time: 1 Undergraduate full-time Student: 1

General Development Experience [years]∗ min: 1, max: 20 mean: 7.42, median: 7 SD: 4.47

Java Experience [years]∗ min: 1, max: 16 mean: 6.19, median: 5 SD: 3.69

* = There were no significant demographic differences between the groups.

Table 2: Demographics of participants (n = 43)

study (9), and other reasons (7), such as missing Java skills

in their profile or large time frames. Forty-three accepted our

study invitation and participated in the study.

The first 3 iterations were posted with a payment of AC120

and received a total of 60 bids from which we invited 46

freelancers to the study. Fourteen were removed for require-

ment reasons. Eight participants did not answer to the study

invitation and another 8 were not interested anymore after

reviewing the study material. Two wanted a higher payment

for the project, one had no Java skills, two declined without

seeing the study materials and one did not believe that we

were conducting a study. Finally, 24 agreed to participate

in our study. In the last 2 iterations, we offered a payment

of AC220. We received 41 bids and contacted 27 potential

participants, of which 19 agreed to participate in the study.

Fourteen freelancers were removed for requirement reasons.

Six participants did not respond and one told us he is not

interested anymore. Another participant wanted a higher pay-

ment for the project. In total 43 freelancers participated in our

study and were randomly assigned to one of the 4 conditions:

Spring-Prompting (FSP), Spring-Non-Prompting (FSN), JSF-

Prompting (FJP), and JSF-Non-Prompting (FJN).

Demographics. Table 2 summarizes the demographics of

our participants. While the demographics were comparable

to Naiakshina et al.’s [28] freelancers in general, more female

participants were involved in this study. 74% (32 of 43) were

male, and 26% (11 of 43) were female. Most of the partici-

pants claimed to be from China (11), India (10), and Pakistan

(6). Their ages ranged between 18 and 46 years (mean: 28.95,

median: 29, SD: 6.21). The general programming experience

of the participants ranged from 1 to 20 years (mean: 7.42,

median: 7, SD: 4.47). For Java, the programming experi-

ence was reported to be between 1 and 16 years (mean: 6.19,

median: 5, SD: 3.69). Almost all the participants reported

to be experienced in developing web applications (41 of 43)

and desktop applications (27 of 43). Thirty-eight participants

reported to have a university degree. The freelancers had the

option of indicating a minimum hourly wage in their Free-

lancer.com profile. The lowest rate among our participants

was AC5/hour, while the highest was AC46/hour (mean: 21.71,

median: 19, SD: 11.3, NA: 2).

3.4 Evaluation

Code Analysis. When releasing the milestones, we accepted

only functional solutions. We adopted the extended version of

the security scale [29] for the password storage security used

by Naiakshina et al. [28–30] to score the code submissions.

To sum up, we used a binary variable secure that indicated

whether a participant included at least some kind of secu-

rity. An ordinal variable security score was used to assess the

security of the solution according to the password security

scale [29] from 0-7; the security score considered the hash al-

gorithm, iteration count for key stretching and salt generation.

Submissions in which the user passwords were stored as plain

text in the database received 0 points. Base64 and symmetric

encryption are not suitable methods for secure password stor-

age, and thus, any submissions that included these methods

were rated being insecure (0 points). The security scale can

be found in the Appendix B.

Two coders independently reviewed all the programming

code submissions and evaluated them for security. Disagree-

ments were resolved by consulting a security expert and dis-

cussing the algorithm specifications. We had 7 cases of dis-

agreement, e.g., if one coder assessed the iterations incorrectly

or misread the hash length. However, after a discussion all

cases were resolved. With the rigid scoring system and the

strict algorithm specifications, full agreement was achieved

among the researchers.

Statistical Testing. We evaluated the same hypotheses as

Naiakshina et al. [28, 30]. We were able to examine the effect

of prompting vs. non-prompting (H-P1), framework (H-F1),

years of Java experience (H-G1), and password storage expe-

rience (H-G2) on security. We also used the same statistical

tests as in [28, 30]. All the tests on the same dependent vari-

able were corrected using the Bonferroni-Holm correction.

We denoted all corrected tests with “family = N,” where N

is the family size, and reported both the initial and corrected

p-values (cor-p). An additional description of the hypotheses

and a summary of our statistical analysis can be found in the

Appendix C and D.

Qualitative Analysis. The open-ended questions from the

follow-up survey were analyzed by two researchers using

inductive coding [41]. The two researchers independently

searched for codes categories and themes emerging in the raw
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data. The codes were compared and the inter-coder agree-

ment was calculated by using the Cohen’s kappa coefficient

(κ) [14]. The agreement was 0.83. A value above 0.75 is

considered a good level of coding agreement [19]. We found

a large number of similar codes as in the previous freelancer

study [28]. In order to provide novel insights, we only report

new codes and findings in this work.

4 Limitations

Sample. Similar to Naiakshina et al. [28], our sample con-

sisted of developers from Freelancer.com. This sample is not

be representative for all developers. Other freelancer hiring

services could be used by other developers, and the results

may vary. Further, since we publicly announced the project,

participants needed to actively contact us, leading to a possi-

ble self-selection bias.

Recruitment Payment. We used two payment levels to

recruit participants. This might have led to a self-selection

bias. However, we tested the effect of payment on security

in the initial solution and did not find any significant effect

between both payment levels.

Deception. Similar to Naiakshina et al.’s previous pass-

word storage studies, this work examined the prompting vs.

non-prompting effect in the task description. This resulted

in concealing the security-focused research from half of our

participants. However, due to our security requests, partici-

pants were able to improve their submissions. We received

only positive feedback from our participants.

Generalizability. Finally, our findings are based on a sin-

gle example study and thus further studies are needed to see

if our results replicate in other types of studies.

5 Ethics

The institutional review board of our university approved our

project. The participants were sent a link to a consent form in

the first message of the conversation. We informed them of

our data-storage policies and that they could withdraw their

data at any time. To treat all the participants equally, we

compensated the participants who had initially been offered a

lower pay amount (AC120) with additional AC100 at the end of

our study. Thus, all our participants received AC220 for their

efforts.

6 Results

In this section, we present an analysis of the present study.

Additionally, we compare the results of the present study with

results from the previous studies [28, 30]. To enable this

comparison, we investigated the effect of the same factors on

whether participants decided to store user passwords securely

in the database considering the initial submissions. Further,

we compared submissions from the previous freelancer sam-

ple [28] with our sample.

6.1 Security

As in the previous freelancer study [28], our participants used

three techniques to store user passwords in the database: (1)

hashing (+ salting); (2) symmetric encryption; and (3) Base64

encoding. We rated the solutions according to the security

scale introduced in Section 3.4.

Table 3 shows the summary of the initial password stor-

age solutions and the solutions handed in after SecRequest-P

(in bold). To submit their initial solutions, participants took

on average 4 days (min: 2h 20 min, max: 29 days, median:

2 days, SD: 5.4 days). In total we received 23 non-secure

and 20 secure initial solutions from our 43 participants. Sev-

enteen of the 23 participants with non-secure submissions

received SecRequest-P as they stored the user passwords in

plain text. Most of these requests were sent to non-prompted

participants (15/17). Including security prompting in the ini-

tial task description meant that there was (almost) no need

to remind participants not to save passwords in plain text.

For SecRequest-P, they needed on average 1.8 days (min: 15

min, max: 19 days, median: 2h 30 min, SD: 4.4 days). After

SecRequest-P all participants except one at least hashed the

user passwords.

Overall, 25 participants received SecRequest-G because

their first or second submission achieved less than 6 points on

the security scale. For SecRequest-G, participants needed on

average 2 days (min: 15 min, max: 19 days, median: 1 day,

SD: 3.7 days). We provide a deeper analysis of submissions

after SecRequest-G in Section 6.5.

Participants needed on average 5.8 days for their final sub-

missions (min: 2h 20 min, max: 32 days, median: 3 days,

SD: 7.9 days). In contrast to the previous work [28], we

wanted to have a more accurate time specification. Thus, we

asked participants in the survey how much time they actually

needed to finish the task. On average, they stated that it took

them 14 hours and 30 minutes to complete the task (min: 1 h,

max: 72 h, median: 10 h, SD: 14 h 50 min).

6.2 Prompting effect (H-P1)

As done with all the previous studies on password storage of

Naiakshina et al. [28–30], we examined the effect of prompt-

ing for security in the task. We also found a significant effect

of prompting on the security of participants’ submissions

(FET: p = 0.006*, cor− p = 0.01*, OR = 6.51, CI = [1.51,

33.18], family = 2). The majority of non-prompted partic-

ipants submitted a non-secure solution (16 of 21); only 5

participants considered security. Of the 22 prompted partici-

pants, 15 at least hashed the passwords.
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Participant Prompting Framework Payment Working

Time

Include

SecRequest-P

Active

Working

Security

Requests

Function Length

in bits

Iteration Salt Secure Score Copied

FJN1 0 JSF 120 3 Days 3 Days 7h P + G SHA-1 160 1 0/1 0/2

FJN2 0 JSF 120 3 Days 2 Days 4h P bcrypt 184 210 SR 0/1 0/6

FJN3 0 JSF 120 18 Days 2h 30min 11h P + G MD5 128 1 0/1 0/1 X

FJN4 0 JSF 120 3 Days 8h PBKDF2 (SHA-512) 512 20 000 SR 1 6

FJN5 0 JSF 220 2 Days 30min 12h P + G MD5 128 1 0/1 0/1

FJN7 0 JSF 120 3 Days 25h G MD5 128 1 1 1

FJN8 0 JSF 120 7 Days 4h G PBKDF2 (SHA-512) 512 65 536 St 1 5

FJN9 0 JSF 220 12 Days 1 Day 30h P + G SHA-1 160 1 0/1 0/2

FJN10 0 JSF 220 3 Days 8h G pgCrypto(xdes) 64 725 pgC 1 3

FJN11 0 JSF 220 2h 20min 4h bcrypt 184 210 SR 1 6

FJN12 0 JSF 220 2 Days 35min 8h P + G MD5 128 1 0/1 0/1

FJP1 1 JSF 220 1 Day 5h bcrypt 184 210 SR 1 6

FJP2 1 JSF 120 3 Days 48h G sym. Encryption 0 0

FJP3 1 JSF 120 1 Day 10h G PBKDF2 (SHA-1) 128 65 536 SR 1 5

FJP4 1 JSF 220 1 Day 18h bcrypt 184 214 MR 1 6 X

FJP5 1 JSF 120 6 Days 16h PBKDF2 (SHA-1) 160 20 000 SR 1 6 X

FJP6 1 JSF 120 2 Days 3h G MD5 128 1 1 1 X

FJP7 1 JSF 120 3 Days 15min 10h P + G MD5 128 1 0/1 0/1 X

FJP8 1 JSF 120 4h 1h G MD5 128 1 1 1 X

FJP9 1 JSF 120 12 Days 60h G Base64 0 0

FJP10 1 JSF 120 1 Day 12h G sym. Encryption 0 0

FJP11 1 JSF 220 2 Days 10h G sym. Encryption 0 0

FSN1 0 Spring 120 3 Days 5h 15h P + G SHA-512 512 1 SR 0/1 0/5

FSN2 0 Spring 220 8h 30min 20min 4h P bcrypt 184 210 SR 0/1 0/6

FSN3 0 Spring 120 7 Days 25min 10h P MD5 128 1 0/1 0/1

FSN5 0 Spring 120 1 Day 6h G sym. Encryption 0 0

FSN6 0 Spring 120 13 Days 19 Days 30h P bcrypt 184 212 SR 0/1 0/6

FSN7 0 Spring 120 1 Day 1 Day 10h P + G SHA-1 160 1 0/1 0/2

FSN9 0 Spring 220 1 Day 2h 6h P + G SHA-256 256 1 0/1 0/2

FSN10 0 Spring 120 1 Day 1h 10min 6h P + G sym. Encryption 0/0 0/0

FSN11 0 Spring 220 9h 20min 2h P bcrypt 184 210 SR 0/1 0/6

FSN12 0 Spring 220 1 Day 3 Days 9h P bcrypt 184 210 SR 0/1 0/6

FSP1 1 Spring 220 29 Days 72h bcrypt 184 210 SR 1 6

FSP2 1 Spring 120 4 Days 20h G SHA-256 256 1 1 2

FSP3 1 Spring 120 4h 30min 2h bcrypt 184 210 SR 1 6

FSP4 1 Spring 120 5 Days 10h G MD5 128 1 000 SR 1 4

FSP5 1 Spring 220 2 Days 16h bcrypt 184 210 SR 1 6

FSP6 1 Spring 120 1 Day 12h G Base64 0 0

FSP7 1 Spring 220 7 Days 20h bcrypt 184 210 SR 1 6

FSP9 1 Spring 220 1 Day 11h bcrypt 184 210 SR 1 6

FSP10 1 Spring 220 2 Days 1 Day 35h P bcrypt 184 210 SR 0/1 0/6

FSP12 1 Spring 220 2 Days 7h bcrypt 184 210 SR 1 6

FSP13 1 Spring 220 1 Day 8h bcrypt 184 210 SR 1 6

Table 3: Evaluation of participants’ initial and SecRequest-P submissions
Bold: Participants who at first delivered a plain text solution and thus, received the first security request (SecRequest-P). Working Time participants took to submit their initial

solution. Include SecRequest-P: Time participants needed to add security after SecRequest-P (1 Day = 24 hours). Active Working: Self-reported active working time reported by

participants for their final submissions. Salt: SR = SecureRandom, St = Static, pgC = pgCrypto, MR = Math.Random. Copied: Security code was most likely copied and pasted

from the Internet.

6.3 Java and Password Storage Experience

(H-G1, H-G2)

Similar to the previous freelancer study, we did not find any

effect of Java experience on the security score of the sub-

missions (Kruskal-Wallis: χ
2(12) = 8.46, p = 0.75, cor− p

= 0.75). Further, we only examined submissions which did

include some security, but did not find any effect of Java

experience on the security score either (group: secure = 1;

Kruskal-Wallis: χ
2(7) = 3.83 p = 0.80).

In addition to that, we asked our participants whether they

had stored user passwords in a database before. Only 3 of

43 participants said that they had never stored passwords

before. As in the previous studies [28, 30], we did not find

any significant effect on their decision to store the passwords

securely in our study (FET: p = 0.59, cor− p = 0.59, OR =

0.42, CI = [0.01, 8.63]).

6.4 Framework (H-F1)

Similar to the previous student study [30], we did not find

that the framework had a significant effect on the security

score when participants stored the passwords securely (group:

secure = 1; Wilcoxon Rank sum: W = 32.5, p = 0.16, family

= 2, cor − p = 0.32). The mean score for the JSF group

was 4.18 (group: secure = 1; min: 1, max: 6 , median: 5,

SD: 2.23). The Spring group received a higher mean of 5.33

(group: secure = 1, min: 2, max: 6, median: 6, SD: 1.41). In

both studies the spring group achieved slightly higher scores,

but since neither effects were statistically significant, future

studies will have to decide whether the small improvement

the spring framework might bring is worth conducting a study

with more power.

Further, we investigated the reported usability of both APIs.

We calculated the API usability scores suggested by Acar et

al. [2] for the Spring group (min: 62.5, max: 92.5, mean:

74.17, median: 72.5, SD: 9.36) and the JSF group (min:

50, max: 100, mean: 68.75, median: 70, SD: 13.11). The
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Figure 1: Distribution of scores before and after the security

requests for the prompted and non-prompted group.
Each point stands for one participant.

score could range from 0-100 with 100 being the highest

usability score that can be achieved. Thus, the Spring group

achieved higher usability scores, however the difference was

not statistically significant. (Wilcoxon Rank Sum: W = 160,

p = 0.08).

Moreover, we tested for a correlation between API usability

and the achieved security scores but did not find any signifi-

cant correlation (Pearson: r = 0.08, p = 0.57).

In this study, we asked participants to evaluate the API

usability after possible security requests, so we can be certain

that all the participants used security mechanisms within the

frameworks before giving us their assessment. In the student

study [30] however, there were no follow up security requests

and thus thus, there were participants who did not use any se-

curity mechanisms. Since their experience with a framework

was reported based on functionality aspects only, we do not

draw a direct comparison to our study.

6.5 Security Guidelines (NIST and OWASP)

Figure 1 shows the distribution of scores for the prompted

and non-prompted groups for initial submissions and after par-

ticipants received SecRequest-P and/or SecRequest-G. The

figure visualizes how the distribution evolved after each re-

quest. The achieved scores rose after each request. Out of

all 43 participants, 25 received SecRequest-G with web links

to NIST and OWASP. The evaluation of these submissions

is available in the Appendix (Table 6). The mean security

score achieved was 5.86 (min: 2, max: 7, median: 6). Ten of

the 25 participants used Argon2 to store the passwords and

thus, achieved 7 points on the security score. Five of the 25

participants used bcrypt and achieved 6 points. The remaining

10 of 25 participants submitted solutions below 6 points, like

PBKDF2 with insufficient parameters, SHA-1, or MD5.

In the follow-up survey—independently whether partici-

pants received SecRequest-G—we asked participants whether

they know about and have experience with NIST or OWASP

sources for user password storage. 58% (25 of 43) of all

participants reported that they had heard of NIST or OWASP

before. 47% (20 of 43) participants stated to have followed

one (or both) of the guidelines in their submissions (including

participants without SecRequest-G). Of the 25 participants

who received SecRequest-G, 15 reported to have heard of

NIST or OWASP. Consequently, 10 participants received

instructions from us with NIST and OWASP sources, but

indicated to not know the sources.

When comparing both guidelines, NIST offers a more the-

oretical and complex recommendation, while OWASP of-

fers Argon2 example code in Java with clearer recommenda-

tions. We investigated whether our participants had copied

and pasted code from the OWASP guideline and found that

out of 10 participants who implemented Argon2 after our

second security request, 8 copied and pasted the code from

the OWASP guideline. We found the same comments in the

programming code as on the website.

In the following we present an analysis of participants’

experience with the guidelines based on their open-question

answers in the survey and the chat communication.

Guideline Experience with SecRequest-G. Our partici-

pants mentioned that reading the guidelines has helped them

to increase their knowledge. Participants found the guide-

lines useful, as they provided them with details, they were not

aware of:

“I was unaware of Argon2 and the weakness in

PBKDF2-with-HMAC and hadn’t thought of a few

things that were mentioned in the guidelines (max

password length for DoS protection, Unicode nor-

malization)” (FJP3).

FSN5 reported to like OWASP because it instructed him to

use existing hashing and salting algorithms instead of imple-

menting them himself:

“One of the OSWAP design principles is to keep se-

curity simple. In the registration process I avoided

implementing own salt and hashing algorithms [...].

This reduces chances of making security mistakes.”

Guideline Experience without SecRequest-G. Ten of 43

participants (21%), who did not receive SecRequest-G, re-

ported to have heard of NIST or OWASP before. Five of them

(FJN4, FJP4, FSN2, FSN12, FSP5) stated that they did not

follow the guidelines of the organizations in our task. As

reasons FJP4 noted that he heard of the organizations, but

never implemented their guidelines before and FSP5 stated:
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Company Freelancer [28] Study Freelancer (only JSF) Study Freelancer (JSF and Spring)

Non-secure Secure Score Total Non-secure Secure Score Total Non-secure Secure Score Total

In
it

ia
l

su
b
m

is
si

o
n

Prompting 8 13 µ = 2.19 (σ = 2.52) 21 5 6 µ = 2.27 (σ = 2.8) 11 7 15 µ = 3.32 (σ = 2.8) 22

min = 0, max = 6 min = 0, max = 6 min = 0, max = 6

Non-Prompting 17 4 µ = 0.86 (σ = 1.96) 21 6 5 µ = 1.91 (σ = 2.59) 11 16 5 µ = 1 (σ = 2.07) 21

min = 0, max = 6 min = 0, max = 6 min = 0, max = 6

Total 25 17 µ = 1.52 (σ = 2.33) 42 11 11 µ = 2.09 (σ = 2.64) 22 23 20 µ = 2.19 (σ = 2.68) 43

A
ft

er
S

ec
R

eq
u
es

t-
P

Prompting 2 1 µ = 2 (σ = 3.46) 3 0 1 µ = 1 (σ = 0) 1 0 2 µ = 3.5 (σ = 3.54) 2

min = 0, max = 6 min = 1, max = 1 min = 1, max = 6

Non-Prompting 4 10 µ = 2 (σ = 2.29) 14 0 6 µ = 2.17 (σ = 1.94) 6 1 14 µ = 3.13 (σ = 2.36) 15

min = 0, max = 6 min = 1, max = 6 min = 0, max = 6

Total 6 11 µ = 2 (σ = 2.33) 17 0 7 µ = 2 (σ = 1.83) 7 1 16 µ = 3.18 (σ = 2.31) 17

Table 4: Comparison of (non-)secure solutions and the security score

“I could develop it without these practices.” Both used bcrypt

in their initial solution and received 6 points in the security

score. FSN11, FSP1, FSP3, FSP10, and FSP13 reported to

have followed one of the guidelines. Four of them used bcrypt

in their first submission and FSP10 used bcrypt in his second

submission after SecRequest-P. FSP1 reported about NIST:

“NIST guidelines were easy to follow as they are in

line with security best practices.”

6.6 Sample Comparison

In this section we present a direct comparison between the

previous freelancer study [28] and our replication study. In

the following we denote this study as Study Freelancer and

the original study as Company Freelancer, since a company

deception was used as study design. Unlike in the Company

Freelancer study, where only JSF was used as framework,

this study also looked at Spring as a between groups condi-

tion. However, for the examination of the deception effect,

we restrict our comparison to the JSF participants of our

study, since only there a direct comparison can be made. Fig-

ure 2 displays a distribution of participants’ initial submission

security scores from the both studies Study Freelancer and

Company Freelancer. For our study, Spring and JSF results

are reported separately. Considering the prompted and non-

prompted groups, the distributions of the obtained scores are

fairly similar.

Table 4 summarizes participants’ initial and SecRequest-

P related security results of both the Study Freelancer and

Company Freelancer. Since in the original study SecRequest-

G was not introduced to participants, we do not consider it

for the comparison of the both studies. Table 4 shows the

count of participants from the two groups (prompted and non-

prompted) and how many of the solutions were secure or

non-secure. The proportions of participants in each group

in both freelancer samples appear to be similar. Further, the

mean score values from the company freelancers and study

freelancers (only the JSF group) are similar as well.

We did not find any significant difference between the JSF

security scores of the Study Scenario (µ = 2.09, σ = 2.64)

and Company Freelancer Scenario (µ = 1.52, σ = 2.33) in the

scores of the initial submissions (group: secure = 1 & group

= JSF; Wilcoxon Rank sum: W = 86, p = 0.73, r = 0.09).

However, a lack of a statistically significant finding does not

mean there is none. With a large enough sample even small

differences will result in a statistically significant finding.

Power analysis is necessary to avoid Type II static errors

(i.e., false negatives). In this study, power analysis would

have established whether the lack of a statistically significant

difference between the replicated and original results was

meaningful, or if it was just an artifact of too few participants.

Future studies will have to decide whether the differences

shown above are worth re-examining with a larger sample

size.

6.6.1 Implementation Time

We compared the implementation time to submit the initial

solution of our study with the prior freelancer study [28] (min:

1 day, max: 8 days, mean: 3 days, median: 3 days, SD:

1.88). We did not find any significant difference between the

implementation time of both JSF groups (Wilcoxon Rank

sum: W = 457, p = 0.83). Further, we compared the time

spent on the first security request. In [28], the participants

needed on average 6.4 hours (sd 7.3 h, median 3.17 h). We did

not find a significant effect in both freelancer studies either

(W = 74, p = 0.52). The same caveats about the lack of power

apply as above.

6.6.2 Study Announcement: Self-reflection

In the follow-up survey our participants were asked whether

they would have stored the password securely if it had not

been a study. Interestingly the answers split in half, 22 re-

ported to would have stored the passwords securely, and 21

reported that they did not think that they would have stored

them securely. Six of the 22 who reported that they would

have performed differently if it was not a study, stored the
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Figure 2: Initial submission score comparison of the pre-

vious freelancer study [28] (Company Freelancer) and our

replication study (Study Freelancer).
Each point stands for one participant. In the Company Freelancer

JSF group, Naiakshina et al. had almost twice as much participants

as in the JSF group of this study, because we also investigated

Spring as another value for the framework variable.

passwords in a sufficient way in the initial submissions. The

results of the freelancer study of Naiakshina et al. [28] where

the participants were not aware that they were participating in

a study until they finished programming, shows that partici-

pants in developer studies can overestimate their own security

awareness. We found that the reported details do not always

fit the actual code submission.

7 Discussion

Methodological implications for developer studies: Our re-

sults suggest that freelancers are a useful sample for usable

security developer studies. Response rates are higher than on

GitHub. The studies can be conducted online and it is possi-

ble to reach developers from all over the world. Freelancers

could provide more experience with real world projects and a

wide range of age and experience. Since freelancers on the

platform most likely do not know each other, the probability

of participants communicating with each other about the study

task and solutions is lower than for example, in a CS student

sample. Additionally, freelancers are a convenient sample as

they are looking for jobs and work with their own devices.

In comparison to the field study of Naiakshina et al. [28],

where the study itself was concealed, our study was conducted

by openly communicating the study context to the freelancers.

Using the same sample size and same study protocol (minus

the study deception), we got similar results as Naiakshina et

al. We got similar effect sizes, directions, and statistically

significant results for the same tests as they did and did not get

any that they did not. In Table 5 a comparison of both studies

and tests can be found. In both studies prompting lead to

more security. The impact was significant in both samples, so

we observed the same treatment effect (Company Freelancer:

OR = 6.55 and Study Freelancer: OR = 6.51).

Neither study found a significant effect of previous pass-

word storage experience. However, in both cases only very

few participants reported to have no password storage experi-

ence at all (Company Freelancer: n = 2 and Study Freelancer:

n = 3). Therefore, the results should not be over-interpreted.

Furthermore, Naiakshina et al. [28] did not find an effect of

Java experience on security. In this study, we did not find

an effect either. However, the direction of the correlation is

the same in both studies. Future studies will have to decide

whether to examine this effect with larger sample sizes.

In contrast to the previous freelancer study, we also tested

the two frameworks Spring and JSF as done in the student

study [30]. In [30], Naiakshina et al. did not find any signif-

icant difference between Spring and JSF. We did not find a

significant difference between the two frameworks either. In

both studies the mean security score was higher for the Spring

framework but future studies with more participants would

be needed to examine this effect further.

We conclude that for this study the removal of the

deception element does not seem to have changed any

outcomes and all relevant results gained from the original

study with deception have also been gathered by this one

without. Since deception should only be used when necessary,

for this study we would not recommend to use it again in

this specific context. While these results certainly do not

generalize to all developer security studies, it is an important

first indication that freelance developers recruited as part of a

study behave similarly to when they are hired for a regular

job. Therefore, our findings also offer an early indication

that platforms such as Freelancer.com may be promising

platforms for developer recruitment to supplement other

channels such as CS students and GitHub developers.

Security guidelines: Acar et al. [3] showed in their pro-

gramming experiment that using standard documentation

without access to other sources such as the Internet lead to

more secure code. However, the set-up of the experiment was

rather artificial. In the real world developers use the Inter-

net to find solutions while programming [30]. The standards

are available but only a few developers use them or are even

aware of them.

We found that concrete security policies with web links to

the guidelines did increase the score of the password storage

code. Ten participants were able to achieve full 7 points

although no participants in the past studies and in the initial

submissions achieved such a level for security. Even though

some participants were able to use secure industry standards
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IV DV Statistical Test Company Freelancer [28] Study Freelancer

Prompting Secure FET p = 0.01* p = 0.006*

OR = 6.55, CI = [1.44, 37.04] OR = 6.51, CI = [1.51, 33.18]

Java Experience Score Kruskal-Wallis p = 0.21, r = 0.12 p = 0.75, r = 0.04

Stored Passwords Before Secure FET p = 0.17 p = 0.59

OR = 0, CI = [0,3.87] OR = 0.41, CI = [0.04, 2.69]

Framework Score Wilcoxon Rank sum - p = 0.16

- group: secure = 1, r = 0.3

Table 5: Summary of all tests across the different samples
IV: Independent variable, DV: Dependent variable, Company Freelancer: Freelancers with study deception [28], Study Freelancer:

Freelancers without study deception, OR: Odds ratio, CI: Confidence interval. The IV framework was not examined for freelancers in [28].

Significant tests are marked with *.

without being requested with the specific policies, a number

of participants reported to know the guidelines. However,

these participants were only able to score at most 6 points.

This finding emphasizes the need for explicit encouragement

of using security policies. The more support the policies offer

the more secure the code can be.

Performance-based payment using milestones: Mile-

stone payment is the recommended payment method on Free-

lancer.com. We split the payment into three milestones and

chose the milestones for the initial submission and the (se-

curity) code review in a 1:1 ratio. It has to be investigated

whether different ratios might result in different security re-

sults. Different performance rewards could help to increase

security and the security awareness as well. We chose this

ratio as we did not know how many security requests a par-

ticipant would need as this depends on the password storage

security in the initial and follow-up submission. In this study

we chose the security to weight as much as the initial func-

tional solution. We note that rewarding security performance

as a study variable might lead to better initial solutions. In

future research, this has to be evaluated with other scenarios

and developer studies.

8 Conclusion

One major issue of usable security developer studies is their

ecological validity. In the password-storage study of Naiak-

shina et al. [29,30], CS students claimed that they would have

behaved differently if they would have worked for a company.

In a follow-up study, Naiakshina et al. [28] concealed the

study context and hired freelancers for the same project. This

form of deception requires additional study design work to

maintain the deception. Frequent use of deception can cause

problems as well. Both these issues make the use of deception

for this kind of developer study something one would want

to avoid if possible. Therefore, we replicated the deception

study of Naiakshina et al. [28] without deception and com-

pared the results. Overall the results were very similar leading

us to propose the following recommendations:

• When trying to get ecologically valid results for free-

lance developers, deception is not always necessary.

In our example running the study openly produced very

similar outcomes compared to hiring freelancers for

real. We got similar effect sizes and directions for the

same tests as Naiakshina et al. in [28]. However, our

study presents only one data point and further research is

needed on the use of deception in other studies covering

other security issues, tasks and scenarios, as well as with

other types of developers.

• Instruct developers to use security-guidelines. We

found that providing participants with specific guidelines

for password storage can increase the security of their

solutions drastically. Almost all our participants were

able to implement secure password storage after being

provided with specific security guidelines. If guidelines

offer code examples, they are more likely to be imple-

mented and included into the developers’ code. Thus,

we recommend designers of security guidelines to give

specific code examples of secure code. We further recom-

mend organizations to provide developers with specific

security guidelines to receive software with state-of-the-

art security standards. If guidelines might not be known

to the employer, we recommend to include at least secu-

rity prompting in the task to raise security awareness.
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APPENDIX

A Security Requests

Figure 3 visualizes the security request procedure. When we

were sent a solution where the password was stored in plain

text or where the participant received less than 6 points in the

security score, we sent the following messages:

• SecRequest-P: Participant handed in plain text code:

R: I saw that the password is stored in clear text. Could

you also store it securely?

• SecRequest-G: Security score < 6:

R: Thank you for submitting your solution. Now

I have one further request. I noticed, that you did

not follow industry best practices, e.g., NIST (Na-

tional Institute of Standards and Technology) or

OWASP (Open Web Application Security Project),

to securely store the end-user password. Could you

please revise your submission and ensure that you

follow industry best practices? You can find some

information on OWASP on this website: https:

//github.com/OWASP/CheatSheetSeries/

blob/master/cheatsheets/Password_

Storage_Cheat_Sheet.md and information on

NIST on this website: https://pages.nist.

gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html in section

5.1.1.2.

B Security Scale

We based the evaluation of participants’ submissions on the

security score of Naiakshina et al. [29]:

1. The end-user password is salted (+1) and hashed (+1).

2. The derived length of the hash is at least 160 bits long

(+1).

3. The iteration count for key stretching is at least 1000

(+0.5) or 10000 (+1) for PBKDF2 and at least 210
= 1024

for bcrypt (+1).

4. A memory-hard hashing function is used (+1).

5. The salt value is generated randomly (+1).

6. The salt is at least 32 bits in length (+1).

C Hypotheses

Due to the adjusted study design, we were able to test only

four of the seven main hypotheses from [30]. While it was

possible to track security attempts in a lab setting, in an online

Submission

Security

Score

SecRequest-

P

Security

Score

SecRequest-

G

Survey

Plain text

<6 >=6

<6

>=6

Figure 3: Security request procedure
Participants received SecRequest-P, if they submitted a plain text

solution and SecRequest-G if the solution scored less than 6 points.

Participants with plain text solutions thus, could receive both

requests.

study this information was not accessible. We did, though,

consider the subset secure = 1 (achieving security) for our

analysis. Hypotheses from [30]:

• H-P1 - Priming has an effect on the likelihood of partici-

pants attempting security.

• H-F1 - Framework has an effect on the security score of

participants attempting security.

• H-G1 - Years of Java experience have an effect on the

security scores.

• H-G2 - If participants state that they have previously

stored passwords, it affects the likelihood that they store

them securely.

D Summary of Statistical Analysis

Table 7 summarizes all hypotheses from our analysis of the

study.

E Playbook

We used the same playbook Naiakshina et al. used in [28].

We extended and adapted it by several relevant aspects. P indi-

cates the participant and R indicates the researcher. Because

of space limitation, we mention only playbook extensions

here.
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Participant Prompting Framework Payment Include

SecRequest-G

Function Length

in bits

Iteration Salt Secure Score Copied NIST OWASP

FJN1 0 JSF 120 1 Day SHA-1 160 1 1 2 X

FJN3 0 JSF 120 1 Day bcrypt 184 210 SR 1 6

FJN5 0 JSF 220 50 min PBKDF2 (SHA-1) 256 10 000 St 1 5 X X

FJN7 0 JSF 120 1 Day MD5 128 1 SR 1 4

FJN8 0 JSF 120 2 Days PBKDF2 (SHA-512) 512 65 536 St 1 5 X

FJN9 0 JSF 220 19 Days Argon2i 256 2 SR 1 7 X X

FJN10 0 JSF 220 1h 30min PBKDF2 (SHA-1) 128 65 536 SR 1 5 X

FJN12 0 JSF 220 15min Argon2i 256 10 SR 1 7 X

FJP2 1 JSF 120 2 Days PBKDF2 (SHA-1) 512 1 000 SR 1 5.5

FJP3 1 JSF 120 5h 30min Argon2i 256 20 SR 1 7 X

FJP6 1 JSF 120 2 Days Argon2i 256 40 SR 1 7 X

FJP7 1 JSF 120 35min PBKDF2 (SHA-1) 128 4 SR 1 4 X X X

FJP8 1 JSF 120 3h 30min PBKDF2 (SHA-1) 512 1 000 SR 1 5.5 X X

FJP9 1 JSF 120 2 Days PBKDF2 (SHA-1) 512 1 000 SR 1 5.5 X X

FJP10 1 JSF 120 1 Day Argon2i 256 40 SR 1 7 X

FJP11 1 JSF 220 1 Day bcrypt 184 212 SR 1 6

FSN1 0 Spring 120 2 Days Argon2i 256 20 SR 1 7 X X X

FSN3 0 Spring 120 6 Days Argon2i 256 4 SR 1 7 X X

FSN5 0 Spring 120 4 Days bcrypt 184 210 SR 1 6 X

FSN7 0 Spring 120 1 Day Argon2i 256 40 SR 1 7 X

FSN9 0 Spring 220 1 Day bcrypt 184 210 SR 1 6 X X

FSN10 0 Spring 120 1h Argon2i 256 40 SR 1 7 X X

FSP2 1 Spring 120 10h PBKDF2 (SHA-1) 128 65 536 SR 1 5

FSP4 1 Spring 120 3 Days bcrypt 184 210 SR 1 6

FSP6 1 Spring 120 14h Argon2d 128 3 SR 1 7 X

Table 6: Evaluation of participants’ submissions after SecRequest-G
Include SecRequest-G: Time participants needed to add security after SecRequest-G. Salt: SR = SecureRandom, R = Random, St = Static. Copied: Security code was probably

copied and pasted from the Internet. NIST/OWASP: Participant stated that he/she followed the security guidelines of NIST/OWASP programming the task.

H Sub-sample IV DV Test O.R. CI p-value cor− p-value

H-P1# - Prompting Secure FET 6.51 [1.51, 33.18] 0.006* 0.01*

H-G1# - Java experience Score Kruskal-Wallis - - 0.75 0.75

H-G2# - Stored passwords before Secure FET 0.42 [0.01, 8.63] 0.59 0.59

H-F1# secure = 1 Framework Score Wilcoxon rank sum - - 0.16 0.32

E-A1 secure = 1 Java experience Score Kruskal-Wallis - - 0.80 -

E-A2 - Framework API usability Wilcoxon rank sum - - 0.08 -

E-A3 - Score API usability Pearson Cor. - [-0.21, 0.38] 0.57 -

S-C1 secure = 1& group = JSF Study sample Score Wilcoxon rank sum - - 0.73 -

S-C2 group = JSF Study sample Implementation time initial submission Wilcoxon rank sum - - 0.83 -

S-C3 group = JSF Study sample Implementation time time for SecRequest-P Wilcoxon rank sum - - 0.52 -

Table 7: Summary of statistical analysis
IV: Independent variable, DV: Dependent variable, O.R..: Odds ratio, CI: Confidence interval, E-A: Exploratory analysis, S-C: Sample Comparison. All tests

were conducted on security values of the initial solutions before participants received any security requests. H-P1 and H-G2 as well as H-G1 and H-F1 are

corrected with Bonferroni-Holm correction (cor-p value). # = Hypothesis of Naiakshina et al. [28, 30], * = Significant Tests.

E.1 Study Announcement and Study Offer

We are researchers from the University of Bonn working in

the field of software usability. We are always looking for

software developers and system administrators who are in-

terested in taking part in one of our studies (programming

and surveys). All data will be processed pseudonymously and

stored anonymized after the study; there will be no identifying

information published in any form. If you are interested in

participating in studies - Please contact us!

After the participants placed a bid on the project, we contacted

them via the private chat at Freelancer.com with the following

message:

R: Hello XYZ, we are happy that you want to take part in

our study. The payment will be divided into 3 milestones: 50

euros (100 euros) for your initial code release, additional 50

euros (100 euros) for the final code release after our review

and further additional 20 euros for completing our survey

about your programming experience and your experiences

with this task. If this is fine for you and you want to take part

in the study, we need you to sign a consent form. Please go to

the following website to do so: LINK Your study-ID is: XXX

Thanks in advance. Kind regards, . . .

When the freelancer signed the consent form, we sent the

second message and a ZIP file with task and code:

R: Hello XYZ, you agreed to take part in our study. Thank

you for signing the consent form! Now I will send you the

code as a ZIP file. You will find the task in there too. Please

have a look at it and tell me if you want to do it. Then I will

award you with the project and create the milestones. Kind

regards, . . .

After that message, we got mostly three kinds of reactions:

• The freelancer agreed to take part, we awarded him/her
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and wished him/her Happy coding!

• The freelancer did not react anymore:

Hello XYZ, what do you think? Are you still interested

to take part in the study?

• P: May I check the code and get back to you tomor-

row/later/. . . ?

R: Yes, sure! Take your time.

E.2 Deadline

Some of the participants asked us for a final deadline. Since

we did not want to rush them, we did not set one, but asked

them to tell us how much time they needed to finish it. When

a freelancer did not ask for a deadline, we decided to contact

him/her after 10 days to ask for an update.

We had two cases where the freelancers did not answer several

questions for updates. In that case we set a deadline and ended

the study, when they exceeded it.

• P: What is the final delivery?

R: What do you think how much time you need to solve

the task?

P: DATE

R: Ok, that’s fine. Thank you.

• Deadline exceeded:

R: Hey XYZ, could you give us a status update? Kind

regards, . . .

• 10 days after task was sent and in case no deadline was

set:

R: Hey XYZ, could you give us a status update? What

do you think how much time you need to solve the task?

• If no reaction after 3 weeks:

R: Hello, please send your solution till date in one week.

If you decided to no longer participate in the study, I

would be very glad if you could let me know. Thank you

and kind regards, . . .

E.3 Password-related Questions

The following questions concerned password storage:

• Before submitting initial solution:

P: Should I implement security/secure password stor-

age?

R: Whatever you would recommend!

• P: Is *** fine?

R: Whatever you would recommend/use!

• P: I cannot find password encryption in the requirements,

can you tell me where it is written? I might have missed

it.

R: It is not in there, that is true. But could you add it?

• After SecRequest-G:

P: Should I implement all the rules mentioned in NIST

document? There are so many rules in NIST.

R: You don’t have to implement all rules, but please

concentrate on secure password storage in a database

on the back-end site. For us it’s most important that the

password is saved securely.

E.4 General Questions

Also in the general communication we often received similar

questions.

• P: Can I build it from scratch?

R: You can solve the task as you prefer.

• P: If I have some questions for your project, can I ask

you?

R: Sure!

• P: Do you have a server where we can upload this code

for you to test?

R: None that I have access to. Would it be possible for

you to send me a video or screenshots so I can see that

it is working on your computer?

• Participant did not work on our database:

R: Could you also make it work on our database?

• P: Once the user registers, do we need to send verifica-

tion email also and once he clicks on that, we will make

user status as active?

R: No, we only need the data to be stored in our data

base for now!

• P: I need to see the ER diagram.

R: We do not have that yet. Is it necessary?

P: . . .

R: Could you please create a single table for now and I

will talk to my mentor about the rest?

• P: Do you require the login functionality as well? Should

I implement is as a further task? What else except regis-

tration will be needed?

R: No, thank you. Please only program the registration

functionalities.

• P: The password is in the database, so users won’t be

able to access it.

R: And what if someone gets access to the database?

• P: Could you tell me what (. . . ) is for? / Could you help

me with (. . . )?

R: Since we are conducting a study and all participants

should have the same requirements, I cannot help you

with specific questions about the code. I’m sorry!
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• Participant is confused (after SecRequest-G):

R: You will not receive any further request. You can

choose, which industry standard you would like to fol-

low; OWASP or NIST. So that you do not have to read

the whole NIST guideline, you can read all necessary in-

formation in section 5.1.1.2. This section approximately

complies with the length of the provided OWASP source.

It is up to you to choose one standard. Afterwards you

only have to fill out a subsequent survey, which concludes

the study.

E.5 Receiving the Solution and Survey Re-

quest

After receiving the final solution, we wrote:

Thank you, for sending your result! I will look into it.

We checked the remote database for code examples. If the

freelancer had not worked on it, we wrote: Could you also

make it work on our database?

If the freelancer could not make it work on our database,

we asked for pictures and a video that showed that the code

was working. We also checked it for functionality and if

everything worked, we asked the freelancers to take part in

our survey.

Message: Hello XYZ, thank you for sending us your results.

Like announced in the study description we would like to

invite you to a concluding survey. You can find it here: LINK

Kind regards, . . .

E.6 Exit Communication

After the freelancers finished the survey, we released the last

milestone and sent them the following message: Thank you

for your participation! We are happy about your feedback,

but we would like to kindly ask you to not mention our study

content in order to ensure the validity of our study. Thank you

again! And they all replied that they would not mention it.

Many of the freelancers asked for a good or a five-star review,

which we gave them: Yes, we did. It was nice working with

you.

Also many of them asked, if we had further projects in which

they could take part.

R: At the moment we unfortunately have only one project.

E.7 Review

We gave all participants the same review:

Very good communication, delivered on time. It was nice

working with him/her!
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Abstract

Smart homes are under attack. Threats can harm both the
security of these homes and the privacy of their inhabitants.
As a result, in addition to delivering pleasing and aesthetic
devices, smart home product designers need to factor security
and privacy into the design of their devices. Further, the need
for user-centered security and privacy design is particularly
important for such an environment, given that inhabitants are
demographically-diverse (e.g., age, gender, educational level)
and have different skills and (dis)abilities.

Prior work has explored different usable security and pri-
vacy solutions for smart homes; however, the applicability
of user experience (UX) principles to security and privacy de-
sign is under-explored. In this paper, we present a qualitative
study to explore the development of smart home cameras man-
ufactured by three companies. We conduct semi-structured
interviews with 20 designers and their collaborators, and an-
alyze these interviews using Grounded Theory. We find that
UX was seen as helpful by our participants in fostering inno-
vation in the design of privacy solutions. However, UX was
not used or considered in the design of security solutions due
to an explicit need for established, tried-and-tested solutions
(i.e., previous traditional security solutions that were seen as
effective and reliable to fix certain design problems). Draw-
ing from the findings of our study, we propose a model of
UX factors influencing security and privacy design of smart
home cameras. We also extract a set of recommendations to
improve the security and privacy design of smart cameras. We
finally outline several areas for future investigation.

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

1 Introduction

Homes are increasingly becoming instrumented, connected,
and smart. Devices (including light bulbs, doorbells, door
locks, thermostats, and coffee makers) are designed to be
Internet-connected and offer greater convenience, function-
ality, and energy efficiency. However, the rise in the adop-
tion and use of smart home devices is accompanied by new
security and privacy threats [1]. Most smart home devices
have always-on sensors that collect different types of data
and then transmit the data over the Internet to various des-
tinations [2, 3]. The data can be used to spy on or create
fine-grained inferences of device users and other home inhabi-
tants. Smart devices also increase the technical complexity of
the security infrastructure in smart homes; non-expert home
users are expected to protect themselves and their families
from various attacks. Increasing numbers of attacks, which
have seen attackers taking control of smart homes (e.g., [4,5]),
emphasize the need for protecting smart homes. When such
attacks happen, smart home device manufacturers often blame
users for behaving insecurely (e.g., choosing weak passwords
to secure smart home mobile applications [5]), while users
ascribe the shortfalls to manufacturers.

Smart home devices do not only affect the privacy and
lifestyle of users of these devices, but also those of every
inhabitant of the home. In one example, a husband decided
to unplug a smart home camera that his wife placed in their
house (to check in on her family while she was away) because
he felt that the camera was staring at him while he was mak-
ing coffee [6]. This example illustrates, as Hassenzahl and
Tractinsky [7] state, that product attributes must be linked to
the needs and values of users (and bystanders in this instance).
This entails considering the affective consequences of tech-
nology on people, as well as the situatedness and temporality
of the product (e.g., the actual or anticipated experience of a
user—and a bystander—with the product). Hassenzahl and
Tractinsky argue that experience is a combination of elements
including the product and internal states of the user (e.g.,
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mood, expectations, active goals), which extends over time.
The elements interact and modify one another and, hence, un-
derstanding the user experience (UX) of security and privacy
design is important for the successful adoption and use of
smart home devices. The importance of UX in the design of
smart home devices has long been recognized and advocated
for [8–10]. UX encompasses more than usability: it covers
emotions, psychological responses, beliefs, perceptions, be-
haviors, and accomplishments [11].

Prior work has investigated how to achieve security and
privacy in smart homes, focusing mainly on technical aspects
(e.g., [12, 13]). Other work has also explored the security and
privacy of smart homes in a user-centered way, specifically
investigating users’ knowledge of threats, attitudes, and expec-
tations (e.g., [14]). While studies suggest that factoring UX
into security and privacy design can be challenging [15, 16],
research is needed to explore the practices of designers (or
manufacturers) of smart home devices.

To make a step in this direction, we conducted qualita-
tive user studies with three companies that developed smart
home security cameras. We interviewed 20 participants from
these companies (n=6, n=8, n=6) who were involved in the
design process of smart cameras. Our aim was twofold: (1)
to understand how companies factored UX into the design of
security and privacy solutions and (2) to investigate how UX
influenced the design of security and privacy solutions. We
summarize our key findings and contributions below:

1. Product design teams used UX as a means of designing
innovative privacy solutions.

2. UX was not used to design innovative security solutions
due to an explicit need for established security solutions.

3. Data protection regulations triggered security and pri-
vacy considerations, but some regulations were regarded
as impractical from a UX perspective.

4. Conflicting interests among departments represented in
the design team impeded the UX design of security and
privacy solutions.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: we give an
overview of relevant literature in Section 2. We describe our
methods in Section 3. We present and discuss our results in
Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Finally, we present our
design recommendations in Section 6.

2 Related Work

2.1 Security and Privacy in Smart Homes
Several studies have explored users’ experiences, values,
needs, and concerns in relation to smart home surveillance
(e.g., data collection, use, and sharing) [17–20]. Zeng et
al. [14] interviewed 15 smart home users and found that their
understanding of threats depended on the sophistication of

their mental models. Malkin et al. [21] surveyed 116 users
of smart speakers and found that they were protective of the
audio command history of children and guests, and that they
strongly opposed third-party data tracking. Malkin et al. [22]
also surveyed 591 smart TV users and found that they dis-
agreed with their data being shared with other parties despite a
lack of understanding of regulations that protected their rights.
Geeng and Roesner [23] interviewed 18 smart home users to
investigate multi-user interactions and found tensions during
installation, normal use, and long-term use. Abdi et al. [24]
conducted interviews with 17 smart assistant users and found
that they had limited understanding of data storage and shar-
ing. Naeini et al. [25] conducted a vignette study with 1,007
users to investigate privacy preferences, and found that users
were more comfortable with data collected publicly, and that
they would more likely consent to providing data if it were
perceived as beneficial. Apthorpe et al. [26] surveyed 1,731
smart home users to measure the acceptability of third-party
data sharing. They provided insights into existing privacy
norms and extracted best design practices.

Other studies have investigated the concerns and percep-
tions of bystanders—such as visitors or co-habitants—who
do not make the choice to install smart home devices. Yao
et al. [27] ran focus groups and design activities with 18
participants and found three factors impacting the privacy per-
ceptions of bystanders. Bernd et al. [28] proposed to use the
framework of Contextual Integrity to research the privacy of
domestic workers that are affected by smart home devices, and
the design process of product teams who build such devices.

2.2 UX of Security and Privacy
As technology use evolves and becomes embedded in every-
day life, the focus on usability (i.e., how easy, efficient, and
effective technology is to use) becomes necessary, but insuf-
ficient. Broader issues need to be considered, such as social
communication, contextual trust, and even aesthetic aspects
of security and privacy design.

Dunphy et al. argue that it is crucial to understand how UX
is factored into the security and privacy design of technolo-
gies [29]. However, there are several gaps in this space: Shava
and Van Greunen [30] state there is a “missing link” between
UX and usable security and privacy. Other researchers have
also reported on the lack of scientific research into UX and
usable security and privacy [31, 32].

2.3 UX in Smart Home Security and Privacy
There has been an increased focus on designing user-centered
smart home devices [14, 23, 24, 33–36]. However, there has
been little research into the role of UX in the security and
privacy design of smart home devices [37]. Further, there has
been little work exploring how designers and their collabora-
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tors think about the UX of these devices [38,39]. In particular,
there is a research gap in how designers consider UX during
the security and privacy design of smart home devices [40,41].
Bergman and Johansson [42] conducted a structured literature
review of 150 smart home research papers and found that
there was no research into how product teams factored UX
into the security and privacy design of smart homes. Without
an in-depth understanding of designers’ processes, challenges,
and responsibilities, we argue that existing security and pri-
vacy issues in smart homes will persist.

Existing research has focused mostly on the practices of
developers. Assal and Chiasson [43] interviewed 20 devel-
opers to explore real-life software security practices during
the development lifecycle and found that security was not
considered in the design stage. Similarly, Waldman [44] inter-
viewed 36 product developers and found that product teams
did not consider privacy in their decision-making. Further,
previous research has found that many gaps existed among
product teams on the one hand and security teams on the other
hand, which included miscommunication and lack of security
knowledge [45, 46]. As a result, they found that some compa-
nies contracted developers who were security experts to act
as an intermediary between product and security teams [47].

The literature suggests that security and privacy may pose
UX challenges for smart home developers. Oh and Lee [16]
analyzed reviews of quantified self applications and found that
privacy was a key problem affecting UX, security, and privacy
design processes. This was later confirmed by Bergman et
al. [15], where they explored how 11 smart home companies
captured UX requirements and found that security and privacy
posed a UX challenge for designers. Rowland et al. [48] found
that smart home designers often faced tensions between UX
and security in smart homes (e.g., trade-offs between strong
authentication and users’ ease of interaction with smart de-
vices). Unlike desktop computing, smart home applications
span inter-connected physical and digital devices [49], in-
creasing the complexity of factoring UX into the design of
smart devices [50]. While UX and usability guidelines are
established for desktop systems and web applications, guide-
lines that specifically target smart home devices are under-
researched [49, 51]. Moreover, smart home devices lack stan-
dardization and quality dimensions [52]. Some general UX
rules are recommended for the design and implementation of
smart home devices [53], but their effectiveness and suitability
have not been explored in detail [54].

In summary, prior research has uncovered a variety of
design-related security and privacy issues from the user per-
spective for which UX is critical (e.g., the need to consider
aesthetic aspects of security and privacy). Researchers have
argued for understanding and designing the UX of security
and privacy [29]. However, the literature reveals that there

has been limited work on frameworks, models, and scientific
research bridging UX, security, and privacy. Our work takes
a step to solve this problem by investigating the role of UX in
the security and privacy design of smart home cameras.

3 Methods

We designed and conducted a qualitative user study of design-
ers of smart home cameras based on approaches described
in [55–57]. We interviewed 20 participants in the United
Kingdom, focusing on understanding the design processes
and practices of smart home cameras manufactured by three
different companies A (n=6), B (n=8), and C (n=6). We aimed
to investigate the design, development, and implementation
of three security camera products that had been in production
for years. We concentrated on the design of these products
because smart home security cameras (i) have a growing adop-
tion rate [58], (ii) are subject to increased security attacks [59],
and (iii) are seen as particularly invasive by end-users [60,61].
Our institution’s ethics committee approved this study.

3.1 Research Questions
Our work aims to address the following research question:

RQ. How do product design teams factor UX into the security
and privacy design of smart home cameras?

To address our main research question, we explore the follow-
ing sub-questions:

1. How do designers and their collaborators make decisions
during the security and privacy design process of smart
home cameras?

2. What are the different aspects of the design process of
smart home cameras that explicitly deal with UX factors?

3. What are the challenges that different stakeholders face
when factoring UX into the security and privacy design
of smart home cameras?

3.2 Recruitment
To recruit our participants, we posted flyers and distributed
leaflets in the United Kingdom, and advertised the study on
online platforms (e.g., LinkedIn). We also recruited partici-
pants through snowball sampling, which allowed us to reach
employees that were not easily accessible through other strate-
gies. At the time of recruitment, interested participants were
employees who were active at their company and responsible
for the design, development, or maintenance of a smart home
camera product. The participants we recruited from each com-
pany were all on the same development team and worked on
the same product.

We asked interested participants to complete an online
screening questionnaire (see Appendix A). We received 31
complete responses. In addition to asking demographic ques-
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tions, we provided participants with a list of job titles and
then asked them to choose the title that best described their
position at the company (e.g., UX Designer, Security Engi-
neer, Product Manager). We describe the demographics of
our participants in Table 1 in Section 4.

Additionally, we asked participants to provide information
about their company. We also asked them to specify the type
of products that their company manufactured (e.g., security,
lighting, or phone systems), as well as the specific products
their company manufactured (e.g., cameras, hubs, voice as-
sistants, lights). Finally, we asked participants to estimate the
number of employees who worked at their company. The num-
ber allowed us to establish the company size (e.g., startup,
mid-size, enterprise) since we were interested in targeting
large-scale product development companies that were more
likely to put effort into improving the UX of products [62].

3.3 Interview Procedure
We conducted semi-structured interviews with 20 employees
working at companies that manufactured smart home devices:
Company A (n=6), Company B (n=8), and Company C (n=6).
We used the funnel technique [63] to structure our initial
interview questionnaire (study script), starting with general
questions and then drilling down to specific ones.

The interview started with general questions characteriz-
ing participants’ role at the company (e.g., responsibilities,
duration of employment), the type of products they designed
or developed, and their perspectives on UX, security, and pri-
vacy. Members of design teams referred to different groups
of people (e.g., device purchaser, device administrator, and
device user in the house) as ‘users’ without distinction. We
then asked questions related to requirements gathering and
specification in the design phase, as well as questions about
how UX was factored into the design process (e.g., UX in
the security and privacy design process, UX design methods,
techniques, and artifacts).

Finally, we asked specific questions related to the profes-
sion of participants: regulatory stakeholders were asked about
data protection regulations, product liabilities, and regulatory
affairs; management stakeholders were asked about roles and
responsibilities related to security and privacy; security stake-
holders were asked about security requirements, the design
of security, security maintenance, and security breaches.

We conducted our interviews remotely using Skype and
Zoom. We also audio-recorded and transcribed all interviews.
Interviews lasted for an average of 52 minutes. Our interview
questions can be found in Appendix C.

3.4 Pilot Study
After creating our initial interview questions (see Ap-
pendix B), we conducted a pilot study with four smart home
product designers at a local conference. Two researchers
recorded and analyzed the pilot interviews. We used the find-
ings to identify potential problems (e.g., adverse events, time,
cost) in advance prior to conducting the full-scale study. Draw-
ing from our findings, we made the following changes:

• We refined our interview questions to reduce bias and
improve their quality.

• We changed our data analysis method from Thematic
Analysis to Grounded Theory because we aimed to (i)
develop a substantive theory, (ii) deeply explore design
processes, and (iii) derive grounded recommendations.

• We were better informed of the average duration of our
interviews, which turned out to be around 50 minutes.

3.5 Data Analysis
We transcribed and analyzed all 20 semi-structured interviews
using Grounded Theory, following Strauss and Corbin’s pro-
cedure [64]. Grounded Theory enables the examination of
topics and situations from many different angles, leading to
comprehensive and deep explanations. It can uncover beliefs
and meanings behind behaviors and events, through examin-
ing both rational and irrational aspects of behaviors [65].

Four researchers in total analyzed the transcripts. The pri-
mary researcher (who conducted the interviews) and a second
researcher independently completed the initial coding of all
interview transcripts. To verify the credibility of the initial
codes, a third researcher cross-checked the codes against the
interview transcripts. At the same time, the fourth researcher
reviewed the initial codes and supporting quotes. The four
researchers discussed any differences and generated a code-
book of 155 codes. The researchers then grouped the codes
into themes (axial coding) and categories (selective coding).

We observed data saturation [66–68] between the 18th

and the 20th interview; i.e., no new codes emerged in in-
terviews 18–20, and, hence, we stopped interviewing. After
creating the final codebook (see Table 4 in Appendix D), we
tested for inter-rater reliability. The average Cohen’s kappa co-
efficient (κ) for all codes in our data was 0.81. Cohen’s kappa
values over 0.80 indicate almost perfect agreement [69].

3.6 Research Ethics
The University of Oxford Central University Research
Ethics Committee reviewed and approved the study
(CUREC/CS_C1A_19_049). Before each interview, we asked
participants to read an information sheet and sign a consent
form that presented all the information required. Participants
had the option to withdraw at any point during the study.
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3.7 Limitations
Security, privacy, and regulatory matters are sensitive issues in
big organizations like the ones we interviewed (see Table 2).
Our participants’ corporate responsibilities as well as their
company’s reputation might have biased their responses. To
mitigate this, we explained to our participants that data would
be collected and processed in accordance with the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

Further, self-reporting bias is common in user studies [70].
Some participants might not have responded accurately to
our questions because they did not remember specific details
or wanted to be viewed as socially acceptable. To maximize
validity and minimize self-reporting bias, we avoided lead-
ing questions and relied on open-ended questions, inviting
participants to provide in-depth answers in their own words.

Finally, our qualitative work is limited by the size and di-
versity of our sample. Following recommendations from prior
work to interview between 12 and 20 participants [71], we in-
terviewed 20 participants until new codes stopped emerging.

4 Results

In this section, we detail the findings of our study. We present
our participant demographics (Section 4.1), and then discuss
our key findings organized according to the main themes of
our analysis, as illustrated in Figure 1. The main themes are:

• Development Process (Section 4.2);
• UX in Security Design (Section 4.3);
• UX in Privacy Design (Section 4.4);
• Innovation in Security and Privacy Design (Section 4.5);
• Trust (Section 4.6).

Figure 1: Drawing from the findings of our study, the figure
describes a model showing how UX was factored into the
security and privacy design of smart home cameras.

4.1 Participant Demographics
Table 1 summarizes the demographics of our sample (n=20).
We interviewed 12 male and eight female participants. Ages
ranged from 25 to 52. Ten participants had a college (or an un-
dergraduate) degree, and ten had a graduate (or postgraduate)
degree. We divided our participants (n=20) into six groups
of stakeholders based on employment: security stakeholders
(n=4), regulatory stakeholders (n=3), UX stakeholders (n=5),
management stakeholders (n=4), software stakeholders (n=2),
and hardware stakeholders (n=2).

Gender Age Degree Experience Employment

A01 Female 46 M.A. 4 years Product Manager
A02 Male 28 B.A. 2 years UX Designer
A03 Female 42 M.Sc. 5 years Security Manager
A04 Male 30 M.Eng. 2 years Security Engineer
A05 Male 32 M.Sc. 2 years Hardware Designer
A06 Male 44 M.A. 6 years UX Director
B07 Female 52 J.D. 7 years Legal Counsel
B08 Female 31 J.D. 2 years Compliance Counsel
B09 Female 38 B.A. 4 years Experience Designer
B10 Male 43 B.A. 7 years Product Designer
B11 Male 27 B.A. 2 years UX Designer
B12 Male 35 M.Sc. 4 years Security Architect
B13 Male 28 M.Sc. 3 years Mobile Developer
B14 Female 31 B.Sc. 4 years Software Engineer
C15 Female 46 J.D. 6 years Product Counsel
C16 Male 36 B.A. 6 years Senior UX Designer
C17 Male 29 B.Eng. 2 years Hardware Engineer
C18 Male 50 B.Bus. 8 years Product Manager
C19 Female 34 B.Sc. 4 years Security Engineer
C20 Male 25 B.Sc. 1 year Software Developer

Table 1: Semi-structured interview participant demographics.

4.2 Development Process
All participants (designers and their collaborators) followed
an agile product development process, which included re-
quirements analysis, design, development, testing, and main-
tenance [72]. In this section, we report on the requirements
analysis, design, and development stages that companies A,
B, and C (see Table 2) followed to develop products PA, PB,
and PC (see Table 3). We describe how GDPR influenced
the development process of smart home cameras. We also
describe the challenges that UX design activities and smart
homes introduced to our participants.

Company HQ Employees Product Designed in

A UK 500+ PA UK
B USA 1000+ PB UK
C USA 1000+ PC UK

Table 2: Summary of companies.
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Product Type Major Functionality

PA Camera Motion and sound detection with alerts.
PB Doorbell Real-time monitoring/audio features.
PC Camera Face recognition/detection of intruders.

Table 3: Summary of products.

4.2.1 Processes and Approaches

We briefly describe the processes and approaches of the design
teams working at companies A, B, and C. All teams combined
hardware and software development in agile and iterative
design processes.

Company A. A cross-functional team that involved various
stakeholders (e.g., senior UX/UI designers, software and mo-
bile application developers, industrial designers, product man-
agers) was in charge of questioning, exploring, defining, and
making decisions related to the design of product PA (a cam-
era). The team ran multiple workshops with designers and
developers to explore various ideas and techniques, become
familiar with common design patterns, and understand the
product’s business strategy. They followed a collaborative UX
design process (multi-staged UX [73]).

Company B. A self-managing agile team was in charge of the
design and development of product PB (a doorbell). The team
was composed of different experts (e.g., designers, developers,
engineers) who met on a regular basis to share data, commu-
nicate, collaborate, and discuss their progress. No managers
were controlling or directing the team because team members
decided how to prioritize their work, manage their team, and
achieve the goals of the project. UX designers were in charge
of eliciting functional and quality requirements by applying
different UX activities related to the use cases of the product.
The requirements were extracted from user needs identified
by UX research (e.g., personas, prototypes, interviews).

Company C. A functional team—operating in a traditional
organizational structure—adopted agile mindsets, principles,
and practices and was in charge of the development lifecycle
of product PC (a camera). The team consisted of senior UX
designers, product managers, and software developers. The
team leader reshuffled team members regularly depending
on the project’s needs and requirements. Team members met
regularly and were familiar with each other’s work processes.
UX designers, developers, and content designers conducted
user research and made explicit UX decisions during the early
stages of their projects. The team elicited requirements during
the design, development, and implementation phases.

4.2.2 GDPR and Compliance

All three companies were required to comply with GDPR
[74], which mandated Data Protection by Design (DPbD) [75]
practices (as reported by A3, B7, and C15). In practice, a

DPbD approach requires companies to “consider privacy
and data protection issues at the design phase of any system,
service, or product.” [76]

Delayed effect. GDPR came into force on May 25th, 2018,
after the smart cameras of companies A, B, and C had been
developed and released. Product Counsel C15 said that the
devices produced before the enforcement date were non-
compliant with GDPR. Similarly, Legal Counsel B7 said that
the company’s infrastructure that stored user data was not
equipped to deal with GDPR requests. Security Architect B12
stated that making changes in the existing product architecture
required an increased demand for labor, money, and effort.

Obtaining consent. GDPR requires smart home companies
to obtain clear and valid consent from users to the use of their
data. Due to the large amount of data exchanged in the ecosys-
tem of company C’s products, consenting to all uses of data
was described as technically challenging by Product Manager
C18. UX Designer A2, who was familiar with GDPR, stated
that asking users to consent to all uses of data in their ecosys-
tem would be detrimental to UX. A2 said: “I think it would be
too overwhelming for users to see every single piece of data
that we collect.”

Right to withdraw consent. Under GDPR rules, smart home
users have the right to withdraw their consent at any time,
which requires companies to delete user data. However, in the
case of company C, Security Engineer C19 reported that their
smart camera was often used with other company products
as well as by third-party products (e.g., Amazon Alexa). C19
explained that the increased number of devices that shared
customer data made complying with this regulation demand-
ing. C19 described that their infrastructure “is not designed
to destroy the data just like this, with one click.” C19 also
mentioned that lack of control of data collected by third-party
devices made complying with this regulation “very challeng-
ing.” In particular, C19 stated that it was difficult to determine
whether third-party devices; e.g., Amazon Echo, were GDPR-
compliant due to the lack of clear guidelines showing how
third-parties collected and processed user data.

Conflict between business and regulation. Different and
conflicting design goals could arise during the design phase.
Security Manager A3 reported dealing with a tension between
commercial and regulatory stakeholders. The Legal Depart-
ment wanted some of the data collected from users to remain
stored on users’ cameras (i.e., offline); however, the Commer-
cial Department requested all data collected to be stored on
the company’s cloud servers. A3 explained: “The legal team
asked to keep the data local only, but at the same time the
commercial team wanted us to collect it. I guess they wanted
to monetize it.” This reported conflict highlights the important
role of regulation in smart homes.
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4.2.3 UX Design Activities

Participants reported different challenges during different ac-
tivities of the UX design process.

Identifying pain points. UX designers (n=2) investigated
data monitoring and collection in smart home cameras
(through conducting research) to appropriately “identify the
main sort of frustrations and pain points” (A2). A2 inter-
viewed smart camera users to research “acceptable areas of
monitoring”; however, they could not identify the pain points
resulting from monitoring. To address this problem, A2 inter-
viewed psychologists and visited existing customers in their
house. A2 was able to identify six major pain points related
to video monitoring. For example, A2 found that customers
were concerned about cameras spying on them—by passively
collecting data without their knowledge.

Making UX design decisions. UX designers made recom-
mendations, but did not always make design decisions. UX
Designer B11 reported that despite conducting user research
and suggesting UX-aware changes, they did not make any fi-
nal decisions; they were instead made by the project manager.
B11 said: “Ultimately, it’s always their decision at the end of
the day, but it has always been difficult for my job to ensure
that I’m providing the best experience possible.”

Fully understanding user behavior. UX designers (n=3)
mentioned that one persistent UX challenge they faced was
to fully understand the security behavior of users. A6 com-
mented: “The reality is we won’t know the exact behavior
until the product is out.” The difficulty of understanding real
user behavior is a challenge that is well-known to the usable
security and privacy community [77].

Making hardware design changes. Hardware stakeholders
(n=2) faced issues when applying UX-related changes to ex-
isting products. In company A, industrial designers faced diffi-
culties when implementing a privacy feature which would vi-
sualize the on/off state of smart cameras. Hardware Designer
A5 explained that software developers were more flexible:

“while mobile developers are flexible, we have to make early
decisions that are not easy to change.” Similarly, Hardware
Engineer C17 said there was not enough time to build hard-
ware sprints. The lack of flexibility (e.g., time, effort) made it
difficult to apply UX changes to existing products.

4.2.4 Interoperability of Smart Home Devices

Participants reported two smart home interoperability chal-
lenges that occurred during design and development.

Heterogeneous devices. Participants (n=2) stated that the in-
tegration between heterogeneous devices and company prod-
ucts was important to companies. For example, most products
in company A supported heterogeneous devices and services,

such as Amazon Alexa, If This Then That (IFTTT) applica-
tions, and Apple’s Siri (A1). Third-party services (e.g., Ama-
zon Alexa) “improve[d] [user] experience” (A2); however,
they created difficulties for security stakeholders. Security
Engineer A4—who worked on encrypting the data exchanged
between the company’s ecosystem of products and Ama-
zon Alexa—described the process as “complex” and “time-
consuming.” A4 specifically reported dealing with a legacy
platform unable to send and receive encrypted messages with
the API of Alexa Voice Service [78].

Securing connections between devices. Security Engineer
C19 stressed that their company’s smart home devices had

“solid security.” The challenge, however, was encrypting data
exchanged among the increased number of devices in the com-
pany’s ecosystem. C19 explained: “Smart home devices are
generally secure. . . The problem is the number of connections
between all of those devices, they all have to be protected.” In
addition, Product Designer B10 explained that the increased
connections between devices, touch points, and objects would
add to the complexity of this challenge. Complexity in smart
homes was previously reported in the literature [79].

4.3 UX in Security Design
In this section, we present how design teams applied UX prin-
ciples and practices to the design of security features that
end-users interacted with. We found that UX was not factored
into the design of security solutions due to lack of exper-
tise and the misperception of security being a low-priority
technical-only problem. In addition, we found that GDPR and
security audits motivated UX considerations.

4.3.1 Alignments between UX and Security Design

Regulations and legal liabilities. We found that regulation
triggered security design considerations. Although security
was not explicitly factored into company B’s design phase,
regulations and legal liabilities required designers to consider
some security requirements. UX designers in company B at-
tempted to consider regulatory requirements in the design
phase although they faced several obstacles (i.e., high-level
guidelines). Legal Counsel B7 mentioned that the introduc-
tion of GDPR’s “Data Protection by Design” requirements
prompted doorbell design teams to implement new security
features (i.e., stronger encryption during authentication).

Security audits looking into user behavior. All three com-
panies conducted security audits to establish how well their in-
formation system conformed to security standards and frame-
works. We found that security audits in companies B and C
prompted security design considerations. During a security
audit led by Security Architect B12, a security review was
conducted to investigate the password strength of the accounts
of PB’s users. B12 found several instances of poor password
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behavior, which prompted an evaluation of password strength
as well as the creation of UX-aware password requirements
(e.g., the addition of password strength meters).

4.3.2 Incompatibilities between UX & Security Design

Design of security features was not explicitly anyone’s re-
sponsibility. Among our participants (n=20), no one took
responsibility for the design of security features. Participants
(n=5) who handled security design tasks said they were not
accountable for security design issues. Those participants did
not have UX design expertise. For instance, Product Man-
ager A1, who made security design decisions based on their
understanding of common security practices, said that the
Information Security Team was responsible for all matters re-
lated to security, including security design. However, Security
Engineer A4 from the Information Security Team dismissed
any responsibilities related to the design of security features.

Security design was a low-priority concern. For some
stakeholders (n=2), security design was acknowledged but
perceived as low-priority. As a result, minimal efforts were
made to introduce security stakeholders in design teams that
handled UX design. Security Manager A3 explained that the
budget of the Information Security Team was limited, and
that adding security experts to the design team was a “lux-
ury” they could not afford. Moreover, Product Designer B10
expressed similar thoughts when discussing the addition of a
‘usable security expert’ to the design team.

Security was seen only as a technical problem. Many par-
ticipants (n=15) described security as being only a technical
problem that should be addressed from a technical perspec-
tive. As a result, participants expected that security to be
exclusively handled by developers and security experts. This
perception gave little to no consideration to social aspects
of security. For instance, when we asked UX Designer B11
why security was not part of the design process, B11 stated
that this was “a development question.” Security Engineer A4
had a similar response: “Designers do not have any security
expertise and it doesn’t make sense to expect them to handle
security problems.” This finding is not novel, but confirms
the existence of a long-term challenge in HCI where security
is treated as a technical problem [80], regardless of ongoing
efforts to bridge the gap between social and technical aspects
of security design [77].

Security features were not designed by usable security or
UX experts. In company C, sensitive features related to the
connectivity of security cameras, firmware upgrades, and reg-
istration were designed by Software Developer C20. Similarly,
Product Manager A1 – in company A – did not “see the value”
of including security experts in the design team, and chose
security features – such as authentication – based on their
understanding of common security practices.

UX designers had no sight of security requirements. Se-
curity requirements were not always present in the UX design
phase. Experience Designer B9, who played a core part in
the design of the doorbell (PB), said that the requirements he
was provided with did not include data protection or security
requirements. Similarly, UX Designer A2 explained that the
security of registering and processing data was discussed dur-
ing the design phase. However, there were no requirements
related to security design: “There wasn’t specific kind of UX
work around data protection or user protection or something
like that.”

Security design considerations were ad hoc. For some par-
ticipants (n=5), features handling sensitive information (e.g.,
authentication, software patches, access to video footage) cre-
ated security design considerations on an ad hoc basis. For
example, Mobile Developer B13 designed the software up-
date development process for the doorbell mobile application.
B13 strongly valued the design of update features because
they realized that these features could be used to deliver se-
curity updates. In all five cases, ad hoc design security con-
siderations were triggered by non-experts of security design:
management stakeholders (n=3) and development stakehold-
ers (n=2). This finding confirms Assal and Chiasson’s study
results [43], which suggested that ad hoc security considera-
tions are fragile because non-experts of security design (e.g.,
developers) could fail to identify security-sensitive features.

Lack of security experts in design teams. The product de-
sign teams of companies A, B, and C did not include security
experts. In company A, the Information Security Team was
not involved in the design phase of their smart camera. Justify-
ing the decision, Security Manager A3 stated that all company
employees underwent annual training and followed the com-
pany’s “information security management framework.”

Security was only considered at the implementation stage.
For some security stakeholders, security design was acknowl-
edged but was not seen as a priority. The Security Team in
company B prioritized working with the Development Team
over the Design Team. Security Architect B12 who worked
with the doorbell Development Team said: “I know that we
can get involved with designers, but well, it’s more efficient to
work with the development team.”

Security was reactive and not proactive. Security stake-
holders (n=2) reported that security design was treated as
reactive, rather than proactive, in companies A and B. Compa-
nies preferred a reactive approach, in which they made secu-
rity design considerations or changes based on security inci-
dents reported by customers. For example, Security Architect
B12 reported that their security teams had implemented multi-
factor authentication as an option to secure user accounts after
successful account hijacking attacks were reported.
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4.4 UX in Privacy Design
In this section, we present how design teams applied UX
principles and practices to the design of privacy features that
end-users interacted with. We found that UX was factored
into the design of privacy solutions in companies A and B
through considerations of consent, transparency, and user con-
trol. However, in company C, UX was not considered in the
design of privacy features due to lack of expertise and relying
on a general understanding of privacy issues and product use.

4.4.1 Alignments between UX and Privacy Design

Giving users control. Companies A and B gave customers
more control of their privacy settings, which UX designers
reported to increase trust. For example, both companies imple-
mented a privacy mode in their mobile application in order to
allow users to stop camera monitoring. In company A, design-
ers also aimed to make users “feel in control” by adding (1) a
visible on/off feature that showed the current state of cameras
and (2) a privacy mode to give users “peace of mind” (A2)—
allowing users to automatically or manually disable cameras
when using their mobile application. In company B, UX De-
signer B11 explained that they added a private mode because
their customers shared their cameras with family members:
“We do have a privacy feature in our product which allows
you to switch the [...] whenever users want to have privacy.
[...] When we interviewed users, we realized that a lot of them
share their camera with others, mostly family members.”

Being transparent with users. Participants (n=7) reported
that their company made numerous efforts to be transparent
with users. Legal Counsel B7 described that the Legal De-
partment at company B worked with UX designers to create
user-friendly FAQ pages that explained how their company
collected and processed user data, as well as the measures
they took to protect data. Further, B7 mentioned that the com-
pany constantly reminded users of their right to get their data
deleted (by sending regular reminder emails). On the other
hand, company A, which had to deal with multiple security
vulnerabilities in the past, had recently updated its data breach
incident response plan to inform customers of data breaches
(A3). UX Director A6 helped the company use best practices
to ensure that affected users had the best experience possible.

Obtaining explicit consent from users. UX designers (n=2)
described different projects that looked into obtaining explicit
consent from users in relation to data collection and sharing.
UX Director A6 described an on-going project looking into
obtaining consent through visual indicators instead of text-
heavy documentation that would be difficult for users to read.
UX Designer B11 worked on developing user-friendly con-
sent notifications for the camera’s mobile application. In addi-
tion, developments were made to allow customers to change
their own privacy settings based on their needs.

Ensuring smart home cameras were not ‘creepy’ or in-
trusive. UX designers (n=3) conducted user research with the
aim to design smart home products that were not ‘creepy’ or
‘intrusive’. In company A, the goal of UX designers was to
ensure users felt comfortable with their camera (PA), and that
it did not make users feel that it was a “tool of surveillance”
(A6). To achieve their goal, UX Designer A2 interviewed
psychologists and visited existing customers in their house to
identify acceptable and non-intrusive “areas of monitoring.”
In company B, Experience Designer B9 assisted in the design
of a feature which allowed cameras to “detect human activity
based on geographic location.” B9 explained that the feature
allowed users to automatically disable their smart home cam-
era when they were at home and, hence, the device did not
feel “creepy.”

4.4.2 Incompatibilities between UX and Privacy Design

Designers of privacy features lacked expertise. In com-
pany C, privacy features were designed by stakeholders (n=2)
who did not possess design or privacy expertise (e.g., devel-
opers, product managers). Software Developer C20 designed
the privacy mode settings of the camera’s mobile application
during the development process. C20 made privacy design
decisions based on their own understanding of sensitive data.
Similarly, Product Manager C18 made privacy decisions re-
lated to a feature that allowed family members to disable
video monitoring and notifications. Both stakeholders did not
refer to any design or data protection guidelines. C18 said:
“We didn’t follow any requirements, no. [...] I don’t know why,
I wasn’t aware of any requirements.”

Some privacy solutions were designed based on a general
understanding of product use. Company C’s Product De-
sign Team appeared to deal with privacy design based on
a general understanding of product use, rather than a thor-
ough investigation of the specific context of use. For instance,
Product Manager C18 believed that privacy concerns of users
would better be dealt with by understanding users in a broad
and wider context of user-centered design.

Privacy was not explicitly discussed during user research.
The Product Design Team of company C did not explicitly
discuss privacy during the design phase. Senior UX Designer
C16 – who worked with product designers, engineers, and
managers – said that privacy was not discussed during the
user research phase when user interviews were conducted.

4.5 Innovation in Security and Privacy Design
We found that innovation cross-cut UX with security and
privacy. In this section, we describe how innovation seemed
to enhance the design of privacy solutions, but also to impede
the design of security solutions.
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4.5.1 Enablers of Innovation in Privacy Design

New privacy features were supported by qualitative and
quantitative UX research. UX stakeholders (n=4) work-
ing at companies A and B adopted a mixed qualitative-
quantitative approach to build new features that addressed
user privacy (e.g., concerns, pain points, expectations) during
the design phase. To design features related to camera mon-
itoring, UX Designer A2 conducted qualitative interviews
with users as well as observed users in their homes to address
any privacy concerns. UX Director A6 conducted quantitative
research by collecting and analyzing survey data to design a
visible indicator that showed whether a camera was turned on
or off. A6 also used existing quantitative data from Google
Analytics to prioritize which privacy features to implement.
Experience Designer B9 created detailed storyboards and per-
sonas to visualize how their doorbell would be used in users’
homes and whether it would be intrusive.

New privacy features were evaluated through usability
testing. UX stakeholders (n=2) conducted usability testing
of new privacy features introduced by company B. This was
used to ensure that new privacy features did not negatively
affect customer experience. UX Designer B11 delivered us-
ability testing results to the Product Design Team based on
the analysis of mobile application prototypes. B11 mentioned
that among these prototypes, some requirements were related
to privacy features. B11 explained that users were observed in-
teracting with and changing privacy settings. Similarly, Expe-
rience Designer B9 conducted usability testing of the doorbell
privacy features and was able to identify issues that prompted
design considerations.

4.5.2 Barriers to Innovation in Security Design

Security solutions were tried-and-tested. Security experts
(n=3) mentioned that their companies’ Information Security
Team did not design their own security solutions. Instead, they
used existing security solutions in their company’s security
protection paradigms, a practice known as tried-and-tested
security. Additionally, non-experts also made security design
choices supported by their own understanding of common
security solutions. Product Manager A1, who worked with the
Design Team that did not include security experts, chose the

“username and password” authentication mechanism since it
was familiar, widely-used, and accepted in industry.

New security solutions increased uncertainty. Participants
(n=2) explained that incorporating tried-and-tested security so-
lutions avoided uncertainties that arose out of the introduction
of new security features. Product Manager C18 mentioned
that new security solutions were likely to create usability con-
cerns due to lacking information on how users would interact
with such features. Similarly, Security Engineer C19 men-
tioned that attempts to introduce new security features were

discouraged in the Security Team. C19 explained that intro-
ducing new security features would increase security risks due
to lacking the knowledge required to design these features.

4.6 Trust
We found that trust heavily influenced UX design choices:
product teams aimed to build customer trust through better pri-
vacy experiences, and also aimed to protect trust relationships
with their customers through data protection policies.

Building and nurturing trust through privacy experi-
ences. We found concerted efforts in the companies that
aimed to build a culture of fostering trust. In company C,
Product Counsel C15 explained that employees were encour-
aged to take an interest in and care about protecting user pri-
vacy. Similarly, in company B, Legal Counsel B7 described
efforts put into creating a customer-first culture, where user
privacy was not only seen in development processes but also
discussed and encouraged culturally among product teams.

Protecting trust relationships through data protection
policies. Product teams (n=5) used data protection policies to
protect their company’s reputation and build user trust. Many
companies had established policies to deal with security vul-
nerabilities and attacks. For example, Security Manager A3
reported that his company adopted an incident response plan
in case of a breach, in order to maintain its reputation, which
we identified as a powerful motivator for companies to take
security measures. Similarly, Security Architect B12 reported
that their Security Team had invested in “developing well-
founded requirements” for responding to security incidents,
even when incidents resulted from users’ incompetence (e.g.,
falling for a phishing attack, a compromised home router).
Security Engineer C19 said their company drafted a “respon-
sible disclosure policy” which dealt with managing security
vulnerabilities reported by users.

Overall, our interview participants identified that customer
trust was strongly linked to data protection: security was
needed to mitigate loss of trust arising from exploiting secu-
rity vulnerabilities. Further, user privacy was used by product
teams to build and nurture trust relationships.

4.7 Summary
All product teams used an agile methodology to drive the
development of their smart home products. We found that the
practice of using tried-and-tested security solutions inhibited
innovation in security design. In addition, the perception of
security being only a technical problem, for which there were
‘best-practice’ technical solutions, limited the consideration
of social and interactive aspects of security. In particular, it
created a gap between UX considerations and security design
(e.g., UX designers had no sight of security requirements).
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Despite the gaps that we found in security design, our re-
sults show companies innovated in the privacy design space
(e.g., company B created a novel geographic-based privacy
feature). Our data shows that UX stakeholders in design teams
elicited and handled privacy requirements. The practice of us-
ing UX design principles to respect user privacy (e.g., giving
users control, avoiding creepiness and intrusiveness) seemed
to encourage innovation in the privacy space. Moreover, we
found that companies were motivated to preserve a trust re-
lationship and build trust with their customers, as privacy or
security failures (e.g., intrusive or vulnerable products) would
undermine that relationship. Finally, regulations (e.g., GDPR)
legally required design teams to consider data protection by
design in their requirements.

5 Discussion

Our results uncover complex challenges and limitations that
product designers faced: challenges arising from complying
with GDPR; the importance and role of building trust; barriers
to factoring UX into security design solutions. In this section,
we use our findings to discuss the wider role of innovation
in designing security and privacy solutions, as well as the
implications of adopting a user-centered agile approach to
data protection. We also highlight areas for future work.

5.1 The Role of Innovation in Security and
Privacy Design

All novel issues related to smart home security and privacy
point to significant challenges where innovative solutions are
necessary. Despite recognizing the importance of security in
the design process, our results show design and security teams
are less innovative due to existing practices and perceptions.
These practices include favoring tried-and-tested security so-
lutions or procuring security solutions from reputable vendors.
This finding highlights a desire to avoid novelty and a prefer-
ence to ‘follow the crowd’ in the design of security.

Further, the perception of security as only a technical prob-
lem, for which there are “best-practice” technical solutions,
limits design considerations for security solutions (e.g., au-
thentication consisting of only username and password com-
binations). Many smart home devices are designed for operat-
ing in privacy-sensitive environments (e.g., personal spaces).
Given the relative immaturity of the smart home device space,
tried-and-tested solutions are not particularly suitable, and in-
novative solutions are required. For example, current designs
do not accommodate the diversity of social aspects of smart
home security and privacy (e.g., the nuance between a device
being in a shared space in a flat-share vs. being in a shared
space in a single-family household).

While we found no evidence of innovation in security de-
sign, our results show that efforts have been made to innovate

in the privacy space. For instance, company B created a ge-
ographic location privacy feature which could detect human
activity and make their doorbell less intrusive. One reason for
this was that companies wanted to preserve their trust relation-
ship with their customers, and privacy failures were seen as
potentially “creepy” and “intrusive,” which would undermine
this relationship.

The current efforts of innovation in privacy design are a
good first step, but more is needed. For example, the chal-
lenge of communicating and obtaining user consent in smart
homes needs to be systematic (e.g., within the same device
ecosystem) and coordinated (e.g., among device ecosystems).
However, this is currently not the case and highlights the need
for better communication and coordination between stake-
holders and product teams.

While data protection regulations (e.g., GDPR) appear to be
consistent with better UX design for privacy in smart homes,
these regulations remain unclear as to whether the same could
be true with regards to UX for security design. Security and
privacy qualities of smart homes are not the same; however,
both are qualities of data protection. It is not clear how much
responsibility users should have to ensure the secure opera-
tion of their devices. However, some manufacturers blame
breaches on users who do not adopt secure practices (e.g.,
failing to change default passwords). Regardless of where
responsibility lies, manufacturers could put effort into improv-
ing security experience, making it easier for users to achieve
their desired security outcomes. One option would be for data
protection legislation to explicitly cover security experiences,
as currently there are very few incentives for manufacturers
to put additional effort into enhancing the UX of security.

Regardless of whether regulations should encompass UX
aspects of both security and privacy, design standards, guide-
lines, frameworks, and APIs are other options which have not
been explored from an innovation perspective. The tensions
that exist between regulators and UX designers over commu-
nicating the use of data (e.g., despite being required by GDPR,
UX designers do not typically ask users to consent to all uses
of their data because—otherwise—it would be detrimental to
UX) should invite us to find innovative solutions that satisfy
both parties: regulators and users.

5.2 Security Design in Agile Development
Agile teams have historically treated security as a technical
problem, ignoring its social and interaction aspects [81]. With
that in mind, we argue that in an agile setting, security would
still not be considered during the design stage and would,
hence, remain an implementation problem. In company A,
Security Manager A3 described their Information Security
Team as “the department of ‘no’ when it comes to enforcing
security.” This problem has been common in the past where
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security teams blocked progress in agile environments with
the attitude of “security says no” [82].

Moreover, agile development does not have built-in steps
for explicitly dealing with security issues because it was not
designed with security in mind [83]. This might explain our
results which show that product design teams who used an
agile development process did not explicitly consider security
issues during the design phase. However, our results show that
GDPR required design teams to follow DPbD requirements, in
order to build legally-compliant products. We argue that this
is a promising step toward better considerations of security
design in agile teams, but this is accompanied with noteworthy
challenges and barriers, especially in the context of smart
home ecosystems.

5.3 Directions for Future Work
In this section, we outline areas for future investigation.

Innovation without hindering security. Our results show
that tried-and-tested solutions were highly demanded in com-
panies A, B, and C which preferred reliability and assurance
(e.g., reusing best-security practices). Those practices were
shown to hinder innovation; however, we believe more re-
search is needed to explore the relationship between UX,
innovation, and security. A key issue to uncover is what as-
pects of security design can be safely innovated, and how UX
can be used to design more effective security experiences.

UX-aware data protection guidelines. Our findings show
that data protection regulations (e.g., GDPR) influenced the
design phase. Our participants reported that GDPR touched
on facets of product design but often failed to translate into
specific requirements, which caused disparities in the design
process. While GDPR requires practitioners to factor secu-
rity and privacy into the design process, it can bring more
confusion to the design table: regulatory requirements have
been reported to be high-level and impractical [84]. New tech-
niques and tools are needed to address how data protection
regulations and practices can factor the application of UX
design principles.

Improving communication among different stakehold-
ers. Our results show poor communication among multi-
stakeholder teams where security design happens. In the
absence of regular communication among stakeholders, the
number of implicit assumptions made increases (e.g., in our
study, Product Manager A1 selecting security features based
on their own knowledge of common practices) [85]. Similarly,
tensions among stakeholders also increase. For example, in
Company B, UX Designer B11 was frustrated that they could
not make UX-aware decisions. Expecting largely autonomous
groups of stakeholders (e.g., security, legal, design, UX) with
different goals, motivations, and constraints to speak the same

language is unrealistic. Therefore, more research into this area
should explore how to make different teams communicate ef-
fectively about factoring UX into the security and privacy
design of smart home products.

6 Conclusion

Studies and recent events show that security and privacy
of smart home products can have detrimental and life-
threatening effects on people (e.g., compromised products
have allowed attackers to spy on residents and control home
networks). Design must consider users’ motivations, percep-
tions, and expectations to enable users to effectively protect
themselves when using these products.

While research suggests that factoring UX into security and
privacy design is important, the practices of product designers
in this space have not been empirically explored. To bridge
this gap, we conducted three user studies involving 20 inter-
views with security camera designers. We analyzed the data
using Grounded Theory and found that design teams used
UX as a means of innovating in privacy design to address
social aspects of privacy, in particular to avoid intrusiveness.
However, UX was seen as undesirable for innovating in secu-
rity design due to the belief that security was only a technical
problem where tried-and-tested solutions were the only option.
Based on our findings, we conclude with recommendations
to improve design practices in smart homes:

Explicitly aim to innovate through UX of security. Tried-
and-tested security solutions are preferred by design teams as
they provide a measure of assurance that they are effective and
reduce vulnerabilities. The challenges introduced by smart
homes (e.g., diverse social contexts, varying levels of skill and
ability, subtle tensions among stakeholders) are not addressed
by current tried-and-tested security solutions. By exploring
security through the lens of UX, new ways of simplifying
and streamlining interactions can be uncovered. While these
innovations may also lead to new security challenges, it is
necessary to innovate in order to design better solutions that
will eventually become tried-and-tested for smart homes.

Align security and privacy in UX. Our results show that
UX of security design is not distinct in practice from UX
of privacy design. Many technical aspects of security and
privacy design have common principles and, thus, could be
considered as part of a single UX domain—instead of being
broken down into separate components, such that one is in
scope and one is not.

Factor UX into the practice of data protection compli-
ance. The compliance aspect of data protection regulations
strongly motivates security and privacy considerations (e.g.,
DPbD). Our results show that UX can help identify issues
with compliance, and suggest more workable alternatives.
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A Screening Questionnaire

1. Select your gender:

© Male

© Female

© Other

© Prefer not to answer

2. Select your age group:

© 18-24

© 25-34

© 35-44

© 45-54

© 55-64

© 65-74

© 75 or older

© Prefer not to answer

3. What best describes your job at the company?

© UI Designer

© UX Designer

© UX Director

© Interaction Designer

© Sales Manager

© Software Developer

© Security Officer

© Legal Officer

© Hardware Designer

© Hardware Engineer

© Product Manager

© Other:

4. How long have you been working at your company?

© No Experience

© Less than 1 year

© More than 1 year and less than 3 years

© More than 3 years and less than 5 years

© More than 5 years and less than 7 years

© More than 7 years

5. What best describes your company?

© Consultant Company

© Product Company

© Service Company

© Platform Company

© Other:

6. Select the smart-home product category (or categories)
that your company deals with:

� Phone Systems
� Smart Lights and Dimmers
� Temperature and Climate Control Systems
� Security Access Control Systems
� Other:

7. Select the type of device(s) that your company deals
with:

� Cameras
� Door Locks
� Home Theaters
� Hubs
� Voice Assistants
� Leak Detectors
� Lights
� Motion Sensors
� Power Outlets and Switches
� Smoke Detectors
� Thermostats
� Other:

8. How many employees does your company have?
© less than 25
© 26-50
© 51-100
© 101-250
© 251-500
© 501-1000
© More than 1000

B Pilot Interview Questions

1. What company do you work for? What does the company
do? What is your role in the company?

2. Can you describe your product design process?

3. Do you consider UX when designing security and pri-
vacy solutions for your smart home products? If so, how?

4. What are the typical challenges that you face when de-
signing smart home products? Are there any challenges
specific to factoring UX into security and privacy de-
sign?

5. Is there anything in the design process that could help
address user-centered security and privacy challenges in
smart homes? If so, please elaborate.
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C Main Interview Questions

Our interviews were semi-structured. We below describe our
study script (divided into several sections). The last four sec-
tions describe specific questions that we asked to employees
who had different responsibilities.

C.1 Characterizations
1. Would you tell us about your role in the company that

you work at?

(a) When did you join the company?
(b) What are your responsibilities?
(c) What is your specific role in the development or

design process of smart home devices?

2. Would you tell us about the products that you develop?

(a) Is there a specific product that you focus on devel-
oping?

3. Would you tell us about your users (or customers)?

(a) How would you describe the typical customers that
use your products?

C.2 Introductory Questions
1. How would you describe User Experience (UX)?

(a) What UX characteristics do you regard as impor-
tant?

(b) What do you think the role of security/privacy in
UX is?

2. Do you think there is a relation between UX and secu-
rity/privacy?

(a) (if yes) Could you describe this relation?
(b) (if no) Could you explain why not?

C.3 Requirements Gathering and Specifica-
tion

1. How do you identify or specify the requirements of a
smart home camera before you design it?

(a) What kind of requirements do you consider?
(b) How do you prioritize requirements?

2. Do you handle any security/privacy requirements during
the requirements gathering or specification process?

(a) (if yes) How do you handle these requirements?
(b) (if yes) Do you consider UX when addressing secu-

rity or privacy requirements in the design process?
(c) (if no) What do you think of designers who do so?

C.4 UX Design Process
1. Do you consider UX to be an important factor in the

design process of smart home devices?

(a) Where in the design process do you apply UX
techniques?

(b) Is there a specific UX team or role in a specific
department?

(c) How are decisions made when it comes to UX?
(d) Do you factor UX into the security and privacy

design of smart home cameras? If so, could you
give us more details?

2. Does security or privacy play a role in the UX develop-
ment process that you take part of?

(a) (if yes) Could you explain the role?
(b) (if no) What type of effect would it have if it did?

3. Do you collect user data for UX development?

(a) (if yes) What type of user data do you collect? How
do you collect it?

(b) (if yes) What sort of data-driven methods do you
use?

(c) (if yes) Have you ever handled UX requirements
within the context of security and privacy? Can you
give us more details?

4. Do you have a UX requirements gathering process?

(a) (if yes) Could you give us more details?

5. What design processes—including methods, techniques
(e.g., storyboards), and artifacts (e.g., personas)—do you
use in the context of data protection?

6. Regardless of whether you have a UX requirements gath-
ering process, what do you think the best design practices
are (e.g., programming patterns, artifacts)?

C.5 End-user Involvement
1. Do you engage end-users in the development of smart

camera products or features?

2. (if yes) How do you involve end-users in the design
phase?

(a) To which extent do you involve end-users?
(b) Do you consider data security or user privacy dur-

ing the process? Why/Why not?
(c) Does the type of product influence whether end-

users can be involved? What about security or pri-
vacy risks?

3. (if no) What are your thoughts on involving end-users in
the design of smart home cameras?
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C.6 Ecosystem Considerations
1. Is your product part of an ecosystem of products used in

smart home environments?

2. (if yes) Have you faced any obstacles when considering
the ecosystem?

(a) (if yes) What were they? Could you describe the
main obstacles? How did you deal with them?

3. (if security/privacy was mentioned) Can you describe
how do you deal with security and privacy?

4. (if security/privacy was not mentioned) What do you
think of the role of security and privacy in a smart home
ecosystem?

C.7 UX Challenges
1. What were the UX challenges that you faced during the

design of smart cameras?

(a) How did you overcome those challenges?

(b) Were there any challenges without any solutions in
sight?

2. (if security/privacy was mentioned) Could you give us
more details of the security or privacy challenges?

(a) How did you address those challenges?

3. (if security/privacy was not mentioned) Smart homes
are associated with security/privacy threats. Have you
ever experienced challenges specific to UX during the
security/privacy design process of smart cameras?

(a) (if yes) Could you describe the challenges you
faced, and how did you address them?

(b) (if no) What do you think of the role(s) of secu-
rity/privacy and UX in smart home environments?

C.8 Security Stakeholder Questions
1. Can you tell us how security is taken into consideration

at your company?

2. How do you ensure that your product is secure? Is there
a process? How does it look like?

3. How do you identify security requirements?

4. Do you work/communicate with the design team? Do
you get involved in the security and privacy design of
smart cameras?

5. In general, who is responsible for designing the secu-
rity/privacy features of smart cameras?

6. How do you update the firmware of smart cameras that
you sell? Who is responsible for this task?

7. How often does security need to be maintained?

8. If a security breach happens in the physical products
sold to clients, who will take responsibility?

9. If your company suffers from a data breach, how will
you address this? Do you notify users?

10. How do you make sure that users who use your products
are protected when it comes to breaches?

C.9 Regulatory Stakeholder Questions
1. Who deals with GDPR and Product Liability?

2. Do you deal with legislation?

3. How is data protection represented in your organization?

4. Do you interact with any regulatory bodies (e.g., ICO)
when it comes to matters of data protection?

(a) (if yes) What are these matters?

(b) (if no) Do you think it would be useful to do so?

C.10 Management Stakeholder Questions
1. Are there any restrictions (e.g., legal, security, privacy)

that make it harder for you to use customer data for
product design or making decisions?

2. What data protection roles/responsibilities are there for:

(a) Product management (and data management)?

(b) Product design and development?

(c) UX, usability, and experience-centered jobs?

(d) Marketing and sales?

3. What does privacy mean in terms of your products?

4. How do you design for data protection when devices are
shared among multiple users?

C.11 Concluding Remarks
1. Do you think there is anything in the design/development

process that makes it easier to address user-centered
security and privacy challenges in cameras?

2. We have reached the end of the interview. Thank you for
talking to us!

(a) Do you have any questions?

(b) Do you have any comments you want to add?
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D Codebook

Development Stakeholder Limitations Internal Security Audits Obtaining Consent
AB Testing Stakeholder Responsibilities Low-Priority Security Opt-Out Services
Acceptability Storyboarding No One’s Responsibility Privacy by Design
Agile Development Surveys No Sight of Security Requirements Privacy Mode
Agile Sprint Reviews Technical Requirements Reactive Security Privacy Requirements
Agile User Stories Tensions Between Stakeholders Security by Design Privacy Settings
Analyzing Requirements The Complexity of Smart Home Devices Security Maintenance Privacy Threats
Company Policies Time Constraints Security Mode Privacy Vulnerabilities
Conceptual Sketches Usability Testing Security not Factored into Design Putting Users in Control
Conflicts Between Stakeholders Usefulness Security Practices Security Management Frameworks
Convenience Aspects User Cases Security Requirements Subjective Awareness of Privacy
Cost Constraints User Frustration Security Settings Transparency
Design Process User Integrity Security Threats UX in Privacy Requirements
Development Process User Interviews Security Vulnerabilities UX of Consent
Development Teams User Involvement in Design Subjective Awareness of Security UX of Privacy
Diffusion of Responsibilities User Observation Subjective Security Decisions Withdrawing Consent
End-User Incompetence User Personas Technical-Only Security Innovation
End-User Tests User Research Understanding User Behavior Best Practices
Focus Group Interviews User Respect Usable Security Common Practices
Functional Requirements Utility Usable Security Experts Designing New Devices
GDPR Vagueness UX Best Practices UX in Security Requirements Designing New Features
Hardware Design UX Challenges Vulnerability Reporting Programs Designing New Solutions
Heterogeneous Devices UX Departments Privacy Lack of Innovation
Indirect User Feedback UX Design Process Collecting/Processing Data (GDPR) Novel Security Uncertainty
Industrial Design UX Guidelines Creepiness Privacy Innovation
Interoperability UX Pain Points Creepiness-Convenience Trade-off Security Innovation
Legal Compliance UX Policies Data Protection by Design Security Uncertainty
Less Time for Hardware Design UX Requirements Gathering Data Protection Practices Tried-And-Tested Security
No Flexibility to Upgrade Hardware UX Research Data Protection Requirements Trust
Non-Functional Requirements UX Roles Data Protection Responsibilities Culture of Trust
Not Enough Hardware Sprints Security Data Protection Roles Data Breach Response Plan
Product Liabilities Ad-hoc Security End-User Compliance Experience of Harm
Project Constraints Afterthought Security Explicit Consent Incident Response Plan
Requirements Gathering Awareness Based on Outside Sources GDPR Consent Increasing Trust
Requirements Specification Awareness Based on Social Influences GDPR Impracticality Informing Users of Their Rights
Scope Constraints Encryption Between Devices GDPR Delayed Effect Motivation for Privacy
Stakeholder Authority Evidence-Based Security Decisions Handling Sensitive Data Motivation for Security
Stakeholder Characteristics External Security Audits Help Pages and FAQs Motivation for Trust
Stakeholder Communication Fit-and-Forget Security Making Devices not Creepy Preserving Trust
Stakeholder Knowledge Incidents No Sight of Privacy Requirements Trust Relationship

Table 4: Codebook (Grounded Theory).
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Abstract
We present an ethnographic study of secure software devel-

opment processes in a software company using the anthropo-
logical research method of participant observation. Two PhD
students in computer science trained in qualitative methods
were embedded in a software company for 1.5 years of total
research time. The researchers participated in everyday work
activities such as coding and meetings, and observed software
(in)security phenomena both through investigating historical
data (code repositories and ticketing system records), and
through pen-testing the developed software and observing
developers’ and management’s reactions to the discovered
vulnerabilities. Our study found that 1) security vulnerabilities
are sometimes intentionally introduced and/or overlooked due
to the difficulty in managing the various stakeholders’ respon-
sibilities in an economic ecosystem, and cannot be simply
blamed on developers’ lack of knowledge or skills; 2) acci-
dental vulnerabilities discovered in the pen-testing process
produce different reactions in the development team, often
times contrary to what a security researcher would predict.
These findings highlight the nuanced nature of the root causes
of software vulnerabilities and indicate the need to take into
account a significant amount of contextual information to un-
derstand how and why software vulnerabilities emerge during
software development. Rather than simply addressing deficits
in developer knowledge or practice, this research sheds light
on at times forgotten human factors that significantly impact
the security of software developed by actual companies. Our
analysis also shows that improving software security in the
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development process can benefit from a co-creation model,
where security experts work side by side with software devel-
opers to better identify security concerns and provide tools
that are readily applicable within the specific context of the
software development workflow.

1 Introduction

It has long been recognized that human factors play a dom-
inant role in ever-present software vulnerabilities, with sub-
stantial research devoted to this area [1–10]. These past efforts
have used a variety of research methods including surveys, in-
terviews, controlled experiments, studying code artifacts, and
analyzing data collected from secure-coding competitions.
It is also understood that there is a fundamental economic
problem underlying software insecurity [11], and in general
there often appears to be an unwillingness in industry to give
code security equal importance as other business consider-
ations, such as time to market and richness of features. It
is therefore important to recognize that the (in)security of
software produced by software companies is impacted not
only by individual developers’ knowledge and skills and the
types of programming languages/environment they use, but
also by the various incentives at play both in the market and
at the organizational level. Thus, to produce real impact in
secure software development, it is indispensable to study this
problem in the context of where the process happens, i.e., in
the software companies.

Recent work by Sundaramurthy et al. [12, 13] showed that
by employing the anthropological research method of partici-
pant observation [14, 15], researchers successfully obtained
deep insights into the challenges faced by security analysts in
security operations centers (SOCs). Moreover, embeddings in
the SOCs allowed researchers to produce both technical and
non-technical interventions that improved SOC operations by
uncovering and addressing the pain points in the overall work
process and environment. Encouraged by the success in that
work, we conducted an extensive ethnographic study in a soft-
ware company, using the same method of participant observa-
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tion. Two PhD students in computer science were trained in
qualitative methods by an anthropologist and spent 1.5 years
of total research time doing fieldwork in the company. They
participated in everyday work activities in the company such
as coding and meetings, and observed software (in)security
phenomena both through investigating historical data (code
repositories and ticketing system records), and through pen-
testing the developed software and observing developers’ and
management’s reactions to the discovered vulnerabilities. The
fieldworkers then shared their observations with a larger re-
search team that includes the anthropologist and computer
science professors collaborating on this research.

In this paper we report our findings on specific examples
where incentive structures, organizational relationships, work
flow, and other contextual factors shape how security consid-
erations come into play (or not) during the development and
updating of software. Some findings were not what we would
have expected before the research and shed light on some deep
relationships between secure software development and the
various incentive structures inherent in the software industry.
We present them in the hope of eliciting a broader look into
the secure software development process, taking into account
at times forgotten human factors that significantly impact the
security of software developed in companies.

Finally, through the fieldwork, the embedded researchers
were able to make interventions into the firm’s software de-
velopment process, providing methods and tools to help fix
discovered vulnerabilities and prevent similar mistakes from
occurring in the future. In doing so, we found that the fact that
the fieldworkers were part of the software development team
became a major reason that the methods and tools they pro-
vided actually worked within the context of the company and
were taken up by the developers. This co-creation approach
provides a model for how security experts may increase their
ability to improve the security of software.

2 Research Methods

The main method utilized in this research was participant
observation [14, 15]. This method was developed by anthro-
pologists and sociologists as an effective way to study human
behaviors and cultures through participating in daily activities
and observing people’s behaviors through long-term study
(typically more than a year). These activities help researchers
obtain a solid understanding of a particular culture and gain
insights into subjects’ activities, knowledge, and habits. By
adapting this approach to work within a software company,
we can provide an in-depth examination of the complexity of
the software development process, the various incentive struc-
tures among the stakeholders impacting human behaviors,
and the tight coupling of both technical and human factors
that impact software security.

In this research, the participant observers were two com-
puter science PhD students, each of whom underwent system-

atic training in qualitative research method under the guidance
of the anthropologist (Lende) on our research team. Being
CS students and possessing a substantial amount of security
knowledge enabled them to get quickly immersed into the
company’s software development process and start observing
practices that might have an impact on the software products’
security. Being inside the company enabled them to observe
both contemporary events as they unfolded, as well as past
events studied through ticketing systems and checking the
relevant code in the repositories. The students’ role in the com-
pany – working as if they were an employee of the company
– helped with two important assets of our research. First, their
daily interactions with the developers while doing regular
on-the-job tasks provided a unique angle to observe the sub-
jects’ authentic behaviors as they performed their job duties.
Second, they not only acted as passive observers but as advo-
cates of software security inside the company. This approach
enabled the team to observe how the various stakeholders
reacted to discoveries of security vulnerabilities, providing
valuable insights into why those vulnerabilities were intro-
duced in the first place and the constraints under which they
could be fixed (or not).

Each researcher worked at the company 20 hours a week,
spread across three week-days. One researcher worked for 12
months and the other for 6 months. The researchers were not
paid directly by the company. However, the company provided
both financial and in-kind contributions to this research. In
general, the researchers’ tasks included debugging existing
implementations to find bugs’ root causes, writing code fixes
or implementing new features, performing code reviews, and
software quality assurance. The researchers took field notes
about their observations, including both security issues found
in the software and everyday interactions with developers
and other employees involved in the development process.
Notes had two forms: descriptive and insightful. Descriptive
notes were intended to be as informative as possible, avoiding
personal judgments or opinions. Insightful notes aimed to
capture “ah-ha” moments and provide reflective analysis of
the situations experienced by the observers.

To derive research insights from the raw notes, we applied
the general inductive approach [16], augmented by specific
techniques for qualitative data analysis [17]. The initial step
was to find patterns that emerged directly from the data them-
selves. In our research, this process happened via weekly
meetings of the larger research team including both the field-
worker(s) and the professors, where comparisons could be
made across researchers, discussions could address both the
human and technical dimensions of software development
in a company, and plans made for further exploration of in-
teresting topics. Identifying themes and links between ideas
proved central to the inductive analysis, as well as develop-
ing contextual analysis around key examples. Data analysis
continued through the coding of field notes based on identi-
fied themes. These codes included themes related to software
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security, human elements of the work, important explanatory
concepts that emerged during the research, and data linked to
the key examples. A more detailed description of the coding
process as well as the codebook can be found in the Appendix.
Research meetings then shifted to further developing our joint
understanding of the data and identifying ways to explain
the observed patterns, as well as potential solutions to how
human and technical factors combined to shape (in)security.

It is important to highlight two unique aspects of our par-
ticipant observation approach. First, participant observation
is often a solo affair in the social sciences; having two embed-
ded researchers permitted the examination of the company
from two different but complementary perspectives. The re-
searchers were assigned different tasks, had slightly different
hours at the company, and developed relationships with com-
pany personnel at different points of time. This dual approach
to participant observation increases the robustness and va-
lidity of the data from this research. Second, the research
team consisted of experts in engineering and social science.
This multidisciplinary team participated with the embedded
researchers in developing the analysis over months, permit-
ting the identification of themes and ideas that crosscut disci-
plines and had both theoretical and applied dimensions. This
team-based approach to both data collection and analysis is
a significant contribution to how this type of research can be
done effectively.

3 Context

3.1 The Company and Its Products
At the company, the researchers worked in the same space
as four other developers, four support engineers, two net-
work engineers, one customer-facing onboarding specialist,
the CTO, a marketing and sales manager, and other staff. The
researchers’ work focused on two products: a solution for con-
trolling network access and a solution for allowing users to
securely access networks remotely. The solutions configured
third-party network devices (e.g., routers and access-points),
enforced operator-defined access-control policies, and man-
aged remediation flows. Typical customers were medium- and
large-size organizations, and common users were IT staff who
managed the organizations’ networks. Organization end users
attempting to connect to its network were prompted first by a
captive portal that asked for credentials. Once authenticated,
they were asked to remediate any issues that prevented them
from complying with policy, e.g., they might be required to
download and run a client-side monitoring agent and update
their anti-virus software.

3.2 Development Process
The company followed general agile development principles.
The development team held a scrum meeting every morn-

ing that lasted 15-30 minutes. In this meeting, each devel-
oper briefly commented about any progress accomplished
or roadblocks encountered the day before and discussed the
plan-of-work for the current day. This was an opportunity for
developers and managers to give and receive feedback from
each other. The meeting was led by the dev team lead. The
CTO was usually in the room but did not lead the meeting.

Work was organized, prioritized, assigned, and tracked us-
ing ticketing and code management systems. In general, tick-
ets were generated by developers, support techs, or customer-
facing specialists, ranked in prioritization meetings held by
the dev team lead and CTO, and assigned and tracked by the
dev team lead. After implementation, tasks were moved into
the peer-review stage in which other developers (often more
experienced ones) reviewed any code changes, added pending
tasks if necessary, and finally approved merge requests. After
code changes were approved by all reviewers, tickets were re-
assigned for quality assurance and integration testing, which
was often done by both developers and support/customer-
facing specialists. When all tests had been passed, tickets
were marked as “done” and merged into the code repository’s
development branch. When the set of target features for a
release had been implemented, the team lead created a re-
lease candidate branch. Every release candidate was tested
in-house one last time before being finally moved into release
and installed on customer environments.

3.3 Study Participants

The main participants in the study were the four software engi-
neers on the development team where the student researchers
were embedded. The dev team lead was an experienced de-
veloper who had been at the company long-term and written
many parts of the system. Two of the other developers had
been with the company for several years and another had
recently joined. One developer specialized in front-end devel-
opment and two were full-stack developers. The researchers
also interacted with other personnel at the company, including
the CTO, via company meetings, work communications, and
everyday activities such as breaks and lunches where people
often “talked shop” in informal ways.

3.4 Research Ethics

In our research, the employees of the company (developers,
support techs, and managers) were considered human subjects.
The study was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Re-
view Board (IRB). Researchers explained the study goals
to participants and obtained verbal informed consent from
participants. Field notes were anonymized, as well as discus-
sions during weekly research meetings. This paper follows
that same anonymization approach. Throughout the paper,
we use the term application under study (AUS) to refer to a
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specific application in the company’s product suite. We also
anonymized all product-specific terms in the paper.

One ethical dilemma that emerged during the research was
what to do when security vulnerabilities were discovered.
Given ethical standards among cybersecurity professionals,
we made the decision to present these discoveries to the soft-
ware development team. This process proved crucial to the
further development of the research. Rather than simply ob-
serving what happened while continuing to work at the com-
pany, the researchers raised these security concerns, and where
directed, actively worked on addressing them. This active en-
gagement led the research team to a co-creation model, where
research, programming, and security were all ongoing parts
of what happened during the fieldwork.

4 A Historical Study of a Security
Flaw/Feature: Silently Allow Failed Au-
thentication

In this section we describe a security flaw (or feature) that
was encountered by the first researcher soon after he started
working in the company. Studying the origin and evolving
usage of this feature provided a lens through which we ob-
served a number of dilemmas the developers and company
had to deal with. This could be helpful for understanding the
root causes of other similar security flaws. We first describe
this feature and the methods used to study it, then analyze
how it was used in multiple instances, and finally draw some
conclusions through our reflective analysis.

In this AUS, the process of authenticating users and de-
vices into the network involved assigning an authentication
state to every authentication attempt and subsequent authen-
tication queries. Authentication queries were self-triggered
by the AUS and configurable, i.e., AUS operators specified
how frequently users and devices must authenticate and the
AUS executed the corresponding assessments by querying
authentication servers, the operating system on the client’s
device, or sometimes prompting the user directly through a
web browser. The authentication states were: pass, fail, un-
reachable server, unknown username, and the silently-allow
(SA) state. Once an authentication flow entered the SA state,
it acquired an SA role, which was associated with a built-in
policy that granted full access to the protected network. From
a security perspective, SA was a dangerous authentication
bypass mode, providing access without full authentication
(hence, silently-allow). Specifically, an authentication attempt
assigned to an SA state was treated as successful and granted
full access to the network the AUS was expected to protect.
Further, the SA state was relatively persistent. Once a device
acquired an SA role, it remained in this state until forced to
re-authenticate (by default every 4 hours), or when an admin-
istrator manually added policies that would forcefully change
the role assigned to the device.

4.1 Specific Methods Adopted in This Study
In addition to the participant observation research methods
discussed before, the researcher also used the company’s tick-
eting system and code repositories to understand the rationale
behind the SA feature, particularly why it was introduced in
the first place and why it kept being used later. In the ticketing
system, the researcher located all records where comments
were made about the SA feature. Developers rarely used
security-related terms in the tickets’ description, so uncov-
ering the different instances of SA required the researcher
to correlate ticket information with the implementation code.
After an initial SA instance was discovered, the researcher
searched the code repositories for potential SA-related terms
and variable names, formalized the authentication flows, and
set up a lab for demonstrating that the SA state could be
triggered at runtime. These led to the discovery of other SA
instances not mentioned in tickets.

4.2 Observed SA Instances
The AUS had five configurable authentication back-ends:
three databases (one legacy implementation, a second one
for network guests, and a third one for admin user accounts)
and two integration components (one connecting to LDAP
servers, and a second connecting to SAML identity providers).
The SA state could be triggered in each of these configura-
tions, under one of the following scenarios: 1) the AUS failed
to communicate with some authentication server, 2) the AUS
was misconfigured, 3) an unexpected runtime exception oc-
cured, or 4) a back-end implementation was lacking.

4.2.1 Broken Integration

Broken integration with customer’s backend authentication
server was the main trigger of the SA state. In the LDAP
authentication flow, the AUS communicated with Active Di-
rectory (AD) servers. The connection parameters must be
pre-configured by network operators and stored in the AUS’s
internal database. At runtime, these parameters were pulled
from the database and LDAP search queries were executed.
If the network connection to the AD server failed (e.g., due to
misconfiguration, a physical link failure, DNS down, or time-
outs due to request overloads), no domain entries were found
in the AD server, or any other runtime exception occured (e.g.,
invalid credentials or duplicate entries in the AUS database),
then the device was assigned the SA role and obtained full
access to the network.

Most developers and support techs were aware of this SA
scenario and often framed it as a feature that alleviated the con-
figuration burden for network operators. It was often justified
by explaining that network operators were more interested in
not blocking legitimate users into the network than in protect-
ing their networks from intruders with stricter policies that
could affect network usability.
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For example, support techs said that there had been sce-
narios in which customers became very frustrated because
policy changes had forced most users out of the network and
required them to reauthenticate. According to interviewed
participants, network operators would see these scenarios as
“network outages” that would cause a high load of help-desk
support calls for them, which were not well-received.

It remains unclear how many customers actually preferred
this SA solution to one that would have required the customers
to fix their own integration issues. A support ticket generated
from a customer call four years before the study showed that
at least one customer would not prefer this SA solution:

“Customer doesn’t want failed authentication at-
tempts due to LDAP errors to fall into SA but to try
another server.”

There was scarce evidence on customer-facing documenta-
tion to support the claim that all customers were well aware
of SA authentication. SA was only mentioned as a footnote
in the release notes PDF of a version of the product that had
been released five years before the study, which read:

“A system failure will not cause a network-wide
outage and will silently-allow authentication for
existing and new users attempting network access.”

When the researcher raised the concern that some cus-
tomers may not be fully aware of SA, some participants ex-
plained that customers would be informed only if they asked
about the SA role (which was only visible when triggered, on
a secondary page on the UI). Since this SA instance was not
seen as a security vulnerability but as a feature, no action was
taken to remediate the issue.

4.2.2 Misconfiguration

The second way in which the SA state would be triggered
was when the AUS was misconfigured. Specifically, a drop-
down menu in the UI for policy creation in the administrative
portal allowed operators to select an SQL authentication op-
tion that mapped to a non-functional legacy database. This
would result in assigning an SA state to all authentication at-
tempts, regardless of which credentials were entered by users.
Developers explained:

“This authentication method is probably broken. I
believe it has been deprecated a long time ago.”

When asked why the UI was still showing this option, they
said, “I don’t know why but it should not be there.”

We were unable to find any written documentation other
than the code to confirm if and when this authentication
method had been officially deprecated, or if any customers
were still using it. An internal testing ticket from three years
back suggested that this authentication method had already

been deprecated, but some customer-facing documentation
still listed SQL authentication as a possible authentication
method. The issue was documented on a ticket by the re-
searcher but at the time of this writing was not yet prioritized
for development.

4.2.3 Unexpected Runtime Errors Due to Implementa-
tion Bugs

The SA state could also be triggered by unexpected runtime
errors. Several instances of authentication code were sur-
rounded in try-catch blocks that would catch SQL and other
runtime exceptions and set authentication state directly to
SA. Exceptions were somewhat common across the AUS
and sometimes caused it to halt operation. Some SQL ex-
ceptions occurred after upgrades that resulted in tables with
missing attributes, or because the AUS had incorrect database
permissions. Other runtime exceptions included null pointer
exceptions and out-of-bound array access.

Like the broken-integration case, this instance of SA was
an intentional choice. The code that implemented SQL server
authentication was added more than 15 years ago and since
then had been revisited a few times. Although not explic-
itly stated, it is possible that this SA instance was an ad-hoc
solution for dealing with code complexity and legacy imple-
mentations, allowing the AUS to continue execution despite
any incomprehensible bugs. The code preceeding the catch
blocks looked complicated (with several sections commented
out). From reading the code, it was hard to tell what code
paths could be executed in each scenario.

4.2.4 Unimplemented Protocol Flows

Perhaps the most critical SA instance was an unimplemented
SAML1 authentication flow that allowed users directly into
the network without even checking the credentials against the
SAML identity provider. Unlike previous SA instances which
were somewhat acknowledged by developers, developers said
that they were unaware of this SA instance and believed pre-
vious developers who no longer worked at the company were
responsible for this problem. When asked about the impact
of the problem, some developers said that

“Very few customers are probably using SAML au-
thentication on their networks.”

Yet, in a separate conversation, a support tech said that he
knew of at least ten customers who were using SAML for
authentication.

The SAML SA instance was fixed by the researcher by
implementing the missing SAML authentication flow.

1Security Assertion Markup Language, an XML-based standard language
for communicating security assertions, often used in single sign-on protocols.
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4.3 Reactions from Developers

According to members of the support team, SA was an “effec-
tive” solution to reduce customers’ frustration for the number
of help-desk calls that customers received when end-users
experienced network interruptions. SA addressed customers’
requirements for a product that would deliver an easy-to-use
and frustration-free experience for both network operators
and end-users. However, we found that in general, developers
were somewhat hesitant to talk about SA, either because they
did not understand how that part of the software worked or it
was code they were not proud of.

Attempts to explain the security implications of SA to the
developers and get the problem fixed was not a straightfor-
ward process. A common perception is that security vulnera-
bilities are introduced into code because developers are not
aware of the security issues involved, and explicit exposure
to the issues would allow them to understand and take imme-
diate corrective actions to remediate their software. This was
not our experience in the case of SA. First, for three out of the
four SA instances described above, developers were aware
of them. And for all the SA instances, they acknowledged
that it was problematic. However, even after we brought these
issues to their attention, the developers still did not implement
the expected security fixes. Moreover, reactions after being
exposed to the insecure code were not always consistent with
subsequent behaviors, which suggested that there were other
reasons why the SA problem persisted in the code. Some
examples are explained below.

– Blaming misconfiguration and broken integration issues
on customers. Developers complained that customers’
limited understanding of their product and networking
was the main reason why they weren’t able to configure
the product within their networks correctly. However,
sometimes even the most senior developers spent days
to get the product and network configured right.

– Writing limited documentation about authentication
flows, which made them difficult to understand for any-
one other than the code’s original authors. While initial
explanations were that there was not enough time to
write documentation, months later some participants ad-
mitted that some areas were not documented because
they believed their implementation could be wrong.

– Not practicing what they preached with respect to testing
practices. Everyone in the development team said things
like “we should all do more testing” and some asked
the researchers to write very detailed test cases. But
often they did not hold themselves to the same standards
and wrote very few tests for the code they wrote. There
were also many trivial tests in the codebase from the
time when they were using code coverage tools. Some
developers admitted that at times they would write trivial

tests and minimize code changes just to get the code
coverage numbers required for a release.

– Blaming previous developers who were no longer work-
ing for the company. Developers often talked about what
previous developers did was wrong, but it was not clear
whether anyone attempted to correct the problematic
code prior to being released.

In summary, the attempts of the researcher’s intervention
in the SA case were mostly unsuccessful. The developers
seemed to be aware that this security flaw could be a major
issue for the software and company in the future. However,
of all the SA instances identified by the researcher, only the
SAML flow was fixed (by the researcher). For the other in-
stances, developers did not see great value in fixing them.
They also thought that if they had to fix all security bugs the
company would go out of business.

4.4 Lessons Learned

Incomplete stories told by developers, attitude-behavior in-
consistencies, and poor documentation were good reasons
to believe that the introduction of the different instances of
SA deserved deeper analysis. In addition to the evidence di-
rectly related to SA, the embedded researchers collected infor-
mation about interactions among participants during design
meetings, prioritization meetings, and informal discussions.
Because the company’s organizational structure was organic,
they were able to interact not only with developers but also
with support techs, network engineers, and managers. These
interactions provided valuable information for analyzing the
deeper motives behind the introduction of the different SA in-
stances. Moreover, the research team identified relationships
that connected observed behaviors of the participants with the
evidence found on the ticketing systems, the code, the internal
wiki, and release notes. The main insights learned from the
analysis are described next.

1. Vulnerabilities are sometimes introduced to make er-
rors unnoticeable in an attempt to reduce the number of
customer support tickets.

One of the effects of SA was that it would make runtime
errors unnoticeable by customers. This reduced the chances
that customers would complain that the AUS was not working
correctly. When developers talked about these complaints,
they implied that customers would blame the company if the
AUS could not communicate with other servers, even if the
problem was extraneous to the AUS. As one developer stated:

"If the system breaks because we followed the speci-
fication and the system cannot talk to another server
because they are not following the spec, we are
probably going to lose money. So we need to code
to prevent that."
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Moreover, preventing those errors from bothering cus-
tomers would imply that less integration-support tickets
would be generated, reducing the chances that some of those
tickets would be escalated to the development team. Because
developers often complained about how much time they spent
debugging issues reported by customers (documented on
integration-support tickets), it is likely that developers intro-
duced SA in part to alleviate their job stress.

Integration-support tickets were created by support techs as-
sisting customers in integrating AUS with their other network
products (e.g., routers and switches). Whenever support techs
were unable to resolve tickets in this category, they would es-
calate them to the development team for further investigation
and potential development of bug fixes or custom integration
code. Although developers understood that assisting support
techs was necessary, they appeared to be more interested in
developing new features than fixing bugs or writing custom
integration code (which would later require more effort to be
maintained).

Further, debugging the issues described on the tickets was
challenging because it often required setting up environments
that were similar to their customers’, which was difficult be-
cause of the diversity of network device vendors. In this con-
text, SA reduced the number of integration-support tickets,
so developers would spend less time debugging integration
problems, and have more time to develop new features.

2. Managers and developers prioritize tasks by doing a
heuristic cost-benefit analysis, ranking tasks by urgency
and effort required, and security improvements rank low
and are usually not fixed because they are not considered
urgent or easy to implement in practice.

In general, tasks were prioritized based on heuristic urgency
and effort estimations for cost-benefit analysis. Task urgency
was often estimated by development managers who were also
part of sales and support-prioritization meetings. Urgency
estimations tried to measure how much positive or negative
impact some new feature or bug fix would have on the busi-
ness. For example, the development of a new feature could
help win or lose a new deal, or a bug fix could help retain or
let go of an existing customer. Task effort estimations were
often briefly discussed at scrum meetings and more in-depth
during “scrum poker” and prioritization meetings. In scrum
poker meetings developers estimated the effort required to
resolve certain development tasks by assigning them numbers
in a scale from 1 to 100. Every week, task priorities were
re-evaluated and reassigned or put on hold if necessary.

Of the four instances of SA, at the time of this writing our
field researcher was only assigned to fix one, the unimple-
mented SAML flow, which was considered to be more urgent.
Managers and developers believed that fixing the other SA
instances would have no positive impact on the business, so
they considered them not urgent, low priority, and thus did
not address them.

3. Some security vulnerabilities were introduced by
leaving deprecated features in production code, and this
could avoid breaking existing implementations.

Another possible reason why SA was still in production
code was that developers wanted to avoid introducing poten-
tial issues that could be caused by fixing the problem. For
instance, when asked why misconfigurations SA (Section
4.2.2) was still there, developers’ answer was that nobody
took the time to remove it. In fact, removing the SA implied
a risk, i.e., some other part of the software could break on
production systems. Thus developers likely would rather not
to take this risk, especially because there was no need for it
(customers were not demanding it). In summary, there were
just not enough incentives to remove it.

4. Some security vulnerabilities are not detected dur-
ing development partly because testing is not always em-
braced by developers.

Any of the SA instances could have been detected if the
appropriate tests were executed. However, because developers
didn’t necessarily like testing and could just write tests to pass
the minimum testing requirements, the tests were ineffective
and thus would not detect the SA vulnerabilities.

5 Live Discovery through Pen-testing during
Ethnography

This section describes how the research combined vulnera-
bility discovery with participant observation of developers’
behaviors and reactions. This technical-ethnographic com-
bination is similar to the method used in studying the SA
issues, but is also unique. Unlike in the SA case, none of
the pen-testing discovered vulnerabilities were intentionally
introduced by developers, and as such the researchers had the
opportunity to observe the unfolding of developers’ reactions
with the discovery of a totally unknown problem. It also pro-
vided the opportunity for researchers to intervene in a way
that resulted in a co-creation model, in which security experts
work jointly with developers to improve code security.

5.1 Specific Methods Adopted in This Study

Penetration testing, also known as pen-testing or ethical hack-
ing, is an authorized simulated cyber-attack process against
a computer system to reveal security flaws. The goal is to
identify weaknesses which might provide a passage for unau-
thorized users to gain access and alter the integrity of the com-
puter system. There are multiple software pen-testing method-
ologies, including the Open Web Application Security Project
(OWASP) [18], Open Source Security Testing Methodology
Manual (OSSTMM) [19], NIST SP 800-115 [20], Penetration
Testing Execution Standard (PTES) [21], and Information
System Security Assessment Framework (ISSAF) [22]. Re-
sults vary based on the way the process is performed.
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Two of the company’s products were picked by the re-
searcher for further study. By acquiring some information
and insights about the applications, the researcher started to
apply a customized penetration testing methodology. The ba-
sic information such as the software workflow, authentication
information, and so on was captured by talking with devel-
opers and the support team. Both products were designed
to work on a web platform, so OWASP’s top ten security
vulnerabilities [18] were chosen for the testing.

At the same time as developing the pen-testing process, the
researcher worked to gain the developers’ trust. This process
required building rapport, an understanding with research
informants, by participating in daily tasks and getting to know
individuals who worked there. The role of a security pen-
tester also needed accurate planning and time management.
Code injection was selected for the first vulnerability to be
tested. It is one of the well-known vulnerabilities which allows
attackers to inject malicious codes into a computer system
and change the course of execution. The result of a successful
injection can potentially be catastrophic. Before we describe
the pen-testing findings and developers’ reactions, we first
briefly introduce the three types of vulnerabilities found.

5.2 Vulnerabilities Found
• Cross-site Scripting (XSS): generally found on web plat-

forms. Attackers typically use web applications to in-
ject malicious codes into the application which can be
viewed by other users.

• HTML Injection: similar to XSS. However, instead of
inserting malicious scripts, the attacker can inject valid
HTML tags and modify the content of the target website.

• Shellcode Injection: a type of vulnerability that allows
an attacker to inject malicious code into a system and
provide the attacker a shell on the system.

5.3 Behaviors and Reactions from Developers
During the first day of pen-testing, an XSS was found in the
AUS by the researcher. The vulnerability was brought up
to the developer team, and a proof of concept was provided
for why it was significant. While they showed interest in the
finding, since the vulnerability was in a 3rd-party application
integrated with the AUS, their first reaction was to hope the
problem had been fixed by the 3rd-party. One participant said:

“This vulnerability belongs to our 3rd-party appli-
cation, and we did not develop this part. It is better
to upgrade the software and see if we will still have
the issue”

They also mentioned that it would be more interesting if the
researcher could find any vulnerability inside part of the com-
pany’s code. Thus, they expressed interest in security, but saw

solving this problem as the responsibility of an outside group
even though the application formed part of the company’s
software.

In the next round of testing, the researchers tried other parts
of the software to see if there were any other vulnerabilities.
Multiple XSS vulnerabilities were found. Developers were
both excited and concerned about the findings. They said
things like,

“If they want to test more, it seems that they will
find more things inside our software”

and

“We tried to minimize our bugs, but it seems some-
thing is wrong.”

Once again,the third-party issue came up:

“We are using Angular, and I thought we shouldn’t
have the XSS. Angular should take care of this is-
sue.”

On the same day, the researcher found another vulnerability
in the AUS; this time it was shellcode injection. The vulnera-
bility allowed attackers to inject their customized shellcode
into a valid file and upload it into the server and get backdoor
access with a powerful user’s account on the server. The at-
tacker must be someone who already had a regular account
inside the AUS web platform. The finding was interesting to
the researchers and the developers for different reasons. For
the research team, this was a critical vulnerability – customers
should never have escalated access to the server. They should
only be able to perform some limited commands on the OS
such as changing the network IP address. This essentially
allows their customers to jail-break out of the sandbox set
up on the server. Developers on the other hand were more
interested in understanding how access had been gained. They
said things like,

“Interesting! Could you show us how you got the
access?”

and

“What is your user’s privilege?”

At the same time, they discussed the risk in the context of the
product,

“because we already ship the OS to the clients with
everything inside it, it’s kind of okay! They have
the box already. ...We do not have any important
information on it.”

During the subsequent discussion with the developers, one
researcher asked, “Do you have any hard-coded password
or credentials?” The answer was “yes.” This hard-coded
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credential would allow a customer who successfully exploited
the shellcode injection vulnerability to see other customers’
information. Faced with this fact, the developers indicated
that this vulnerability was bigger than they originally thought,
and that they should take imminent action on it. However,
that did not come to fruition at the next group meeting, where
they continued to talk about these vulnerabilities. Based on
this discussion, the research team inferred that there were
other factors that affected the developers’ actions. In fact
they said “fixing the vulnerability has additional impacts and
may cause some problems for other parts of the application
or customers.” They also downplayed the significance of the
shellcode injection vulnerability, and said that the team should
focus on developing new features. They added,

“If we want to fix every bug in our system, we will
be out of business very soon.”

Contrary to the researchers’ initial hope, our intervention
effort to fix the discovered security vulnerabilities proved
ineffective in the context of the company’s overall functioning.
This moment helped the researchers realize that they needed to
rethink how security researchers engage developers to create
positive change.

It started by simply offering to work on the issue and build-
ing the tools and libraries for them to prevent XSS. The bug
was then fixed by one of the researchers. One challenge the
researcher faced was that the AUS was uniquely designed and
would only accept specific types of input entry for the vari-
ous fields. As a result, it was not possible for the researcher
to utilize standard input sanitization solutions, e.g., one that
removes all special characters, because that would break the
application. Working at the company and interacting with the
developers helped the researcher understand this uniqueness
and come up with a customized solution. It was a number of
specially designed regular expressions that enforce the proper
formats for the various types of fields. The researcher included
the application of these regular expressions in a standalone
Javascript file that can be invoked at the front-end pages. It
turned out that the company’s existing code already contained
a similar mechanism for checking other properties of front-
end input fields, e.g., if a field is empty. The researcher only
needed to extend this mechanism to include the regular ex-
pression checks he designed for preventing XSS. Developers
could then simply invoke these checks in the same manner
they had been doing for the other types of checks. This al-
lowed for easy integration of the security check into existing
code with minimum change, and was readily accepted by
the development team. For back-end input sanitization, the
researcher first tried to apply standard OWASP sanitization
functions for Java, which was the language the back-end was
written in. However, due to the uniqueness of the formatting
requirement of the AUS, those standard checks were blocking
some legitimate inputs. Thus the researcher needed to cus-
tomize those OWASP functions to work properly with the

AUS’s requirements. During the fixing process, another XSS
was found in the AUS. When the researcher brought up the
problem to the development team this time, they accepted it
very fast. A new ticket was created and the researcher was
asked to fix the issue as soon as possible: “...Go ahead and
fix this bug as well.”

This example highlights the importance of “being there”
for security experts to drive positive change for secure cod-
ing. The researcher was able to accomplish this in this case
due to two factors: 1) he understood the company’s existing
code and designed an effective security check that minimized
disruption; 2) he provided the needed security expertise in
designing the proper checks using regular expressions and
the customization of the OWASP functions, and this expertise
was delivered through code artifacts that were readily applica-
ble within the existing software workflow. Both factors were
important for this success.

The researcher tried later to bring up the shellcode injection
vulnerability once more in a discussion and tried to convince
them to start fixing the issue, but the suggestion was turned
down. One of the developers responded,

“It’s somewhere in our backlog. We didn’t do any-
thing about it, and no one has found that exploit so
far. So we are safe.”

This comment matched similar instances where developers
reacted as though if there were no problems at present, the vul-
nerabilities might not be an issue that needed urgent attention.
The research team considered a possible explanation why the
shellcode injection vulnerability was not treated as urgently
as the XSS. Exploiting the shellcode injection vulnerability
would require a rogue player that can be held accountable
(a customer’s IT staff member who possessed the regular
account access to the server). This may have alleviated the
concern on the company’s liability resulting from this vulner-
ability.

Later on in the research, an HTML injection was found
inside a newly developed part of the code. Like the XSS, the
issue was brought up to the developers. Initially, developers
mentioned,

“Angular should cover it and not allow the HTML
tag in the code! It seems it does not.”

During the next group meeting, they recognized that they had
omitted security issues previously. They said,

“When we discussed the development of the page,
we talked about everything except security and XSS
problems. They didn’t come to our mind.”

At this time, the researcher thought that the developers would
ask him to fix this issue like in the XSS case, but they started
to fix it by themselves and did not ask the researcher for
any help. Most interestingly, the developers created correct
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solutions to fix the HTML injection vulnerabilities, based on
the way the researcher solved the XSS problem. This showed
that the developers learned from the researcher how to create
security fixes within their code base, without being explicitly
taught so. They learned by simply observing the code artifacts
created by our researcher.

This is an example that illustrated the importance for secu-
rity experts to be in the development environment and “co-
create” security solutions with the developers. The difference
in the developers’ reactions in this case, compared to earlier
ones, pushed the researchers to realize that co-creation hap-
pens more in the moment, rather than trying to retroactively
fix things. Our earlier interventions mainly focused on fix-
ing vulnerabilities found in code written in the past. We had
success in getting some fixed (by the researchers). Whereas
in this case, the developers took their own actions and fixed
the bugs using the knowledge and tools provided to them by
the researchers. This shows that if security professionals are
present and part of the team when a product is in the process
of being designed and implemented, their views are more
likely to be taken into account when decisions about what to
do are being made. It was also the researcher’s feeling that
the quickness with which the development team accepted his
suggestion to fix this issue was related to the increased level
of trust he enjoyed from the development team at this point
in the research progress.

5.4 Analyzing the Findings
After initially finding the first bug in the pen-testing process,
the researcher assumed that developers did not know about
these security problems, and lack of security knowledge led
them to write code with the vulnerabilities. After working
with them on various tasks, he realized that they actually pos-
sessed quite a bit of security knowledge. As our research
progressed, group discussions and analysis of field notes high-
lighted some non-intuitive reasons for developers’ behaviors.
This indicates that there were other significant factors in caus-
ing these vulnerabilities. We outline these factors in the rest
of this subsection.

5.4.1 Developers Should Not Totally Trust Program-
ming Languages and Frameworks

One of the important conversations that the research team had
with the developers was that the developers believed that the
programming language/framework should take care of some
vulnerabilities by default.

"...Angular should take care of this vulnerability..."

In this case and according to Angular documents [23], the
Angular engine could handle most of the XSS and HTML in-
jection attack scenarios by sanitizing the input fields. Angular
documents also mentioned that developers need to take care of

backend servers to make sure injection vulnerabilities are not
introduced there. After analyzing our field notes carefully, we
found that the developers believed (incorrectly) that Angular
could handle all XSS and HTML injection vulnerabilities.

In the past decade, programming languages and frame-
works have been doing a great job in creating built-in security
measures to prevent accidental mistakes by developers, but
they still do not offer a comprehensive security solution. How
can developers know accurately where they can rely on lan-
guage/framework and where they must rely on their own code
to achieve a security property? Can this be communicated in
a way that does not require sophisticated knowledge on all
possible ways attack could happen?

5.4.2 Outsider vs. Insider, and from Deficit Model to Co-
Creation Model

One of the embedded researchers in the past worked as a pen-
tester for four security consulting companies in three coun-
tries for four years. In his experience, the pen-testers were
not incorporated into the development team. The developers
might only receive a document with discovered vulnerabili-
ties and statements about what they should or should not do.
This appeared to be a common industry approach to software
security pen-testing [24]. The problem was that the security
pen-testers did not understand how much workload the devel-
opers had, nor the actual reasons for the vulnerabilities. As a
result, this approach did not often lead to the desired changes
in the development process, but set up an outsider/insider dy-
namic, where developers felt the need to defend what they
had done and/or minimize the security issues. The developers
would say that the report came from an outside group who did
not really understand how software development was done,
and the security pen-testers would say that the developers
wrote defective code in the first place and did not appreciate
security, otherwise they would have done something to fix all
those problems. Having these past experiences, in contrast
with what he experienced in this research where he worked in-
side the development team as a software pen-tester, helped the
research team to understand the impact the outsider/insider
dynamic had on effectuating changes in software development
processes.

From our fieldwork experience, we clearly see how this
outsider/insider dynamic can play out. When we first found
the vulnerabilities about SA, XSS, or code injections, the
researchers’ initial thought was that the developers did not
know about these security issues. However, after researchers
explained to developers and developers had clearly under-
stood the technical details, still some vulnerabilities were not
fixed. It was only after further communication with the de-
velopers, reflecting on other relevant observations made by
the researchers, and brain-storming among the larger research
team, that we better recognized why some vulnerabilities were
not prioritized to be fixed. Most importantly, it is when we had
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this understanding, and produced an easy-to-apply solution
that fit into the company’s development workflow, that our
intervention was the most successful.

The point of view that if developers know better and work
harder, they should be able to write software without any
security flaws, can be characterized as the so-called “deficit
model,” where the problem of software insecurity is attributed
to the developers’ lack of knowledge or efforts. The solution
driven by this deficit model would mainly involve experts ex-
plaining to developers the various software security issues and
how to prevent them, and hoping this would drive the needed
changes. Research in fields such as education, anthropology,
and science communication have examined how using such a
deficit model does not prove as useful as imagined because
it localizes the problem inside the person and assumes that
simply fixing that internal lack will also successfully address
larger concerns such as successful learning, cross-cultural
understanding, and the application of science to at times con-
troversial topics [25–27]. One analytic concept of note that
emerged through the research was our own use of a “deficit
model” to initially interpret why people in the company did
not respond to security concerns. We assumed that they might
not have the knowledge or awareness to understand security
risks and recognize how and why particular aspects of the soft-
ware might increase those risks. Our research found that this
deficit model-driven approach was not working well. Simply
communicating security issues found and presenting solutions
for fixing them did not lead to the anticipated fixes.

Overcoming this “deficit model” in our own thinking
helped us to better interpret why participants responded or
not to security issues and to recognize how security concerns
existed alongside other factors that shaped their work. We
then developed a co-creation model, where developers and
security experts collaborate together. Co-creation is a form
of collaboration in which ideas and processes are shared and
improved together rather than kept to only one-party side. By
having a co-creation model, security auditors have the chance
to jump into the development process and provide the knowl-
edge and tools that developers can readily apply to prevent
vulnerabilities. Part of this co-creation model meant that our
embedded researchers did not work exclusively on security
but dealt with different tickets. This showed the developers
that the researchers knew how to program, and could do so
as part of a team, while also having expertise in security that
they could draw on if needed.

It appeared to us that developers prefer to trust a person
inside their team rather than an outsider. Moreover, our field
notes showed that a security person inside the developer team
can provide more in-depth knowledge than outside resources
such as pen-testing reports, internet, and so on. For example,
after the XSS got fixed on the AUS, when developers faced
the HTML injection they said: “Is this HTML Injection going
to be easy to fix? It should be very easy to fix,” and without

asking the researchers to provide the solution for them, they
fixed the issue.

5.4.3 Thinking as an Attacker, Thinking as a Developer

It has almost become a platitude in the security field that one
must “think as an attacker.” Applying this to software devel-
opment, the developers can put themselves in the attackers’
shoes and understand how software may be misused. It is an
interesting question as to how much developers need to think
as an attacker. These days, understanding the mechanisms
of all types of cyber attacks can be overwhelming even to a
security expert. Our data implied that the developers and the
company were aware of some of those threats that they may
face, but just knowing them was not enough. The problem is
not necessarily about the lack of understanding the attackers;
it is more about not being able to implement security features
correctly into software, which unfortunately requires some
non-trivial amount of security knowledge. Is it realistic to
expect all software developers to become security experts?
How much time should developers spend on thinking about
how their code may be attacked, among all the other com-
peting demands they face? Security professionals can help
bridge this gap by starting to think like developers, just like
how we ask developers to think like attackers. Security pro-
fessionals need to better understand how developers have to
negotiate many competing interests, not just a sole focus on
security. This could help in providing security knowledge
and information at the right level of abstraction that can be
easily integrated into the software development process. The
co-creation model we used as part of this research allowed the
security researchers to think like a developer, and to create
some positive impacts in the software development process.

6 Discussion

Our ethnographic study found that software security or lack
thereof emerges from a network of technologies and humans,
rather than happening solely because of deficits in the soft-
ware and/or in developers’ knowledge or efforts. The people
in this company were trained professionals acting in good
faith to create successful products. They faced dilemmas that
can be common in the software industry and aimed to resolve
them in ways that produced a viable product, established good
relationships with customers, maintained profitability, and en-
hanced usability and security. Security issues were not directly
attributable to deficits in knowledge, but rather both emerged
and could be resolved in terms of the dynamics that shaped
how developers dealt with both technical and human demands
and balanced their primary aim to develop successful features
for the software with their understanding that security is an
important part of software integrity and functioning. The co-
creation model emerged by attending to these dynamics in the
workplace, and responding to what worked and did not work
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to address specific vulnerabilities during the daily work of
development. This co-creation model could form an integral
part of a workable solution to improve software security. In
fact, some success in applying secure development life cycle
(SDL) in industry echoes our findings [28]. Whether the co-
creation model could work under financial realities, and what
other ingredients need to be there to form a working solution,
remains an intriguing question for future research.

7 Related Work

Assal and Chiasson [1, 2] utilized interviews and surveys to
explore the interplay between developers and software se-
curity processes. Their research found that developers were
motivated to develop secure code, but were often hindered by
a mismanaged organizational process. The authors advocated
looking beyond developers and examining broader organiza-
tional factors that may impact the security of the developed
software. Our work is one such attempt, utilizing an extensive
ethnographic study in a software company. Many of our find-
ings confirmed the analysis results from Assal and Chiasson’s
work. Our work also revealed some deeper insights into the
reason of software (in)security, as well as a co-creation model
that can help address them.

Ruef et al. [3] and Votipka, et al. [4] conducted a series of
studies based on data collected from the Build It, Break It,
Fix It (BIBIFI) contests. A number of patterns of developer
mistakes leading to vulnerabilities were analyzed. Our work
examined the software development process in a real company.
Our in-depth ethnographic study is complementary to the
analysis based on large-scale competition data. One possible
cross-over between the two types of studies is that one can
use the insights from one to drive the analysis in the other.
For example, an observed real-world phenomenon that has
significant security impact could be replicated in the BIBIFI
contest to further examine a hypothesis on a much larger and
more diverse population.

Oorschot and Wurster [5] posited that developers have dif-
ferent skills which often do not include security and suggest
that the focus should be on those who design APIs, because
it is unrealistic to expect all developers be taught sufficient
security. We raise a similar question in our paper from our
ethnographic data, regarding how much security knowledge
developers can realistically master, and whether a co-creation
model where security experts and developers closely collabo-
rate would be a more effective approach.

Green and Smith [6] discussed that developers are not the
problem for insecure code. The focus should be on creating
more developer-friendly and developer-centric approaches
and supporting them when they are dealing with the secu-
rity tasks. Our ethnographic data supports this conclusion.
Moreover, our fieldwork resulted in a co-creation model that
could be part of a solution to provide the needed support to
developers for writing more secure code.

In addition to the works mentioned above, the research
community has explored this area through a number of an-
gles. Oliveira et al. [7] conducted surveys to understand
developers’ attitudes toward security which leads to un-
derstanding that APIs and tools can be improved signif-
icantly. Votipka et al. [8] performed semi-structured inter-
views to compare how hackers and testers find vulnera-
bilities. Acar et al. [9] studied whether different documen-
tation resources influence the security of programmers’
code. Naiakshina et al. [29] conducted a qualitative study
with 20 computer science students and investigated how
and why they failed with regards to secure password stor-
age. Gorski et al. [30] designed a controlled online experi-
ment with 53 participants to study the effectiveness of API-
integrated security advice. Acar et al. [10] conducted an on-
line study and evaluated five cryptographic APIs with GitHub
Python developers about the usability of the crypto APIs.
There has also been research that studied and characterized
different aspects of software bugs [31–33]. These studies fo-
cused on the quality of bug reports and found that important
information was often missing in bug reports which made it
harder to reproduce and fix them.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first in using
participant observation and long-term ethnography to study
secure software development in a real company. It allowed
us to observe and reflect upon all contextual factors that have
an impact on secure development processes in a real com-
pany. Our data and findings serve to complement the efforts
discussed above, and often times reveal deep insights not
obtainable through other approaches.

Going beyond secure software development, research into
other aspects of usable security has also revealed the impor-
tance of incorporating broader stake holders’ perspectives
in thinking about security solutions [34, 35]. Haney et al.
studied the role of cybersecurity advocates within organiza-
tions [36–39]. Much of the findings in that line of research
echoes ours, in particular the importance of co-creating secu-
rity solutions with relevant stake holders.

8 Conclusion

This research shows how security intersects with software de-
velopment on the ground, based on two embedded researchers
with one and half years’ data. There remains a considerable
gap between security and developers. Our research shows
that security professionals can better bridge the gap by un-
derstanding how (in)security emerges from the interacting
technological and human factors in the development process.
Our ethnographic study provided a way to understand this
complicated phenomenon, both by better understanding the
competing demands under which developers work, and by
demonstrating how security can successfully be integrated
into software development through a co-creation model.
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Appendix: Coding

Coding – including the development of specific codes and of
a codebook – proceeded in an iterative fashion. Weekly meet-
ings facilitated the discussion of emerging research themes
and specific examples. Codes emerged from these discussions,
where the researchers built consensus on specific analyses.
The researchers relied on a general inductive approach [16],
as well as techniques derived from grounded theory and re-
lated approaches for doing qualitative analysis [17]. Overall,
the development of codes initially focused on the Silently
Allow example, then on emerging results from penetration
testing, the development of a specific coding system for each
researcher for their field notes, and a final collaborative phase
to find commonalities in codes for both the specific examples
and overall corpus of field notes.

Initial Coding of Silently Allow

The coding for Silently Allow grew from weekly meetings and
initially involved using flash cards to organize information.
These flashcards then became organized into different types
of Silently Allow, which were written up and shared with the
research group for further input. Here are the written notes on
the first two categories:

Type 1

Device allowed network access. Device not authenticated
but needs network access to function. Silently Allow an “inter-
nal state” that is used to get devices onto customers’ network.

This is the original “Silently Allow” (SA)

In this case, not a problem with the actual code. They
programmed the code to do this. Some other SAs are because
of problems with the code itself.

*Need vignette – use field notes and participant observation
to describe the situation.

Potential category: IoT devices
Initial problem: Customer

Type 2

Saml – authorization protocol, a way to give access to the
network. This is a protocol problem, because hadn’t imple-
mented the necessary checks

This is an issue with users who input credentials and/or
third party authentication server.

If user tried to use Saml, went into SA automatically. And
thus gets network access.

This problem doesn’t affect all users; affects users who are
set up with Saml authentication. Users had a single login;
with SA, once clicked login, would be able to login, no mat-

ter what. Didn’t implement security checks. Whatever result,
grant access.

Potential category: Authentication
Initial problem: Internal/program

Full Set of Codes

Subsequent research focused on developing a full set of codes
by each of the student researchers. Because the two embedded
researchers often worked on different projects and at different
times, each wrote their own field notes and then subsequently
engaged in coding of their own notes. This process permitted
inductive analysis from their own data, which could then be
shared in research meetings to produce consensus. Below are
the sets of codes developed by the two embedded researchers:

Codes Developed by Researcher One

– Ad-hoc-development
– Customer-driven-development
– Debugging-infrastructure-vs-security
– Developers-not-trained-in-security
– Difficult-to-fix
– Inconsistent-narratives
– Ineffective-peer-reviews
– Insecure-defaults
– Insecurity-to-avoid-breaking-implementations
– Lack-of-documentation
– Lack-of-security-audits
– Lack-of-security-awareness
– Learn-by-doing
– Legacy-code
– Limited-testing-practices
– Misconfiguration
– Non-urgent-issues
– Outdated-libraries
– Positive-bias
– Rapid-prototyping
– Reactive-security
– Revenue-streams
– Security-vulnerabilities-documented-as-bugs
– Selling-unimplemented-features
– Social-frictions
– Technically-challenging-problems
– Time-spent-debugging
– Time-to-market-vs-security
– Trivial-tests
– Underestimating-effort
– Unmanageable-code
– Urgencies
– Usability-over-security
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Codes Developed by Researcher Two

– Caring-about-subject
– Changing-attitude
– Development-process
– Documents-not-updating-frequently
– Fix-first-update-later
– Joking-about-intern-work
– Knowing-bug-do-nothing
– Lack-of-knowledge
– Learning-process-with-company
– Looking-for-new-idea
– New-idea-vs-tasks
– Not-caring-about-subject
– Not-trusting-other-developer-or-intern
– Performance-reaction
– Protective-about-subject
– Say-something-do-something-else
– Security-vs-performance
– Security-vulnerabilities-blocked
– Security-vulnerabilities-concern
– Security-vulnerabilities-denying

– Security-vulnerabilities-execution
– Security-vulnerabilities-fixing
– Security-vulnerabilities-interested
– Security-vulnerabilities-process
– Security-vulnerabilities-reaction
– Security-vulnerabilities-thinking
– Security-vulnerabilities-upgrading

Final Collaborative Phase

In the final collaborative phase, researchers often worked on
a whiteboard to find the overlap between different types of
data, specific examples, and inductive insights. For example,
“co-creation” emerged as an overarching conclusion that came
out of working through the data to find commonalities in both
field notes and in researcher experience during participant
observation. Reviewing similarities, via the coding and then
the notes, also led to data-driven conclusions about what was
successful and what proved to be bottlenecks or limitations
in cybersecurity during the months of embedded research.
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Abstract
Static analysis tools can help prevent security incidents, but to
do so, they must enable developers to resolve the defects they
detect. Unfortunately, developers often struggle to interact
with the interfaces of these tools, leading to tool abandonment,
and consequently the proliferation of preventable vulnerabili-
ties. Simply put, the usability of static analysis tools is crucial.
The usable security community has successfully identified
and remedied usability issues in end user security applications,
like PGP and Tor browsers, by conducting usability evalua-
tions. Inspired by the success of these studies, we conducted
a heuristic walkthrough evaluation and user study focused on
four security-oriented static analysis tools. Through the lens
of these evaluations, we identify several issues that detract
from the usability of static analysis tools. The issues we iden-
tified range from workflows that do not support developers
to interface features that do not scale. We make these find-
ings actionable by outlining how our results can be used to
improve the state-of-the-art in static analysis tool interfaces.

1 Introduction

Security-oriented static analysis tools, like Spotbugs [12],
Checkmarx [2], and CodeSonar [3] enable developers to de-
tect issues early in the development process. Among several
types of code quality issues, developers rank security issues
as the highest priority for these tools to detect [22].

Evaluating the efficacy of these security-oriented static
analysis tools has been a popular topic for researchers [17,29,

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

51, 63]. However, prior work has largely overlooked the us-
ability of these tools, instead focusing on functional properties
such as the types of vulnerabilities tools detect (or fail to de-
tect), false alarm rates, and performance. Chess and McGraw
argue that usability is essential to actually make software
more secure: “Good static analysis tools must be easy to use,
even for non-security people. This means that their results
must be understandable to normal developers who might not
know much about security and that they educate their users
about good programming practice” [21].

Unfortunately, developers continue to make mistakes and
need help resolving security vulnerabilities due to the poor
usability of security tools [33]. Recently, Acar and colleagues
set forth a research agenda for remedying usability issues in
developer security tools, explaining that “Usable security for
developers has been a critically under-investigated area” [14].
As part of that research agenda, they call for usability eval-
uations of developer security tools. This approach has been
successfully applied in the adjacent field of end-user secu-
rity tools [25, 30, 31, 58, 60]. For instance, Whitten and Tygar
conducted cognitive walkthroughs to identify usability is-
sues in PGP, an end user security tool [60]. We use a similar
evaluation technique, namely heuristic walkthroughs [55] in
combination with a user study, to identify usability issues in
developers’ security-oriented static analysis tools.

We evaluated four security-oriented static analysis tools,
Find Security Bugs [13], RIPS [10], Flawfinder [7], and a
commercial tool. (Our license agreement with the tool vendor
stipulates that we anonymize the commercial tool; we refer
to it as CTool throughout the paper.) To our knowledge, this
study is the first to identify usability issues across multiple
developer security tools using heuristic walkthroughs. As a re-
sult of this study, we identified several usability issues, ranging
from missing affordances to interfaces that scale poorly. Each
of these usability issues represents an opportunity to improve
developers’ security tools. Alongside these usability issues,
we contribute our visions for how toolsmiths and security
researchers can improve the usability of static analysis tools
for security. Ultimately, by improving the usability of these
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tools, we can enable developers to create secure software by
resolving vulnerabilities more accurately and efficiently. To
support replication, we make our study setting available in
a virtual machine [6], along with the study protocol [5] and
the detailed list of usability issues we identified for the four
tools [8].

The contributions of this paper are:
• A heuristic walkthrough and a user study evaluating the

usability of the interfaces of four static analysis tools.
• A categorization of usability issues that serves both as

a list of known pitfalls and as a list of opportunities to
improve existing tools.

• Design guidelines and discussions that illustrate the ac-
tionability of these issues.

• Specifications for a low-cost heuristic walkthrough ap-
proach that researchers and practitioners can use to im-
prove additional tools.

2 Related Work

We have organized the related work into two categories. First,
we will discuss relevant work concerning usability evalua-
tions of end user security tools. Next, we will discuss prior
evaluations of developer security tools.

2.1 Usability Testing End-User Security Tools
Several studies have evaluated the usability of end user secu-
rity tools. Through these evaluations, researchers identified
usability issues in various end user security tools, ranging
from encryption tools [49] to Tor browsers [25]. Collectively,
these studies have improved the usability of end user security
tools by contributing a better understanding of how users in-
teract with these tools. In their foundational work, Whitten
and Tygar studied the usability of PGP, using a combination of
a cognitive walkthrough and a laboratory user test to identify
aspects of the tool’s interface that failed to meet a usability
standard [60]. Their study revealed issues such as irreversible
actions and inconsistent terminology.

Since the Whitten and Tygar’s study, others have success-
fully applied similar approaches to study the usability of ad-
ditional end user tools. For instance, Good and Krekelberg
studied the usability of the Kazaa P2P file sharing system [31].
Their findings suggest that usability issues led to confusion
and privacy concerns for users. Similarly, Gerd tom Markotten
studied the usability of an identity management tool using a
heuristic evaluation and cognitive walkthrough [58]. Reynolds
and colleagues conducted two studies to understand multiple
aspects of YubiKey usability [52].

Clark and colleagues conducted cognitive walkthroughs
to examine the usability of four methods for deploying Tor
clients [25]. Based on their evaluation, they make recommen-
dations for facilitating the configuration of these systems.
Also studying the usability of Tor systems —through a user

study instead of a cognitive walkthrough—Gallagher and col-
leagues conducted a drawing study to elicit users’ understand-
ing, and misunderstandings, of the underlying system [30].

Like these previous studies, we are concerned with the
usability of security tools and strive to better understand us-
ability issues by conducting an empirical evaluation. We are
encouraged by these studies’ successful applications of eval-
uation techniques like cognitive walkthroughs and heuristic
evaluations to end user tools. In contrast to these prior studies,
we evaluate static analysis tools to identify usability issues in
the domain of developer security tools.

2.2 Evaluating Developer Security Tools

Several studies have conducted comparative evaluations of
developer security tools. For instance, Zitser and colleagues
evaluated five static analysis tools that detect buffer over-
flow vulnerabilities, comparing them based on their vulner-
ability detection and false alarm rates [63]. Comparing a
wide range of Android security tools, Reaves and colleagues
categorize tools according to the vulnerabilities they detect
and techniques they use [51]. Their results do also include
some usability experiences, such as how long it took evalu-
ators to configure the tool and whether output was human-
readable. Austin and colleagues compare four vulnerability
detection techniques, including static analysis, with respect to
the number of vulnerabilities found, false positive rates, and
technique efficiency [17]. They conclude that multiple tech-
niques should be combined to achieve the best performance.
Emanuelsson and Nilsson compare three static analysis tools,
Coverity Prevent, Klocwork K7, and PolySpace Verifier, in
an industrial setting [29].

There have been a limited number of studies that account
for usability in their evaluations of developer security tools.
Imtiaz and colleagues [38] study developer actions on Cover-
ity warnings to determine how it helps fix bugs. They show
that despite the quick fixes and the low complexity of the warn-
ings, developers still take a disproportionately large amount of
time to fix them. Assal and colleagues conducted a cognitive
walkthrough evaluation of Findbugs to determine how well
it helped developers determine the number of vulnerabilities
in a codebase [16]. Based on the usability issues identified in
this study, the authors created a tool, Cesar, designed to be
more usable. Gorski and colleagues conducted a participatory
design study of security warnings generated for cryptographic
APIs [32]. They find that design guidelines for end-user warn-
ings are insufficient in this context. Nguyen and colleagues
describe some usability issues that affect Android lint tools
to motivate the design of their tool, FixDroid, which uses
data flow analysis to help secure Android apps [44]. How-
ever, the descriptions of Lint’s usability issues are not based
on a formal evaluation. Smith and colleagues conducted a
user study which identified 17 categories of developers’ infor-
mation needs while using a security-oriented static analysis
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tool [56]. Thomas and colleagues leveraged Smith and col-
leagues’ framework to evaluate the usability of ASIDE, an
interactive static analysis tool [57]. Our work differs from
these prior studies because we study the usability (rather than
the technical capability) of static analysis tools.

The studies closest to our own focus on the usage and us-
ability of different analysis tools. Sadowski and colleagues de-
scribe the Tricorder static analysis ecosystem at Google [54].
They also provide guiding principles based on their experi-
ence with Tricorder. Some of these guidelines emphasize the
importance of usable static analysis. For instance, they argue
that analysis tools should fix bugs, not just find them. Johnson
and colleagues [40] interview 20 developers on their experi-
ence with the static analysis tools they use at work. Christakis
and colleagues [23] survey the developers at Microsoft about
their usage of the tools, and report on live-site incidents to
complete the survey. Lewis and colleagues [43] interview
developers on two analysis tools at Google. Nguyen Quang
Do [45] surveys 87 developers and analyzes the logs of static
analysis tools at Software AG. Through those studies, the
authors find common usability issues such as workflow inte-
gration, waiting times, bad warning explainability, and bad
tool design. This is related to the findings of Imtiaz and col-
leagues. [37], who mined StackOverflow posts to discover that
filtering and verifying false positives are major concerns of
developers when using static analysis tools. Similarly, studies
of static analysis tools, such as Parfait [24], focus on scala-
bility and developer workflow and not on the user interface.
While those studies report on general usability issues, we
focus on tool design, and in particular, on the tool’s user inter-
face (which includes the Graphical User Interface, but also all
functionalities provided to the user, e.g., generating reports).

3 Methodology

In this section we first justify our choice of tools and then
describe the interfaces of those tools. Next, we describe the
study environment, including the projects that each of the
tools scanned. We also outline our approach toward conduct-
ing the heuristic walkthroughs and the user study. Finally, we
provide a replication package.

3.1 Tools

We chose to examine four security-oriented static analysis
tools, Find Security Bugs (FSB), RIPS, Flawfinder, and CTool.
In this section, we justify our choice of those tools and de-
scribe their interfaces, focusing particularly on how they
present information to developers.

We considered 61 candidate tools from lists of static analy-
sis tools compiled by organizations and reserchers [64–67].
To narrow the selection of tools to use for our evaluation, we
followed two criteria.

Table 1: Evaluated tool interface dimensions

Dimension FSB RIPS Flaw-
finder CTool

Remediation Information1 X X X X
Trace Navigation2 X X X
Quick Fixes3 X
Graphical Rep. of Traces4 X X
Command-Line Interface X X
IDE Integration X
Standalone Interface X X

1 Information that helps developers fix a vulnerability;
2 Affordances that allow developers to trace dataflow;
3 Features for applying patches automatically;
4 Graphical representations of dataflow traces;

The first one was availability. We only considered tools
we could access and run. This criteria limited our selection of
commercial tools, because their license agreements often ex-
plicitly forbid the publication of evaluations or comparisons.
(For example, Coverity’s license agreement states, “Customer
will not disclose to any third party any comparison of the re-
sults of operation of Synopsys’ Licensed Products with other
products.”1) Although most tool vendors we contacted were
interested in the study in principle, only one agreed to par-
ticipate in our study, under the condition that we anonymize
the tool by not using screenshots, names, trademarks, or other
distinguishing features in any publication. We thus refer to
this tool as CTool (for Commercial Tool).

Second, to increase the generalizability of our results, we
chose four tools that cover different aspects of the tool inter-
face design space. This primarily translates to selecting tools
with four different modes of interaction: command-line inter-
face, IDE integration, and two standalone tools. Table 1 sum-
marizes how FSB, RIPS, Flawfinder, and CTool vary along
some of the interface dimensions we considered. Note that
Table 1 reflects the interfaces of the versions of the tools
we chose to evaluate. For instance, FSB can also be run as
a command-line tool. The full table of tools and interface
dimensions is available online [11].

Though definitive usage statistics are hard to find for
these tools, it is fair to characterize all four of these tools
as widely-used. According statistics published by Source-
forge,2 FindBugs,3 RIPS, and Flawfinder have approximate
download counts of: 1,410,000, 143,000, and 19,000 respec-
tively. CTool has been adopted by government agencies and
hundreds of companies across different industries.

Due to the availability constraint, our sample only includes
one commercial tool. This introduces a potential threat that

1https://www.synopsys.com/company/legal/software-integrity/coverity-
product-license-agreement.html

2https://sourceforge.net/
3Download statistics are not available specifically for FSB, which is a

plugin for FindBugs
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Figure 1: The Graphical User Interface of Find Security Bugs.

our sample may not represent tools used most frequently in
the real-world. However, an empirical study examined the 20
most-popular Java projects on GitHub that use static analysis
as part of their continuous integration pipeline [62]. They
report that those projects commonly use open-source tools,
like CheckStyle, FindBugs, and PMD. Reportedly, none use
commercial analysis tools. Vassallo and colleagues’ findings
support this general trend in different contexts [59].

3.1.1 Find Security Bugs

Find Security Bugs (FSB) is an extension of the Find-
Bugs/SpotBugs [12] static analysis tool for Java pro-
grams [13]. FSB detects 125 types of security vulnerabili-
ties. We used the open-source Eclipse [4] plugin of the tool,
version 1.7.1.

Figure 1 depicts FSB’s GUI. The “Bug Explorer” pane on
the left lists the potential vulnerabilities found by the most
recent scan. Categories indicate the severity of the errors. In
each category, errors are grouped according to FSB’s certainty.
Finally, vulnerabilities are grouped by type (e.g., “Cipher with
no integrity”). When a user double clicks an error, the tool
highlights the relevant lines of code in the editor. Tooltips for
those icons provide information on all errors occurring at that
particular line. In addition, the “Bug info” pane provides more
information about the vulnerability that is being examined. It
contains a bug description, examples of similarly vulnerable
code and how to fix it, links to useful information on this
vulnerability, and tool-specific information. It also provides a
“Navigation” panel that contains a trace of the vulnerability.

FSB also allows users to customize how the list of results
is shown in the left view. Bug patterns and categories can
be toggled in and out, in which case, errors matching the
category will no longer show in the list. The different types
of vulnerabilities can also be reclassified in different severity
categories. It is also possible to exclude particular source files
from the scan, and to choose which analyses to run.

3.1.2 RIPS

RIPS [10] is a security static analysis tool for PHP code that
detects more than 80 vulnerabilities. It provides a standalone
web interface from which the user can configure and launch
scans, and consult the results. We used version 0.55 of RIPS.

Figure 2 presents the main screen of RIPS. RIPS summa-
rizes its results in the “Result” popup. Vulnerabilities are
grouped by files and ordered by vulnerability type. RIPS pro-
vides a short description of each vulnerability alongside the
problematic code. An icon on the left (not pictured) opens a
non-editable version of the file containing the error. Some-
times, a “help” icon and a “generate exploit” icon are also
shown on the left. When available, the help view explains
vulnerabilities in more detail and sometimes suggest fixes.
The generate exploit icon opens a view in which the user can
generate an example exploit for this vulnerability.

The top menu of the page gives access to additional views
that include a summary of the scan, a list of the program’s
functions, and a call graph illustrating which functions call
each other. The user can rearrange the layout of the graph.

3.1.3 Flawfinder

Flawfinder [7] is a command-line tool that detects uses of
dangerous functions in C/C++. We used version 2.0.4 of this
open-source tool.

Figure 3 depicts Flawfinder’s HTML report. The re-
port lists all files that were scanned and all the vulnerabil-
ities Flawfinder found, ordered by severity. For each error,
Flawfinder provides the location of the error, the severity
score, the vulnerability type, the dangerous function, a short
description of the vulnerability, a link to the CWE page of the
vulnerability, and a proposed fix—which is often the name
of a safe function that can be used instead of the vulnerable
one. The bottom of the report shows the analysis summary,
which contains statistical data about the scan, such as with
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Figure 2: The Graphical User Interface of RIPS.

Figure 3: The Graphical User Interface of Flawfinder.

the number of files scanned, the number of errors reported,
etc. The tool either prints its report in the command-line or
produces reports in HTML or CSV format.

Flawfinder can be customized with command-line options
to exclude files, or run on patchfiles, i.e. the diffs between
two git commits. Errors can also be filtered out of the output
with regex patterns.

3.1.4 CTool

CTool is a commercial tool that is largely used in industry
to scan C, C++, and Java code and bytecode. It is able to
detect a large range of software defects, from simple bugs to
complex security vulnerabilities. The tool can be run from the

command line or through a full application. It also provides
different interfaces such as an IDE plugin, or a web page. The
creators of CTool provided us with the default web interface,
which we used to scan Apache POI version 3.9 [1].

The web interface of CTool has two main views, which we
detail on a high level to keep the tool’s anonymity. The first
view is an overview of the warnings found in the project. Each
warning is reported along with a priority score, the warning
type, the code location, and information on its severity. The
second view details the selected warning. It shows its details
in the source code, and sometimes suggests fixes. In this view,
the user can comment on the warning and manage it (e.g.,
edit its priority). The two main views of CTool are supported
by a large number of visuals, in particular diverse charts and
graphs and a complex navigation system. The GUI cannot
be customized, since it is a web page, but the diversity of the
visuals and the navigation capabilities cover a large number
of potential use cases developers would run into.

The tool provides the ability to export a report in xml, html,
or pdf format, and to customize the report. It also allows the
users to customize the analysis by choosing which checkers
to run, and set code annotations that guide the analysis at
runtime. Users can also annotate warnings and track scores
throughout the development lifecycle across different runs.

3.2 Analyzed Applications

To ensure the evaluators could exercise the tools in a variety
of situations, we chose subject applications that contained
multiple types of vulnerability patterns. Synthetic suites, like
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the Juliet test suite [19], could have helped us ensure this
coverage. However, those hand-crafted tests do not represent
how vulnerabilities appear to developers in the wild.

We selected test suites from the “Applications” section of
the Software Assurance Reference Dataset [9], originating
from production code bases containing known vulnerabilities.

We selected three test suites: RIPS scanned WordPress ver-
sion 2.0 (PHP); FSB and CTool scanned Apache POI version
3.9 (Java); and Flawfinder scanned OpenSSL version 1.0.1e
(C). All three open-source tools and their associated applica-
tions were configured in a single virtual machine image for
evaluation. The virtual machine is available online [6].

3.3 Heuristic Walkthroughs

We first identified usability issues by using a heuristic
walkthrough [55], a two-phase method that combines the
strengths of two usability evaluation techniques: cognitive
walkthroughs [50] and heuristic evaluations [47]. In a cog-
nitive walkthrough, evaluators simulate the tasks that real
users would perform with a system. In a heuristic evaluation,
evaluators systematically examine a system following a set of
heuristics (as opposed to the task-driven approach in a cogni-
tive walkthrough). In a heuristic walkthrough, evaluators first
perform a cognitive walkthrough and then perform a heuristic
evaluation. Combining the strengths of these two techniques
in this way, heuristic walkthroughs have been shown to be
more thorough than cognitive walkthroughs and more valid
than heuristic evaluations on their own [55]. We chose this
evaluation technique because heuristic walkthrough evalu-
ations have successfully identified usability issues in other
domains, such as electronic health records systems [28], mu-
sic transcription tools [20], and lifelong learning systems [35].
Heuristic walkthroughs enable relatively few external evalua-
tors [15] to identify usability issues by providing them with
a structured process and requiring them to be double experts
(experts in the application domain and usability principles). In
compliance with these requirements, the two authors who con-
ducted the heuristic walkthroughs for all four tools were famil-
iar with security tools and usability principles. Our evaluation
draws on our experience building advanced static analysis
tools, conducting laboratory experiments, and graduate-level
courses in security, software design, and user experience. Not
including the time required to configure each tool, each eval-
uator spent approximately one workday with each tool. The
study protocol [5] and the detailed list of usability issues [8]
are available online.

3.3.1 Phase 1: Task-Oriented Evaluation

Phase 1 of a heuristic walkthrough resembles a cognitive
walkthrough, where evaluators approach a system with a list
of predefined tasks. The goals of this phase are for evaluators
to familiarize themselves with the system and complete tasks

similar to those actual users would try to complete. In Phase 1
of our study, we used the tools with a particular task in mind:
fixing as many errors as possible in a limited time. To do so,
we used the following guidelines:

• Choose a vulnerability to inspect first.
• Determine whether it is a true positive or a false positive.
• Propose a fix to the vulnerability.
• Assess the quality of the fix.
To help us think critically about each tool, we used Sears’

list of guiding questions [55]. These questions ask evalua-
tors to consider whether users will: know what to do next;
notice the correct controls; know how to use the controls;
see progress being made. During Phase 1, we recorded the
vulnerabilities we inspected, our impressions of the tool, and
any usability issues we encountered.

3.3.2 Phase 2: Free-Form Evaluation

Phase 2 of a heuristic walkthrough resembles a heuristic eval-
uation, where evaluators freely explore an entire system using
a set of usability heuristics to identify issues.

Among the many sets of available heuristics, we chose
to use Smith and colleagues’ 17 information needs [56] as
the basis for our heuristics. We made this choice because
the information needs are specific to security-oriented static
analysis tools, in contrast with Nielsen’s ten heuristics [46]
or the cognitive dimensions framework [34], which are both
more generic. These 17 information needs pertain specifically
to security-oriented static analysis tools and cover a range of
relevant topics such as: vulnerabilities, attacks, and fixes; code
and the application; individuals; and problem solving support.
Prior studies have shown that domain-specific heuristics can
be more effective [27, 39, 48] and these particular heuristics
have been used previously to evaluate a security static analysis
tool [57]. Table 4 summarizes these heuristics.

The two evaluators considered each of the 17 information
needs and recorded any usability issues that related to those
information needs. During this phase, the evaluators also
recorded additional usability issues that did not precisely fit
any of the provided heuristics.

Finally, because similar issues were identified across tools,
heuristic categories, and evaluators, we performed an informal
thematic analysis to group usability issues into themes and
subthemes. This analysis is only intended to reduce repetition
and clarify the presentation of the results. Section 4 is orga-
nized according to these themes; each subsection describes
one theme.

3.4 User Study
In the second part of our evaluation, we conducted a user study
on the four static analysis tools, with the goal of triangulating
the observations made in the heuristic evaluation. To this end,
we recruited 12 participants, who we refer to as P01–P12,
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with various degrees of professional experience as software
developers. Participants answered questions on a Likert scale
from 1 (novice) to 5 (expert) about their experience. Table
3 reports on their responses. In summary, participants self-
reported familiarity with software security (median 3/5), Java
(median 4/5), C++ (median 2/5), and PHP (median 1/5).

We presented each participant with two of the four static
analysis tools, and asked them to fix warnings reported by the
tools, using the same code bases as for the heuristic evaluation.
Participants thought aloud while working with each tool for
approximately 20 minutes. Following each tool, we conducted
semi-structured post-task interviews. At the end of the session
we collected demographic data. During the study, we allowed
participants to ignore warnings they were uncomfortable with.
This choice helped to account for differences in programming
language skill. It also simulated real-world developers’ strong
propensity to selectively ignore most warnings [53, 61]. For
all tools, all participants managed to find warnings they were
comfortable with. In the post-task interviews, participants
described their experience with the tools, focusing on how the
tool helped them understand and fix warnings. Appendix C
lists the questions we used to guide this discussion.

To reduce fatigue, we only asked participants to interact
with two tools. Still, the mean session duration was 52 min-
utes, 58 seconds. To avoid learning effects between the two
tools, we applied a latin-square design [26]. We distributed the
tools evenly between participants—each tool was evaluated
by six participants.

3.4.1 Data Extraction

We captured screen, audio, and questionnaire responses. Af-
terwards, we asked two independent researchers to review the
audio recordings and extract the usability issues encountered
by the participants. This yielded a total of 562 individual us-
ability incidents. We kept the intersection of both reviewers’
reported incidents, thus reducing the number of total usability
incidents to 140. Two authors then classified the incidents into
distinct usability categories using the open card sort method-
ology [36]. The classification yielded a Cohen Kappa of κ =
0.93, indicating an almost perfect agreement [41]. Afterwards,
the two raters discussed and agreed on a final classification,
which we present in Section 4.

3.5 Replication Package

To support the replication and continuation of this work, we
have made our materials available, including the virtual ma-
chine image used during our heuristic evaluation. It contains
the static analysis tools (we exclude CTool for legal reasons)
and the code bases they were used on [6], the study proto-
col [5] and the list of usability issues we detail in the following
section [8].

The user study protocols and heuristic walkthrough guide
are also available in the Appendix.

Because usability evaluations of security tools are benefi-
cial beyond the scope of what was feasible during our study,
we also provide the heuristic evaluation guide we developed.
With this guide, a qualified evaluator with expertise in static
analysis tools and usability principles could extend our work
to any additional static analysis tool for security.

4 Results

Through our heuristic walkthrough evaluations and user study,
we identified 194 and 140 usability issues, respectively. We
do not intend for the presence or quantity of these issues to be
a statement about the overall quality of the tools we evaluated.
Instead, each of these issues represents a potential opportunity
for tools to be improved. For completeness, we provide the
full list of usability issues in the supplemental materials [8].

In each section, we will give a general description of the
usability issues relating to that theme, explain how instances
of those issues impact developers, and sketch how our insights
could be used by tool designers and researchers to improve
security-oriented static analysis tools. Next to the title of each
theme, we report the number of usability issues in parenthesis
(X) that we identified during the heuristic walkthrough phase.
This number simply characterizes our findings and should not
be interpreted as the ranking or severity of the issues in that
theme. Also note that these counts sum to slightly more than
194, because some usability issues span multiple themes.

To further organize the results, we have bolded short titles
that describe subthemes of issues within each theme. Next
to each subtheme title are the tools, in {braces}, that issues
in that subtheme apply to. For instance, “Immutable Code
{RIPS, Flawfinder, CTool}” denotes that Immutable Code
usability issues apply to RIPS, Flawfinder, and CTool, but not
FSB. In addition, Table 2 provides an overview of the themes
and subthemes.

4.1 Missing Affordances (39)
Beyond presenting static information about code defects, anal-
ysis tools include affordances for performing actions, such
as navigating code, organizing results, and applying fixes.
Issues in this category arose when tools failed to provide
affordances.

Managing Vulnerabilities {FSB, RIPS, Flawfinder}:
After scanning the source code, tools must report the identi-
fied vulnerabilities to developers. We found that FSB, RIPS,
and Flawfinder did not provide adequate affordances for help-
ing developers navigate and manage the list of reported vul-
nerabilities. Managing the list of reported vulnerabilities is
important, because it allows developers to quickly find the
vulnerabilities they would like to inspect and fix. For instance,
some developers might only be interested in a subset of the
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Table 2: Usability issues, grouped by theme

Theme Subtheme

4.1 Missing Affordances
Managing Vulnerabilities
Applying Fixes

4.2 Missing or Buried Information
Vulnerability Prioritization
Fix Information

4.3 Scalability of Interface
Vulnerability Sorting
Overlapping Vulnerabilities
Scalable Visualizations

4.4 Inaccuracy of Analysis

4.5 Code Disconnect
Mismatched Examples
Immutable Code

4.6 Workflow Continuity
Tracking Progress
Batch Processing

code, or have expertise fixing particular types of vulnerabili-
ties. These three tools simply show a list of all vulnerabilities
they found; the options to manage the list of all potential
vulnerabilities were limited.

Flawfinder, for example can generate a single text file, csv,
or HTML page containing all the scan results. As Figure 3
depicts, in Flawfinder these “Final Results” are presented as
a list that cannot be reorganized or sorted. To find a vulner-
ability to inspect in detail, a developer must linearly search
through the full list of results. Consequently, it is difficult
for developers to quickly find and fix vulnerabilities they are
interested in.

User Study: Most issues in this category impacted
Flawfinder, where participants found the presentation of vul-
nerabilities (3) “irritating” (P09) and “poor” (P11). P01
and P12 were also confused by RIPS’s presentation of
vulnerabilities—P12 suggested that it would be easier to make
sense of the error messages if they were presented in a table.

Applying Fixes {FSB, RIPS, Flawfinder, CTool}: The
tools we evaluated did not fully support quick-fixes (semi-
automated code patches for common vulnerabilities) and did
not otherwise offer assistance applying changes. Instead, de-
velopers must manually fix the issues reported by these tools.
Only FSB included some quick-fixes, but this feature was
available for just three out of the 21 defect patterns present
in our test suite. Without these affordances for applying fixes,
developers must exert extra effort to resolve the defects pre-
sented by their tools.

User Study: We did not identify any participants who faced
these issues during our user study. One explanation for this
may be that issues in this category only become apparent after
working with a tool for an extended period of time, trying to
apply several fixes.

Discussion: Many of the affordances that we noted as miss-
ing from these tools do not represent revolutionary break-
throughs in user interface design. In fact, features like sorting

and filtering lists are commonplace in many applications. In-
tegrating these well-known affordances into static analysis
tools for security could be one low-cost way to improve the
usability of these tools. On the other hand, some affordances
will require more effort to incorporate into analysis tools. For
example, affording developers the ability to accurately ap-
ply automated patches remains an open research area. We
are encouraged by systems like FixBugs [18], which assists
developers in applying quick-fixes with FindBugs. Our re-
sults suggest that security-oriented static analysis tools would
benefit from advances in this area.

4.2 Missing or Buried Information (96)
Static analysis tools can provide developers with a wide range
of information about the defects they detect. For example, all
four tools we studied give information about the location and
defect-type of the vulnerabilities detected. The issues in this
theme correspond to instances where tools failed to provide in-
formation that would be used to resolve defects. In this theme
we discuss both missing information and buried information.
These two issues are intertwined, because buried information
that a developer never unearths is effectively missing.

Vulnerability Prioritization {FSB, RIPS, Flawfinder,
CTool}: Since tools can generate many alerts from a sin-
gle scan, before fixing a vulnerability, developers must decide
which alert to inspect first. To varying extents, all four tools
failed to provide information that, had the information been
present, would have helped developers decide which vulnera-
bilities to inspect. Many of these issues arose as we considered
the “Vulnerability Severity and Rank” heuristic during Phase
2. We noted several different types of missing information,
such as information about: which files contained clusters of
vulnerabilities (Flawfinder); a vulnerability’s severity (RIPS);
and how to interpret severity scales (FSB, Flawfinder CTool).
For example, unlike RIPS, FSB provides information about
the severity of each vulnerability, typically in the following
form:

However, even FSB does not provide information about how
to interpret this report. A developer might be left wondering
whether 18 is high or low, or what other confidence values are
possible. This issue may disproportionately affect users who
are using a tool for the first time and still learning to interpret
the scales. Nonetheless, lacking information about how to
prioritize vulnerabilities, developers might misallocate their
limited time by fixing low-severity vulnerabilities.

User Study: Participants in the user study encountered sim-
ilar issues to those we identified. P04 complained that RIPS
did not provide any severity or priority scores. Further, several
participants (P01, P04, P05, P08, and P10) were confused by
FSB and CTool’s scales.
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Fix Information {FSB, RIPS, Flawfinder, CTool}: The
tools we evaluated also failed to provide some information
that developers would need to accurately fix vulnerabilities.
The types of missing information spanned many different
categories. To name a few, the tools were missing code ex-
amples, fix suggestions, definitions of unfamiliar terms, and
explanations of how vulnerabilities could be exploited. Fur-
thermore, some types of information that were present were
not detailed enough, such as when the tools provided terse
issue descriptions or when the tools listed possible fixes, but
did not articulate the tradeoffs between those solutions.

User Study: Nearly all participants experienced issues as a
result of insufficient fix information across all four tools. For
instance, participants described the information that was pro-
vided as, “not helpful and too complicated” (P05), “generic”
(P06), “unclear and very irritating” (P09), and “short” (P11).

Discussion: One solution to these types of issues would be
to simply add more information to tool notifications. This sim-
ple solution would ensure all the information needed to select
and fix vulnerabilities is present for the developer. However,
overstuffing notifications with too much information might
bury the most pertinent information at a given time. Instead,
the challenge for static analysis tools is to discern when de-
velopers need a particular piece of information and deliver
that information.

4.3 Scalability of Interface (11)

As static analysis tools scale to find more defects in larger
codebases, so too must their interfaces for presenting those
defects. The issues in this section arose when tools struggled
to present large amounts of information about vulnerabilities.
Here we distinguish between scalable interfaces and scalable
tools because we are interested in the usability of these tools’
interfaces, not their technical capabilities, which have already
been explored elsewhere [17, 51, 63]. Each of the four tools
we examined exhibited an interface scalability issue.

Vulnerability Sorting {Flawfinder}: As we previously
discussed in Section 4.1, Flawfinder does not provide affor-
dances for managing the list of vulnerabilities it detects. This
issue is magnified as Flawfinder scales to identify more vul-
nerabilities in a project. Lacking the ability to manage this list,
developers must resort to sub-optimal task selection strategies,
such as searching linearly through the list for a vulnerability
they would like to inspect.

User Study: Unsurprisingly, participants requested the abil-
ity to “sort the warnings by type, class, and significance.”—
P11

Overlapping Vulnerabilities {FSB, CTool}: Like the
other tools we evaluated, FSB and CTool can detect multiple
different patterns of vulnerabilities. When multiple vulnera-
bility patterns are detected on the same line, these tools do
not provide clear indications that multiple problems are occur-
ring in the same location. FSB, for example draws multiple

bug icons directly on top of each other, which appears just
the same as a single bug icon. In fact, Line 117 in Figure 1
contains multiple overlapping vulnerabilities, however this is
not perceptible without hovering over the bug icon (Figure 4).
CTool includes a feature for displaying overlapping vulnera-
bilities, but this feature is turned off by default and is located
in a somewhat hidden location.

Figure 4: Instance of Overlapping Vulnerabilities

Scaling up the number of defect detectors increases the
likelihood that these instances of overlap will occur. The
decision to display vulnerability markers in this way deprives
developers of information and forces FSB users to manually
inspect each line for duplicates. As a consequence, developers
might overlook severe vulnerabilities if their indicators are
hidden beneath minor vulnerabilities.

User Study: Participants did not explicitly mention this
issue during the user study, either because they did not inspect
any overlapping notifications, or because they didn’t notice
that they were overlapping.

Scalable Visualizations {RIPS}: Finally, the clearest scal-
ability issue we encountered was the call graph visualization
in RIPS. An example of this visualization is depicted in Fig-
ure 5. The graph is intended to show the flow of tainted data
from sources to sensitive sinks. However, when functions
along the flow are called from many sites, all the call sites
are added to the graph, resulting in a crowded visualization.
Furthermore, when these call sites span more than 50 files,
RIPS will not generate any visualization (Figure 6).

User Study: Only one participant (P04) experienced this
issue with RIPS during the study, suggesting that the graph
representation, “could be improved.”

Discussion: We propose two potential design changes that
would improve FSB and CTool’s overlapping vulnerabilities
issues. One possibility is that these tools could use the stack
metaphor to present the co-located vulnerabilities. Rather than
draw the icons directly on top of each other, the tool could
offset each subsequent bug by a few pixels. Alternatively, the
tools could annotate a single bug icon with the number of
vulnerabilities present on that line (e.g., 3 ).

RIPS provides a call graph visualization, whereas the two
open-source tools we evaluated provided no similar feature.
Such a feature could help visually oriented developers trace
vulnerabilities and reason about the flow of tainted data
through their system. However, if tools are to implement suc-
cessful graph visualizations to support developers, the scal-
ability of the visualization must be considered. Tool design-
ers could consider implementing features such as those in
Reacher [42], which enable developers to expand and high-
light only the relevant paths through the graph.
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Figure 5: Scalability of RIPS’ function view.

Figure 6: RIPS call graph visualization for more than 50 files.

4.4 Inaccuracy of Analysis (17)
The issues in this category arose when we encountered im-
plementation bugs or unexpected behaviors. These issues do
not necessarily represent deep design flaws of FSB, RIPS,
Flawfinder, and CTool. However, these bugs do have an im-
pact on usability, because implementation bugs may affect
developers’ confidence in tools and their abilities to complete
tasks. We encountered several issues in this category spanning
all four tools; to illustrate the types of issues in this category,
here we describe in detail one of these issues affecting FSB.

One set of issues in this category affected FSB, specif-
ically its code navigation features. For instance, when we
used FSB’s quick-fix feature, the IDE unexpectedly navi-
gated away from the current file. This behavior was disori-
enting and could easily cause a developer to lose track of
the code they were trying to fix. We also observed issues
with FSB’s navigation pane in the bug info window. This
pane often either contained duplicated entries, was missing
entries, or contained entries that, when clicked, didn’t navi-
gate the user anywhere. Figure 7 depicts an instance of the
duplicated entries issue—both entries labeled “Sink method
java/io/File.<init>(Ljava/lang/String;)V” refer to the same
location in the code.

User Study: While using RIPS, participants (P01, P06,
P12) encountered a similar unexpected behavior. RIPS sum-
marizes results in a popup window (Figure 2). Frustratingly,
this popup window obscures other information about the re-
sults and cannot be closed.

Figure 7: Duplicate entries in FSB’s navigation feature

4.5 Code Disconnect (14)

Static analysis tools generate reports based on the code they
scan. However, we identified usability issues when the content
of those reports were disconnected from the source code.

Mismatched Examples {FSB, RIPS, Flawfinder,
CTool}: The first issue in this category relates to the code
examples used by all four tools. Many FSB notifications, for
instance, contain hard-coded examples of vulnerable code and
also examples of suggested code patches. Providing any code
example is certainly more helpful than giving no information.
Nonetheless, because the examples are hard-coded for each
pattern, the burden of figuring out how to adapt and apply that
example to the current context falls on the developer. Even if
the example is written in the same programming language,
this translation can be non-trivial, especially if the example is
drawn from a source using different libraries or frameworks.
Figure 8 depicts one instance where FSB’s examples are
mismatched with the vulnerable code. In this case, FSB’s
“solution” example (Figure 8b) differs substantially from the
original problematic code: the variable names are different;
the ciphers are initialized in different modes (encrypt vs.
decrypt); and the ciphers are using different encryption
algorithms (ECB vs. GCM).

(a) Vulnerable code

(b) FSB’s example “solution”

Figure 8: Instance of Mismatched Examples

User Study: Several participants encountered similar issues
with mismatched examples while using RIPS (P04, P06, P10,
P12). Figure 9 illustrates a common issue. Here RIPS sug-
gests that functions-compat.php contains an error on line 304,
however, this file is only 155 lines long. The mismatched line
numbers confused participants: “I am confused because the
line number doesn’t correspond to line in file.”—P10
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Figure 9: RIPS line numbers mismatched with code.

Immutable Code {RIPS, Flawfinder, CTool}: We en-
countered usability issues while trying to apply changes.
RIPS, Flawfinder, and CTool’s web UI do not allow develop-
ers to directly modify the code they scan. These three tools
display a projects’ source code (CTool) or snippets (RIPS,
Flawfinder) containing potential vulnerabilities, but do not
enable developers to directly make those changes. Instead,
developers must view scan results in one window and edit the
code using a separate text editor. This disconnect forces devel-
opers to transfer their findings from where the tool presents
its results to where they need to make changes. Furthermore,
without being able to access the complete original source code
while using a static analysis tool, as is the case with RIPS and
Flawfinder, developers cannot use navigation tools to browse
code related to a vulnerability. This workflow is problematic,
because developers are burdened with manually maintaining
a mapping between the tool’s findings and the code editor.
For example, developers must mentally track details about
the vulnerability—like which line, module, and version it is
contained in—so that they can fix the appropriate line.

User Study: Several participants in the user study verified
this issue. They described switching between a code editor
and the static analysis tools as, “disorienting” (P10), “cum-
bersome” (P03), and “time-consuming” (P09).

Discussion: Presenting results within an IDE, like FSB
and other versions of CTool do, helps developers maintain
connections between a vulnerability and the code surrounding
that vulnerability. Developers also have the added benefit of
being able to use code navigation tools while inspecting a
vulnerability within this environment. However, our findings
reveal opportunities to establish deeper connections between
vulnerable code and how tools present those vulnerabilities to
developers. Considering the mismatched examples usability
issue, we imagine that analysis tools’ code examples could
be parameterized to use similar variable names and methods
to those in the scanned code. Achieving a closer alignment
between source code and examples will hopefully reduce
developers’ cognitive load while translating between the two,
freeing them up to concentrate on resolving the vulnerability.

4.6 Workflow Continuity (29)

Developers do not use static analysis tools in isolation. Tools
must synergize with other tasks in a developer’s workflow,
such as editing code, testing changes, and reviewing patches.
These issues arose when tools dictated workflows that were
not compatible with a developer’s natural way of working.

Tracking Progress {FSB, RIPS, Flawfinder}: Develop-
ers work with static analysis to reduce the number of vul-
nerabilities in their code, making code changes to progres-
sively resolve warnings. However, some tools present their
results in such a way that does not allow developers to track
their progress. Instead of reporting which vulnerabilities were
added and removed between scans, tools only provide snap-
shots of all the current vulnerabilities in a project at a given
time. This is only somewhat problematic when a developer
wants to consider the effects of their changes on a single vul-
nerability notification. For example, if the tool at first reports
450 vulnerabilities, and then reports 449 after the developer
applies a patch, then they can assume their patch fixed the
one vulnerability. However, when a developer or his/her team
makes sweeping changes to address many several vulnera-
bilities simultaneously, it becomes much more difficult to
determine which issues were added and removed between
scans based only on two snapshots.

User Study: P01 encountered this issue while using FSB;
they were unable to verify that their change fixed the bug,
“How do you check whether it has been fixed?” P12 echoed
P01’s frustration while using Flawfinder, “It would be nice if
the user interface could track which errors have been added
and removed. Now, I need to do all this work manually.”

Batch Processing {FSB, RIPS, Flawfinder, CTool}: Sec-
ondly, all four tools we evaluated dictate that developers ad-
dress notifications individually. This is problematic because
projects can contain many occurrences of the same vulnera-
bility patterns. For instance, CTool detected 30 occurrences
of a package protection vulnerability in POI. Serially fixing
these vulnerabilities is error-prone—developers must consis-
tently apply the right fix to each occurrence. Since tools are
technically capable of scanning many more files than develop-
ers could manually scan, they must also enable developers to
fix similar vulnerabilities in batches. Otherwise, the tool far
outpaces the developers, adding vulnerabilities to their work
queues much faster than they dismiss them.

User Study: P09 described this issue during the user study,
“If the bugs are similar, you don’t have option to fix them at
the same time... I would like to fix them all at once.”

Discussion: Static analysis tools for security can be im-
proved to better support developers’ workflows. By keeping
track of the vulnerabilities added and removed in each scan,
tools provide developers with scan diffs. These would help
developers identify changes that add many potential vulner-
abilities to the code as well as draw developers’ attention to
changes that remove vulnerabilities.

Tools could also support developers’ workflows by en-
abling them to process similar vulnerabilities in batches. One
way tools could accomplish this is by integrating with au-
tomated refactoring tools. Rather than fixing the individual
occurrences of an issue one at a time, developers could de-
scribe to the static analysis tool how they would like to fix the
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issue, then the static analysis tool would apply a refactoring
to fix all occurrences of the issue.

5 Design Guidelines

To help make our findings more actionable for toolsmiths, we
provide a set of design guidelines:

• Communicate what and how to fix. Just locating po-
tential vulnerabilities is insufficient. Static analysis tools
should enable developers to diagnose (and, when it’s
technically feasible, automatically fix) the vulnerabilities
they detect. Tools should either provide semi-automated
quick-fixes or provide enough information for developers
to manually fix detected vulnerabilities. We are inspired
by FixBugs [18], which shows how human-in-the-loop
fixes can improve automation beyond what’s possible
with quick-fixes. For even more complex problems, bet-
ter explanations would be preferable. (Section 4.2)

• Situate alerts within editable code. Switching between
a code editor and a tool’s results page is disorienting
and time-consuming. Tools should present their alerts
where developers can directly modify problematic code.
(Section 4.5)

• Integrate with existing workflows. Tools should inte-
grate with developers’ workflows. After developers fix
potential vulnerabilities, tools should clearly communi-
cate which problems have been fixed and which new
problems have been introduced. (Section 4.6)

• Generate contextualized notifications. Tools should
infer contextual information about the code they scan
and use that contextual information to generate alerts and
examples that match the current context. (Section 4.5)
For instance, FSB’s example in Figure 8 could be contex-
tualized by parsing the vulnerable code and generating
an alert with matching variable names and cyphers.

6 Limitations

First, we only evaluated four tools. To mitigate this threat
to generalizability, we selected analysis tools that are each
representative of distinct interface features (Table 1) and we
included both a commercial tool and open-source tools. We
do not claim that all of the usability issues we identified nec-
essarily generalize to other analysis tools. For example, not
all tools use ambiguous vulnerability severity scales like FSB
does (Section 4.2). However, the themes and subthemes we re-
port (Table 2) are more generalizable—all but two subthemes
describe usability issues that span multiple tools. We expect
that these types of issues detract from the usability of other
tools. To further mitigate this threat, we also made our evalua-
tion guide available. If researchers or toolsmiths are interested
in understanding how these categories manifest in a particular
tool, our approach can easily be applied to additional tools.

We also acknowledge that the evaluators’ individual tool
usage styles might have influenced the issues they identified.
To bolster the ecological validity of our study, we selected real-
world applications and instructed evaluators to perform real-
istic tasks. Additionally, we triangulate our findings through
a user study with professional developers.

Another limitation of our study is that we examined datasets
containing known vulnerabilities (Section 3.2). This choice
guaranteed that scans would yield results, thus enabling us to
examine how each tool presented vulnerabilities. However,
static analysis users may face additional usability issues when
searching for unknown vulnerability patterns.

Our choice of usability evaluation technique also influences
our results. Compared with user studies, where qualified par-
ticipants might spend less than an hour using a tool, evalu-
ators conducting heuristic walkthroughs have more time to
find deeper issues. On the other hand, our choice of heuris-
tics might have influenced the usability issues we identi-
fied. We chose to use these heuristics because prior studies
have shown that domain-specific heuristics can be more ef-
fective [27, 39, 48]. To mitigate this issue, we performed a
user study with independent participants and independent re-
viewers, resulting in a classification that is different from the
heuristics we chose. The results of the user study confirm
most of our observations from the heuristic walkthrough. The
user study was performed in a closed setting, within time lim-
its. While it would be interesting to conduct a complementary
study over several months in an industry setting, we note that
the heuristic walkthrough already mitigates this limitation by
allowing evaluators to spend more time and investigate the
tools in depth. To avoid further external threats to validity, we
recruited participants with an industry background.

7 Conclusion

This paper responds to a call for usability evaluations of de-
veloper security tools. In this work, we conducted a heuristic
walkthrough and a user study to evaluate the usability of four
static analysis tools: Find Security Bugs, RIPS, Flawfinder,
and CTool. To enable similar evaluations to be conducted even
more broadly, we have made our heuristics, study protocols
and study setting available in a replication package.

This work reveals usability issues that detract from all four
of the tools we examined. We discuss potential mitigations for
those types of issues. To help toolsmiths design more usable
static analysis tools for security, we present a set of design rec-
ommendations. We hope that our work enables practitioners
to improve the usability of their tools and inspires researchers
to evaluate the usability of developers’ security tools.
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A User Study Briefing

Thank you so much for agreeing to participate in this study.
As I mentioned in the email, we are researchers interested in
improving the usability of different security-oriented static
analysis tools. This study will provide valuable information
on how to design and develop better support for the use of
static analysis tools.

Today I’ll have you to use two static analysis tools and ask
a few questions about your experience using them. During
this session I’ll be recording the computer screen and audio
from our conversation. You can let me know at any point if
you’d like to stop or pause the recording. If all that sounds ok
to you, could you please sign this form for me...

Consent form: <obtain consent from participant>

B User Study Task Briefing

In this scenario, you have been tasked with evaluating the
security of two applications. These applications have been
analyzed by a static analysis tool that detects potential security
vulnerabilities. I’ll have you use the first tool for about 15-20
minutes, then I’ll ask you a few questions. Then I’ll have you
use the second tool for about 15-20 minutes and I’ll ask you
a few more questions.

As you are working with the tools, try to think aloud. So,
say any questions or thoughts that cross your mind regard-
less of how relevant you think they are. If you are silent for
longer than 30 seconds or so, I’ll gently remind you to KEEP
TALKING.

(If participants are silent for more than 30 seconds raise a
"KEEP TALKING" sign [Sugirin 1999])

Prioritized list of tasks
1. Choose a vulnerability that you’d be most likely to in-

spect first.
2. Determine whether the reported vulnerability is actually

a vulnerability.
3. Propose a fix to the vulnerability.
4. Assess the quality of your fix.
Do you have any questions before we begin?
(TURN ON SCREEN RECORDER, AUDIO RECORDER,

AND BACKUP RECORDER!)

C Post-Study Questions

1. Which issues did you encounter when using the tool?
2. Which functionalities of the tool did you like most?
3. Which functionalities of the tool did you dislike most?
4. Which functionalities of the tool did you find useful?
5. Were there moments when you were confused?
6. Would you use this tool in your development work?

D Heuristic Walkthrough Guide

Pass 1

You work at a software company and are responsible for the
security of your product. Your team uses [toolname] to detect
vulnerabilities early in the development process. The tool
detects several potential vulnerabilities in the code, but you
only have a limited amount of time to resolve them. Given
these constraints, work through the following tasks:

Prioritized list of tasks

1. Choose a vulnerability that you’d be most likely to in-
spect first.

2. Determine whether the reported vulnerability is actually
a vulnerability.

3. Propose a fix to the vulnerability.
4. Assess the quality of your fix.

Repeat these tasks until you feel satisfied with your as-
sessments. Use the questions below to guide your evaluation.
Record any usability problems you encounter during this
phase.

Guiding questions:

1. Will users know what they need to do next? It is possible
that they simply cannot figure out what to do next.

2. Will users notice that there is a control (e.g., button,
menu) available that will allow them to accomplish the
next part of their task? It is possible that the action is
hidden or that the terminology does not match what users
are looking for. In either case, the correct control exists
but users cannot find it. The existence and quality of
labels on controls and the number of controls on the
screen influence the user’s ability to find an appropriate
control (Franzke, 1995).

3. Once users find the control, will they know how to use
it (e.g., click on it, double click, pull-down menu)? For
example, if the control is a pull-down menu but it looks
like a normal button, users may not understand how to
use it. Users may find the icon that corresponds to the
desired action, but if it requires a triple-click they may
never figure out how to use it.

4. If users perform the correct action, will they see that
progress is being made toward completing the task?
Does the system provide appropriate feedback? If not,
users may not be sure that the action they just performed
was correct.
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Pass 2

Heuristics

Guided by the knowledge you gained in Pass 1, you are now
free to explore any part of the system. Evaluate the system
using each of the following heuristics, which are derived from
Smith and colleagues’ 17 information needs [56]. For your
convenience, short summaries of each heuristic are included
here:

• Preventing and Understanding Potential Attacks
Information about how an attacker would exploit

this vulnerability or what types of attacks are possible in
this scenario.

• Understanding Approaches and Fixes
Information about alternative ways to achieve the

same functionality securely.
• Assessing the Application of the Fix

Once a fix has been selected and/or applied, infor-
mation about the application of that fix or assessing the
quality of the fix.

• Relationship Between Vulnerabilities
Information about how co-occurring vulnerabilities

relate to each other.
• Locating Information

Information that satisfies "where" questions.
Searching for information in the code.

• Control Flow and Call Information
Information about the callers and callees of poten-

tially vulnerable methods.
• Data Storage and Flow

Information about data collection, storage, its ori-
gins, and its destinations.

• Code Background and Functionality
Information about the history and the functionality

of the potentially vulnerable code.
• Application Context/Usage

Information about how a piece of potentially vul-
nerable code fits into the larger application context (e.g.,
test code).

• End-User Interaction
Information about sanitization/validation and input

coming from users.
• Developer Planning and Self-Reflection

Information about the tool user reflecting on or or-
ganizing their work.

• Understanding Concepts
Information about unfamiliar concepts that appear

in the code or in the tool.
• Confirming Expectations

Does the tool behave as expected?
• Resources and Documentation

Additional information about help resources and
documentation.

• Understanding and Interacting with Tools

Information about accessing and making sense of
tools available. Including, but not limited to the defect
detection tool.

• Vulnerability Severity and Rank
Information about the potential impact of vulnera-

bilities, including which vulnerabilities are potentially
most impactful.

• Notification Text
Textual information that an analysis tool provides

and how that text relates to the potentially vulnerable
code.

• Other Usability Problems / Notes
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E Summary of Participants’ Experience

Table 3: Summary of Participant Experience

ID Tool 1 Tool 2
Security

Familiarity
Java

Familiarity
C++

Familiarity
PHP

Familiarity
Professional Exp.

(Years)

P00 FSB Rips             ###  #### 7
P01 FSB Rips    ##     #    ##  #### 3
P02 FSB Flawfinder    ##    ##   ###  #### 2.5
P03 FSB CTool   ###   ###  ####  #### 4
P04 RIPS CTool    ##    ##   ###  #### 3
P05 Flawfinder CTool     #     #   ###   ### 7
P06 RIPS FSB     #          #   ### 1
P07 Flawfinder FSB  ####    ##   ###  #### 0.5
P08 CTool FSB    ##     #     #   ### 3
P09 Flawfinder Rips   ###    ##   ###  #### 6
P10 CTool Rips  ####   ###   ###   ### 3
P11 CTool Flawfinder    ##     #   ###  #### 0
P12 RIPS Flawfinder    ##     #     #     # 8

F Heuristics Summarized

Table 4: Summary of heuristics from Smith and colleagues [56]

Heuristic Description

Preventing & Understanding Potential Attacks Information about how an attack would exploit this vulnerability or what
types of attacks are possible in this scenario.

Understanding Alternative Fixes & Approaches Information about alternative ways to achieve the same functionality se-
curely.

Assessing the Application of the Fix Once a fix has been selected and/or applied, information about the applica-
tion of that fix or assessing the quality of the fix.

Relationship Between Vulnerabilities Information about how co-occurring vulnerabilities relate to each other.
Locating Information Information that satisfies "where" questions. Searching for information in

the code.
Control Flow & Call Information Information about the callers and callees of potentially vulnerable methods.
Data Storage & Flow Information about data collection, storage, its origins, and its destinations.
Code Background & Functionality Information about the history and the functionality of the potentially vul-

nerable code.
Application Context / Usage Information about how a piece of potentially vulnerable code fits into the

larger application context (e.g., test code).
End-User Interaction Information about sanitization/validation and input coming from users.

Does the tool help show where input to the application is coming from?
Developer Planning & Self-Reflection Information about the tool user reflecting on or organizing their work.
Understanding Concepts Information about unfamiliar concepts that appear in the code or in the

tool.
Confirming Expectations Does the tool behave as expected?
Resources & Documentation Additional information about help resources and documentation.
Understanding & Interacting with Tools Information about accessing and making sense of tools available. Including,

but not limited to the defect detection tool.
Vulnerability Severity & Rank Information about the potential impact of vulnerabilities, including which

vulnerabilities are potentially most impactful.
Notification Text Textual information that an analysis tool provides and how that text relates

to the potentially vulnerable code.
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Abstract
Experts agree that keeping systems up to date is a powerful
security measure. Previous work found that users sometimes
explicitly refrain from performing timely updates, e.g., due
to bad experiences which has a negative impact on end-user
security. Another important user group has been investigated
less extensively: system administrators, who are responsible
for keeping complex and heterogeneous system landscapes
available and secure.

In this paper, we sought to understand administrators’ be-
havior, experiences, and attitudes regarding updates in a cor-
porate environment. Based on the results of an interview
study, we developed an online survey and quantified common
practices and obstacles (e.g., downtime or lack of information
about updates). The findings indicate that even experienced
administrators struggle with update processes as the conse-
quences of an update are sometimes hard to assess. Therefore,
we argue that more usable monitoring and update processes
are essential to guarantee IT security at scale.

1 Introduction

“Keep your systems up to date” is one of the most popular
pieces of advice that security experts give to end-users [33,55].
Supporting this, Khan et al. found that there is a correla-
tion between not deployed updates and infected machines
[35]. Systems can easily be hardened against vulnerabilities
like Heartbleed 1 by applying updates. Regardless of that,

1http://heartbleed.com/, accessed 02/25/2020.
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many systems in the wild remain vulnerable for two years or
more [57]. A prominent example of a situation where an up-
date could have prevented severe data leakage is the Equifax
breach 2, which occurred in 2017. Similar incidents seem not
unusual as is reported by an industry report [42].

Related work studied user perceptions and experiences with
system updates and found that the results are often not in line
with current recommendations of experts from a security per-
spective. In most cases, concerns about functional issues or
unexpected UI changes hinder individuals from updating their
systems [63]. In addition, users often do not understand the
importance of non-visual changes [63], as they come with
security updates. In contrast to users who are responsible
only for managing their own personal devices, system ad-
ministrators are in charge of large and complex IT infras-
tructures while also being users. We argue that their update
behavior can have severe implications at a much larger scale.
Marconato et al. [43] observed the vulnerability life-cycle
on different platforms and found that the time to patch and
disclose vulnerabilities is decreasing. This finding can be ap-
plied to the Equifax breach and suggests that administrators
are required to react in a timely manner.

Although general user concerns about system updates have
been investigated in user studies, little light has been shed on
the perspective of specific user groups (e.g., administrators or
operators). Investigating administrators, Dietrich et al. [12]
found that insecure configurations are often caused by insti-
tutional and individual factors, as well as time constraints.
We assume that similar factors can have a negative impact on
update processes. Administrators are often overworked [12],
and updates are time-consuming. Secure systems, however,
rely on updates and therefore, require regular attention by
administrators. As the body of literature is still in an early
state regarding administrators’ update behavior, we follow an
inductive approach to explore the processes and obstacles that
administrators face when updating in a corporate context.

2https://www.theverge.com/2017/10/3/16410806/
equifax-ceo-blame-breach-patch-congress-testimony, accessed:
11/20/2019.
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Our contributions are as follows:

• We conducted seven qualitative interviews to explore
how administrators experience, perceive, and act
during the update process.

• We conducted an online survey with 67 valid answer
sets to test our observations on a larger scale.

• We confirm that current update processes and system
factors tend to endanger IT security and we discuss
critical factors that need to be addressed to support ad-
ministrators.

The results suggest that the update process differs among
companies for various reasons. Administrators face a variety
of obstacles in their update routines, e.g., downtime or hard-
to-foresee situations, that often hinder them from performing
updates in a timely manner. Overall, we argue that system ad-
ministrators would benefit from more usable mechanisms, and
that providing such mechanisms could effectively improve IT
security at scale.

2 Related Work

Two areas of research are specifically important for our work:
1) studies about update behavior and 2) studies investigating
the security behavior of expert users. In the following, we
present lessons learned from both research areas.

2.1 Users’ Update Behavior
According to security experts, keeping systems and software
up to date is an important security recommendation [55].
However, users may not follow this advice for reasons that are
not related to security [54], and only a minority of non-experts
actually considers software updates an important security
measure [33, 48]. It has been repeatedly shown that users
often delay or even avoid updates [22, 47, 64].

Investigation of the root causes of such critical user be-
havior has become a very active field of research. Previous
work revealed diverse reasons for avoiding updates. Many
users think that updates are not important because the link to
security aspects often is not obvious [15, 25, 45, 53, 63–65].
Furthermore, users are often afraid of functional changes (e.g.,
UI modifications) [7, 62–64] or fear making mistakes [22].
Inconvenience is an important factor as updates can cause
interruptions and take time [45, 64, 65]. Finally, bad expe-
riences with previous updates and negative online reviews
hinder the installation of future patches [15, 45, 59, 62]. This
problem seems self-perpetuating, because the frequency of
security updates is influenced by the emergence of novel at-
tacks and thus, cannot be controlled by the vendor alone [56].
However, high update frequencies can lead to further negative
reviews [21, 52].

Several countermeasures for mitigating the problem of de-
layed updates have been proposed. As one straightforward so-
lution, automatic updates [65] and silent updates [13,56] have
been deployed. Although such mechanisms are very effective
in keeping software up to date, they often cause confusion
and irritation as they hamper the user’s understanding of what
is happening on their machines [14, 65]. Furthermore, some
users might have good reasons to refrain from performing cer-
tain updates [14]. Therefore, user-centered solutions, such as
providing more information [44,50,58,59] and designing bet-
ter notifications [16, 17, 24], have been repeatedly suggested
as complementary concepts to further increase compliance
rates.

2.2 IT Professionals and IT Security

Recently, researchers have started focusing on security-related
usability problems of specific user groups [2]. In contrast to
security advocates [29] or security analysts [27], most of
these people are not security professionals. They are often
knowledgeable in a specific domain, related to IT. Several
recent studies addressed the problems of software develop-
ers [1,3,4,40]. For example, Acar et al. [1,3] investigated avail-
able sources of information and how these sources influence
code security. Gorski et al. [40] showed that software devel-
opers benefit from API-integrated security recommendations
and that such usability-optimized concepts can significantly
improve security [60].

Several human-centered studies with system administrators
were published between 2001 and 2007. In 2001, Hrebec and
Stiber [32] studied the mental models of system administra-
tors and found that these experts often struggle to understand
the complex systems that they need to manage. In addition,
the study participants reported a lack of formal education
and the desire to solve problems by themselves. Barrett et
al. [6] found that system administrators often lack situational
awareness. Haber and Kandogan [28, 34] and Botta et al. [10]
observed the tools and work practices of security administra-
tions and IT professionals. Their results show that security
administrators perform a lot of different tasks and need var-
ious skills like pattern recognition or inferential analysis to
perform these tasks. They proposed, that new classes of tools
need to be developed to counter the ever increasing complex-
ity of the systems and attack-vectors.

In contrast to this early work, a few recently published
papers investigated more specific problems of system admin-
istrators. Fahl et al. [18] studied non-validating X.509 certifi-
cates and revealed that about 30% of the responsible webmas-
ters misconfigured their web servers accidentally. Ukrop et
al. [61] analyzed the corresponding warnings and found that
rewording can help administrators to make better informed de-
cisions. Krombholz et al. [37,38] showed that the deployment
process for HTTPS is far too complex and that administra-
tors struggle with finding secure and compatible configura-
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tions due to the lack of conceptual mental models. Dietrich et
al. [12] investigated the administrators’ general perception of
misconfigurations and identified missing or delayed updates
as one of the root causes of these problems.

There exists work that discussed update processes in com-
panies [8, 9, 46, 64]. For example, Vitale et al. [64] performed
three interviews with technical staff concerned with updates
and found that these professionals prioritized security aspects
and licensing issues over potential usability consequences.
This finding confirmed previous findings [46] that in a cor-
porate context, business needs rather than user requirements
drive update decisions. In contrast, Blythe et al. [9] reported
that employees often rely on “security experts” in the com-
pany to manage updates and often lack a feeling of responsi-
bility. Finally, the update challenges of system administrators
have been indirectly considered by various researchers who
proposed automatic tools to improve the manageability of the
update process (e.g., [5, 26, 39, 49]). However, none of these
concepts have been evaluated in a user study.

Parallel to our work, Li et al. [41] published a closely re-
lated paper in which they studied US-based system adminis-
trators in a qualitative fashion. They as well researched the
update process in companies and found several pain points
within the process. In contrast, our interview sample was
drawn from German companies, thus representing a different
culture. Overall, our study confirms most of their findings.
We will separately discuss our findings in comparison to Li et
al.’s in section 5.5 in more detail.

3 Interview Study

Although recommendations for patch management have been
published3, we are aware of only one other study that system-
atically investigated the update behavior of system adminis-
trators [41]. Therefore, we started with an interview study to
identify important factors of the problem space.

This interview study aimed to provide answers to the fol-
lowing research questions with an emphasis on administrators’
perceptions, challenges, and tools they use in their update rou-
tines:

1. How can the update processes be described, and
what common patterns are there?
Administrators are usually paid professionals who are
responsible for updating large and complex IT infras-
tructures. This raises the question, whether, and if so,
where, system administrators’ updates processes differ
from end-users’ processes [62].

2. What issues and obstacles do professional adminis-
trators face in their update routines?
We specifically aim at understanding the problems of

3https://www.infosec.gov.hk/english/technical/files/
patch.pdf, accessed 02/25/2020.

administrators and their perception of update processes.
Identifying obstacles in relation to processes, tools, and
environments is indispensable to define important direc-
tions for future work.

3. How are administrators informed about updates,
and which sources of information do they use?
Related work has indicated that the source of information
can have a significant impact on software security [1,20].
Thus, we aim at understanding how administrators gather
information and what sources they use.

4. What kind of tools do administrators use to man-
age system updates, and is there room for improve-
ments?
As usable security researchers, we are specifically in-
terested in the tools involved in the update process. We
hypothesize that although some tools are used on pur-
pose and other tools are unavoidable, such tools can
either complicate or ease the process.

3.1 Study Design and Procedure
We conducted seven semi-structured interviews in June 2018
to explore the participants’ opinions, thoughts, and experi-
ences. Based on three pilot-study interviews, we refined the in-
terview guidelines to balance between informing the research
questions and supporting a flexible exploration of the problem
space (i.e., leaving enough room to add further comments).
The interview was structured into (1) general questions about
the daily work routine of the participant, (2) general experi-
ences with updates, (3) a more detailed assessment of specific
aspects, and (4) additional comments. The guidelines are in
Appendix B.

All but one interview were conducted by the same re-
searcher. Both researchers are experts in computer science
and spoke the same native language as the interviewees. After
an introduction to the purpose of the study, the participants
were asked to sign a consent form. All participants gave their
consent to being audio-recorded. We conducted one inter-
view in person and six via telephone. All interviews were
held in German. During the interviews, the interviewee and
the researcher were allowed to take notes. The interviews
lasted between 34 and 67 minutes and ended with a short
questionnaire that collected demographic information.

3.2 Recruitment and Participants
We did not restrict our invitations to administrators work-
ing with a specific operating system, infrastructure or type
of update. The only criterion for inclusion was that partic-
ipants had to be in charge of, or in contact with, any kind
of updates. Personal contacts were used as entry points to
larger organizations and asked to forward the announcement
to their employers’ IT department. Additionally, we directly
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approached representatives of medium-sized and large com-
panies at CeBIT 2018, a large international computer expo4.

In total, we recruited seven participants at companies that
had an office based in Germany. All participants reported they
were in charge of system administration, although they had
various job descriptions and managed different types of sys-
tems. Table 7 in the appendix presents more details about the
sample. All the participants were male. For ease of readability
in the following sections, we assigned the participants random
names.

3.3 Analysis
The interviews were transcribed, and coded by two re-
searchers. We coded open answers inductively following the
approach of Wertz, Charmaz et al. [66]. The two researchers
categorized the data according to the research questions pre-
sented in Section 3. The first three interviews were coded in a
batch to establish the first codebook. Each of the following
four interviews was coded separately. Then, the conflicts were
discussed, and new codes were added to the codebook. We
calculated the combined Krippendorff’s alpha [36] before
(0.61) and after (0.98) the discussion phase for each inter-
view. Our goal was to use the qualitative analysis solely as a
first step and foundation for the following quantitative study.
Therefore, we refrained from continuing with interviews until
theoretical saturation [23] was reached.

3.4 Qualitative Results
In the following, we present the results from the interview
study with respect to the research questions.

3.4.1 Update Processes

In Table 1, we present the sum of all extracted process phases,
including all reported steps that were performed in these
phases. Overall, the update process varied in time and struc-
ture among participants and tended to be variable even for
individual administrators, depending on the software that
needed an update. Cyril reported he worked in a client envi-
ronment with Windows systems. He was concerned mainly
with regular update cycles. Therefore, he was able to prepare
for update events (e.g., briefing the team, allocating resources,
allocating maintenance windows, and gathering information).
Four out of seven participants reported they relied on fixed
update cycles for client systems, although Zelko reported that
this was not always possible in practice. In contrast, Lorenz,
who worked at a smaller company, reported that employees
at his company were responsible for their systems. When we
discussed more specific software, the answers became more
diverse. Milan usually builds packages to automate the distri-
bution, but Markus tends to perform manual installations.

4https://www.cebit.de/, accessed 02/25/2020.

Although participants’ responsibilities differed, we were
able to identify common patterns in the update process. Most
of these phases can be mapped to those of client users [62].
However, we identified three major differences:

Some administrators perform extensive testing before in-
stalling the update on a live system. For example, Julian uti-
lized up to three stages. Zelko, who stated, that “[E]ven if
there is a risk that the update breaks something, we install
them timely”, utilized two test stages. First, he tested the up-
date with virtual machines that simulate the client landscape,
and then he rolled out the updates for a small group of col-
leagues.

Updates are rolled out step by step. The participants re-
ported that often not all systems are updated in one batch.
This allows the administrators to minimize the number of
misconfigurations once an update fails, but constraints on re-
sources are also a reason for this. For example, Julian reported
that the network would be used to capacity if all systems were
patched at the same time.

The preparation step is structured and involves planning
and research of resources and the allocation of time slots.
Five participants explicitly reported they conduct online re-
search before they install an update. In addition, Alexander
told that important update decisions are often made in group
discussions.

3.4.2 Obstacles

We identified various obstacles that hamper the administrators’
task of performing updates. In Table 1, we connect and report
obstacles to the phases of the update process. In the following,
we discuss common obstacles in more detail:

Downtimes. The participants stated that downtimes are
a serious obstacle in the update process which often cause
delayed deployments. As soon as a reboot is necessary, and
there is no redundant system, downtime is induced. Alexander
gave anecdotal evidence of a mitigation strategy: Upgrading
from Solaris 10 (which required significant downtime) to
Solaris 11 (which supports near to hot-swap updates and an
easy rollback) increased update frequencies from three times
a year to once a week.

Dependencies. The participants reported patches that break
dependencies usually delay the process. Although this may
not be surprising, it highlights the problem of dealing with
dependent systems that cannot be patched in time. Further
dependencies are introduced as part of the infrastructure land-
scape. For example, some systems depend on other systems
to be available at boot time (Markus). Assessing these depen-
dencies and then following the right order makes the process
highly complex. Another type of dependency is towards the
vendor of the software or hardware. An example of this can
be as trivial as no available patches, even if a vulnerability is
public, as Lorenz reported for the Meltdown case.

High frequency and large files. Every update takes re-
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Phase Step Obstacles
Information Becoming aware

Further details Unsatisfying communication with the publisher*
Deciding Discussion Stability (1); Risk of exploits (2); Performance (1); Priority (2); Missing expertise

(1)
Preparation Planning Planning itself (3); Time of release (3); Communication (1); Missing documen-

tation about the system and processes*
Backup

Waiting for release
Obtaining the patch Missing patches (1)

Automating
Informing users

Testing Test system Testing itself (1); Broken dependencies (4); Resources*; Frequency of updates*
Pilot system

Problem solving with manufacturer
Installation Installation itself Failure (2); Missing configuration options (1); Social pressure; System resources

(2); Complexity (3); Missing tools (3); Heterogeneous system (6); Company
structure (3); Impact on systems/users (2); Downtime (1); Installation method
(manual/automatic) (1,1)

User interaction Waiting for users (1)
Reboot Reboot itself (3); Old/Slow hardware (1)

Post-Installation Documentation
Testing/Monitoring

Troubleshooting
Reversing Missing backup, failover, or redundancy*

Table 1: Overview of phases, steps, and obstacles. The number in brackets denotes the number of participants who mentioned
this aspect in the interviews. *Additional obstacles were found through the questionnaire.

sources: for example, time, workforce, CPU, and data storage.
Zelko reported that big update files, which are often a conse-
quence of combining functional updates with security patches,
can cause problems. To handle resource constraints, updates
are rolled out in multiple but smaller batches (Julian).

Competing priorities. Similar to standard users, administra-
tors’ decisions to perform updates are influenced by various
factors. Participants reported stability considerations, the risk
of an exploit, and performance issues as influential aspects.
The fact that some systems do not separate security and fea-
ture updates may intensify this situation. Finally, required
resources are sometimes allocated to other processes that
have higher priority. Alexander reported that “the decision
[to update] is always based on the sum of available infor-
mation”. As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, group discussions
are an important part of the process. However, the need for
communication can also delay updates (Milan).

Human Factors. In addition to technological and structural
constraints, the administrator faces other obstacles. Missing
expertise or a lack of knowledge can lead to situations where
administrators rely on third parties. In this regard, Lorenz
acknowledged that he does not always know how to act cor-
rectly. Or as Markus put it, he has to trust the vendor that the
classification of the patch is correct. System administrators
have to trust the information they get from the software de-

veloper, vendor, or other source. Another factor we identified
is social pressure, as Lorenz reported, “And you look like an
idiot, when you kill a git server. [...] That chases me.” An-
other aspect that makes updating harder for administrators
was software which is managed by end-users. Such software
is often installed without the knowledge of administrators and
makes the update process more complicated because it is not
integrated in standard processes.

3.4.3 Sources of Information

The participants reported they use various methods to inform
themselves about security updates and vulnerabilities. Five
out of seven participants reported they use third-party sources
that were independent of the software publisher, such as pop-
ular news portals or blogs. This information is usually supple-
mented by publisher-related newsletters and specific mailing
lists, such as the Ubuntu-security mailing list (Lorenz). Cyril
mentioned specialized third-party services that push informa-
tion about available patches. Others got more specific and
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reported that they use tools like SCCM5 or Nessus6 which
serve as sources of information.

3.4.4 Tools

The participants reported OS-integrated tools and special pur-
pose tools that are used to update servers and clients and
that serve as sources of information. The purpose of such
tools ranged from monitoring systems (Julian) to complete
automation of the update process, such as SCCM or WSUS7

(Markus). Participants also named external services (e.g.,
Shavlik8) that test and pre-filter patches for companies. Al-
though automation of update processes was an important goal
for participants, it had not yet been fully implemented. Soft-
ware that is not covered by such tools, meaning not integrated
by default, has to be updated manually or integrated. This
seems to be the case when the vendors or the operating sys-
tems differ (e.g., using Microsoft WSUS to update Adobe
Flash Player). Although the integration is possible, it is con-
nected to additional effort and is not always done (Markus),
e.g., if it affects only a small group of clients (Milan). Con-
cerning future developments, Lorenz was less optimistic and
brought up that the time investment in tools that would ease
the workflow was not a high priority.

3.5 Key Observations

We performed an interview study of administrators’ update
behavior. Based on the research questions, we were able to
describe update processes, common obstacles, information
retrieval, and the use of software tools. We extract a series of
key observations to guide the construction of the quantitative
study, following the interviews. Table 1 provides an overview
of the process phases, tools, and obstacles that administra-
tors face in their daily lives according to the participants.
Table 2 presents nine key observations, which were formu-
lated based on the qualitative findings and then categorized in
three groups: “Update Process and Information,” “Update Ob-
stacles,” and “Human Factors.” In the next section, we report
on a quantitative online survey which was performed to shed
further light on the update behavior of system administrators.

5https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/
system-center-configuration-manager-features, accessed
02/25/2020.

6https://www.tenable.com/products/nessus/
nessus-professional, accessed 02/25/2020.

7https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/
administration/windows-server-update-services/get-started/
windows-server-update-services-wsus, accessed 02/25/2020.

8https://www.ivanti.com/company/history/shavlik, accessed
02/25/2020.

ID Observation

Update Process and Information
U1 Online sources are an important source for administra-

tors to get informed about updates.
U2 Small companies have no formal update process.

Update Obstacles
O1 Performance considerations often hinder the installation

of an update.
O2 Update-caused downtimes delay the installation of an

update (e.g., reboots)
O3 Problems after the installation of an update on the live

system are only a minor concern.
O4 Lack of information hinder the update process.
O5 User action (e.g., installing a software without the knowl-

edge of the admin) can circumvent the update process
and render it useless.

Human Factors
P1 Administrators of big companies feel sufficiently trained.
P2 Administrators think that timely updates are important.

Table 2: Key observations based on qualitative results.

4 Quantitative Online Survey

Following the interviews, we performed a quantitative online
survey. We created statements based on our observations in
the interview study and developed an online questionnaire to
quantify and enrich them.

4.1 Procedure and Structure
The recruitment process for the preliminary interview study
indicated that system administrators are inherently short on
time, and thus, minimizing the time to fill out the survey
was indispensable to obtain a sufficient number of responses.
Therefore, most of the questions were based on simple an-
swer types, such as check boxes or rating scales. To further
motivate participation, we offered an opt-in for a raffle of 3D
prints. Every tenth participant had the chance to win a 3D-
printed model of their choice. E-mail addresses were collected
only for this raffle, stored separately, and deleted afterward.
Twenty-three entered their contact email address of whom
no one was interested in a print. After participants had given
their consent to take part in the study, the survey started. Com-
pletion took about 10 minutes.

To support many different circumstances, we framed ques-
tions in a way that answers could be related to the current
position or if not applicable, to the last position as system ad-
ministrator. We started by collecting demographic data (e.g.,
age), personal information (e.g., years of experience), infor-
mation about the work environment (e.g, their role, company
size), and information about update processes (e.g., existence
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ID Statement 1 2 3 4 5 * Plot Median

O1 Performance considerations hinder the installation of an update. 24 27 7 9 0 0 2
O2 Downtimes caused by the update process hinder the installation of an update. 8 22 13 18 6 0 3
O4 A lack of information about the update hinder the installation of an update. 15 19 18 9 4 1 2
P1 I feel sufficiently trained as an administrator. 1 7 13 29 17 0 4

Table 3: Overview of the responses to statements regarding the frequency on a 5-point scale from “1 - Never” to “5 - Always” (*
“Not sure”) and their connection to the key observations.

ID Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 * Plot Median

O3 Post-installation problems in a live system are only a minor concern
because they don’t happen frequently.

8 9 8 5 12 16 9 0 5

O5 Users often install software without the knowledge of the adminis-
trator.

18 9 7 8 12 6 7 0 3

P2 Deploying security updates in a timely manner is important. 0 1 0 0 7 18 41 0 7

Table 4: Overview of the responses to statements regarding the attitude on a 7-point scale from “1 - Strongly disagree” to “7 -
Strongly agree” (* “Not sure”) and their connection to the key observations.

of formal processes). In the second phase, participants rated
1) the frequency of specific events using 5-point scales rang-
ing from “1 - Never” to “5 - Always” and 2) indicated their
agreement with different statements using 7-point scales (“1
- Strongly disagree” to “7 - Strongly agree”). The questions
were presented in random order for each participant. The
questions were chosen based on our observations and thus,
examined the impact of obstacles (e.g., “Downtimes caused
by the update process hinders the installation of an update”),
human factors (e.g., “I feel that I am sufficiently trained as
an administrator”), and information sources (e.g., selection of
sources used). The questionnaire ended with an open-ended
question about the biggest obstacles in the update process that
we coded afterwards. The new categories are marked with an
asterisk in Table 1.

To ensure the internal consistency of the collected data, we
added an attention check based on the negation of one of these
questions. Five participants, who answered both questions
with a different polarity, were excluded from the evaluation.

4.2 Recruitment and Participants

To attract professional system administrators, we decided
against using crowdsourcing platforms like Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk. Instead, we reached out to community sites like
Reddit and specialized forums. Additionally, we used Twitter
and followed a similar approach as we did in the interview
study. Posting in forums resulted in 66 answers, advertising
on Twitter resulted in 67 responses, and using personal con-
tacts in companies to spread the questionnaire contributed
eight answers.

The English survey was active for 14 days in September
2018. During this time, the questionnaire was started 141
times and completed by 72 (51.1%) participants. As reported,
five data sets were excluded from the analysis due to failed at-
tention checks, resulting in 67 valid data sets. The participants’
age ranged between 22 and 55 years. Fifty-eight of them were
male, one female, three reported “Other” and five preferred
did not specify their gender. More than 61% (41) work in
European countries. The biggest group of the participants
pool work in Germany (22), but we also received answers
from other continents, like North America(19), Australia (2)
or South America (1). Table 6 in the appendix provides an
overview of the participants’ demographics. The job-related
education of our participants can be classified as “unspecified
training,” “vendor training,” “self taught,” and “experience at
the job.” Most of the participants worked in a team (39), 16
were a team leader, and 10 worked alone. In the following,
we report on the data gathered by the questionnaire.

4.3 Results

In the following, the results of the online survey are presented
structured by the main categories presented in Table 2. The ob-
servations from the interviews suggest that company size may
have an influence on different factors. To assess this point, we
divided the data sets in two groups: 34 companies with 250
employees or fewer were tagged as small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs), and 33 companies with more than 250
employees were defined as large enterprises [11]. This was
found to be a suitable comparison because post-hoc we had
comparable group sizes. A controlled analysis of additional
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Figure 1: Distribution of information sources used by the
administrators (n=67).

factors was not feasible at this stage, and future work should
consider other aspects (e.g., experience, type of systems, and
team size). Tables 3 and 4 show the answers of the participants
to the statement they were presented.

4.3.1 Update Process and Information

U1 Figure 1 presents the sources of information administra-
tors use to learn about (new) updates. Most of the participants
reported a median of three different sources. Third-party on-
line publications are the most frequently used sources of infor-
mation. They served as a source for 54 (81%) participants, and
28 of all 67 participants (42%) even declared them the main
source of information. When focusing on the main source
of information, we found that update management tools are
essential for most administrators (46%). Fisher’s exact test
indicated no statistically significant differences between dif-
ferently sized companies (p = 0.2242). Using an optional
comment field, some administrators added other sources of
information, such as vendors, the online community (e.g.,
Twitter), work experience, and active monitoring of systems.
Due to the structure of the questionnaire, we cannot make
statements about how the participants ranked the quality of
those sources. We do not know whether they use one source
to get informed about the occurrence of an update and then
use another to capture details.

U2 To investigate the existence of formal update processes,
we asked the participants if 1) “there is a written document,”
2) “no document but an informal guideline,” or 3) “no defined
process” in their company. Twenty-eight (42%) participants
indicated the existence of formal processes, 26 (39%) ad-
ministrators had at least informal guidelines for performing
updates, and 13 (19%) participants indicated that there are
no predefined processes. A comparison of the use of for-
mal, written update processes in differently sized companies
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Figure 2: Frequency of considerations that hinder the installa-
tion of an update. The scale ranged from “1 – Never” to “5 –
Always.” Not included are “not sure” or missing answers.

revealed a statistically significant difference between large
companies (57.6%) and smaller ones (26.5%), (p = 0.0136,
ratio = 3.769, Fisher’s exact test). This indicates that small
companies make less use of formal update processes. The
lack of such a process is not uncommon in our sample, as 10
out of 34 of the small companies did not report any kind of
defined process.

4.3.2 Update Obstacles

Figure 2 shows the share of administrators who have faced
specific obstacles during daily update routines. Quantifying
the observations, we found that general risk assessments are
known to most of the participants (94%) while deciding to
deploy specific updates. Only four (6%) participants answered
that they never considered assessing risks as an obstacle, while
63 agreed they did so at least sometimes.

O1 to O4 When asked about more specific obstacles, or
risks, stability considerations represented the biggest issues
that had been considered by 61 (91%) participants in the past.
Similarly, 59 (88%) participants considered downtime as a
specific obstacle. Lack of information (50,77%), performance
issues (43,64%) and educational aspects (39,58%) were the
least prevalent obstacles in the sample. However, even those
factors were considered by a majority of the participants.
Finally, we performed Mann-Whitney U tests to investigate
the impact of company size on the prevalence of obstacles:
We could not find statistically significant differences 9.

Fifty-five percent seemed to agree that problems after the
installation of an update are only a minor concern. However,
eight participants strongly disagreed with the statement. Five

9stability considerations: p = 0.814, downtime: p = 0.324, lack of in-
formation: p = 0.655, performance issues: p = 0.067, educational aspects:
p = 0.752, introducing errors: p = 0.611, risk considerations: p = 0.415,
breaking dependencies: p = 0.387, priority: p = 0.559
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Interval
Hours to a day 11
Within a week 19
Within two weeks 8
Within one month 11
More than a month 9
No answer/no usable information (e.g., missing unit) 11

Table 5: Reported time intervals between the release of an
update and deployment on all systems.

were undecided, and 25 (37%) disagreed in some way. To
cover potential reasons for the answers, we assigned partici-
pants to two groups: those who do some kind of testing before
installing updates on the live system (n = 45,67%) and those
who do not (n = 22,33%). There was no statistically signifi-
cant difference (p = 0.2553, Mann-Whitney U test) meaning
that having a testing phase seems not to prevent all problems
after the installation. Due to the sample size, we could not
investigate if the company size is a significant factor in this
regard.

O5 Another aspect in the interview study was the user
rights. The agreement to the observation “Users often in-
stall software without the administrators’ knowledge” was
diverse. Although there was a tendency to disagree, as can
be seen by the low median (3), there were also seven strong
agreements. We found no statistical significance that would
have supported our assumption that IT companies may have
a different distribution on this than non-IT companies.

4.3.3 Human Factors

P1 Seventeen (25%) administrators reported that they al-
ways feel sufficiently trained for dealing with updates. How-
ever, 50 (74.6%) participants already faced situations for
which they did not feel sufficiently trained. An evaluation of
the impact of the administrator’s company size indicates that
administrators at large companies (Median = 4) more often
feel sufficiently trained than their colleagues at smaller com-
panies (Median = 4), Mann-Whitney U test: U = 358.0, p <
0.01, two-sided.

P2 Finally, all administrators (except one) somewhat agreed
that timely updates are important. The self-reported time span
between the release of an update and its installation can be
seen in Table 5. While some participants reported deploying
updates within a day, there were nine cases where updates
needed more than a month. Optional comments given by the
participants supported the findings that downtime, complexity,
and dependencies are common reasons for such delays.

4.3.4 (Missing) Distinction between Security- and
Feature-Updates

The interviews revealed that security- and feature-updates
are often hard to distinguish. While we did not ask for the
share of security-related patches in our interviews, the survey
participants reported that 56% (ranging from 5-100%) of the
overall updates involved security-related ones.

5 Discussion and Implications

Our work identified multidimensional problems that should
be addressed by multiple stakeholders (e.g., software vendors
or the companies themselves). In this section, we reflect on
our results, provide actionable recommendations for these
stakeholders and suggest directions for future research. We
acknowledge that many aspects reported in this paper may
seem like "common sense". With this work, we add to the
scientific evidence in this very broad area with several factors
that influence the update process and directions for further
research and discussion.

5.1 Security Implications
Our results are in line with Li et al. and show that even pro-
fessionals cannot always deploy updates in a timely fashion.
This can be a security issue since outdated systems are of-
ten vulnerable to exploits. The administrators we asked were
aware of this problem and agreed that deploying updates in
a timely manner is important. However, we found that exter-
nal factors such as compliance with company-specific rules,
inflexible processes and communication overhead (e.g., lead-
ership approval) still delay updating in practice. Future work
needs to take a more holistic view and investigate technical
and social factors in the update process. We need to under-
stand which people are involved in these processes and how
their communication can be supported. In addition, we need
to develop approaches to better communicate the urgency of
specific patches as today, the rating is often not clear [42].

5.2 Update Process
The results showed that the update processes of system ad-
ministrators are diverse and complex. Although the update
processes of administrators can be matched to the end-user
phases [62], the identified phases differ in the details. In par-
ticular, gathering information and discussing update decisions
were identified as important but time-consuming steps. As
many administrators reported they make decisions in group
meetings, we raise the question of how individual administra-
tors can be supported in their decision-making process. The
preparation process takes time and involves extensive testing.
Although the testing processes were handled differently, they
usually involved multiple iterative stages. This indicates that
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administrators have to go through the whole update process
multiple times. Two findings were primarily interesting: 1)
Many companies lack formal processes, and 2) the update
process is highly complex and lacks automation. The insights
into this process provide important directions for future re-
search and immediate action items for software vendors, such
as the following:

• Formal processes seem to be more frequently used in
large companies. Whether formal processes help to re-
duce the burden of decision-making and ease the overall
process should be researched; that is, in what way they
influence the update process (e.g., can well-defined re-
sponsibilities speed up the decision and do they lead to
more and faster updates?) and where possible trade-offs
can be expected (e.g., decreased complexity versus more
time needed).

• The high number of iterative steps must be supported,
e.g., with automation approaches. Thus, it is important
to understand which phases of the process are critical
and which parts can be effectively supported by tools.

• A possible approach for improving the process could
be to connect more effectively virtual teams of admin-
istrators who share similar responsibilities and manage
similar systems. Supporting such concepts with feasible
tools can quickly lead to shared knowledge of best prac-
tices and experiences resulting in a better overview of
the effects updates have on their systems. We hypothe-
size that especially smaller companies would profit from
that.

5.3 Obstacles
The findings indicate that administrators face severe obstacles
that often hinder them from performing timely updates. In
line with Dietrich et al.’s work [12], the findings show that
the problems administrators face are diverse and intercon-
nected. Corresponding to Hrebec and Stiber’s findings [32],
individual-related factors, such as negative and positive expe-
riences with updating, as well as education, come into play.
The findings provide a baseline for future research questions
and immediate action items for software vendors, such as the
following:

• Due to the highly diverse landscape of large-scale sys-
tems, future research should further explore contextual
factors and different populations of administrators. Dif-
ferentiation of the various types of administrators could
help to better categorize participants and understand their
diverse problems and challenges. Related to this point,
the check of the external validity of the research would
benefit from better differentiation of types of adminis-
trators. However, a practicable taxonomy for this is still
missing.

• Software development should focus on reducing down-
time and providing rollback mechanisms that encourage
administrators to take the risk of potential negative ef-
fects on availability.

• Researchers and software vendors should investigate
on how to provide reliable information and accurate
documentation of the effects of an update and occurring
problems right in the moment and at the place the update
is going to be installed.

Therefore, we hypothesize that supporting administrators’ sit-
uational overview will have positive effects on timely updates.
Finally, minimizing consequences by providing reversible
updates, or just updates that have very small effects, could
furthermore help administrators to update. As an example,
dynamic software updates (DSU) [31] seems like a promising
technique to contribute to this area and could be evaluated
from this perspective.

5.4 Coping Strategies
As a consequence of facing obstacles, system administrators
have developed a diverse set of coping strategies. Although
the degree of usage varied among participants, an important
countermeasure against the growing complexity is the use of
tools that monitor update processes and support to (partly)
automate installations. Because administrators expressed the
desire for more automation, the findings emphasize the impor-
tance of the area of research that deals with the development
of such concepts [5, 26, 39, 49].

To cope with the problem of limited resources combined
with growing package sizes, the participants started to divide
update processes into multiple batches. This can have the
advantage of allowing more feedback loops and of reducing
the load on the network. However, at the same time, this
process increases the number of required iterations for single
patches. Although we argue that the footprint (e.g., resources
needed to roll out), especially of security updates, should be
minimal, this may not always be possible.

Based on the findings, we provide the following recom-
mendations to support existing coping strategies and for the
development of novel solutions:

• Hot swap functionality and small-sized patches which
enable administrators to estimate the impact of the in-
stallation on their systems, have the potential to further
ease the update processes.

• Update management tools should better support the inte-
gration of third-party software.

• Administrators’ coping strategies are still not sufficiently
understood. Thus, researchers should focus on systemat-
ically investigating different coping strategies for vari-
ous obstacles, identify desirable behavior and analyze in
which way the human aspect contributes to this.
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5.5 Comparison to Results by Li et al. [41]
As mentioned in Section 2, a thematically similar publication
emerged independently while we were working on this re-
search. Li et al. published a study on system update processes
among US American system administrators, identifying an
update process that was very similar to ours [41].

The Update Process

While Li et al.’s process emerged entirely from their interview
response data, our update process was informed by theoretical
work by Vaniea et al. [62]. This could explain minor differ-
ences such as the separate testing phase we introduced to
highlight the difference to the end-user process. Despite this
difference, overall, we consider the identified processes to
be very similar. In alignment with their findings, we can con-
firm that in the information-phase, administrators use multiple
sources to derive information about updates. We didn’t find
any statistical difference in the number of sources used be-
tween administrators working in different companies (big vs
small) in our sample. Li et al. reports on the frequency of the
used sources and that three quarter of their participants used
security advisories or direct vendor notifications. In our data,
81% informed themselves using online publications and 63%
relied on publisher newsletters. We can add that despite hav-
ing multiple sources (median=3), our population uses update
management tools as their main source followed by online
resources.

Both works identified the deciding-phase. We can match
most of our identified obstacles to the reported factors of Li et
al. With a slightly different perspective, we can add an addi-
tional reported obstacle that focuses more on the administrator
executing the process than the update: missing expertise.

We can support Li et al.’s finding that testing is an im-
portant phase in the process and we encountered the same
approaches: “Staggered deployments” and “Dedicated testing
environments”. As 83 of 102 (81%) of their survey partici-
pants included some form of testing, a slightly smaller, but
still the major, part of our participants 45/67 (67%) reported
the same.

As for the remaining two phases, our works differed in
focus. While Li et al. extensively discussed the method of
deployment (automatic vs. manual) and the decision of when
to deploy in the deployment phase, our work concentrates
on the obstacles the administrators face in this phase. For
the post-installation phase, their work presents the ways in
which administrators deal with update issues, while we report
on the frequency of the occurrence of such issues (O3) in
Section 4.3.2.

Obstacles in the Update Process

Li et al. identified challenges faced by administrators within
this update process that can be categorized as: (1) obtaining

relevant information about relevant updates and deciding, (2)
preparing, testing and deploying updates in a timely fashion,
(3) recovering from update-induced errors, and (4) organiza-
tional and management influence [41]. Our identified obsta-
cles (cf. Section 3.4.2) are in line with these obstacles. Li et
al.’s work reports that identifying the relevant information in
an update can be a challenging task. We can confirm this (O4)
and show that this was mentioned by 77% of our participants.

Automation can help to deploy updates sooner and more
frequently. Li et al. have found several obstacles such as de-
pendency and compatibility considerations or host heterogene-
ity as factors that have an influence on update deployment.
In addition to those, we have found additional ones such as
missing tools or performance considerations in our data set.
Table 1 provides a summary of our findings that assigns the
problems to the phases in which they occur.

In general, while their work reveals the existence of those
problems, we can complement these problems with the fre-
quency of the problems that our survey participants stated. Li
et al. report that the recovery of updated-induced errors is a
problem that we can enrich with the fact that this seems to be
of mixed importance (O3). This could indicate that this is a
context-dependent factor, and a more detailed research must
be undertaken in this regard.

Also, Li et al.’s work reports on the existence of organiza-
tional oversight that hinders or delays updates in some cases.
We can also find this problem and show that this, among
stability and risk considerations, is of more importance than
factors such as performance considerations.

Demographics

While both Li et al.’s and our study are very similar in method-
ology, they differ in a key point: the recruited sample. Li
et al. sampled only US-based administrators, while we re-
cruited our interview-study population from Germany and
our survey participants were mostly (41 of 67) European-
based. Despite work culture in the US and Europe (e.g. in
Germany [19,30,51]) being distinctively different (stemming
from cultural differences in education, law, and professional
socialization, among others), both studies report similar find-
ings. We are thus in the fortunate situation to not only have
our methodology and findings independently validated within
a close distance in time, but also to confirm that the phenom-
ena we identified are relevant across both US and European
system administrators.

On interpreting the independently compiled findings, we
have an indication that the system administration process is
not as susceptible to cultural differences (at least in Western
societies) as other fields of work. This might be connected to
the rather globalized nature of IT infrastructure. Both partici-
pant pools used similar software, e.g., SCCM or WSUS (cf.
Section 3.4.4). It is reasonable to assume that the technical
challenges are similar. Comparing both papers, we could not
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find any differences that originate in individual or organiza-
tional factors. If this can be confirmed in further studies within
different countries such as China (the largest producer of IT
hardware and systems10), Estonia (the often considered “most
advanced” country within the EU in terms of digital trans-
formation11), or Qatar (the largest economy in the Middle
East according to GDP per capita 12), this would significantly
widen the recruitment possibilities for future studies within
the field of system administration.

6 Limitations

The population we refer to as administrators is inherently
diverse in terms of responsibilities, education, and previous
experience. Depending on the size of a company, administra-
tors have different responsibilities and work either in isolation
or in larger teams. Furthermore, the security requirements de-
pend on the types of products and services a company offers.
Also, there is no unified career path for administrators, and
one must not necessarily have a degree or certificate of any
kind to become an administrator. Because of all these aspects,
the results are not generalizable and thus applicable other
populations of administrators with different demographics or
training. The participants in the online survey were mainly
from Europe and the United States. In these regions, technical
staff like administrators are predominantly male which is why
the sample was heavily biased in terms of gender. Due to our
recruitment strategy for the quantitative study, the sample po-
tentially suffered from self-selection bias, as was likely also
due to the completion rate (51.1%) of the survey. Regarding
our questionnaire, we did not ask the participants about their
current employment status. This could result in answers from
people that worked as an administrator previously and are now
in a different position. However, due to the mentioned self-
selection bias we think that the participants are still somehow
active in this area. Also, we did not collect information about
the systems and software, the administrators were in charge of.
Because of this, we cannot report possible existing differences
between, e.g., different operating systems or widespread ver-
sus niche software. The analysis is based on self-reported data,
and thus, participant reports are highly subjective. We have
no reason to believe that social desirability and recall bias
are uncommonly strong in the sample because the interviews
and related work showed that administrators tend to admit
that they do not know about everything [32]. However, this
must be taken it into account, especially when talking about

10https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/featured%
20insights/china/china%20and%20the%20world%20inside%
20the%20dynamics%20of%20a%20changing%20relationship/
mgi-china-and-the-world-full-report-june-2019-vf.ashx

11https://www.wired.co.uk/article/estonia-e-resident,
accessed 11/21/2019.

12https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/
the-world-factbook/rankorder/2004rank.html,accessed11/
21/2019.

risk, obstacle perception, and individual perception (e.g., P1).
Finally, the qualitative interviews provided useful insights
but did not reach saturation (cf. [23]). However, the potential
lack of saturation is alleviated as the qualitative analysis was
primarily used as an exploratory first step to build hypotheses.
The answers to the free-text questions on the questionnaire
did not bring up many new topics which make us confident
that the most common real-world problems were covered.
But, although several different issues were covered, we make
no claim for completeness.

7 Ethical Considerations

Our institution located in central Europe does not have a for-
mal IRB process for this type of study but has a series of guide-
lines to follow. According to these guidelines, we limited the
collection of personal information as much as possible and
collected data separately from contact information. Further-
more, all the processes complied with the European General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). As the administration
of services in a corporate environment is a sensitive topic,
we did not collect detailed information about the companies’
infrastructures. In addition, participants were explicitly given
the chance to drop out at any time during the study. Finally,
we emphasized the option to skip questions that participants
preferred not to answer.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

This work contributes a mixed-methods study that revealed
how administrators incorporate security updates in their daily
work routines, what obstacles they experience, and what cop-
ing strategies they apply. We found that even experienced
administrators find it hard to predict the direct consequences
of applying an update and are heavily concerned about po-
tential downtimes. Another interesting observation was that
administrators often rely on information that is not provided
by the (software) vendor but by online media or by their peers,
who often face similar struggles. Among other things, the find-
ings imply that there are aspects that vendors can influence
such as, e.g., provide sufficient documentation or more gran-
ular updates, which can help to motivate administrators to
update and support them in the update process.

Based on the insights presented in this paper, we recom-
mend the following topics for future work: (1) Investigate
current established formal processes and evaluate their effec-
tiveness in supporting timely updates. (2) Create computer-
supported solutions that enable better communication be-
tween administrators and in this way, enhance the transfer of
knowledge. (3) Design and evaluate feasible tools that sup-
port situational awareness, e.g., by helping administrators to
find out about relevant updates and provide them with the
information they need.
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Appendix

A Questionnaire

Information & Consent
Hello, we’re Usable Security researchers from BLINDED
and our mission is to make your challenges with system
updates easier. As a first step, we need to understand
your experiences and struggles with software updates in a
corporate environment. We conducted interviews with seven
colleagues of you and condensed interesting themes. This
short questionnaire will take about 10 minutes to answer . We
know that your time is precious, which is why every tenth
participant gets a 3D-print of a model of her/his choice (max.
3x3x3cm and a reasonable model). If you are interested in
this form of compensation just leave us your email address in
the commentary field at the end. This email address will be
stored separately from your answers and will only be used
to communicate about your compensation. Please read all
questions and instructions carefully. All of your answers
will be checked, and your survey may be rejected in the case
of inconsistent answers. Your data will be collected and
processed in anonymized form, so that no connection to your
person can be made. You can stop participating in this study
at any time. If you have any questions please contact us via
email.

*1. I have read and understood the information provided
above and consent to take part in this study.

• I consent

• I do not consent

Demographics & General
*2. How old are you?

Text-input field
3. What ist your gender?
Text-input field
4. In what country do you work?
Text-input field
*5. For how many years have you worked as a professional

system administrator?
Text-input field

Job information
All of the questions on this page refer to a specific company.
If you currently work as an administrator, please answer these
questions about your current company. Instead, if you do
not currently work as an administrator, please answer these
questions about the last company at which you worked as an
administrator.

6. Is this company an IT company (software/hardware de-
velopment, hosting, ISP, ...)?

• Yes

• No

• Other (please specify): Text-input field

7. Which of the following statements best describes your
role in this company?

• My primary responsibility was system administration

• My primary responsibility was not system administra-
tion, but I spent at least 20% of my time on system ad-
ministration

• My primary responsibility was not system administra-
tion, but I spent between 1% and 19% of my time on
system administration

• I did not perform system administration at that company

8. In a few words, what would you consider as your main
task in the company you are working at?

Text-input field
9. What is your main task as a system administrator? If it

is the same as in the previous answer, please answer: same.
Text-input field
10. What kind of systems do you administer?
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• Clients (e.g. workstations)

• Servers

• Mobile Clients (eg. tablet, smartphone)

• Other (please specify): Text-input field

* 11. How big is the company you work at as a system
administrator?

• less than 10 employees

• up to 50 employees

• up to 250 employees

• more than 250 employees

12. Do you work in a team?

• Yes, as a team leader

• Yes, as a team member

• No

• Other (please specify): Text-input field

*13. What kind of job related education did you receive?
(e.g. training, certificate, university)

Text-input field
14. Which of the following statements best describes the

security-related training you have received concerning system
administration?

• I received security-related training for system adminis-
tration at that company

• I did not receive security-related training for system ad-
ministration at that company, but I have received such
training at a previous company or school

• I have never received security-related training for system
administration

Update Process
Please be reminded that we do not collect or store identifying
information. In the following we are interested in your honest
opinion.

15. Among all software updates you install for operating
systems or any other software running on systems, approxi-
mately what percentage do you estimate are security updates?

Slider [0-100]
16. Within your job as a system administrator, how much

effort does it take you to keep the software on your systems
up-to-date?

7-point Likert scale from “1 - Nearly none” to “7 - Nearly
all my capacity”

17. What pre-deployment steps do you take before in-
stalling an update on a live system?

• We install it on a test system.

• We install it on a small number of production systems
before deploying it to all systems or to everyone.

• We install it directly on all production systems.

• Other (please specify): Text-input field

18. What is the share of security related updates in relation
to all updates (in %)?

Slider [0-100]
19. Which of the following statements best describe the

update process in the company?

• There is a written document, that formally describes the
steps in the update process.

• There is no written document but an informal guideline
that is followed in the update process.

• There is no defined update process.

20. What is the typical time-span between the release of an
update to the installation in a normal update process?

Text-input field
*21. Please indicate how often the following situations

occur:
Table of the following questions, with a 6-point Likert scale

from “1 - Never” to “5 - Always” and the option “Not sure”,
per question.

• I feel that I am not sufficiently trained as an administra-
tor.

• I think of work- related consequences when doing tasks
that have, in case of a failure, an impact on my company
(e.g. downtime of a service that everyone uses).

• I feel personally responsible for keeping the software on
my systems up-to-date.

22. Please indicate how often the following situations oc-
cur:

Table of the following questions, with a 6-point Likert scale
from “1 - Never” to “5 - Always” and the option “Not sure”,
per question.

• Stability considerations hinder the installation of an up-
date.

• Risk considerations hinder the installation of an update.

• Performance considerations hinder the installation of an
update.

• Priority/time considerations hinder the installation of an
update.
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• Software updates are prevented because of other soft-
ware (e.g. dependencies).

23. Please indicate how often the following situations oc-
cur:

Table of the following questions, with a 6-point Likert scale
from “1 - Never” to “5 - Always” and the option “Not sure”,
per question.

• System stability considerations are irrelevant to the in-
stallation of an update.

• The risk of breaking dependencies hinder the installation
of an update.

• A patch that is known to introduce errors hinder the
installation of an update.

• Downtimes caused by the update process hinder the in-
stallation of an update.

• Lack of information about the changes an update intro-
duced hinder the installation of an update

• Lack of education and knowledge hinder the installation
of an update.

24. Please indicate how much you would agree/disagree
with the statements.

Table of the following questions, with a 7-point Likert scale
from “1 - Strongly disagree” to “4 - Undecided” to “7 -
Strongly agree”, per question.

• Deploying security updates in a timely manner is impor-
tant.

• Post-installation problems in a live system are only a
minor concern because they don’t happen frequently.

• Users often install software without the knowledge of
the administrator.

25. Who makes the decision whether to update or not?

• My team.

• Myself.

• My colleague(s).

• My supervisor.

• None of the above, please specify: Text-input field

26. Please indicate how often the following situations oc-
cur:

Table of the following questions, with a 6-point Likert scale
from “1 - Never” to “5 - Always” and the option “Not sure”,
per question.

• I feel sufficiently trained as an administrator.

• I can oversee the impact an update would have on our
systems.

• I can oversee the impact of a failed update on our system.

• I can oversee the security impact of updates on our sys-
tems.

Source and Tools

*27. What sources do you use to get information about current
system updates?

• Online publications/news (e.g. cnet.com, Hacker News,
heise,...)

• Update management software

• (Software) Publisher newsletters

• External services (e.g. a company that is contracted to
inform you)

• Mailing lists

• My users

• Other (please specify): Text-input field

*28. What ist your main source to get information about
current system updates?

• Online publications/news (e.g. cnet.com, Hacker News,
heise, ...)

• Update management software

• (Software) Publisher newsletters

• External services (e.g. a company that is contracted to
inform you)

• Mailing lists

• My users

• Other (please specify): Text-input field

29. Please explain your previous answer:
Text-input field
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Thank you!
30. What do you think are the biggest obstacles in the update
process?

Text-input field
31. Thank you for your participation! If you have any fur-

ther comments for us: Don’t hesitate to use the textbox!
Text-input field
32 . If you are interested in the 3D model print just leave

your email in this field. We will only use this mail for the
communication and will not link it to your answers.

Text-input field

B Interview Guidelines

Questions to explore
1. What does the update process look like?

2. What obstacles are there?

3. Who is involved?

4. What is his/her personal experience and assessment?

Introduction
1. How long has he/she done the job? What is the training?

What is he/she doing on a daily basis?

2. What are the systems?

3. Does he/she work in a team?

4. What is the scope of his/her actions?

5. What tools are used?

General update process (or a specific update
story)

1. How does he/she come in contact with updates?

2. What is the time frame and the process?

3. What tools are used?

4. Who is involved?

5. Where does the information come from?

(Optional) A second story
1. How does he/she come in contact with updates?

2. What is the time frame and the process?

3. What are the tools?

4. Who is involved?

5. Where does the information come from?

End

1. Do they have a fixed update policy?

2. Are there any feelings connected to new updates or the
installation?

3. Is he/she aware of potential impacts of not installed up-
date/failures of the installation? (Are there stories?)

4. Are there wishes concerning the process/tools?

5. Questionnaire

C Demographics

Survey demographic data

n 67
Gender 1 Female

58 Male
3 Other
5 Not specified

Location 19 North America
41 Europe
7 Rest of the world

Age 22 – 55
Statistics md = 34,mn = 34.5,sd = 7.8
Experience 0.1– 30.0 years
Statistics md = 10.0,mn = 11.1,sd = 7.0
Company 34 IT-related

29 Non IT-related
4 Other

Company Size 4 ≤ 10
15 10 < x≤ 50
15 50 < x≤ 250
33 > 250

Role 50 Full-time admin
11 Not primary, but> 20% of time
6 Not primary, but < 20% of time

Administered 28 Clients
Systems 63 Servers

14 Mobile
13 Other

Table 6: Demographic data from the online survey.
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Interview demographic data

Pseudonym Gender Position/Task Age Exp. (Years) Team size Supervised Machines
Markus M Administrator 25–35 6 7 300–350 clients, 150 virtual servers
Lorenz M Update management 25–35 2 n/a 5 servers
Cyril M Administrator 25–35 6 15 10,000 virtual, ca. 100 physical
Milan M Help desk 25–35 2.5 12 600 clients, number of servers
Zelko M Administrator 25–35 10 2 16 physical, 35 virtual, 80 clients
Alexander M Update management > 35 23 5 26 physical, 170 instances
Julian M Management > 35 29 20 n/a

Table 7: Interview participants.
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Abstract
Security awareness and education programmes are rolled

out in more and more organisations. However, their effective-
ness over time and, correspondingly, appropriate intervals to
remind users’ awareness and knowledge are an open ques-
tion. In an attempt to address this open question, we present a
field investigation in a German organisation from the public
administration sector. With overall 409 employees, we eval-
uated (a) the effectiveness of their newly deployed security
awareness and education programme in the phishing context
over time and (b) the effectiveness of four different reminder
measures – administered after the initial effect had worn off to
a degree that no significant improvement to before its deploy-
ment was detected anymore. We find a significantly improved
performance of correctly identifying phishing and legitimate
emails directly after and four months after the programme’s
deployment. This was not the case anymore after six months,
indicating that reminding users after half a year is recom-
mended. The investigation of the reminder measures indicates
that measures based on videos and interactive examples per-
form best, lasting for at least another six months.

1 Introduction

Maintaining information security is an important challenge
for organisations, and also for governmental and public admin-
istration sectors. The so-called German national IT Planning
Council [71] requires German organisations in the public
administration sector to implement information security man-
agement systems (ISMS). One of the goals of such ISMSs

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

is to enhance employees’ information security awareness
and knowledge. A common approach to satisfying this re-
quirement is to roll out security awareness and education
programmes. They typically raise general security awareness
(e.g., everyone can potentially become a victim, the techno-
logical protection mechanisms need users’ support, potential
consequences of successful attacks) and convey knowledge
about information security (including how to identify vari-
ous attacks, how to reduce one’s risks of becoming a victim
of cyber attackers, and who shall be contacted in case of
questions and incidents). These programmes may include
security awareness and education measures that cover differ-
ent aspects and/or topics using different media types, such as
self-learning measures [63], e-learning platforms [9], on-site
tutorials [102], or games [94]. Although such measures are
widely deployed, an evaluation of their effectiveness related
to their ability to enhance employees’ information security
skills over an extended time period is often missing. This,
however, is of the essence: if employees are never, or only
rarely, confronted with attacks that are included in a security
awareness and education programme, the acquired aware-
ness and knowledge might dissipate over time, as is the case
with any other awareness and knowledge programmes. While
waning of awareness and dwindling of knowledge is to be
expected, it poses a problem to the maintenance of organisa-
tional information security. Therefore, it is crucial to know:
(a) when awareness and knowledge levels should be renewed,
i.e., how long the effect of a security awareness and educa-
tion programme can be expected to last, and (b) which type
of measures are best suited to restore users’ awareness and
knowledge.

Researchers could show the effectiveness of security aware-
ness and education measures directly after roll-out [4, 64, 94,
98, 102, 106, 111, 119] and that the significant improvements
endured over different spans of time. [22, 60, 116]. However,
what is missing, is an insight into how long the impact of
a security awareness and education measure lasts and how
awareness and knowledge should be renewed. In order to gain
these insights, we adopted and evaluated the phishing aware-
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ness and education measure from [84]. We customised it for
a German organisation from the public administration sector:
a German State Office for Geoinformation and State Survey
(SOGSS). We replaced example messages with those more
suited to SOGSS and by removing irrelevant content. The con-
tent was presented face-to-face in on-site tutorials. A ‘train
the instructor’ approach was used, which involved eleven
instructors being trained by the Chief Information Security
Manager. The participation in the tutorial was mandatory for
all employees.

We evaluated employees’ skills in distinguishing phishing
emails from legitimate emails at several points in time. First,
data was collected just before and directly after the on-site
tutorials. To study how long the effect lasted, we collected
retention data four months after employees had participated
in the tutorial. We were prepared to continue doing so every
second month as long as we continued to see a significant
enhancement of participants’ skills.

Our first contribution: we systematically measured the re-
tention for the tutorial. Compared to previous studies we
measured until the significant improvement wore off plus an-
other measure after this point in time. The impact wore off

after six months.
Our second contribution: we developed suitable reminder

measures to replenish the employees’ phishing awareness
and knowledge after receiving not significant results for the
first time after the tutorial. We developed four different ones
(three presenting the content using text, one using video and
one using interactive email examples). The success of the
reminder measures was evaluated right after their deployment,
and again after six months.

Our third contribution: we accompanied an organization
for a total of twelve months to both check for the effectiveness
of the tutorial and the reminder measures. The awareness and
knowledge levels of participants having either seen the video
measure or the interactive examples after six months were still
significantly higher twelve months after the initial tutorial.

As a consequence, SOGSSs decided to use the video and
the interactive examples measures and to distribute these to
all employees on a regular basis at six month intervals.

2 Related Work

This section commences by providing phishing definitions
from the research literature. Related work is discussed next
with regard to different types of security interventions, dif-
ferent study designs used to evaluate these interventions, and
different types of tested users groups. Finally research into
the impact of phishing security awareness and education mea-
sures over time are discussed.

Phishing Definitions: there are many different definitions
of phishing in the literature. Correspondingly, researchers’
focus is different: (1) those who focus on phishers who want
their victims to provide sensitive information (e.g. passwords,

bank details) using an authentic-looking phishing web page
[1–4,7,16–19,21,22,30,33,35,38,51,54,57,58,64,68–70,75–
77, 80, 82, 88, 91, 93, 94, 96, 98, 104, 105, 108, 113–115, 117],
or (2) those who focus on phishers who distribute malware
when recipients click on links in messages or open attached
files [1,6,8,9,12–15,20,23,24,31,32,34,41,43,45,48–50,55,
56,59–62,74,79,81,85–87,90,92,99,102,103,106,107,109–
112, 116, 119]. Because it is safer to check the URL before
clicking on it, instead of only checking the URL after opening
the web page people are redirected to, we focus on the second
one.

Types of Interventions1: various studies evaluating different
types of interventions to test their effectiveness exist. Re-
searchers evaluated a range of tools that are supposed to
provide further support (e.g. additional security indicators
or displaying existing security indicators in different ways)
[2,5,18,29,36,40,66,68,69,72,88,96,114,115,117,118]. Dif-
ferent evaluated security awareness and education measures
are a range of videos [46, 107], games [10, 11, 21, 22, 64, 94],
various on-site instructor based tutorials [98, 102, 116] – as
studied in the research presented in this paper – and a mul-
titude of text-based measures [4, 47, 60, 65, 84, 92, 98, 102,
104, 110, 116, 119]. Additionally, there is research evaluat-
ing users’ skills in phishing detection without any interven-
tions [6,7,12,14,15,26,30,31,34,37,39,45,48–51,53,54,59,
73, 74, 80, 81, 85–87, 89, 90, 95, 100, 103, 109] (e.g. to under-
stand decision making, to identify a baseline, or to motivate
further research).

Study Designs: various types of lab studies have been em-
ployed, some with a cover story [4,14,15,35,36,61,69,86,91]
and others without one [7,11,37,40,98,103,116], i.e., having
security as participants’ primary goal by telling participants
the goal of the user study. A number of remote studies have
been carried out, including various types of online surveys,
with phishing messages sent to the study participants own
email accounts (not study specific) [30, 37, 40, 59, 81, 87,
102, 104], as well as to remotely accessible study-specific
accounts [88, 90, 109, 110, 119]. Surveys include those that
(1) show screenshots to be judged either as phishes or legit-
imate [54, 70, 100] as we did in our study. In some cases
real phishes were used; others used examples created by the
researchers; and (2) online surveys asking general questions
such as the definition of phishing and the existing attack
types [20, 51, 52, 79].

Types of User Groups: studies have targeted different user
groups, i.e. mixed groups on a variety of panels without de-
liberately isolating specific kinds of participants [16, 35, 40,
54, 70], employees [26, 43, 49], or university faculty or stu-
dents [6, 11, 14, 15, 31, 53, 86, 87]. Our target users were
employees of a governmental organisation.

Forgetting Rate of Different Age Groups: [44] evaluated
the ability to recall visual cues after 20-30 minutes and 75

1Interventions can be tools or security awareness and education measures.
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days. They did not find any age differences in the recall abil-
ity of these visual cues. [101] examined the recall ability of
verbal cues after 1 and 62 days with different age groups.
They conclude that the encoding of the information in the
beginning is slower, but the rate of forgetting is comparable
afterwards. Retention Periods of IT-Related Training: while
most of the previously mentioned phishing studies evaluated
the impact of the their interventions straight after roll-out,
a few also evaluated the effect after some time had elapsed.
These mainly showed that the effect still held and did not sys-
tematically determine for how long the effect was still evident.
These retention studies were mainly conducted in the context
of security awareness and education measures. In [28, 60],
retention was evaluated after approximately a month. In [116],
retention was evaluated after 45 days. In [107], the retention
was evaluated after 8 weeks. In [22], retention was evaluated
after 5 months. All showed that the effect was still perceptible
but was often no longer significant. [78] examined the ability
to judge insecure password-related behaviour. The partici-
pants received awareness-raising materials and were tested
again after 6 months. The participants were able to retain
significant knowledge. In our case, we study exactly how long
the effect lasts.

3 Use Case: Organisation Description

A State Office for Geoinformation and State Survey (SOGSS)
is a public administration sector organisation. Its core activ-
ities relate to land register and real estate cadastre. Overall,
SOGSS has about 2200 employees, 83% of whom have a
technical background in either surveying, geodesy, geoinfor-
matics or other related fields, such as photogrammetry. 60%
of the employees are over 50 years of age. Only 14% are
between 25 and 35 years of age. 40% of all employees are
female, 60% are male. All employees use passwords and their
SOGSS email account on a daily basis. Email communication
with colleagues, citizens, and partners from business, science
and other authorities is indispensable to employees.

SOGSS has nine regional head offices, a central operational
office and a central head office, each with several departments
and each in a different city. Like all organisations in the Ger-
man public administration sector, SOGSS is required by the
national IT Planning Council [71] to implement an infor-
mation security management system (ISMS). Thus, SOGSS
established the position of a chief information security man-
ager (CISM) and the role of ‘person of contact for information
security concerns’ (PoC-InfoSec) was introduced as organ-
isational interface between the CISM and the local offices.
The managers of all ten human resources and administration
departments (from nine regional head offices and the central
operational office), as well as the manager of the central head
office, perform this role. Furthermore, SOGSS decided to
develop a security awareness & education programme con-
taining one mandatory on-site tutorial, which was delivered

to all employees. Most tutorial sessions were held in October
2018.

4 Security Awareness and Education Measure

We describe the design decisions made for the mandatory
measure rolled out in 2018. Afterwards, we describe their
structure and content. Finally, we introduce the reminder mea-
sures.

4.1 Design Decisions
The organisation decided to use on-site tutorials instead of
other delivery measures, such as web-based training, for two
reasons. Firstly, on-site tutorials are common practice at
SOGSS and therefore employees’ acceptance of such tutorials
was expected to be higher than for other formats. Secondly,
the search for a suitable third-party web-based training, and
the obligatory call for tenders, would have taken too long. Due
to room size constraints, it was decided to deliver training to
forty participants in each tutorial. Furthermore, based on the
experiences from other on-site tutorials, it was decided that
the tutorial should last three to four hours. Thus, the content
had to fit into this allotted time.

A decision was made to adopt a ‘train the instructor’ ap-
proach, instead of having the CISM delivering all the tutorials.
The ‘train the instructor’ approach was chosen since it rep-
resents a resource-efficient way to deliver tutorials to a large
number of employees over a reasonably short period of time.
The eleven PoC-InfoSec were trained by the CISM. To sup-
port them, a Power Point presentation was developed in two
versions: 1) an instructor version, supplemented with explana-
tions and instructions on how to facilitate audience interaction,
and 2) the actual presentation to be used during the tutorial.

4.2 Content Overview
It was decided that the tutorial would address the following
three topics, as threat reports and the organisation’s expe-
riences identified these as the most relevant ones: Topic-1:
General security awareness, Topic-2: Phishing, and Topic-3:
Password best practice. While the first and third parts were
developed by the CISM from scratch, the second part was an
adaptation of the awareness and education measure reported
by [84]. Correspondingly, the focus of our investigation was
on Topic-22. Its content will be described in more detail in
the following two subsections.

2It could be argued that we should only have addressed this one topic
in the tutorial if only one was going to be evaluated. However, this would
not have been sufficient to be compliant with the ISMS. We could indeed
have conducted two different tutorials, but this would have been much less
efficient and there might have still been a bias because the study ran over
several months and therefore everyone would have had to participate in the
second tutorial in the same period of time, too. Thus, because we wanted to
able to conduct our evaluation in the field, we had to accept this trade-off.
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With respect to the content of the tutorials, Topic 1 pro-
vided a general introduction to the information security topic
and information about how security incidents have to be dealt
with in SOGSS. The organisation’s threat statistics and typical
threat vectors such as email (being one of the most common
in public administration) were introduced. Where suitable,
examples of anonymised in-house IT-security incidents were
provided to demonstrate vulnerabilities when using the In-
ternet. The content of Topic 3 made employees aware of the
risks of using weak passwords and introduced methods of
building strong passwords. This part ended with a short inter-
active quiz, where examples were used to assess the respective
password strength.

4.3 Topic 2 Content: Phishing

We customised a security awareness and education measure,
which was developed and evaluated3 by Neumann et al. [84].
This material is very well suited: it has been evaluated in
an organisational context attesting its effectiveness and it is
freely available in German. The original content was prepared
for self study use, i.e., reading a pdf or integrated it into an
e-learning platform. Thus, it needed to be customised. The
content of the measure had two parts:

Part-A provided general information about phishing, in-
cluding: (a) why everyone can potentially become a victim,
(b) that phishers don’t just use email messages but any type
of message, (c) that there are various types of phishing mes-
sages (including those asking for sensitive information, those
including dangerous links, and those with dangerous files at-
tached), (d) what the potential consequences of falling for
a phishing attack are, and (e) the recommendation to delete
phishing messages and to search for further information when
the person is uncertain.

Part-B: commenced by explaining that a number of plau-
sibility checks should be carried out, including checking the
language, the style, and the sender information. Afterwards,
the focus was on phishing messages which look plausible,
at first glance, but which actually contain potentially danger-
ous links and/or attached files. Legitimate messages might be
used as template, with the sender address being spoofed, and
the URL behind a link and/or the attachment being replaced.
First, employees were shown how to check whether an em-
bedded link was dangerous to click on. This covers several
attack types that phishers use to trick people (for more infor-
mation see Appendix B). Furthermore, it was explained that
these tricks are combined by phishers and that the presence of
https is an unreliable indicator of trustworthiness. Second,
they were shown how to identify dangerous file(s) and told
which tricks phishers apply to trick people, incl. using two
file extensions or unknown extensions.

3Note that effectiveness was evaluated straight after rolling-out the mea-
sure.

Both parts contained several example messages. All exam-
ples were synthetic as we came up with our own brands. There
were example messages to illustrate various aspects of each
attack type, as well as example messages to practice what was
learned. Various misconceptions (such as that people tend
to classify long URLs as Phishing links) identified from the
literature were addressed throughout the measure, too.

Customization. Before customization the measure was us-
able only for self-studies: it is full text PDF documents that
contains full sentences. This was not suitable for on-site tuto-
rials, thus it had to be adopted to be used in on-site tutorials
with Power Point presentations. Furthermore, Part-A (b), i.e.
the information that phishers may use various message media,
was not addressed in SOGSS’s version. The use of email on
mobile devices and/or social media is severely restricted to
a small number of SOGSS’s employees. Hence the tutorial
focused on desktop application emails, as they are the only
relevant target for phishers at SOGSS.

All examples from the original measure were replaced by
ones more related to the employees’ daily work. For example,
where possible, anonymised examples from reported phishing
emails were used. The PoC-InfoSecs were asked to show
one example after the other. For each example, they were
required to ask the audience whether it was a phish or not
and one person from the audience was to justify the answer.
Afterwards, the PoC-InfoSecs were supposed to explain the
correct answer and comment on the answers given by the
audience. This approach was used to attract the audience’s
attention. Finally, a summary of the most important findings
and recommendations to check for was included at the end of
the phishing part of the Power Point presentation.

4.4 Reminder Measures
Once the initial effect of the security awareness and education
programme on-site tutorial has worn off, a reminder measure
should be distributed to remind users of the information in
the programme. Due to the lack of research into these mea-
sures, the goals of this research project was first to identify
appropriate ones (i.e. by evaluating several). Correspondingly
the reminder measures described in this section are currently –
unlike the on-site tutorials– not part of the security awareness
and education programme. So far, only participants in the
corresponding study groups saw the reminder measures.

To the best of our knowledge, this aspect has not been stud-
ied in terms of which kind of presentation is most appropriate
in the information security field. Four different types of re-
minder measures were developed and then evaluated: a text
measure, a video measure, a interactive examples measure,
and a short text measure. To inform the development of the
reminder measures, we wanted to satisfy two requirements.
Firstly, the measure must stand for itself. Apart from the
shown measure, no further references or information should
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be necessary In particular, no instructions or introductions
from another person should be required. Secondly, the mea-
sure content should match the on-site tutorial, i.e. it should not
contain any new content that does not represent previously-
learned knowledge from the on-site tutorial. The text and and
interactive examples measures contain exactly the same con-
tent (part A+B of the on-site tutorial). The video also covers
this same content, but presents it as a story in order to make it
more appealing. The short text cuts down the content to only
include part-B and minimised descriptions of the attacks and
defence strategies. In detail, the four reminder measures are:

Text: this measure is depicted in Figure 6 in the Appendix.
It is a text, in German, with six figures. These visualise ex-
planations such as the structure of URLs and that the actual
linked URL is displayed in a status bar or a tooltip.

Video measure: this measure presents the same content as
the previous one but relies mostly on visual explanations and
narration, instead of text. Figure 7 in the Appendix gives an
example of the video measure.

Interactive examples: this measure uses an interactive
presentation. The content is presented as two interactive ex-
amples of phishing emails (see Figure 8 in the Appendix).
Each of the emails has multiple interactivity-points marked
with red dots, which reveals information about the respective
part of the email when hovered over. In order to finish this
measure, the trainee has to click at least once on each area.

Short Text: this measure represents a text-based measure
with curtailed content compared to the previous measures. It
contains only Part-B, i.e. it focuses only on the recommen-
dations for detecting phishing messages (see Figure 9 in the
Appendix).

5 Methodology

We first introduce the research questions and the hypotheses.
Then, we discuss our study design decisions. Afterwards,
we provide details about the study, i.e. recruitment, group
assignment, used email examples, and actual study procedure
as well as ethical considerations.

5.1 Research Questions
We want to answer three research questions. The first one
is: How long does the effect of the on-site tutorial last,
i.e. when should the gained awareness and knowledge be
reminded?

The following pre-condition needs to hold: the measure
significantly strengthens participants’ skills in distinguishing
between phishing emails and legitimate emails, straight
after the on-site tutorial. Therefore we phrase the following
hypothesis for this pre-condition:

HMpre−M0M :Participants have an enhanced skill in
terms of distinguishing between phishing and legitimate

emails directly after the on-site tutorial, i.e. 0 months after it,
as compared to before participating in the on-site tutorial.

In order to investigate the effectiveness4 of the on-site
tutorial over time, we formulate the following hypothesis for
the continued testing:

HMpre−M∆t̄M :Participants have an enhanced skill in
terms of distinguishing between phishing and legitimate
emails after ∆t = 4 + 2i months, where i ∈ {0,1,2,3,4}, as
compared to before participating in the on-site tutorial.

We decided to start the follow-up evaluations after
four months due to results from related work in the phishing
context [22, 60, 116] reporting significant effects from
security awareness and education measures lasting from
45 days to up to five months. Therefore either 45 days or
five months after the on-site tutorial should be chosen for
the first follow-up evaluation. However, conducting the first
follow-up evaluation after 5 months would have increased
the likelihood that the effect of the on-site tutorial had
decreased below a significant improvement. Therefore, we
decided on a more conservative approach, i.e. to start the
follow-up evaluations earlier. Starting to early would have
required too many participant groups due to the between-
subjects approach. Therefore, we commenced the follow-up
evaluation after four months, since it represented the best
trade-off and allowed a meaningful study design despite
the limited overall number of participants available. Note
that the scheduled maximum duration of the evaluation was
set to twelve months due to legislative constraints5 of SOGSS.

The second research question is: Which of the four
reminder measures performs best – straight after its
roll-out?

The reminder measures were distributed as soon as
HMpre−M∆t̄M no longer held, i.e. after six months6.

To study this second research question, the following
pre-condition needs to hold: the potentially best reminder
measure needs to significantly strengthen participants’ skills
in distinguishing between phishing emails and legitimate
emails - right after the reminder measure was rolled out.
Correspondingly, we use the following hypothesis:

4When we talk about effectiveness from now on, we only talk about the
effectiveness of the phishing part of the on-site tutorial.

5The next security awareness and education measure is required after one
year due to compliance reasons

6We analysed the data as soon as they arrived to distribute the reminder
measures as soon as the performance is no longer significantly better as
compared to before they participated in the on-site tutorial. As described
in Section D.1, our evaluation yields the result ∆t̄=6, i.e. the measurement
after six months did not detect a significantly enhanced skill in terms of
distinguishing between phishing and legitimate emails. We provide this
information here, to facilitate description of the remaining two research
questions.
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HMpre−MReminderx−6M : Participants have an enhanced
skill to distinguish between phishing and legitimate
emails directly after the distribution of reminder measure
Reminderx ∈ {Text,Video, Interactive examples,Short Text},
as compared to before participating in the on-site tutorial.

For those reminder measures for which this pre-condition
holds, we compare the measured effects, to see one is more
superior than any others.

The third research question is: How long does the ef-
fect of reminder measures last? To measure this, we
evaluated the performances of those reminder measures for
which the precondition from the second research question
holds in a six month retention (i.e. 12 months after the
roll-out of the on-site tutorial). The corresponding hypothesis
is:

HMpre−MRemindery−12M : Participants still have an enhanced
skill to distinguish between phishing and legitimate emails
six months after distribution of the measure for which
HMpre−MReminderx−6M holds, compared to before participating
in the on-site tutorial.

This research question has two pre-conditions: (1)
participating twice (once after six months and again after
twelve months) should not have a significant impact on the
measured effect (2) other events in the organisation should
not lead to a significant improvement again.

5.2 Design Decisions for Study Design

The selection of the study type was driven by the need to
gain a high participation rate and outcome quality of the
study within the SOGSS environment. We decided on a study
design that would enable remote participation. This allowed
us to reach more participants than a lab study. Moreover,
remote participation was less time consuming for the SOGSS’
employees (being distributed over several locations and cities)
and it was less likely to interrupt their work as they could
participate during the allotted time frame at their convenience.

There are two main ways of conducting the evaluation
of the on-site tutorial with remote participation: a multiple
choice test, e.g. asking to define phishing and name attack
types; or evaluating participants’ actual skill to identify phish-
ing and legitimate emails. Multiple choice tests would have
provided very little information about the enhancement of
employees’ skills in terms of distinguishing phishing and
legitimate emails from each other as we would not be able
to determine whether emails’ other properties (e.g. the de-
ceptively trustworthy design or the sender name) may have
led them to judge phishing emails as legitimate (or the other
way round). We decided to employ the second option which
asked participants to classify emails as either phishing or

legitimate.
There are two main ways to evaluate participants’ actual

skills in terms of distinguishing between phishing and le-
gitimate emails: (i) sending them phishing emails (with or
without announcing the fact that phishing emails will be sent)
and then e.g. asking them to report phishing emails; or (ii)
displaying a set of emails in a survey style and asking them
to decide which were phish and which were legitimate. The
first option might be considered to be closer to assessing real
behaviour but such behaviour might well be influenced by the
fact that participants know they will receive phishing emails,
but they don’t know when they will receive them. Their daily
business remains their main task, not security, which is eco-
logically valid. In contrast, the second approach measures
skills in a ‘best case’ scenario as security is the participants’
primary goal in this case, and this is unrealistic.

However, the first approach – actually sending phishing
emails – was not feasible in our study setting at SOGSS.
Some reasons were: the research goal of assessing gained
awareness and knowledge over time required us to evaluate
all data in a very short time span for each group (i.e., for
each time ∆ti). To ensure that the received phishing emails
amount was realistic, we could not have sent more than one
test phishing email per day – but also not send one every day.
As the goal was to evaluate skills for all five attack types, this
evaluation have taken too long. Moreover, sending phishing
emails to employees of German organisations would have
required extra permissions e.g. from work councils. There
are also some general issues with this approach regarding
data collection quality (as e.g. discussed by [83]). For these
reasons, we employed the first approach – displaying email
screenshots in an online survey, where participants assessed
all emails in one session and decided, for each, whether it was
a phish or legitimate. This allowed us to evaluate all attack
types in the shortest possible amount of time.

5.3 Recruitment and Group Assignment

Due to SOGSS organisational requirements, participation in
the on-site tutorial was mandatory, but participating in the
evaluation was voluntary. The information about the evalua-
tion and a corresponding link to the survey was emailed to
employees by SOGSS’s CISM. Every group only got one
survey sent to them (we did not reuse groups/participants for
other groups). Once they received the notification to take part
in the survey, they had a week to do so. A reminder email was
sent that emphasised the importance of personal participation
due to the cyber security situation. This was sent to everyone
in the group as it was not known who had actually participated
as yet. We collected data for two weeks.

We planned for eleven groups (see Figure 1): seven reten-
tion groups and four reminder groups. For the assignment,
we considered the fact that besides the October on-site tuto-
rials, a few were scheduled for end of 2018 / beginning of
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Figure 1: Overview of the participant sampling into the ten study groups, the measurements taken for each of the groups, and the
hypotheses in relation to the measurements used in the corresponding statistical tests. Group sizes marked with an ‘*’ are the
overall group size, not those participants used for the linked analyses (see Section 6.2). Group G10M (marked with ‘**’) was
originally scheduled and participants assigned to it, but due to the lack of significant effects in G6M and G8M the group was never
tested. The • indicates for each hypothesis in which measurement the participants are expected to perform better.

2019 to enable those employees who could not attend any of
the October options to participate. To prevent the introduc-
tion of variance into the later measurements, all participants
from these later tutorials were randomly assigned to either
Gpre or G0M . All other participants were randomly assigned
to one of the retention or reminder groups. Thereby, we en-
sured that participants from the same office were equally
distributed among all groups. Thus, participants from each
office were represented in each group. This was important
as employees were taught by different instructors at differ-
ent locations. Since it was a requirement of SOGSS, we did
not collect any demographic data in the study, and no other
parameters were used for the sampling. Every measurement
consisted of unique individuals except for the reminder mea-
surements at month 12 and the measurement at 12 months
for measuring participants twice. The numbers in Figure 1
reflect these unique participants. The linked participants are
a part of the full reminder measurements that we could link
based on a code they entered for the 6-month measurement
and the 12-month measurement. We will add this description
to section 5 to make the distinction clearer and earlier. For
GReminder−Interactive, GReminder−Text, GReminder−Video, and G6M ,
the measurement after 12 months is longitudinal.Therefore,
a subset of the overall participants from e.g. G_Reminder-
Interactive after 6 months build the corresponding group after
12 months. We denote those participants in each of the four

subsets as linked. The overall participants in each group after
6 months are called unmatched.

Note that all assignments were implemented by the CISM
for data protection reasons.

5.4 Email Screenshots

As outlined in Section 5.2, the participants’ performance was
measured using screenshots of emails, each of which has to
be classified as phish or legitimate. In an ideal setting, one
would have evaluated all combinations, relevant to SOGSS, of
five attack types (see Section 4.3), operating systems (includ-
ing at least Windows and macOS), email clients (including at
least Outlook, Thunderbird, Apple Mail), and web browsers
(including at least Firefox, Chrome, Safari). However, this
would have resulted in an infeasibly large number7 of screen-
shots that each participant would have needed to rate, leading
to fatigue effects or abandonment. Therefore, we selected a
representative subset of all possible screenshots. The goal was
to cover all attack types with a variability within the remain-
ing characteristics. (This resulted in ten different phishing
email screenshots. This set of phishing email screenshots was
complemented by an equal set of ten legitimate email screen-

7At least 180 = 5×2×3×3×2, assuming there are as many phishes as
legitimate emails.
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Figure 2: The survey process and measurement times.

shots8. We decided to use ’https’ for all URLs (both phishing
and legitimate)9. The screenshots with a dangerous link were
generated in a way that the mouse was already situated next to
this link, i.e. the actual URL was displayed depending on the
environment in the tooltip or the status bar. The screenshots
of the phishing emails used in our evaluation are provided
in the supplementary material (see Figure 11 to Figure 15
in the appendix). The following phishing emails were used:
one easily to detected phishing email with implausible email
content: a dubious job offer, or an offer of unrealistic amounts
of money. Eight phishing emails with plausible content, but
including dangerous links: four emails presenting the URL in
the toolbar and four in the status bar; two with a mismatch and
one with a faked tooltip; URLs were either arbitrary, had the
domain name as subdomain, a typo in the domain, or the do-
main name was extended. One phishing email with plausible
email content, including a dangerous attachment.

5.5 Survey Design

The survey was designed to match the corporate design of
the organisation and it was implemented on the SoSci Survey
platform10. The overall structure is depicted in Figure 2.

For all measurements, after opening the corresponding
SoSci Survey link, participants received explanations about
the evaluation and the cooperation between their employer
(SOGSS) and our university for this evaluation. We tried to
mitigate external factors by also explaining that participants
ought not to use external sources (e.g. web search) and to
concentrate on the survey during the session. We tried to in-
crease participation by highlighting the possibility of using
this evaluation as a self-assessment of their own skills. More-
over, we assured the participants that they did not need to
fear consequences if they performed poorly. Thereafter, the
survey’s structure was explained to them. Participants were
informed that they could terminate their participation at any
time without providing any reason and that, in this case, their

8While this does not represent the usual ratio of phishing to legitimate
emails employees might find in their inboxes, it is appropriate for knowledge
assessments in particular to compare the performance against guessing

9The alternatives were either to use only http (which could have led to a
misleading message that dangerous links always use http and a conclusion
that https is always secure) or to combine each attack type applied with both
which would have lead to twice as many email screenshots.

10https://www.soscisurvey.de/

data would not be used (informed consent). Next, participants
from all groups except Gpre and G0M saw a page where they
were supposed to enter an individual self-selected code. This
code was necessary to permit us to link initial and subsequent
measurements (without violating anonymity).

Afterwards for the MReminder−x−6M the corresponding re-
minder measure was displayed with a short introduction of
what to expect on the page. The three measures were designed
to be similar: text, video and interactive examples required
the same amount of time (8 minutes). Short Text, which was
intentionally shorter, required 3 minutes to complete. Due to a
technical error interactive examples was also set to 3 minutes.

Next, all groups saw the same page again. We used a role
play approach. We told participants, before displaying the
screenshots, that they should assume that they are someone
called ‘Martin Müller’. Relevant details about Martin were
provided (see Appendix C). Then, the email screenshots were
shown in a random order, one per page. For each of the 20
screenshots, they had to decide whether it was a phish or le-
gitimate. At the end, participants had to answer a few control
questions such as their usage of the Internet or revising the
tutorial material. For the measurements after twelve months,
participants were also asked whether they had already partici-
pated after six months.

5.6 Ethics and Data Protection

Participation in the evaluation was optional and the survey
could have been completed at a time of the participant’s
choice. Participation was not remunerated in any way but
they could have participated during their working hours. Due
to strong privacy regulations in Germany, the anonymity of
participants was a mandatory requirement. Therefore, we used
SoSciSurvey to collect the data (they are compliant with the
new European Data Protection Regulation). The previously
described process to assign participants to groups, to invite
and to remind them, as well as the fact that no demographic
data was collected, was discussed with and approved by the
works council, as this prevented any kind of individual per-
formance monitoring. All information about the process, the
anonymity, the agreement of the works council, as well as
the fact that they did not need to fear consequences for poor
performance was provided to the participants in the invitation
email. It was also advised to get in touch with the CISM in
case of any ambiguity or questions about the received email.

6 Results

We first provide information about our participants and then
present the results for each of our three research questions.
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6.1 Participants and Data Cleaning

A total of 439 participants completed the online survey (sev-
eral due to the two measure points for research question 2 and
3). We performed the following data cleansing steps: (1) We
excluded four participants whose answers evidenced specific
patterns. They had 100% phishing email identification and 0%
legitimate email identification respectively; i.e., they judged
all emails as phishing emails. (2) We excluded 26 participants
who admitted using the Internet or other sources to answer or
right before answering the questions. Thus, the data from 409
participants was analysed.

6.2 Analysis Methods

We used the Signal Detection Theory (SDT) [97] to measure
the participants’ performance, i.e. whether participants’ skills
in distinguishing between phishing and legitimate emails
improved, as compared to before the tutorial. This theory
has been used in other studies evaluating phishing identifi-
cation [14–19, 38, 75, 76, 79, 82, 93, 94]. SDT enables us to
discern between signal (phishing emails) and noise (legit-
imate emails). In line with above-mentioned literature, we
used the following two output values: sensitivity (d′) and cri-
terion (C). In the context of our research, sensitivity defined
the skill to distinguish phishing emails (signal) from legiti-
mate ones (noise). The larger d′, the better the participants’
performance in distinguishing signal from noise. Criterion
(C) was defined as the response tendency, e.g. in our case
whether participants were more cautious after the tutorial,
i.e. more legitimate emails were classified as phishing (more
false negatives), or did they take more risks, i.e. more phish-
ing emails are classified as legitimate (more false positives).
The closer this criterion was to 0, the more accurately they
decided whether a signal was phish or legitimate.

We evaluated the assumptions relevant for calculating SDT
parameters, i.e. equal variance and Gaussian distribution. Af-
terwards, we calculated the SDT parameters for sensitivity
and criterion per participant. We then calculated the mean
values per measurement using SPSS. To evaluate our hypothe-
ses, we analysed the differences for participants’ sensitivity
and criterion values using one-way ANOVAs (using SPSS).
ANOVA is a common tool to analyse forgetting curves as
it overcomes the problem of initial learning levels [44]. For
every ANOVA, we started off the analysis by checking the
assumptions for both the sensitivity and the criterion. Since
both sensitivity and criterion only violated the normal dis-
tribution assumption, and the ANOVA is relatively robust
against the violation of this assumptions [42], we continued
the analysis. For the descriptive results for the sensitivity see
Figure 3, 4, and 5. The hit-rates for phishes and legitimate
results are provided there as well. For simplicity and read-
ability reasons we will only state the significant results in the
following subsections (for full version see Appendix D).

Figure 3: Sensitivity score and hit rates (Phish/Legitimate)
for the measure of RQ1.

Figure 4: Sensitivity score and hit rates (Phish/Legitime) for
the measure of RQ2 (blue = only tutorial, green = reminder
measure groups).

6.3 Results for Research Question 1

As stated before, we analysed the data as soon as possible so
that we could distribute the reminder measure as soon as the
performance was no longer significantly better as compared
to their performance before they participated in the on-site
tutorial. We discovered that after a period of six months, per-
formance was no longer significantly different from before the
on-site tutorial. However, we decided to continue collecting
data after eight months to strengthen our findings. We wanted
to make sure that the difference between those two groups was
not due to variance of the participants in our between-subjects
design.

For the reporting of the results, we combine the analyses of
HMpre−M0M and HMpre−M∆t̄M (for ∆t = 4 + 2i months, where
i ∈ {0,1,2}) We checked for a significant difference between
the corresponding five groups (see Figure 1) using a one-
way ANOVA. There was statistical significance between the
groups (F(4,227) = 5.457, p < 0.001) for the sensitivity (d′).
For the effect size we calculatedω2 = .093, which is a medium
effect size according to [42]. A LSD post-hoc showed that
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Figure 5: Sensitivity score and hit rates (Phish/Legitime) for
the measure of RQ3 (blue = only tutorial, green = reminder
measure groups).

the sensitivity for the M0M (d′ = 2.13, S D = 1.15) was signif-
icantly higher than for the Mpre (d′ = 1.11, S D = 1.12) with
(p < .001). The LSD post-hoc test showed that the sensitivity
for the M4M (d′ = 1.60, S D = 1.01) was significantly higher
than for the Mpre (d′ = 1.11, S D = 1.12) with (p = .034).
Note, there was no statistical significance between the groups
(p = 0.623) for the criterion (C).
In summary: We accept HMpre−0Month and HMpre−4Months.

6.4 Results for Research Question 2

First, we checked for which reminder measures the hypoth-
esis HMpre−MReminderx−6M holds. We checked for a signifi-
cant difference between Mpre and the four months reten-
tion groups (see Figure 1) using a one-way ANOVA. There
was statistical significance between the groups (F(5,244) =

2.410, p = 0.037) for the sensitivity (d′). For the effect
size we calculated ω2 = .027, which is a small effect size
[42]. A LSD post-hoc showed that the sensitivity for the
MReminder−Text−6M (d′ = 1.61, S D = 1.18) with (p = .005),
MReminder−Video−6M (d′ = 1.80, S D = 1.42) with (p = .005)
and MReminder−InteractiveExamples−6M (d′ = 1.73, S D = 1.19)
with (p = .007) were significantly higher than for the Mpre
(d′ = 1.11, S D = 1.12). Note, there was statistical signif-
icance between the groups (p = 0.013) for the criterion
(C). A LSD post-hoc showed that the criterion for the
MReminder−Text−6M (C = −.23, S D = .59) with (p = .043) and
MReminder−InteractiveExamples−6M (C = −.43, S D = .65) with
(p < .001) were significantly different from the Mpre (C = .12,
S D = .84).
In summary: We accept HMpre−MReminderx−6M for text measure,
video measure, and interactive examples measure.

In order to test whether one of the three remaining reminder
measures performs best, we also checked the ANOVA values
for between the reminder measures. There is no significant
difference between these measures. From the descriptive data,

the interactive examples measure performs slightly better than
the video measure (see Figure 5).

6.5 Results for Research Question 3
Based on the results from RQ2 we decided to not collect data
from the short text group after 12 months. In order to address
the pre-conditions from Section 5.1 we kind of extended
HMpre−MRemindery−12M accordingly, i.e. six measurements were
considered (see Figure 2).

We linked participants using the provided codes. This
resulted in 20 participants in M6M−12M , 17 participants in
MReminder−Text−12M , 17 participants in MReminder−Video−12M ,
and 12 participants in MReminder−InteractiveExamples−12M . We
analysed the data from participants that we could link via
code. We checked for a significant difference between the
corresponding six measurements. There was statistical signif-
icance between the groups (F(5,172) = 2.721, p = 0.022) for
the sensitivity (d′). The LSD post-hoc showed that the sensi-
tivity for the MReminder−Text−12M (d′ = 1.93, S D = 1.17) with
(p = .009), the MReminder−Video−12M (d′ = 1.77, S D = 1.32)
with (p = .031) and MReminder−InteractiveExamples−12M (d′ =

1.96, S D = 1.34) with (p = .016) were significantly higher
than for the Mpre (d′ = 1.11, S D = 1.12). For the effect size
we calculatedω2 = .047, which is a small effect size according
to [42]. Note, there was no statistical significance between
the measurements (p = 0.274) for the criterion (C).

In summary: The pre-conditions hold and we accept
HMpre−MRemindery−12M for video measure and interactive ex-
amples measure.

7 Discussion

We first discuss some general implications of our study, then
our results for the three research questions and then the limi-
tations of our work.

We excluded four participants because they marked all
screenshots in the survey as phishing emails and therefore
had 100% phishing detection but also 0% legitimate detection.
In addition, we excluded 26 participants for seeking help for
answering the survey. Seeking help is very useful in the real
world. But as we could not control what kind of help they
got and we explicitly mentioned that they should fill out the
survey without help, we decided to exclude those that violated
our rule.

We discussed advantages and disadvantages of publishing
the results with the organisation. In particular the potential
risk to the organization caused by publishing the results was
evaluated. Together with the organisation it was decided to
name a few key facts about the organization. We wanted to
give the opportunity to other researchers to know the study
setting in order to allow transferring the information to other
contexts and making sure that our results can be correctly
interpreted.
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7.1 Discussion of RQ-1

The participants’ skills in identifying phishing messages im-
proved significantly straight after attending the tutorialsOur
results are in line with those of the study evaluating the effec-
tiveness of the original measure [84]. Thus, the customisation,
as well as the switch to an instructor-based tutorial approach,
seems not to have affected the efficacy of the content.

While the pre-condition for the first research question holds
and the phishing detection rate increased from 62% to 80%,
a closer inspection of the results begs the question whether
an 80% phishing identification rate in the M0M measurement
leaves the participants sufficiently protected, considering the
fact that security was their primary goal in our evaluation.
After some internal deliberation about these numbers, the im-
provements were seen as a success at SOGGS, since this was
the first organisation-wide security awareness and education
measure and employees skills in distinguishing legitimate
and phishing emails were significantly enhanced by the tuto-
rial. We will again deliver security awareness and education
measures at SOGGS with the goal of further increasing these
numbers.

With respect to the performance over time, we found that
after six and eight months participants’ skills were no longer
significantly better than before participating in the tutorial.
This also aligns with prior research reporting results of re-
tention tests, albeit all of these studies had shorter retention
periods. While they all used different interventions and also
different evaluation techniques, they all found that the effect
lasted until they conducted the retention study (which was
max. after 5 months in [22]).

Our results show that current reminder periods required by
standards such as PCI-DSS [27] – which usually require an
interval of twelve months – should be re-considered.

We are aware that the SOGGS has a higher age average,
as 60% of the employees are older than 50 years. One might
assume that we would have achieved different results with
younger participants. According to [44, 101] the age does not
increase the forgetting rate significantly. Therefore, we argue
that our results also hold true for younger people.

7.2 Discussion of RQ-2

Concerning the results for the reminder measures, both the
video measure and the interactive examples measure stand out
from the others in terms of sensitivity (1.797 and 1.728 versus
1.559 for the text measures after 6 months; and the text mea-
sure not being significantly better after 12 months compared
to the measurement before the tutorial). Thus, our results in-
dicate that – in line with related work such as [25, 67] – static
measures lead to a poorer performance than dynamic mea-
sures. Furthermore, our results show that even short reminder
measures can be very effective and it is neither necessary nor
recommended (because of the time needed) to use the main

security awareness and education measure as reminder mea-
sure. Yet, it must also be noted that there is a lower bound
to the information which must be included in the reminder
material, as evidenced by the insufficient performance of the
short text measure.

Overall, for SOGGS, the combination of costly on-site tuto-
rials and an efficient reminder measure after six months looks
very promising.

Whether the video measure or the interactive examples
measure perform better is not that easily answered as there
is no significant difference between the two. Considering the
criterion values, we could argue the video measure achieved
the best results. With respect to sensitivity, there is no clear
‘winner’ after 12 months. Note that although the performance
after 6 months for the video measure and interactive exam-
ples measure is not significantly lower than directly after the
on-site tutorial, the ultimate goal must be to get as close as
possible to the performance achieved directly after the tutorial
(see Figure 4).

7.3 Discussion of RQ-3

Following the discussion of RQ-1, the performance of par-
ticipants who received the video measure and the interactive
examples measure is so good that a refreshment might not
even be necessary after another six months has elapsed. Such
results should also be taken into account when reconsidering
time intervals of international standards, as discussed in Sec-
tion 7.1. In order to know when subsequent reminders should
be scheduled, future research into their long-term effects is
required.

7.4 Recommendations for Future Studies

We faced several challenges during our research. We discuss
here how they were addressed to assist researchers planning
similar studies - which we would welcome.

One challenge with our study was to avoid reporting an
effect for our reminder measures while the effect was actual
caused by external factors: e. g. media reports, or internal
discussions. This was addressed by including the 12 month
group and comparing their performance to those of the re-
minder groups.

The next challenge is that the exact point in time when we
measured the performance could not be controlled (also in
comparison to the participation in the tutorials which were
offered for an entire month). To address this, we limited the
time span for filling out the survey to two weeks after having
received the invitation email. Note that while this might be
an unusual design choice, this is reasonable in a field study
as not all employees would receive a security awareness and
education measure on the same day.
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7.5 Limitations

Even though all instructors used the same measures and the
same instructions for conducting the tutorial, it is still possible
that there were small differences in the course of the held tuto-
rials.Some of these groups were trained by the CISM herself.
This limitation was mitigated by the random assignment of
employees from different locations to study groups.

Our study design selected measures for best case scenarios,
with security being the primary goal. We argue that it is worth
testing in such scenarios as it is a pre-condition for identifying
a phishing email during any working day. The results show
that this pre-condition is far from being a given (the Mpre only
detects 63% of the phishing emails). Furthermore, most of
the example emails could only be identified as such when the
URL behind the link and/or the file type were checked. Thus
the phishing emails used in the evaluation were more diffi-
cult to identify as compared to the average phishing emails
received by SOGSS employees. For the purpose of our re-
search, best case and poor performance before participating
in the tutorial, this approach is appropriate. We acknowledge
that for statements in the actual working environment with
actual received phishing emails, the study design would need
to be different.

In addition, due to the restrictions of SoSci Survey, we
could only provide screenshots, i.e. it was not necessary for
participants to move the mouse to the link as it was already
in the correct position, with the URL displayed. Furthermore,
it was not possible to check several of the integrated links
or get additional information such as the html source of the
email. Thus, on the one hand we made it a bit easier and
on the other hand a bit more difficult as compared to actual
phishing email detection. Thus, in reality, the detection rate
of the evaluated phishing emails is likely to be different if
employees would have received them in their inboxes and
were asked to judge them there. However, this would have
made a lab setting necessary, which was not possible.

In order to keep the duration of the study feasible, we were
restricted in the number of evaluated phishing emails. We
selected a representative sample of emails from the large
variety of possible options. It might be that different combi-
nations would have given us different results. However, we
believe that due to the selection of representative examples,
the findings would not have been significantly different.

Our study was customised for, and conducted at, a German
public sector organisation (SOGSS). Therefore, our partici-
pant sample is biased by the type of work and the technical
background of the employees. We would need to replicate our
study in other types of organisations and organisations with
different employee characteristics. This is part of future work.

Due to a technical error, the group interactive examples
had to spend only 3 minutes engaging with the material and
not 8 minutes as planned (similar to text and video). Even
though this meant that the participants spent less time with

the interactive examples measure than initially planned (about
7.3 minutes on average see Table 5 in the appendix), it still
produced excellent results. There is currently no evidence
to suggest that a more extended time spent with the ma-
terial would have had a negative effect. Since, despite the
aforementioned technical error, the measure achieved sig-
nificant results with both MReminder−InteractiveExamples−6M and
MReminder−InteractiveExamples−12M , one would expect either the
same or a better effect over a more extended period. Therefore,
we believe that this did not impact our results.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that our results for phishing
hold although in the tutorial three topics were addressed (and
not just phishing). Thus, it might be that the effect would last
slightly longer if only one topic were addressed. It is open
to discussion which scenario is more realistic (a single topic
tutorial or one with some similar topics.

8 Conclusion

We presented a study on how effective security awareness
and education measures are over time, and what the best way
is to remind users’ awareness and knowledge. To this end,
we carried out a field investigation within a German “State
Office for Geoinformation and State Survey”. We considered
three research questions: i) How long does the effect of the
on-site tutorial last, i.e., when should the gained awareness
and knowledge be reminded?, ii) Which of the four developed
reminder measures performed best?, and iii) How long does
the effect of reminder measures last?.
From the almost 2000 employees, 409 voluntarily partici-
pated. From the fourth month after the on-site tutorial, we
evaluated groups every two months to measure awareness and
knowledge retention. After six months, we saw no improved
performance in distinguishing phishing and legitimate emails.
Four reminder measures were distributed to four groups (one
per group): a) text, b) video measure, c) interactive examples,
and d) a short text. Twelve months after the tutorial, we com-
pared the knowledge retention of the four reminder groups
with the the pre-group. Among the four reminder measures,
the video measure and the interactive examples measure per-
formed best, with their impact lasting at least six months after
being rolled-out.
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A Reminder Measures

Figure 6: Excerpt of the text reminder measure.

Figure 7: An impression of the video reminder measure.

Figure 8: One of the interactive example measure used. The
red dots represent the interactivity-points where participants
can reveal more information about the respective area of the
email.

Figure 9: The shortened text measure.

B Attack Types

(a) Phishers may try to trick recipients by display the legiti-
mate URL in the email’s message text (and hope that recip-
ients do not check the actual link destination). (b) Phishers
may try to trick recipients by ‘scipting’ a tooltip with the legit-
imate URL next to the link. (c) Phishers replace the legitimate
URL with a domain that they own (which has no connection
to the expected domain). They might adopt either the sub-
domain (e.g., https://www.amazon.com.phisher.com)
and/or the path so that the expected domain appears to allay
suspicions. (d) Phishers replace the legitimate URL by a link
to a domain that they own, and which looks very similar to
the expected one (e.g., arnazon.de). (e) Phishers replace the
legitimate URL by one with a domain they own, and which ex-
tends the expected domain name -– most likely a word before
or after the original name is added (e.g. amazon-secure.com).

C Study Scenario

D Result Related Information

Sensitivity (d’)
Mpre M0M M4M M6M M8M

1.11 2.13 1.60 1.45 1.39
Criterion (C)

0.12 −0.05 .0.09 −0.02 0.15

Table 1: SDT mean results for RQ1
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Figure 10: Study details for role play (translated from German
for the purpose of this paper).

– Continued on next page –

D.1 Results for Research Question 1
For the reporting of the results, we combine the analyses of
HMpre−M0M and HMpre−M∆t̄M (for ∆t = 4 + 2i months, where
i ∈ {0,1,2})

We checked for a significant difference between the cor-
responding five groups (see Figure 1) using a one-way
ANOVA. There was statistical significance between the
groups (F(4,227) = 5.457, p < 0.001) for the sensitivity (d′).
For the effect size we calculatedω2 = .093, which is a medium
effect size according to [42]. A LSD post-hoc showed that
the sensitivity for the M0M (d′ = 2.13, S D = 1.15) was signif-
icantly higher than for the Mpre (d′ = 1.11, S D = 1.12) with
(p < .001).

The LSD post-hoc test showed that the sensitivity for the
M4M (d′ = 1.60, S D = 1.01) was significantly higher than
for the Mpre (d′ = 1.11, S D = 1.12) with (p = .034). But the
sensitivity for the M6M (d′ = 1.46, S D = 1.01) with (p = .123)
and for the M8M with (d′ = 1.39, S D = 1.42) with (p = .155)
was not significantly higher.

Note, there was no statistical significance between the
groups (p = 0.623) for the criterion (C).
In summary: We accept HMpre−0Month and HMpre−4Months.

D.2 Results for Research Question 2
First, we checked for which reminder measures the hypothesis
HMpre−MReminderx−6M holds.

We checked for a significant difference between Mpre and
the four months retention groups (see Figure 1) using a one-
way ANOVA. There was statistical significance between
the groups (F(5,244) = 2.410, p = 0.037) for the sensitiv-
ity (d′). For the effect size we calculated ω2 = .027, which
is a small effect size [42]. A LSD post-hoc showed that the
sensitivity for the MReminder−Text−6M (d′ = 1.61, S D = 1.18)
with (p = .005), MReminder−Video−6M (d′ = 1.80, S D = 1.42)
with (p = .005) and MReminder−InteractiveExamples−6M (d′ = 1.73,
S D = 1.19) with (p = .007) were significantly higher than
for the Mpre (d′ = 1.11, S D = 1.12). The sensitivity for
the MReminder−S hortText−6M was not significantly higher (d′ =

1.56, S D = 1.11) with (p = .075). Note, there was statisti-
cal significance between the groups (p = 0.013) for the cri-
terion (C). A LSD post-hoc showed that the criterion for
the MReminder−Text−6M (C = −.23, S D = .59) with (p = .043)
and MReminder−InteractiveExamples−6M (C =−.43, S D = .65) with
(p < .001) were significantly different from the Mpre (C =

.12, S D = .84). The criterion for the MReminder−S hortText−6M
(C = .03, S D = .77) with (p = .603) and MReminder−Video−6M
(C = −.06, S D = .70) with (p = .273) was not significantly
different.

In summary: We accept HMpre−MReminderx−6M for text mea-
sure, video measure, and interactive examples measure.

In order to test whether one of the three remaining reminder
measures performs best, we also checked the ANOVA values
for between the reminder measures. There is no significant
difference between these measures. From the descriptive data,
the interactive examples measure performs slightly better than
the video measure (see Figure 5).

D.3 Results for Research Question 3
Based on the results from RQ2 we decided to not collect data
from the short text group after 12 months. In order to address
the pre-conditions from Section 5.1 we kind of extended
HMpre−MRemindery−12M accordingly, i.e. six measurements were
considered (see Figure 2).

We linked participants using the provided codes. This
resulted in 20 participants in M6M−12M , 17 participants in
MReminder−Text−12M , 17 participants in MReminder−Video−12M ,
and 12 participants in MReminder−InteractiveExamples−12M .

We analysed the data from participants that we could link
via code. We checked for a significant difference between the
corresponding six measurements. There was statistical signif-
icance between the groups (F(5,172) = 2.721, p = 0.022) for
the sensitivity (d′). The LSD post-hoc showed that the sensi-
tivity for the MReminder−Text−12M (d′ = 1.93, S D = 1.17) with
(p = .009), the MReminder−Video−12M (d′ = 1.77, S D = 1.32)
with (p = .031) and MReminder−InteractiveExamples−12M (d′ =

1.96, S D = 1.34) with (p = .016) were significantly higher
than for the Mpre (d′ = 1.11, S D = 1.12). The sensitivity for
the M12M (d′ = 1.55, S D = 1.06) with (p = .060) was not sig-
nificantly higher. The sensitivity for the M6M−12M (d′ = 1.43,
S D = 0.77) with (p = .256) was not significantly higher. For
the effect size we calculated ω2 = .047, which is a small effect
size according to [42]. Note, there was no statistical signifi-
cance between the measurements (p = 0.274) for the criterion
(C).
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Sensitivity (d’)
Mpre MReminder−Text−6M MReminder−Video−6M MReminder−InteractiveExamples−6M MReminder−S hortText−6M

1.11 1.61 1.73 1.80 1.56
Criterion (C)

0.12 −0.02 −0.23 −0.43 −0.06

Table 2: SDT mean results for RQ2

Sensitivity (d’)
Measure Mpre M12M M6M−12M MReminder−Text−12M MReminder−Video−12M MReminder−InteractiveExamples−12M

Linked 1.11 1.55 1.44 1.86 1.77 1.96
Unmatched 1.11 1.55 1.60 1.54 1.73 1.69

Criterion (C)
Linked 0.12 0.12 0.12 −0.07 −0.05 −0.38

Unmatched 0.12 0.12 0.01 −0.08 0.00 −0.02

Table 3: SDT mean results for RQ3

Measure M12M M6M−12M MReminder−Text−12M MReminder−Video−12M MReminder−InteractiveExamples−12M

Linked 36 20 17 17 12

Table 4: Number of participants per measure for linked and Unmatched groups

Minutes MReminder−Text−6M MReminder−Video−6M MReminder−InteractiveExamples−6M MReminder−S hortText−6M

Median 9.93 9.50 7.32 3.35
Std. Deviation 7.52 3.68 12.81 15.75

Table 5: The time needed by participants
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E Email Screenshots of Phishes

Figure 11: Phishing email screenshots (part 1)
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Figure 12: Phishing email screenshots (part 2)
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Figure 13: Phishing email screenshots (part 3)
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Figure 14: Phishing email screenshots (part 4)
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Figure 15: Phishing email screenshots (part 5)
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Abstract

Understanding the internals of Integrated Circuits (ICs), re-
ferred to as Hardware Reverse Engineering (HRE), is of inter-
est to both legitimate and malicious parties. HRE is a complex
process in which semi-automated steps are interwoven with
human sense-making processes. Currently, little is known
about the technical and cognitive processes which determine
the success of HRE.

This paper performs an initial investigation on how reverse
engineers solve problems, how manual and automated analy-
sis methods interact, and which cognitive factors play a role.
We present the results of an exploratory behavioral study with
eight participants that was conducted after they had completed
a 14-week training. We explored the validity of our findings
by comparing them with the behavior (strategies applied and
solution time) of an HRE expert. The participants were ob-
served while solving a realistic HRE task. We tested cognitive
abilities of our participants and collected large sets of behav-
ioral data from log files. By comparing the least and most
efficient reverse engineers, we were able to observe successful
strategies. Moreover, our analyses suggest a phase model for
reverse engineering, consisting of three phases. Our descrip-
tive results further indicate that the cognitive factor Working
Memory (WM) might play a role in efficiently solving HRE
problems. Our exploratory study builds the foundation for fu-
ture research in this topic and outlines ideas for designing cog-
nitively difficult countermeasures (“cognitive obfuscation”)
against HRE.
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1 Introduction

By definition, every computing system is based on hardware
components, in particular on Integrated Circuits (ICs). Their
internals are typically completely opaque to the user and
largely even to the developers of the system. Understanding
the internals of (digital) hardware components, which requires
Hardware Reverse Engineering (HRE), is of interest for both
malicious and legitimate reasons [27]. For instance, the sen-
sitive topic of low-level backdoors (i.e., hardware Trojans),
which underlies the current discussion about foreign-built
communication and computer equipment [29, 30], requires
HRE for detection of such manipulations. On the other hand,
adversaries might also need to reverse engineer the hardware
they plan to subvert. HRE is also widely-used in practice for
detection of Intellectual Property (IP) infringements [13]. On
the adversary side, a malicious party needs to reverse areas of
interest or even entire ICs. Moreover, there is a host of Trojan
detection techniques [33] that require a flawless model of the
target IC.

Despite its relevance, HRE is relatively poorly understood
compared to many other areas of both hardware design and
computer security [13]. We argue that it is desirable to obtain
a better understanding of HRE. First, it will aid with assessing
the threat posed by adversaries performing HRE. This is par-
ticularly prudent because there is undoubtedly expertise about
HRE within government agencies with malicious intent [20].
Second, HRE performed for defensive purposes such as IC
verification will benefit from having a better understanding
of the involved time and costs. Third, having a better grasp
on HRE will allow us to derive sound obfuscation techniques
that exploit cognitive limitations of humans.

HRE is a multilayered process, where high-level informa-
tion is extracted from a low-level circuit, consisting of two
major stages [1]: In the first stage, a gate-level netlist is ob-
tained from an IC either directly from the device or possibly
through (online) interception of design information. A gate-
level netlist is a logical circuit description and is usually com-
posed of Boolean gates and their respective interconnections.
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The technical steps required for netlist extraction, including
decapsulation and imaging, are relatively well-covered in the
literature [27, 35]. The objective of the second stage is to
make sense of the recovered netlist, that is, to understand
the netlist [1]. This second stage has only been rudimentarily
addressed in the literature and is the topic of our investigation.

In this contribution, we present an exploratory study with
the goal of obtaining initial insights into the complex pro-
cesses of the sense-making part of HRE. This undertaking is
particularly challenging as it depends on non-trivial technical
steps as well as on cognitive factors of the human reverse
engineer. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time such
a study based on observing a group of reverse engineers has
been conducted.

Overview on our Exploratory Study
In order to gain such insights, we conducted an empirical
study that explores both the technical and the underlying cog-
nitive processes of hardware reverse engineers. In an ideal
scenario, we would examine expert reverse engineers working
on real-world tasks with tools they are familiar with. How-
ever, we face the methodological problem that those experts
are few to begin with. They are primarily active in govern-
ment agencies and a few highly specialized companies, and
are generally unavailable to the scientific community. We
approach this problem by observing students enrolled in a
5-years BSc-MSc program in cyber security while solving
a realistic HRE task, which was developed in collaboration
with HRE experts. Prior to the study, the students had been
exposed to an extensive 14-week HRE training. For the study,
we selected eight students based on their performance during
the HRE training.

Despite the difficulty of engaging HRE experts as study
participants, we were able to recruit one expert via the profes-
sional network of one of the authors. This expert solved the
same task as our participants. The collected data served as a
sanity check for our student sample with respect to solution
time, as well as phases of and applied strategies during HRE.

In our exploratory study, we collected detailed behavioral
data during an HRE-based attack and measured cognitive fac-
tors of eight participants. The HRE task is based on a realistic
setting, where the analyst has to circumvent an IP protec-
tion mechanism in an unknown circuit. Analysis of the data
revealed initial insights into problem solving strategies and
relevant cognitive factors in HRE. We were also able to de-
rive first hypotheses for a novel class of obfuscation measures
that take the boundaries of cognitive abilities into account.
Although our work was faced with methodological challenges
that we discuss in the limitations section, we render the fol-
lowing main contributions advancing the current scientific
knowledge of technical and cognitive processes in HRE.
1) We propose and examine an HRE phase model based on an

exploratory behavioral study of human reverse engineers,
who solved a realistic HRE task.

2) Based on behavioral analyses we explore more and less
efficient HRE strategies of reverse engineers.

3) We explore the role of different cognitive factors in effi-
ciently solving HRE problems.

4) Based on our findings, we derive hypotheses for a novel
class of HRE countermeasures called cognitive obfusca-
tion and outline future research directions.

2 Background

In this section, we present the relevant technical background
of HRE and propose a three-phase model encompassing hu-
man processes during HRE. Furthermore, we introduce re-
lated work on cognitive processes in reverse engineering.
Against this background, we identify the research gap and
derive research questions we seek to answer in this work.

2.1 Hardware Reverse Engineering
Reverse engineering is the process of extracting knowledge
or design information from anything man-made in order to
comprehend its inner structure [28]. As mentioned above,
in the case of HRE, there are two distinct stages [1]. In the
first stage, a gate-level netlist is obtained directly from an
IC or a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or through
(online) interception of design information. Although netlist
extraction requires sophisticated technical methods, research
has shown that netlists can be extracted reliably by trained
specialists from both, ICs and FPGAs [9, 23, 35].

In the second, sense-making stage of HRE, the netlist is
transformed into higher levels of abstraction that enable a
detailed analysis. This often involves module recognition,
identification of blocks of interest, and detailed understand-
ing of Boolean sub-circuits [1, 14, 32]. The analysis typically
serves a specific objective, for example, finding and under-
standing IP blocks or extraction of cryptographic keys [39].
Due to the nature of this stage — which requires human inge-
nuity, sense-making, and in many cases customized solutions
— fully automated tools do not exist [13]. Instead, the analyst
typically employs HRE tools which enable interaction with
the target netlist. Tools may provide semi-automated support
for the human analyst, for example, for running specific al-
gorithms on the netlist [8], as well as, features for manual
analysis of netlist components [38].

Even with tool support, the cognitive processes and human
problem-solving strategies are crucial for HRE, yet remain
poorly understood. Against this background, it is hardly sur-
prising that hardware obfuscation, which is a widely used
countermeasure against HRE, is largely based on ad-hoc meth-
ods [41]. We argue that a comprehension of human processes
in HRE will open a pathway for the development of novel
obfuscation techniques. This paper will conclude with first
guidelines for how such cognitive obfuscation measures might
look like.
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Reverse engineering of large and complex netlists is com-
monly driven by an objective more narrow than full under-
standing of the entire netlist. We model a situation under
which HRE is typically performed in practice through the
following conditions:

• An (error-free) netlist of the entire design or the area of
interest is at hand.

• An HRE tool is available that allows interaction with the
target netlist.

• There is a clear objective, for example, removal of an IP
protection mechanism.

• (First) hypotheses related to the objective exist, for ex-
ample, which IP protection mechanism is implemented.

If these preconditions are met, a human analyst attempts to
understand the target netlist through two principal means:

• Manual analyses: Detailed manual inspection of netlist
components and explorative navigation through textual
and graphical representations of the netlist.

• Semi-automated analyses: Customized scripts and pro-
grams that facilitate structural and functional analyses
of the netlist.

In Section 4, we will explore which role these two mecha-
nisms play during HRE.

2.2 Phase Model for Gate-level Netlist Re-
verse Engineering

Due to the sheer complexity of the sense-making stage, it
is plausible that human strategies during this process can
be divided into sub phases of human sense-making. Thus,
we propose a three-phase model derived from several HRE-
based attacks from literature [1, 14], and two technical HRE
workflow descriptions [8, 32]. Even though not explicitly for-
mulated in a model before, the three phases are an implicit
hypothesis about the inner workings of HRE. In a very recent
work, Votipka et al. introduce a similar model of human pro-
cesses during software reverse engineering based on expert
interviews [37]. In the following passages, we briefly charac-
terize each phase under the assumption that the preconditions
described above are fulfilled. Also, since netlist reverse engi-
neering is a continuous process, the consecutive phases can
blend into each other rather than being strictly disjoint.

Phase 1: Candidate Identification
The goal of Phase 1 is to identify single candidates and sub-
circuits which are potentially relevant in the context of the re-
verse engineering process. Therefore, the analyst starts explo-
ration via structural analyses of the netlist topology with the
goal to identify blocks of interests. The result are sub-circuit
candidates, which are further inspected in Phase 2. Suited
methods for this phase are semi-automated structural analy-
ses (e.g., graph clustering algorithms or sub-circuit matching)
as well as custom-tailored structural analyses incorporating
hypotheses about searched structures. Additionally, manual

netlist exploration can provide a starting point for the reverse
engineer, for example, by inspecting global in- and outputs.

Phase 2: Candidate Verification
The goal of Phase 2 is the verification of extracted candidates
from Phase 1 in order to narrow them down and select target
components for Phase 3. If no target components are remain-
ing, new candidates have to be identified in Phase 1 iteratively
by refining the methods used. Phase 2 incorporates static
analyses methods such as Boolean functionality analysis or
sub-circuit matching. Manual inspection of candidates can
support the reverse engineer by testing the existing hypotheses
before solving the problem algorithmically.

Phase 3: Realization
While Phases 1 and 2 can be generalized for most HRE tasks,
the goals and procedures of Phase 3 differ significantly de-
pending on the objective. Methods employed include sub-
circuit interpretation and annotation in order to obtain a more
abstract netlist model; netlist simulation to analyze sequential
behavior; or preparation of malicious netlist manipulation, for
example, add, remove, or change functionality of netlist com-
ponents. In many cases, Phase 3 incorporates and combines
several of the aforementioned methods.

2.3 Cognitive Processes in Reverse Engineer-
ing

As outlined above, HRE always involves sense-making pro-
cesses. Thus, the success of HRE heavily depends on skills,
knowledge, and expertise of the performing reverse engineer.
Surprisingly, underlying cognitive processes in HRE are un-
derstudied and remain poorly understood [13]. Despite this
observation, prior research on HRE almost solely focuses on
technical factors. Nonetheless, one prior work explored cog-
nitive processes by defining reverse engineering of Boolean
systems as a specific type of human problem solving [19].
In general, a problem exists when a person lacks in knowl-
edge which enables the problem solver to achieve a desired
goal [12]. Problem solving is defined as a sequence of cog-
nitive operations (e.g., problem solving strategies) in order
to solve a task for which the individual does not possess
a suitable routine operation [25]. The success of problem
solving is influenced by several factors, for example, prior do-
main specific knowledge [5], or cognitive abilities (e.g., intel-
ligence and sub factors like Working Memory) [17]. Baddeley
demonstrated that brain systems like the Working Memory
are essential in solving complex cognitive tasks like problem
solving [2]. Besides cognitive abilities, the level of exper-
tise [7] is another important factor in determining problem
solving performances. Larkin et al. showed that experts were
quicker in solving physics problems than novices [18].

In 2013, Lee and Johnson-Laird analyzed problem solv-
ing behavior in reverse engineering of Boolean systems by
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conducting five experiments in a laboratory setting [19]. The
tasks students were asked to solve merely involved drawing
Boolean circuits controlling an electric light. Consequently,
the ecological and external validity of these experiments ap-
pears low in the context of HRE. Thus, it remains unclear
to what extent the results of Lee and Johnson-Laird can be
generalized to reverse engineering of entire ICs, which com-
monly consist of hundred of thousands or millions of logic
components. Nevertheless, we transfer human problem solv-
ing processes to the cognitive processes in HRE by observing
problem solving strategies of more and less successful reverse
engineers and by measuring cognitive factors which might
play a role in HRE problem solving.

2.4 Research Gap and Research Questions
In this work, we aim to close the existing research gap by pro-
viding first insights into the technical and cognitive processes
during a realistic HRE task. We qualitatively examine the oc-
currence of the 3-phase model for netlist reverse engineering
in the participants’ behavior, and investigate HRE problem
solving strategies and their influencing cognitive factors on
the basis of behavioral and cognitive data. This allows us to
derive hypotheses for cognitive obfuscation techniques, i.e.,
novel countermeasures impeding HRE. The paper at hand
attempts to answer the following research questions:
RQ1. Can the phases of human sense-making be detected
during HRE processes? If so, which are the crucial phases?
RQ2. Which strategies distinguish more and less efficient
reverse engineers?
RQ3. Which cognitive prerequisites play a role for the suc-
cess of HRE?
RQ4. How can those insights be used to derive hypotheses
for cognitive obfuscation?
Our exploratory study opens many venues for further in-depth
research on the challenging interdisciplinary problem of un-
derstanding HRE.

3 Methodology

In the following section, we first describe the research envi-
ronment enabling our study. Second, we outline the details
of our user study, including our participants and all study re-
lated measures and processes. Last, we explain the behavioral
analyses providing the underlying data for our exploration of
human factors in HRE.

3.1 Research Environment
This section outlines the research environment consisting of
an extensive HRE training, the HRE tool HAL, and a practical
HRE task under study.

3.1.1 HRE Training
The contents of the 14-week HRE training were developed
based on the comprehensive body of technical research and
industry practices and on educational guidelines facilitating
learning HRE with input from experts from academia and
practice [43]. Subsequently, it was shown that the training
successfully promotes HRE skill acquisition [42]. During the
first six weeks, the instructors conveyed necessary theoretical
backgrounds, before students solved four training tasks with
the HRE tool HAL in the 8-week practical part. The training
was followed by a two-week study, where participants solved
a realistic HRE task. Crucially, neither the proposed HRE
phase model, nor the concrete scenario of, or any solution
strategies for the Study Task were part of the training.

3.1.2 HRE Tool HAL
Given today’s integration density, which commonly results in
very complex netlists, it is virtually impossible to reverse
even moderately sized IC or FPGA designs without tool
support. Therefore, it is safe to assume that professional re-
verse engineers, for example, in government agencies and
specialized companies, have access to such (internally devel-
oped) tools, cf. [20,34]. Recently, the open-source framework
HAL [15, 38] has become available on GitHub, which is the
first tool specifically designed to facilitate HRE. By using
HAL in our study, we create an environment that is, thus,
similar to one encountered in real-world HRE situations.

HAL operates on gate-level netlists. It has a modular and
extendable design and supports both, static analysis and cycle-
accurate simulation of netlists. There are several references
describing semi-automated reverse engineering and manipu-
lation tasks using HAL [14, 15, 39]. Crucially for our study,
HAL can capture all user interactions and therefore enables
the investigation of the many sub-steps that take place dur-
ing HRE, including the study of human factors. Below is a
description of HAL features that were particularly useful for
our study:

• HAL offers an interactive GUI allowing detailed manual
inspection and exploration of netlist components as well
as module grouping functionalities.

• HAL natively implements a Python interface enabling
script-based interactions with the netlist.

• HAL comes with a variety of accompanying materi-
als, most importantly a detailed documentation of HAL-
specific Python commands and a coding guide providing
many examples for common use cases.

3.1.3 Tasks and Materials
In the practical part of the HRE training and in the study,
participants worked on five reverse engineering tasks based
on flat netlists synthesized for FPGAs. Those netlists do not
contain any high-level information about the design such as
component names, module boundaries or hierarchy elements.
Netlist components are composed of Look-up tables (LUTs)
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with up to six inputs, which realize the circuit’s Boolean
functions, multiplexers, Flip Flops (FFs), and their respective
logic interconnections.

All five tasks are based on ideas drawn from recent liter-
ature on HRE attacks and countermeasures [1, 6, 14]. Thus,
they represent a number of different HRE settings ranging
from sub-circuit detection over obfuscation circumvention up
to malicious manipulation of cryptographic cores. The tasks
are designed with increasing difficulty, that is, the problem
itself increased in complexity, the level of guidance decreased,
and the size and complexity of the target netlist increased, cf.
Table 1. The level of guidance includes task-related support
by instructors, which participants received only during the
training tasks, as well as the amounts of accompanying mate-
rials, e.g., (excerpts of) scientific papers, or relevant examples
from the coding guide for the task.

Table 1: Difficulty, level of guidance, and netlist complexity
for the HRE tasks on a scale from + (low) to +++ (high).

Difficulty Guidance Complexity

Training Task 1 + +++ +

Training Task 2 ++ +++ +

Training Task 3 ++ ++ +

Training Task 4 +++ ++ ++

Study Task +++ + ++

In the following, the last and most difficult task, which
provides the data for our study, is introduced.

Study Task: Breaking Watermarkings. In this task, the IP
protection mechanism—a so-called watermarking scheme—
proposed by Schmid et al. [31] is embedded in a hardware
design, enabling the detection of IP theft. The analyst has the
objective to clone the underlying netlist without copying its
watermark, and therefore thwarting detection of IP theft in the
cloned circuit. While materials such as the original paper on
the functionality of the watermarking scheme were provided,
the analysts had to develop the strategies for detection and
removal of the watermarking themselves.

To enable analysis of HRE strategies employed by the par-
ticipants while solving the Study Task, netlist components are
pre-annotated in relevant and irrelevant ones. Out of 4653 to-
tal netlist components, 54 were marked as relevant since they
are associated with the watermark. 50 of those components
are candidates, thereof 30 actually implement the watermark
and are therefore targets. The remaining 4 components are
important anchor points for the watermark detection. Nat-
urally, the annotation was invisible to the participants. All
netlist components have a unique identifier in HAL, which
allows their tracing during the behavioral analyses described
in Section 3.3.

3.2 User Study and Variables
This section describes our user study in detail. This includes
the specification of our study participants and the expert, eth-
ical considerations concerning this research, as well as an
outline of the study procedures and variables.

3.2.1 Study Participants
We conducted our quasi-experimental study with a within-
subject design, where every participant had to solve the Study
Task using HAL. Since experts were generally unavailable
for this research, we approximated experienced reverse engi-
neers by recruiting senior-level and MSc-level students with
a (target) degree in cyber security. The recruited participants
acquired relevant HRE knowledge and skills during the ex-
tensive training phase and were selected based on their per-
formance in the four training tasks described in Section 3.1.1.
Furthermore, we approximated the situation of experienced
reverse engineers by providing a coding guide containing rel-
evant code snippets, instructions, and programming methods
which were used throughout the study and the training tasks.

Overall, 22 participants volunteered to participate in the
study. All participants were enrolled in either the last year
of a three-year bachelor’s or in a master’s program in cyber
security. Five of the original 22 participants decided to drop
out. Furthermore, three participants were excluded due to in-
complete datasets. Out of the remaining 14, eight participants
(mean age: 24 years; SD = 4 years; one graduate student)
were selected based on their performance in the training tasks,
i.e., the average solution probability of all training tasks was
above 95% per selected participant. Solution probabilities
were evaluated on a scale from 0% to 100% by three teach-
ing assistants based on a detailed gradebook with sample
solutions.

3.2.2 Sanity Check with Expert
Despite the difficulty of recruiting HRE experts as study par-
ticipants, we were able to recruit one expert through the pro-
fessional network of one of the authors. The expert also per-
formed the Study Task. There was a two-fold objective to
engaging the expert. First, the comparison of the reversing
behavior between the expert and the study participants al-
lowed us to explore if the students’ approximated level as
experienced reverse engineers was an adequate assumption.
Second, we could evaluate the difficulty of the Study Task.
For assessing the status as HRE expert, we followed the crite-
ria of Votipka et al. [37]: Our expert had 5 years of experience
and a self-assessed skill-level of 4 on a 5-point Likert-Scale
(with 1 being a beginner and 5 being an expert). The ex-
pert gave written informed consent on using the collected
socio-demographic and behavioral data in the context of this
research project. Cognitive abilities were not tested for the
expert to protect the person’s privacy in case of a potential
de-anonymization.
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The expert received the underlying netlist of the Study Task
and corresponding materials (virtual machine running HAL,
coding guide, documentation of Python commands, and paper
on the implemented watermarking) and was asked to remove
the IP protection mechanism from the circuit. Moreover, the
expert was already experienced in working with HAL. Sub-
sequently, the behavioral data collected while the expert was
working on the Study Task was analyzed in order to compare
the observations made for our student sample with respect
to solution time, as well as phases of and applied strategies
during HRE with the expert’s problem solving behavior.

3.2.3 Control Variables
We asked participants to provide information about their socio-
demographics (age, major, target degree, number of semesters
enrolled) in a self-developed questionnaire (cf. Appendix A).

3.2.4 Cognitive Abilities
Based on the definition of reverse engineering as a specific
type of problem solving [19], we transferred the concept of
problem solving research into the domain of HRE. Therefore,
as problem solving performances can depend on cognitive
abilities [17], we measured sub factors of general intelligence
and their correlations to HRE problem solving performances.
As a measure for problem solving performance, we correlate
the variable time on task, which is a traditional measure in
cognitive psychology, with levels of cognitive abilities. In or-
der to assess the participants’ levels of cognitive abilities, sub
tests of a valid test instrument, the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale (WAIS-IV) [40], were used. We integrated the follow-
ing three sub scores in our study: Perceptual Reasoning (PR),
Working Memory (WM), and Processing Speed (PS). The
fourth test of the WAIS-IV on Verbal Comprehension (VC),
which measures verbal reasoning and verbal expression, was
not included in the study since participants had different na-
tive languages. PR measures the ability to accurately interpret
and work with visual information. The sub score WM as-
sessed the ability to store information and to perform mental
operations on that stored information. The third score PS re-
flected the ability of processing visual information quickly
and efficiently.

3.2.5 Ethical Considerations
Our institute does not have an ethics board or IRB, but the
study protocols were reviewed and approved by the universi-
ties’ data protection officer. Before entering the HRE training,
all 22 participants gave written informed consent. They re-
ceived monetary compensation well above minimum wage
levels for time spent on materials related to our study. We in-
formed participants that they can withdraw from our study at
any time and that all partial data will not be analyzed or stored.
Privacy was ensured by randomly assigning pseudonyms to
the participants, which were used instead of their actual names
throughout all materials related to our study.

3.2.6 Study Procedures
The WAIS-IV was conducted in a 60 to 90 minutes face-to-
face session with each participant prior to the study. Before
starting the Study Task, participants were asked to answer the
questionnaire on socio-demographics via the online survey
provider Soscisurvey. After finishing the Study Task, partic-
ipants uploaded log files recorded while solving the Study
Task onto a server located at the university.

3.3 Behavioral Analyses
In order to explore human processes in HRE, we analyzed
log files automatically generated by HAL. We collected one
log file — containing several thousands up to tens of thou-
sands of log entries — for each participant solving the Study
Task. Every log entry consists of a timestamp and one of the
following events in HAL: (i) content and terminal output of
the executed Python script; (ii) manual selection of netlist
component (unique identifier) via GUI; or (iii) additional
system-level entries such as indications for user (in)activity.
The following parameters were extracted from the collected
logfiles and serve as the basis for the behavioral analyses.
Total Solution Time. Since participants solved the task over
a period of two weeks, relative solution time was calculated,
where loading the inspected netlist for the first time in HAL
marks the starting time. All periods lasting more than 10
minutes without log entries were manually reviewed. Based
on observed wall clock time and script changes during those
periods, a threshold of 60 minutes was identified for periods
of inactivity, which were subsequently excluded from time on
task (cf. Table 2 in Appendix B).
Executed Scripts. Executed scripts were saved as standalone
versions together with their associated execution time and ac-
cessed netlist components. Each script execution represents an
intermediate state of an iteratively developed solution script.
Manual Component Selections. Manual selections of netlist
components together with the associated time were extracted.
Time per Phase. The phases of human sense-making as de-
scribed in Section 2.2 were detected by checking the follow-
ing conditions for the completion of each phase:
Phase 1 is completed when all 50 candidates are identified in
the netlist. Thus, they have to be accessed by a script.
Phase 2 is finalized when all 30 targets which actually im-
plement a watermark are identified and the watermarking
signatures are read out. Therefore, data from those compo-
nents has to be extracted and processed via script.
Phase 3 is finished after removing all watermark signatures
from the circuit. This implies that all 30 targets have to be
manipulated. Consequently, the script solving Phase 3 has to
conduct a manipulation effectively removing the watermark-
ing on those targets.

Fulfillment of those conditions was checked through a com-
bination of automated script analysis, for example, when and
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how relevant components are accessed, as well as further
manual reviews of scripts. Manual reviews were conducted
collaboratively by two researchers familiar with the task un-
der study.
Progress Metric. As described in Section 2.1, reverse engi-
neers use the two principal actions of semi-automated scripts
and manual analysis. We assessed progress during the Study
Task with respect to both actions.
Script Progress Score. Regarding semi-automated reverse en-
gineering, we employed automated script analysis, e.g, the
observation of persistent lines of code with respect to the final
solution script, and further manual reviews of single script
iterations. For each executed script, a progress score between
0 and 3 was assigned according to the rules below:

0: no progress made: no or only obsolete code added,
1: few relevant line(s) of code implemented; small subprob-

lem solved,
2: relevant block of code or single significant line of code

implemented; important subproblem solved,
3: significant idea or significant block of code implemented.

Manual Progress Score. With respect to manual analysis,
groups of manual interactions were assessed on the same
scale by first pooling consecutive component selections and
then allocating the following progress scores between 0 and 3:

0: selection of irrelevant component(s),
1: repeated selection of a single relevant component,
2: repeated selection of multiple relevant components,
3: first selection of relevant component(s).

Progress Visualization. To enable visual representations of
progress during HRE processes, we allocated weights to the
progress scores. Progress Scores 0 and 1 were weighted as is,
while Scores 2 and 3, which represent the main progress and
occur only sparsely, were allocated a weight of 3 respectively
7. Those weighted scores served as foundation for the graph-
ical progress visualization as follows: For each participant
and phase, all assigned weighted scores were summed up.
Progress made is represented as the fraction of the weighted
progress score divided by the aforementioned sum.

4 Results

In the following section, we briefly illustrate the results of the
expert and classify them in relation to the results of our eight
participants before we examine the behavioral data and cog-
nitive abilities of the participants with respect to the research
questions formulated in Section 2.4. Section 4.2 provides
insights for RQ1 by analyzing occurrence and relevance of
phases from the three-phase model (cf. Section 2.2). With
regard to RQ2, the respective strategies of the overall most
and least efficient participants are evaluated in Section 4.3.
Section 4.4 presents first indications about cognitive factors
and HRE regarding RQ3.

4.1 Sanity Check with HRE Expert
The total solution time of the recruited expert for correctly
solving the Study Task in HAL was 162 minutes, which is
comparable to the fastest participant of our study (169 min-
utes). The occurrence of all three phases could clearly be
detected via analysis of the behavioral data as described in
Section 3.3 (cf. Figure 1). This is notable because the expert
has an entirely different training background than the study
participants. In Phase 1, the expert identified the watermark
candidates and saved them in a data structure, before writing
a function to successfully extract and functionally verify the
watermark signatures, therefore identifying the targets. In the
last phase, the expert removed the watermark signatures and
generated the watermark-free netlist.

With 164 executed scripts, the expert lies within the up-
per range of our participants, who executed between 62 and
175 scripts (cf. Appendix B, Table 3). Also, the number of
204 manual component selections is comparable to our par-
ticipants’ (cf. Appendix B, Table 4).

Furthermore, the in-depth analysis of HRE strategies re-
vealed that the expert applied strategies similar to those of the
fastest participant (e.g., divide-and-conquer), and only rarely
ran into periods of stagnation (cf. Figure 3 in Appendix B).

In summary, the expert’s results and behavior are in line
with the study participants, and therefore allow the assumption
of classifying them as experienced reverse engineers. At the
same time, the HRE expert solved the Study Task in a time
comparable to the participants’ time on task, which indicates
the adequate difficulty of the task.

4.2 Empirical Observation of Phases (RQ1)
All participants were able to solve the Study Task correctly as
indicated by solution probabilities between 97% and 100%.
Based on the behavioral analysis described in Section 3.3, the
occurrence of the three phases proposed in Section 2.2 could
be observed for every participant. First, participants saved the
watermark candidates in (different) data structures in Phase 1,
before iterating over those candidates to apply their specific
methods of functional verification to identify the targets in
Phase 2. Only after successful verification, the participants
began to remove the watermarking and to subsequently gen-
erate the watermark-free netlist in Phase 3. In the following
passages, we report our results regarding spent time, executed
scripts, and manually inspected netlist components per phase.

4.2.1 Solution Time per Phase
Figure 1 shows the time each participant required for solving
the Study Task, together with a break down of the times they
spent on each of the three phases. On average, participants
spent 254 minutes (SD = 74 minutes) on task. We also cal-
culated the group average of relative time spent on each of
the three phases, by averaging the relative times of all eight
participants: On average, they spent 12% (SD = 4%) of their
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time in Phase 1, Phase 2 consumes 58% (SD = 11%), and
Phase 3 took 30% (SD = 10%) of participants’ time solving
the task.

4.2.2 Executed Scripts per Phase
On average, participants executed 117 scripts (SD= 32) while
solving the Study Task. We calculated the relative number
of executed scripts per phase by averaging relative num-
ber of scripts per participant: 15% (SD = 9%) of scripts
were executed in Phase 1, 55% (SD = 13%) in Phase 2, and
30% (SD = 12%) in Phase 3. The number of executed scripts
per phase is represented in Appendix B, Table 3.

4.2.3 Manual Component Inspections per Phase
On average, participants manually inspected 123 (SD = 82)
netlist components while working on the Study Task. We cal-
culated relative numbers of inspected components per phase
by averaging relative numbers per participant. Participants
conducted 48% (SD = 35%) of their manual inspections in
Phase 1, 42% (SD = 38%) in Phase 2, and 10% (SD = 8%)
in Phase 3. Table 4 in Appendix B shows detailed statistics
on manual component inspections for all participants.

4.3 HRE Strategies (RQ2)
In this section, we perform an in-depth exploration of HRE
strategies per phase for Participants 1 (P1) and 8 (P8), the
least and most efficient overall participants with respect to
solution time. While P1 required a total time of 398 minutes,
P8 solved the task in 169 minutes. Both participants spent a
similar amount of relative time in Phases 1 to 3 (cf. Figure 1),
and had comparable total amounts of manual netlist interac-
tions (P1: 127, P8: 90). P8 executed the least (62) and P1 the
third-most (132) scripts. We want to illustrate that this was
not a problem of poor programming skills: Whereas only 47%
of the scripts written by P8 were syntactically correct, P1 exe-
cuted 73% syntactically correct scripts. A detailed overview
of the assigned progress scores per phase as introduced in
Section 3.3 is shown in Appendix B, Table 5. In the case of
executed scripts, a progress score of 0 — which indicates
stagnation — dominates all phases but Phase 1 of P8. Man-
ual analyses have crucial impact (score of 3) on progress in
Phase 1 for both participants, and on Phase 2 for P8. Over-
all, script-based progress dominates progress made through
manual analyses. A visualization of participants’ P1 and P8
progress over time is shown in Figure 3 in Appendix B. The
figure visually complements the exploration of strategies ap-
plied by P1 and P8 in Phases 1, 2 and 3 as presented below.

4.3.1 Phase 1 (Candidate Identification)
P1 required 54 minutes to solve Phase 1, while P8 identified
the correct candidates in 20 minutes. Both participants started
with manual analysis and were able to achieve initial progress
by selecting relevant components: P1 detected the first rel-
evant components after 7 minutes, and P8 found the first

relevant components after 4 minutes. After initial progress
had been made, P8 implemented his concept of structural can-
didate identification in the very first script (minute 18), which
then only needed minor adjustments in order to finish Phase 1.
P1 similarly implemented his crucial idea for Phase 1 in the
first script (minute 26) but needed several script iterations in
order to successfully identify candidates. Despite their similar
solution strategies with respect to interactions of manual and
script-based analyses, our manual script review revealed that
P1 chose a less efficient and more complex implementation
to detect the candidates as indicated by a larger search space
and a deeper nesting of the algorithm.

4.3.2 Phase 2 (Candidate Verification)

Participants 1 and 8 spent 111 respectively 228 minutes in
order to functionally verify the candidates. P8 made imme-
diate progress through manual inspection of relevant compo-
nents. Afterwards, P8 progressed towards the verification of
candidates via the development of scripts and single manual
inspections without significant periods of stagnation. Only
between minutes 89 and 99, the participant could not advance
the problem of data extraction from netlist components via
script. In our manual reviews of scripts, we observed that
P8 applied a divide-and-conquer strategy, and considered the
overall objective — removing the watermark signatures —
already in his approach of extracting them in Phase 2.

On the contrary, P1 started with an initial stagnation pe-
riod (minute 54 to 78), where three scripts were executed
without noticeable direction. His initial progress in Phase 2
was sparked through the manual inspection of relevant com-
ponents, although there were still irrelevant components
among the inspected. The next significant stagnation period
(minute 131 to 203) concerned the same problem causing
the 10-minute stagnation of P8. Another period of stagnation
lasted from minute 210 to 242, where P1 inspected irrelevant
components. Manual review of scripts revealed that P1 devel-
oped an efficient but complex algorithm for Phase 2 including
bitwise binary processing depending on several conditions.

4.3.3 Phase 3 (Realization)

The realization of the underlying objective took 116 minutes
for P1 and 37 minutes in the case of P8. Consequently, P8
moved quickly towards the solution without manual netlist
inspections. In the stagnation period from minute 153 to 168,
he merely tried to fix printing methods. P1 had a significant
stagnation period from minute 305 to 352, where the ma-
nipulation of binary strings represented a significant hurdle.
After this stagnation period, manual component inspections
served as impulse for further progress. In the last stagnation
period, P1 went back to the algorithm from Phase 1 to replace
hard-coded data with variables.
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Figure 1: Absolute and relative solution times per participant and phase. For comparison, solution times of the expert are
represented above the dotted line.

4.4 Cognitive Factors and HRE (RQ3)
The small sample size rendered statistical analyses of the in-
fluences of cognitive factors on HRE performance impossible.
We do, however, want to briefly describe one interesting find-
ing which can be discussed as an incentive for future research
on cognitive factors in HRE. Our data suggest a potential neg-
ative correlation between Working Memory (WM) scores and
the overall solution time of the Study Task. The descriptive
data shows that participants with higher scores in WM tend
to solve the task quicker than participants with lower WM
scores. P8 had the highest WM score (126) and achieved the
shortest time on task with 169 minutes. Meanwhile, the least
efficient participant (P1) with a time on task of 398 minutes
had a lower WM score of 108. There appears to be one out-
lier in the data (P6) which will be discussed in Section 5.3.
The descriptive and visual analyses by scatter plots for both
cognitive factors Processing Speed (PS) and Perceptual Rea-
soning (PR) did not show comparable results. Appendix B,
Table 6 summarizes the descriptive data of cognitive factors
and solution time.

5 Discussion
In this section, we discuss implications of the results presented
in Section 4 with respect to our four research questions.

5.1 HRE Phase Model (RQ1)
We were able to detect the proposed three-phase model for
netlist reverse engineering for all participants of our study (cf.
Figure 1). Thus, we suggest that passing through all phases in
their respective order is essential to solve the underlying task.
Our data revealed differences in absolute and relative times
spent per phase, implicating their respective levels of diffi-
culty. Moreover, we observed HRE as an interwoven process
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Figure 2: Scatter plot of solution time (x-axis) and Working
Memory scores (y-axis) with trend line. P3 did not participate
in the cognitive tests.

of manual and script-based netlist interactions. The observed
proportions of manual component inspections per phase im-
ply a high relevance of visual inspections for Phases 1 and
2. Even though amounts of manual interactions varied be-
tween participants as indicated by high standard deviations,
we could observe purposeful usage for every participant. In
the following, we briefly discuss our results with respect to
each phase.

5.1.1 Phase 1 (Candidate Identification)
The relatively short solution times observed in this phase in-
dicate that the identification of candidates, that is, relevant
components, could be solved efficiently via structural anal-
yses as described in Section 2.2. Since most manual netlist
interactions were conducted in Phase 1, we deduce that they
play an important role in order to detect and inspect starting
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points (e.g., global in- and outputs, or nets with a great num-
ber of sinks) for reverse engineering. The identification of
candidates in Phase 1 is a necessary precondition to conduct
targeted candidate verification in Phase 2. It is therefore —
despite its relatively short duration as observed in this ex-
ploratory study — crucial for the overall HRE process.

5.1.2 Phase 2 (Candidate Verification)
The significant portion of total solution time spent on Phase 2
implies that candidate verification was the most challenging
subtask for our participants. In order to verify candidates, par-
ticipants developed algorithms which functionally analyzed
single candidates. We assume that the development of such
an algorithm is a challenging problem. The results suggest
that manual analyses in Phase 2 supported most participants
in verifying candidates and developing their algorithms. A
sound solution of Phase 2 is very important as preparation for
the specific HRE objectives realized in Phase 3.

5.1.3 Phase 3 (Realization)
In Phase 3, reverse engineers conduct goal-oriented actions
on previously identified targets by means such as interpreta-
tion, manipulation, simulation, or a combination thereof. In
our case, watermarks had to be removed from the netlist via
manipulation. Although netlist manipulation was an essential
part of the training tasks, it was difficult to transfer those skills
to the application of removing watermarks as indicated by
a portion of 30% of total solution time. Participants applied
manual interactions only sparsely in Phase 3, suggesting that
they have less impact here compared to Phases 1 and 2.

5.2 HRE Strategies (RQ2)
In this section we discuss our results from the in-depth ex-
ploration of HRE strategies of the most and least efficient
participants (cf. Section 4.3).

The comparable amounts of manual netlist interactions for
P1 and P8 indicate their importance for HRE regardless of the
reverse engineers’ efficiency. Different amounts of executed
scripts between both participants are an evidence that the
faster participant made more progress per script. However,
our data suggests that P8 was not the better programmer than
P1, implying that other factors contribute to a higher level of
progress per script.

With respect to our progress score assignments (cf. Table 5),
we note that scores of 0 indicating stagnation dominate the
overall HRE progress. This supports the assumed high com-
plexity of netlist reverse engineering even for medium-sized
netlists as in the underlying Study Task. The observation that
script-based progress dominates progress made by manual
analyses implies the nature of manual analysis methods as
supporting factor for HRE.

In the following passages, we discuss the progress over time
of P1 and P8 with special emphasis on periods of stagnation
(cf. Figure 3 in Appendix B).

5.2.1 Phase 1 (Candidate Identification)
In Phase 1, both participants followed similar strategies based
on structural netlist exploration via semi-automated scripts.
The fact that initial progress was made through manual com-
ponent inspections by both participants further supports the
indication from Section 5.1 that manual inspections play an
important role at early stages of netlist reverse engineering.
Longer duration of Phase 1 for P1 was caused by a more com-
plex algorithmic approach for candidate identification which
is harder to implement.

5.2.2 Phase 2 (Candidate Verification)
Both participants followed different strategies in Phase 2 in or-
der to verify candidates identified in Phase 1. P1 started with
manual inspection of several relevant components, which then
were manually divided into subgroups of candidates. Subse-
quently, P8 started — supported by further manual analysis
— the development of an algorithm applying a divide-and-
conquer strategy. Thus, we assume that manual analysis is
a crucial factor for choosing this strategy and therefore to
solve Phase 2 in a shorter amount of time. Towards the end
of Phase 2, P8 applied his algorithm in a slightly adapted
version to the other subproblems. Consequently, the divide-
and-conquer strategy seems to be an efficient approach for
solving HRE problems in this phase.

On the contrary, no clear strategy is identifiable for P1
initially. We observed that P1 tried to continue developing the
candidate extraction algorithm from Phase 1 for this phase.
We assume that P1 did not develop such a concrete plan as
P8 based on the long-lasting stagnation periods observed
throughout Phase 2.

Additionally, we monitored a significant stagnation period
of 70 minutes, where P1 tried to read-out data from candi-
dates; P8 solved the same problem within 10 minutes. We
assume that P8 was able to apply prior knowledge from train-
ing tasks faster, since the they taught all necessary methods
to solve this problem. A further stagnation period during a
manual component selection could be observed for P1. We
hypothesize that P1 tried to explore new points of interest in
order to continue the verification of his candidates. This is a
further hint that P1 applied a sub-optimum strategy.

5.2.3 Phase 3 (Realization)
Forward-thinking of P8 enabled the fast solution time in
Phase 3 because the participant could adapt the existing al-
gorithms from Phase 2 in order to remove the watermark. In
contrast, P1 struggled as indicated by a long stagnation period
in which the participant tried to remove the watermarking on
a binary level. Additionally, P1 still needed visual input by
manual netlist interactions in order to execute the planned
strategy, which is a time-consuming process. In the last stag-
nation period, P1 tried to improve the algorithm for candidate
identification originally implemented in Phase 1.
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5.3 Cognitive Factors and HRE (RQ3)

In the light of RQ3, the conduction of statistical analyses was
infeasible based on the small sample size. Nevertheless, we
reported a promising result concerning a possible negative
correlation between scores in Working Memory (WM) and so-
lution time. The term WM is defined as a brain system which
enables the storage of sensory input (e.g., visual input) in im-
mediate awareness and the manipulation of that input in order
to solve complex cognitive tasks like problem solving [2]. It
consists of several parts, for example, the central executive
(attentional-controlling system) [3]. Based on a descriptive
analysis the data suggested that participants with higher WM
scores tend to solve the task faster than participants with lower
WM scores. Due to missing statistical analyses, we can only
hypothesize that the WM might play a role in solving HRE
problem tasks and future studies should statistically investi-
gate the interplay between WM and the efficiency of solving
HRE tasks.

Nevertheless, we try to explain differences in problem solv-
ing strategies of the participants by referring to the function-
alities of the WM. Baddeley and Hitch postulated that the
WM is central for solving cognitively difficult tasks like prob-
lem solving by performing mental operations on temporally
stored information [4]. Against this background, it might be
possible that P8 with the highest WM score achieved a more
efficient solution than P1 who had a lower WM score. P8’s
strong WM might have supported the participant in mentally
dividing the main problem into several sub problems, and
helped in selecting further actions in order to achieve sub
goals. Moreover, we assume that P8’s stronger WM might
have helped to conclude a stagnation period in Phase 2 more
efficiently (10 minutes) by quicker activating relevant prior
knowledge compared to P1 who needed over 70 minutes. Both
participants struggled with the same problem in reading out
relevant information from candidates. Although both partici-
pants acquired the same amount of HRE knowledge and HRE
skills (e.g., methods to read out data from the identified can-
didates) during the training phase, P8 was quicker in solving
that problem. We hypothesize, that the stronger WM enabled
P8 to activate stored information from the long-term memory
in order to analyze and work with inputs the participant stored
in immediate awareness in the WM. This ability of activating
prior knowledge is described by the term chunks [7], which
postulates that the working load of the WM can be reduced by
activation of knowledge structures. Those chunks can boost
the immediate memory of the WM and are connected to the
level of expertise. A stronger WM could have been advanta-
geous in producing a faster and more efficient solution.

Moreover, the scatter plot also revealed an outlier (P6) with
the lowest WM score. A possible explanation for this outlier
is that the measurements of WM abilities could have been
influenced by uncontrolled variables. Prior work showed that
the performances in WM tasks can be impaired by several

variables, such as chronic psychological stress [22], acute
psychological stress [26], negative emotions like anxiety [24],
or neural disorders [44].

5.4 Hypotheses for Cognitive Obfuscation
(RQ4)

Hardware obfuscation is understood as design method that
impedes reverse engineering. Even though it should not be
considered a silver bullet for hardware security, it can be a
useful tool, for example, for improving IP protection or in-
creasing the cost factor of an attack. Two important obser-
vations of our exploratory study are that (i) all participants
progressed through a unique phase model and that (ii) the
principal methods with respect to manual and script-based
analyses employed by the participants were similar. This al-
lows us to derive hypotheses for hardware obfuscation that
take this process steps into account.

5.4.1 Obfuscation delaying HRE Phases
Our data showed that Phase 1, the necessary first step of netlist
reverse engineering, can be solved efficiently. In order to
increase time on Phase 1, we suggest the following approach
for cognitive obfuscation: The netlist should be composed
of many equally-looking regular structures, for example, by
employing dummy wires or camouflaged gates [36]. Only
few of those structures should contain the actual HRE targets.
Thus, Phase 1 search techniques will return a considerable
number of candidates. As a result Phase 1 will be slowed
down through the amount of candidates found, as well as
Phase 2 since all candidates have to be verified functionally.

5.4.2 Obfuscation impeding HRE Strategies
Hardware reverse engineers have to develop strategies that
are tailored to their specific objective. From a problem solv-
ing perspective, Dörner and Funke concluded that a universal
problem solving strategy which can be applied to solve dif-
ferent problems does not exist [10]. Against this background,
it seems promising to apply different cognitive obfuscation
methods for a given netlist which are similar in appearance
but require individual solution strategies. This will force the
reverse engineer to develop and apply various strategies rather
than using a universal one.

5.4.3 Obfuscation against Cognitive Abilities
Based on our initial findings on the role of Working Mem-
ory (WM), it is possible that the performance in HRE might
be correlated to levels of WM. If future studies can support
this hypothesis with statistical data, the development of coun-
termeasures could aim to overload cognitive capabilities of a
reverse engineer. One important aspect in this context is the ca-
pacity of the WM. Even though the commonly assumed limit
of seven items [21] can be extended by activating knowledge
structures (chunks) stored in the long-term memory [7,11,16],
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the capacity of items that can be stored will always be a rather
moderate number. We hypothesize that cognitive obfuscation
could overload the capacity of the WM. A possible approach
might be the development of structures which force the ana-
lyst to apply a combination of many different strategies simul-
taneously (e.g., simulation in Phase 3 in combination with
structural and functional analyses in Phases 1 and 2) which
might overload the capacity of the WM.

5.5 Limitations and Future Work
While our exploratory study provides important initial insights
into the technical and cognitive processes underlying HRE,
there are certainly limitations. First, this research is limited by
the small sample size which did not allow us to conduct any
statistical analyses. With respect to cognitive factors, future
research with larger sample sizes could quantify the influences
of WM on HRE processes more accurately. In this context,
it would also be interesting to explore to what extent prior
knowledge and chunks are activated during HRE.

Second, our results are based on the behavioral analyses of
cyber security students who acquired relevant HRE skills and
knowledge during an extensive training phase. Even though
we worked with students, we took precautions to compare our
sample and the Study Task by recruiting an HRE expert. The
descriptive analyses of this expert served as a sanity check for
our findings, the approximation of experienced revers engi-
neers with our student sample, and the appropriate difficulty
of the Study Task. Our results, discussion and takeaways re-
garding strategies were obtained analyzing two participants.
Further detailed analyses of additional participants’ and of
the expert’s HRE problem solving strategies would have been
worthwhile. However, given that the primary goal was to pro-
vide first insights into the technical and cognitive processes of
HRE, we feel that our analysis is warranted and led to inter-
esting results worth reporting. We hope that our exploratory
study will trigger follow-up work which focuses on the in-
depth analysis of problem solving strategies in HRE. In the
future, qualitative data such as interview data may comple-
ment the comprehension of technical and cognitive processes
in HRE and could potentially lead to a more nuanced view of
the strategies the participants followed.

Third, we developed our HRE model based on the be-
havioral analyses of reverse engineers for a single, medium-
complex HRE task and it remains unclear whether the phases
transfer to different HRE settings. Nevertheless, it seems plau-
sible that the three phases can be found in other HRE tasks too,
but more complex real-world tasks could potentially lead to
an extension of the phase model, for example, by discovering
further sub phases that are universally observed.

Finally, we proposed first hypotheses for cognitive obfus-
cation techniques. Future work should evaluate which cogni-
tively difficult tasks are suitable to raise time on HRE tasks
and how they can be implemented in netlists.

6 Conclusion

The motivation behind this work is to take a first step towards
a better understanding of technical and cognitive processes
in HRE, an area with little prior published work despite its
importance in commercial and national security contexts. We
conducted an exploratory behavioral study with eight partic-
ipants who solved a realistic HRE task. We examined the
approximation of the participants as experienced reverse engi-
neers and the appropriate difficulty of the Study Task through
behavioral analyses of an HRE expert. We found that the
three-phase model for HRE, which we had postulated, was
in fact executed by all participants (as well as by the expert).
The analysis of behavioral data showed that the two prin-
cipal types of actions, manual and automatic analyses, are
closely interwoven during a given HRE task. The analysis
of cognitive prerequisites of the participants indicates that
the Working Memory (WM) might play an important role in
solving HRE problems.

Our study suggests several new research directions that can
be worthwhile to explore. It seems promising to extend the
study to a larger population of participants and, in particular,
to observe true HRE experts using a similar methodology
as presented here. Another especially interesting research
direction lies in the design of a novel class of countermeasures
against HRE, which will take cognitive limitations of reverse
engineers into account.
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Appendix

A Survey Instruments

Participant Questionnaire
1. Please enter your pseudonym: __________
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2. How old are you? Please indicate your age in years.
__________

3. What is your target degree? Please select one answer.
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Other: __________
Prefer not to answer

4. What is your major? Please select one answer.
Cyber Security
Electrical Engineering
Computer Science
Other: __________
Prefer not to answer

5. Please indicate the number of semesters you have studied
so far. __________

Expert Questionnaire

1. How old are you? Please indicate your age in years:
__________

2. What is your highest level of education? Please select
one answer.

Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Bachelor of Arts
Master of Arts
Ph.D.
Other: __________

3. What is your current job position? What are your respon-
sibilities? __________

4. On a scale 1 to 5, how would you asses your hardware
reverse engineering skill level? Please indicate your skill
level on the 5-point scale from 1 (being a beginner) and
5 (being an expert) by choosing one answer.

1 (Beginner) 2 3 4 5 (Expert)
5. How many total years of experience do you have with

hardware reverse engineering? Please indicate your an-
swer in years. __________

B Full Results

Table 2: Amount of excluded inactivity periods over 60 min-
utes per participant and phase.

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 E

Phase 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Phase 2 2 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 1

Phase 3 3 0 3 0 0 1 1 1 0

Total 5 1 3 2 1 1 2 1 1

Table 3: Amount of executed scripts per participant and phase.
For comparison, the experts’ amount of executed scripts is
represented in the rightmost column.

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 E

Phase 1 28 21 33 3 42 20 4 3 5

Phase 2 60 51 72 111 103 35 49 39 122

Phase 3 44 27 21 23 30 40 57 16 37

Total 132 99 126 137 175 95 110 62 164

Table 4: Amount of manual component inspections per par-
ticipant and phase. For comparison, the experts’ amount of
manual inspections is shown in the rightmost column.

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 E

Phase 1 93 66 0 4 217 16 47 23 8

Phase 2 19 4 37 162 8 0 93 67 194

Phase 3 15 0 1 21 59 4 24 0 2

Total 127 70 38 187 284 20 164 90 204

Table 5: Overview of assigned progress scores for executed
scripts and manual analysis assigned to P1, P8, and the expert
as explained in Section 3.3. Dashes indicate zero occurrences.

P1 P8 Expert

Score 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

Phase 1
Script 22 3 3 1 1 - 1 1 1 2 1 1

Manual 1 - - 1 1 - - 1 8 - - -

Phase 2
Script 48 7 4 - 29 5 2 2 92 26 5 1

Manual 7 2 - - 1 3 - 1 5 6 2 1

Phase 3
Script 36 5 2 - 12 3 1 - 25 7 4 1

Manual 2 3 - - - - - - - 1 - -

Table 6: Scores of the cognitive factors Working Memory
(WM), Processing Speed (PS) and Perceptual Reasoning (PR)
per participant and time spent on the Study Task in minutes
(P3 did not participate in the cognitive tests).

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8

WM 108 126 115 118 92 112 126

PS 106 146 146 119 109 119 117

PR 104 129 100 115 100 104 106

Time 398 218 186 232 220 261 348 176
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Figure 3: Progress visualization of the expert (top), P8 (middle), and P1 (bottom). The x-axis shows time in minutes, and the
y-axis measures progress based on the progress metric described in Section 3.3. Blue lines indicate manual interactions with the
netlist, while green lines indicate interactions with the netlist via semi-automated scripts. Reaching the horizontal lines 1, 2, 3
marks completion of the respective phases, which are also separated by vertical dotted lines.
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Abstract
As traditional legacy systems that run critical national infras-
tructures (CNI) are increasingly digitized for performance
monitoring and efficiency, significant attention has been
brought to improving their cyber security. Network and Infor-
mation Systems Security (NIS) Directive is the first European-
scale attempt to establish a high standard of cyber security
among CNIs. NIS raises questions about defining scope, pro-
viding evidence or mobilizing funding. Most importantly,
there is the fundamental question whether it would become a
tick-box exercise or lead to long-term improvements in secu-
rity practices. We interviewed 30 cyber security practitioners
in the UK to gather an in-depth understanding of NIS imple-
mentation and its probable futures. Our analysis found that
the emerging field of Operational Technology Security is yet
to formulate norms, standards and career trajectories. We are,
therefore, at a critical junction, where the scope of the pro-
fession is shaping together with the need for evidence-based
policy advice. Our findings are twofold: (1) a number of se-
curity tropes (e.g., “security solutions are the same across
the sectors”), which may drive implementation of regulations
such as NIS; (2) a classification of cyber security practices
mapping the diversity of policy interpretations. We conclude
with recommendations for policymakers and CNI operators.

1 Introduction

Critical National Infrastructures (CNIs) are facilities and
systems essential for a country to function. While the exact
scope is up for a political decision, sectors like water, energy,

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

transport, defense, health, emergency services would typically
be designated as CNIs. However, not all components of these
sectors are deemed critical, for example, current policy advice
focuses on protecting systems where a major detrimental
impact on the delivery of services could pose serious threats
to human life or compromise national security [31].

Critical infrastructures are supported by the Operational
Technology (OT) and Information Technology (IT) systems.
Some examples of IT systems are billing software, staff in-
tranet or data servers, however, their criticality depends on the
organizational context. Meanwhile, OT is defined as hardware
and software used to monitor and control physical equipment
like pumps or valves [24]. Some example systems and devices
used in OT environments include: 1) Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA): control network architecture used
for monitoring assets over large geographical areas; 2) Pro-
grammable Logic Controllers (PLC): industrial computers
built to endure harsh conditions and provide strong safety and
real-time properties; 3) Telemetry, or sensors communicat-
ing using radio, infrared or cellular networks; 4) Actuators,
components which drive the actual physical process based on
commands from PLCs. Experts working in the Operational
Technology environment would typically have an engineering
background, with specialization in control, networks or safety
processes. In the absence of university education, OT special-
ists would progress in their careers starting from blue-collar
roles like technician and plant operator [48].

For decades, OT systems have been limited to basic func-
tionalities, however, with increased digitization and the advent
of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), they modernize at
an unprecedented scale. One of the reasons for the slow pace
of technological advancement in Operational Technology is
the strict regulatory environment of the critical infrastructure
operators which prioritizes safety. However, the most recent
generation of OT devices promises not only improvements in
safety but also efficiency and monitoring, e.g., automatic leak
detection in water systems or increasing flexibility of energy
networks [15, 18, 23]. Yet, reports of recent attacks on critical
infrastructures show that securing OT systems from cyber
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attacks still remains a challenge (see analyses of Triton [29]
and the Ukrainian power grid attack [21]).

OT security is much younger than its IT counterpart, and
its concerns, traditions and feasible solutions cannot exactly
translate from IT security due to the differences in mate-
rial and regulatory arrangements. Furthermore, a significant
knowledge gap exists in terms of OT cyber security best prac-
tices [74]. Although the differences between OT and IT
security are still poorly understood, protecting Operational
Technology environments is a priority for nation-states due
to their strategic importance and role in delivering essential
services [19]. Therefore, the regulations and standards inform-
ing the design of OT systems require special attention from
security researchers and practitioners.

In order to investigate the interactions between regulations
and innovation, we turn to the Network and Information Sys-
tems Security Directive (NIS). NIS is the first European-scale
attempt to regulate and stimulate the development of cyber
security in CNIs [2]. The directive asked each complying
government to identify sectors in scope of the policy. The
designated industries are considered essential to human life
and exposed to cyber security incidents. As such, there is a
number of Operational Technologies within the scope of NIS,
which have not been previously dealt with by other digital
regulations (i.e. General Data Protection Regulations).

The development of new regulations in the field of emerg-
ing technologies raises questions about defining scope, pro-
viding appropriate evidence, mobilizing funding and, finally,
implementing policy [25]. Consequently, two questions about
the possible futures of NIS need to be answered:

• What responses to NIS are likely to bring about mean-
ingful organizational change?

• How can NIS avoid being reduced to a tick-box exercise?

While we cannot predict the future, we can anticipate a
range of potential outcomes by investigating how OT security
practitioners gain their expertise, and how they then apply it
to policy interpretation and implementation. We interviewed
30 cyber security practitioners based in the United Kingdom,
asking about their experiences of the evolving cyber security
policy landscape in the context of critical infrastructures. The
research project was guided by the following questions:

RQ1. How is the knowledge of OT security created?

RQ2. How do CNI operators interpret and implement cyber
security regulations?

RQ3. What OT security practices can be observed as a result
of these regulations?

We addressed the above questions in the context of NIS
Regulations, as implemented in our case study country, the

United Kingdom. Our questions were motivated by the in-
terest in the emerging profession and the act of collective
“sense-making” of the unprecedented policy. We argue that
only by understanding the practitioners and practices on the
ground we can establish whether and how security may be
advanced as a result of regulations such as NIS. Our work is
among the first to investigate organizational and practitioner
responses to NIS. The novel contributions of our work are as
follows:

We identify four Operational Technology (OT) security
tropes which could influence the implementation of OT se-
curity regulations: “separation means security”, “IIoT is in-
evitable”, “security solutions are the same across the sectors”,
“raising awareness leads to security”. In these four tropes
encountered, the notion of cyber security was equated with
solely individual or technological capability. We propose that
organizational and political dimensions of security should re-
ceive its due regard in the debate. Our analysis of these tropes
acts as a call to shape the trajectory of professionalization in
this field. We recommend that practitioners who encounter
OT security tropes should seek robust evidence and ensure
that these statements are appropriately translated to the OT
and sector-specific context before being circulated.

We propose a classification of Operational Technology
cyber security practices which maps the diversity of policy
responses and interpretations. We analyze these practices in
conjunction with OT security tropes to indicate how practi-
tioners’ understanding of NIS could lead to more security or
more insecurity. In doing so, we provide a set of recommen-
dations for policymakers and critical infrastructure operators.
Finally, we set the agenda for further research on the emerging
field of OT security.

2 Related Work

2.1 (Supra)national policy or legislation on
CNI cyber protection

Directive (EU) 2016/1148 [2] on establishing a high level
of security of Network and Information Systems (NIS), com-
monly referred to as the “NIS Directive”, is the European Par-
liament’s effort to improve network and information systems
security across the European Union (EU). The NIS Directive
has been mentioned as a motivating factor for organizations to
improve their cyber security processes (cf. [5,47]). At the time
of writing (June 2020), most governments identified the pol-
icy scope, outlined implementation road maps and suggested
penalties for non-compliance [10, 51].

Significant research has been done on other European ef-
forts in unifying law addressing digital infrastructures, such
as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [28, 39].
However, despite the importance of critical infrastructures to
society, organizational and practitioner response to NIS have
so far not been investigated in depth. Maglaras et al. [49],
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for example, gave a detailed overview of challenges for the
implementation of the NIS Directive in Greece, but little work
since then has explored practitioners’ experiences of policy
implementation since different member states transposed the
directive into their respective legislations.

Meanwhile, in our case study country, the UK, Shukla,
Johnson, and Jones [64] discussed how NIS implementation
strategy addresses critical infrastructure security risks in the
UK, giving a set of ten recommendations to bridge gaps identi-
fied in the NIS framework. Their suggestions centered around
holistic security governance, outcome-based audit approach,
and progressive road map to improve cyber capabilities of the
critical infrastructure operators.

Overall, the UK is considered to be fairly mature in terms
of IT cyber security, and less so when it comes to the OT sys-
tems [64]. The government’s ambition is for the UK to grow
domestic cyber security sector and become the global cyber
security leader [20]. The potential to realize these ambitions
will depend on the governance arrangements across critical
infrastructures. Carr [19] called for sustained attention on the
emerging public-private partnerships between the operators
and the government’s regulatory bodies. Each of these partner-
ships could impact the trajectory of NIS implementation due
to varying relationships and funding arrangements between
the (energy, water, transport) operators and regulatory bodies
overseeing equipment safety and pricing regimes.

Finally, in contrast to Shukla et al., our work presents one of
the first empirical works performed during the implementation
of NIS, going into much more granular detail to the challenges
faced by those affected by NIS, allowing us to reframe what
advice remains most urgent to practitioners.

2.2 Security Practices and Behaviors

While researching policy documents is crucial to investigat-
ing cyber security regulations, implementation is ultimately
a social activity. After all, people create shared understand-
ing of secure behaviors and practices. Previous research on
human factors in cyber security focused on systematizing
the types and kinds of security behaviors. For example, there
is the mapping of employees’ information security behavior
to various levels of information security knowledge [3]. A
typology of end-user security behavior triggers is suggested,
where social triggers (i.e. interacting with, or observing other
people) are the most common types, and social interactions
in the context of security are essential to our understanding
of security-related behaviors [26, 27]. Risk perception may
also play a role in security practices, as incorrect perceptions
have been noted to play a significant part in past attacks on
CNIs [57]. Such incorrect perceptions may arise due to latent
design conditions, or improper specification of system quali-
ties, borders, observability and controllability [33], making it
difficult to reduce blame to the level of the individual. Further-
more, it is necessary to investigate the motivators and barriers

of employees’ security behaviors, paying attention to respon-
sibility, personal and work boundaries and how these differ
across various contexts [12]. To stimulate security behaviors,
people need to be positively motivated, e.g., by overcoming
negative perceptions of security through establishing trust
with audiences and addressing concerns in an honest, trans-
parent way [37]. Moreover, it would seem that one-size-fits-all
solutions to improving security are not necessarily realistic,
as different authentication methods place burdens on their
users, leading to great variations among participants’ security
approaches and implementations [50].

We argue that the response to cyber security regulations
is a result of mutual shaping between policy interpretation,
capabilities of the stakeholders and material resources avail-
able [63]. Positioning the research in the social rather than in-
dividualistic framework requires a shift from behavioral theo-
ries to the theories of practice [72]. Situated practices are “rou-
tinized and hierarchically organized human activities which
take into account material resources” [62]. Although they
are widely studied in IT and engineering [30, 71], Cavelty’s
interdisciplinary literature review [22] shows that situated
practices have received limited attention in cyber security.
The practice lens encourages to trace how tacit knowledge,
circulation of norms and evolving technological capabilities
influence each other to shape “what people do” and “how
people are”. Finally, this focus emphasizes that “security best
practices” found in industry guidelines and regulations, when
performed in the real-world context, can sometimes lead to
the unexpected instances of insecurity [22]. For this reason, it
is crucial to understand the difference between “best practices”
on paper (i.e. in NIS guidelines) and situated practices found
during policy implementation process.

2.3 Differences between IT and OT security

As typical information technology (IT) and operational
technology (OT) solutions differ in hardware and software,
securing them necessarily does so too. The protection of OT
systems from cyber attacks is increasingly important [38, 69];
below we outline how the typical concerns and favored solu-
tions in OT systems differ from the IT (Table 1). It is worth
noting that OT security measures are not as established as IT
measures, therefore, their efficacy is still under debate [46,56].

Security behaviors in OT systems may thus also be an en-
tirely different beast from IT systems, as the varying demands
of different stakeholders represent many complexities that
place OT security into a gray area, with security workers hav-
ing to balance competing and complex demands [74]. CNIs
which fall under NIS operate both OT and IT systems. This
further emphasizes the need to study differences between the
security practices in IT and OT context, so that we understand
what support practitioners require.
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Table 1: Differences between IT and OT systems and typical
security measures ( [46, 56]).

IT SYSTEMS OT SYSTEMS 
• State of the art technology 
• Usually private enterprises  
• Priorities are: confidentiality, integrity 

and availability  
• Operated by office-based IT 

professionals 

• Legacy systems 
• Highly regulated for safety, mix of 

private and state-owned organizations 
• Priorities are: safety, reliability, 

robustness, maintainability, integrity 
and availability 

• Operated by engineers and manual 
laborer’s 

IT SECURITY OT SECURITY 
• Relevant standards: ISO270001, NIST 

Cyber Security Framework 
• Common solutions: pen testing, 

firewall, antivirus, insurance, access 
management 

• Behaviors and practices well 
documented 

• Relevant standards: IEC 62443 
• Potential solutions: patching, access 

management, firewall 
• Behaviors and practices poorly 

understood 

 

3 Study Design

We performed a qualitative study using key informant semi-
structured interviews [44] between November 2019 and Jan-
uary 2020, interviewing 30 people across professions and
sectors to provide opinions and experiences of security in crit-
ical national infrastructures (CNIs). The study was approved
by our institutional review board.

3.1 Recruitment
We used a combination of snowball sampling [55] and pur-

posive maximum variability selection [52] attending industry
events to establish contacts (10 participants), and through
there expanding our search to mutual contacts (17 partici-
pants). Besides this, we identified a small number of partic-
ipants (3 participants) through online cold calling. Our in-
formants were cyber security practitioners who are currently
working in various CNI sectors. We stopped recruiting when
we reached a sufficient variation of sectors (e.g. energy, water,
transport) and roles (e.g. regulators, security consultants, CNI
operators) as well as data saturation, a point where consecu-
tive interviews cease to provide novel insights [32]. A basic
overview of the participants we recruited is given in Table 2.

3.2 Interview design and methodology
We used a common topic guide for the interviews, shown in

Table 3. We designed the topic guide to allow gradually build-
ing a rapport and make participants comfortable (interview
questions 1-3 in Table 3). In particular, interview questions
2 and 4 pertain to RQ1; interview questions 5 and 6 relate
to RQ2 and interview questions 3 and 7 are relevant to RQ3.
Questions were tailored to each participant to account for
differences in sectors and professions. Interviews took place
either at the participant’s organization, our institution or via
online calls. One primary researcher conducted all interviews,

Table 2: Demographic data.
# Role Sector(s)
P01 Security consultant Oil and Gas
P02 Regulator Energy
P03 Regulator Energy
P04 Security working group co-

ordinator
Energy

P05 Engineering consultant Energy
P05 Engineering consultant Energy (Civil Nuclear)
P07 Director in Engineering

consultancy
Water, Energy (Civil Nu-
clear)

P08 Security Manager at the
CNI Operator

Energy

P09 Security Trainer Defence
P10 Incident Response Director IT, Finance
P11 Security consultant IT, Finance
P12 Vendor of security product IT, Finance
P13 Lawyer IT, Finance
P14 Working group coordinator Telecoms
P15 IIOT Manufacturer Across all
P16 Security consultant Across all
P17 Business Development at

IIOT R&D
Across all

P18 Project Manager in Engi-
neering Consultancy

Across all

P19 Project manager at IIOT
R&D

Across all

P20 Security consultant Transport (Rail)
P21 Safety Engineer Transport (Rail)
P22 Human factors expert in

Engineering Consultancy
Transport

P23 Incident response for a
manufacturer

Transport

P24 Security Consultant Water
P25 Security Consultant Water
P26 Security manager at the

CNI operator
Water

P27 Security manager at the
CNI operator

Water

P28 Regulator Water
P29 Regulator Water
P30 Regulator Water

which was necessary to build up rapport and trust given the
sensitive nature of participants’ work, and to allow for snow-
balling recruitment. Each interview lasted approximately 60
mins; all conversations were recorded with the interviewees’
consent. No reimbursement was given for participation.

3.3 Data coding and analysis

Interviews were transcribed using a professional service.
Transcripts were subsequently coded using NVivo software.
The coding was based on thematic analysis according to
Braun and Clarke [16], taking an inductive, open approach,
meaning that we established our themes and sub-themes based
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Table 3: Topic guide.
Topic guide for semi-structured interviews 
1. Story of OT security in your sector/organization: How did OT security look like before NIS, 
what has NIS changed in comparison? 
2. Story of your career: How did you get into security? How did your previous roles influence 
your current job? 
3. Situating security in a sector-specific context: What are the typical security concerns, 
regulations, technologies and procedures in your sector/organization? 
4. Standards and regulations: How do you apply industry standards and security policies in your 
organization? How to ensure they are applied successfully? 
5. Experiences from NIS: How do you understand NIS guidelines? What are your opinions on it? 
How have you been implementing NIS so far? 
6. Investments and innovations in your organization/sector: What are your plans for the next few 
months/years with regards to improving security? How will NIS influence your future 
investments? 
7. Communicating OT security in your organization/sector: How should we communicate across 
IT-OT divide? How should we communicate between the board members and the technical 
experts? 

 

on the most frequent and novel responses rather than fitting
participants’ opinions to pre-designed categories. We itera-
tively discussed the transcripts and the developing coding
schemata, where we focused on fostering discussion among
the authors and building towards a shared understanding of
the coded data to ensure coding quality [42]. As Barbour [7]
notes: “the degree of concordance between researchers is not
really important; what is ultimately of value is the content
of disagreements and the insights that discussion can pro-
vide for refining coding frames.” While some categories were
descriptive (e.g., notes on participants’ backgrounds and sec-
toral differences in NIS implementation), in most cases, the
act of coding reflected our analytic efforts (e.g., we coded
participants’ ways of talking which reflect IT, engineer’s or
regulator’s “worldviews”). The resulting codebook is given
in Appendix A. We grouped repeating and widely occurring
responses to represent major themes (security tropes and pol-
icy implementation practices) as well as their sub-themes. For
example, “Security tropes” were referenced 102 times across
23 participants, while policy practices were referenced 246
times across 25 participants. We noted that “security tropes”
was a worthy category of analysis, as it reflected the emerg-
ing state of Operational Technology expertise. Similarly, we
classified “policy implementation practices” to establish an
exploratory categorization system so further researchers of
NIS and other security policies could verify it against their
empirical findings.

3.4 Limitations
While we built a sample to ensure the validity of our re-

search (e.g., aiming at our sample being representative in
terms of sectors, roles and professions), we neither intend,
nor claim to offer highly generalizable results. Although the
sample includes a range of people, sectors, and professions,
the insights derived from the coding do not necessarily gen-
eralize to any of those variables, nor to the wider critical in-
frastructures context. Nevertheless, the paper provided unique

insights into NIS and its implementation. Due to the sensitive
nature of the field, an important and time-consuming part
of the recruitment process focused on gaining trust and ac-
cess to participant’s honest thoughts and reflections. This was
partially enabled by the authors’ participation in an industrial-
academic research consortium, which may have influenced
the topics participants were willing or prioritized to talk about.

4 Results and Discussion

In summary, our research found that the emerging field
of Operational Technology Security is yet to formulate pro-
fessional norms, qualification certifications and career tra-
jectories. We are, therefore, at a critical junction, where the
future of the profession is shaping together with the urgent
need for evidence-based policy advice, such as NIS directive.
Our findings are twofold: (1) a number of security tropes,
common practitioners’ generalizations about the best OT se-
curity measures (e.g., “security solutions are the same across
the sectors”); (2) a classification of cyber security practices
mapping the diversity of policy implementation (e.g. nego-
tiation, workarounds) . We analyze these practices through
the lens of security tropes to highlight whether they are likely
to bring about or hinder organizational change with regards
to security best practices. In doing so, we provide a set of
recommendations for policymakers and CNI operators.

The following section analyzes the results in detail. We first
provide a demographic description of participants and outline
our findings on the professionalization of Operational Tech-
nology security. Then, we analyze the four security tropes
widely discussed in the context of NIS implementation. Fi-
nally, we propose a classification of policy implementation
practices and illustrate how they could lead to security or in-
security. Combining results and discussion demonstrates how
a direct dialogue between empirics and theory can advance
the field of Operational Technology security as a whole.

4.1 New regulations, new roles
NIS itself mobilized the OT security expertise, with new

roles created to enable implementation of cyber security poli-
cies. For example, all 5 regulators joined their organizations
no earlier than 6 months before the interview date. We ob-
served that some participants anticipated that future recruit-
ment might prove difficult as “one of the biggest challenges
is to scale up resources and to go to the market, especially in
OT. There is a really, really, really, really limited number of
specialists” [P03]. Therefore, we argue that NIS both creates
the skills gap, by prioritizing the need for a new type of ex-
pertise as well as fills the gap by unlocking investment in new
staff.

According to our participants, OT cyber security is a rel-
atively new concept: during the interviews participants fre-
quently remarked that they “worked in cyber security back
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when there was no such thing as cyber security” [P27]. To
understand how participants’ professional experience built
their present expertise, we charted the diversity of informants’
backgrounds in Figures 1 (length of relevant experience) and
2 (education). In the absence of OT security-specific degrees,
participants often studied computer science, information se-
curity or engineering. In terms of professional experience,
interviewees’ past roles were largely technical, with only 4
participants having at least 3 years of experience in human
and social aspects of technology.
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Figure 1: Length of relevant experience – each bar on X axis
represents a participant. Y axis corresponds to the cumula-
tive years of relevant experience. X axis is anonymized, and
participants are represented in a random order.
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Figure 2: Participants’ education. N.B. Some participants
obtained more than 1 qualification.

Despite the burgeoning of accreditations and certifications,
some participants remain skeptical about their value: “You
look at an individual course and that might be $6,000, and
then you realize that’s only a small part of it and you need an-
other seven modules, so that ends up $40,000 for a certificate.

Should you be spending that much money on certification or
should you be going out and helping the industry in doing
better and learning more?” [P16]. Drawing from participants’
skepticism about the current cyber security education, we
contend that the pathway to professional recognition is not
clear.

Across the participants’ pool, we observed considerable lat-
eral movement across CNI sectors (e.g., from water to energy),
with 24 participants working for more than one CNI sector in
their careers. In particular, the defense sector was a notable
employer of security experts, as it features in the working
history of 8 interviewees. More than half of participants (18)
moved across organization types (e.g., from the private sector
to the public sector). This could partially explain reports on
the OT professionals shortages [40], where the skills gap is
shifted from one sector to another rather than tackled with a
systematic effort to train new professionals.

4.2 OT Security Tropes
Our main finding suggests that the state of OT security

professionalization observed at the time of data collection is
characterized by a combination of the following factors:

1. Increasing pressure to recruit experts;

2. Lack of established and “typical” career trajectory;

3. A need for professional education and guidelines.

As the question of NIS implementation is positioned in the
center of this “trilemma”, we risk that poorly evidenced and
OT-inappropriate advice will be circulated to influence key
security decisions.

We examined the instances where participants discussed
OT security tropes. We define them as widely held beliefs
which require a further level of detail before they can be suc-
cessfully applied to the OT context. Due to the combination of
rhetorical qualities like generalization, ambiguity and strong
normativity, they lead to the creation of advice which can
be easily marketed at mass scale [9]. As they’re quite vague,
they can appeal to professionals from diverse backgrounds.
We argue that participants held a variety of opinions on “the
best OT security practices”. This reflects the diverse levels of
sophistication when it comes to practitioners’ understanding
of organizational, social and political contingencies of NIS
implementation. As the social science studies of expertise
suggest, it is crucial to understand these tropes in order to
aid professionalization of the industry and effective policy
implementation [61].

As previous research on cyber security expertise demon-
strated, “translating” security knowledge form IT to OT is
not only a matter of IT experts learning engineering [70]. We
first ought to enquire: who believes in these tropes and why?
Then, we ought to pay attention to people and organizations
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benefiting from the circulation of OT security tropes by ask-
ing: who makes a profit of it? Whose security “solutions” fit
the stereotypes? Finally, we should bear in mind: what other
measures are overlooked as a result?

4.2.1 Separation means security

Interviewees discussed the feasibility of security measures.
In particular, “air-gapping” received considerable (both pos-
itive and negative) attention. Air-gapping employs physical
separation of secure computer networks from the unsecured
ones (e.g. public Internet, local area network). Traditionally,
air-gapping has been applied to critical infrastructures due to
the low level of digitization prevalent among their OT sys-
tems.

However, the current state-of-the-art attack methods are
sophisticated enough to deal with air-gapped systems, with
the most well-known (at least to the security practitioners)
example being Stuxnet [59]. Yet, outside the OT security bub-
ble, the conversations could look different, e.g., one of our
participants recalled difficulties when convincing senior man-
agement that “air gapping” does not ensure security: “When
you’re talking to the board and they say, “We don’t need to
worry about security because our production facility is air-
gapped”, there is only one place which is air gapped and that
is Battlestar Galactica!” [P01].

Debunking air-gapping is justified not only with the ad-
vancements in threats, but also with participants frequently
predicting that OT systems will continue to become more
IT-like, for example through implementing IT-standard net-
work protocols in OT devices or migrating data to the Cloud.
Although technologically feasible, IT-OT blending is not
adopted across CNI sectors at the same rate due to the cur-
rent regulatory constraints, such as the requirement for the
OT equipment to comply with industry safety standards. For
example, the regulator for the water industry debunked an
assumption of widespread digitalization across all critical
infrastructure sectors: “There are a small number of prod-
ucts that have to be approved because they’re in contact with
drinking water. For instance, a valve with a computer on the
back of it. It’s not worth approving this valve with the new
computer so you have to use the old computer” [P28]. In
the same interview, he later argued that if the safety regula-
tions remain stringent, OT systems will likely stay, to some
extent, air-gapped, meaning “ultra-safe old-school where you
don’t connect anything” [P28]. We, therefore, recommend
that before falling for the most technologically advanced (and
the most expensive!) security advice, CNI operators ought
to sense-check it against the organization-specific conditions.
Figure 3 demonstrates how this “trope” relates to NIS.

Trope: Separation means security

Analysis: In past, successful attacks on OT were executed in air-gapped 
systems. However, air-gapping is still used in cases where digitization is 

not widespread due to safety regulations. Consultants without the 
specific OT security expertise might not know the difference.

Risk to NIS: Circulation of outdated advice. Pressure to digitize systems 
without concerns for safety first.

NIS Recommendations for CNIs operators: Know about and protect 
yourselves against threats which circumvent air-gapped systems. 

Check whether alternatives to air-gapping comply with safety 
standards.

Figure 3: Analysis of the OT security trope: Separation means
security.

4.2.2 IIoT is inevitable

Tracing the course of innovation further, we observed a
paradox where as many as 11 interviewees would express
worry about IIoT, yet at the same time would say it’s “in-
evitable”. We observed various ways to contribute to pervad-
ing the discourse of “the IIoT inevitability”: from framing
OT cyber security as a challenge to be overcome solely with
technical solutions to treating the socio-political complexi-
ties of IIoT as irrelevant to the participant’s job. Boyd and
Holton [14], in their analysis of innovation discourses, cri-
tiqued the assurances of “inevitability”. They called for an
alternative perspective emphasizing complexity, uncertainty
and the role of power relations. As such, we recommend that
an alternative look at the future of IIoT would ensure that
concerns about security, privacy, affordability, sustainability
and labor losses are jointly addressed before deciding whether
and how IIoT will be present in critical infrastructures.

In terms of NIS implementation, participants flagged a
misalignment between the timescales of IIoT innovation and
policy development: “We’re facing the problem of IIoT ar-
riving. When we did the self-assessment, everyone was using
very traditional industrial control systems. In that time in
the last six months, we’ve all started adopting IIoT and it’s
going to get worse. So, it’s a big change and it’s one that’s
very much on everyone’s radar including mine” [P26]. We
argue that although this is certainly a concern to the industry,
concerns about IIoT also opens up a space to generate critical
inputs into the evolving OT security regulation landscape.
Given that innovation is not technologically determined but
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it’s a result of co-production, mutual shaping between the
society and technology [54, 63], security practitioners are key
stakeholders in the process of IIoT co-production as they have
the agency to raise, publicize and prioritize their concerns.
Figure 4 demonstrates how this trope relates to NIS.

Trope: IIoT is inevitable

Analysis: The discourse of "inevitability" of innovation is consciously 
perpetuated by the IIoT manufacturers. CNI operators and regulators play an 

active role in deciding on the future of innovative technologies.

Risk to NIS: Regulations becoming a vehicle for implementing IIoT for its own 
sake, without concerning security and other public values.

NIS Recommendations for regulators: align the timescales of innovation 
funding, regular upgrades and NIS improvement plans. 

Figure 4: Analysis of the OT security trope: IIoT is inevitable.

4.2.3 Security solutions are the same across the sectors

Another techno-deterministic understanding we observed
among participants is that security solutions do not differ
across the CNI organizations because “the tech basis of cyber
is the same across the sectors” [P09]. However, a closer look
at the CNI operators’ arrangements reveals cross-sectoral dif-
ferences which can be explained by physical constraints and
governance traditions, e.g., “In oil and gas is, the production
facilities, be that an offshore oil platform, are in a small geo-
graphical location, you can’t get onto an offshore oil platform
without getting on to a helicopter. Oil or gas pipelines, on the
other hand, are more like the electricity grid, but they are run
and owned and operated by completely separate companies.
In the water industry, we are unique in so far as we operate
both the production sites and the distribution network, and
the security model is very different for the two” [P26].

The diverse ways practitioners understand the application
of security measures in new contexts raises questions about
the biases they might carry when working across CNI sectors
or across IT and OT systems. If security is a subject to the ma-
terial [4] and regulatory [53] constraints, what is the efficacy
of sharing “best practices” or even a cross-sectoral top-down
directive like NIS? We recommend that initiatives focused
on sharing “best practices” should go beyond talking about
security measures and take time to explain unique organiza-
tional contexts. We hope that, by turning to the diversity of
participants’ experiences, we will able to exemplify the need

for contextuality in OT security policy development. Figure 5
demonstrates how this trope relates to NIS.

Trope: Security solutions are the same 
across the sectors

Analysis: Security "solutions" are contingent on geography, 
organizational structures, safety regulations and financial feasibility.

Risk to NIS: Creation of security industry standards which are not 
sensitive to organizational constraints

NIS Recommendations for CNI operators: When sharing information in 
working groups, don't just share your security practices. Explain the 

context your organization works in.

Figure 5: Analysis of the OT security trope: Security solutions
are the same across the sectors.

4.2.4 Raising awareness leads to security

Mentions of “awareness raising” were present in 15 inter-
views. Participants frequently acknowledged lack of aware-
ness as a key issue in OT Security. They had diverse under-
standing of what constitutes good “awareness” and the like-
lihood of awareness leading to improved protection. While
staff training is one of the deliverables of NIS, we problema-
tize “raising awareness” as an effective educational activity
and encourage practitioners to gain a more nuanced under-
standing of human and organizational factors. The concept of
“awareness raising” has gained popularity through the applica-
tion of the “information deficit model” since the 1980s [65].
The core tenets of the information deficit model are: 1) Igno-
rance is the reason for a lack of support for various issues in
science and technology; 2) Better awareness of science and
technology will lead to the desired societal outcomes (ibid.).
The framework has been discussed in several empirical stud-
ies of cyber security [6, 36, 75]. Information deficit model
received criticisms for proposing that rational and individual
agency is the key determinant for a given action. However, in
the words of an OT Security Consultant, “raising awareness”
might not only fail to bring about positive results, but also
unwittingly deteriorate the state of affairs: “P24: I believe is
that OT cyber security is such a new thing. It’s in the minds
of academia and it’s in the minds of certain people within
essential operating companies. It is not disseminated into the
public awareness either as an employee or as a member of
the public. And it shouldn’t be because general population
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can’t rationalize. They can worry. So why would you want to
worry a population? Is it beneficial for society to know of all
the things that bad people want?”

Going back to the notion of staff training as “raising aware-
ness” of NIS, we found that OT experts had a range of opin-
ions in terms of evidencing that training would work: from
colleagues’ anecdotes, own reviews, to, finally, an increase in
security tickets. In particular, the third notion deserves more
attention: one CNI operator reported that although staff train-
ing successfully raised awareness about security, it looked
like a failure from the outside as it led to an increase in se-
curity incidents being reported. We recommend that for OT
security, the goal of “raising awareness” ought to be reframed
to consider the following questions. First, how do you evi-
dence awareness and security? Second, who should be aware:
IT experts, engineers, board members, manual workers, pol-
icy makers or the general public? Third, what should they
be aware of: technologies, politics, human factors, organiza-
tional issues? Finally, we recommend that “awareness raising”
should be combined with other training methods, e.g. link-
ing security measures to personal values or communicating
operational benefits of security (e.g., improved monitoring,
and asset management). Figure 6 demonstrates how this trope
relates to NIS.

Trope: Raising awareness leads to security

Analysis: While awareness is an important part of security, it does not automatically 
lead to improvements. It is still debated what levels of awareness are sufficient, who 

should receive such training and how to evidence success.

Risks to NIS: Circulation of poorly-evidenced and ineffective training courses. 

NIS Recommendations for CNI operators: Be clear about who should receive the 
training and what are its contents. Do not rely on "awareness" alone - complement it 

with other training methods.

Figure 6: Analysis of the OT Security trope: Raising aware-
ness leads to security.

4.3 Social practices observed
The following section will turn to social practices of NIS

implementation, an uncovered through our qualitative inter-
views. If behaviors are analyzed through the lens of individ-
ual perceptions, motivations and attitudes; both OT security
tropes and practices are examined in relation to power, compe-
tences, meanings and materials [62]. We show that a nuanced

understanding of OT security tropes could contribute to the
construction of well-evidenced and context-specific expertise
and, ultimately, to the adoption of secure practices. However,
as OT security is in the early stage of professionalization,
some of the observed practices could, in fact, undermine the
case for improvements in security through regulations.

Drawing from previous studies on policy classifications [13,
67]we argue that an empirically based exploratory classifica-
tion system could be of use to fellow researchers and prac-
titioners. We classified the policies under high-level themes
to avoid falling into the trap of a formalistic understanding
of law; instead showing that NIS does not happen in vacuum
and is shaped by the environment in which it is implemented.

4.3.1 Classification of practices

We propose an exploratory classification of practices en-
acted as a response to cyber security regulations across critical
infrastructures (Table 4). The aim of our exploratory classifi-
cation is to establish an empirically grounded investigation
into the ’actually existing’ activities rather than idealized
types [68]. As such, we identified four main categories: com-
pliance, workaround, going above and beyond policy remit,
and negotiation. We recognize that this is not an exhaustive
list but, rather, a call for closer examination of the relations
between the stakeholders involved in NIS. We intend that the
classification could be further utilized by security researchers
and practitioners; i.e. they could verify our categories and add
new ones to reflect their experiences.

In creating our classification, we acknowledged previous
work conducted in the field. For example, compliance and
workarounds are well-researched in cyber security [8, 11, 35,
41, 45, 58, 73], however, rarely from the lens of situated prac-
tices [22]. The latter two categories (“going above and beyond
policy remit” and “negotiation”) received less attention in cy-
ber security scholarship (with a notable exception of Slayton
and Clark-Ginsberg [66], Shane [60] and Carr [19]).

Overall, past literature conceptualized compliance and
workarounds as one-way transactions, where a policymaker
sets the rules and a policy recipient responds to them. Mean-
while, we question this static configuration, demonstrating
that in all four categories critical infrastructure operators are
not passive recipients of the policy but its active co-creators.
Consequently, our analysis is focused on relations which make
the acts of policy interpretation and implementation “happen”.

4.3.2 Compliance

We understand compliance as “the act of obeying a formal
cyber security policy”. The topic was extensively studied by
the security community. For example, Gerber et al. [35] inves-
tigated the effectiveness of goal setting and rewards, whereas
Safa et al. [58] and Bauer and Bernroider [8] examined em-
ployees’ attitudes to compliance drawing from the social bond
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Table 4: Practices of policy interpretation and implementation
in the field of OT security.

 Compliance Workaround Going above and 
beyond policy remit 

Negotiation 

Security 
Example 

Completing asset 
discovery as an 
essential basis for 
further cyber 
improvements 

OT experts 
implementing 
their own 
security 
measures, using 
policy as a 
“sanity check” 

Intelligence sharing 
through a working 
group set on the 
basis of trust and 
shared terms of 
reference 

Operators giving 
feedback on 
Infosec-biased 
language of self-
assessment forms 

Insecurity 
example 

Interpreting the 
scope of NIS self-
assessment 
framework to own 
advantage, while 
excluding key OT 
assets  

Senior 
executives 
ignoring the 
need for 
improvements  

Overreliance on the 
latest ‘buzzword’ 
technologies when 
basic knowledge is 
missing 
 

Prioritizing business 
values over public 
values in policy 
interpretation 
(e.g., security at cost 
of privacy) 

 

theory and the theory of reasoned action. Yet, we observe that
compliance is not limited to a mere acceptance of the policy
(expressed by, for example, a positive attitude to it), but it
involves a degree of interpretation.

The NIS Regulations are written in a top-down manner;
therefore, they are not specific to CNI sectors. At the time of
writing, the only sector-specific documents were regulators’
guidelines on completing self-assessment forms. In the eyes
of critical infrastructure operators, NIS requires the operators
to manage assets which not only previously lacked regulations
in terms of security, but also lacked adequate procedures in
other operational areas. As such, some participants admitted
that they need to “get the basics right before thinking about
expensive silver bullets” [P01]. In order to improve the basics
of security, CNI operators ought to record their assets, decide
which ones to deem critical and, then, establish procedures
for management and monitoring: “CNIs don’t necessarily
understand their assets. So, the water industry, for instance,
might have tens of thousands of assets distributed over, 200,
300 square km. Do they know everything about every one of
those assets? Not necessarily because some of them might
have been put in 50, 60 years ago. They might have dropped
off an asset list sometime. They might have come back on. It
might have been refreshed but left there. Who knows? And
they are finding out that the work, that a discovery piece in
their asset management is pretty huge” [P01]

How does one know what counts as a critical asset? We
observed that this decision usually depends on the security
manager’s competences: what if an IT-trained practitioner
included only enterprise IT, excluding cyber-physical infras-
tructures from the scope? Furthermore, our analysis shows
that the processes also differ depending on the organization
type, e.g., participants argued that asset discovery is more chal-
lenging in CNIs with geographically dispersed assets, e.g.,
in the water sector. Finally, we argue that understanding of
asset criticality can be constructed as a way to advance own
career: a security manager could be interpreting the scope
of NIS self-assessment framework to achieve a good score,

while excluding assets which cannot be easily secured. One
participant remarked: “As the self-assessment form is subjec-
tive, it is a reflection of mindsets rather than cyber maturity,
e.g. some companies are adding physical security1 stuff in
their scope and, therefore scoring themselves higher.” [P27].

We link these compliance practices to the trope that “aware-
ness leads to security”. We suggest asking: who should be
aware of what? What assumptions are made about the cur-
rent awareness of policymakers and CNI operators? Should
policymakers be aware of sectoral specifics so they can write
better guidelines? Should security managers (especially if
their role or a whole field is new) be assumed to correctly
assess the policy scope? We recommend that practitioners pay
continuous attention to the idea of “translation” across IT and
OT as well as across the sectors to improve their capabilities
of policy formulation and interpretation.

4.3.3 Workarounds

Workarounds are “circumventions of a cyber security pol-
icy, which do not explicitly address its problems”. Like com-
pliance, workarounds received considerable attention from
the researchers, especially as they tie into the idea of usabil-
ity [11, 73] Kirlappos et al. [41] introduced the term “shadow
security” to describe employees’ unofficial security measures
(some of them of questionable efficacy) devised to ensure
their day-to-day work goals are achieved. Koppel et al. [43]
argued that understanding workarounds requires not only an
analysis of technical rules, but also interviews and observa-
tions of key informants. In our classification of practices as
workarounds, we drew from social scientific understanding
of the term [17], identifying actions which evade security
policies in a non-confrontational manner. Through avoiding
confrontation and applying their own definitions of “appropri-
ate and proportionate measures”, NIS stakeholders are devoid
of an opportunity to negotiate the scope of the policy.

In the context of NIS, some operators were known to im-
plement their own security improvement plans, using NIS as
a “sanity check”. One of the energy regulators argued that
this is a welcome practice since the policy was written in
a basic and generic way: “There are people who are more
confident, or have a different attitude to risk perhaps, and
will have their own views about what is the right thing to do
in their organization, and they might use NIS as a kind of
sanity check, a checklist to see how they compare with it. But
their real logic, decision-making will be based on their expert
knowledge of what they think is the best thing to do in their
circumstances, and they won’t blindly follow NIS” [P02].

Operators could also use workarounds to avoid implement-
ing security measures without the need to openly criticize

1CNI employees traditionally differentiate between cyber security (related
to the protection of personnel and equipment from malicious incidents using
digital technologies), physical security (related to the protection of personnel
and equipment from malicious incidents) and safety (related to the protection
of personnel and equipment from accidents).
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policy, e.g.: “I didn’t enjoy being a CISO because it was al-
ways going into the board saying: “You need to spend money”,
and the board said “Well, why? Prove it, show me metrics,
show me reasons”, and I can scare them with regulations, but
it was never a very scientific question, it was always a bit
finger in the air and, “This is what happens if we don’t do
it, but it might not because we might not get hit”” [P10]. We
note that as the core requirement of NIS is responding in an
“appropriate and proportionate” manner, the policy does not
prescribe risk assessment methodologies or security budgets,
leaving the decision what (not) to secure to the operators.

We link the above “workaround” to the trope “separations
means security”. Here we reiterate the point, that “appropri-
ate and proportionate” interpretation of NIS cannot be simply
assumed as senior decision makers in CNIs might not have
the expertise in the state-of-the-art attack methods. We also
state that relying on outdated measured is not only linked to
the lack of knowledge, but also to organizational hierarchies:
board members might circumvent the policy if it is tied to
activities, they are not willing to take part in. We cannot ig-
nore the dimensions of power relations present in workaround
practices. To better understand how practitioners, construct
the notions of “risk” and “appropriate measures”, we recom-
mend further research asking the following questions: How
is this knowledge negotiated between the board, a CISO and
other employees? How do practitioners know what is “pro-
portionate and appropriate”?

4.3.4 Going above and beyond policy remit

Across the responses to NIS, we noticed that the ambitions
of some critical infrastructure operators exceeded the policy
requirements. We call this category “going above and beyond
the policy remit”. As OT cyber security policies are new, we
did not identify any relevant past research related to this con-
cept. However, we noted that there is a considerable amount
of grey literature on “industry best practices” (e.g., [1, 34]).
While these reports might be detailed and informative, they
lack rigor to be treated as evidence for policymaking.

We identified that certain CNI operators formed working
groups to share progress on NIS and establish a whole-sector
benchmark. We claim that these practices are examples of re-
configurations of power and competence, where the operators
are able to elevate their status through co-operation and shar-
ing capabilities. The existence of working groups questions
the notion of policy implementation as a one-way, passive ac-
tivity. Their evolution will be interesting to observe, especially
as many of CNIs for-profit companies and competitors.

As participants reported, working groups were not required
by the regulators, therefore they tend to be industry-led: “So,
the working group is something has been going on for years
now. We [regulators] are not permanent members. We were
invited, of course, to be part, but this is a closed forum for
operators that is running for years for them to share and

it’s not only about cyber but also about other topics as well
to share and to experience” [P03]. Nevertheless, working
groups are not necessarily uniformly effective. Participants
remarked that the key to success are: the basis of trust, shared
terms of reference and secure storage of confidential data.

An example of a high ambition which does not lead to se-
curity improvements is overreliance on the latest ’buzzword’
technologies when basic knowledge of security is missing. We
noted participants’ fears that some operators can be tempted to
neglect basic improvements in favor of asset upgrades which
they argue as “due to be replaced”. Regulators reported that
the key part of their role to differentiate between legitimate
security improvements and costly innovations for their own
sake: “We want a highly resilient network, so that implies
that you replace these assets before they stop working, and
there’s some subjectivity when that should be. So, there’s an
argument that operators put forward is, we should replace
those assets a bit sooner than previously forecasted and at
the same time we can upgrade the cyber security. So that po-
tentially saves them some money, but it’s hard to draw out the
separation sometimes between the cyber security arguments
and the physical lifetime of the assets, but there are big sums
of money, hundreds of millions.” [P02].

Consequently, we identify that the practices of “going
above and beyond policies” are at risk of falling for the “IIOT
is inevitable” trope. We recommend that security practitioners
are cautious of the promises made by the manufacturers of
innovative technologies. IIoT, machine learning, and “essen-
tial upgrades” are not necessarily inevitable. Furthermore, the
funding mechanisms of critical infrastructures innovations in
the field of security ought to receive a closer scrutiny.

4.3.5 Negotiation

Our final category of Operational Techonology cyber secu-
rity policy response is negotiation. We define it as a “collabo-
rative process, where cyber security stakeholders co-create
the interpretation and implementation of the policy”. Negoti-
ations often involve compromising on conflicting priorities.
Co-production of cyber security expertise was described by
Slayton and Clark-Ginsberg [66] who argued that cyber se-
curity expertise is value-laden and it can contribute to “reg-
ulatory capture”, a situation where regulation serves private
interests rather than the public good. Furthermore, Carr [19]
analyzed the private-public partnerships forming in the UK
and the U.S. Her paper identified a disconnect between the
expectations of the public and private sector stakeholders in
terms of roles, responsibilities and power. These influential
papers are one of the few high-level empirical works in the
field of cyber security governance. Here we complement their
findings by outlining the details of stakeholders’ configura-
tions and practices on the ground.

One example of negotiation is the practice of the operators
and regulators working together to improve the language of
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NIS guidelines and self-assessment forms. In the following
quote, an OT security manager busts the myth that “security
measures are the same across the sectors”. He reports: “one
of my big bugbears with the OT cyber security policies is that
they are info sec driven. I prefer to use the term “cybersecurity”
because information isn’t the asset. Traditionally, forget the
computer systems. I start with something I say to everybody.
There are two fundamental differences between information
security and OT security. Number one is that the computer
system is just another component in the mechanical plant
in my world. So, it has no more importance than a pump
or a valve. If it breaks, the plant stops working (. . . ) So the
regulator looked for two water companies to work with them
last year to develop NIS into something workable for the water
industry. They brought out draft guidance and I sat down with
them for a day, and I went through some of the things which
just don’t work and there’s a big difference.” [P26]

In negotiating how to improve security through NIS
through the emerging working groups and public-private part-
nerships, there is a risk that a significant influence of private
sector over policy interpretation could lead to prioritizing
business values over public values. As the most cyber-mature
operators establish close relationships with the regulators, pol-
icymakers ought to remain objective and avoid biases during
audits and funding competitions. To complement that, CNI
operators ought to improve their capabilities in the areas of
human and social factors of technology, so they while imple-
menting NIS, they do not compromise on other public values
such as privacy, sustainability or equity.

4.4 POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
NIS DIRECTIVE

Based on the analysis of OT security tropes in conjunc-
tion with our mapping of policy implementation practices, we
proved a set of five policy recommendations for NIS stake-
holders in the UK and other European countries. We outline
these below mirroring the order of research findings in earlier
sections and specifying the target audience for each.

Recommendation 1 (for CNIs operators deciding on im-
provement plans): Know about and protect yourselves against
threats which circumvent air-gapped systems. Check whether
alternatives to air-gapping comply with safety standards.

Recommendation 2 (for regulatory bodies overseeing NIS):
Align the timescales of innovation funding, regular upgrades
and NIS improvement plans. When approving price reviews
for network upgrades, seek robust evidence for the claims on
the operational benefits of proposed innovations.

Recommendation 3 (for CNI operators responsible for cy-
ber security training): Tie the training to employees’ personal
concerns to make it relatable and interesting. Do not rely on
"awareness" alone - complement it with other training meth-
ods. Above all, place “awareness” in the usability context of
daily work; i.e. plant supervisors have different concerns to

admin staff.

Recommendation 4 (for all stakeholders) Practitioners
should pay continuous attention to the idea of “translation”
across IT and OT as well as across the sectors to improve their
capabilities of policy formulation and interpretation. This will
ensure that the scope and latter auditing of NIS pertains both
OT and IT and that the improvements are tailored to each
system.

Recommendation 5 (for all stakeholders) We recommend
that security practitioners ought to improve their capabilities
in the areas of human and social factors of technology, so they
while implementing NIS, they do not compromise on other
public values such as privacy, sustainability or equity.

5 Conclusions

The Network and Information Systems Security (NIS) Di-
rective is the first European-scale attempt to establish a high
standard of cybersecurity among the operators of critical in-
frastructures. In order to understand whether it is likely to
bring about a meaningful organizational change and avoid
becoming a tick-box exercise, we interviewed 30 UK-based
cyber security practitioners inquiring about their experiences
of policy implementation.

Our analysis found that the emerging field of Operational
Technology (OT) Security is yet to formulate norms, stan-
dards and career trajectories. We ought to be careful that “OT
security tropes” are appropriately scrutinized before serving
as policy advice. Furthermore, our study proposed a classifi-
cation of cyber security practices which maps the diversity of
policy responses to NIS. We analyzed OT security practices
through the lens of OT security tropes to indicate whether
they could lead to more security or insecurity. As such, we
observed that the process of NIS implementation is a two-way
exchange. We provided empirical examples of the practices of
negotiation and going above and beyond policy remit which
illustrate this point. Similarly, we argue that compliance with
NIS might not be reduced to a tick-box exercise if practition-
ers are reflective about “OT security tropes” circulating in the
field. Practices most likely to bring about meaningful orga-
nizational change are appropriately situated in the OT and
sector-specific context and aligned with cross-cutting public
values (e.g. security, privacy, sustainability and equity).

From a research point of view, our findings recommend
that the funding mechanisms of CNI innovations in the field
of security ought to receive closer scrutiny, and that further re-
search should be done to better understand how practitioners
construct the notions of “risk” and “appropriate and propor-
tionate measures”.
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A Codebook

Below are given per theme, the individual codes reported
on in this paper, together with a description of their meaning,
and exemplary quotes.

A.1 Practices
Compliance, secure

Description: The act of obeying a formal cyber security
policy likely to improve security.

Example: “CNIs don’t necessarily understand their assets,
per se. So, the water industry, for instance, might have
tens of thousands of assets distributed over, 200, 300
square km. Do they know everything about every one
of those assets? Not necessarily because some of them
might have been put in 50, 60 years ago. They might
have dropped off an asset list sometime. They might
have come back on. It might have been refreshed but
left there. Who knows? And they are finding out that the
work, that a discovery piece in their asset management
is pretty huge”

Compliance, insecure

Description: The act of obeying a formal cyber security
policy likely to deteriorate security.

Example: “As the self-assessment form is subjective, it is a
reflection of mindsets rather than actual cyber maturity,
for example some companies are adding physical secu-
rity stuff in their scope and, therefore scoring themselves
higher

Workaround, secure

Description: Circumventions of a cyber security policy
which do not explicitly address its problems; likely to
improve security.

Example: "“There are people who are more confident, or
have a different attitude to risk perhaps, and will have
their own views about what is the right thing to do in
their organization, and they might use NIS as a kind of
sanity check, a checklist to see how they compare with
it. But their real logic, decision-making will be based
on their expert knowledge of what they think is the best
thing to do in their circumstances, and they won’t blindly
follow NIS”"

Workaround, insecure

Description: Circumventions of a cyber security policy
which do not explicitly address its problems; likely to
deteriorate security.

Example: “I didn’t enjoy being a CISO because it was always
going into the board saying: “You need to spend money”,
and the board were, like, “Well, why? Prove it, show me
metrics, show me reasons”, and I can scare them with
regulations, but it was never a very scientific question, so
to speak, it was always a bit finger in the air and, “This is
what happens if we don’t do it, but it might not because
we might not get hit”

Above and Beyond, secure

Description: The act of exceeding the policy requirements;
likely to improve security.

Example: “So, the working group is something has been go-
ing on for years now. We [regulators] are not permanent
members. We were invited, of course, to be part, but this
is a closed forum for operators that is running for years
for them to share and it’s not only about cyber but also
about other topics as well to share and to experience”

Above and Beyond, insecure

Description: The act of exceeding the policy requirements;
likely to deteriorate security.

Example: "“We want a highly resilient, highly available net-
work, so that implies that you replace these assets before
they stop working, and there’s some subjectivity when
that should be. So, there’s an argument that operators put
forward is, well, perhaps we should replace those assets
a bit sooner than previously forecasted and at the same
time we can upgrade the cybersecurity of the sensors or
activators within these devices. So that potentially saves
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them some money, but it’s hard to draw out the sepa-
ration sometimes between the cybersecurity arguments
and the physical lifetime of the assets, but there are big
sums of money"" hundreds of millions.”"

Negotiation, secure

Description: Collaborative process, where cyber security
stakeholders co-create the interpretation and implemen-
tation of the policy; likely to improve security.

Example: “one of my big bugbears with the OT cybersecu-
rity policies is that they are very info sec driven. That’s
why I prefer to use the term “cybersecurity” because
information isn’t the asset. Traditionally, forget the com-
puter systems. I start with something I say to everybody.
There are two fundamental differences between infor-
mation security and cybersecurity, OT security. Number
one is that the computer system is just another compo-
nent in the mechanical plant in my world. So, it has no
more importance than a pump or a valve or whatever. If
it breaks, the plant stops working (. . . ) So the regulator
looked for two water companies to work with them last
year to develop NIS into something workable for the
water industry. They brought out draft guidance and I
sat down with them for a day, and I went through some
of the things which just don’t work and there’s a big
difference.”

Negotiation, insecure

Description: Collaborative process, where cyber security
stakeholders co-create the interpretation and implemen-
tation of the policy; likely to deteriorate security.

Example: "if you have several suppliers, you can actually
have competitive discussions with the suppliers. If you
actually use one supplier only, you don’t have that any-
more. One of the problems we’re having in the railways
on the signalling side is that we’re having less and less
suppliers and so the costs are spiralling because the sup-
plier knows we don’t have any other options."

A.2 Clichés
Separation means security

Description: Comments on air-gapping.

Example: “When you’re talking to the board and they say,
“We don’t need to worry about security because our pro-
duction facility is airgapped”, there is only one place
which is air gapped and that is Battlestar Galactica!”

IIOT is inevitable

Description: Comments on the trajectory and pace of inno-
vation.

Example: "We’re facing the problem of IIOT arriving. When
we did the self-assessment, everyone was using very
traditional industrial control systems. In that time in the
last six months, we’ve all started adopting IIOT and it’s
going to get worse. So, it’s a big change and it’s one
that’s very much on everyone’s radar including mine”

Solutions are the same across sectors

Description: Comments on sectoral differences and similari-
ties

Example: “the tech basis of cyber is the same across the
sectors”

Raising awareness leads to security

Description: Comments on the value of awareness raising
activities.

Example: "General population can’t rationalize. They can
worry. So why would you want to worry a population?
Is it beneficial for society to know of all the things that
bad people want?”

A.3 Participants

Background

Description: Participants’ education and previous roles.

Example: “worked in cyber security back when there was
no such thing as cyber security”

Talk

Description: Discourses of participants.

Example: “Virtually, you could look at every outcome in
the self assessment framework and have a debate about
whether you’ve met it or not, purely on the basis of what
sort of attacks do we expect to defend against. The frame-
work doesn’t take a position on that. So when every-
thing’s subjective, the decisions are made, are all largely
made ultimately on personal opinions and it’s hard to
summarize, hard to understand from that just what at-
tacks they are designed to be resilient against and what
they aren’t. Whereas if you have a standards based ap-
proach, standards on their own aren’t the full solution,
but I think they’re part of the solution. Things like the
[government cyber security] standard, which government
has promoted. I don’t know if you’re aware of that.”
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Abstract
Organizational security teams have begun to specialize, and

as a result, the existence of red, blue, and purple teams have
been used as signals for an organization’s security maturity.
There is also now a rise in the use of third-party contractors
who offer services such as incident response or penetration
testing. Additionally, bug bounty programs are not only gain-
ing popularity, but also are perceived as cost-effective replace-
ments for internal security teams. Due to the many strategies
to secure organizations, determining which strategy is best
suited for a given situation may be a difficult task. To under-
stand how these varying strategies are applied in practice and
to understand non-technical challenges faced by profession-
als, we conducted 53 interviews with security practitioners
in technical and managerial roles tasked with vulnerability
discovery or management. We found that organizations often
struggle with vulnerability remediation and that vulnerability
discovery efforts are hindered by significant trust, communi-
cation, funding, and staffing issues. Based on our findings,
we offer recommendations for how organizations can better
apply these strategies.

1 Introduction

Security vulnerabilities have caused substantial financial and
reputational damage to organizations and users over the years
and continue to do so at an alarming rate, despite the availabil-
ity of advanced tools for hunting vulnerabilities down [4, 6].
Manual code inspection, black- and white-box vulnerability
scanners and penetration testing are only a few examples
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without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
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of techniques commonly used for security vulnerability de-
tection before releasing software to users or after putting it
into production [12, 18, 26, 28, 30, 33]. We have also wit-
nessed the proliferation of bug bounty and vulnerability dis-
closure programs that encourage security researchers to as-
sist organizations with vulnerability discovery. Additionally,
regulatory bodies have released standards, such as ISO/IEC
29147 and ISO/IEC 30111, that guide organizations on how
to design their vulnerability disclosure policies and what to
consider after receiving vulnerability reports from external
researchers [1, 2]. Despite all these tremendous efforts by
the security and regulatory communities, the prevalence of
cyber intrusions and leaks suggest that processes involving
vulnerability management require urgent improvements.

We shed light on the current state of vulnerability detection
and management processes by conducting 53 semi-structured
interviews with managerial and technical security practition-
ers operating in the US and other countries. We contribute
to the understanding of interactions, inter-group issues, and
the challenges security teams face working with each other.
Our findings are informed by industry experiences of red,
blue, purple, and penetration testing teams, working as secu-
rity practitioners in internal security teams or as third-party
contractors, who are involved in vulnerability discovery or
remediation on a daily basis. We reveal insights into how dif-
ferent roles fit into organizational security strategies and how
human factors affect vulnerability management processes.

We interviewed personnel with experience managing and
implementing the security posture of their organizations. We
identify challenges managerial personnel face and the factors
they consider when they make decisions on vulnerability dis-
covery and management (e.g., creating bug bounty programs,
outsourcing tasks, etc.). We also identify the challenges pro-
fessionals from red, blue, purple, pen testing, and bug bounty
teams face in practice and how management decisions affect
their work. Our study attempts to piece together the perspec-
tives of different actors involved in vulnerability discovery
and management processes and identify challenges that re-
quire immediate attention by the security community.
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Vulnerability discovery and remediation processes are hin-
dered by a host of behavioral and organizational challenges.
Our results also show:

• an inherent trust problem between organizations and
testers or bug bounty hunters.

• a lack of effective communication channels between
testers who discover vulnerabilities and those responsi-
ble for taking proper remediation actions.

• a lack of clarity around who is responsible for fixing dis-
covered vulnerabilities, which turns vulnerability man-
agement into a “blame management” problem.

• a misalignment between security and business priorities,
organizations represented by our participants often took
reactive rather than proactive approaches to vulnerability
management.

• a tendency to adopt compliance-oriented approaches to
security rather than grounding vulnerability handling
processes in an understanding of potential risks.

We believe that our findings can propel further research to
better understand the human factors impacting vulnerability
discovery and management processes in the wild.

2 Related Work

Howard and Lipner [23] studied the security development life-
cycle in organizations and observed that implementing secu-
rity process improvements requires commitment from upper
management, which is often hard to get due to the difficulty
of associating security improvements with concrete business
benefits. Another line of research has focused on the eco-
nomics of bug bounty programs, the role of white-hat hackers
in vulnerability discovery, and how to encourage participation
in such programs [13, 17, 19, 22, 25, 27, 34, 36, 37]. Finifter et
al. highlighted vulnerability reward programs’ potential for
helping organizations discover more security vulnerabilities
than internal teams [19]. Zhao et al. found that the diversity
of contributions in bug bounty platforms correlates positively
with the number of discovered vulnerabilities [36]. Maillart
et al. found that current incentive structures on bug bounty
programs attract security researchers to newly released pro-
grams [27]. Researchers also found that the number of vulner-
abilities reported by bug bounty hunters correlates positively
with the monetary payouts disclosed in program policies [37].
Chatfield and Reddick reported on the Pentagon’s success-
ful experience with outsourcing security testing through bug
bounty programs [17]. Votipka et al. found that hackers and
testers follow similar approaches when searching for vulnera-
bilities [34]. Building on this work, we combine the perspec-
tives of bug bounty hunters and security managers to shed
light on the factors that organizations consider before decid-
ing to create bug bounty programs, and the expectations of
bug bounty hunters from bug bounty program managers.

Haney and Paul [21] conducted 14 interviews with mem-
bers of the blue and red teams at one public organization in
the US and identified a number of challenges that stem from
a lack of effective information sharing between these teams.
Botta et al. found that most organizations follow a decentral-
ized approach to managing cybersecurity and highlighted the
need for approaches that facilitate reporting and information
sharing across security teams [11]. Björck et al. interviewed
security practitioners in Sweden to explore how to address the
cost-inefficiencies associated with security management [10].
Werlinger et al. examined incident response processes and
emphasized the need for tools that facilitate active collabora-
tion between security teams whenever a response to a security
incident is needed [35]. Consistent with our findings, Thomas
et al. demonstrated the communication challenges that secu-
rity and development teams face in practice, and emphasized
the role of automation in helping security teams address se-
curity issues earlier in the Software Development Lifecycle
(SDLC) [32]. Ceccato et al. conducted an experiment to eval-
uate the usefulness of reports generated by static and dynamic
vulnerability detection tools for maintenance teams who are
tasked with developing security patches [15]. Assal and Sonia
highlighted the need for lightweight approaches to security
that can help organizations adopt sustainable approaches to
managing security throughout the SDLC [3, 32].

Other research has focused on privacy processes in organi-
zations (e.g., [5]); however, we consider this orthogonal to our
study, as the strategic decisions made throughout vulnerability
management processes are of higher relevance to securing an
organization’s entire technical infrastructure, while taking into
account human and procedural aspects. Several studies have
also addressed the problem of how to improve employees’
compliance with security policies, and help security managers
assess the security culture in their organizations [7–9, 29].
Furthermore, Stevens et al. [31] conducted a thorough investi-
gation of three security compliance standards and identified
148 security concerns that might render an organization that
is considered compliant vulnerable to high severity risks.

While prior work has examined certain individual aspects
of vulnerability management processes, our focus is on gain-
ing a holistic understanding of the pipeline, highlighting is-
sues that relate to organizations’ strategic planning of vul-
nerability management, and describing how different teams’
efforts help organizations improve their security postures.

3 Methodology

From April to June 2019, we conducted semi-structured in-
terviews with 53 security professionals in different security
testing roles (described in the next section). We also recruited
current and previous managers who had made important de-
cisions on vulnerability discovery processes in their organi-
zations. We used several channels for recruitment, including
advertising on Twitter, and two Slack workspaces (bugboun-
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tyworld, and bugbountyforum), which are used by testers and
bug bounty hunters to share resources, collaborate, and com-
municate with bug bounty platform employees. We also sent
emails to several pen testing companies, inviting their security
testers and managers to participate in the study.

We conducted six pilot interviews to validate our interview
process. Participants recruited for the pilot interviews were
contacted via Twitter or through professional connections.
One pilot participant did not consent to use his interview
data; hence, for the remainder of the paper, we report on the
data from 5 pilot interviews and 48 recruited participants.
Our study was approved by the relevant Institutional Review
Board (IRB). As a token of appreciation, we offered a lottery
drawing for five $100 Amazon gift cards.

We asked participants to complete a pre-interview ques-
tionnaire, which asked about their security testing experience
and their current and prior roles. Next, we conducted a 45-70
minute interview via online video chat software and recorded
the audio for transcription purposes (see Appendix A). The
lead researcher led every interview, and another researcher par-
ticipated in an observatory capacity. We conducted interviews
until the themes for each category reached saturation [16],
which was independently determined by two researchers.

We tailored our semi-structured interviews to participants’
roles and prior security testing experiences. The interview
process for non-managerial participants evolved around the
discovery processes they follow, tools they use, how they com-
municate with the rest of the teams, challenges they face that
might hinder their work, nature of the vulnerabilities they
work on, and their expectations. For those with managerial
experience, the interview covered their experience working
with different teams, reasons for deploying specific strate-
gies in their managerial capacity, and their expectations when
deploying different security testing strategies.

Our sample included blue, red, and purple teamers, pen-
etration testers working in internal security teams, security
consultants, bug bounty hunters, and security managers (e.g.,
CTOs and CISOs). At the time of our interviews, a sizable
portion of engineers and managers that we interviewed were
employed by some of the world’s largest tech companies,
serving billions of end-users. Twenty of the participants had
more than ten years of experience doing security testing, eight
participants had between 6 to 10 years of experience, 21 par-
ticipants had 1 to 5 years of experience, and 4 participants
had less than one year of experience doing security testing.
Many of our participants held multiple previous positions.
For example, some had industry experience in red teaming
and pen testing at the same time or held managerial positions
after spending some time working as security engineers (see
Appendix C). In particular:

• 38 worked as internal or external penetration testers;
• 28 had experience doing bug bounty hunting;
• 23 had held internal or external red teaming positions;

• 17 reported experience working in blue teams;
• 17 were CISOs, CTOs, or engineering managers;
• 11 had experience working as purple teamers; and
• 5 reported working as quality assurance engineers.

The majority of our participants came from the US, but
we also had participants from Canada, Germany, UK, India,
Israel, Singapore, Serbia, Brazil, and Bangladesh. Some par-
ticipants managed their own companies, offering external pen
testing services. We asked each participant about the number
of employees in their organizations and their security teams.
For around 40% of our participants, the number of employees
in their organizations were in the thousands; eight worked in
organizations with 100 to 5,000 employees, while the rest had
1 to 70 employees in their organizations.

Three external transcribers transcribed the interviews. Next,
the lead researcher and two other researchers iteratively built
the codebook. We used basic thematic coding, wherein each
code mapped to an emerging theme (e.g., blue-red-conflict,
bugbounty-trust). Our codebook has 32 major code categories
based on the role of the speaker, and those categories are
further divided into 88 sub-codes (see Appendix B).

Once the codebook was finalized, the lead researcher and
another researcher independently re-coded the interviews and
merged the codes to calculate the inter-rater agreement. Dis-
agreements in coding were discussed and resolved after reach-
ing consensus among all the coders. Our recorded inter-rater
agreement was 85.36% (Cohens’ κ = 0.71), indicating sub-
stantial agreement. We arranged codes into the three phases
of the pipeline: strategic decision making, vulnerability dis-
covery, and vulnerability management.

4 Security Teams

There are a number of security roles that engineers might be
tasked with in organizations. Many of our participants seemed
to be confused as to how to define their work and how their
role contributes to vulnerability discovery. For instance, a
director of security who manages several security teams and
is responsible for product security at a tech company that
serves hundreds of millions of users responded:
“Yeah pen testing, red teaming, those are very confusing terms.
What would you say is the meaning of pen testing?" (P52).

A CTO of a security consultancy offering vulnerability
discovery services to organizations mentioned that many of
his clients think that they should do red teaming or pen testing,
when what they need is an incident-response team:
“I have had clients that have suffered a breach in the past and
immediately they are like, ‘Hey, we want to get a penetration test
or a red team to figure out how the attacker broke in’" (P37).

We argue that not being able to distinguish between the
roles different teams are expected to play might lead to mak-
ing sub-optimal decisions and ultimately rendering vulnera-
bility discovery processes ineffective. Below, we present a
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brief definition for each of the different security testing strate-
gies based on themes found in participant responses and our
review of the related literature (e.g., [24]).

Internal Testing. We define this role as part of a quality
assurance process in which people with security backgrounds
either do testing or work with developers to build secure code:

“We have kind of check points along the development process. We
also have kind of programmatic deployment gates that a handful of
these tests must be met before things can even be deployed" (P10,
security manager tasked with managing internal testing teams at a
large organization).

Pen Testing. The goal of penetration testing is to find as
many vulnerabilities as possible, focusing on a finished prod-
uct or a service within a pre-defined period:

“I see penetration testing as audit. So it is assessing for all vul-
nerabilities, at every single point in time, within a defined scope"
(P40, a full-time bug bounty hunter with extensive experience as a
pen tester and a red teamer).

Red Teaming. Red teaming is goal-oriented and is about
going deep (compared to breadth coverage in pen testing);
that is, infiltrating the network in question and exploiting any
vulnerabilities in the process to reach a pre-defined goal. It is
commonly understood that red teaming emulates real-world
hackers in the most realistic way possible:

“In a red team exercise, you are working with no knowledge of
the product. It is as if you are an external hacker kind of thing,
trying to hack without access or insider knowledge" (P31, security
engineer tasked with doing internal red and blue team exercises
within a large public organization).

“The red teaming is really more, hey, we are not interested in
identifying every stage of vulnerability in the network, we are
interested in seeing how far can we get, what type of data can we
access, can we actually exploit the things that are most important
to the organization" (P30, a security manager who has extensive
experience leading red teams).

Blue Teaming. Blue teaming is about being defensive—in
contrast to red teaming—and concerns monitoring target sys-
tems for abnormal behaviors that might indicate the presence
of an adversary in the system or an intrusion attempt. Blue
teamers are expected to collaborate with red teamers in order
to make sure that their efforts complement each other and that
they are improving their detection over time:

“[A] blue teamer is exactly the opposite, is the defending side.
This means finding solutions, techniques, procedures to stop hack-
ers, stop red teamers from succeeding in their attacks" (P39, an
experienced blue teamer).

Purple Teaming. Purple teams might consist of members
from red teams and blue teams. The most significant advan-
tage of a purple team is to have both offensive and defensive
teams work together to achieve a common goal:

“The purple team is the one that navigates between the red team
and the blue team and sits with them together as a sort of mediator"
(P39, an experienced blue teamer).

Bug Bounty Programs. Bug bounty programs can be seen
as ways to crowdsource pen testing on publicly-facing sys-
tems without any time restrictions. Bug bounty programs
invite the public or a group of hackers selected by an orga-
nization to test its systems according to a pre-defined scope
and policy. HackerOne and BugCrowd are examples of bug
bounty platforms that act as intermediaries between organiza-
tions and external security testers [14, 20].

5 The Vulnerability Management Pipeline

Based on the themes that emerged from the interviews, we
identified three phases of an organization’s vulnerability man-
agement pipeline: from the moment the organization’s deci-
sion makers realize that they need security testing (“strategic
decision making”), to the methods chosen to perform that
testing (“vulnerability discovery”), to when discovered vul-
nerabilities are fixed (“vulnerability remediation”).

Strategic Decision Making. We wanted to understand
what decision makers expect from the various security testing
strategies and what drives them to deploy a particular one.
Our goal was to understand whether management are making
correct decisions that serve their organizations’ goals, whether
those organizations are ready for a chosen testing strategy, and
whether there are any cultural and/or organizational barriers.

Vulnerability Discovery. In this phase, the chosen security
testing teams begin searching for vulnerabilities in target sys-
tems. Different security testing teams have different goals,
expectations, and time restrictions. Further, some teams could
be better suited for specific categories of companies. We be-
lieve that it is important to understand the activities carried
out by each team and the expectations for each role.

Vulnerability Remediation. This phase concerns deciding
how to fix the uncovered vulnerabilities in a timely manner
to mitigate potential risks. An effective vulnerability manage-
ment process entails having a systematic approach to priori-
tizing discovered vulnerabilities according to their potential
impact and having clear communication lines between secu-
rity testing teams and any other stakeholders.
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6 Strategic Decision Making

The potential success of a vulnerability management pipeline
hinges upon utilizing the correct vulnerability discovery strat-
egy at the correct time. In this section, we present findings on
participants’ stated motives and other factors that go into their
decision processes. We focus on understanding: (1) when to
hire a red, blue, purple, or pen testing team, (2) when to create
a bug bounty program, and (3) what considerations are being
made before deciding to outsource security testing.

6.1 Deciding Between Different Teams
Below, we present the factors that influence the managerial
decision of which security testing strategy to implement.

Red Teaming vs. Pen Testing. We observed uncertainty
among our participants about when to do red teaming ver-
sus pen testing. The majority of our participants who are
considered decision makers did not see the need to do red
teaming when their organizations have regular pen testing
engagements. Participants expressed different motives for
pen testing, a commonly recurring one was to meet various
compliance or certification requirements:

“Pen tests are kind of a reproducible formula for getting the engage-
ment done whether it is to get that compliance checkbox checked or
they are just kind of going through the motions to make sure that ba-
sic security structures are in place"(P10, security manager tasked
with vulnerability management operations at a large organization).

Red teaming involves going in depth and emulating a mali-
cious actor. Participants mentioned that another way to look
at it is as testing all of the monitoring capabilities installed
by the blue team. Thus, to have a fruitful red teaming en-
gagement, an organization should have a reasonably mature
security posture with in-depth monitoring:

“If my goal is not to find as many vulnerabilities as I can, my goal
is to validate my security controls that I have put in place, then I
would love to hire a red team" (P41, a former red teamer and a pen
tester who is currently managing application security programs at
a large organization).

Regardless of the engagement exercise, participants com-
monly agreed that neither red teaming nor pen testing should
be the first approach to testing in an organization or the first
step in their vulnerability management pipeline:

“I think most organizations are not mature enough to have true
red team exercises performed. I don’t think having a red team or
having a penetration testing team should come before having an
effective vulnerability management program" (P41, a former red
teamer and a pen tester who is currently managing application
security programs at a large organization).

We observed that there is a common preference for doing
pen tests before putting software products into production and
whenever major changes to codebases are made. Red team

engagements come at a later stage, when organizations have
already tested their products internally and set up monitor-
ing and detection, performed the required pen tests, and are
willing to validate the security controls they have in place.
However, our results suggest that concerns around exposure
to legal liability might drive reluctance around the use of red
teams by organizations. Some participants expressed that it
would be risky to let external red teaming contractors test their
assets without being able to have full visibility into their ac-
tivities, as they had concerns that their sensitive data might be
leaked as a result. This might also create a potential conflict
between duty-to-report rules for red teamers and the actual
practices of companies. A former red teamer mentioned:

“You don’t know when someone is in the network, you don’t know
what he is reading. I know that there are NDAs, but sometimes there
is a code of ethic, that says if you find something illegal during a
penetration test, you have to report it. And in red teaming, let’s be
honest not many companies are in regulations with the law" (P24).

Blue and Purple Teaming. Our participants agreed that
organizations should have a blue team that is continuously
ready to detect intrusions and respond accordingly. A security
director responsible for vulnerability management operations
at a leading tech company mentioned:

“The first thing that you need to hire is the blue team. What are we
defending? What are the state of our systems? What is our attack
surface? That stuff you have to first understand" (P52).

Though, the majority of the participants mentioned that,
in most cases, blue teams are not set up until a breach in-
cident happens, which causes upper management to realize
the severe consequences of cyber-attacks and the importance
of proper security posture. Once an organization properly
implements the necessary security controls, red teaming can
be utilized to evaluate the extent to which such controls can
be exploited by the adversary and help in strengthening blue
teams over time. Purple teaming, on the other hand, could be
beneficial once a blue team is perceived as not maturing and
learning from the results of prior red teaming engagements.
However, considering that it would not be realistic for small
or medium size organizations to have red, blue, and purple
teams, a considerable number of our participants mentioned
that they would prefer to start by setting up a purple team,
where its members have red team and blue team backgrounds.

Bug Bounty Programs. We found different motives for
creating a bug bounty program. Many participants mentioned
positive experiences; having many eyes looking into their
systems and a large pool of testers with diverse backgrounds
can yield interesting vulnerability reports. A security director
who started a bug bounty program at a large company, and
slowly expanded their scope to cover their vendors as part
of their security boundary, pointed out the high costs of pen
testing services as the primary motivator for their decision:
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“One pen tester for one week is going to cost you a lot of money
and you can get much higher coverage with just that money and
many more people involved" (P52).

A few participants also had reasons for not creating bug
bounty programs. Particularly for financial and governmental
organizations, a common theme that emerged in our inter-
views was that they do not want to risk having unvetted “peo-
ple from the Internet” accidentally gain unauthorized access
to sensitive data stored in their systems. They mentioned that
they are more comfortable working with established external
security firms, where they can keep tabs on people who are
allowed to test their systems for security vulnerabilities:

“...trying to convince any government agency to try to offer people
a reward to try to break into their financial data, I think we would
have a very bad reaction to that, whereas saying, ‘it’s an audit’
would be a much easier sell" (P44, security leader of a consultancy
company that works as a government contractor).

Some participants mentioned that it is often difficult to jus-
tify the costs of creating a bug bounty program to upper man-
agement, as the costs associated with running such programs
are not fixed, relative to paying for an outside audit. Some
participants also mentioned that they hire external contractors
to conduct pen tests to satisfy regulatory requirements and
to convince their customers that they are sufficiently secure
because they have been tested by an outside entity:

“..the quality of that report you get from pen testing companies is
much much higher. It can also hold people who did the pen test
accountable" (P32, a security engineer tasked with red teaming
and pen testing at a large security consultancy company).

Participants who had created bug bounty programs men-
tioned that before creating a bug bounty program, organiza-
tions should make sure that they have a robust process for
handling reports received from bug hunters: assessing them
for validity, reproducibility, severity and impact, and then re-
sponding to the bug hunter promptly. Participants said that
starting a bug bounty program could easily overwhelm the or-
ganization with a lot of noise (false reports). There were also
concerns as to whether organizations, especially management,
clearly understood the prerequisites:

“My CISO likes to be able to tell customers we have a bug bounty
program; therefore we are very secure" (P41, application security
manager).

Due to trust-related concerns, several participants preferred
to create private bug bounty programs, where the organiza-
tion gets to pick the bug hunters who are allowed to work
on that program after doing proper background checks. One
participant also mentioned that his organization decided to
do all their bug bounty work on their staging environment,
where they do not risk bug hunters getting access to their
customers’ data, and can make sure that they can reset the
testing environment whenever anything goes wrong. Other

organizations might prefer to narrow the scope of their pub-
lic bug bounty program to include a few of their assets and
expand the program scope incrementally as they go forward.

6.2 Factors affecting decisions
Below, we summarize other factors that might potentially
influence decisions on vulnerability management.

Internal Teams vs. External Vendors. We observed com-
mon concerns related to the costs and difficulty of building
and maintaining internal teams, which were justifications for
outsourcing security testing. The majority of our participants
agreed that having internal teams is more beneficial in the
long term, as testers accumulate institutional knowledge about
their organizations’ systems and build understanding of their
business logic in more depth over time, as well as have con-
versations with developers and build relationships with other
security team members. Having internal teams also helps
organizations adopt a proactive approach to vulnerability dis-
covery. An engineer with more than 10 years of experience in
red teaming, pen testing, and managing security teams said:

“The internal folks come more or less over time, with a built-in
understanding of the business objectives, and the business logic
that needs to be expressed. The external folks by definition, don’t
understand the business as well. And so sometimes their findings
are not going to be as relevant to the company" (P17).

“A lot of folks struggle with external bug bounties because folks
outside the company will report something and there’s no clear
implication to the business. And you cannot automatically say this
is not a problem. But then you have to decide am I going to spend
time even figuring out if this is a problem, versus someone who
comes to the table with that work already done for you, then you
can immediately start remediating" (P17).

However, participants also mentioned that external testers
can help discover vulnerabilities that were previously not no-
ticed by developers or internal testers, since they often have
a lot of exposure to different troubleshooting scenarios and
clients. Furthermore, many participants highlighted that most
security engagements with external testers are time-scoped
and hence bear less cost and logistical overhead compared
to maintaining internal teams. This was especially the case
for small organizations and is the primary reason why or-
ganizations may hire external vendors rather than build and
maintain internal teams. Said an experienced red teamer who
now works as a consultant in blue and red teaming:
“So if I am a company the size of Walmart, I am going to have my
own red team. If I’m a small organization, and I don’t have the
money and IT isn’t my focus in the first place, I am not going to
try to build a red team and then I would definitely contract with a
third party to do it" (P30).

Furthermore, due to trust-related reasons, participants also
mentioned that external testers normally do not get to access
every resource they need in order to cover significant parts of
their clients’ attack surfaces.
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Selecting and Vetting External Testing Firms. Partici-
pants expressed a tendency to rehire the same external firms:

“We, our blue team, prefers a particular pen testing team. We have
good relationships with them, their diagnostics and write ups have
been just superb" (P9).

Other explanations included:

• they had a positive experience with a particular firm and
built relationships and trust with its members;

• they were satisfied with the level of diagnostic investiga-
tion and the quality of write-ups they received;

• they did not want to waste a lot of time vetting different
external firms;

• they preferred to work with firms that have a good repu-
tation in the industry; or

• they perceived difficulty in obtaining visibility into
how they are improving their security over time once
they switch vendors, as different vendors have different
methodologies and approaches to security testing.

A few participants, however, mentioned that they prefer to
rotate through a pool of vendors to:

• fulfill regulatory requirements;
• get specific testing expertise (e.g., testing cryptographic

solutions); and
• get different sets of eyes to test the same codebase.

Regarding the latter, an experienced pen tester stated:

“I think it is good to switch from time to time because other people
have other techniques and will most likely find other or new issues"
(P15).

Staffing and Budget. Participants mentioned the difficulty
of justifying security-related staffing or budget decisions.
Participants with management responsibilities admitted that
staffing is a big problem, and it is not a luxury that many can
afford. In response to why they do not have a bug bounty
program, the CISO of a large organization responded:

“We already know about more risks than we have the capacity to
deal with” (P1).

This might lead to a lack of visibility into unpatched vul-
nerabilities and a false sense of security until an incident
occurs. Participants also expressed the difficulty of convinc-
ing upper management to provide security engineers with
the required freedom to do their assessments and find vul-
nerabilities. Others mentioned that there had been situations
where their managers decided to build a security team very
quickly to react to security incidents without proper planning
and forethought:

“...out of the news, all of our [security] costs are basically viewed
as not required and extravagant. And it is always a fight to get
funding, even though when there is a problem suddenly funding is
free and how many people do you need" (P9).

Participants mentioned that, in some organizations, monetary
allocations might give upper management false assurances
about the organization’s security posture. In cases where an
organization has an annual budget allocated for security, upper
management might be under the impression that they are
secure when a regular security assessment with an external
contractor is only done as a formality to ‘tick the boxes’ and
have a report that says so. Said a pen tester:

“The CEO does not want to know if you have SQL injection, or
XSS. He just wants to see in the report, that we have spent that
amount of money on the security, and he always thinks like, ‘oh we
have spent a lot of money on security. We must be secure!’ ” (P24).

Many mentioned that they had to frame everything around
a dollar value to get attention. That is, some security managers
expressed the importance of conveying risks to the business
and describing the impact of potential legal liabilities or mon-
etary losses to upper management:

“When you say that this vulnerability has a CVSS score seven, they
don’t get it. When you can say, like, this risk represents an expected
loss of a hundred fifty million dollars, and they’re like, ‘okay we
know what to do with that’ ” (P17, security engineer).

Other managers also expressed difficulty in building secu-
rity teams that have combinations of qualified people with
different areas of security knowledge; e.g., network security,
mobile security, and cryptography. Some security managers
also mentioned the difficulty of making sure that discovered
vulnerabilities are addressed promptly by their qualified se-
curity engineers, as they are worried they might lose their
personnel once they are not satisfied with their workload.

Considering the costs of setting up teams of qualified per-
sonnel, several different approaches to managing security in
small organizations emerged in our interviews. Outsourcing
security to external contractors, using open source security
testing tools to automate some tasks, leveraging the security
teams of well-known cloud providers by putting most of their
security services in the cloud, creating private (invite-only)
bug bounty programs, and hiring a few security engineers
with purple teaming experience are the main approaches that
the participants brought to our attention. Particularly for bug
bounty programs, decision-makers working in small organiza-
tions were concerned that qualified security researchers would
not be attracted to work on their programs, given that they
would not be able to compete with organizations that have
mature bug bounty programs and provide high payouts. This
observation was confirmed by several bug bounty hunters:

“I have got two or three programs that I have spent a lot of time
on and I keep going back to them because I enjoy working with the
team, I know that they pay fairly well and they will turn around my
bugs pretty quickly" (P40, bug bounty hunter).

Some participants mentioned that they have a small team of
security engineers wearing multiple hats (i.e., doing offensive,
defensive, and quality assurance work at the same time).
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Scoping Considerations. Our discussions with internal
testers, security managers, bug bounty hunters, and external
contractors revealed that there is often uncertainty in how
to scope security testing. When defining the scope of a bug
bounty program, many decision makers preferred to focus on
detecting vulnerabilities that can be reached through publicly
available services. Some bug bounty hunters also mentioned
that they have accidentally stumbled upon critical vulnera-
bilities that are considered out of scope, and decided against
reporting them, because they fear that the organization might
take legal action against them. This fear was confirmed by
some bug bounty program managers, who expressed that they
would not welcome such discoveries, as they do not want to
incentivize bounty hunters to go out of scope.

Other program managers expressed that they would wel-
come such submissions, as it signals that the bug bounty
hunter cares about helping them improve their security pos-
ture. Other factors that might influence program managers’
decisions include the budget for paying bounty hunters and
the capacity of their internal triaging team to process incom-
ing reports. A broader scope is likely to incur higher costs,
just in terms of coping with more reports.

In contrast to bug bounty programs, scoping red teaming
and pen testing engagements is mostly focused on organiza-
tions’ internal assets. Although no-scope red teaming engage-
ments are perceived to be common for large organizations,
some participants mentioned that narrowing the scope of red
teaming could be useful in cases where an organization wants
to validate certain controls that they recently implemented.
We also observed that some organizations prefer to focus on
a specific area at a time; e.g., for the first couple of months
they will focus on a specific set of systems and then test other
systems later. For pen testing, the majority of our participants
indicated that no-scope assessments are often expensive, and
this might probably lead them to narrow the scope of systems
to be tested in order to afford their costs.

Other security managers mentioned that they are not confi-
dent with letting external researchers test every system they
have, leading to narrow scopes for pen testing or red team-
ing engagements. For the same reasons, some organizations
resorted to creating duplicate environments, where they put
all their code in a live environment, but with sensitive data
removed to mitigate the impact of any potential data leakage.
From the perspectives of pen testers, we noted that narrowing
the scopes of pen testing or red teaming assessments could
make the vulnerability discovery process very restrictive and
completely counter-intuitive to what the vulnerability discov-
ery process should achieve. Said a red teamer:

“...but like it gets to the point where they chop everything off to the
point that you don’t have a bite anymore and, you know, you want
to try as hard as you can, just like any bad adversary" (P42).

7 Vulnerability Discovery

Vulnerability discovery can start from the earliest phases of
the software development lifecycle. It can be part of each
cycle or can be brought in after each major code release. An
organization can have a dedicated security team testing all of
the ongoing projects or assign a team member(s) to work with
each development team(s). Below, we outline the processes se-
curity teams follow to discover security vulnerabilities based
on a synthesis of common understandings in the industry and
our observations from the interviews.

Pen Testing Activities. Pen testers aim for breadth by find-
ing as many vulnerabilities as possible within a predefined
scope and time frame. Participants also mentioned that they
often get the help of external pen testing contractors to test
their products before shipping them to users. Pen testers are
not supposed to hide their activities from other members of
the organization and are mainly expected to demonstrate the
vulnerabilities they discover to prove that they exist, without
exploiting them. However, one external pen tester mentioned
that clients sometimes ask them to exploit identified vulnera-
bilities to demonstrate their impact. Furthermore, most pen
testers’ activities are supposed to be continuously monitored
by members of the client organization to limit the conse-
quences of any potential unintended exploitation.

Red Teaming Activities. One of the main goals of red
teaming is to help blue teamers improve the defenses they
have put in place. Pen testing and red teaming bring different
benefits to an organization. Red teaming engagements nor-
mally take longer than pen testing engagements. Pen testers
are usually given access to internal resources, whereas red
teamers start their engagement with minimal to zero infor-
mation. For instance, some participants mentioned that pen
testers usually have internal network access, whereas for red
teamers, gaining access to internal networks is a goal they
should achieve. Furthermore, pen testing engagements are not
stealthy, and many in an organization might be aware of them,
whereas red teaming engagements are stealthy by nature to
evade any monitoring or access control mechanisms placed
in the organization and to effectively simulate the activities
of malicious attackers. For instance, some of the tactics red
teamers follow to decrease the risk of detection are:

• not installing custom software;
• trying to use system functionality as much as possible,

rather than using exploits;
• sticking to regular user working hours, so a blue team

would not suddenly start noticing loads of traffic;
• rotating their IP address or hiding them behind different

VPN providers; and
• not scanning many ports at once.
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Participants explained that there are basic steps that are
usually followed by red teamers. At a very high level, the first
phase is reconnaissance, which involves gathering as much
public information about the target as possible. Based on that,
red teamers can draw a plan outlining the potential targets
that they can attempt to attack or utilize to exfiltrate data. For
instance, they might send phishing emails in the hope that
someone will click on a malicious attachment, which will
then help them establish a foothold into the network. They
could also examine whether lateral movement is possible and
try to plant a backdoor in order to maintain persistence. To ef-
fectively simulate real-world adversaries, red teamers usually
ask organizations not to inform their employees—including
blue teams—that these offensive security engagements are
taking place; once blue teamers detect them or they success-
fully evade a blue team’s security controls, they communicate
their findings and provide guidance on how to fix the iden-
tified vulnerabilities. Red teams need to have broader skill
sets, including social engineering, physical security, and net-
work security. Participants also mentioned that pen testing
experience would be beneficial for red teaming.

Blue Teaming Activities. Blue teaming is concerned with
fixing vulnerabilities found in the discovery phase or imple-
menting proper monitoring capabilities to prevent intrusions.
Some examples of blue teaming activities that were brought
up in our interviews are installing firewalls and anti-virus soft-
ware, monitoring systems for suspicious activities, responding
to cyber incidents, trying to confuse potential adversaries once
they are detected in order to gain an improved understanding
of their activities and capabilities, and auditing and analyzing
logs. Some blue teamers also mentioned that most of their
work is concerned with fighting bad security culture, convinc-
ing people to install patches and teaching engineers the best
security practices. It is also worth noting that, in contrast to
red teams, blue teams usually have access to significant inter-
nal resources and are therefore expected to know the specifics
of what they are defending. For this reason, asset management
is perceived as a challenging task for internal blue teams. That
is, they cannot protect systems that they do not know about.

Purple Teaming Activities. We observed common confu-
sion surrounding what purple teams do in practice; some
thought the term signals that an engineer has red and blue
team experience, while others thought that applying offen-
sive and defensive security practices at the same time can
significantly contribute to hardening defenses in organiza-
tions. While many of our participants mentioned the difficulty
of building a purple team, we noted that small organizations
prefer to start with setting up purple teams without having
separate blue and red teams due to decreased staffing costs.

In organizations with red and blue teams, purple teams can
act as middlemen who facilitate communication between the
two teams by making sure that they have regular meetings and

regularly exchange information. Other organizations prefer
to assign some members of the red team to work closely with
blue teamers, to train them to detect the attacks mounted by
red teamers or reflect on the regular feedback they get from
red teamers. Another way of doing purple teaming exercises
is to have blue and red teams work very closely, where all
team members are involved in the same exercises. In such
settings, once a red teamer manages to break defenses, the
red teamer works with blue teamers to address the identified
vulnerability. Afterwards, the two teams can resume their
work and reflect on their progress.

Bug Bounty Hunters’ Activities. Bug bounty hunters con-
sider reconnaissance a critical phase in their vulnerability
discovery processes, in which they attempt to collect as much
information as possible about the target systems. This phase
includes activities such as enumerating all sub-domains, using
a service as a regular user to understand its functionality, pars-
ing public datasets, understanding data flow, and identifying
dependencies between different features or services. Some ex-
amples of the techniques used for vulnerability discovery that
we identified in our interviews are disabling certificate pin-
ning, reverse engineering apps, looking for default credentials,
discovering old services, and watching for DNS changes.

Inter- and Cross-Team Communication. One of the main
themes that emerged in the majority of our interviews with
security engineers concerns the communication challenges se-
curity teams face with other internal teams. From the perspec-
tives of red teamers and pen testers, they mentioned that their
findings are often not welcomed by blue and development
teams and that they are generally perceived as threats to other
teams; red teamers’ findings might make development/blue
teams look bad to upper management or potentially increase
their workload. Our results therefore suggest that establishing
cooperative and collaborative relationships between blue and
red teams seems to be a serious challenge.

In most cases, this might turn into a “blame-management"
problem, in that each team thinks that fixing the discovered
vulnerabilities is not part of their job. Several participants
mentioned that they had had situations where they decided to
report their discoveries to upper management to ensure that
the identified vulnerabilities got fixed. From the perspectives
of external contractors, they mentioned that they often report
their findings to the person who hired them and might not get
a chance to interact directly with internal teams who are in
charge of fixing discovered vulnerabilities. Participants also
noted that red teams are supposed to not disclose their activi-
ties or share much information about their testing strategies
to make their simulations realistic, and this can be frustrating
for blue teamers. From a managerial perspective, how secu-
rity teams are organized and structured could introduce some
communication problems. Said a security manager:
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“..a lot of organizations diversify teams too quickly so where they
have five or six people on a dozen different islands with different
names. And they lose a lot of the collaborative potential of the team
whenever they’re segmented off that way" (P10).

To address these communication problems, participants
mentioned some strategies followed by their organizations:

• situating security teams within engineering teams;
• letting different security engineers test the same product

at different points in time over the year and comparing
their findings to keep track of what vulnerabilities have
been fixed and what still needs to be done;

• setting up a purple team; and
• holding regular security-related meetings with represen-

tatives from each team in the organization.

Some also raised the point that having clear objectives and
increasing the level of transparency with security engineers
could make vulnerability discovery processes more fruitful.

From the perspective of bug bounty hunters, participants
have had a mix of positive and negative experiences when
reporting their findings to internal teams. Many of the bounty
hunters we interviewed mentioned that the bug bounty ecosys-
tem has allowed them to build productive relationships with
internal security teams at various companies, allowing them
to collaborate on fixing reported vulnerabilities and receiving
prompt feedback. Some mentioned that their work as bug
bounty hunters increased their chances of getting hired at
the companies to which they reported vulnerabilities. Several
participants also mentioned that they had situations where in-
ternal teams ignored their vulnerability reports or considered
the reports as out of scope because the internal teams did not
triage the reports correctly.

8 Vulnerability Remediation

Below, we summarize our observations that relate to fixing
the vulnerabilities uncovered during the discovery phase.

Triaging Vulnerability Reports. Internal teams have to
triage vulnerability reports they receive in order to assess the
severity level of each reported vulnerability and prioritize fix-
ing the critical ones. Participants described their experiences
with bug bounty programs that assigned non-technical people
to the task of triaging vulnerability reports, which resulted in
closing their reports as insignificant when the triaging team
did not fully understand the impact of the findings.

Fixing Vulnerabilities. With regard to addressing vulnera-
bilities, one main theme emerged: internal teams’ inabilities to
fix reported vulnerabilities due to the lack of detailed informa-
tion in the reports that allow reproducing the vulnerabilities
and thus make informed decisions on how to fix them. For ex-
ample, bug bounty hunters mentioned that patches applied by

internal security teams could often be bypassed. For this rea-
son, some security managers mentioned that they sometimes
offer extra bounties or reputation points for bounty hunters
willing to help with remediation. However, participants men-
tioned that providing extra incentives is not common and that
the current bug bounty ecosystem does not incentivize exter-
nal researchers to go beyond surface-level checks to ensure
that reported vulnerabilities have been properly fixed:

“There is one program that I’ve worked on that specifically says
you will receive a high bounty if you provide a remediation advice.
So it is not something that I see across the board in having rec-
ommended fixes, I tend to think that the teams themselves are in
a much better place to know how to fix it, that I’m here to explain
the issue in a way that they can understand it" (P40, full-time bug
bounty hunter).

Others thought it would be helpful to ask bug bounty
hunters to retest the fixes released by companies:

“I think it’s good to send it back to you after they fix it and ask you
to check it because they might have put a patch that wasn’t fully
secure. So I think that is a great way to just get confirmation that it
is fixed" (P25, bug bounty hunter).

A participant with extensive pen testing experience stated
that external security testers usually lack the specifics needed
to describe how to fix identified vulnerabilities. On the flip
side, from internal teams’ perspectives, some participants
stated that they often do not have a clear idea of how a vul-
nerability reported by an external tester was discovered in
the first place, which is one of the reasons why they might
have no way to validate the fix. Other participants mentioned
that they arrange for external pen testers to meet with internal
teams to discuss possible remediation strategies. External pen
testers might also be asked by the organization to do another
pen test after a certain period to check whether the identified
vulnerabilities still exist.

From security managers’ perspectives, many stressed the
importance of providing comprehensive and detailed mitiga-
tion strategies by security testers to allow internal teams to
find an alternative approach to fixing a vulnerability, once
they find it infeasible to fix it in a particular way.

When discussing the extent to which internal teams are ca-
pable of addressing vulnerabilities promptly, an experienced
blue teamer explained:

“ a lot of them don’t know how to test whether or not the patch
solved the problem. I think that the biggest reason is skill" (P9).

Other barriers hinder the remediation process. For example,
internal teams might identify dependencies between different
applications that might involve other internal departments or
external vendors, or require hiring additional software devel-
opers with special expertise. This might decrease the likeli-
hood of applying fixes promptly. Some security managers also
mentioned that lack of transparency between all the internal
and external parties involved in security processes is often an
obstacle towards effective vulnerability remediation:
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“We have trained our engineers to not come to us, but we have
lost visibility of everything else that is happening, and now we are,
back to a super reactive mode, where we want to be in a super
proactive mode" (P43).

Compliance vs. Security. Depending on the industry, there
are specific compliance requirements that must be met in order
to make sure that the organization is doing the bare minimum
to secure their users or customers. Such requirements have
made organizations to adopt compliance-oriented rather than
security-oriented mindsets. Most of the participants who have
experience working as external pen testers described their
experiences with organizations that ask them to downplay the
severity rating of a critical vulnerability in the reports they
plan to submit to regulators or to take some vulnerabilities out
of a report when they do not have enough time to fix them.

This is made worse when pen testers are pressured by their
managers to comply with these client requests to maintain re-
lationships. These external pen tests are sometimes perceived
as a way to shift the liability and accountability for security
breaches from the client organization to the pen testing con-
tractor. Said two pen testers:

“We’ve been told we don’t want you to actually solve this problem,
we just want you to make the check box go away" (P9).

“I think that turns pen tests into commodity and not clients that
really want to understand the exposure and ultimately not necessar-
ily interested in actually fixing things and getting a better security"
(P38).

9 Discussion

In this section, we analyze the challenges that came up in
the interviews, which we believe can be addressed by paying
more attention to human factors.

Security Is a Reactive Measure. Security testers and engi-
neers mentioned that convincing management that security
should be a priority is hard in many organizations. Organiza-
tions that struggle to coordinate to place security as a high
priority often spend more time reacting to incoming vulner-
abilities than proactively searching for vulnerabilities. The
reactive approach to vulnerability discovery and remediation
may increase the chances of organizations falling victims to
security attacks despite advances in vulnerability detection
tools and techniques. Staffing and budgeting costs could also
push organizations to be conservative in their investments in
security, particularly in small organizations.

Insufficient Attention to Vulnerability Remediation.
Participants mentioned that management might invest in se-
curity for reasons other than securing their systems (e.g., ful-
filling compliance requirements). Although the byproduct
of these intentions might still lead organizations to invest in

vulnerability discovery, the downstream effects of finding a
vulnerability may not be effective for fixing the root cause of
the vulnerability. Compliance regulations often require orga-
nizations to establish and follow their own processes to handle
vulnerabilities, with compliance often checked by periodic
audits (e.g., every 6 months). Since compliance is checked at
discrete intervals instead of continuously, organizations that
invest in security for compliance purposes may only address
discovered vulnerabilities once an audit is scheduled, so that
they may develop a corpus of events for the purpose of pass-
ing the audit. This is likely to render vulnerability discovery
efforts ineffective since discovered vulnerabilities might not
be remediated correctly or promptly.

Trust. When working with external testers, one of the most
significant challenges faced by organizations and internal
testers is trusting external testers with their systems and data.
This can discourage organizations from creating public bug
bounty programs or working with external red teaming firms.
Trust can also be a factor in deciding what components are
in-scope for testing engagements, and this might increase the
chances of leaving some vulnerabilities undetected. Our re-
sults suggest that many organizations tend to put rules in place
that limit what red teamers can realistically do to simulate the
adversary. Said the director of a pen testing firm:

“..everybody is talking about they want a red team, they want a red
team, but at the end of the day, they want to put a bunch of rules
around it, just like regular penetration tests" (P38).

For the same reason, many bug bounty hunters expressed
that they often feel hesitant to report vulnerabilities they dis-
covered to responsible entities, as they fear reprisal from or-
ganizations. This is likely to discourage external security
researchers from reporting their discoveries or collaborating
with organizations to improve their security posture.

Communication. Lack of communication had caused is-
sues with the reproducibility of reported vulnerabilities when
the person who reported a vulnerability does not provide suf-
ficient detail (e.g., the feasibility of exploitation and whether
the reports contain realistic exploits). That is, they lack the
knowledge required to put the vulnerabilities in the context of
the organization to allow assessing the severity and the impact
of reported vulnerabilities correctly. This is a clear indication
that the industry lacks a proper standard for communicating
discovered vulnerabilities to relevant entities. One standard
that does exist for assessing severity levels is the Common
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS). However, participants
stated it is not helpful because it lacks sufficient consideration
for business requirements or organizational contexts, which
can facilitate communication with testers, internal teams, and
management as to whether a reported vulnerability is critical
or not. Without an effective vulnerability rating mechanism,
vulnerabilities with high impact can go unnoticed or issues
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that require proper attention might not get it. Another impor-
tant line of communication is between the security engineers
and the management who decide on the budget and staffing.
Participants mentioned that they had to put a monetary value
on security issues that require immediate attention to garner
attention from management. Furthermore, one CISO men-
tioned that finding a responsible point of contact for each
independent system in the event of a breach or incident is
especially challenging in large organizations.

Creating a security culture that is driven by a genuine inter-
est in defending technical infrastructure can foster collabora-
tion between developers and testers around resolving security
issues. Surprisingly, many of the internal and external testers
we interviewed raised the point that they often experience
problems concerning receptiveness to their security feedback.
One participant mentioned that developers might feel embar-
rassed or blamed once someone reports a vulnerability in their
code. Such attitudes to security are likely to discourage devel-
opers from acknowledging the receipt of vulnerability reports
and security teams from following up on whether a reported
vulnerability has been fixed.

10 Recommendations

In light of our findings, we propose a set of recommendations
that we expect to help organizations improve their vulnerabil-
ity management processes.

First, it is essential to identify the technical and business
owners of the various systems an organization has early in the
process, so that remediation tasks can be assigned smoothly to
their corresponding owners, who can take the lead in deciding
how to plan subsequent remediation efforts. We would expect
there to be guidelines to help identify which stakeholder to
notify to improve the level of transparency between the teams
involved and reduce the time from discovery to remediation.

Second, organizations should establish a clear set of risk pri-
orities for upper management that communicates the risks an
organization is willing to take, in order to guide decisions con-
cerning vulnerability discovery and remediation. This would
also allow security teams to communicate the relevance of
discovered security vulnerabilities to the organization’s pri-
orities and business goals and therefore facilitate discussions
that involve convincing upper management to allocate more
resources for vulnerability discovery or remediation. Orga-
nizations should also have clear procedures for reporting po-
tential risks to upper management and facilitating decisions
that concern resource allocation, coordination among teams
and stakeholders, and separation of responsibilities between
security, development, and legal teams.

Third, we recommend having clear expectations of the max-
imum period of time that should elapse from the moment a
vulnerability is discovered until it is completely remediated
by its technical owners. Such expectations should be based
on pre-defined criteria for assessing the severity and potential

risks of reported vulnerabilities and assigning a timeline for
implementing remediation plans that allow addressing critical
vulnerabilities in a timely fashion.

Fourth, we recommend that organizations do not rush to
create bounty programs, unless they have solid remediation
processes in place. One of the prerequisite to creating a bug
bounty program is performing internal security assessments
(e.g., pen tests) and remediating all discovered vulnerabilities.
A proper assessment of the costs of creating such programs,
triaging vulnerability reports, assigning discovered vulnera-
bilities to their technical and business owners, and carrying
out subsequent remediation efforts should also be performed
before creating these programs.

Fifth, we recommend improving the current incentive struc-
ture implemented in bug bounty programs by providing higher
bounties for researchers who include suggestions on how to
address reported vulnerabilities or help with testing released
fixes. We also recommend involving bounty hunters in vul-
nerability remediation and encourage internal testers to get in
touch with them to explore the available remediation options
and get confirmation that a released patch fully remediated the
discovered vulnerability. It is also important to define what is
in-scope or out-of-scope for bug bounty programs based on a
pre-defined threat model, which considers the organization’s
security objectives and the risks that it aims to mitigate.

Sixth, we recommend customizing the language used in
communications between different security teams or other
stakeholders to the language that can be clearly understood by
the target audience. Communications with upper management
should be framed in terms of how a discovered vulnerabil-
ity might introduce risks to the business to help them make
informed decisions. On the other hand, blue teams and devel-
opment teams might need a mix of technical and business-
oriented discussions to guide their decisions on how to fix
reported vulnerabilities and how to prioritize addressing them
based on their potential impact to the business.

11 Conclusion

We present the results of an investigation of modern vulner-
ability management processes that focused on exploring the
tensions between different security engineering and manage-
ment roles in small, medium, and large organizations oper-
ating in the public and private sectors. We show that while
the technical aspects of computer security are imperative for
securing organizations’ technical infrastructures, these efforts
can be hindered by human factors such as a lack of trust,
ineffective communication between security teams, and un-
willingness to invest in security by upper management.
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A Interview Guide

The following subsections include the questions we used
in our pre-interview questionnaire and the ones we asked
the participants in our semi-structured interviews. Some of
the questions were asked in all the interviews, whereas the
remaining questions were chosen based on the current role/job
title of the participant.

A.1 Pre-Interview Questionnaire
1. How long have you been working as a hacker or a tester?

(Choices: Less than 1 year, 1 to 5 years, 6 to 10 years,
More than 10 years)

2. How did you learn hacking/vulnerability discovery
skills? (select all that apply) (Choices: Reading blog
posts, Following hacker write-ups on bug bounty plat-
forms, Following hacker write-ups on GitHub, I am ma-
jored in CS, Cybersecurity professional training, Other)

3. What is your job title (employment status)?
4. What other roles have you had in the past (select all that

apply)? (Choices: Internal pentester, External pentester,
Internal red teamer, External red teamer, Blue teamer,
Quality assurance engineer, Purple teamer, Bug bounty
hunter, CISO, other)

5. Briefly describe your career path (e.g., bug bounty hunter,
pen tester and then red teamer).

6. Do you participate in bug bounty programs? (If yes,
how many times have you been awarded a bug bounty?
and how many years have you been working as a bug
hunter?)
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7. Have you received formal security education in computer
security or software engineering? if yes, please list the
degrees and security certifications you have.

8. In your opinion, what type of education or certifications
you think helped you most with the type of software
security testing you do?

9. How many people work at your company?
10. How many security professionals does your company

have?
11. What is your company’s main line of business?

A.2 Interview questions for all groups
1. How would you structure your testing process if you

were explaining it to a university student?
2. Why do you think your role is important in test-

ing/vulnerability discovery? (follow up question for man-
agerial positions: How would you decide to use a given
testing team and at what point? What sort of factors goes
into that decision?

3. Based on your experience, what is the contribution of
each team? And how would each of them fit into the
testing pipeline?, How do you decide what software gets
tested, how it gets tested and when it gets tested?, and
How does the time frame affect your approach to test-
ing?)

4. Are there any common mistakes or incorrect practices
that you often notice people do when it comes to testing
the target software?

5. Can you list a set of metrics that you find useful for
quantifying your success/failure with regards to what
you found in the software you are testing?

6. How do you define security-related test cases and based
on what?

7. What happens after you submit the reports to other
teams? (follow up question: In order to make the process
more efficient, what are the changes that you want/expect
to see after you report a vulnerability? (i.e., what are
some ways the flow of the vulnerability reporting would
be improved throughout an organization?))

8. How does the testing process work for projects that fol-
low agile methodologies such as Scrum?

9. Briefly describe your recon methodology. (follow up
questions: What is the type of information you find use-
ful for the type of testing you do? and What are the main
sources of internal and external information you nor-
mally rely on to complete your testing work including
training and knowledge flows?)

10. What sorts of tools are you using? And what tools do
you find useful for testing?

11. Do you prefer static analysis over dynamic analysis?
And why?

12. What are the different testing phases that you use tools

for?
13. How do you decide what tools to get to your teams?

What factors can help you decide on that? Please de-
scribe your tool selection process and are there any re-
strictions in terms of what tools could your engineers
use? (this question is for managerial positions such as
CISOs)

14. Describe the role of ‘automation’ in terms of the types
of tasks you do.

15. How would you define the scope for software/web appli-
cation testing?

16. Do you think that scoping is limiting you in terms of
what types of testing you can do? If so, why?

17. Are there any other organizational barriers/workplace
policies or/and contractual limitations that could restrict
your team from carrying out certain types of testing. If
yes, please explain.

18. What are the vulnerability types you normally look for?
19. What are the vulnerability types that are commonly and

consistently found in different projects?
20. Would you treat zero-days differently? If yes, why? And

what is the process you follow for that?
21. Do you interact with other (red, blue, purple, pen testers,

etc) teams on your day to day job?
22. How often do you communicate with other teams as

part of your job vs how often do you collaborate with
another team to get the job done? And, under what cir-
cumstances?

23. Have you ever had the chance to discuss the security
vulnerabilities you found with software developers? If
yes, please comment on the impact of such discussion on
improving the security of the software you were testing.

24. Explain how did you acquire your current skill set?
25. How do you stay up-to-date with the latest discovered

vulnerabilities and attacks? And how do you reflect this
knowledge in your testing work?

A.3 Questions for red teams

1. What are the factors that drive companies to decide to
create or contract with a red team?

2. How are red teams structured?
3. What is the frequency in which you do red teaming

assessment in a year? What factors affect the number of
assessments done in a year?

4. Describe the workflow of red teaming.
5. What is the most common ways you establish an initial

foothold on an organization?
6. What are the tactics you employ to remain undetected

by blue teams?
7. What are the rules of engagement that you usually make

sure are followed?
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8. What are the common mistakes that you observed blue
teamers or other testing teams do? and what are your
recommendations on how to make their job better?

9. Do you talk/teach/explain blue teams about your find-
ings? If so, how regular are these meetings? and, what
sorts of information do red teams/blue teams share with
each other?

10. The basic idea behind red teaming is to challenge as-
sumptions and identify blind spots, do you have any
special standard techniques/checklists? And how do you
normally operate? Where do you start?

A.4 Questions for blue teams
1. What are the factors that drive companies to decide to

create a blue team?
2. How are blue teams structured?
3. Describe the workflow of blue teaming.
4. What information can help you differentiate between

attacks mounted by red teams or real attackers?
5. How is your job different from red teamers’ job? Can

you describe red teamers’ methodology to testing?
6. What are the common mistakes that you observed red

teamers or other testing teams do? and what are your
recommendations on how to make their job better?

7. Do you communicate with red teams? If so, how regular
these meetings are? and, what sorts of information do
red teams/blue teams share with each other?

8. If you get an alert, how do you respond? Do you have a
process for that? And what bottlenecks do you normally
experience throughout the process?

A.5 Questions for purple teams
1. What are the factors that drive companies to decide to

create a purple team?
2. What is unique about your purple team from the blue

team and the red team? and what is your team’s role in
the organization?

3. How are purple teams structured?
4. Describe the workflow of purple teaming.
5. Do you expect to have separate blue and red team when

there is a purple team?
6. How to improve communication and workflow between

red and blue teams?
7. What are the skillsets you share with blue teamers? and

what are the skillsets you share with red teamers?
8. Are there differences in the sets of tools used by blue

teams and red teams?
9. Do you see areas where improvements can be made

in terms of elevating blue and red teamers’ chances of
finding security vulnerabilities more efficiently and im-
proving the effectiveness of their testing work?

A.6 Questions for penetration testers
1. To what degree do you rely on automated vulnerability

detection tools as opposed to manually learn about the
systems of interest?

2. In your opinion, how to improve testers’ vulnerability
discovery capabilities?, how differently companies could
use pen testers efficiently than the current practices? and
what are the obstacles that could hinder your work?

3. Do you follow a systematic approach to finding vulnera-
bilities? Please explain.

4. Do you target your recon based on knowledge of an
organization’s business interests? If so, how?

5. How do you draw your penetration testing plans? is it
based on the contract? and does the penetration testing
team have the freedom to come up with its own testing
plan?

6. How and when do you start to collect information about
a target?

7. In your opinion, what are the reasons that drive com-
panies to choose to outsource security testing to an ex-
ternal pen-testing company rather than doing the tests
internally by their internal testing teams?

8. What are the types of sensitive details that companies
normally disclose to third-party pen-testing services?

9. Can you comment on the nature of non-disclosure agree-
ments that contractors must sign before starting the pen-
testing work? and can you comment on whether these
agreements are affecting the efficiency or effectiveness
of penetration testing?

10. What mechanisms are used to assure accountability of
actions taken by pen-testing teams? e.g., do companies
keep logs that allow them to inspect what pen testers
have done and investigate whether there is some degree
of damage that resulted from pen testers actions?

11. Do companies archive information collected during pen
testing? And how do they make sure that this information
is not accessed by unauthorized people?
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A.7 Questions for managerial positions such
as CISOs

1. What are the factors that drive companies to decide to
create an internal red/blue/purple team or involve an
external red team in their pentesting processes?

2. In your opinion, when should an organization consider
creating a bug bounty program?

3. Describe the dynamics of interaction that occur between
different teams.

4. Do you have an internal red team, pentesting or appli-
cation testing team? What is the main function of each
team? And how do they integrate into the rest of the
security ecosystem?

5. In your opinion, how can we maximize the effectiveness
of all the testing teams in an organization and are there
specific areas where you think that significant improve-
ments can be made?

6. In your opinion, what are the challenges to unifying the
efforts of all different teams?

7. Can you explain some lessons learned from previous
pentesting works?

8. In your opinion, where does the role of bug bounty pro-
grams fit in the whole security testing process?

9. What is the organization of your blue/red teams? (i.e.,
what other types of teams/subteams do you have in your
organization?)

10. What is the workflow that your blue team would follow
once an incident of a malicious attack has occurred?

11. Do you recall any bad experiences that relate to
red/blue/purple teaming?

12. If red/blue/purple teaming is done correctly, how do you
make sure that the vulnerabilities reported are actually
fixed? And what procedures do you follow to ensure that
your security posture has actually improved as a result
of the testing you’ve done?

13. Are people normally receptive/welcoming to the type
of feedback they receive from red teamers? how about
other teams? If no, how do you address this problem?

14. If you were to involve a red team, would you do it in-
house or outsource the red teaming process to another
company? Please explain the reasons behind your an-
swer.

15. How do you perceive each team’s contribution as a
whole? If you were to structure these different teams
in tiers, how would you do it?

16. In your opinion, how can an organization make the feed-
back loop between the different testing teams faster?

17. How do bug bounty programs integrate with whatever
other testing teams an organization has in place (e.g.,
red/blue/purple and pentesting teams)?

18. Are there redundancies between what bug hunters do
and what other testing teams do?

19. Do you think that some testing teams are biased towards
discovering certain vulnerability types? If yes, how so?

20. Have you ever noticed that there is misconnect between
different teams? If yes, please explain why such miscon-
nect exists; i.e., was it due to miscommunication between
the teams, or was it because there is a missing team in
between.

21. Do have a bug bounty program? And what motivated
you to create a bug bounty program in the first place?

A.8 Questions for bug bounty hunters

1. How do you view your role in software/application vul-
nerability discovery in general?

2. In your opinion, when should an organization consider
creating a bug bounty program?

3. Why do companies care about bug bounty programs?
4. How do bug bounty programs integrate with whatever

other testing teams an organization has in place (e.g.,
red/blue/purple and pentesting teams)?

5. Describe some ways in which VRPs/bug bounty pro-
grams can be improved.

6. What would push you away from a bug bounty program?

A.9 Questions for internal security engineers

1. What information do you know that is unique to your
team that other teams find valuable?

2. What information do you feel like would be valuable to
how well you can do your job that other teams have?

3. How does your team deal with security vulnerabilities
that are found in production after the software has went
through your testing pipeline?

4. How does your team deal with bugs found by other
teams?

5. Where do you feel your team is weak in terms of finding
security vulnerabilities?

6. What do you feel like is your team’s strength in terms of
improving the security of the organization as a whole?

7. How are internal testing teams structured?
8. Are your paired with an agile development team or a

waterfall development team?
9. Are there any tools that would help you identify security

vulnerabilities during the testing pipeline that you have
heard are great or wish to have?
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B Codebook

Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 show the codebook that we developed and used to analyze our interview data.

Table 1: Codebook

Code Explanation
blue-activities Activities carried out by blue teamers.

blue-activities-IR Any incident response work done by blue teams.

blue-background A blue teamer’s background.

blue-definition Definition for a blue team.

blue-issues Problems with blue teaming like when they lack a
skill or do not know something.

blue-recon Recon/early phases in blue teaming.

blue-resources Discussions that relate to resources/information
blue teams can get access to.

blue-skill Skills participants think are needed for blue team-
ing.

blue-structure Blue team structure.

blue-tools-own Why a blue teamer would write own/custom tools.

blue-tools-why Why blue teamers use tools.

blue-when When to hire a blue team.

red-activity Activities carried out by red teamers.

red-background A red teamer’s background.

red-definition Definition for a red team.

red-issues problems with red teaming like when they lack a
skill or do not know something.

red-process When a participant describes the testing process
red teams follow.

red-recon recon/early phases in red teaming.

red-structure Red team structure.

vulnerability-severity-
criteria

When a participant describes how they define vul
severity levels, e.g., using CVSS or any other stan-
dard.

mature-vs-immature-
bountyprograms

Discussions that relate to how bounty programs
are different (big vs small companies, mature vs
immature ones, etc)

red-tools-own Why a red teamer would write own/custom tools.

red-tools-why Why red teamers use tools.

red-skill Skills participants think are needed for red team-
ing.

red-specializations Discussions that relate to what red teaming com-
panies specialize in, e.g., social engineering, phys-
ical security, etc.

red-scoping Any considerations that relate to defining what’s
in-scope or out-of-scope for red teaming engage-
ments.

red-when When to hire a red team.

blue-red-conflict Conflicts between red teams and blue teams in
general.

Table 2: Codebook (cont.)

Code Explanation
red-blue-conflict-
solution

How to fix the red-blue conflicts.

red-relation-other-
teams

How a red team relates to other teams, including
whether it is operating internally or externally.

purple-activity Activities carried out by purple teamers.

purple-background Purple teamers’ backgrounds.

purple-definition Definition of purple teaming.

purple-issues Issues experienced by purple teams.

purple-structure Purple team structure.

purple-when When to hire a purple team.

purple-skill Skills participants think are needed for purple
teaming.

purple-process When a participant describes the testing process
purple teams follow.

red-vs-purple Differences between red and purple teams.

bugbounty-benefits Pros of having a bounty program.

bugbounty-
communication

Communications between bounty hunters and
companies (e.g., when a company invites a hacker
to fix an issue or discusses fixes with them).

bountyhunters-
process

Testing process as described by bounty hunters.

bountyhunters-recon Recon methodology as described by bounty
hunters.

bountyhunters-tools Tools bounty hunters use.

bugbounty-
background

A bounty hunter’s background.

bugbounty-full-time-
job

Discussions that relate to doing bug bounties as a
full or part time job.

bugbounty-incentives Any considerations that relate to incentivizing
bounty hunters to work for a program.

bugbounty-issues Problems with bounty programs and considera-
tions that might deter companies from having a
program.

bugbounty-legal Legal issues associated with bounty programs
(e.g., safe harbors, CFAA-related discussions).

bugbounty-private Any discussions that relate to private (invitation-
only programs) or hybrid (public and private) ap-
proaches to bug bounties.

bugbounty-rogue Discussions that relate to any misbehaviors by
bounty hunters or why companies trust/not trust
bounty hunters.

bugbounty-scoping Any considerations that relate to defining what’s
in-scope or out-of-scope for bug bounty programs.

bugbounty-skill Skills participants think are needed for bug boun-
ties/ or discussions that relate to education.

bugbounty-triaging Triaging bug bounty reports.
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Table 3: Codebook (cont.)

Code Explanation
bugbounty-trust-issue Programs trusting bug bounty hunters or vice

versa.

bugbounty-when When to create or (not) create a bug bounty pro-
gram, and the prep work required for that.

bughunters-program-
selection

Considerations hunters make when deciding what
program to work for.

pentest-process When a participant describes the testing process
pen testers follow.

pentest-skill Skills participants think are needed for pen testing.

pentest-tools-own Why a pen tester would write own/custom tools.

pentest-tools-why Why pen testers use tools.

pentest-when When to hire a pen testing firm.

pentesting-definition Definition of pen testing.

pipeline When participants describe/justify what teams to
have at a high level (e.g., QA, red and blue), or the
ordering/sequence of teams to plan to have in the
long run.

red-vs-pentesting When a participant compares red teaming to pen
testing.

internal-activities Testing activities by internal teams.

internal-process When a participant describes the testing process
internal testing teams follow.

internal-team-size Size (number of engineers) in internal teams.

internal-team-
structure

When a participant describes structure of internal
teams or specializations required in internal teams.

internal-tools-why Reasons for automation by internal teams, e.g.,
why do they write custom scripts?, and consider-
ations that relate to their rationale behind using
certain tools.

internal-team-when When to create an internal testing team (e.g., QA).

internal-vs-external When a participant justifies the rationale behind
hiring an internal vs an external team, or any other
discussions that relate to outsourcing.

external-scoping Discussions that relate to scoping external tests,
whether with pen testing or red teaming firms.

external-same When a participant justifies working with the same
external firm or switching from one firm to another
every now and then (whether it is a pen testing or
a red teaming firm).

external-internal com-
munication

Communications between internal and external
testers (external consulting firms).

external-criteria What considerations are taken when selecting an
external firm (whether it is a red teaming or a pen
testing firm).

upper-management What teams expect/wish to have from top manage-
ment people.

vetting-testing-firms Discussions that relate to how to select an external
red teaming or pen testing firm.

third-party-code-
vulnerabilities

Discussions that relate to vulnerabilities found in
3rd party code and how to deal with them.

bugbounty-vs-
pentesting

Ddiscussions that relate to comparing bug boun-
ties and pen testing activities.

bypassing-fixes Discussions that relate to a tester’s experience
bypassing security fixes.

company-area-of-
business

When a participant mentions the line of business
of the company/organization he/she is working in.

Table 4: Codebook (cont.)

Code Explanation
clients-misaligned-
expectations

Discussions that relate to areas of conflict or mis-
aligned expectations between pen testers/red team-
ers and their clients.

compliance-vs-
security

Discussions that relate to taking compliance-based
approaches to security testing.

learning-resources Any discussions that relate to resources hackers
or testers use to learn security testing.

legal Legal issues for other teams, not bug bounties.

lifecycle Discussions that relate to SDLC and how security
testing is done as a lifecycle.

NDAs Discussions that relate to non-disclosure agree-
ments.

organization-maturity How organization maturity affect what teams an
organization has.

process-bias Discussions that relate to idea like hunters are
biased towards web vulnerabilities, pen testers are
biased towards network vulnerabilities etc.

remediation/patch-
management

Fixing/patching vulnerabilities or handling vulner-
ability reports.

reporting-issues Considerations concerning vulnerability reports,
such as what to include in such reports.

reproducing-
vulnerabilities

Any approaches a participant finds effective for
making sure that others can reproduce a vulnera-
bility that has been reported.

security-problem-
budget

Issues regarding allocating budgets for security.

security-problem-
communication

Communication issues within security teams in
an organization.

security-problem-
communication-
solution

Suggestions on how to solve communication prob-
lems between teams.

security-problem-
culture

General issues in organizational culture that might
hinder security.

security-problems-
staffing

Issues regarding staffing in security teams (e.g.,
not being able to find people with required exper-
tise).

security-positive-
experiences

When a participant discusses practices that they
found effective for improving information sharing,
communication, vulnerability discovery, etc.

security-problem-
other

Security problems other than communication,
staffing and budget.

security-when-
reactive

Organizations’ reactive approaches to security.

security-problem-
solution

Ways to fix security issues in organizations.

organization-maturity How organization maturity affect what teams an
organization has.

small-companies-
security

Approaches small companies use/follow to make
security testing cost effective.

soft-skills All soft and people-oriented skills mentioned in
the interviews.

teams-communication Any info sharing or communications issues partic-
ipants raise during the interviews.

tools-improvement Discussions that relate to how to improve existing
tools, and what tools CISOs would like to have to
improve security processes.
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C Participants’ Demographics

Tables 5 and 6 include detailed demographic information about our participants and whether they held engineering roles,
managerial roles or both. We mark a participant as a decider if he/she held a managerial position and a do-er if he/she held a
security engineering position.

Table 5: Participants’ Demographics

Participant Job title Other roles held in the past Years of experience
doing security testing

Organization size Decider Do-er

P1 CISO Programmer, manager, CISO Less than 1 year Large D
P2 Bug bounty hunter

and part-time secu-
rity engineer

External pen tester, internal red teamer, bug bounty
hunter

1 to 5 years Small D
P3 Security engineer Bug bounty hunter, pen tester 1 to 5 years Medium D
P4 Lead infrastructure

security engineer
Internal pen tester, internal red teamer, blue teamer,
bug bounty hunter

1 to 5 years Medium D
P5 Bug bounty hunter Bug bounty hunter, pen tester 1 to 5 years Small D
P6 Team lead penetra-

tion tester
Internal pen tester, external pen tester, internal red
teamer, external red teamer, bug bounty hunter

1 to 5 years Small D
P7 Full time developer

and runs a pen test-
ing firm

Internal pen tester, external pen tester, bug bounty
hunter, developer, security officer

1 to 5 years Medium D D
P8 Full time red teamer Internal pen tester, external pen tester, internal red

teamer, external red teamer, bug bounty hunter, vul-
nerability researcher

6 to 10 years Small D
P9 Security engineer Pen tester,blue teamer, quality assurance engineer,

purple teamer
6 to 10 years Large D

P10 Security manager Blue teamer, purple teamer, bug bounty hunter, se-
curity manager

1 to 5 years Large D D
P11 Security engineer Quality assurance engineer, bug bounty hunter 1 to 5 years Small D
P12 CISO CISO More than 10 years Small D
P13 Security engineer Internal pen tester, external pen tester, internal

red teamer, external red teamer, blue teamer, bug
bounty hunter

More than 10 years Large D
P14 Bug bounty hunter Bug bounty hunter 1 to 5 years NA D
P15 Pen tester External pen tester, bug bounty hunter More than 10 years Small D
P16 Pen tester Internal pen tester, bug bounty hunter 1 to 5 years Small D
P17 Security engineer Internal pen tester, external pen tester, inter-

nal/external red teamer, blue teamer, CISO
More than 10 years Large D D

P18 Bug bounty hunter External pen tester, internal red teamer, bug bounty
hunter

1 to 5 years NA D
P19 Security engineer Internal pen tester, bug bounty hunter 6 to 10 years Large D
P20 Pen tester Quality assurance engineer, external pen tester, ex-

ternal red teamer
1 to 5 years Small D

P21 Bug bounty hunter Bug bounty hunter, external pen tester 1 to 5 years NA D
P22 Security engineer Security engineer, blue teamer 1 to 5 years Medium D
P23 Security engineer Internal pen tester, external pen tester, internal red

teamer, bug bounty hunter
1 to 5 years Large D

P24 Application security
analyst

Security engineer, red teamer, pen tester, bug
bounty hunter

6 to 10 years Small D
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Table 6: Participants’ Demographics (cont.)

Participant Job title Other roles held in the past Years of experience
doing security testing

Organization size Decider Do-er

P25 Security engineer Security engineer, bug bounty hunter Less than 1 year Large D
P26 Red teamer Internal pen tester, red teamer 6 to 10 years Large D
P27 Bug bounty hunter Internal pen tester, bug bounty hunter 1 to 5 years Small D
P28 Bug bounty hunter Bug bounty hunter 1 to 5 years NA D
P29 CTO CTO, external pen tester 1 to 5 years Small D D
P30 Security manager Internal pen tester, external pen tester, internal red

teamer, external red teamer, blue teamer, quality as-
surance engineer, security manager

More than 10 years Large D D
P31 Security engineer Internal pen tester, internal red teamer, blue teamer,

purple teamer
1 to 5 years Large D

P32 Security consultant Pen tester, red teamer, blue teamer, purple teamer 1 to 5 years Large D
P33 Security engineer Internal pen tester More than 10 years Small D
P34 Security manager Internal pen tester, external pen tester, external red

teamer, purple teamer, CISO
More than 10 years Small D D

P35 Security engineer Bug bounty hunter, security engineer 1 to 5 years Large D
P36 Pen tester Internal pen tester, external pen tester, external red

teamer,bug bounty hunter
Less than 1 year Small D

P37 CTO External pen tester, external red teamer, purple
teamer, bug bounty hunter

More than 10 years Small D D
P38 Director of pen test-

ing firm
Internal pen tester, external pen tester, bug bounty
hunter

More than 10 years Small D D
P39 Blue teamer Blue teamer More than 10 years Large D
P40 Bug bounty hunter External pen tester, internal red teamer, external red

teamer, bug bounty hunter
More than 10 years NA D

P41 Application security
lead

Internal pen tester, external pen tester, internal red
teamer, external red teamer, purple teamer, bug
bounty hunter

More than 10 years Large D
P42 Technical Cyberse-

curity Architect
Red teamer, blue teamer, purple teamer More than 10 years Large D

P43 Security manager Pen tester, blue teamer More than 10 years Large D D
P44 Security manager Internal pen tester, blue teamer, quality assurance

engineer
More than 10 years Small D D

P45 CTO Internal pen tester, external pen tester, internal red
teamer, external red teamer, purple teamer

6 to 10 years Small D D
P46 Blue teamer Internal pen. tester, external pen tester, internal red

teamer, blue teamer, bug bounty hunter
More than 10 years Medium D

P47 Pen tester Internal pen tester, external pen tester, internal red
teamer, external red teamer

6 to 10 years Small D
P48 CISO Internal pen tester, external pen tester, blue teamer,

purple teamer, CISO
More than 10 years Medium D D

P49 CISO CISO Less than 1 year Large D
P50 CISO Internal pen tester, External pen tester, Internal red

teamer, external red teamer, blue teamer, purple
teamer

More than 10 years Small D D
P51 Secrity manager Security engineer, security manager More than 10 years Large D D
P52 Security manager Security manager, blue teamer 6 to 10 years Large D D
P53 Security manager Security manager More than 10 years Small D
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Abstract
Frequent reports of monetary loss, fraud, and user-caused

security incidents in the context of cryptocurrencies empha-
size the need for human-centered research in this domain. We
contribute the first qualitative user study (N = 29) on user
mental models of cryptocurrency systems and the associated
threat landscape. Using Grounded Theory, we reveal miscon-
ceptions affecting users’ security and privacy.

Our results suggest that current cryptocurrency tools (e.g.,
wallets and exchanges) are not capable of counteracting
threats caused by these misconceptions. Hence, users fre-
quently fail to securely manage their private keys or assume
to be anonymous when they are not. Based on our findings,
we contribute actionable advice, grounded in the mental mod-
els of users, to improve the usability and secure usage of
cryptocurrency systems.

1 Introduction

More than ten years after the first Bitcoin transaction was per-
formed [13], cryptocurrencies have gained popularity among
different types of users, ranging from technology enthusiasts
to investors, gamblers, and people who are simply curious.
Media reports often contain anecdotes of negative user ex-
periences with security and privacy in cryptocurrency sys-
tems. Cryptocurrencies obviate the need for central control
by maintaining a decentralized public ledger. While techni-
cal aspects of cryptocurrencies have been heavily studied
(e.g., [6], [17], [34], [3]), human-centered studies are still rare.

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

Figure 1: Drawing assignment of the transaction process (S8).

Gao et al. [16] used semi-structured interviews to explore spe-
cific aspects of the Bitcoin system out of context. Krombholz
et al. [29] quantitatively examined user perceptions on Bitcoin
security mainly based on closed-ended questions. However, so
far no research investigated mental models which are based on
users’ tacit knowledge. Such knowledge consists of implicit
and subjective assumptions that cannot easily be verbalized,
but are heavily influencing human behavior [24].

We extend the state of the art by providing the first qualita-
tive user study (N = 29) to learn about people’s mental mod-
els of cryptocurrencies1 and associated security and pri-
vacy threats. Therefore, we use drawing and card assignment
tasks (see Figure 1). Our study methodology follows an induc-
tive approach based on Grounded Theory (GT) [18, 31, 42].

Thereby, we answer the following research questions:

• Q1 What mental models of cryptocurrency systems and
their functional components do users have?

• Q2 Which mental models interfere with a secure and
privacy-preserving usage of cryptocurrency systems?

• Q3 How can cryptocurrency tools prevent security and
privacy threats caused by users’ mental models?

1We focus on Bitcoin and Ethereum since they were the most prevalent
cryptocurrency systems in terms of market capitalization [9] at the time of
our study.
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Our work aims at explaining (some of) the reasons for
user-caused security incidents. This is necessary in order to
re-design tools and create effective strategies for behavior
change. We argue that cryptocurrency tools (e.g., wallets, on-
line exchanges) should be designed in a way to avoid security
or privacy risks even when used by people with incorrect
or incomplete mental models. This is in line with Wash et
al. [43] claiming that instead of attempting to force users into
more ’correct’ mental models, technology should be shaped
to work well with existing mental models.

Through our study we identify the gaps between the ac-
tual protocol functionality and users’ mental representations.
Although not all the incorrect or incomplete mental models
found imply security pitfalls, some partly explain why users
of current cryptocurrency tools fail to securely manage their
digital assets and have wrong assumptions about privacy and
anonymity. Mental models with negative consequences in-
clude an erroneous understanding of cryptocurrency systems
with regards to (i) cryptographic keys, (ii) anonymity, and (iii)
fees.

2 Related Work

Cryptocurrency systems differ from other public key sys-
tems (e.g., PGP and secure messaging), as keys are used to
sign transactions which are transparently published in the
blockchain, instead of ensuring confidentiality through en-
cryption. The threat model is entirely different as well: los-
ing a private key leads to severe problems in the context of
cryptocurrency systems as monetary assets are involved. A
plethora of research has been carried out to study security
and privacy aspects of the Bitcoin system [45]. Nevertheless,
several user-centric challenges remain, providing a breeding
ground for security and privacy threats.

Only few studies have examined the usability and user
perceptions of cryptocurrency systems, mainly focusing on
Bitcoin. Baur et al. [4] found that users attribute a high poten-
tial to cryptocurrencies, but perceive the usefulness of current
cryptocurrencies as low. According to Khairuddin et al. [25],
the major motivation for users to buy Bitcoin is its potential
for financial revolution, increased user empowerment, and
its use as an investment. Sas and Khairuddin [40] as well as
Lustig and Nardi [32] explored trust issues of Bitcoin users.
Elsden et al. [11] proposed a typology of emerging blockchain
applications making it easier for users to understand them.
Gao et al. [16] conducted a qualitative study where they found
that the major entry barrier for non-users is a perceived neces-
sity for profound technical knowledge.

The first large-scale quantitative user study was presented
by Krombholz et al. [29], revealing that many users neither
understand nor use the security capabilities of coin manage-
ment tools correctly. Although the authors also conducted a
small number of qualitative interviews, those were only used
to contextualize their quantitative findings, not to construct

an inductive theory. Kazerani et al. [23] investigated the in-
fluence of (poor) usability of cryptocurrency management
tools on the adoption of Bitcoin by lay people. Eskandari et
al. [12] compared the usability of different cryptographic key
management approaches.

However, these earlier studies either opted for a quantita-
tive study design (e.g., [29]) or asked questions which the
interviewees deemed too complex to answer given their back-
ground as non-users (e.g., [16]). To the best of our knowledge,
our work is the first mental model study on cryptocurrencies
that aims at discovering the tacit knowledge of the partici-
pants. Therewith, we answer open questions on why users
commonly fail to manage private keys safely in the context of
cryptocurrencies and which parts of current cryptocurrency
tool interfaces put users with incorrect mental models at se-
curity or privacy risk. We give suggestions for future designs
of cryptocurrency tools on how to ensure that user behavior
does not compromise the users’ security and privacy.

3 Methodology

The overall goal was to understand user perceptions and
misconceptions of functional principles, and whether they
prevent users from using cryptocurrencies in the most se-
cure and privacy-preserving manner. We chose Bitcoin and
Ethereum as examples of prevalent cryptocurrencies and ex-
cluded Ethereum’s smart contract functionality to only focus
on its native currency ether. Furthermore, payment channels
are out of scope of our research. This allows us to make gen-
eral assumptions about user perceptions with regard to the
majority of cryptocurrencies that build on the same functional
principles as Bitcoin and Ethereum (i.e., in relation to key
generation and usage, transaction generation and confirma-
tion, blockchain application, and mining operations). For the
remainder of this paper, we will thus use the term cryptocur-
rency to refer to bitcoin, ether, and similar cryptocurrencies.

3.1 Grounded Theory

We follow an inductive approach and use Grounded Theory
(GT) [18, 31, 42] to explore user perceptions based on qual-
itative data. GT is a set of systematic inductive methods to
develop theories that are grounded in qualitative research data.
A key characteristic is that it merges data collection and anal-
ysis in an iterative approach until (theoretical) saturation is
reached [42]. Therefore, different phases of recruitment and
coding are necessary (see below). By following a process dur-
ing which we directly analyze the collected data, we generate
descriptive theories that are as close to reality as possible.
GT is traditionally used in social sciences and has gained
popularity in human-computer interaction and usable security
research [15, 20, 28].
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3.2 Recruitment

Our goal was to recruit a diverse sample of current and po-
tential future cryptocurrency users. We approached possible
interviewees through Bitcoin mailing lists and social media
as well as personal contacts, also to get in touch with organi-
zations that work with blockchain technology.

We distributed a short description of our study and issued
a questionnaire (Appendix A.1) for preselection. To prevent
potential participants from reading up on the technical in-
tricacies of blockchain technology, we did not disclose the
concrete purpose of our study, only that it deals with cryp-
tocurrencies. Then we selected a subset of participants fitting
our recruitment criteria from the people who completed the
questionnaire.

We chose the participants according to their self-reported
level of knowledge about cryptocurrencies and information
technology (ranging from lay users to experts) as well as to
their usage of cryptocurrencies. We also chose to recruit par-
ticipants with diverse exposure to and interaction with cryp-
tocurrency. We recruited 7 people who were not actively using
cryptocurrencies but who were working with cryptocurrencies
in their professional life (e.g., organizing cryptocurrency mee-
tups, conferences or projects with wallet/exchange operators).
Further 10 participants considered cryptocurrencies mainly as
an investment, 5 used them mainly for trading, and 7 actively
used cryptocurrencies as a payment method.

While the self-reported data might not fully reflect the ac-
tual knowledge level of participants, we are confident that
these measures are sufficiently accurate to reflect our inher-
ently diverse target population and that a diverse sample was
obtained.

3.3 Sampling

GT [42] requires to go back and forth between data collection
and analysis in order to construct a theory which is derived
from data and not chosen a priori (as it is the case in quanti-
tative studies). Following GT, we conducted the selection of
participants in two rounds (two weeks apart). First, we col-
lected an initial sample of 18 cryptocurrency users (experts
and non-experts) and then explored the obtained data through
open coding.

Based on the concepts derived from our analysis, we ex-
tended our initial sample to people who are not actively us-
ing cryptocurrencies themselves, but work in institutions that
use or deal with cryptocurrencies or blockchain technology
(see Section 3.2). Since these people were confronted with
cryptocurrency tools, at least at a superficial level, they have
certain mental models but are not influenced by cryptocur-
rency tool interfaces. These mental models are particularly
interesting as they represent perceptions of (potential future)
first-time cryptocurrency users for whom cryptocurrency tools
should be designed as well. By comparing non-users to users,

Table 1: Participant demographics. Total N=29
Demographic Participants (%)
Gender
Male 19 (65.5%)
Female 10 (34.5%)
Age
18 – 22 1 (3.4%)
23 – 27 12 (41.4%)
28 – 32 10 (34.5%)
33 – 37 4 (13.8%)
38 – 42 2 (6.9%)
Highest Completed Education
High school 5 (17.2%)
Bachelor degree 10 (10.4%)
Master degree 14 (72.4%)

we were able to explore how cryptocurrency tool interfaces
might influence mental models (cryptocurrency tool bias) and
also investigate biases of non-users (e.g., bank bias). For the
second round of recruitment, we collected additional data,
recruiting a sample of 11 participants based on the emerging
theories.

Hence, we had a final set of 29 participants (summarized
in Table 1). In order to protect the privacy of our participants,
we queried the age, beginning with 18 years, in intervals of
five years.

3.4 Design and Procedure
As shown by Kearney and Kaplan [24], people commonly
construct implicit knowledge maps to understand complex
systems when the systems’ functionality goes beyond their
technical knowledge. They argue that such tacit knowledge
influences people’s decision-making and behavior in critical
situations, although they are often not aware of it. We opted
for a study design that encourages participants to expose their
tacit knowledge and functional understanding by engaging
them in drawing and card assignment exercises. During these
exercises the participants had to assign cards with a function
(e.g., “sign transaction”) to the entities in their drawings.

Based on related work on human factors of Bitcoin [11,
12, 25, 35] and recent mental model studies in usable se-
curity [15, 16, 20, 37, 43, 46], we constructed an interview
script for semi-structured interviews including a short pre-
assessment questionnaire covering demographics and the par-
ticipants’ general cryptocurrency usage patterns, two drawing
tasks, and a card assignment task. The complete study mate-
rial can be found in the Appendix (Section A).

Our final dataset is based on 29 interviews which were con-
ducted in person in two Austrian cities, namely Vienna and
Graz. The interviews took place either in a room at our lab,
the participants’ workplace, or their home. The majority of
the interviews were conducted by two researchers (one inter-
viewer and one assistant taking notes). Two interviews were
performed by only one interviewer due to scheduling conflicts.
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With the informed consent of the participants, we recorded
all interviews, fully transcribed them, and photographed all
drawings and card assignments. The pictures (along with the
transcribed verbal explanations) served as our baseline for
coding.

3.4.1 Pilot Studies

We carried out three pilot studies to test the expressiveness
and practicability of our interview script. At the end of each
iteration, we requested feedback from the respective partici-
pant. We specifically asked the participants to explain their
understanding of selected functional concepts and well-known
buzzwords – e.g., blockchain, [de-]centralized system, miner
– if the participants had not drawn or mentioned them during
the interview. We modified the interview script only once
(after the first interview). Therefore, we decided to include
the remaining two interviews in our final sample.

3.4.2 Interview Procedure

Before the actual interview started, participants were briefed,
they signed a consent form and received their compensa-
tion (20 Euro Amazon voucher). Each interview lasted
roughly 30 minutes and consisted of semi-structured ques-
tions, two drawing tasks and one card assignment task. These
tasks were based on a concrete scenario, namely transferring
a certain amount of bitcoin or ether to a fictional friend called
Alice.

In the course of the first drawing task, we asked participants
to visualize and verbally express all components and actors in-
volved in the transaction process, as well as their connections.
We encouraged participants to think aloud while drawing to
gather additional insights into their reasoning. Afterwards,
we gave them 15 cards with short descriptions of selected
functions (e.g., “generate private key”, “generate transaction”,
“validate transaction”, etc.; see Appendix A.2). Depending
on which cryptocurrency the participants were more familiar
with (self-assessment), the cards reflected the terminologies
from either bitcoin or ether. We told the participants to assign
the cards to the components and actors in their drawings. We
did not provide full definitions but asked the participants to
verbalize their own understandings of these technical terms
and the associated context.

We added the card assignment task to assist the partici-
pants in refining and contextualizing their tacit knowledge.
In order to eliminate the possibility of misunderstood terms
and random guessing during the interview, the participants
were encouraged to provide detailed definitions as far as pos-
sible and the interviewers asked follow-up questions if further
clarification was needed.

The second drawing task was used to elicit understandings
of attackers and threats, and how specific security and privacy
risks are contextualized in transaction processes.

3.5 Ethical Considerations
Our organization, which is located in Austria, has no institu-
tional review board but a series of guidelines to be followed
when conducting user studies. One of the fundamental re-
quirements is to preserve the participants’ privacy and limit
the collection of sensitive data as much as possible. Before the
interview, all participants were asked to sign consent forms
in which the goals of our study and data handling procedures
were described. Those consent forms were stored securely
and do not contain any links to the IDs we assigned to our
participants. The study furthermore strictly followed the EU’s
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

3.6 Coding
3.6.1 Open and Axial Coding

We followed a GT-based approach to interpret our data. After
the first 18 interviews, two researchers independently coded
the data (initial open coding) with the aim to group recurring
statements and assertions relating to the same phenomena
(preliminary categories). We created codes based on the draw-
ings and think-aloud protocols. We refrained from assigning
codes based on single denotations or terms (e.g., verify, con-
firm, encrypt). Instead, we coded entire statements and hence
included the context in which a term was used.

In line with the full GT approach and while discussing the
results, we decided to extend our participant pool by including
people who do not actively use Bitcoin, but work in a field
related to cryptocurrencies. We are confident that the percep-
tions and opinions of those people add a new perspective to
our study outcome since they have no practical experience in
using Bitcoin or Ethereum – and, as such, are not influenced
by interfaces of exchange platforms or wallets – but possess
some (theoretical) knowledge about blockchain technology.
Moreover, this sample’s knowledge structures are particularly
relevant when thinking about the design of future technol-
ogy for managing cryptocurrencies, since those people are
either potential new users or decision makers in corporate
environments.

Following the GT methodology, we performed a second
round of open coding to refine the results of the first round.
Three researchers independently coded the entire data-set in
three rounds (Round 1: 10 interviews, Round 2: 10 interviews,
Round 3: 9 interviews). In order to systematize the process,
we applied affinity mapping, whereby we cut the interview
transcripts into snippets and used sticky notes to label newly
found categories that emerged from recurring or related state-
ments. As we coded the interviews based on contextualized
statements (instead of single terms), we generated a code book
based on the participants’ mental representations and reason-
ing. After each round of individual coding we discussed the
relations between the newly found categories and agreed upon
a set of higher-level categories (axial coding). For instance,
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we decided to group the categories “public key generation ex-
ternal”, “key and address independent”, and “one public key
for all” to the meta-category “address/key generation”. The
categories of the third round of coding served as a baseline
for selective coding.

The final sample size was determined through reaching sat-
uration [19], i.e., no new insights could be gathered from the
interviews. As we achieved saturation in the newly emerging
categories, we stopped interviewing after 29 participants.

3.6.2 Selective Coding

During this process, three independent researchers agreed
upon a set of final core categories centered around the iden-
tified misconceptions which might compromise the users’
security and/or privacy. The misconceptions are grouped into
the following four different top-level categories which consist
of multiple subcategories (final codebook see Figure 22):

• Meta – This category includes statements which were
meaningful for building our theory, but are not directly
related to cryptocurrency systems and their function-
ality. It comprises general opinion changes during the
interviews, prerequisites, statements about the control
or power of the system, biases which influenced par-
ticipants’ descriptions, and misconceptions related to
encryption and hashing.

• System – The system category includes statements de-
scribing the blockchain (Blockchain Description) as well
as where and how it is stored (Location). Additionally,
this category is split into Structure, Behavior, and Func-
tion. Structure includes descriptions about the connec-
tion between users and miners. The category Behavior
refers to the behavior of the system (e.g., who receives
fees). Function on the other hand categorizes the tasks
of the keys and the addresses.

• Privacy – This category codes all mentioned attacks and
possible prevention mechanisms on users’ privacy.

• Security – This category includes all attacks and possible
prevention mechanisms specific to the users’ security.

3.6.3 Final Coding

With a final set of codes grouped into categories, two re-
searchers independently went through all 29 interviews and
assigned one or multiple codes, thus generating a compre-
hensive codebook. Thereby, the transcripts, drawings, and
outcome of the card assignment task served as a baseline. We
report an inter-rater reliability with a Krippendorff’s Alpha
value [27] of α = 0.89, indicating a high level of agreement
among the coders. We claim that this relatively high number
is fostered by the technical classification and the granularity

2For category B all correct answers are marked with an asterisk *

A Meta B.4.4 Verification C Privacy 

A.1 Bias B.4.4.1 all peers* C.1 Attacks 
A.1.1 economy B.4.4.2 blockchain C.1.1 anonymous 

A.1.2 wallet B.4.4.3 peers: majority/n C.1.2 identity disclosure @ 3rd party 
A.1.3 bank B.4.4.4 central C.1.3 address mapping 

A.1.4 exchange B.4.4.5 user C.1.4 doxxing 
A.2 Preassumptions B.4.5 Transactions: Generation C.1.5 endpoints 

A.3 Opinion Change B.4.5.1 directly written in blockchain C.1.6 attacker: state 
A.4 Control/Power B.4.5.2 by user/wallet* C.1.7 attacker: system participant/s 

A.5 Encryption Misconception B.4.5.3 by blockchain C.1.8 attacker: external 

B System B.4.5.4 by miners C.2 Prevention 
B.1 Blockchain Description B.4.6 Transactions: Propagation C.2.1 self-initiated: mining 

B.1.1 system/software B.4.6.1 client sends to all 
C.2.2 self-initiated: info inquiry (3rd 
party) 

B.1.2 algorithmus/actor B.4.6.2 client sends to part* 
C.2.3 self-initiated: address 
generation 

B.1.3 deletable B.4.6.3 central C.2.4 self-initiated: identity hiding 
B.1.4 datastructure: all 
transactions* 

B.4.6.4 storage pool 
C.2.5 self-initiated: anonymized 
shopping 

B.1.5 datastructure: parts B.4.6.5 direct C.2.6 user does not care 

B.2 Location B.4.7 Transactions: Confirmation D Security 
B.2.1 storage: chunked B.4.7.1 n blocks* D.1 Attacks 

B.2.2 storage: copied* B.4.7.2 blockchain D.1.1 no/secure 
B.2.3 central B.4.7.3 Alice D.1.2 human failure 

B.2.4 internet B.4.7.4 central D.1.3 man-in-the-middle 

B.2.5 distributed: all* B.4.7.5 n miners verify D.1.4 hacking: endpoints 
B.2.6 distributed: nodes with 
shares 

B.4.7.6 through fees D.1.5 hacking: central entity 

B.3 Structure B.4.8 Coin generation D.1.6 hacking: exchange 

B.3.1 User-system connection B.4.8.1 miner* D.1.7 DoS 
B.3.1.1 automatic * B.4.8.2 coins equal fees D.1.8 mining majority 

B.3.1.2 cloud B.4.8.3 exchange D.1.9 future technology/ theoretical 
B.3.1.3 central B.4.8.4 central D.1.10 price: volatility 

B.3.2 Miner: Connection internal B.4.8.5 all/system/blockchain D.1.11 price: manipulation 
B.3.2.1 fully connected B.4.9 Address/Key Generation D.1.12 attacker: state 

B.3.2.2 connected graph* B.4.9.1 pub key generation: miner D.1.13 attacker: external 

B.3.2.3 pools* B.4.9.2 pub key generationl: system D.1.14 attacker: miner 
B.3.2.4 not connected B.4.9.3 one public key for all D.1.15 technical failure 

B.3.2.5 master/server B.4.9.4 key/address: independent D.1.16 social engineering 
B.3.3 Miner: Connection 
external 

B.4.9.5 send priv key: cloud D.2 Prevention 

B.3.3.1 miner equals blockchain B.4.9.6 send priv key: between users D.2.1 system initiated 

B.3.3.2 separate system B.4.9.7 client/wallet generates keys* D.2.2 self initiated: software 
B.3.3.3 user cannot mine B.4.9.8 key/address: dependent* D.2.3 self initiated: behavior 

B.4 Behavior B.4.10 PoW/Crypto Puzzle D.2.4 self initiated: hardware 
B.4.1 Fees: recipient B.4.10.1 encrypted code solving D.2.5 helplessness 

B.4.1.1 cryptocurrency operator B.4.10.2 find pre-computed value D.2.5 helplessness 

B.4.1.2 exchange B.4.10.3 compute blockhash* 
B.4.1.3 user B.5 Function 

B.4.1.4 all B.5.1 Key 
B.4.1.5 miner* B.5.1.1 sign: me* 

B.4.1.6 broker and miner B.5.1.2 sign: Alice 
B.4.1.7 rich participants B.5.1.3 sign: Alice and me 

B.4.2 Fees: amount B.5.1.4 sign: Miner 

B.4.2.1 user selected* 
B.5.1.5 sign: other system 
participants 

B.4.2.2 admin selected 
B.5.1.6 signing equals transaction 
verification 

B.4.2.3 miner selected B.5.1.7 approval 

B.4.2.4 fixed B.5.1.8 access blockchain 
B.4.3 Block Generation B.5.1.9 private key equals address 

B.4.3.1 user 
B.5.1.10 private key is 
wallet/account password 

B.4.3.2 blockchain B.5.2 Address 

B.4.3.3 central B.5.2.1 nickname 
B.4.3.4 miner* B.5.2.2 payment destination* 

 

Figure 2: Final codebook

of the codebook. Conflicts mostly appeared due to slightly
different interpretations of the drawings, which sometimes
conflicted with the think-aloud protocols. When we detected
a conflict, we consulted the drawings and transcripts and dis-
cussed the results again. In these cases, we agreed that the
verbal explanations should weigh more than the card assign-
ments, since the latter were sometimes less expressive than
the participants’ verbal descriptions. All conflicts among the
coders were resolved.

3.6.4 Theory and Mental Model Construction

The last step of our GT approach was to form theories in-
cluding the overarching mental models which describe how
our participants perceive cryptocurrency systems. First, two
independent researchers generated two draft mental models:
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one incomplete model and one inaccurate model for the struc-
ture, function, and behavior of components in cryptocurrency
systems. We constructed the models based on our results,
centered around those categories which resulted from our se-
lective coding (codebook). Then, the two coders met in person
to reach an agreement. We validated our constructed mental
models through negative case analysis [7] by going through
all interviews to check whether the participants’ statements
can be assigned to one of our draft mental models. If not, we
sought to understand how they diverged from our draft and
adopted it accordingly. In doing so, we iteratively refined our
draft mental models until all statements could be assigned. A
participants’ mental model can contain aspects of the incor-
rect and incomplete mental model. In order to (i) construct
our theory, (ii) examine whether the mental models interfere
with secure and privacy-preserving usage of cryptocurrencies,
and (iii) understand how resulting issues can be solved, we
ran a focus group (Section 4.7) with four experts in the field
of cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology. The two final
models are presented in Section 4.2 and 4.3.

4 Mental Models of Cryptocurrency Systems

In this section, we first provide a simplified description of
the Bitcoin and Ethereum system to provide the appraisal
factors for the assessment of our data. Then, we present our
participants’ veritable mental models. These models represent
incomplete and inaccurate descriptions of our participants in
correspondence to the structure, functionality, and behavior of
cryptocurrency systems. Direct participant quotes (translated
to English) are provided for illustration. Since quantitative
results (numbers) in qualitative research cannot be used to
generalize findings, we will discuss all statements without
providing numbers. Nonetheless, coding frequencies can be
found in Appendix A.4.

4.1 Appraisal Factors

Before conducting the study, we constructed a ground truth
model together with two cryptocurrency experts. These ex-
perts were also part of our focus group. We do not claim
exhaustiveness of our expert mental models which can be
incomplete and diverse as well. To increase the validity, we
interviewed two experts and constructed one mental model in-
corporating both statements. Similar to the user interviews, we
asked both experts to draw all components and actors involved
in a transaction process and verbalize their thoughts. We then
constructed a simplified representation of their mental models
(see Figure 3). This model serves as a basis for the evaluation
of user mental models and only focuses on important parts
for user transactions. We found the participants’ mental mod-
els to be consistently sparser than the expert mental model.
The comparison of users’ and expert mental models is purely

Figure 3: Ground truth of the transaction process of cryptocur-
rency systems based on blockchains.

illustrative and non-judgmental. We defined the assessment
basis as follows:

Bitcoin and Ethereum are blockchain-based, peer-to-peer
(P2P) networks which enable users to perform transactions
with virtual (crypto-)currencies. The system consists of multi-
ple participants (peers) that we group in four different roles:
(i) sender, (ii) receiver, (iii) miner, and (iv) other users. Each
participant can hold multiple roles.

The basic requirement to perform a transaction within a
cryptocurrency system is that sender and receiver must have
some kind of wallet, or are enrolled with an online exchange
service. A wallet consists of public keys, private keys, and
addresses. The private key is randomly generated and permits
the user to spend cryptocurrency units. In the case of offline
wallets, it is the user’s responsibility to securely store and
back up the private key. The address is a hashed version of the
public key and acts as a public identifier of the asymmetric
key pair.

Prior to performing a transaction, the receiving party com-
municates its address to the sending party. The sender creates
the transaction which comprises the sending and receiving
address as well as the transferred amount, including fees. The
amount of the fees can be selected by the user and determines
the processing speed of the transaction (transactions with
higher fees are more likely to be included within the next
block). Afterwards, the sender signs the transaction with the
private key and broadcasts it to the P2P network. The verifica-
tion – for both the transactions and the blocks – is performed
by peers in the network. Thereby, not all peers necessarily
perform full validation (e.g., SPV wallets or thin clients do not
check whether transactions are valid, but they rather evaluate
whether full nodes have validated them correctly).

A specific transaction t is considered to be confirmed when
(i) a miner successfully constructed the Proof-of-Work (PoW)
for a block b containing t, (ii) b ends up in the heaviest chain
(i.e., the chain with the most cumulative PoWs), and (iii) a
certain amount of blocks is succeeding b (as the blockchain
gets longer, the confirmation can be considered to be more
secure). The miner (or mining pool, i.e., a cluster of miners
that work together) who solves the PoW first gets rewarded
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with newly created currency (a specific amount depending on
the implementation of the system) and the transaction fees.
As soon as the transaction is confirmed, the amount is credited
from the sender’s to the receiver’s wallet.

4.2 Incomplete Mental Model
Figure 4 depicts the best-case mental model grounded in our
qualitative analysis. It includes technically correct yet sparse
perceptions compared to the ground truth (see Figure 3). We
did not encounter poor decision-making as a result of incom-
plete mental models, hence the missing details are not crucial
for secure usage of the cryptocurrency system.

Several users correctly stated that cryptocurrency systems
are decentralized with annotations reflecting an outline of a
peer-to-peer (P2P) system, and a transaction flow matching
our ground truth (illustrated through lighter grey continuous
lines in Figure 4). The majority correctly stated that the user’s
wallet software generates the public/private key pair (illus-
trated by a dotted red line in Figure 4). Some of them also
knew that in order to send coins to another party, the sender
has to sign the transaction with the generated keys. They cor-
rectly mentioned that an address is the payment destination
in our proposed scenario. Many participants correctly under-
stood that miners receive the transaction fees. However, only
a few participants knew how fees are actually calculated and
could give a correct explanation of the mining process.

4.3 Inaccurate Mental Model
The mental model presented in Figure 5 incorporates the par-
ticipants’ misconceptions of cryptocurrency systems. How-
ever, not all illustrated components are reflected in all mental
models of our participants. Misconceptions related to the
transaction flow are illustrated by a grey, continuous line, and
those related to the key generation are shown through dashed,
red lines in Figure 5. We found that many misconceptions do
not jeopardize users’ security or privacy. In the following we
discuss which misconceptions are crucial and which are not.

Some participants assumed a central management entity as
part of a cryptocurrency system, such as a server or broker.
Others thought that a direct end-to-end connection existed

Figure 4: Incomplete mental model

Figure 5: Inaccurate mental model

between sender and receiver, via which transactions are per-
formed.

It is a de-centralized system because there is no piv-
otal element. Only the two accounts interact with
each other directly without a third person interfer-
ing. (S6)

One participant hypothesized that in addition to an end-to-
end user connection, a further connection to a cloud exists
through which users can get initial approval for transactions
in order to afterwards send confirmed transactions directly
to the receiver. Participants with incorrect mental models
often described the blockchain, other nodes, and the miners
either only through keywords without being able to explain
them, or as a separate system or cloud. Therefore we depict
them as a cloud and (partly) separated system (see bottom
half in Figure 5). In the following sections, we discus these
misconceptions and their impact on security and privacy in
detail.

4.3.1 Cryptographic Keys

We identified many misconceptions related to the keys used
in cryptocurrency systems. Although users’ problems with
cryptographic keys (and their management) have already been
investigated for other application areas – for example secure
messaging and PGP – the effects of mistakes from the users’
perspective are different for cryptocurrency systems (e.g.,
direct monetary impact). In particular, we found that partici-
pants do not understand who generates the keys. Some par-
ticipants claimed that the miners carry out key generation or
expected the whole cryptocurrency system to generate keys.

Hmmm well, I don’t generate my private keys my-
self, they are saved in my smartphone app. It is...
generally the blockchain who generates it [the key]
for me, or the network, the blockchain. It is floating
in the air somehow. I don’t know. It comes from the
internet. (S19)
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One participant thought that all parties in the Bitcoin sys-
tem share one common key. This would break cryptocurrency
systems because everybody would have access to everybody
else’s funds. Other participants presumed that in order to send
coins between two parties, the users’ private keys have to be
sent to “the cloud”.

I generate my private key and send it to the cloud.
Then I get back [from the cloud] a public key... I
must be able to rely on the channel to be secure,
e.g., encrypted, when I send my private key to the
cloud. (S22)

Through contextual information from this interview, we
can deduce that S22 was not referring to storing a key in the
cloud (which would be a correct mental model), but to sending
it to the cloud in order for the blockchain to get decrypted.

One participant assumed that they have to send the private
key directly to the recipient. This would crucially harm the
user’s security as it would enable the receiver to have access
to the sender’s account. As most of our participants were not
aware of the fact that the private key is generated on their
side, they also did not understand that the private key should
never be exposed to external entities (such as miners, central
entities, or other system participants).

Our participants also lacked understanding of the signing
process. Some stated that the receiver has to sign the trans-
action. Others thought that both, the sender and the receiver
have to sign. A few participants inaccurately stated that the
miners have to sign transactions. Several participants assumed
that other end users in the system are signing transactions in
order to validate them. One participant stated that other end
users as well as the miners have to sign a transaction. A par-
ticipant claimed that a user’s keys were necessary in order to
access the blockchain. As a result, users frequently did not
understand why and how they should keep their private key
safe, given that they did not understand what a private key
can be used for.

We observed many incorrect card assignments and descrip-
tions not matching our ground truth model in relation to cryp-
tocurrency addresses. It was unclear to many participants
what a cryptocurrency address actually is. One participant
thought that the private key is a user’s Bitcoin address. This
misconception is especially severe as it might encourage a par-
ticipant to share the private key with other participants. Many
participants assumed that the generated keys and cryptocur-
rency address are entirely independent. Some participants
assumed that the address is a form of nickname, similar to a
pseudonym which you choose on a message board.

Such misinterpretations of key generation and usage can
have a major security impact if cryptocurrency tools dele-
gate the responsibility of key generation or management to
the users without providing guidelines. If, due to misconcep-
tions, users make their keys accessible to others, they become
susceptible to theft.

4.3.2 Fees

Our participants expressed many incorrect assumptions about
how fees are calculated and what their purpose is. A few par-
ticipants explicitly stated a lack of knowledge in this regard.
One participant thought that fees are defined by an admin-
istrator, two said that the miners select the amount. Others
stated that the amount of fees is fixed.

Miners ask for transaction fees, I don’t know if I
can choose the amount...If I want to send money
and I am in a hurry, for example in the case of
smart contracts, then it is possible that the miner
knows that I am in a hurry and the miner adds
an exorbitant amount of transaction fees [to my
transaction]. (S20)

As a result of such misconceptions, users might pay trans-
action fees that are too high in comparison to the amount that
would have been needed to fulfill their requirements, if no
guidelines are provided by cryptocurrency tools.

4.3.3 Anonymity Misconceptions

During the coding process, further themes related to
anonymity in cryptocurrency systems emerged from our col-
lected data which are not directly related to our generated
mental models. A few participants assumed that transactions
stored in the blockchain are deleted after some time.

After 8 blocks one blockchain is ready and it be-
comes one instance...Then, the old one is deleted.
(S8)

This entails a wrong assessment of privacy features offered
by the blockchain. Participant S8 perceived the blockchain as
oblivious and drew a garbage can where old transactions are
disposed/recycled (this is only correct within the Lightning
network [1], which S8 was not referring to). S8 stated that
it is not possible to store a too big amount of data in the
blockchain. Many participants incorrectly assumed that the
cryptocurrency system applies some form of encryption by
default. The participants imagined that either the blockchain,
the transaction, or the transaction channel between the end
points is encrypted.

The transaction itself must be encrypted to ensure a
secure connection between server and client. (S29)

One participant argued that the cryptographic puzzle or
hashing is an en-/decryption operation necessary to get access
to the money which was sent.

Alice receives the cryptographic puzzle, but I don’t
know what happens if she can’t solve it...Because,
I mean the bottom line is, I encrypt it [some kind of
transaction code] and she receives it. (S17)
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Furthermore, some participants thought about encryption
as a major factor used for security purposes. However, those
participants commonly also stated that it is necessary to have
some kind of additional knowledge in order to pursue this
kind of cryptographic task.

I guess you can encrypt them [the transactions],
however I do not know how. (S20)

These misconceptions violate participants’ privacy as they
incorrectly assume that information in the blockchain is un-
readable by the public. Moreover, in line with the findings
by Gao et al. [16], it might discourage people from using
cryptocurrencies when they are under the assumption that
only participants with cryptographic knowledge are able to
correctly apply privacy or security measures (i.e., encrypting
the blockchain).

4.4 Mental Models of Security Threats and
Prevention

Most of our participants were able to explain a broad spec-
trum of (potential) security risks. The majority of our partici-
pants mentioned threats related to compromised end points
(e.g., mobile phones), which are indeed present as shown in
a Kaspersky [22] report. However, this threat is not limited
to cryptocurrency applications. Furthermore, our participants
named mining majority attacks (i.e., an attacker controlling
more than 50% of the mining power in the network). No
mining majority attack has yet been performed on Bitcoin or
Ethereum, although Bitcoin Gold experienced a 51% attack
in May 2018, and a theoretical approach of an Eclipse attack
on Ethereum has been described by Yuval et al. [33]. There-
fore, there is a possibility that such an attack could happen in
a larger cryptocurrency system, especially when ownership
and mining are increasingly concentrated on a small group of
people [36].

Many participants referred to attacks related to human fail-
ure, such as people losing their private keys or failing to store
keys in a secure way. This is in line with results from Kromb-
holz et al. [29] and newspaper articles [21] providing evi-
dence that key loss is often caused by the users themselves.
Some mentioned the threat of online exchanges being hacked,
which has indeed been reported frequently [30]. Others men-
tioned price fluctuations or intentional price manipulation
(e.g., through fake news) as risk factors. Furthermore, some
participants correctly stated that Denial-of-Service (DoS) at-
tacks on cryptocurrency systems [8] pose a potential security
risk.

In contrast, some participants revealed an incorrect under-
standing of the threat landscape in cryptocurrency systems
and described attacks which are not feasible in a decentralized
system. A few participants stated that hacking of central enti-
ties, such as the miners, full nodes, or (parts of) the P2P net-
work is feasible. Some described Man-in-the-Middle attacks

as a possibility, where an attacker interferes or manipulates
the transaction process and possibly alters information (e.g.,
the recipient’s address).

Other participants reported not to be aware of any security
risks and to consider cryptocurrency systems to be secure by
design. Some of our participants assumed theoretical threats
such as broken or weak cryptography that might expose users
to a security risk.

Related to prevention mechanisms against security threats,
more than half of the participants mentioned self-initiated
behavior (such as storing private keys securely). Moreover,
many referred to the usage of specific hardware (e.g., hard-
ware wallets) and mentioned software (e.g., secure wallets)
as a remedy against security breaches. In relation to that, par-
ticipants described possible prevention mechanisms initiated
by the cryptocurrency system, thinking that users cannot in-
fluence their execution. Many participants described feeling
helpless as they do not think that (technically non-adept) users
can actively apply any measures to circumvent such threats.

Maybe I can keep a low profile and I shouldn’t
sit in the tram with the app because of shoulder-
surfing... As a non-professional I cannot really do
more. (S22)

4.5 Mental Models of Privacy Threats and
Prevention

Some participants assumed that they are anonymous when
using cryptocurrencies. However, the majority mentioned ad-
dress mapping as a possible privacy threat, which is indeed
possible [2, 26]. The second biggest privacy threat people
mentioned was identity disclosure through third parties, since
it is often mandatory to provide identification when purchas-
ing or exchanging cryptocurrencies. Doxxing (writing private
data into the blockchain) and a privacy-threatening attack of
the end points (e.g., hacking) were also mentioned. Notably,
potential future attacks with the help of quantum computers or
artificial intelligence were referred to by several participants.
Some thought that the state might be a possible attacker or
named external persons with bad intentions as relevant attack-
ers. In contrast, others thought that the system participants
themselves might carry out attacks on their privacy.

With respect to prevention mechanisms against arising pri-
vacy threats, participants referred to the possibility to mine
themselves in order to prevent identity disclosure when buy-
ing cryptocurrencies. A few participants explained that it is
possible to buy cryptocurrencies from a specific third party
which does not require identity disclosure. One participant
assumed that the usage of two-factor authentication would
ensure privacy:

To secure myself against the threat that IP addresses
can be mapped [to bitcoin addresses], I use two-
factor authentication. (S7)
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Some explicitly stated not to care about the prevention of
privacy threats as they do not consider them important or do
not assume that privacy issues exist in decentralized systems.

4.6 Tool Bias
Many cryptocurrency users focused their explanations and
drawings of the transaction process on the graphical user
interface which they are exposed to when performing trans-
actions, either via a mobile wallet, a PC wallet, or an online
exchange. We observed that wallet interfaces shaped the way
participants perceived the blockchain location (centralized vs.
decentralized), its functionality (persistent, transparent), and
the users’ role within the cryptocurrency system.

Figure 6 shows a drawing (example 1) which is influenced
by the interface displayed to users when carrying out trans-
actions via mobile phone. In particular, we found that our
participants were frequently influenced by a feature of the in-
terfaces currently used by many online exchanges and wallets
(Figure 6 example 2). Thereby, the current number of confir-
mations is displayed to show how many blocks are already
successfully mined and incorporated in the heaviest chain of
the blockchain. After a specific number of succeeding blocks
the current transaction is marked as “accepted". However, we
can deduce from our study that users commonly misinterpret
these confirmations as a specific number of miners or peers
who signed, approved, or validated their transaction. Even
among experts, a specific fixed number of confirmations is as-
sumed, although the security actually depends on the weight
of the longest chain (see Sompolinsky and Zohar [41]).

In contrast to the cryptocurrency tool bias for cryptocur-
rency users, we discovered a bank bias for non-users. They
often stated that the blockchain is centrally managed or that
transactions are conducted directly between users.

4.7 Expert Focus Group
In order to construct our theory, we discussed the security and
privacy impact of our participants’ mental models in an expert
focus group which consisted of four members from a different
research group at our institution who are primarily researching
blockchain technology. One researcher led the discussion and
two researchers took notes and asked follow-up questions.
First, we presented our incorrect model to all participants and
provided printouts. Then, we discussed the incorrect model
in three rounds based on the categories resulting from the
selective coding (keys, fees, anonymity misconceptions). In
each round we first presented the identified misconceptions
and then asked our participants whether they think that these
categories interfere with security and privacy. If the answer
was yes, we asked for the experts’ opinions on how these
security problems could be prevented. Our discussion and
improvement suggestions for cryptocurrency tools are based
on the outcome of this focus group.

Figure 6: Illustrating cryptocurrency tool bias

We decided on a final set of categories which are impor-
tant for our theory generation since they have a direct impact
on users’ security and privacy. These categories are (i) keys,
(ii) misconceptions regarding anonymity, and (iii) fees. The
resulting mental models are centered around these aspects
of our participants’ mental representations. The anonymity
misconceptions only emerged from the participants’ descrip-
tions of the transaction process and were not reflected in their
drawings.

Regarding the questions of how cryptocurrency tools could
prevent security problems caused by incorrect mental mod-
els, the focus group brought up the challenge of designing
tools which are adapted to the diverging mental models we
found. There is a thin line between an easy-to-use system
and a system that gives (expert) users the feeling of being too
simple to be secure, and also provides too little information
to evaluate the system. Therefore, the focus group proposed
that the user interfaces of cryptocurrency tools should have
options to switch between different levels of complexity, pro-
viding the user with the chance to interact with the system
and obtain detailed information about it only if desired. This
approach has been (partly) implemented by Coinomi [10]
(see Appendix A.3) and should be a standard feature for all
(future) wallets.

5 Discussion

Our results explain the roots of several misconceptions with
impact on security and privacy found in related work [12, 16,
29] and can be directly linked to concrete improvement sug-
gestions for cryptocurrency tools (e.g., wallets or exchanges).

We claim that modifications of the interface of cryptocur-
rency management tools can prevent security and privacy
threats caused by incorrect mental models. We base this claim
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on our observation that there is a cryptocurrency tool bias
of cryptocurrency users (see Section 4.6). Our results indicate
that users’ mental models are influenced by the interfaces
of tools and technologies they use, which will be subject to
further research.

5.1 Challenges and Improvement Suggestions

We found a wide range of mental models, from very detailed
to sparse and from correct to incorrect. Hence, we suggest –
in line with the outcome from our focus group – to design
cryptocurrency tools adapted to diverging mental models and
different user groups (e.g., experts and non-experts). There-
fore, we suggest that cryptocurrency tool providers ought to
offer different levels of complexity.

In the following, based on the results from our study and the
experts focus group, we discuss how current cryptocurrency
tools should be adapted to allow people to use them in a
secure and privacy-preserving manner, irrespective of their
(incorrect) mental models.

5.1.1 Anonymity

We noticed that about a quarter of our participants used the
term “encryption” when describing a transaction process in
cryptocurrency systems. Many participants stated that the
blockchain is encrypted. We hypothesize that these users
mixed up authentication/signing (which indeed takes place
during a transaction process) and encryption. Most of these
participants assumed that encryption is a safety measure
against security- or privacy breaches. Moreover, many partici-
pants presumed that transactions cannot be tracked due to the
encryption of the blockchain. We claim that such misconcep-
tions jeopardize people’s privacy as some participants were
incorrectly assuming that their information is hidden from
the public or that all information is deleted after some time.
Our results suggest that people with these misconceptions
refrain from taking measures to safeguard their privacy while
believing that they are anonymous.

Furthermore, we revealed misconceptions about the per-
sistence of the blockchain. We infer from discussions with
industrial partner institutions that blockchain technologies
are commonly applied in areas where it does not make sense,
such as for ephemeral data. The mental models we found in
the course of this study explain such a contradiction.

Recommendation: Interfaces of cryptocurrency tools
should illustrate the openness, persistence, and transparency
of the blockchain. For example, a block explorer could be inte-
grated, visualizing in which block a transaction is integrated
and how many succeeding confirmed blocks currently exist.
Some wallets (see Appendix A.3) provide access to textual
block explorers as an additional feature; however, there is no
graphical visualization integrated into the wallets. Further-
more, a pop-up could be shown before pursuing a transaction,

stating that this transaction will be broadcasted in clear text
to the cryptocurrency network and no information can be
altered later on.

5.1.2 Cryptographic Keys

Previous research on public key cryptography for e-mail en-
cryption has shown that users have difficulties managing and
understanding asymmetric keys [38, 44]. Our study supports
this finding as less than half of our participants were able to
correctly describe how keys are generated and used. Until
the time of writing, no holistic solution has been proposed to
solve these issues. Bitcoin and Ethereum use keys differently
than for example PGP (i.e., it is only used to sign data in-
stead of also encrypting it) and come with an unexplored and
diverse user group. Nevertheless, no research has been con-
ducted so far to examine how people understand the function
of keys in the context of cryptocurrency systems.

The misconceptions about cryptographic keys, as found
during our study, directly influence the way users manage their
keys, thus putting them at risk for monetary loss and fraud.We
observed that many users did not draw a connection between
their private key and the ability to carry out transactions from
their account. Moreover, we discovered misconceptions in
relation to the key generation. We suppose that these incorrect
perceptions interfere with a secure key management if users
are not aware of the fact that private keys give access to their
funds and should be known only to their owner, hence being
kept safe locally.

In line with research on usable key management in other
domains [38, 39], we suggest to automate tools as far as pos-
sible so that users do not have to deal with key generation
or key back-ups, while still providing as much transparency
and information as needed to not expose users to security
or privacy risks (for a feature overview of key storage and
back-up systems from popular wallets, see Appendix A.3).

For cryptocurrency systems this means that users must at
least understand that their seed phrase (or private key) (i)
should not be shared with anybody else, and (ii) can currently
not be recovered in case of loss, leading to the loss of all funds.
These facts should be emphasized to the user during wallet
initialization and whenever the wallet is used, as discussed in
the above sections.

Recommendation: In order to avoid that users lose their
seed phrases, wallets should enforce seed phrase back-ups
by asking the users to input a certain number of words from
their phrase after making a copy (e.g., writing it down on
paper, taking a picture, copying it on a USB device). Further-
more, wallets should ask users to enter their seed phrases in
specific time intervals to ensure that they maintain access.
Most current wallets do not implement these features (see
Appendix A.3). Alternatively, we suggest using automatic key
recovery (e.g., similar to trusted friends [14]).
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5.1.3 Fees

Currently, many cryptocurrency tools only offer one fixed
amount for fees. Our results show that due to this practice, the
majority of participants do not know that users can actively
select how much they want to pay as mining fees during the
creation of a transaction. Therefore, users are not aware that
it is in their power to select how quickly their transaction will
be included in the blockchain. As a result, users might pay
transaction fees that are too high in comparison to the actual
amount needed for their requirements.

Recommendation: User interfaces of cryptocurrency tools
should remind users that by choosing the amount of transac-
tion fees they can influence how quickly their transaction will
be included in the next block. The amount of fees should
be precomputed based on heuristics (leading to different
amounts for each user and transaction) and labeled with un-
derstandable terms (e.g., “slow—low fees”, “default” and

“fast—high fees”). A comparable approach is provided by the
Blockchain [5] and Coinomi [10] wallet (see Appendix A.3).

5.1.4 Security and Privacy Threats and Prevention

We discovered that while our participants showed a basic
understanding of the threat landscape in cryptocurrency sys-
tems, their knowledge about possible prevention mechanisms
was poor and led to a feeling of helplessness among half of
them. These participants either believed that users cannot
take any measures, but need to rely on the system, or they
assumed that prevention mechanisms (e.g., wallet encryption)
can only be pursued by technologically knowledgeable users.
This coincides with the results found by Krombholz et al. [29]
which showed that many users do not apply security measures
offered by state-of-the-art cryptocurrency tools.

Recommendation: We suggest that cryptocurrency tools
should perform encryption by default and inform the users
about this safety measure (see Appendix A.3 for the status of
popular wallets). Moreover, they should add cues and visual-
izations to explain to the users which security measures (e.g.,
encryption) are implemented so that users can make informed
trust decisions.

6 Limitations & Future Work

Participant recruitment via mailing lists, social media, and
personal contacts provided us with a diverse sample regarding
age and profession. However, our sample still has its limita-
tions as it is biased towards a higher educated social stratum;
also, non-users without any connection to cryptocurrencies
were excluded. Furthermore, the recruiting area was limited
to two cities in Austria. Therefore we cannot compare or eval-
uate cultural differences to other countries/continents, and the
European legal landscape with regard to security and privacy
(GDPR) also most likely influenced the participants.

The interviews were conducted in German, which is why
language-specific expressions in direct participant quotes may
have been lost in translation. However, all direct translations
were double-checked by a translator, which is why we are
confident that such issues have been kept to a minimum.

We followed an inductive approach for our qualitative study
to gather insights into user perceptions of cryptocurrency sys-
tems. However, our methodology also has its limitations as
the data is self-reported and, in comparison to quantitative
studies, the sample size is fairly small. Still, we feel confi-
dent that our sample is sufficiently large to observe general
tendencies.

This study provides the basis for future work to quantify our
findings. We plan to examine the connection between mental
models, experiences with cryptocurrency management tools,
and security-critical errors. Moreover, usable cryptocurrency
management tools can be designed and evaluated based on
our findings.

7 Conclusions

We explored user perceptions and misconceptions of cryp-
tocurrency users (N = 29) enriched with drawing and card
assignment tasks. Although our study focused on Bitcoin and
Ethereum, our findings can be further useful for improving
the security and privacy of a large body of (existing or future)
altcoins which also build on the blockchain technology.

We discovered that flaws and inconsistencies in user mental
models of cryptocurrency systems expose users to security
and privacy risks when using current cryptocurrency tools.
These risks include money loss, fraud, or deanonymization.
Most importantly, we revealed major misconceptions related
to the functionality and management of cryptographic keys
which are not compensated by the cryptocurrency tools. Our
findings explain why cryptocurrency users fail to manage
their private keys securely and, as a result, frequently fall
victim to money loss and fraud. Furthermore, we revealed
that users think that the blockchain is encrypted or oblivious,
which prevents them from taking measures to safeguard their
privacy. Another interesting result was that many participants
were not aware of the fact that the amount of mining fees can
be actively selected to influence the transaction speed.

We proposed several concrete enhancements to state-of-the-
art cryptocurrency tools (e.g., wallets or exchanges) with the
purpose of protecting users with misconceptions from security
and privacy threats. Among others, we suggest to automate
key generation, -management, and -back-up as much as possi-
ble. With our work, we lay the foundation for improving the
usability of state-of-the-art cryptocurrency management tools
to prevent security and privacy breaches.
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A Mental Model User Study

A.1 Demographics gathered via a pre-study
questionnaire

• Age/ Gender

• Profession/ Highest completed level of education/ Re-
cent professional status

• I have a good understanding of Computers and the Inter-
net: Likert Scale from 5 (agree) - 1 (disagree)

• I often ask other people for help when I am having prob-
lems with my computer: Likert Scale from 5 (agree) - 1
(disagree)

• I am often asked for help when other people have prob-
lems with their computer. Likert Scale from 5 (agree) - 1
(disagree)

• Which cryptocurrencies have you heard of?

• Was the subject of cryptography and/or cryptocurrencies
part of your education or your profession?

• If yes, briefly outline the topics you heard of.

• Do you use Bitcoin/Ethereum?

• For which matters do you mainly use Bitcoin/Ethereum?

A.2 Interview Protocol

General
• Which kind of education do you have and what is your

current profession?

• When and how did you become aware of cryptocurren-
cies?

• How have you been dealing with cryptocurrencies so
far?

• Why do you use Bitcoin/Ethereum? (just asked if the
participant owns a cryptocurrency)

• What is in your opinion the cryptographic part of cryp-
tocurrencies?

Mental Models
• [Drawing Task 1] Please draw a picture of how you

think the transaction process works between you and
a second person called Alice. Imagine you transfer
BTC/ETH 20 to Alice. Remember to include all relevant
persons and components into your drawing.

• [Card Assignment Task] We prepared some cards
which describe various functionalities of a cryptocur-
rency system. Please assign these cards to the compo-
nents you drew in Phase 1. If you feel you missed a
component before, please draw them with green colour.
The cards we provided during this task:

– Generate address

– Generate public key

– Generate private key

– Transaction confirmed

– Generate transaction

– Sign transaction

– Broadcast transaction

– Verify transaction

– Generate block

– Validate block

– Perform Proof of Work

– Solve cryptographic puzzle

– Receive transaction fees

– Generate coins

– Only Bitcoin: Receive unspent transaction output
(UTXO)

– Only Ethereum: Receive balance
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Attacker Models
• There are two words which are lately frequently used in

the media in relation to cryptocurrencies, namely "secu-
rity" and "privacy". What do these two words mean to
you and what are the differences between them?

• [Drawing Task 2] Please have a look on the model you
created during Phase 2. Take a red marker for drawing
security risks and a blue marker for drawing privacy
risks. While drawing, keep the following two questions
in mind:

– Where do you think the potential threats occur?

– Who is causing those threats?

After the participant has finished the drawing, ask: "What
countermeasures do you know to prevent those risks?"
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A.3 Wallet Feature Overview

Table 2: Feature overview of 4 popular software wallets at the time of our study

Blockchain.com Coinbase.com Coinomi Exodus

Founded 2011 2012 2013 2015

Supported Cryptocurrencies BTC, ETH, BCH, XLM, USD-D BTC, ETH, BCH, ETC, LTC, ERC-20 tokens BTC, ETH, BCH, ETC, LTC, etc. BTC, ETH, BCH, ETC, LTC, etc.

Type wallet/exchange wallet/exchange wallet/exchange wallet/exchange

Private key storage local local local local

Back-ups user initiated (seed phrase) user initiated (seed phrase, gdrive with PIN) user initiated (seed phrase) user initiated (seed phrase)

Force seed phrase back-up yes no no no

Transaction Fees options (pre-calculated/custom) no options options (low/normal/high priority) no options

Wallet encryption password (forced) fingerprint/ PIN (forced) password (standard)/ biometric/ none none (standard)/ PIN / fingerprint

Periodic seed phrase querying no no no no

Block explorer included yes (textual) yes (textual) yes (textual) no

Different complexity levels no no yes (creation: "fast", "advanced") no
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A.4 Coding Frequencies

Table 3: Coding Frequencies

A Total K LA BA B Total K LA BA Total K LA BA C Total K LA BA
A.1 B.1 B.4.5 C.1
A.1.1 1 0 0 1 B.1.1 10 4 2 4 B.4.5.1 2 1 0 1 C.1.1 3 1 2 0
A.1.2 6 3 3 0 B.1.2 4 1 2 1 B.4.5.2 25 9 9 7 C.1.2 14 2 8 4
A.1.3 6 2 2 2 B.1.3 2 0 1 1 B.4.5.3 1 0 1 0 C.1.3 18 7 7 4
A.1.4 1 1 0 0 B.1.4 14 5 7 2 B.4.5.4 2 0 1 1 C.1.4 2 1 1 0
A.2 7 3 3 1 B.1.5 2 0 2 0 nm 1 0 1 0 C.1.5 1 0 0 1
A.3 10 3 5 2 nm 4 1 1 2 LOK 0 0 0 0 C.1.6 5 1 3 1
A.4 2 0 0 2 LOK 0 0 0 0 B.4.6 C.1.7 2 0 1 1
A.5 7 1 2 4 B.2 B.4.6.1 1 0 0 1 C.1.8 5 2 1 2

B.2.1 4 2 2 0 B.4.6.2 6 3 3 0 C.2
B.2.2 6 3 2 1 B.4.6.3 3 1 1 1 C.2.1 0 0 0 0
B.2.3 3 0 3 0 B.4.6.4 3 0 2 1 C.2.2 4 1 2 1
B.2.4 2 1 0 1 B.4.6.5 2 0 1 1 C.2.3 5 0 4 1
B.2.5 20 8 10 2 nm 12 5 3 4 C.2.4 3 1 1 1
B.2.6 1 0 0 1 LOK 4 1 3 0 C.2.5 5 1 1 3
nm 6 1 1 4 B.4.7 C.2.6 3 2 1 0
LOK 1 0 0 1 B.4.7.1 4 1 2 1 C.2.7 4 0 3 1
B.3 B.4.7.2 3 2 1 0 nm 13 5 6 2
B.3.1 B.4.7.3 3 1 2 0 D Total K LA BA
B.3.1.1 6 0 5 1 B.4.7.4 1 0 1 0 D.1
B.3.1.2 1 1 0 0 B.4.7.5 6 3 1 2 D.1.1 2 0 2 0
B.3.1.3 0 0 0 0 B.4.7.6 0 0 0 D.1.2 11 2 6 3
B.3.1.4 5 2 2 1 nm 12 3 5 4 D.1.3 7 0 5 2
nm 15 6 5 4 LOK 0 0 0 0 D.1.4 15 4 8 3
LOK 5 1 2 2 B.4.8 D.1.5 5 1 3 1
B.3.2 B.4.8.1 23 10 11 2 D.1.6 9 3 4 2
B.3.2.1 1 0 0 1 B.4.8.2 1 1 0 0 D.1.7 4 2 1 1
B.3.2.2 9 3 5 1 B.4.8.3 1 0 1 0 D.1.8 14 4 6 4
B.3.2.3 7 2 1 4 B.4.8.4 3 0 1 2 D.1.9 7 2 4 1
B.3.2.4 3 1 1 1 nm 1 0 0 1 D.1.10 2 1 1 0
B.3.2.5 1 0 0 1 LOK 2 0 0 2 D.1.11 2 0 0 2
nm 11 5 4 2 B.4.9 D.1.12 3 2 1 0
LOK 0 0 0 0 B.4.9.1 2 1 0 1 D.1.13 10 2 7 1
B.3.3 B.4.9.2 4 1 1 2 D.1.14 7 3 2 2
B.3.3.1 2 2 0 0 B.4.9.3 1 0 0 1 D.1.15 3 1 1 1
B.3.3.2 5 2 2 1 B.4.9.4 11 2 6 3 D.1.16 4 0 1 3
B.3.3.3 1 0 0 1 B.4.9.5 2 0 0 2 D.2
nm 0 0 0 0 B.4.9.6 1 0 1 0 D.2.1 5 1 2 2
LOK 0 0 0 0 B.4.9.7 18 8 8 2 D.2.2 7 2 4 1
B.4 B.4.9.8 6 5 1 0 D.2.3 15 2 7 6
B.4.1 nm 0 0 0 0 D.2.4 10 3 5 2
B.4.1.1 1 0 1 0 LOK 4 0 2 2 D.2.5 13 4 4 5
B.4.1.2 1 1 0 0 B.4.10 nm 2 0 2 0
B.4.1.3 1 0 1 0 B.4.10.1 2 0 1 1
B.4.1.4 3 1 1 1 B.4.10.2 2 0 0 2
B.4.1.5 19 8 8 3 B.4.10.3 9 4 5 0
B.4.1.6 2 1 1 0 nm 11 4 2 5
B.4.1.7 1 0 0 1 LOK 5 1 4 0
nm 1 0 0 1 B.5
LOK 3 0 1 2 B.5.1
B.4.2 B.5.1.1 13 4 6 3
B.4.2.1 4 0 4 0 B.5.1.2 1 0 1 0
B.4.2.2 1 0 1 0 B.5.1.3 4 1 0 3
B.4.2.3 2 1 0 1 B.5.1.4 6 3 2 2
B.4.2.4 2 1 0 1 B.5.1.5 6 2 1 3
nm 17 8 6 3 B.5.1.6 2 0 0 2
LOK 3 0 1 2 B.5.1.7 2 2 0 0
B.4.3 B.5.1.8 1 0 0 1
B.4.3.1 4 0 0 4 B.5.1.9 1 0 1 0
B.4.3.2 3 1 1 1 B.5.1.10 2 2 0 0
B.4.3.3 1 0 1 0 nm 0 0 0 0
B.4.3.4 16 7 7 2 LOK 3 0 2 1
nm 3 1 1 1 B.5.2
LOK 3 0 2 1 B.5.2.1 2 0 0 2
B.4.4 B.5.2.2 8 4 4 0
B.4.4.1 8 3 4 1 nm 16 6 6 4
B.4.4.2 4 2 1 1 LOK 3 0 2 1
B.4.4.3 11 3 2 6
B.4.4.4 2 0 2 0
B.4.4.5 4 1 2 1
nm 1 0 1 0
LOK 1 1 0 0

The table displays our resulting numbers of the interviews, categorized according out three participation groups (i)
knowledgeable user (K) (ii) lay active user (LA) and (iii) blockchain activity (BA).
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Abstract
Cloud Office suites such as Google Docs or Microsoft Office
365 are widely used and introduce security and privacy risks
to documents and sensitive user information. Users may not
know how, where and by whom their documents are accessible
and stored, and it is currently unclear how they understand and
mitigate risks. We conduct surveys with 200 cloud office users
from the U.S. and Germany to investigate their experiences
and behaviours with cloud office suites. We explore their se-
curity and privacy perceptions and expectations, as well as
their intuitions for how cloud office suites should ideally han-
dle security and privacy. We find that our participants seem
to be aware of basic general security implications, storage
models, and access by others, although some of their threat
models seem underdeveloped, often due to lacking technical
knowledge. Our participants have strong opinions on how
comfortable they are with the access of certain parties, but are
somewhat unsure about who actually has access to their docu-
ments. Based on our findings, we distill recommendations for
different groups associated with cloud office suites, which can
help inform future standards, regulations, implementations,
and configuration options.

1 Introduction

During the 1970s, office software began to emerge in the
world of personal computing. Early word processors such as
Electric Pencil for the MITS Altair in 1976, WordStar for the
CP/M in 1978, and later dedicated spreadsheet applications
such as VisCalc were considered “killer applications” for their

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

respective systems. These dedicated office tools helped the
adoption of personal computers over more dedicated or me-
chanical systems for word processing. In recent years, another
major shift is happening in the world of office applications.
With Microsoft Office 365, Google Drive, and projects like
LibreOffice Online, most major office suites have moved to
provide some sort of cloud platform that allows for collabo-
ration between multiple editors, automatic real-time storage
on cloud or internal network servers, and easy access through
the browser without requiring the installation of software.

The major selling points for these cloud office platforms
might as well be their most concerning (security & privacy)
weaknesses: easy sharing of documents, cloud storage of data,
and the high similarity in design and UI to previously preva-
lent offline office software hide a large array of potential
privacy and security trapdoors from the average office user.

With the shift from offline to cloud, many cloud of-
fice providers also moved from a pay-once model to a
subscription-based model with a trial period or even a model
with completely free usage. This shift accompanied a ques-
tionable change in business model drive towards data collec-
tion and profiling: the processing and storing of documents in
the cloud provides the possibility of large-scale privacy intru-
sion by the providers for both end users and businesses that
utilize the cloud. Due to the similarity in design to offline of-
fice software, end users are unlikely to fully comprehend this
major impact on their privacy. This impact on privacy is fur-
ther amplified by governments and administrations updating
their infrastructure to cloud-based solutions, potentially pro-
cessing and uploading the data of citizens in the cloud without
their explicit consent. In a recent example, the Department of
Defense awarded a $7.6 billion contract to General Dynam-
ics to provide the Pentagon with the cloud-based Microsoft
Office 365 [27].

Another major selling point of cloud office applications is
the ease of access, often from almost anywhere on earth with
an internet connection, without requiring any additional instal-
lation of software. While the actual location of the underlying
servers is rarely mentioned in cloud advertisements, it has
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notable implications for privacy and security. In July 2019,
the central German State of Hesse declared that schools may
not legally use Microsoft Office 365 or similar cloud office
platforms due to collected telemetry and the potential access
to stored data on U.S. servers by U.S. officials [34, 36]:

“What is true for Microsoft is also true for the
Google and Apple cloud solutions. The cloud solu-
tions of these providers have so far not been trans-
parent and comprehensibly set out. Therefore, it
is also true that for schools the privacy-compliant
use is currently not possible.” - Hessian commis-
sioner of Data Protection and Freedom of Informa-
tion [34].

In August 2019, Microsoft announced that it will be able
to provide cloud services from data centers in Germany in
late 2019 “to meet evolving customer needs” and to being
“committed to making sure that the Microsoft Cloud complies
with [the European General Data Protection Regulation]
GDPR” [9]. As of February 2020, Microsoft offers Office 365
and Dynamics 365 from new German data center regions [21].

In this work, we investigate privacy and security miscon-
ceptions by end users of cloud office applications in a user
study including participants from both the U.S. and Germany.
For this, we conducted two online surveys with 200 crowd
workers from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and ClickWorker.
With a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods,
we modeled the two surveys to explore the following research
questions:

RQ1: “How and why do our participants interact with cloud
office applications?” Cloud office suites are compelling to use
with features such as collaboration between multiple editors,
automatic real-time storage, and easy online access without
installation. We are interested why and how our participants
interact with cloud office applications both in a home and
organizational setting.

RQ2: “What are end users’ awareness, perceptions, and atti-
tudes about privacy in cloud office applications?” The switch
from offline to a cloud environment in both home and organi-
zational settings introduced abrupt changes for privacy and
security assumptions regarding office suites. We examine our
participants’ security and privacy perceptions and expecta-
tions, as well as their intuitions for how cloud office suites
should ideally handle security and privacy.

RQ3: “What are participants’ understandings and related
mental models regarding protection and security of their cloud
documents?” The actual server location, access by providers
or governments, and handling of deletions has an enormous
impact on the privacy of cloud office applications. We survey
the extent of our participants’ understanding and their basic
mental models regarding cloud office documents.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: after
this introduction (Section 1) we provide a background to
cloud office suites in Section 2. We describe the setup and
structure of our two surveys in Section 3 and report our results
in Section 4. We discuss related work in Section 5. Finally,
we discuss findings and give recommendations in Section 6
and conclude this work in Section 7.

2 Cloud Office Suites

For this work, we define Cloud office suites as cloud-based
office applications that allow view, edit and comment on doc-
uments, spreadsheets and presentations in the browser.

Table 1 provides an overview of the most popular cloud
office suites and their features relevant for this work. Promi-
nent providers of cloud office suites are Google (Google
Drive) [12], Microsoft (Office 365) [25], Apple (iWork for
iCloud) [15], The Document Foundation (Libre Office On-
line) [11], and Ascensio System SIA (OnlyOffice) [37]. In
contrast to traditional office suites such as Microsoft Of-
fice, cloud office suites provide browser-based user interfaces.
Users are no longer limited to work on desktop computers
using native office applications, but can access their files
using any device that provides a modern browser. Hence,
modern cloud office suites support mobile devices such as
smartphones and tablets and allow easy access to their cloud
applications wherever users have access to the internet.

In contrast to traditional office suites, cloud office suites
allow users to easily share documents with multiple collab-
orators and edit the same document simultaneously. Cloud
office documents can be shared using e-mail addresses or
direct links to a document. For better user experience, cloud
office suites allow their users to recover deleted documents.
In addition to online access to their documents, Google Drive
provides an offline mode that stores documents in the local
browser storage and makes them available for offline editing.
Offline documents are pushed to the cloud as soon as users
have Internet access.

The three major providers Microsoft, Google, and Apple
only provide cloud-hosted solutions while Ascensio System
also provides a self-hosted community edition which allows
keeping the data under users’ control. Every hosted cloud
office solution provides storage capabilities in the cloud. The
amount of storage included depends on the license purchased
and can be upgraded at any time. LibreOffice Online by The
Document Foundation supports no storage by itself and is
dependent on the underlying software like OwnCloud or
NextCloud to provide the storage and authentication.

While all cloud office suites provide rudimentary access
control for sharing, only Google Drive and OnlyOffice provide
an option to share documents with read-only access that still
allows to comment on documents.
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Storage
Offline
Mode

Versions available Mobile Version Sharing Document
RecoverySelf

Hosted
Free Paid Trial Android iOS E-Mail Link

Read
Only

Read &
Comment

Office 365 1

Google Drive
iWork for iCloud -
LibreOffice Online 2 - 3 4 4 4 4

OnlyOffice

Feature available Feature unavailable Feature partially available
1 Students and teachers receive a free online only version. 2 Support is only provided by third party companies and not directly by The
Document Foundation. 3 Only a viewer is available. 4 Depends on underlying software.

Table 1: Overview of the most common cloud office suites and their related features.

3 Methodology

In this section we provide details on the procedure and struc-
ture of the two surveys we conducted with crowd workers
from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (n = 105) and ClickWorker
(n = 95). We also detail the coding process for our qualitative
questions as well as the statistical analysis approach for our
quantitative data. Finally, we report on our data collections
and ethical considerations, and discuss the limitations of our
work.

Note that while our two surveys may include participants
living in the U.S. or in Germany, Austria, or Switzerland
respectively, we refer to them as “U.S.” and “German(y)” for
a more succinct reporting.

3.1 Study Procedure

Both the German-speaking participants from ClickWorker
and the English-speaking participants from Mechanical Turk
were administered an almost identical survey, with the Ger-
man survey being a direct translation from the English version
by multiple native German speakers.

Questionnaire Development. The questionnaire develop-
ment was guided by our established research questions. We
included pre-tested and evaluated survey questions from pre-
vious work where appropriate to allow for a greater compara-
bility between studies. In addition, we performed 5 in-depth,
free-form interviews with both experts and non-experts to
establish additional areas of interest for our survey.

Pre-Testing. Before we conducted the surveys, we pre-tested
our questionnaires following the principle of cognitive inter-
views [31]. This allowed us to glean insights into how survey
respondents might interpret and answer questions. We asked
participants to share their thoughts as they answered each
survey question and used our findings to iteratively revise
and rewrite the survey questions to minimize bias and maxi-
mize validity. This first pre-test was conducted internally in
both German and English with members of the groups, stu-

dents of our university, and friends. In addition, we refined
the surveys in multiple pilots with participants on Mechanical
Turk (n = 9) and ClickWorker (n = 20) until a satisfactory
convergence was reached.

Recruitment and Inclusion Criteria. We recruited partic-
ipants for our study from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and
ClickWorker during September 2019. We did not mention se-
curity or privacy in the initial recruitment ad to avoid certain
recruitment biases. We generally required participants to be
age 18 or older and to have used cloud office software before.
For Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, we additionally required par-
ticipants to be comfortable with participating in the study
in English and to live within the United States. To ensure
sufficient data quality, we also required them to have com-
pleted a minimum of 1,000 hits and to have a task approval
rate of at least 95% [30]. For ClickWorker, we additionally
required participants to be comfortable with participating in
the survey in German and to live within Germany, Austria, or
Switzerland.

A total of 229 people responded to our surveys. Of those, 22
did not finish and 7 were excluded due to low-quality answers
or due to failing at least one of our quality checks, resulting
in 200 final participants whose responses we consider.

3.2 Survey Structure

We outline the survey structure in Figure 1 and below. Both
our surveys consisted of a total of 9 sections, ranging from
general cloud office questions to personal beliefs about the
responsibilities of cloud office providers. The two survey ver-
sions differed slightly due to localized answer options (e.g.,
localized names for government agencies) and changes to con-
cepts that do not exist or have a different privacy implication
in German-speaking countries (e.g., social security number).

1. Use of Office Tools: Our surveys open with questions in
which we explore the general usage patterns of offline and
cloud office applications by our participants in both private
and organizational contexts. We report general demograph-
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1. Use of Office Tools
Establishes office and cloud office usage patterns of our
participants.

2. Document Safety
Explores participants’ perceptions of safety for documents
on their computer versus in the cloud.

3. Document Access
Explores participants’ perceptions about unauthorized
access of their documents and breach disclosures.

4. Document Storage
Explores participants’ perceptions about the storage of their
cloud office documents.

[Assigned depending on crowd worker platform.]

5a. Responsibility (GER)
Explores perception of
cloud provider respon-
sibilities (Localized for
Germany).

5b. Responsibility (U.S.)
Explores perception of
cloud provider responsi-
bilities (Localized for the
U.S.).

[Participants were equally dis-
tributed among both conditions.]

6a. Personal Perception
Explores perception of
personalized scenarios.

6b. General Perception
Explores perception of
generalized scenarios.

7. Data Protection
Explores participants’ general perceptions and models
about the protection of their documents.

8. GDPR
Explores participants’ awareness of the European General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

9. Demographics
General demographics (age, gender, CS experience) and
feedback.

Figure 1: Illustration of the survey flow for both German and
English surveys. Splits in the flow include a localized version
of the “Responsibility” block for Germany and the U.S. and a
split for generalized scenarios vs. personalized which were
randomly assigned to participants.

ics and office-specific demographics of our participants in
Section 4.1 and Table 3.

2. Document Safety: The “Document Safety” section ex-
plores how participants perceive the security of their docu-
ments in the cloud vs. locally on their computer and why. We
report these results in Section 4.2.

3. Document Access: The “Document Access” section in-
vestigates participants’ mental concepts and perceived risks

related to the access of their documents. Questions related to
which parties they think have access to their documents, who
already might have accessed their documents without their au-
thorization, and if the risk of unauthorized access by different
parties is higher in the cloud or on their computer. Further, the
section asks participants about who they think would inform
them in case of an unauthorized access to their data and who
they think should inform them and how. We report the results
related to the access of cloud office documents in Section 4.3.

4. Document Storage: This section explores our partici-
pants’ perception about the storage of their cloud office docu-
ments. We asked our participants about the number of copies
they think exist of their documents and with whom they think
copies remain after deleting their own versions. In addition,
we asked who they think can delete their documents. We
report the results for these questions in Section 4.4.

5a/b. Responsibility: In this section, we investigate our par-
ticipants’ perceptions about responsibilities of cloud office
providers regarding access and protection of documents. The
“Responsibility” section differs slightly between the German
and English survey to allow for the localization of certain
answer options such as law-enforcement agencies and gov-
ernment names. We report the results in Section 4.5.

6a/b. Perception: The “Perception” section contains ques-
tions to three different scenarios related to the processing of
sensitive data in cloud document applications, either in a more
personal or more generalized condition.

1. Data of children. The first scenario described the use of
a cloud office application in an educational setting. We
asked our participants to assess how much they felt at
ease with using cloud office applications for handling
data of children in schools, e.g., for storing grades or
writing tasks.

2. Health data. The second scenario had a focus on health
information. A general practitioner used a cloud office
application to handle sensitive patient information in-
cluding a patient’s name, age, weight, diagnosis, and
treatment plan. Again, we asked our participants to rate
their level of comfort with the scenario.

3. Financial data. In the third scenario we illustrated a use
case involving financial data. A financial advisor used
a cloud office application to process client data. The
processed documents include private information such
as the client’s name, social security number, and detailed
financial information.

Participants of the study were equally distributed between
both conditions and the order of scenarios was randomized
for each participant. Results for the different scenarios are
reported in Section 4.6.

7. Data Protection: The “Data Protection” section explores
participants’ mental models about the protection of their doc-
uments in the cloud. We asked our participants which data
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they think is collected when they process documents in cloud
office applications and how they think their data is protected.
We report these results in Section 4.7.

8. General Data Protection Regulation: In the “GDPR”
section we explored our participants’ general knowledge
about the European General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) and what they know about the protections it of-
fers. These questions link back to the “Responsibility” block,
which asked participants about cloud office provider responsi-
bilities directly implied by the GDPR. We report the general
results for this block together with other demographics in Sec-
tion 4.1 and combined it for our analysis of the responsibility
section in Section 4.5.

9. Demographics: We administered demographic questions
at the end of the questionnaire to prevent stereotype bias [22,
35]. Our demographic questions included age, gender (with
free text), and previous experiences in CS education and CS
jobs. Additionally we asked respondents for general feedback
for the survey questionnaire. We report general demograph-
ics and office-specific demographics of our participants in
Section 4.1 and Table 3.

3.3 Coding and Analysis
Our collected data includes both qualitative and quantitative
data points.

Qualitative Coding. We analyzed all open-ended questions
in an iterative open-coding process [7, 38]. Two researchers
established an initial codebook [5], coded all open-ended
questions together, and resolved emerging coding conflicts
immediately in a consensus discussion or by introducing new
codes. If new codes were introduced, all previous answers
were revisited and re-coded if necessary. Due to the immediate
resolving, reporting an intercoder agreement and reliability is
uncommon for this approach [20]. The codebook remained
stable once both researchers were satisfied that all important
themes and concepts in the responses could be captured with
the codes. Both surveys were coded with the same codebook
and codes for the German survey were assigned by two native
speakers.

Quantitative Analysis. We use the non-parametric Kruskal-
Wallis H test (KW ; non-parametric equivalent to the one-
way ANOVA) to compare multiple independent groups. For
multiple tests on paired groups, we use the Mann-Whitney U
test (MWU) and control the results for multiple testing. We
assume an alpha level of α= .05 for significance in hypothesis
tests. Where appropriate, we controlled our hypothesis tests
for the multiple comparison problem with the conservative
Bonferroni correction and report the “adjusted”/“adj.” values.
For certain tests, we map five-point Likert scale answers to
numbers (-2, -1, 0, 1, 2).

We present the outcomes of our regressions in tables where
each row contains a factor and the corresponding change

of the analyzed outcome in relation to the baseline of the
given factor. Linear regression models measure change from
baseline factors with a coefficient (Coef.) of zero for the value
of the outcome. For each factor of a model, we also list a 95%
confidence interval (C.I.) and a p-value indicating statistical
significance. We highlight p-values below a cut-off of .05
with a star (∗).

As our regression analyses are intended to be exploratory,
we consider a set of candidate models and select the final
model based on the lowest Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) [4]. We consider candidate models consisting of the
required factors “Country”, “Condition”, and “Scenario”, as
well as every possible combination of the optional variables.
Required factors, optional factors, and corresponding baseline
values are described in Table 2. In cases when we consider
results on a per-scenario rather than a per-participant basis,
we use a mixed linear model that adds a random intercept to
account for multiple scenarios from the same participant.

3.4 Data Collection and Ethics

Our institutions did not require a formal IRB process for the
studies conducted in this work. Nonetheless, we modeled our
research plan and study procedures after an IRB-approved
study, adhered to the strict German and U.S. data and privacy
protection laws and the General Data Protection Regulation
in the E.U., and structured our study following the ethical
principals of the Menlo report for research involving informa-
tion and communications technologies [10]. All participants
approved to a consent form that informed them about the
study purpose, the data we collected and stored, and included
an e-mail address and phone number to contact the principal
investigators in case of questions or concerns.

Recently, researchers faced issues with low data quality on
Amazon MTurk [18]. Therefore, we included a number of
filters to identify low-quality answers. During data cleaning
and analysis, we identified 7 participants who did not pass
our quality measures and excluded these invalid participants
from further analysis.

We calibrated participants’ compensations based on an
average piloting time of 10 minutes and payed participants on
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk $1.70 and on ClickWorker AC1.70
for an hourly wage of $10.20 and AC10.20, respectively.

3.5 Limitations

As any study with online surveys, our work includes a num-
ber of limitations typical for this type of study and should be
interpreted in context. In general, self-report studies may suf-
fer from several biases, including over- and under-reporting,
sample bias, and social-desirability bias. However, while we
utilize self-report data, our central claims are not about the
accuracy of respondents’ answers to a given question, but
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Factor Description Baseline

Required
Country Germany or U.S., participants assigned based on crowd working platform. U.S.
Condition General or Personal. Scenario condition, participants evenly distributed between both conditions. General
Scenario Child, Health, or Financial. Type of scenario, all 3 shown in randomized order. Child
Participant Random effect accounting for repeated measures (due to the 3 scenarios per participant). n/a

Optional
Office at work True or False, uses office software at work, self-reported. False
CS Education True or False, has a CS education, self-reported. False
CS Job True or False, has a CS job, self-reported. False
Age Age in years, self-reported. n/a

Table 2: Factors used in candidate regression models. Model candidates always included the required factors and covered all
possible combinations of optional factors. Final models were selected based on lowest AIC. Categorical factors were individually
compared to the baseline.

rather about the concepts and misconceptions conveyed by
their answers.

Conducting user studies on crowd working platforms like
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and ClickWorker is a commonly
used and generally accepted procedure for human-computer
interaction and usable security and privacy research [33].
While the quality of answers can suffer in a crowd worker con-
text, we tried to ensure a high data quality by following best
practices by limiting access to our surveys to high-reputation
cloud workers [30] and by manually filtering low quality an-
swers.

This study focuses on the responses of German and U.S.
Internet users, and thus, we can offer no insight into the gener-
alizability of results for international participants. We aimed
to improve the internal validity of our study by providing
localized answer options.

We explicitly ignored the implications of meta data collec-
tion and third party data of cloud office providers to allow
participants to focus on their mental model of cloud document
processing and access.

4 Results

In the following section we report and discuss results for all
200 valid participants of both the U.S. and German survey.
Generally, participants were aware of certain security and pri-
vacy implications of writing their documents in cloud office
applications, but were unaware or had severe misconceptions
about others. Our reporting of results mostly follows the ac-
tual order of survey sections described in Section 3.2. After
each subsection, we summarize our key findings.

4.1 Use of Office Tools
We report the general demographics of both surveys in Ta-
ble 3. Overall, 127 participants responded to our survey on
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (U.S.) and 102 on ClickWorker

(German). Of those, 105 and 95 respectively completed the
survey and were considered valid for a combined total of 200
participants for whom we report results.

Our participants identified predominantly as male (64.5%)
with a median age of 33.0 years (mean = 35.7, σ = 10.7).
Across both surveys, 28.0% of our participants classified them-
selves as having a CS education and 22.5% as having worked
in a CS-related job. CS experiences are similar for both the
U.S. and the German survey, with the exception of CS educa-
tion (38.1% vs. 16.8%). We assume this discrepancy might
be related to general differences in education systems, as the
German school curriculum focuses less on IT education com-
pared to the U.S. The majority of both our U.S. and German
participants have a job that involves using office applications
regularly with 80.0% and 77.8%, respectively.

The majority (97.1%) of our U.S. participants have used
Google Drive (with its related cloud office tools such as
Google Docs or Google Sheets) before, followed by Microsoft
Office (Offline) (86.7%) and Microsoft Office 365 (Cloud)
(70.5%). The majority of our German participants (87.4%)
is more familiar with Microsoft Office (Offline), followed
by Google Drive (80.0%) and Microsoft Office 365 (Cloud)
(64.2%). We assume this difference is likely due to the exten-
sive, almost exclusive usage of Microsoft Office products in
German businesses and government1. These differences even
out for office tools used in the last months where Google
Drive prevails among both the U.S. and German partici-
pants (82.7%, 70.5%), followed by Microsoft Office (Offline)
(50.5%, 65.3%) and Microsoft Office 365 (Cloud) (50.5%,
55.8%). The majority of our U.S. participants use office tools
to process Spreadsheets (89.5%), Text (76.2%), and Emails
(68.6%). As document types, the German participants pro-
cess Text (90.5%), followed by Spreadsheets (82.1%) and
Presentations (65.3%).

1E.g. the city of Munich decided to migrate to Windows 10 after it’s 2003
decision to adopt Linux, partially due to incompatibility and communication
problems with other organizations [13].
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U.S. German Combined

Participants
Started 127 102 229
Finished 110 97 207
Valid (n =) 105 95 200

Gender
Male 66.7% 62.1% 64.5%
Female 33.3% 37.9% 35.5%
Other (Free text) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Age in years
Mean 35.3 36.1 35.7
Std. dev. (σ) 9.9 11.5 10.7
Median 33.0 33.0 33.0

Computer Science
CS Education 38.1% 16.8% 28.0%
CS Job 24.8% 20.0% 22.5%

Professional Usage
Office software at work 80.0% 77.9% 79.0%

Office Usage∗
Google Drive 97.1% 80.0% 89.0%
Microsoft Office (Offline) 86.7% 87.4% 87.0%
Microsoft Office 365 (Cloud) 70.5% 64.2% 67.5%
LibreOffice Offline 18.1% 25.3% 21.5%
Apple’s iWork Web (Offline) 9.5% 20.0% 14.5%
Apple’s iWork Web (Cloud) 6.7% 17.9% 12.0%
LibreOffice Online 4.8% 9.5% 7.0%
Other 3.8% 5.3% 3.0%
OnlyOffice 1.0% 1.1% 2.5%

Document Usage∗
Spreadsheets 89.5% 82.1% 86.0%
Text 76.2% 90.5% 83.0%
Emails 68.6% 55.8% 62.5%
Presentations 49.5% 65.3% 57.0%
Calendar and Appointments 57.1% 50.5% 54.0%
Other 1.0% 2.1% 1.5%

Document Storage∗
Locally on my computer 73.3% 82.1% 77.5%
Google Drive 88.6% 52.6% 71.5%
Dropbox 33.3% 35.8% 34.5%
OneDrive 30.5% 29.5% 30.0%
iCloud 18.1% 24.2% 21.0%
Network Share 21.0% 16.8% 19.0%

∗Multiple answers allowed, may not sum to 100%

Table 3: Demographics for all valid participants from the
U.S. survey (Amazon’s Mechanical Turk), German survey
(ClickWorker), and combined.

Most of our U.S. participants prefer to store their docu-
ments in Google Drive (88.6%), followed by locally (73.3%),
and Dropbox (33.3%). While the majority of German partici-
pants prefers local storage (82.1%), followed by Google Drive
(52.6%), and Dropbox (35.8%). This mirrors the distribution
of most used office tools for U.S. participants (Google Drive
Office → Google Drive Storage) and German participants
(Offline Microsoft Office→ Local Storage).

Participants of both the U.S. and German survey agree on
the top reasons why they (would) use cloud office applica-
tions over local office applications: easy remote access of
documents (76.2%, 70.5%), ease of collaboration (58.1%,
59.0%), and free or cheap access (52.4%, 43.2%).

Summary: Demographics. Somewhat unsurprisingly, par-
ticipants prefer to store their documents on the platform
they edit them with (e.g., locally for offline office). All of
our participants agree on the benefits of cloud office ap-
plications: free access and easy collaboration for remote
documents.

4.2 Document Security
In this question section we asked our participants to think
about where they believe their documents are more secure
from any unauthorized access, on their personal computer or
in the cloud. Most participants reported that they feel their
personal computer is more secure for storing their documents
than the cloud (54.5% vs. 19.5%).

In addition to the quantitative questions, we asked our par-
ticipants to explain their assessment. Most (94) of the par-
ticipants who said they felt their documents would be more
secure against unauthorized access on their personal comput-
ers mentioned that an attacker would require physical access
to their machines to acquire access to documents, e.g., P30
said “You would have to physically breach my computer to get
to the documents, the drive is encrypted, no one can access
it.”. Similarly P47 explained

“I think that documents are more secure on my com-
puter because I’m the only one that can access
them; and if there were any threats on my PC, I
would use programs to get rid of them.” - P47.

Some participants (21) who said files were more secure on
their computer thought that it was easier to attack a cloud
system than their personal computer, e.g., P27 mentioned that
“Because I know what security I have on my pc, but don’t
know about Google. Of course, I assume they’ve got top of
the line security, but I don’t actually know.” (P27).

Participants who thought documents in the cloud were more
secure (39; 19.5%) mostly mentioned two reasons. First, they
believe that cloud office suite providers have more security
expertise than they personally do. For example, P79 said

“The cloud is managed by big corporations. They
probably take security more serious than individ-
uals. They always have to worry about hackers so
there [sic] security is likely very powerful.” - P79.

Second, some participants assessed cloud office suites to be
more “secure” than their personal computers because they
have backups and losing data is less likely, e.g.,
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Figure 2: Likert scale for participants’ associated risk of unau-
thorized access between their local computer and their cloud
office documents for different parties.

“Local computers can be hacked and can crash. It
happens. Too often, backups are not made regularly,
so data can be lost in either case. With automatic
backup to the cloud, documents are more secure in
case of local computer issues.” - P74.

Other reasons for believing in a secure cloud often seem to
be based on insufficient technical knowledge, e.g., “because
I think it is not possible to hack the cloud.” (P219). Few
participants (3; 1.5%) mentioned the use of two-factor authen-
tication and the application of encryption by cloud office suite
providers as important security factors.

Summary: Document Security. Our participants seem to be
aware of some general security implications of processing
their documents in the cloud. They seem to prefer their
local system in terms of security against unauthorized ac-
cess, although some of their threat models appear to be
underdeveloped.

4.3 Document Access
In this question section we explore our participants’ percep-
tion, misconceptions, and mental models regarding the (unau-
thorized) access of specific parties to their potentially sensitive
documents processed in cloud office applications.

We found a significant difference in the risk of different
parties accessing the participants documents (KWH; H =
102.33; p < 0.01). This might indicate that participants seem
to be aware of the changed attack surface for cloud office
documents and associate a higher risk of unauthorized access
by cybercriminals and third parties such as advertisers and
plugin developers in the cloud (cf. Figure 2).

These answers coincide with parties of which participants
thought that they already accessed their documents, although
some participants have the misconception that their browser

(a) Survey participants from MTurk (U.S.).

(b) Survey participants from CrowdWorker (German).

Figure 3: How comfortable our participants are with differ-
ent parties accessing their cloud documents. “I don’t know”
answers were omitted.

vendor and operating system provider also have accessed their
cloud documents. Figure 3 shows the comfort level of our
participants related to the access of different parties to their
cloud office documents.

We also asked participants who would inform them if their
cloud office documents are accessed by an unauthorized party
and who should inform them. Participants’ answers point at
a responsible party here: While the German and U.S. partici-
pants are split on the cloud office provider (73; 69.5%) and
nobody (39; 41.1%) as most common answer on who would
inform them respectively, both groups agree that it is the cloud
office provider that should inform them (153; 76.5%).

A large number of participants explicitly told us that they
like to be informed about unauthorized access of their cloud
office documents by email (119; 59.5%). In addition, some
participants provided us with their wishes about the informa-
tion they want to receive in case of such a data breach, e.g.,
P69 insisted that
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“[I] [n]eed to know basically everything that the
person saw. When they saw it, what they saw, where
they’re from. I don’t care who gives the analysis,
just that its an accurate analysis and that they let
me know.” - P69.

Summary: Document Access. Overall, our participants
seem to have a clear idea on by whom and how they should
be informed about unauthorized access of their cloud doc-
uments: the cloud office provider via (secure) email. Our
participants seem to have strong opinions on how com-
fortable they are with the access of certain parties, but are
somewhat unsure about who actually has access to their
documents.

4.4 Document Storage
The majority of German participants believe that multiple
copies of their cloud office documents exist (49; 51.6%),
while most U.S. participants admit that they do not know
(51; 48.6%). Of those that assume multiple copies exist (83;
41.5%), the majority thinks that only their copies are deleted
if they delete a document (30 of 83; 36.1%), or they are un-
sure (21 of 83; 25.3%). Unsurprisingly the majority of our
participants assume that their cloud provider can delete their
documents (138; 69.0%), followed by people they shared the
documents with for U.S. participants (43 of 105; 41.0%) and
cybercriminals for German participants (46 of 95; 48.4%).

Some of our participants assume a rather basic mental
model of why copies of their cloud documents might exist,
e.g., P123 believes “[. . . ] that these copies exist just in case
that [sic] the original documents get lost.” (P123). Other
participants had a less utilitarian view on the existence of
potential copies, e.g., P79 had some rather dystopian thoughts
about why copies of their documents are created: “[T]o use
against me when the time is right.” (P79). For why not all
of the copies are deleted, some participants had some very
convincing arguments: “[They are] used to train artificial
intelligence or to make a profile of me for the future.” (P79),
“possibly to sell to 3rd-party vendors for advertising” (P96),
and “so they can be used for law enforcement.” (P97).

Summary: Document Storage. Overall, our participants
seem to be rather unsure about the actual number of copies,
access rights, and deletion procedures of their cloud doc-
uments. They appear pessimistic regarding the reasons of
why additional copies are kept.

4.5 Document Responsibility
In this section we asked participants about which party they
think is responsible for the protection of their documents.
The majority of U.S. participants sees the cloud provider as

(a) Survey participants from MTurk (U.S.).

(b) Survey participants from CrowdWorker (German).

Figure 4: Participants’ comfort with potential privacy viola-
tions by their government.

responsible (83; 79.0%), while the majority of the German
participants sees themselves as responsible (69; 72.6%),

We also compared U.S. and German participants in their
agreement regarding four scenarios exploring the responsibil-
ities of cloud office providers:

S1: “Cloud office providers should offer adequate protection
for cloud office documents.”
(MWU ; U = 4445; adj. p-value = 1)

S2: “I should have the right to demand a full overview of my
data collected by cloud office providers.”
(MWU ; U = 4419; adj. p-value = 1)

S3: “Upon my request, cloud office providers should have to
show what they do with my documents and who has or
had access.”
(MWU ; U = 4181; adj. p-value = 1)

S4: “Cloud office providers must be able to modify or delete
any data they have on private individuals.”
(MWU ; U = 4566; adj. p-value = 1)

and found no significant differences between our U.S. and
German participants. Similarly, we compared U.S. and Ger-
man participants regarding their (dis)comfort with the follow-
ing statements (Note that the statements were localized, e.g.,
an U.S. participant would be presented with “US regulation”):

S1: “Cloud providers can store my documents on servers
outside of the US/Germany without legal repercussions.”
(MWU ; U = 4151; adj. p-value = 1)

S2: “US/German regulations and laws still apply if the docu-
ments are stored on servers outside of the US/Germany.”
(MWU ; U = 4817; adj. p-value = 0.04)

S3: “US/German law enforcement can access my cloud doc-
uments without a court order.”
(MWU ; U = 4768; adj. p-value = 0.02)
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(a) Survey participants from MTurk (U.S.).

(b) Survey participants from CrowdWorker (German).

Figure 5: Risk of unauthorized parties accessing participants’
documents on servers in the U.S. vs. Germany.

S4: “US/German law enforcement can force me to give up
my cloud office password.”
(MWU ; U = 5104; adj. p-value < 0.001)

and found significant differences for S2, S3, and S4. These
differences can be mostly attributed to U.S. participants being
more uncomfortable with privacy violations by their govern-
ment compared to the Germans (cf. Figure 4).

We further investigated differences between U.S. and Ger-
man participants by asking them where they do think the risk
is higher of different parties obtaining unauthorized access
to their documents if they are either stored on a server in the
U.S. or Germany (cf. Figure 5).

Summary: Document Responsibility. While participants
from the U.S. and Germany agree on the responsibilities
of cloud providers, U.S. participants are comparably more
uncomfortable regarding potential privacy violations by the
government.

Figure 6: Participants’ comfort with three different data sce-
narios (Financial, Health, and Children) and two different
conditions (General and Personal perspective).

Factor Coef. C.I. p-value

Scenario: Health −0.50 [−0.66, −0.33] < 0.001∗
Scenario: Financial −0.88 [−1.05, −0.72] < 0.001∗
Condition: Personal 0.03 [−0.25, 0.31] 0.843
Country: Germany −0.11 [−0.39, 0.17] 0.431

Table 4: Final linear mixed regression model examining the
perception of 3 different scenarios in 2 phrasing conditions.
“I don’t know” answers were omitted. See Section 3.3 and
Table 2 for further details.

4.6 Scenario Perception

In this section, we wanted to explore the effect of different con-
ditions and scenarios on how comfortable our participants are
with processing documents in the cloud. For this, our partici-
pants were presented with three different types of private data
stored in cloud documents: children data including names and
grades, health data including names and diagnosis, and finan-
cial data including names and SSNs. As additional modifier,
participants were equally distributed across two conditions:
“General” with a more generalized phrasing and “Personal”
with a more personalized phrasing (e.g., “a child” vs. “your
child”).

We explored participants’ answers by selecting the best
performing model from multiple linear regressions (cf. Ta-
ble 4). We find that neither the country nor the condition has a
significant coefficient in the regression. Both the “Health data”
scenario and the “Financial data” scenario are significantly
rated as less comfortable by our participants than the “Child
data” baseline (cf. Figure 6).

Summary: Scenario Perception. Our participants are un-
comfortable the most with the scenario of processing finan-
cial documents in the cloud. Presenting a more personalized
scenario nor their country did not significantly affect their
comfort level.
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4.7 Data Protection
In this section, we asked two free text questions to assess
the amount of data our participants think cloud office suite
providers collect when processing documents. Additionally,
we asked our participants what security measures they think
cloud providers deploy to protect their documents. Regarding
data collection, most participants thought that cloud office
suite providers collected the actual document content and
metadata including the time and duration they used the cloud
office application, IP addresses and filenames. A few partici-
pants were concerned that cloud providers would search their
documents for keywords and report them to security agen-
cies and law enforcement, e.g. P96 thinks that providers are
“searching for specific keywords, most notably for US security
reasons” (P96).

Most participants had very specific ideas of what security
measures cloud office suite providers would deploy. The ma-
jority of our participants were convinced that providers would
deploy encryption to protect their stored documents. For ex-
ample, P74 believes that “the cloud servers are supposed to
be encrypted and follow industry-standard protocols [. . . ]”
(P74). Similarly, participants mentioned access control and
authentication, e.g., P79 hopes that “Security is handled by
the service provider of the cloud office applications. They
probably use complicated passwords and 2 factor authentica-
tion.” (P79). Finally, some participants mentioned firewalls
and other network security measures. P111 hopes that “they
are protected by multiple firewalls [and] they are continuously
monitored” (P111).

Summary: Data Protection. While our participants are
aware that the content of their documents might be col-
lected, only few were concerned that specific keywords
might be reported to law enforcement. Our participants
identified encryption as their preferred security measure
their cloud office suite should employ.

5 Related Work

As we conduct surveys investigating end-user security and
privacy perceptions, as well as expectations with cloud office
suites, we discuss related work in the areas of security &
privacy in the cloud and user studies within a context of cloud
applications or cloud storage.

Security & Privacy in the Cloud. Past research in the cloud
often investigated the privacy of data and sharing, a field
still not fully solved judging by the overall unclear or pes-
simistic views of our participants. The backup and restore
performance, liabilities, and problems with data privacy of
four cloud storage providers was examined by Hu et al. in
2010 [14]. Also in 2010, Svantesson and Clarke reviewed the
terms of use of Google Docs finding that cloud computing
is associated with risks to privacy and consumer rights [39].

Johnson proposed in 2017 that the cloud providers should
make changes to their terms of service to allow the users bet-
ter control over their privacy [17], a proposal supported by
our work. Similarly, Nestori et al. found in their 2018 paper,
that Office 365 is not GDPR compliant [29]. MUBox intro-
duced a meta-cloud storage application to help improve user
collaboration on cloud storage services by introducing activ-
ity views and Nebeling et al. conducted a user study with 16
participants to examine accuracy and confidence with the ac-
tivity views [28]. Massey et al. conducted a qualitative study
with 27 participants and identified four different strategies
that teams used in shared repositories and suggested ways to
improve existing tools with new technologies [24].

A number of works concerns client-side encryption or hid-
ing layers to prevent third parties including the cloud office
provider from accessing the content of any document edited
in the cloud [1, 8, 41], further underlining the need for native
encryption, as identified by our participants.

User Studies of the Cloud. Often user surveys in the cloud
context focus on the storage aspect: Tan et al. investigated
the acceptance of SaaS collaboration tools like Google Docs
in an organizational setting and found that their intention to
continue using these tools is positively affected by the per-
ceived usefulness and satisfaction [40], which corresponds to
our findings regarding ease of use and sharing. Marshall et al.
conducted a survey with 106 participants and 19 interviews
to understand early user experiences and models of cloud
storage systems, finding that users’ misconceptions limit the
ability to take full advantage of cloud features [23]. Burda
et al. developed a technology acceptance model which incor-
porates users’ perception of risk and trust and verified it in
a study with 229 cloud storage users. They found evidence
that trust in cloud archiving can be increased by a providers’
reputation and user satisfaction [3].

Both Clark et al. and Khan et al. explored users’ perception
of file sharing status over time, finding a mismatch in user
expectations and reality [6, 19]. Ramokapane et al. conducted
a user study, finding that users struggle to delete their data
from the cloud, as incomplete or inaccurate mental models
based on a lack of information on deletion lead to a failure to
remove the data properly [32]. Mijuskovic et al. conducted
a qualitative user study with 28 participants and found that
most users are aware of security and privacy risks in the cloud,
but lack knowledge to describe potential risks in detail [26].
These previous studies agree with our findings of incomplete
mental models, often due to lacking technical knowledge.

We consider the following works by Ion et al. and Arpaci
et al. closest to our surveys. Ion et al. studied privacy attitudes
and beliefs towards consumer cloud storage by conducting
interviews and a survey with end-users in Switzerland and
India, finding that requirements for consumer cloud storage
differ from those of companies and that end-users prefer local
offline storage for sensitive data [16]. Arpaci et al. conducted
a study with 200 pre-service teachers to understand the effects
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of security and privacy concerns of cloud computing in edu-
cational use and proposed a research model that indicates that
security and privacy perception has a significant influence on
students’ attitudes towards cloud services [2].

Compared to these earlier studies consisting mostly of
small-scale qualitative studies investigating the acceptance of
cloud technology or larger studies focusing on cloud storage,
our larger-scale study (n = 200) with both qualitative and
quantitative parts investigates security and privacy explicitly
in the context of cloud office suites.

6 Discussion

In this work, we explored the security and privacy percep-
tions and expectations of cloud office users, as well as their
intuitions for how cloud office suites should ideally handle
security and privacy. We performed two online surveys with
200 cloud office users from the U.S. and Germany to explore
the following research questions:

RQ1: “How and why do our participants interact with cloud
office applications?” The fairly recent shift from offline-only
tools to cloud office suites includes immense changes of pri-
vacy and security implications, although the application de-
sign and end user experience remained mostly the same or
even included new features. We find that a large majority of
our participants regularly work on different document types in
cloud office applications. The most common reason for using
cloud office applications are the ease of sharing and the ease
of use without requiring installation of additional software.

RQ2: “What are end users’ awareness, perceptions, and atti-
tudes about privacy in cloud office applications?” Users seem
to be aware of some general security implications, storage
models, and access by others, although some of their threat
models seem underdeveloped (e.g., “I think it is not possible to
hack the cloud.”), likely due to lacking technical knowledge.

RQ3: “What are participants’ mental models regarding
protection and security of their cloud documents?” We find
that users’ mental models regarding access and sharing are
incomplete and their understanding of cloud office security
and privacy is limited, likely caused by a lack of transparency
of the services’ operations.

Our findings suggest that the current state of cloud office
suites leaves much to be desired in the eyes of end users.
General misconceptions and the unclear responsibilities of
cloud providers might result in additional challenges for end
user adoption of cloud office suites.

6.1 Recommendations
Based on our findings, we offer recommendations for groups
associated with cloud office suites.

For industry: Since our participants were somewhat un-
sure about who actually has access to their documents (Sec-
tion 4.3), we recommend changes to user interfaces and shar-
ing policies that will improve their awareness. In case of
unauthorized access, we recommend notifications via email,
as most of our participants prefer their provider to inform
them this way (Section 4.5). Participants also identified en-
cryption as their preferred security measure their cloud office
suite should employ for improved security (Section 4.7).

For end users: A number of self-hosted alternatives to cloud
office applications, such as Seafile or NextCloud, allow for
most of the cloud conveniences while you retain full control
of your data (Section 2).

For policy makers: Our participants are somewhat unsure
about who actually has access to their documents and about
how many copies actually exist on which servers (Section 4.3).
Privacy-focused policies such as GDPR could serve as a first
step for improving security and privacy considerations for end
users and could enable more privacy-friendly applications. In
addition, data-at-rest and responsible disclosure policies could
help with user wishes such as prefer encryption measures
and notifications by email in case of unauthorized access
(Sections 4.5, 4.7).

7 Conclusion

This paper provides a comprehensive insight into the aware-
ness, perceptions, and attitudes of cloud office users, their
general usage, and basic mental models.

We find that participants commonly use cloud office suites,
mainly for the convenience of free access and easy collabora-
tion for remote documents. Compared to local offline office
suites, they voice security and privacy concerns, mainly in
terms of unauthorized access. They are somewhat uncom-
fortable with the security implications of processing their
documents in the cloud, however, their threat models remain
vague. Our participants have strong opinions on how com-
fortable they are with the access of certain parties, but are
somewhat unsure about who actually has access to their doc-
uments. In cases of unauthorized access, participants clearly
place the responsibility of informing them of the breach on
the cloud office provider, preferably via email.

U.S. and German participants’ perceptions, awareness and
attitudes closely resembled one another, except that U.S. par-
ticipants were more uncomfortable with government access
to their cloud office data.

We think that, in light of the popularity and widespread
use of cloud office suites, participants should be able to make
informed decisions about their security and privacy.

We hope that our recommendations for different groups
associated with cloud office suites, can help inform future
standards, regulations, and implementations.
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A Survey

The following survey is the English version of the survey, the
German version followed the same structure with nearly iden-
tical questions. Differences in questions included localization
changes, e.g., for country-specific agencies and institutions.
Question numbers were not displayed to the participants and
order of answer options was generally randomized.

Consent Form
[Consent Form with contact information.]

Please indicate, in the box below, that you are at least 18
years old, have read and understood this consent form, and
you agree to participate in this online research study.
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� I am age 18 or older.
� I have read this consent form or had it read to me.
� I am comfortable using the English language to partici-

pate in this study.
� I have used cloud office software before (e.g., Google

Drive or Microsoft Office 365).
� I agree to participate in this research and I want to con-

tinue with the study.

Office demographics
For this survey, we are interested in your experience with and
use of Cloud Office Suites and applications.
Cloud Office Application or Online Office Application are
software that can be used to create office documents in a web
browser, without requiring the installation of a dedicated
software.
Examples for Cloud Office Suites are Google
Docs/Sheets/Slides, Microsoft Office 365, and Libre-
Office Online.

Q1.1: Which office suites have you used before?
(Please select all that apply)

� Microsoft Office (Offline; Word, Excel, Powerpoint, ...)
� Microsoft Office 365 (Cloud-based; Word, Excel, Pow-

erpoint, ...)
� LibreOffice (Offline; Writer, Calc, ...)
� LibreOffice Online (Cloud-based; Writer, Calc, ...)
� Google Drive (Cloud-based; Docs, Sheets, Slides, ...)
� Apple’s iWork App (Offline; Pages, Numbers.

Keynote...)
� Apple’s iWork Web (Cloud-based; Pages, Numbers.

Keynote...)
� OnlyOffice
� Other (please specify):

Q1.2: Which office suites have you used this month?
(Please select all that apply)

� Microsoft Office (Offline; Word, Excel, Powerpoint, ...)
� Microsoft Office 365 (Cloud-based; Word, Excel, Pow-

erpoint, ...)
� LibreOffice (Offline; Writer, Calc, ...)
� LibreOffice Online (Cloud-based; Writer, Calc, ...)
� Google Drive (Cloud-based; Docs, Sheets, Slides, ...)
� Apple’s iWork App (Offline; Pages, Numbers.

Keynote...)
� Apple’s iWork Web (Cloud-based; Pages, Numbers.

Keynote...)
� OnlyOffice
� Other (please specify):

Q1.3: Does your job involve using office applications on a
regular basis?

© Yes

© No
© I don’t know
© I’d prefer not to answer

Q1.4: Which types of documents do you process with office
suites?
For this question, please give answers both for your job and
your personal life.
(Please select all that apply)

� Text (Reports, Letters, etc.)
� Spreadsheets (Numbers, Dates, etc.)
� Presentations
� Calendar and Appointments
� Emails
� Other (please specify):

Q1.5: How do you store your documents?
For this question, please give answers for any documents
you might store, including personal and work documents,
including but not limited to documents that you edit with
office applications.
(Please select all that apply)

� Locally on my computer
� My office suite saves them online automatically.
� Dropbox
� Google Drive
� Network Share
� Self-hosted cloud service
� OneDrive
� iCloud
� Other (please specify):

Q1.6: Why do you use cloud office applications (compared
to local office applications)?
(Please select all that apply)

� Provided or required by work
� Easy remote access (e.g., from multiple devices)
� Ease of collaboration
� No installation required
� Built-in backup of documents
� Free / cheap access
� Other (please specify):

Document Safety
Q2.1: Where do you think your documents are more secure
from any unauthorized access?

[Matrix question, the scale for answers is:]

• More secure on my computer
• Somewhat more secure on my computer
• Equally secure
• Somewhat more secure in the cloud
• More secure in the cloud
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• I don’t know

[The questions are:]

• Word documents
• Presentations
• Spreadsheets
• E-Mails
• Calendar and Appointments

Q2.2: Why (if at all) do you think your documents may be
more secure on your computer?
[Free text field]

Q2.3: Why (if at all) do you think your documents may be
more secure in the cloud?
[Free text field]

Document Access
Q3.1: Who else besides yourself might be able to access the
documents you edit in cloud office applications?
(Please select all that apply)

� People I share the documents with
� My employer
� My internet provider
� The cloud office provider (e.g., Google or Microsoft)
� My browser vendor (e.g., Google or Mozilla)
� My operating system manufacturer (e.g., Apple or Mi-

crosoft)
� Cybercriminals (e.g., hackers or organized crime)
� Law enforcement or intelligence agencies (e.g., police,

FBI or NSA)
� Third parties (e.g., online advertisers or plugin develop-

ers)
� The manufacturer of my computer hardware (e.g., Intel,

AMD, Apple, or Lenovo)
� Other (please specify):

[The following 3 questions are matrix questions with the
following options:]

• People I share the documents with
• My employer
• My internet provider
• The cloud office provider (e.g., Google or Microsoft)
• My browser vendor (e.g., Google or Mozilla)
• My operating system manufacturer (e.g., Apple or Mi-

crosoft)
• Cybercriminals (e.g., hackers or organized crime)
• Law enforcement or intelligence agencies (e.g., police,

FBI or NSA)
• Third parties (e.g., online advertisers or plugin develop-

ers)
• The manufacturer of my computer hardware (e.g., Intel,

AMD, Apple, or Lenovo)

Q3.2: Where do you think the risk is higher that the following
parties can obtain unauthorized access to your cloud office
documents?

• Higher risk on my computer
• Somewhat higher risk on my computer
• Equal risk
• Somewhat higher risk in the cloud
• Higher risk in the cloud
• I don’t know

Q3.3: Do you think that any of these parties have already
accessed your documents?

• Yes
• No
• I don’t know

Q3.4: Please rate your level of (dis)comfort with the potential
access of these parties to your cloud office documents.

• Completely comfortable
• Somewhat comfortable
• Neither
• Somewhat uncomfortable
• Completely uncomfortable
• I don’t know

Q3.5: Who do you think would inform you if an unautho-
rized party or person accessed you documents?
(Please select all that apply)

� People I share the documents with
� My employer
� My internet provider
� The cloud office provider (e.g., Google or Microsoft)
� My browser vendor (e.g., Google or Mozilla)
� My operating system manufacturer (e.g., Apple or Mi-

crosoft)
� Law enforcement or intelligence agencies (e.g., police,

FBI or NSA)
� Third parties (e.g., online advertisers or plugin develop-

ers)
� The manufacturer of my computer hardware (e.g., Intel,

AMD, Apple, or Lenovo)
� The news
� Scientists
� Nobody would inform me
� Other (please specify):

Q3.6: Who do you think should be responsible for inform-
ing you if an unauthorized party or person accessed your
documents?
(Please select all that apply)

� People I share the documents with
� My employer
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� My internet provider
� The cloud office provider (e.g., Google or Microsoft)
� My browser vendor (e.g., Google or Mozilla)
� My operating system manufacturer (e.g., Apple or Mi-

crosoft)
� Law enforcement or intelligence agencies (e.g., police,

FBI or NSA)
� Third parties (e.g., online advertisers or plugin develop-

ers)
� The manufacturer of my computer hardware (e.g., Intel,

AMD, Apple, or Lenovo)
� The news
� Scientists
� Nobody would inform me
� Other (please specify):

Q3.7: How would you like to be informed if an unauthorized
party or person accessed your cloud office documents?
[Free text field]

Document Storage
Q4.1: Do you think that multiple copies of your cloud office
documents exist?
These can be documents that are shared with others or private
documents.

© Yes
© No
© I don’t know
© I’d prefer not to answer

Q4.2: [only shown if Q4.1 = Yes] For which purpose do you
think these copies might exist?
[Free text field]

Q4.3: [only shown if Q4.1 = Yes] In which geographic loca-
tions do you think your cloud office documents and copies of
these are stored?
[Free text field]

Q4.4: [only shown if Q4.1 = Yes] Which of the copies do
you think are actually removed if you delete a cloud office
document?

© All
© Mine and my collaborators’
© Only mine
© Only my collaborators’
© None
© I don’t know
© I’d prefer not to answer
© Other (please specify):

Q4.5: [only shown if Q4.1 = Yes and Q4.4 != All] Where
or with whom do you think copies remain?
[Free text field]

Q4.6: [only shown if Q4.1 = Yes and Q4.4 != All] For which
purpose do you think that the copies remain?
[Free text field]

Q4.7: Who do you think can delete your documents?
(Please select all that apply)

� People I share the documents with
� My employer
� My internet provider
� The cloud office provider (e.g., Google or Microsoft)
� My browser vendor (e.g., Google or Mozilla)
� My operating system manufacturer (e.g., Apple or Mi-

crosoft)
� Cybercriminals (e.g., hackers or organized crime)
� Law enforcement or intelligence agencies (e.g., police,

FBI or NSA)
� Third parties (e.g., online advertisers or plugin develop-

ers)
� The manufacturer of my computer hardware (e.g., Intel,

AMD, Apple, or Lenovo)
� Other (please specify):

Q4.8: Who do you think is responsible for protecting your
data?
(Please select all that apply)

� People I share the documents with
� My employer
� My internet provider
� The cloud office provider (e.g., Google or Microsoft)
� My browser vendor (e.g., Google or Mozilla)
� My operating system manufacturer (e.g., Apple or Mi-

crosoft)
� Cybercriminals (e.g., hackers or organized crime)
� Law enforcement or intelligence agencies (e.g., police,

FBI or NSA)
� Third parties (e.g., online advertisers or plugin develop-

ers)
� The manufacturer of my computer hardware (e.g., Intel,

AMD, Apple, or Lenovo)
� Myself
� The US-Government
� Other (please specify):

Responsibility
Q5.1: Please indicate your agreement with the following
statements:
[5 point-likert scale from Strongly agree to Strongly disagree
+ I don’t know option]

• Cloud office providers should offer adequate protection
for cloud office documents (e.g., by encryption and well
implemented security practices)
• I should have the right to demand a full overview of my

data collected by cloud office providers.
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• Upon my request, cloud office providers should have to
show what they do with my documents and who has or
had access.
• Cloud office providers must be able to modify or delete

any data they have on private individuals.

Q5.2: Please indicate your (dis)comfort with the following
statements:
[5 point-likert scale from Completely comfortable to Com-
pletely uncomfortable + I don’t know option]

• Cloud providers can store my documents on servers
outside of the US without legal repercussions.
• US regulations and laws still apply if the documents are

stored on servers outside of the US.
• US law enforcement can access my cloud documents

without a court order.
• US law enforcement can force me to give up my cloud

office password.

Q5.3: Where do you think the risk is higher of somebody
obtaining unauthorized access to your documents if they
are either stored on a server in Germany or the US?
[5 point-likert scale from "Higher risk for server in Germany"
to "Higher risk for server in the US" + I don’t know option]

• My employer
• My internet provider
• The cloud office provider (e.g., Google or Microsoft)
• My browser vendor (e.g., Google or Mozilla)
• My operating system manufacturer (e.g., Apple or Mi-

crosoft)
• Cybercriminals (e.g., hackers or organized crime)
• Third parties (e.g., online advertisers or plugin develop-

ers)
• The manufacturer of my computer hardware (e.g., Intel,

AMD, Apple, or Lenovo)
• US government
• German governments
• Foreign government (neither US nor German)

Personal Perception - Scenario A - Personalized
Scenario
[Only scenario block A or B was randomly shown to the
participants]
[Question order was randomized]
Below are listed three different scenarios. How comfortable
do you feel with each approach?

Q6.A.1: Your child is required by the school to use a cloud
office suite for tasks. The processed documents include pri-
vate information such as your child’s name and grades.

© Completely comfortable
© Somewhat comfortable
© Neither

© Somewhat uncomfortable
© Completely uncomfortable
© I don’t know

Q6.A.2: Your general practitioner uses a cloud office suite to
process patient data. The processed documents include private
information such as your name, age, weight, diagnosis, and
treatment plan.

© Completely comfortable
© Somewhat comfortable
© Neither
© Somewhat uncomfortable
© Completely uncomfortable
© I don’t know

Q6.A.3: Your financial advisor uses a cloud office suite to
process client data. The processed documents include private
information such as your name, SSN, and financial informa-
tion.

© Completely comfortable
© Somewhat comfortable
© Neither
© Somewhat uncomfortable
© Completely uncomfortable
© I don’t know

Personal Perception - Scenario B - Generalized
Scenario
[Only scenario block A or B was randomly shown to the
participants]
[Question order was randomized]
Below are listed three different scenarios. How comfortable
do you feel with each approach?

Q6.B.1: A school requires children to use a cloud office suite
for tasks. The processed documents include private informa-
tion such as children names and grades.

© Completely comfortable
© Somewhat comfortable
© Neither
© Somewhat uncomfortable
© Completely uncomfortable
© I don’t know

Q6.B.2: A doctor’s office uses a cloud office suite to process
patient data. The processed documents include private infor-
mation such as name, age, weight, diagnosis, and treatment
plans.

© Completely comfortable
© Somewhat comfortable
© Neither
© Somewhat uncomfortable
© Completely uncomfortable
© I don’t know
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Q6.B.3: A financial advisor’s office uses a cloud office suite
to process client data. The processed documents include pri-
vate information such as name, SSN, and financial informa-
tion.

© Completely comfortable
© Somewhat comfortable
© Neither
© Somewhat uncomfortable
© Completely uncomfortable
© I don’t know

Data Protection
Q7.1: What do you think — what data does the cloud office
application collect when you process documents with it?
[Free text field]

Q7.2: How do you think documents processed by cloud of-
fice applications are protected?
[Free text field]

GDPR
Q8.1: Do you know what the GDPR is?

© A data protection regulation in EU law
© A plugin for Google Drive
© A cloud office provider
© A counter terrorism act in US law
© I don’t know
© I’d prefer not to answer

Q8.2: [Only shown if Q8.1 = A data protection regulation in
EU law] What do you think does the GDPR protect?
[Free text field]

Demographics

[We administered demographic questions at the end of the
questionnaire to prevent stereotype bias.]

Q9.1: How old are you? (in years, e.g. 42. Optional)
[Free text field]

Q9.2: As which gender do you identify?

© Male
© Female
© [Free text field]
© I’d prefer not to answer

Q9.3: Do you have formal education (Bachelor’s degree or
higher) in computer science, information technology, or a
related field?

© Yes
© No
© I’d prefer not to answer

Q9.4: Have you held a job in computer science, information
technology, or a related field?

© Yes
© No
© I’d prefer not to answer

Q9.5: Do you have any feedback or additional comments for
us? (completely optional)
[Free text field]
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Abstract
Despite experts agreeing on many security best practices,
there remains a gap between their advice and users’ behavior.
One example is the low adoption of secure mobile payments
in the United States, despite widespread prevalence of credit
and debit card fraud. Prior work has proposed nudging inter-
ventions to help users adopt security experts’ recommenda-
tions. We designed and tested nudging interventions based
on protection motivation theory (PMT) and implementation
intentions (II) to encourage participants to use secure mobile
payments. We designed the interventions using an interview
study with 20 participants, and then tested them in a longitudi-
nal, between-subjects field experiment with 411 participants.
In one condition, drawing on PMT, we informed participants
about the threat of card fraud and the protection offered by
mobile payments. In a second condition, we combined the
PMT intervention with an II-based intervention, and asked
participants to formulate a plan to make a mobile payment in
the week ahead. A third condition acted as a control. Both
PMT-only and PMT+II interventions made participants more
likely to make mobile payments relative to the control group.
The results suggest that PMT and implementation intention-
based nudges can help people translate their desire to behave
securely into actual behavior.

1 Introduction

Survey research consistently shows that people are concerned
about their security and privacy [36, 53]. However, research
also shows that people often do not take steps to protect them-
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selves [14, 45]. A prime example is the continued prevalence
of payment card usage (and the elevated risk of fraud associ-
ated with them) in the United States, despite the availability
of alternative payment technologies that could limit fraud.
Card fraud remains enormously lucrative for criminals, and
compromised point-of-sale terminals are a major source of
card information [29, 30]. Mobile payments (e.g., Apple Pay)
incorporate security measures that protect against this threat
(i.e., payment tokenization) [10, 21, 58], and are widely avail-
able [51]. Despite this, adoption of mobile payments in the
United States lags far behind other countries [50, 57]. The
reasons for this lag may be multiple and various, from status
quo bias, to faith in card issuers’ willingness to cover losses,
to lack of awareness about the threat of card fraud and the
protection offered by using mobile payments.

In the context of security and privacy, behavioral economics
provides convincing explanations for why people sometimes
act in manners that subtly diverge from their expressed pref-
erences, including failing to protect their security and privacy
even when users claim security and privacy to be important to
them [2, 3]. Researchers have proposed a variety of ways to
help users protect themselves, and frameworks incorporating
nudges are especially promising [4]. Nudges are carefully
crafted interventions that help users to act in ways that align
with their stated preferences. The privacy and security litera-
ture demonstrates the effectiveness of a number of different
nudges in this domain [4–6, 8, 17]. However, it is notable that
implementation intentions are largely unstudied in the field
of security and privacy, despite decades of strong support for
their effectiveness in the medical domain [19, 32, 56]. Imple-
mentation intentions are contextually activated mental plans
that help people follow through on their goals. Implementa-
tion intentions appear to be well-suited to situations where a
person needs to remember to take an action to protect them-
selves, such as remembering to pay using a secure mobile
payment system instead of swiping their card [22]. Prior work
suggests that implementation intentions are effective when
paired with protection motivation theory-based (PMT) inter-
ventions [42]. Protection motivation theory claims that users’
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protection-seeking actions are based on their perceptions of
threats and possible responses [43, 54, 62]. In the context of
mobile payments, our interventions aimed to educate partici-
pants about the threat of card fraud and the protection offered
by using mobile payments instead of physical cards.

To investigate the impact of PMT and implementation in-
tention nudges on the adoption of mobile payments, we first
conducted a series of interviews with 20 participants to under-
stand people’s thoughts about card fraud, mobile payments,
and our implementation intention plan (§ 3). Next, informed
by the findings from our interviews, we conducted a longitudi-
nal, randomized controlled experiment with 411 participants
to measure the effect of two interventions on participants’
use of a specific payment system (Apple Pay) (§ 4). We pre-
registered our study design prior to collecting any data. Our
results showed that participants in our PMT-only and PMT
with implementation intention treatment groups were 2.4x
(p = 0.020) and 3.9x (p < 0.001) more likely to use Apple
Pay than were participants in our control group, respectively.
Our findings further suggest that adding an implementation in-
tention to our PMT-only treatment increased its efficacy (1.7x
more likely, p = 0.085). These results show that PMT and im-
plementation intention-based nudges can be a powerful tool
for helping people translate their intention to behave securely
into actual behavior. Finally, we discuss the implications of
our findings (§ 5) and our conclusions (§ 6).

2 Related Work

In this section we describe the rationale for nudging people to
adopt mobile payments (§ 2.1), previous use of nudges in the
context of security and privacy (§ 2.2), and how protection
motivation theory and implementation intentions informed
the design of our nudges (§ 2.3).

2.1 Card Fraud and Payment System Security
Credit and debit card fraud takes place when a criminal either
obtains a physical card or obtains information about a card,
and then initiates a transaction that the card owner did not
consent to. Two major sources of card information are com-
promised point of sale terminals (POSs) [29, 30] and compro-
mised retail websites [28]. The interventions we study focus
on protecting against compromised POSs. Criminals can com-
promise POSs by remotely installing malware on them [30],
but physical compromise is also possible (e.g., using skim-
mers) [26]. When a card’s magnetic stripe is swiped on a com-
promised POS, the information on the magnetic stripe can be
recorded and used to make counterfeit cards. When a card’s
chip is inserted into a compromised POS, in the best case the
only useful information that can be stolen are the card number,
cardholder name, and expiration date [27]. However, chips
implement a variety of EMV protocols, some of which are sus-
ceptible to card cloning (e.g., static data card authentication)

and have other known weaknesses [25, 69]. Contactless card
transactions suffer from similar weaknesses [69]. Thus, com-
promised POSs can trivially steal valuable magnetic stripe
data and still pose a threat to EMV cards.

Apple Pay, Google Pay, and Samsung Pay allow users to
register credit or debit cards on their phone, so that payments
can be made through the phone rather than with physical cards.
These mobile payments systems can protect against compro-
mised POSs. First, Pay1 always uses transaction-specific
codes [10, 21, 58], making re-use of transaction information
theoretically impossible. Second, Pay uses a device-specific
card number in transactions, so a compromised POS cannot
steal the original card number. Thus, mobile payments are
a strong protection against compromised POSs. In addition,
unlike most EMV cards in the United States, a biometric or
PIN is used to authenticate the user before a transaction can
be made, making it much more difficult for a thief to use a
stolen device with Pay.

Despite their security benefits, fewer than half of Ameri-
cans use mobile payments regularly [50, 51, 57]. As noted
in the Introduction, the reasons behind the lag in adoption
may be various. For instance, research by Pew and Huh et al.
suggest that it is partly due to people’s belief that smartphone-
based payment systems are less secure than paying with phys-
ical cards [22, 50]. Furthermore, Huh et al.’s participants
reported that lack of availability, convenience, and forgetful-
ness were reasons why they did not use Apple Pay or Android
Pay [22]. These findings led us to test using nudges to correct
people’s misconceptions and to encourage them to start using
Pay.

2.2 Nudges for Security and Privacy
A large body of research examines ways to help people protect
their security and privacy. For example, researchers have
studied how to improve privacy notices [24], how to guide
people towards choices that fit their preferences [34], and how
a lack of usability can inhibit adoption of security tools [31,
72]. This varied research is unified by the acknowledgment
that people have limited cognitive resources and suffer from
behavioral biases.

Inspired by work in psychology and behavioral eco-
nomics [67], researchers are increasingly studying how
nudges can improve design for security and privacy [4].
Nudges are design elements that help people overcome their
cognitive and behavioral biases in order to make decisions
which align with their stated preferences. For example, Al-
muhimedi et al. used nudges to mitigate the information
asymmetry between users and the behaviors of apps on their
devices [7, 8]. Their nudges were successful at encouraging
users to reassess and restrict permissions settings. Frik et
at. tested using nudges to overcome present bias [17]. They

1In the rest of this manuscript, we use Pay to refer to Apple Pay, Google
Pay, and Samsung Pay generically.
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found that users given the option to be reminded later were
less likely to completely dismiss prompts for security updates
and 2FA configuration. Albayram et al. and Al Qahtani et
al. used educational videos to motivate participants to enable
lock screens on their smartphones [5, 6]. In both studies, the
videos successfully motivated many participants to enable
secure lock screens. However, nudges are not always effec-
tive [4], which shows the value of empirical research like
ours.

2.3 Nudges to Protect Against Card Fraud

Our goal was to test whether nudges that focus on security
can induce individuals to consider using mobile payments to
protect themselves, and whether those nudges can help them
translate that intention into actual behavior. Implementation
intentions are designed to help people translate intention into
behavior, especially in cases when people must remember to
take some action (i.e., use Pay instead of swiping a card). An
implementation intention is a concrete, contextually activated
plan to achieve a goal [19]. The plan should be specific
(e.g., specifying location or time), which facilitates the plan
being triggered in the planner’s mind by contextual factors
(e.g., when they arrive at a certain location). In our study, we
encouraged participants to fill in a plan template detailing up
to three locations where they would make a mobile payment
in the week ahead (Figure 12).

Research in the medical domain has shown that encour-
aging people to form implementation intentions can have a
powerful effect on people achieving their goals. For exam-
ple, Milne et al. successfully used implementation intentions
to encourage young people to exercise in order reduce their
future risk of heart disease; 91% of the participants who
formed implementation intentions exercised in the week after
treatment, as compared to only 35% of the group that was
only exposed to motivational materials [42]. Implementation
intentions have been shown to be effective in many other
contexts [40, 41, 44, 46, 47]. However, with the exception of
a study design described by Liao et al. [33], we are unaware
of explicit application of implementation intentions in the
domain of security and privacy. Thus, a contribution of our
work is bringing awareness of implementation intentions to
our research community.

In a review of studies of implementation intentions, Goll-
witzer explains why and when implementation intentions are
effective [19]. Implementation intentions are effective be-
cause they help people remember to perform their planned
action. Also, planning the details of the action reduces the
amount of conscious effort needed when it comes time to per-
form the action. Implementation intentions are most likely to
be effective when the person has a strong commitment to both
their plan and to the goal that motivates the plan. Thus, im-
plementation intentions to protect security and privacy should
have an effect when users are motivated to take action to pro-

tect themselves. In order to motivate participants in our study,
we draw on Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) [37, 54, 55].
PMT has been applied in both the medical domain [43,74] and
in computer security [5,6,12,60–62]. PMT proposes that peo-
ple are more likely to take action to protect themselves from a
threat when they perceive that the threat is severe (i.e., greater
perception of threat severity), that they are susceptible to the
threat (i.e., greater perception of threat susceptibility), that
the action they could take is not too difficult to perform (i.e.,
greater perception of self-efficacy), and that the action they
could take will be effective in protecting against the threat
(i.e., greater perception of response efficacy) [43, 74]. PMT
has been effectively combined with implementation intentions
in domains outside of security and privacy. For example, in
their study of implementation intentions for exercise, Milne
et al. used PMT to motivate participants [42].

In summary, in our study we designed and tested nudges to
help participants protect themselves from card fraud by adopt-
ing mobile payments. In particular, we designed our nudges
based on PMT and implementation intentions, a combination
which, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to test in
the domain of security and privacy.

3 Qualitative Interviews

The first part of our study focused on gathering qualitative in-
formation on people’s thoughts about the threat of card fraud,
the use of Pay1 to protect against card fraud, and people’s ex-
periences forming implementation intention plans to use Pay.
We conducted a series of surveys and interviews to gather lon-
gitudinal self-reported data about participants’ experiences.
Our findings informed the design of our controlled experiment
(§ 4), allowing us to refine our interventions, correct common
misconceptions, and to understand some of the limitations of
our approach. All of our study protocols were approved by
Carnegie Mellon University’s IRB.

3.1 Protocol
This portion of our study included three surveys and two inter-
views (illustrated in Figure 7 in the appendix). We recruited
participants from Craigslist and Carnegie Mellon University’s
participant pool. Survey #1 gathered information about users’
devices, prior use of payment methods, perceptions of the
likelihood and severity of card information theft and fraud,
prior experience with card information theft and fraud, and de-
mographic information. We reasoned that our nudges would
have the largest impact on people who were not already using
Pay,1 but whose phones were compatible with Pay and were
likely to have opportunities to use Pay. Thus, we screened
out participants who reported having used Pay in a physical
location in the past month, we required that participants had
made at least one payment with a credit or debit card in a
physical location in the past month, and we required that their
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smartphone be compatible with either Apple Pay, Google Pay,
or Samsung Pay.

We invited a diverse subset of qualifying participants to
participate in a semi-structured interview (Interview #1). In
accordance with purposive sampling, our attempt to balance
several factors of interest (e.g., phone type, age, occupation,
fraud-related perceptions, etc.) influenced our choice of who
to invite to the interview. 20 participants attended Interview
#1. 75% of our participants were female, their median age
was 26.5, 55% had iPhones, 25% had Samsung phones, and
20% had other Android phones. The interview started with
a discussion of prior experiences with card fraud, card in-
formation theft, and prior experiences with Pay. Next, the
interviewer described recent cases of card information theft
from major retailers, and the potential consequences of such
theft for the participant. This intervention was included in
order to help participants develop an accurate perception of
their susceptibility to card fraud and the potential severity of
card fraud, two elements of threat appraisal that protection
motivation theory (PMT) suggests are associated with pro-
tective behavior [43]. Then, the interviewer described how
Pay may protect against card information theft, presented
the participant with instructions for setting up and using Pay,
and gave the participant the opportunity to set up Pay if they
wanted to. This intervention was included in order to help
participants understand how Pay may help protect them from
card fraud and to give them confidence that they can use Pay,
influencing perceptions of response efficacy and self-efficacy,
two additional elements of PMT. Next, participants were
given an opportunity to form an implementation intention by
filling out a paper template. The template encouraged partici-
pants to plan where they might use Pay in the coming week
and to mentally rehearse using Pay in these locations. These
activities were designed to help mentally activate participants’
plans to use Pay when they were in these locations [19]. Fi-
nally, participants were given the opportunity to express a
strong commitment to their plan, which prior work suggests
increases the efficacy of implementation intentions [19,63].
The template was similar in content to the template in our
controlled experiment (see Figure 12).

One week after completing Interview #1, participants were
sent Survey #2, which asked whether participants had set up
Pay after the interview, whether they had tried to use Pay, and
whether they had successfully used Pay. Participants who
completed Interview #1 and Survey #2 were compensated
with a $15 Amazon e-gift card.

Participants who completed Survey #2 and who had set
up Pay on their phones were invited to Interview #2, which
was designed to understand people’s experiences using Pay or
their reasons for not using it. We also asked questions about
whether participants followed their implementation intention
plans and whether they found the plans to be helpful. Partici-
pants in Interview #2 were compensated with an additional
$15 Amazon e-gift card.

Four weeks after completing Survey #2, participants who
had set up Pay on their phones were invited to take Survey
#3, which asked whether participants had used Pay in the past
week. We also asked whether participants thought they were
likely to use Pay in the future. Our surveys and interview
scripts are included in the appendix (§ 8.1-8.5).

3.2 Analysis

We used thematic coding to analyze transcripts of our in-
terviews and our survey’s open-text responses. Two of the
authors reviewed these materials together and collaboratively
developed a codebook. To ensure that the codes we devel-
oped later were consistently applied to the materials we an-
alyzed earlier, one author then re-reviewed all the materials.
Since our goal for this portion of our study was to gather rich,
qualitative data, we did not attempt to calculate measures of
annotator reliability [39]. Table 4 in the appendix contains
our final codebook and the frequencies of our codes.

3.3 Results

Below we summarize key takeaways from our survey and in-
terview data. Although in some cases we report the frequency
of codes, due to our use of purposive sampling in selecting
participants, it would be inappropriate to assume that these
frequencies correspond to the frequencies that might be ob-
served in the general population.

Use of Pay

We received 288 complete responses to Survey #1. Among
these respondents, only 34.7% reported using Pay sometime
in the past, and a mere 23.6% reported using Pay in the past
month. We recruited only respondents who had not used Pay
in the last month for Interview #1. In Interview #1, nearly
all participants (19/20) said they had heard of Pay before our
study, but only one participant reported using it to pay in a
physical location before. Multiple participants mentioned
seeing Pay in advertisements, seeing it on their phone, see-
ing it as a payment option, using it for digital purchases, or
knowing that friends or family use it. This widespread aware-
ness of Pay makes sense, considering that many smartphones
come with Pay preinstalled [20, 59] and that iPhones include
persistent reminders to set up Apple Pay [23].

Prior to Interview #2, 11/20 participants had Pay set up
on their phone, and so could have used it before Interview
#2. One participant had set up Pay prior to Interview #1,
four set it up in Interview #1, and six set it up after Interview
#1. Participants gave a variety of different reasons for not
setting up Pay including being too busy, not thinking they
needed it, wanting to do more research, and wanting to consult
their partner. Between Interview #1 and Interview #2, seven
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participants used Pay. Three of these participants used Pay
successfully at at least one of the locations in their plan.

To understand whether participants were likely to continue
using Pay after our study, four weeks after completing Survey
#2 we sent Survey #3 to all participants who had set up Pay.
In response to Survey #3, three participants indicated that they
had successfully used Pay to make a payment in a physical
location in the prior week.

Our results suggest that despite widespread awareness of
Pay, most people are not using it regularly. However, after
being exposed to our nudges in Interview #1, a substantial
percentage of participants (35%) used Pay at least once during
the remainder of our study. Furthermore, responses to Survey
#3 indicate that our nudges may increase use of Pay long after
the initial intervention. These results encouraged us to move
forward with the controlled experiment described in § 4.

Perceptions of Threat Susceptibility and Severity

All but one participant recounted their own or others’ experi-
ences with card fraud. Fewer participants (10/20) recounted
experiences with card information theft. When asked to de-
scribe experiences with card information theft, seven partic-
ipants instead described cases of card fraud or theft. This
makes sense, given that card information theft can be difficult
for individuals to detect directly.

After we described recent hacks in which credit and debit
card information was stolen and the possible consequences
of having one’s information stolen, we asked questions to
gauge participants’ levels of concern about and perceptions
of susceptibility to card fraud and information theft.

Participants expressed varied opinions about their suscep-
tibility to these threats. Eleven participants expressed that
information theft happened frequently (P14: “It just seems
like it does happen so frequently...”), but three participants
said such occurrences were infrequent (P6: “Cause even like
... the hacking things you mentioned, I mean they’re once in
a blue moon.”). Three participants said their behavior made
theft or fraud more likely, but nine others thought their behav-
ior lowered their likelihood of suffering from card information
theft or fraud.

Participants described a number of negative outcomes as-
sociated with card theft and fraud, including the hassle and
stress of dealing with it, feelings of anger and helplessness,
loss of money due to theft or overdraft fees, and the fear that
additional bad things might happen to them. Participants also
mentioned that their level of concern would depend on the
size of the fraudulent purchase and whether the purchase was
on their credit or debit card. Ten participants expressed confi-
dence that their card issuer would help them resolve fraudu-
lent purchases, and two even thought they would be refunded
under all circumstances. It is potentially a misconception to
believe that fraudulent charges will be refunded in all cases,
since U.S. law does not require this of card issuers [13].

Our takeaway is that while most participants have a high
level of awareness of the possibility of card fraud, some peo-
ple remain under-informed and might benefit from additional
information.

Perceptions of Self-efficacy

Some participants thought Pay setup was easy, but others
encountered difficulties. In particular, two participants were
confused by Apple Pay’s ability to automatically add card
details using the phone’s camera and three mentioned inter-
acting with their bank to approve registering their card as a
challenge. Additionally, two participants found that certain
cards simply could not be added to Pay. Seven participants
said that setup or use would be a challenge, and would require
practice, learning, or attention to detail.

Eleven participants said they did not (or might not) have
opportunities to use Pay because they did not go shopping,
did not have enough money, or due to other reasons.

Participants described different challenges they might (or
did) encounter in stores using Pay. First, stores might or might
not accept Pay. Second, participants might not remember to
use Pay, suggesting an opportunity for implementation inten-
tions to help in this area. Third, participants might experience
difficulty using Pay. Despite our written instructions, some
participants still had questions about how to use Pay. Thus,
we included a short video alongside written instructions in
our controlled experiment (§ 4). Participants also described
positive aspects of Pay. Some participants expressed that Pay
was easy to use, that it would allow them to not carry or take
out their cards or wallet, that it would be a good backup op-
tion if they didn’t have a card, and that it would be fun to try
something new.

Two usability challenges in particular may be of interest,
due to their potential generalizability: the case of acciden-
tal activation and the case of failure to activate. Four of our
participants who set up Apple Pay described accidentally ac-
tivating it and not knowing why this was happening. Not
understanding this accidental activation alarmed at least one
of our participants (P19: “The credit thing keeps popping
up whenever I angle my phone a certain direction. I wonder
where it’s sending my credit info each time.”). It is possi-
ble to open Apple Pay by either double-clicking the home
button when the phone is locked or by bringing the phone
in proximity to an NFC reader (even if the NFC reader is
not a payment terminal). To address some of this confusion,
we added the double-clicking functionality to our instruc-
tions in subsequent interviews and in our experiment. One of
these same participants (P11) also experienced the problem
of Apple Pay not activating. At one location, this participant
reported having to scan their phone twice before it worked.
At another location, the participant was ultimately unsuccess-
ful using Apple Pay, concluding that it must not have been
supported and expressing frustration with this failure mode:
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“What happens when it doesn’t work is nothing happens. It
just sits there. And it doesn’t even apologize. You know it
doesn’t say anything on it. ‘Oops, sorry. Try again.’ Nothing
like that.” Unfortunately, due to the lack of an NFC signal in
the case when a terminal does not support NFC payments, it
is hard to imagine a technical solution to this kind of silent
failure mode. Thus, while some of these usability challenges
may be addressable through education, some may be inherent
to the technology.

Perceptions of Response Efficacy

Most participants (14/20) expressed some confidence in the
security properties of Pay that we described. However, nine
participants also expressed concern about Apple, Google, or
their phone being hacked. P16 cited their previous experience
having their iTunes account hacked as a reason for not be-
lieving that Apple Pay would protect their card information:
“[T]he only time I’ve been hacked was with an Apple product.
That’s the only reason. ... [T]he only time I had a fraudulent
charge was when I was with an Apple product.” Interestingly,
this participant also recognized that the hack was likely due
to their choice of a weak password, saying: “I guess my pass-
word wasn’t as secure as I thought it was.” P11 said that “I
feel as if the phone is more vulnerable than the computer.” P8
expressed a more concrete concern about NFC signal skim-
ming, expressing concern that “...in a physical store ... the
person behind you can actually take your information if they
know what they’re doing on the phone.”

Despite participants’ concerns about hacking, Apple Pay is
designed to be resistant to hacking: card information is not
stored with Apple after the initial enrollment process, mitigat-
ing the risk of data breach, device-specific Device Account
Numbers are stored on each phone’s Secure Element, protect-
ing against phones being compromised, and user interaction
is required before making payments [10]. Google Pay and
Samsung Pay employ similar protections [21, 58]. Of course,
attacks that can thwart these protections are possible (e.g., a
persistent threat on Apple’s servers), but such attacks would
require substantially more resources than simply adding card
skimmers to point of sale terminals. Communicating use-
ful mental models to non-technical users remains an open
research area [71]. Our participants’ responses point to the
challenge of communicating complex threat models to a gen-
eral audience.

Awareness of Protection Actions

Participants demonstrated awareness of many different ways
they could protect themselves from credit and debit card infor-
mation theft and fraud. The most prevalent actions involved
working with one’s card issuer, such as reporting fraudulent
purchases or receiving a new card. Actions involving physical
awareness (e.g., looking for card skimmers), monitoring card

statements for unauthorized transactions, protecting access
to one’s account (e.g., with a strong password), using cash,
or using a credit card (e.g., due to liability protections) were
also common. Interestingly, two participants brought up the
possibility of using Apple Pay to protect themselves before
we had described it as being a secure payment method (but
after we had asked them whether they had used it). P18 even
gave an accurate explanation of why Apple Pay might be
more secure: “Maybe I could use Apple Pay or something.
Then if I don’t give my card information directly to these
companies or grocery stores, if I go via a secure party like
Apple Pay, it should be a good option.”

Our overall takeaway is that most participants are aware
of some ways they can protect themselves from card infor-
mation theft and fraud. Unfortunately, prior work and the
continued profitability of card fraud suggest that people’s abil-
ity to protect themselves is limited (e.g., password re-use is
prevalent [48]). In addition, most participants seemed un-
aware that Pay could protect them before we explained that it
could, suggesting our information about Pay may be helpful.

Effectiveness of Implementation Intentions

All participants were given the opportunity to form an im-
plementation intention plan to help them remember to use
Pay. 16/20 participants wrote or described at least one loca-
tion where they might use Pay. About half of participants
checked or otherwise indicated that they performed at least
one mental rehearsal activity. As we conducted interviews,
we refined the way we introduced the plan to communicate
that filling out and following the plan were not mandatory,
but that filling out the plan was encouraged if the participant
wanted to remember to use Pay. Participants described several
obstacles to forming an implementation intention, including
not being able to think of places they would visit, not having
decided whether they wanted to use Pay, and simply think-
ing the plan wouldn’t be helpful for them. In addition, four
participants had at least some difficulty remembering their
plan in Interview #2. The act of forming a plan seemed to
help four participants understand where Pay could be used.
For example, P11 realized that it would be difficult to use
Pay at a restaurant where waiters collect cards for payment
processing. Participants also described other things that could
remind them to setup or use Pay, including receiving notifica-
tions from Google Pay about availability, adding Pay to their
shopping list, and putting the Pay app on their home screen.

Of the seven participants who used Pay between Interview
#1 and Interview #2, three used Pay successfully at at least one
of the locations in their plan. As the majority of participants
were able to form plans, and some of the participants who
formed plans went on to use Pay at their planned locations,
we thought that our implementation intention plan template
was worth testing in our controlled experiment (§ 4). At the
same time, our plan may be unhelpful to participants who
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have difficulty thinking of locations they are likely to make
payments in the coming week, and is almost certain to be
unhelpful for participants who simply decide not to use Pay.
Since Pay is not available in all locations, it is unsurprising
that many participants had questions about where they could
use Pay. As part of our description of Pay, we described just
four popular locations where Pay can be used in our city. With
a more comprehensive list of locations, it might be possible to
develop an interactive plan template which could contribute
to greater awareness of where Pay is available.

Misconceptions and Other Concerns

Our interviews helped us identify a number of misconceptions
related to Pay. For example, four participants thought Pay
might interfere with their credit card rewards (P5, P9, P12,
P16), four participants thought our study was affiliated with
Apple (P11, P16, P19, P20), three participants wondered
if Pay cost something (P5, P8, P15), and one participant
thought Pay might prevent them from getting receipts (P12).
In addition, P7 thought Samsung Pay was a credit card and
two participants confused Apple Pay with iPad-based point of
sale terminals (e.g., Square). We addressed several of these
misconceptions in a “Frequently Asked Questions” section in
our controlled experiment (Figure 11).

Pay on watches offers the same level of security as on
phones, but with potentially greater convenience. Thus, we
were surprised that all three of the participants we spoke
with about their smartwatches expressed skepticism about
using Pay with their watches. P1 thought they would start
using Apple Pay on their iPhone, because they thought they
would need to practice the motion of making payments with
their Apple Watch. P12 thought Apple Pay would be less
secure on their Apple Watch than on their iPhone because
their Apple Watch did not have a fingerprint reader. Neither
P1 nor P12 set up Apple Pay during our study. In Interview
#1, P15 was worried that setting up Samsung Pay might allow
transactions to be made through their Samsung Watch without
their knowledge, due to the fact that their watch did not have
a PIN. In Interview #2, P15 said they had figured out how to
add a PIN to their watch, and after doing so they proceeded
with the setup of Samsung Pay.

3.4 Limitations

To protect external validity, it was important that participants
understood that they were not required to set up Pay, use Pay,
form an implementation intention, or follow their implemen-
tation intention. We iterated on the design of our interview
protocol until we arrived at language which we thought com-
municated this clearly to participants. However, although
setting up Pay was not required to receive compensation for
Interview #1 and Survey #2, participants who never set up
Pay were not invited to Interview #2 or Survey #3. Although

we tried to disguise the qualification criteria for Interview
#2 and Survey #3 from participants, participants may have
inferred that some action on their part would be required to
qualify, and some asked us directly in the interview. To ensure
this was not a threat to validity in our controlled experiment,
we emphasized that participants’ compensation would not be
affected by their use or non-use of Pay.

The generalizability of our findings might be impaired by
our relatively small sample size (n= 20) and recruitment from
the geographic area around our institution. To mitigate this,
we used purposive sampling to recruit a diverse set of partici-
pants. Further, we recruited a much larger set of participants
in our controlled experiment (§ 4).

4 Controlled Experiment

The primary goal of the second part of our study was to deter-
mine whether participants presented with a PMT-only nudge
and a PMT with implementation intention nudge would be
more likely to use mobile payments than those who were not
presented with these nudges. Thus, we designed and con-
ducted a randomized controlled experiment with a sufficient
number of participants (n = 411) to determine statistical sig-
nificance. Our experimental design was influenced by the
results of our qualitative interviews. In particular, over the
course of our interviews we iterated on the design of our
nudges and we compiled a list of common questions and mis-
conceptions which we sought to correct in our experiment.
For ease of recruitment and to reduce the complexity of our
protocol, we choose to focus on Apple Pay.

4.1 Protocol
Our design included three experimental conditions. In our
control group, we did not try to motivate participants to use
Apple Pay. In our PMT group, we presented participants with
information about the threat of card fraud (Figure 9) and the
mitigation of using Apple Pay (Figure 10 and Figure 11) in
order to motivate them to use Apple Pay. This motivational
intervention was based on protection motivation theory [43],
as described in § 3.1. In our PMT+II group, we presented
participants with the motivational intervention of the PMT
group in addition to an opportunity to form an implementa-
tion intention. This opportunity took the form of a template
we designed to help participants plan where they could use
Apple Pay, as shown in Figure 12 in the appendix. We did
not test an implementation intention intervention without a
PMT intervention because the literature suggests that imple-
mentation intentions are only effective when participants are
motivated [19].

Our study consisted of three surveys hosted on Qualtrics
using recruitment from Prolific (see Figure 8 and § 8.6–8.8
in the appendix). Survey #1 was designed to determine eligi-
bility for Survey #2 and Survey #3. The only requirements
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for taking Survey #1 were that participants live in the United
States, speak English, be at least 18 years old, and have an
iPhone. We thought our nudges would have the largest impact
on people who were not actively using Apple Pay, but whose
phones were compatible with Apple Pay and who were likely
to have opportunities to use Apple Pay in the week ahead.
Thus, to be eligible for participation in Survey #2 and #3,
participants must have purchased their iPhone in the United
States, owned an iPhone model compatible with Apple Pay
(iPhone 6 or newer), must have had a version of iOS compati-
ble with Apple Pay (iOS 12.2 or higher), in the last week must
have made an in-person payment in a physical location using
their credit or debit card, in the last week must not have made
an in-person payment in a physical location using Apple Pay,
and they must have passed a simple attention check.

Shortly after completing Survey #1, participants were in-
vited to Survey #2, which contained our randomly assigned
experimental conditions. The control group saw only a short
description of Apple Pay. The PMT group was provided with
a description of the threat of credit and debit card information
theft and fraud, and information about the mitigation of using
Apple Pay. This information included written instructions
about how to set up and use Apple Pay, a short video showing
how to use Apple Pay, and an FAQ addressing questions par-
ticipants asked in our qualitative interviews. We encouraged
participants to set up Apple Pay if they wanted to, but we
reassured participants that their compensation would not be
affected if they did not set it up. The PMT+II group received
the same information as the PMT group, but was also given a
chance to form a plan to use Apple Pay. Near the end of the
survey, participants in the treatment groups were given links
to the information about Apple Pay and their plan for using
Apple Pay, with the option to request that these links be sent
to them via Prolific. Participants in all treatment groups were
asked demographic questions and questions related to their
perceptions of Apple Pay and card fraud.

Survey #3 was sent to participants one week after they
completed Survey #2 in order to measure whether they had
used Apple Pay. We asked participants whether they had
registered a card in Apple Pay, whether they had made an
in-person payment using Apple Pay, and about other details
related to their use of Apple Pay and other payment methods.

Our goal was to pay participants $12/hour, so compen-
sation was determined based on estimated duration of our
surveys. Survey #1 was estimated to take five minutes, so
compensation was $1. Survey #2 was estimated to take up to
30 minutes (accounting for time potentially spent outside the
survey setting up Apple Pay), so compensation was $6. Sur-
vey #3 was estimated to take five minutes, so compensation
was $1. Participants only received compensation for Survey
#2 and Survey #3 if they completed both surveys within three
days of being invited.

We conducted an a priori power analysis using G*Power to
determine our target number of participants [16]. We planned

Treatments % that used Pay Odds Ratio p-value
Control vs PMT+II 8.7% vs 27.2% 3.92 <0.001
Control vs PMT 8.7% vs 18.3% 2.35 0.020
PMT vs PMT+II 18.3% vs 27.2% 1.67 0.085

Table 1: Comparisons between the percent of participants who
reported using Apple Pay in each of our treatment conditions.
Per convention, the reported odds ratios correspond to large,
medium, and small effect sizes, respectively [66].

three chi-square tests of independence to compare the use of
Apple Pay between the three treatment groups. In order to
detect a small to medium effect size (w = 0.2357, informed
by the effect size seen in our interviews), with a Bonferroni
corrected α = 0.05÷3 = 0.01667, power=0.9, and df=1, we
determined that we needed 122 participants in each treatment.

We preregistered our protocol on The Open Science Frame-
work prior to collecting any data (§ 7).

4.2 Analysis
We collected 670 valid responses to Survey #1, and invited
430 qualifying participants to participate in Survey #2. Of the
430 participants invited to Survey #2, 418 completed Survey
#2 and 411 went on to complete Survey #3, for an overall
dropout rate of 4%.

After completing data collection, we conducted our prereg-
istered hypothesis tests to compare use of Apple Pay between
our three treatment conditions, and we report these findings
in § 4.3. Next, we conducted a series of exploratory analyses,
which we report in § 4.4.

4.3 Results
We conducted three chi-square tests of independence to com-
pare the use of Apple Pay between our three treatment groups,
as shown in Table 1. We used the Holm-Bonferroni method
to control Type I error.2 Participants in the PMT+II group,
who saw our PMT with implementation intention nudge, were
3.92x more likely to use Apple Pay than our control group
(p < 0.001). Participants in the PMT group, who saw only
the PMT nudge, were 2.35x more likely to use Apple Pay
than our control group (p = 0.020). Both of these differences
were statistically significant at α = 0.05. However, we did
not find a statistically significant difference in use of Apple
Pay between the PMT and PMT+II groups (p = 0.085).

Therefore, we have evidence that our interventions in both
the PMT+II and PMT groups had large and medium effects

2In our preregistration, we described using a Bonferroni correction. We
switched to the Holm-Bonferroni method because it controls the experiment’s
Type I error rate at the same level as a Bonferroni correction, while having
a lower Type II error rate [1, 73]. Using a simple Bonferroni correction,
only our Control vs PMT+II comparison would have been found significant.
See [11] for further discussion of the Bonferroni correction.
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on participants’ use of Apple Pay, respectively. Since the
treatment conditions only differed in their inclusion of our
educational materials (Figures 9, 10, and 11) and our imple-
mentation intention template (Figure 12), we can conclude
that these differences are what made participants more likely
to report using Apple Pay. Although we did not find statisti-
cally significant differences between the PMT and PMT+II
groups, our findings suggest (p = 0.085) that the inclusion
of the implementation intention plan had a small effect on
increasing the PMT+II participants’ use of Apple Pay.

4.4 Results of Exploratory Analyses
Although our primary research questions were about the effect
of our nudges on participants’ use of Apple Pay, the data we
collected gave us the opportunity to explore additional ques-
tions. Note that these exploratory analyses were not part of
our preregistered study design. In this section, we describe the
effect of our nudges on participants’ attitudes, how expressed
intention differed from reported behavior, exactly when par-
ticipants reported setting up Apple Pay, and additional factors
associated with use of Apple Pay.

Effects of Interventions on Attitudes

After testing for the effect of our interventions on participants’
use of Apple Pay (§ 4.3), we decided to test for other poten-
tial effects, as shown in Table 2. We used Kruskal-Wallis
tests for all variables except whether participants registered
a card, where we used a chi-square test of independence.
Details of the statistically significant results are shown in Fig-
ures 1, 2, and 3. Effect sizes are given as epsilon-squared (ε2)
estimates [38, 68]. Insignificant results are included in Fig-
ures 13–17 in the appendix. Post-hoc Dunn tests significant
at α = 0.05 after Holm-Bonferroni correction are bolded.

As shown in Figure 1, our treatments had a dramatic effect
on participants’ agreement that Apple Pay would protect them
from card fraud (ε2 = 0.241, p < 0.001). In the control group,
only 37% of participants agreed that Apple Pay would protect
them, whereas in both treatment groups over 84% agreed.
Thus, we have strong evidence that our information was ef-
fective at correcting people’s misconceptions about Apple
Pay’s security [22]. As illustrated in Figure 2, our treatments
increased participants’ expressed intentions to use Apple Pay,
and implementation intentions were even more effective at
increasing intention than PMT alone (ε2 = 0.172, p < 0.001).
Finally, Figure 3 shows that our treatments had a small effect
on participants’ belief that Apple Pay would be useful for
making payments (ε2 = 0.015, p = 0.047).

Intention vs Behavior

Comparing participants’ Survey #2 responses to their Survey
#3 responses gave us insight into how participants’ stated
intentions to act did or did not translate to actual behavior.

Variable p-value
Perception of threat severity 0.932
Perception of threat susceptibility 0.881
Perception of self-efficacy 0.523
Perception of response-efficacy <0.001
Expressed intention to use Pay <0.001
Perception of Pay’s usefulness 0.047
Self-consciousness using Pay 0.628
Registered card by end of study 0.237

Table 2: The results of hypothesis tests measuring whether
these variables differed between our treatment groups. p-
values significant at α = 0.05 are bolded, representing tests
where the null hypothesis was rejected.

Figure 1: Participants in our treatment groups expressed
greater agreement that Apple Pay would protect them from
card fraud (i.e., response efficacy). Post-hoc tests: Control
vs PMT, p < 0.001; Control vs PMT+II, p < 0.001; PMT
vs PMT+II, p = 0.880.

First, we measured how stated intention to register a credit
or debit card in Apple Pay translated to actually setting up
Apple Pay. As shown in Figure 4, while half of those who
expressed a strong intention to register a card did so, those
who expressed weaker intentions were correspondingly less
likely to register a card. In particular, note that less than half
of the participants who responded with “Agree” actually set
up Apple Pay by the time of Survey #3.

Next, we compared stated intention to use Apple Pay to
actual use of Apple Pay. We performed a chi-square test of in-
dependence and found that those who indicated they intended
to use Apple Pay in the week ahead were more likely to use
Apple Pay than those who did not (p < 0.001). However,
as shown in Figure 5, many participants who expressed an
intention to use Apple Pay did not do so. This reinforces our
belief that it is important to ask participants about their actual
behavior, rather than only measuring their intentions.

Finally, we took a closer look at the behavior of participants
in the PMT+II group, who were given the opportunity to
make a plan for using Apple Pay. 96.3% of participants in
the PMT+II group wrote plans in Survey #2. Of those who
wrote plans, 88.5% visited a location in their plan, 25.2%
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Figure 2: Participants in our treatment groups expressed
stronger intentions to use Apple Pay. Further, participants
who received the implementation intention treatment ex-
pressed even stronger intentions to use Apple Pay than did
participants who only received the PMT treatment. Post-hoc
tests: Control vs PMT, p < 0.001; Control vs PMT+II,
p < 0.001; PMT vs PMT+II, p = 0.001.

Figure 3: Our treatments had an effect on participants’ belief
that Apple Pay would be useful for making payments. Post-
hoc tests: Control vs PMT, p = 0.046; Control vs PMT+II,
p = 0.026; PMT vs PMT+II, p = 0.856.

used Apple Pay at a location in their plan, and 87% used
other payment methods at a location in their plan. Of those
who wrote plans, 83.2% checked a box indicating “I strongly
intend to try to use Apple Pay at these locations!” Of these
participants, 89.9% visited a location in their plan, 30.3%
used Apple Pay at a location in their plan, and 87.2% used
other payment methods at a location in their plan.

In conclusion, although intention to set up and use Ap-
ple Pay was associated with actually doing so, many partici-
pants who expressed intentions did not follow through. This
suggests nudges like implementation intentions may help
participants follow through on their intentions. This also
demonstrates the importance of measuring actual behavior
in addition to intention when evaluating the effectiveness of
nudging techniques.

When Did Participants Set Up Apple Pay?

As shown in Figure 6, 35% of participants had set up Apple
Pay before Survey #2. In Survey #2, we encouraged the
participants in our treatment groups to set up Apple Pay, but

Figure 4: In both Survey #2 and Survey #3, we asked partici-
pants whether they had registered a card in Apple Pay. Those
who had not were asked to rate their level of disagreement or
agreement with the statement: “I intend to register a credit or
debit card in Apple Pay in the next week.”

Figure 5: In Survey #2 we asked participants to rate their
intention to use Apple Pay in the week ahead. We compared
those responses to whether participants reported using Apple
Pay in Survey #3.

only 2.9% reported setting it up during Survey #2. However,
an additional 10.5% reported setting up Apple Pay when we
asked again in Survey #3. Overall, about half of participants
had Apple Pay set up by the end of our study.

Note that most of the participants who set up Apple Pay
during our study did so after completing Survey #2. The same
pattern held in our qualitative interviews (§ 3.3). This sug-
gests the importance of an experimental design like ours, in
which information is given to participants, but participants are
allowed time to think about that information and potentially
conduct additional research before taking action.

Factors Associated with Use of Apple Pay

Having found that our treatments were associated with partic-
ipants using Apple Pay, we trained three logistic regression
models to identify additional factors associated with using
Apple Pay.

First, we trained a model on all participants who completed
all three of our surveys (n = 411). Our model contains the
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Figure 6: Participants could choose to set up Apple Pay at
any point in our study, or not at all. More participants set up
Apple Pay after Survey #2 than during Survey #2, suggesting
the importance of giving participants time to think about the
information we gave them.

following 17 variables: treatment condition, security atti-
tudes (SA-6) [15], age, Computer Science (CS) background,
prior experience with card fraud, phone biometric (Face ID
or Touch ID), gender, expressed intention to use Apple Pay,
whether the participant knew anyone who used Apple Pay,
whether the participant owned an Apple Watch, whether the
participant had used Apple Pay before the study, and the
participants’ perceptions of response efficacy, self-efficacy,
threat severity, threat susceptibility, self-consciousness, and
Apple Pay’s usefulness. Our model is shown in Table 6 in the
appendix. The model suggests that those with a computer sci-
ence background and those who have experienced card fraud
before are less likely to use Apple Pay (0.24x and 0.45x as
likely, respectively). Perhaps those with a computer science
background generally know more about Apple Pay, making
those eligible for our experiment more likely to have con-
sciously decided not to use it in advance of our interventions.
This possibility is supported by Survey #1 from the qualitative
interviews showing a positive association between having a
CS background and having previously used Pay. The model
also suggests that those whose phones are compatible with
Face ID (2.1x), those who are non-female (2.4x), those who
have used Apple Pay before (3.7x), and those who express an
intention to use Apple Pay (6.1x) are more likely to use it.

Next, we trained a model on only the participants in the
PMT+II group (n = 136). Our model contains the same vari-
ables as our first model, with the removal of treatment and the
addition of these variables: whether the participant checked
the box indicating that they strongly intended to follow their
plan, whether the participant requested they be sent informa-
tion about Apple Pay, whether the participant requested they
be sent their plan, and whether the participant visited at least
one location in their plan. Our model is shown in Table 7

Variable βββ eeeβββ p-value
age -0.002 0.998 0.813
Face_ID 0.365 1.441 0.080
own_watch 1.035 2.815 <0.001
Intercept -1.539 0.215 <0.001

Table 3: The variables in our regression model for predicting
use of Apple Pay in the week prior to Survey #1 (n = 590). eβ

indicates the change in odds of using Apple Pay for a one unit
change in the variable (or when the variable is true). p-values
significant at α = 0.05 are bolded. Cox & Snell R2 = 0.051.

in the appendix. Like our first model, this model suggests
that those who experienced card fraud before are less likely
to use Apple Pay (0.22x), and that those who used Apple
Pay before are more likely to use it again (4.0x). Perhaps
counterintuitively, the model also suggests that those who
express self-consciousness about using Apple Pay in public
are more likely to use it (5.1x). It is possible that participants’
increased self-consciousness was due to their greater engage-
ment with the plan, which could have made them more likely
to use Apple Pay. There is also some evidence that whether
the participant visited a location in their plan was associated
with using Apple Pay (30x, p = 0.058).

Finally, we trained a model on the data we collected in
Survey #1 to identify factors associated with people having
used Apple Pay in the week before our study. We eliminated
participants whose phones were incompatible with Apple
Pay and who failed our attention check, leaving us with 590
participants. Due to the limited number of questions we asked
participants in Survey #1, our model only contains age, phone
compatibility with either Face ID or Touch ID, and Apple
Watch ownership. The variables in our model are shown in
Table 3. Overall, 23.7% of participants reported using Apple
Pay in the past week. Our model shows a strong association
between owning an Apple Watch and using Apple Pay, with
Apple Watch owners being more than 2.8x more likely to use
Apple Pay than non-owners. It is difficult to know the reason
for this association, but one possible explanation might be
that it’s easier to use Apple Pay with an Apple Watch.

4.5 Limitations

One limitation of our study is our reliance on self-reported
data. In particular, it is possible that participants did not ac-
curately report whether they used Apple Pay between taking
Survey #2 and #3. To encourage honesty, at the beginning of
Survey #2 and Survey #3 we included text which encouraged
participants to answer honestly and reassured them that there
were no right or wrong answers. We also included attention
checks in all our surveys. Fifteen participants (2%) failed
our Survey #1 attention check and so were not invited to the
subsequent surveys, but no participants failed our Survey #2
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or Survey #3 attention checks. Another threat to validity is
the possibility that some participants may have thought that
setting up or using Apple Pay was not optional. To avoid that
misconception, we included text assuring participants that
setting up or using Apple Pay was not required and would
have no effect on their compensation. One threat to the gen-
eralizability of our findings is the fact that crowd workers
have been shown to differ from the general population. Our
use of Prolific was informed by recent findings that Prolific
workers are more diverse and honest than Mechanical Turk
workers [49]. See Table 5 in the appendix for a summary of
demographic information about our participants.

5 Discussion and Future Work

Our results have implications for both practitioners and re-
searchers. First, banks, card issuers, and mobile payment
operators could use our nudges to increase use of mobile pay-
ments instead of less secure, physical card payments. More
widespread adoption of secure mobile payments has the po-
tential to reduce card fraud, saving companies and customers
both time and money. Second, our findings advance the field
of nudging research. Our PMT and implementation intention
nudges corrected participants’ misconceptions and increased
intention to and actual use of mobile payments. In particular,
we believe our PMT-inspired description of Apple Pay’s secu-
rity (Figure 10) was instrumental in correcting participants’
misconception that mobile payments are less secure than phys-
ical card payments. Our implementation intention nudge was
designed to help participants remember to use mobile pay-
ments when they visited certain locations. Although we did
not find sufficient evidence to conclude that our implementa-
tion intention nudge increased use of Apple Pay compared to
the PMT nudge (Table 1), we did find strong evidence that it
increased intention to use Apple Pay (Figure 2). This discrep-
ancy is due to the fact that many participants who expressed
an intention to use Apple Pay did not actually use it (Figure 5).
This shows the importance of an experimental design which
measures both intention to use and actual behavior, as we did
in our study. Our results also show the need for additional
research into techniques that may help people translate their
intentions to act in a secure manner into actual behavior.

Our study suggests several possible areas for future work.
First, it would be useful to compare our PMT and imple-
mentation intention nudges in an experiment with a larger
sample size. This would allow us to conclusively determine
whether implementation intentions yield improvements over
PMT alone. Second, testing variations of PMT and implemen-
tation intention nudges could yield insight into what exactly
makes these nudges effective. Knowing the most essential
elements of these nudges could help translate them into a
form suitable for large-scale messaging campaigns. Relat-
edly, people’s receptivity to such messaging campaigns may
depend on the entities conducting the campaigns, making a

study of such messenger effects worthwhile. Third, PMT and
implementation intentions should be tested for their poten-
tial to increase adoption of other secure technologies and for
encouraging adherence to security best practices.

6 Conclusions

Despite the security benefits they offer, adoption of mobile
payments in the United States remains low, at least in part
due to the belief that mobile payments are less secure than
payments with physical cards [22, 50]. Our nudges addressed
this misconception and increased adoption of mobile pay-
ments: participants in our PMT and PMT with implemen-
tation intention treatment groups were 2.4x and 3.9x more
likely, respectively, to use Apple Pay than those in our control
group. Our qualitative interviews suggested additional factors
which may limit adoption of mobile payments, including lack
of availability and usability challenges.

Our findings show that it is possible to increase real-world
adoption of security-enhancing technologies using carefully
crafted informational interventions. At the same time, many
people who express an intention to adopt such technologies
may fail to do so. This suggests the need for further research
into interventions which can help people translate intention
into action. Implementation intentions are designed to do
this. In our study, we found only weak evidence of a small
improvement (1.67x) from adding implementation intentions
to our PMT intervention. However, implementation inten-
tions might become more helpful as mobile payments become
more available and other barriers to adoption are removed.
Clearly, there is no single solution for increasing adoption of
security-enhancing technologies, but PMT and implementa-
tion intention nudges are two tools that may help.

7 Preregistration and Materials

We preregistered our controlled experiment on the Open Sci-
ence Framework [64]. After preregistering but before col-
lecting any data, we made two small edits to the survey text.
Also, before collecting any Survey #3 data, we added a “us-
ing another payment method” option to Q18, Q19, and Q20
in Survey #3. In our preregistration, we described using a
Bonferroni correction, but switched to the Holm-Bonferroni
method as it controls the experiment’s Type I error rate at
the same level as a Bonferroni correction, while having a
lower Type II error rate [1, 73]. Otherwise, we conducted our
study as preregistered. To view the final version of all study
materials, see our study page [65].
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8 Appendix

Table 4: Final Codebook With Code Frequencies
Code Description Interview

#1 (n=20)
Interview
#2 (n=10)

Survey
#2 (n=20)

Survey
#3 (n=10)

Overall
(n=20)

accidental_activation Accidentally activating Pay (e.g.,
by double-tapping the home but-
ton, proximity of NFC devices,
etc.).

1 3 1 0 4

additional_research Performing additional research
about Pay (e.g., asking others
for their opinion about it, doing
Google searches, etc.).

5 3 1 0 7

curiosity_availability Wondering which places will ac-
cept Pay.

10 0 0 0 10

curiosity_information_theft Wondering how their card infor-
mation was stolen or could be
stolen, how fraud occurred, why
a data breach occurred, etc.

9 1 0 0 9

curiosity_reviewing_
transactions

Wondering whether they will still
be able to review their past trans-
actions if they start using Pay.

1 0 0 0 1

curiosity_technology Wondering about specific tech-
nologies behind Pay (e.g., how
NFC works, how the cryptogra-
phy works, etc.), what cards can
be added, how to activate it, how
it works, its business model, etc.

16 4 3 1 16

experience_card_fraud People’s own (or others’) experi-
ences with card fraud. Any fraud-
ulent purchase made to a card is
card fraud.

19 1 0 0 19

experience_card_information_
theft

People’s own (or others’) experi-
ences with card info theft.

10 0 0 0 10

experience_card_theft People’s own (or others’) experi-
ences with their physical card be-
ing stolen.

5 0 0 0 5

experience_no_card_fraud People having no experiences of
their own (or others’) to recount
about card fraud.

1 0 0 0 1

experience_no_card_
information_theft

People having no experiences of
their own (or others’) to recount
about card info theft.

5 0 0 0 5

experience_other Security-related experiences that
don’t fit into the other codes.

2 1 0 0 3

experience_unsure People saying they are unsure
whether their card information
has been stolen or whether they
have been the victim of fraud.

4 0 0 0 4

Continued on the next page
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Code Description Interview
#1 (n=20)

Interview
#2 (n=10)

Survey
#2 (n=20)

Survey
#3 (n=10)

Overall
(n=20)

implementation_intention_
clarified_understanding

Forming the implementation in-
tention clarified the person’s un-
derstanding of Pay (e.g., realizing
it won’t work at gas stations).

4 0 0 0 4

implementation_intention_
forgotten

The participant not being able to
remember their plan.

0 4 0 0 4

implementation_intention_
helpful

Participants’ reasons why the im-
plementation intention would or
did help them remember to set up
or use Pay.

10 6 1 0 13

implementation_intention_
remembered

The participant remembering
their plan.

0 8 1 0 8

implementation_intention_
unhelpful

Participants’ reasons why the im-
plementation intention would not
help them remember to use Pay,
why it is hard to form a plan, etc.

12 7 0 0 15

influenced_positive_self_report The participant saying that the in-
terview made them more likely to
use or set up Pay.

10 1 0 0 10

misconception_affiliation Thinking that we are working for
or being funded by a company
behind one of the technologies
we’re discussing (e.g., are you
guys working for Google?).

4 0 0 0 4

misconception_always_resolved Thinking that fraudulent pur-
chases will always be resolved
(e.g., they will always get their
money back).

2 0 0 0 2

misconception_cost Thinking or wondering if Pay
costs something to use.

3 0 0 0 3

misconception_opening_app Thinking that using Pay requires
opening the Pay app by tapping
on its icon.

1 0 0 0 1

misconception_other Other misconceptions. 2 2 0 0 4
misconception_required Thinking that using Pay or follow-

ing the plan is a required part of
the study.

1 0 0 0 1

misconception_rewards Thinking that they won’t get re-
wards, points, or cash back if they
use Pay.

4 0 0 0 4

misconception_screen_scan Thinking that Pay works by scan-
ning the user’s phone or watch
screen, rather than by using NFC.

4 0 0 0 4

misconception_square_pos Thinking that Pay only works at
Square POSs, or that Pay is the
software running on those Square
POS iPads. It is not a miscon-
ception that Pay works at most
Square POSs.

2 0 0 0 2

Continued on the next page
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Code Description Interview
#1 (n=20)

Interview
#2 (n=10)

Survey
#2 (n=20)

Survey
#3 (n=10)

Overall
(n=20)

mitigation_description_helpful Participants’ reasons why the de-
scription of Pay or the instructions
for how to set up and use Pay are
helpful to them.

6 2 1 0 6

protection_action_RFID_wallet Using an RFID-blocking wallet to
protect your card information.

1 0 0 0 1

protection_action_account_
access

Protect access to your account
(e.g., password, 2FA).

6 2 1 0 8

protection_action_avoid_
disclosure

Avoid giving information to oth-
ers, whether prompted or not;
avoiding falling for phishing, etc.

5 0 0 0 5

protection_action_avoid_
merchant

Avoid transactions at untrusted
merchants, only use trusted mer-
chants, etc.

4 0 0 0 4

protection_action_avoid_online Avoid making purchases online,
avoid putting card information on-
line, etc.

3 0 0 0 3

protection_action_certification_
logo

Looking for certification logos
(e.g., Trustee, Verisign, McAfee),
browser plugin indicators (e.g.,
Web of Trust), TLS certificates,
or any other symbols that attest to
security in some way.

4 0 0 0 4

protection_action_corporate_
resolution

Reporting fraudulent purchases to
the card issuer, getting a new card,
etc.

19 0 0 0 19

protection_action_data_retention Preventing a card from being
saved on a website either in whole
or in part (e.g., not allowing the
CVC to be saved).

2 0 0 0 2

protection_action_law_
enforcement

Reporting card fraud or theft to
law enforcement.

1 0 0 0 1

protection_action_monitor_
statements

Looking for unauthorized transac-
tions on card statements.

8 0 0 0 8

protection_action_monitoring_
service

Lifelock, credit monitoring, etc. 4 2 2 1 4

protection_action_network Using a secure network con-
nection (e.g., home Wi-Fi, a
VPN when on public Wi-Fi,
etc.), avoiding insecure networks,
avoiding public computers, etc.

2 0 0 0 2

protection_action_other Other actions people take to pro-
tect themselves from card info
theft and fraud.

7 1 0 0 8

protection_action_physical_
awareness

Looking for card skimmers, hid-
ing PIN, putting things in a place
so they won’t be stolen, paying
close attention to what a shop-
keeper does, checking receipts,
etc.

10 1 0 1 11

Continued on the next page
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Code Description Interview
#1 (n=20)

Interview
#2 (n=10)

Survey
#2 (n=20)

Survey
#3 (n=10)

Overall
(n=20)

protection_action_use_cash Using cash. 6 0 0 0 6
protection_action_use_chip Using the chip in their card (as

opposed to the magnetic stripe).
1 0 0 0 1

protection_action_use_credit Using a credit card, since getting
refunded is easier, etc.

6 1 1 0 7

protection_action_use_debit Using a debit card or using a debit
card as a credit card.

1 0 0 0 1

protection_action_use_other_
payment_service

Using PayPal, Venmo, or another
payment service other than Pay.

2 1 1 1 4

protection_action_use_pay Using Apple Pay, Google Pay, or
Samsung Pay (coded only when
brought up prior to us suggesting
that they use Pay).

2 0 0 0 2

reasons_for_not_setting_up People’s reasons for not setting up
Pay.

14 0 9 0 16

reasons_for_not_using People’s reasons why they don’t
want to or did not use Pay.

7 1 4 6 12

response_efficacy_security_
convinced

Reasons why participants are con-
vinced that Pay will protect them.

12 4 2 1 14

response_efficacy_security_
unconvinced

Reasons why participants think
Pay will not protect them.

8 2 1 0 8

response_efficacy_security_
unsure

Reasons why participants are un-
sure whether Pay will protect
them.

12 4 0 0 14

self_efficacy_negative_battery Using Pay requires a charged
phone.

1 0 0 0 1

self_efficacy_negative_learning Using or setting up Pay requires
practice, learning, or attention to
detail.

7 1 1 0 7

self_efficacy_negative_limited_
availability

Not all places accept Pay. It may
be unclear whether a given place
accepts it.

7 7 2 0 12

self_efficacy_negative_limited_
card_compatibility

Not all cards can be added to Pay. 1 2 0 0 3

self_efficacy_negative_
opportunities

Not going shopping, not having
any money, etc., and so not having
opportunities to use Pay.

4 4 5 3 11

self_efficacy_negative_other Other challenges to using Pay,
negative experiences using it, and
things that make using it more dif-
ficult.

7 5 2 2 9

self_efficacy_negative_
overspending

The convenience of Pay makes
the participant more inclined to
wastefully or accidentally spend
money.

4 0 0 0 4

Continued on the next page
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Code Description Interview
#1 (n=20)

Interview
#2 (n=10)

Survey
#2 (n=20)

Survey
#3 (n=10)

Overall
(n=20)

self_efficacy_negative_
payment_failure

Pay payments not going through
or taking too long/timing out.

2 6 2 2 6

self_efficacy_negative_
remembering

Difficulty remembering to use
Pay.

5 3 2 1 9

self_efficacy_negative_setup Difficulty or irritation setting up
Pay.

9 2 6 0 14

self_efficacy_negative_time It taking too long or a long time
to use Pay.

1 4 1 2 6

self_efficacy_other Other comments about Pay usabil-
ity, that are neither positive nor
negative.

2 2 0 0 4

self_efficacy_positive_easy_to_
use

Fast, simple, convenient, etc. to
make transactions.

14 6 4 1 15

self_efficacy_positive_
extensive_availability

Many or enough places accept
Pay.

4 1 0 0 4

self_efficacy_positive_initiative People taking the initiative to de-
termine whether Pay is accepted
(e.g., asking if Pay is accepted, or
attempting to use it if they’re un-
sure). Not coded if people said
they didn’t take the initiative.

0 1 0 0 1

self_efficacy_positive_no_wallet If you use Pay, you won’t have
to carry your wallet, carry your
cards, or pull out your cards or
wallet.

7 5 2 3 10

self_efficacy_positive_novelty Using or setting up Pay due to cu-
riosity, wanting to see if it works.

9 2 5 1 10

self_efficacy_positive_only_
option

Being more likely to use or using
Pay because it’s an option if you
forget another payment method,
another payment method doesn’t
work, you don’t have your cards
with you, etc. Also includes
making Pay more accessible than
cards (e.g., by burying cards in
your purse and leaving phone on
top).

7 5 1 0 10

self_efficacy_positive_
opportunities

Going shopping, etc., and so hav-
ing opportunities to use Pay. In-
cludes inferred opportunities (e.g.,
if someone says they used Pay,
that implies they had opportuni-
ties).

15 10 5 3 18

Continued on the next page
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Code Description Interview
#1 (n=20)

Interview
#2 (n=10)

Survey
#2 (n=20)

Survey
#3 (n=10)

Overall
(n=20)

self_efficacy_positive_other Other non-security perks to using
Pay, positive experiences using it,
good things about Pay, etc.

4 1 0 0 5

self_efficacy_positive_other_
reminders

Other things reminding people to
use Pay. Not including the setup
instructions or implementation in-
tention plan template we offer
users. Not including it being the
only option.

1 6 1 0 7

self_efficacy_positive_setup Positive things said about the
setup process (easy, etc.).

14 4 1 0 17

self_efficacy_practice Wanting to practice (or actually
practicing) using Pay in a low-
pressure situation (e.g., a vending
machine, a self-checkout, etc.).

0 1 1 0 2

threat_severity_card_type The severity of fraud would de-
pend on what type of card was af-
fected by the fraud (e.g., fraud on
credit vs debit card).

2 0 0 0 2

threat_severity_high_concern_
gets_worse

When fraud or information theft
occurs, this might be a precursor
to something worse (e.g., a worse
hack, more lost money, etc.).

10 0 0 0 10

threat_severity_high_concern_
hassle

Resolving the situation would be
time-consuming, stressful, irritat-
ing, etc.

10 0 0 0 10

threat_severity_high_concern_
lost_money

Being concerned about losing
money, either from purchases not
being refunded, or not being re-
funded for overdraft or other fees.

6 0 0 0 6

threat_severity_high_concern_
other

Other reasons why people per-
ceive the severity to be higher.

7 0 0 0 7

threat_severity_high_concern_
violation

People feel violated, helpless, an-
gry, etc. when they suffer from
card fraud or information theft.

3 0 0 0 3

threat_severity_low_concern_
other

Other reasons why people per-
ceive the severity to be lower.

2 0 0 0 2

threat_severity_low_concern_
resolution

It would be possible to resolve the
situation.

11 0 0 0 11

threat_severity_other Other things that impact percep-
tions of threat severity.

1 0 0 0 1

threat_severity_purchase_size The severity of fraud would de-
pend on the size of the fraudulent
purchase which was made.

6 0 0 0 6

threat_susceptibility_
comparison

Participants comparing the rela-
tive likelihood of one type of card
(information) theft/fraud to an-
other type of event. For example,
it being more likely for debit in-
formation to be stolen than credit
information.

11 0 0 0 11

Continued on the next page
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Code Description Interview
#1 (n=20)

Interview
#2 (n=10)

Survey
#2 (n=20)

Survey
#3 (n=10)

Overall
(n=20)

threat_susceptibility_high_
likelihood

Reasons participants perceive the
likelihood of encountering the
threat to be higher.

12 0 0 0 12

threat_susceptibility_low_
likelihood

Reasons participants perceive the
likelihood of encountering the
threat to be lower or non-existent
(e.g., it’s never happened to me
before, it’s never going to happen,
etc.).

9 0 0 0 9

threat_susceptibility_other Other things that impact percep-
tions of threat susceptibility. Also
includes participants expressing
that they are unsure about their
threat susceptibility.

2 0 0 0 2
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Survey #1

1 week later

Interview #1

If set up Pay 4 weeks later,
if set up Pay

Survey #2

Interview #2 Survey #3

Figure 7: The process of administering surveys and interviews
in the qualitative portion of our study (§ 3).

If qualifies

Survey #1

1 week later

Survey #2

Survey #3

Figure 8: Our controlled experiment contained three online
surveys (§ 4).

Demographic Values
Age Minimum 18

Median 32
Mean 34.7
Maximum 71

Gender Female 58%
Male 41%
Other 1%

Employment Working 74%
Student 11%
Not employed 10%
Other 6%

Education High school or less 18%
College or associate 56%
Graduate degree 18%
Professional degree 4%
Other 3%

Worked or Studied
in a Computer-
related Field

Yes 25%

No 75%
Household Income Median $60,000 to

$79,999

Table 5: Demographics for the 411 participants who com-
pleted all parts of our controlled experiment.

There have been many big hacks where credit and debit card
information was stolen from retailers. For example, Tar-
get [70] was hacked in 2013, Home Depot [52] was hacked
in 2014, and Saks Fifth Avenue [18] was hacked in 2018.
Information about millions of cards was stolen in these hacks.
If criminals get your credit or debit card information, they
might use that information to make fraudulent purchases. If
you notice fraudulent purchases on your credit card, you can
probably get refunded. But if the purchases are made on your
debit card, you might not be able to get your money back [13].
In any case, you would need to get a replacement card with a
new number, which would be inconvenient.

Figure 9: In our experiment, participants in the PMT and
PMT+II groups were shown this text to inform them about
the threat of card fraud. This text was included in order
to help participants develop accurate perceptions of threat
susceptibility and threat severity, two elements of PMT [43].

Thankfully, there are steps you can take to prevent your card
information from being stolen and to protect yourself from
card fraud. One of the best things you can do is to start using
Apple Pay. Instead of paying by swiping or inserting your
card, you can make payments through your phone, which adds
an extra layer of security. Payments made with Apple Pay
will still be charged to your credit or debit card, but because
the payments go through Apple Pay, your card number is
not shown to or recorded by retailers [10]. This means that
your card number cannot be stolen from transactions made
with Apple Pay. If your phone is stolen, the thief will not be
able to make payments because Apple Pay is protected by
your fingerprint and lock screen PIN. Although no system is
perfectly secure, security experts generally agree that Apple
Pay is more secure than paying with credit or debit cards [35].
Apple Pay takes just a few minutes to set up, and is widely
accepted. As of this year, Apple Pay is accepted in 65% of
retail locations [9] in the United States. For example, ALDI
grocery, CVS pharmacy, and Starbucks all accept Apple Pay.

Figure 10: In our experiment, participants in the PMT and
PMT+II groups were shown this text to inform them about
how using Apple Pay can protect them from card fraud. This
text was included in order to help participants understand how
Apple Pay may help protect them from card fraud and to give
them confidence that they would have opportunities to use
Apple Pay, influencing perceptions of response efficacy and
self-efficacy, two additional elements of PMT [43].
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Figure 11: In our experiment, participants in the PMT and
PMT+II groups were shown these details about Apple Pay.
The instructions contained information about either Touch
ID or Face ID, based on which technology the participant’s
phone was compatible with. These instructions were designed
to positively influence perceptions of self-efficacy.

Figure 12: In our experiment, participants in the PMT+II
group were shown this implementation intention template.
The template encourages participants to plan where they
might use Apple Pay in the coming week and to mentally
rehearse using Apple Pay in these locations. These activities
should help mentally activate participants’ plans to use Apple
Pay when they are in these locations [19]. Finally, partici-
pants are given the opportunity to strongly commit to their
plan [19, 63].
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Figure 13: We did not find statistically significant evidence
that our treatments affected perception of threat severity (p =
0.932).

Figure 14: We did not find statistically significant evidence
that our treatments affected perception of threat susceptibility
(p = 0.881).

Figure 15: We did not find statistically significant evidence
that our treatments affected perception of self-efficacy (p =
0.523).

Figure 16: We did not find statistically significant evidence
that our treatments affected self-consciousness (p = 0.628).

Figure 17: We did not find statistically significant evidence
that our treatments affected whether participants would have
a card registered in Apple Pay by the end of our study (p =
0.237).
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Variable βββ eeeβββ p-value
CS_background -1.438 0.237 0.001
experienced_fraud -0.799 0.450 0.024
threat_severity -0.353 0.703 0.414
knows_users -0.041 0.960 0.911
age 0.010 1.010 0.527
SA6 0.042 1.043 0.259
response_efficacy 0.146 1.157 0.783
self_conscious 0.281 1.324 0.451
usefulness 0.368 1.445 0.509
self_efficacy 0.377 1.458 0.501
threat_susceptibility 0.383 1.466 0.296
own_watch 0.483 1.621 0.198
Face_ID 0.745 2.106 0.022
non-female_gender 0.870 2.387 0.009
prior_use 1.295 3.653 <0.001
intention 1.804 6.077 <0.001
treatment 0.297

PMT 0.390 1.477 0.394
PMT+II 0.698 2.010 0.123

Intercept -4.856 0.008 <0.001

Table 6: Our logistic regression model for predicting use of
Apple Pay by those who completed Survey #1, #2, and #3
(n = 411). eβ indicates the change in odds of using Apple Pay
when the variable is true. p-values significant at α = 0.05 are
bolded. Cox & Snell R2 = 0.238.

Variable βββ eeeβββ p-value
CS_background -1.635 0.195 0.059
experienced_fraud -1.519 0.219 0.039
response_efficacy -1.326 0.266 0.245
messaged_info -0.607 0.545 0.451
usefulness -0.598 0.550 0.598
non-female_gender -0.563 0.569 0.378
own_watch -0.243 0.784 0.728
threat_severity -0.118 0.889 0.904
SA6 -0.011 0.989 0.870
age 0.008 1.009 0.752
checked_intention 0.165 1.179 0.923
knows_users 0.463 1.589 0.461
Face_ID 0.902 2.464 0.207
messaged_plan 0.936 2.549 0.245
self_efficacy 1.032 2.805 0.267
prior_use 1.377 3.964 0.028
threat_susceptibility 1.458 4.297 0.058
self_conscious 1.639 5.148 0.020
visited_location 3.414 30.374 0.052
intention 20.768 1045582764.370 0.997
Intercept -24.824 0.000 0.997

Table 7: Our logistic regression model for predicting whether
those who received our implementation intention treatment
used Apple Pay (n = 136). eβ indicates the change in odds of
using Apple Pay when the variable is true. p-values significant
at α = 0.05 are bolded. Cox & Snell R2 = 0.385.
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8.1 Qualitative Interviews, Survey #1

Researchers at OMITTED are conducting a study to under-
stand people’s use of smartphones, credit cards, and debit
cards to make payments.

All participants are asked to answer the screening questions
below.

Based on your answers to the screening questions, we will
determine your eligibility for our preliminary survey. If you
are eligible, the preliminary survey will take about 10 minutes
to complete. Only some of the participants who take this sur-
vey will be invited to participate in subsequent interviews and
follow-up surveys. Participants will not be compensated for
completing this survey: participants will only be compensated
if they are selected to participate in subsequent parts of this
study.

Do you live in the United States of America?
(Yes, No)

Do you speak English?
(Yes, No)

What is your age in years?
___

Are you able to visit OMITTED’s campus for an interview?
(Yes, No)

Please review the details below:
[Consent Form]

Have you read and understood the information above?
(Yes, No)

Do you want to participate in this research and continue
with the survey?
(Yes, No)

Do you use a smartphone?
(Yes, No, I don’t know)

In which country did you purchase your smartphone?
(The United States, Other: ___, I don’t know)

What kind of smartphone do you have? If you have
multiple phones, answer based on the phone you use the
most.
(iPhone, Samsung phone, Other Android phone, Other: ___,
I don’t know)

[Here we show the iPhone-specific text, but users saw text
appropriate to the type of phone they selected.]
What model of iPhone do you have? For example, iPhone
4S, iPhone 5, etc. You can check your phone’s model by

opening the “Settings” app, going to “General”, then “About”.
Your phone’s “Model Name” should be listed on the “About”
page.
______

What version of iOS is running on your phone? For
example, 7.9, 10.3, etc. You can check your phone’s iOS
software version by opening the “Settings” app, going to
“General”, then “About”. Your phone’s “Software Version”
should be listed on the “About” page.
______

Do you have an Apple Watch?
(Yes, No)

We would like to understand how you make payments
at brick and mortar stores, restaurants, or other physical
locations.

Do you have a credit card?
(Yes, No)

Do you have a debit card?
(Yes, No)

Please select all options which accurately complete the
following statement: “Sometime in the past, I have made
in-person payments in physical locations...”
... using cash
... using my credit card
... using my debit card
... using Apple Pay. Apple Pay allows you to make payments
using your smartphone.
... using Google Pay. Google Pay allows you to make
payments using your smartphone.
... using Samsung Pay. Samsung Pay allows you to make
payments using your smartphone.

Please select all options which accurately complete the
following statement: “In the past month, I have made
in-person payments in physical locations...”
... using cash
... using my credit card
... using my debit card
... using Apple Pay. Apple Pay allows you to make payments
using your smartphone.
... using Google Pay. Google Pay allows you to make
payments using your smartphone.
... using Samsung Pay. Samsung Pay allows you to make
payments using your smartphone.

Has your credit or debit card information ever been
stolen?
(Yes, No, I don’t know)
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How concerned or unconcerned would you be if your
credit or debit card information was stolen in the future?
(Not at all concerned, Slightly concerned, Moderately
concerned, Very concerned)

How likely or unlikely do you think you are to have your
credit or debit card information stolen in the future?
(Very unlikely, Somewhat unlikely, Somewhat likely, Very
likely)

Has a fraudulent purchase ever been made on your credit
or debit card?
(Yes, No, I don’t know)

How concerned or unconcerned would you be if a
fraudulent purchase was made on your credit or debit card in
the future?
(Not at all concerned, Slightly concerned, Moderately
concerned, Very concerned)

How likely or unlikely do you think you are to have a
fraudulent purchase made on your credit or debit card in the
future?
(Very unlikely, Somewhat unlikely, Somewhat likely, Very
likely)

How did you find this study?
(OMITTED Participation Pool, Craigslist, Other: ___)

What gender do you identify with?
(Male, Female, Non-binary, Other: ___, Prefer not to answer)

What best describes your employment status?
(Working, paid employee; Working, self employed; Student;
Not employed; Retired; Prefer not to answer)

Have you ever worked in or studied in a computer-related
field? (Computer Science, IT support, etc.)
(Yes, No)

What is the highest level of school you have completed or
degree you have earned?
(Less than high school, High school or equivalent, College
or associate degree, Master’s degree, Doctoral degree,
Professional degree, Other: ___, Prefer not to answer)

Please estimate what your total household income will be
for this year:
(Less than $10,000; $10,000 - $19,999; $20,000 - $39,999;
$40,000 - $59,999; $60,000 - $79,999; $80,000 - $99,999;
$100,000 or more; Prefer not to answer)

Have you ever lived outside the United States for more

than 1 month?
(Yes, No, Prefer not to answer)

Where outside the United States have you lived the
longest?
______

If you are eligible for participation in this study, we
may email you with an invitation to participate in the
study. Because we have a limited number of interview
slots available, we may not be able to interview all eligible
candidates.

Name:
______

Email address:
______

8.2 Qualitative Interviews, Interview #1
Script

Hello XXX, my name is YYY [and my assistant’s name is
ZZZ]. Thank you for agreeing to participate in Interview #1.
[I will be asking most of the questions, and ZZZ will be taking
notes.] [I am/We are] very interested in your thoughts about
credit cards, debits cards, and smartphones. This interview
will be recorded, but the audio will not be shared with the
public. Your responses will be kept anonymous, but quotes
from your responses may be shared with the public.

Prior to completing Survey #1, you expressed your consent
to participate in this study. However, the interview is com-
pletely voluntary, and you are free to end it at any time. The
interview will take up to an hour. Is it alright if I start the
audio recording now?

Great! I will start the audio recording now.
Alright, let’s get started! Remember that there are no right

or wrong answers to any of my questions.

Could you explain how you typically pay when you make
a purchase in a physical location, like a brick and mortar store
or restaurant?

In the survey, you also indicated that you used [a credit
card][a debit card][credit and debit cards] to make purchases.

If has credit and debit: Is there a reason why you use one
card instead of another?

If fraudulent purchase: In the survey, you wrote that a
fraudulent purchase had been made on your credit or debit
card. What happened? [Was it your credit or debit card?]
[What did you do?] [How do you think it happened?]

If no fraudulent purchase: In the survey, you wrote that
a fraudulent purchase had not been made on your credit or
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debit card. Do you know anyone who has had a fraudulent
purchase made on their credit or debit card? What happened?

If don’t know: In the survey, you wrote that you weren’t
sure if a fraudulent purchase had been made on your credit
or debit card. What did you mean by that? [What did you do?]

If card info was stolen: In the survey, you wrote that your
credit or debit card information had been stolen before. What
happened? [Was it your credit or debit card?] [What did you
do?] [How do you think it happened?]

If card info wasn’t stolen: In the survey, you wrote that your
credit or debit card information had not been stolen before.
Do you know anyone who has had their credit or debit card
information stolen? What happened?

If don’t know: In the survey, you wrote that you weren’t
sure if your credit or debit card information had been stolen.
What did you mean by that? [What did you do?]

[I think most people carry their smartphones all the time,
but this is a sanity check.]

What kind of smartphone do you use?
Do you carry your smartphone with you every day?
Are there any times when you do go out without your

smartphone?

If Apple Watch: In the survey, you indicated that you have
an Apple Watch. Do you wear it every day?

If they have an iPhone: [Pay] = [Apple Pay]
If they have a non-Samsung Android phone: [Pay] =

[Google Pay]
If they have a Samsung phone:
If they previously used Google Pay and Samsung Pay:
In the survey, you said that you had previously used Google

Pay and Samsung Pay, but haven’t used either to pay in a
physical location in the last month.

If you were going to use one of them again, which would
you use? [Why?] [If you don’t have a preference, that’s okay,
too.]

If they previously used Google Pay xor Samsung pay:
In the survey, you said that you had previously used

[Google Pay][Samsung Pay], but haven’t used it to pay in
a physical location in the last month. Your phone is also com-
patible with [Samsung Pay][Google Pay], which can also be
used to make payments through your phone.

If you were going to use Google Pay or Samsung Pay in
the future, which would you use? [Why?] [If you don’t have
a preference, that’s okay, too.]

If they haven’t previously used Google Pay or Samsung
pay:

In the survey, you indicated that you hadn’t used either
Google Pay or Samsung Pay to pay in a physical location be-
fore. Google Pay and Samsung Pay are both mobile payments
systems that allow you to make payments in stores through

your phone. Your phone is compatible with both Google Pay
and Samsung Pay.

If you were going to start using one, which would you
choose? [Why?] [If you don’t know enough to choose, that’s
okay, too.]

If Samsung Pay: [Pay] = [Samsung Pay]
If Google Pay: [Pay] = [Google Pay]
Else: [Pay] = [Samsung Pay]

In that case, let’s focus on [Pay] for the rest of the interview.
If they previously used [Pay], but haven’t used it recently:
Omit if asked above: In the survey, you said that you had

previously used [Pay], but haven’t used it to pay in a physical
location in the last month.

Tell me about your experiences using [Pay]. [When did you
first use it? For how long did you use it? Was your experience
using [Pay] good or bad?]

Is there a reason why you haven’t used [Pay] recently?
If they have never used [Pay]:
Omit if asked above: In the survey, you indicated that you

hadn’t used [Pay] to pay in a physical location before. [Pay] is
a mobile payments system that allows you to make payments
in stores through your phone [Apple watch: or watch].

Had you heard of [Pay] before taking the survey?
If yes: How did you hear about [Pay]? Have you set it up

on your phone [or watch]?
If yes: Have you tried using [Pay] before? Is there any

reason why you haven’t used it to make a payment before?
If no: Is there any reason why you haven’t set it up?

There have been many big hacks where credit and debit
card information was stolen from retailers. For example,
Target was hacked in 2013, Home Depot was hacked in 2014,
and Saks Fifth Avenue was hacked last year. Information
about millions of cards was stolen in these hacks. If criminals
get your credit or debit card information, they might use that
information to make fraudulent purchases. If you notice
fraudulent purchases on your credit card, you can probably
get refunded. But if the purchases are made on your debit
card, you might not be able to get your money back. In any
case, you would need to get a replacement card with a new
number, which would be inconvenient.

How concerned or unconcerned would you be if a fraudu-
lent purchase was made on your credit or debit card [again]?
Why?
[Concern Likert] On this scale, which option best reflects
your answer?

How likely or unlikely do you think you are to have a
fraudulent purchase made on your credit or debit card [again]?
Why?
[Likelihood Likert] On this scale, which option best reflects
your answer?
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How concerned or unconcerned would you be if your credit
or debit card information was stolen [again]? Why?
[Concern Likert] On this scale, which option best reflects
your answer?

How likely or unlikely do you think you are to have your
credit or debit card information stolen [again]? Why?
[Likelihood Likert] On this scale, which option best reflects
your answer?

Do you know of anything you can do to prevent your credit
or debit card information from being stolen? [Have you done
anything to protect your card information?]

Thankfully, there are steps you can take to prevent your
card information from being stolen and to protect yourself
from card fraud. One of the best things you can do is to start
using [Pay]. Instead of paying by swiping or inserting your
card, you can make payments through your phone [or watch],
which adds an extra layer of security. Payments made with
[Pay] will still be charged to your credit or debit card, but
because the payments go through [Pay], your card number is
not shown to or recorded by retailers. This means that your
card number cannot be stolen from transactions made with
[Pay]. If your phone [or watch] is stolen, the thief will not be
able to make payments because [Pay] is protected by your
[Apple: fingerprint/Face ID and lock screen PIN][Other: lock
screen]. Although no system is perfectly secure, security
experts generally agree that [Pay] is more secure than paying
with credit or debit cards. [Pay] takes just a few minutes to
set up, and is widely accepted. Apple Pay: As of this year,
Apple Pay is accepted in 65% of retail locations in the United
States. For example, Giant Eagle, ALDI, Dunkin’ Donuts,
and CVS all accept Apple Pay. Google Pay: Google Pay
is accepted at millions of locations. For example, Giant
Eagle, ALDI, Dunkin’ Donuts, and CVS all accept Google
Pay. Samsung Pay: Samsung Pay is accepted at most retail
locations in the United States.

These instructions show you how to set up [Pay] on your
phone and how to make payments in stores.

If Apple Watch: Since you wear an Apple Watch, you
might also be interested in the instructions for using Apple Pay
on your watch. Using your watch might be more convenient
than using your phone, and it’s just as secure.

Please take a minute to review the instructions. If you
want to set up [Pay], feel free to try it right now. If you
run into any trouble, I would be happy to help you set it up.
However, you do not have to set up [Pay] if you do not want to.

[Pass the handout to the participant]
[If they make a phone call: pause the recording to avoid

recording their card number, SSN, or other sensitive informa-
tion]

[Note whether they simply read the instructions, or tried to
set up Pay. Ask if it’s unclear.]

[Ask or observe what the participant had to do to verify
their card (e.g., whether they had to call their bank, open the
bank’s app, etc.)]

[After pausing for at least 30 seconds, or however long it
takes them to start setting up Pay]

[Remember to resume the recording, if it was paused]

After reviewing the instructions, do you have any questions
about [Pay]?

If they simply reviewed the instructions:
How easy or difficult do you think it would be for you to set
up [Pay]? Why?
[Difficulty Likert] On this scale, which option best reflects
your answer?
Do you plan to try to set up [Pay] later, or would you rather
not? Why?

If they tried to set up Pay:
Were you able to complete the setup of [Pay]?
If yes: How easy or difficult was it for you to set up [Pay]?
Why?
[Difficulty Likert] On this scale, which option best reflects
your answer?
If no: How easy or difficult was it for you try to set up [Pay]?
Why?
[Difficulty Likert] On this scale, which option best reflects
your answer?
Do you plan to try to set up [Pay] later, or would you rather
not? Why?

How easy or difficult do you think it would be for you to
use [Pay] to make payments instead of using your credit or
debit card? Why?
[Difficulty Likert] On this scale, which option best reflects
your answer?

[Agreement Likert] On this scale, please rate your level of
disagreement or agreement with the following statement:
“If I were to start using [Pay], I would be less likely to have
my card information stolen.”
[And why do you choose that option?]

[Interest Likert] And on this scale, could you show me
how interested or uninterested you are in using [Pay]? Why?

[Based on the person’s stated level of interest and why they
feel that way, I may skip the entire implementation intention
section below.]

[To determine which handout to give the person. If they
are ambivalent:
If they set up Apple Pay: handout corresponding to where
they set it up
If they wear the Apple Watch all the time: watch handout
Else: iPhone handout]
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Apple Watch: If you were going to start using Apple Pay,
do you think you would be more likely to pay with your
phone or with your watch? [Why?]

If you plan to use [Pay] in order to protect your credit
or debit card information, one challenge might be simply
remembering to use [Pay]. Forming a simple, concrete plan
to use [Pay] can help you remember. If you like, you can use
the plan template I have written on this handout.

[Hand the appropriate handout to the person]
Please take a minute to read through the plan. If you want

to use [Pay] in the coming week, I encourage you to fill out the
plan, since it may help you remember to use [Pay]. However,
you do not have to fill out or follow the plan.

[Note the number of locations the person wrote and which
boxes they checked]
[Number of locations written: ___ ]
[Number of boxes checked: ___ / 3 ]
[Final box checked? ___ ]

You are welcome to keep the plan and the instructions for
using [Pay].

Do you want to use [Pay] in the coming week?

If they did not fill out the plan:
Is there a reason why you didn’t fill out the plan?

If they did fill out the plan:
In the coming week, how likely or unlikely are you to visit at
least one of the locations you listed? Why?
[Likelihood Likert] On this scale, which option best reflects
your answer?

How likely or unlikely are you to try to use [Pay] at these
locations? Why?
[Likelihood Likert] On this scale, which option best reflects
your answer?

Do you think this plan will or will not help you remember
to use [Pay]? Why?

Before we conclude the interview, do you have any other
thoughts or questions?

Thank you for participating in this interview! In about one
week, I will send you a short follow-up survey. After you
complete that survey, I will email you a $15 Amazon e-Gift
Card.

8.3 Qualitative Interviews, Survey #2
This survey is Survey #2 in the study “Use of Smartphones,
Credit Cards, and Debit Cards” that you previously gave your
consent to participate in. It will take about 10 minutes to
complete this survey. If you complete this survey, we will
email you a $15 Amazon e-Gift Card for your participation
in our study.

Please answer the following questions about your expe-
riences since our interview. There are no right or wrong
answers to any of these questions, so please answer honestly.

You did not set up $PAY during our interview. Did you set
up $PAY after the interview?
(Yes, No)

Please write a few sentences explaining why you [set
up][did not set up] $PAY.

When did you set up $PAY?
(Today, Yesterday, A few days ago, Right after the interview)

Since our interview, have you tried to use $PAY to make
a payment in a physical location?
(Yes, No)

Please write a few sentences explaining why you [tried][did
not try] to use $PAY.
______

Since our interview, have you successfully used $PAY to
make a payment in a physical location?
(Yes, No)

Please write a few sentences describing your experience
[using][trying to use] $PAY.

Since our interview, have you done anything else to protect
your credit or debit card information from being stolen, or to
protect yourself from credit or debit card fraud?
(Yes, No)

Please write a few sentences explaining what other steps
you have taken to protect yourself from card information
theft or card fraud.
______

Are you interested in meeting for an additional 30 minute
interview? If you participate in this interview, you will be
compensated with an additional $15 Amazon e-Gift Card.
(Yes, No)

8.4 Qualitative Interviews, Interview #2
Script

Hello XXX, my name is YYY and my assistant’s name is
ZZZ. Thank you for coming to Interview #2. This interview is
focused on your experiences since Interview #1. I will be ask-
ing most of the questions, and ZZZ will be taking notes. This
interview will be recorded, but the audio will not be shared
with the public. Your responses will be kept anonymous,
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but quotes from your responses may be shared with the public.

Prior to completing Survey #1, you expressed your consent
to participate in this study. However, the interview is
completely voluntary, and you are free to end it at any time.
The interview will take roughly 30 minutes. Is it alright if I
start the audio recording now?

Great! I will start the audio recording now.
Alright, let’s get started! Remember that there are no right

or wrong answers to any of my questions.

In interview #1, we discussed [Pay].

If setup after Interview #1: During our last interview, you
did not [setup][complete the setup of] [Pay].

When did you set up [Pay]? What reminded you to set up
[Pay]?

What did you have to do to set up [Pay]? [Did you have to
call your bank?]

Did you try to use [Pay] since our last interview?
If yes:

These instructions show how to review the transactions you
made with [Pay]. Please take a minute to review the transac-
tions you made since our interview. [Hands handout]

What were your experiences trying to use [Pay]?
Where did using [Pay] work the best? What happened?
Where was using [Pay] the most difficult? What happened?
Are there any other experiences you’d like to share?

If no:
Did you have any opportunities to use [Pay]?

Did you visit any stores, restaurants, or other locations
where you thought Pay might be accepted?

Why did you not end up using [Pay]?

Did you use [Pay] [if yes: more or] less than you thought
you would?

Did anything about [Pay] surprise you?
Did you encounter any challenges trying to use [Pay]?
Do you plan to use [Pay] in the future? Why?
What is your overall impression of [Pay]?

During our last interview, we discussed making a concrete
plan to help you remember to use [Pay].

If filled out in interview: You filled out the plan template
during our last interview. Do you remember what the plan
was?

If not filled out in interview: You did not fill out the plan
template during our last interview. Did you fill out the plan
after the interview? Do you remember what the plan was?

If filled out at some point: Part of the plan was listing three
stores or restaurants you thought you might visit. Do you

remember what stores or restaurants you listed?
If yes: Did you visit any of those locations? Did you try

to use [Pay] there? Did you try to use [Pay] at any other
locations?

Did you find the plan to be helpful or not helpful? [Did the
plan help you remember to use [Pay]?] [Was the plan more or
less helpful than you thought it would be?] [Do you think you
would have remembered to use Pay if you hadn’t made the
plan? Why?] [Can you think of any other strategies to help
you remember to use Pay?]

Did you do anything else to help you remember to use
[Pay]?

Potentially ask for clarification about free-text responses to
survey.

Before we conclude the interview, do you have any other
thoughts or questions?

Thank you for participating in this interview! In the next
couple days, I will email you a $15 Amazon e-Gift Card.

8.5 Qualitative Interviews, Survey #3
This survey is Survey #3 in the study “Use of Smartphones,
Credit Cards, and Debit Cards” that you previously gave your
consent to participate in. It will take about 10 minutes to
complete this survey. If you complete this survey, we will
email you a $5 Amazon e-Gift Card.

Please answer the following questions about your experi-
ences in the past week. There are no right or wrong answers
to any of these questions, so please answer honestly.

In the past week, did you try to use $PAY to make a
payment in a physical location?
(Yes, No)

Please write a few sentences explaining why you [tried][did
not try] to use $PAY.
______

In the past week, did you successfully use $PAY to make
a payment in a physical location?
(Yes, No)

Please write a few sentences describing your experience
[using][trying to use] $PAY.
______

How likely or unlikely are you to use $PAY in the future?
(Very unlikely, Somewhat unlikely, Somewhat likely, Very
likely)

In the past week, have you done anything else to protect
your credit or debit card information from being stolen, or to
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protect yourself from credit or debit card fraud?
(Yes, No)

Please write a few sentences explaining what other steps
you have taken to protect yourself from card information theft
or card fraud. ______

8.6 Controlled Experiment, Survey #1
Researchers at OMITTED are conducting a study to under-
stand people’s use of Apple services.

All participants are asked to answer the screening questions
below.

Based on your answers to the screening questions, we
will determine your eligibility for our Survey #1. If you are
eligible, Survey #1 will take about 5 minutes to complete.
Only some of the participants who take Survey #1 will be
invited to participate in two follow-up surveys (Surveys #2
and #3).

In what country do you currently reside?
(United States, Other country)

What operating system (OS) does your primary mobile
phone have?
(iOS (iPhone), Other, I don’t know)

Do you speak English?
(Yes, No)

What is your age in years?
___

Based on your answers to our screening questions, we have
determined that you are eligible for Survey #1.

Please review the details below:
[Consent Form]

Have you read and understood the information above?
(Yes, No)

Do you want to participate in this research and continue
with the survey?
(Yes, No)

In which country did you purchase your iPhone?
(United States, Other country ___, I don’t know)

What model of iPhone do you have? For example, iPhone
4S, iPhone 5, etc. You can check your phone’s model by
opening the “Settings” app, going to “General”, then “About”.
Your phone’s “Model Name” should be listed on the “About”
page.
(Original iPhone, iPhone 3G, ..., iPhone 11 (or 11 Pro or 11

Pro Max))

What version of iOS is running on your phone? For
example, 7.9, 10.3, etc. You can check your phone’s iOS
software version by opening the “Settings” app, going to
“General”, then “About”. Your phone’s “Software Version”
should be listed on the “About” page.
______

Do you own an Apple Watch?
(Yes, No)

Please select all options which accurately complete the
following statement: “Sometime in the past, I have made
in-person payments in physical locations...”
... using cash.
... using my credit card.
... using my debit card.
... using Apple Pay. Apple Pay allows you to make payments
using your iPhone.

Please select all options which accurately complete the
following statement: “In the past week, I have made in-
person payments in physical locations...”
... using cash.
... using my credit card.
... using my debit card.
... using Apple Pay. Apple Pay allows you to make payments
using your iPhone.

8.7 Controlled Experiment, Survey #2
Researchers at OMITTED are conducting a study to under-
stand people’s use of Apple services.

This survey is Survey #2 in the “Apple Services Study” that
you previously gave your consent to participate in. It will take
up to 30 minutes to complete this survey. If you complete
both Survey #2 and Survey #3 within 3 days of each survey
invitation, you will be compensated $7 total. We will invite
you to Survey #3 one week after you complete Survey #2.

There are no right or wrong answers to any of our
questions, so please answer honestly. Also, please take the
time to read the information in this survey carefully.

[Control Group]
Apple Pay allows you to make payments in stores using your
iPhone. Payments made with Apple Pay are charged to credit
or debit cards that have been registered in Apple Pay.

[PMT and PMT+II Groups]
There have been many big hacks where credit and debit card
information was stolen from retailers. For example, Tar-
get [70] was hacked in 2013, Home Depot [52] was hacked
in 2014, and Saks Fifth Avenue [18] was hacked in 2018.
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Information about millions of cards was stolen in these hacks.
If criminals get your credit or debit card information, they
might use that information to make fraudulent purchases. If
you notice fraudulent purchases on your credit card, you can
probably get refunded. But if the purchases are made on your
debit card, you might not be able to get your money back [13].
In any case, you would need to get a replacement card with a
new number, which would be inconvenient.

Thankfully, there are steps you can take to prevent your
card information from being stolen and to protect yourself
from card fraud. One of the best things you can do is to
start using Apple Pay. Instead of paying by swiping or
inserting your card, you can make payments through your
phone, which adds an extra layer of security. Payments made
with Apple Pay will still be charged to your credit or debit
card, but because the payments go through Apple Pay, your
card number is not shown to or recorded by retailers [10].
This means that your card number cannot be stolen from
transactions made with Apple Pay. If your phone is stolen,
the thief will not be able to make payments because Apple
Pay is protected by your fingerprint and lock screen PIN.
Although no system is perfectly secure, security experts
generally agree that Apple Pay is more secure than paying
with credit or debit cards [35]. Apple Pay takes just a few
minutes to set up, and is widely accepted. As of this year,
Apple Pay is accepted in 65% of retail locations [9] in the
United States. For example, ALDI grocery, CVS pharmacy,
and Starbucks all accept Apple Pay.

[See Figure 11]

[See Figure 12]

Please explain why you did not fill out the plan.
______

How concerned or unconcerned would you be if a
fraudulent purchase was made on your credit or debit card?
(Not at all concerned, Slightly concerned, Moderately
concerned, Very concerned)

How likely or unlikely do you think you are to have a
fraudulent purchase made on your credit or debit card?
(Very unlikely, Somewhat unlikely, Somewhat likely, Very
likely)

How easy or difficult do you think it would be for you to
use Apple Pay to make payments instead of using your credit
or debit card?
(Very difficult, Somewhat difficult, Somewhat easy, Very
easy)

Rate your level of disagreement or agreement with the
following statement: “If I were to start using Apple Pay

regularly, I would be less likely to be a victim of card fraud.”
(Strongly disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly agree)

How useful or not useful do you think Apple Pay would
be for making payments?
(Not at all useful, Slightly useful, Moderately useful, Very
useful)

Rate your level of disagreement or agreement with the
following statement: “I would feel self-conscious using
Apple Pay in public.”
(Strongly disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly agree)

Do you know anyone who uses Apple Pay?
(Yes, No, I’m not sure)

Do you have a credit or debit card registered in Apple Pay?
(Yes, No, I don’t know)

When did you register a card in Apple Pay?
(Prior to taking this survey, While taking this survey)

Please explain why you do not know whether you have a
credit or debit card registered in Apple Pay.
______

Rate your level of disagreement or agreement with the
following statement: “I intend to register a credit or debit
card in Apple Pay in the next week.” (Strongly disagree,
Disagree, Agree, Strongly agree)

Rate your level of disagreement or agreement with the
following statement: “I intend to use Apple Pay in the next
week.”
(Strongly disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly agree)

What is your overall opinion of Apple Pay? (Please write a
few sentences)
______

This is a link to the information about Apple Pay that we
showed you earlier:
Apple Pay Setup, Use, and FAQ
Would you like us to send you a message on Prolific
containing this link?
(Yes, No)

This is a link to your plan for using Apple Pay:
My Plan for Using Apple Pay
Would you like us to send you a message on Prolific
containing this link?
(Yes, No)

Has a fraudulent purchase ever been made on your credit
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or debit card?
(Yes, No, I don’t know)

What gender do you identify with?
(Male, Female, Non-binary, Other: ___, Prefer not to answer)

What best describes your employment status?
(Working, paid employee; Working, self employed; Student;
Not employed; Retired; Prefer not to answer)

Have you ever worked in or studied in a computer-related
field? (Computer Science, IT support, etc.)
(Yes, No)

What is the highest level of school you have completed or
degree you have earned?
(Less than high school, High school or equivalent, College
or associate degree, Master’s degree, Doctoral degree,
Professional degree, Other: ___, Prefer not to answer)

Please estimate what your total household income will be
for this year:
(Less than $10,000; $10,000 - $19,999; $20,000 - $39,999;
$40,000 - $59,999; $60,000 - $79,999; $80,000 - $99,999;
$100,000 or more; Prefer not to answer)

Each statement below describes how a person might feel
about the use of security measures. Examples of security
measures are laptop or tablet passwords, spam email reporting
tools, software updates, secure web browsers, fingerprint ID,
and anti-virus software.

Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree
with each statement. In each case, make your choice in terms
of how you feel right now, not what you have felt in the past
or would like to feel.

There are no wrong answers.
(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither disagree nor
agree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree)

I seek out opportunities to learn about security measures
that are relevant to me.

I am extremely motivated to take all the steps needed to
keep my online data and accounts safe.

Generally, I diligently follow a routine about security prac-
tices.

I often am interested in articles about security threats.

I always pay attention to experts’ advice about the steps I
need to take to keep my online data and accounts safe.

I am extremely knowledgeable about all the steps needed
to keep my online data and accounts safe.

8.8 Controlled Experiment, Survey #3

Researchers at OMITTED are conducting a study to under-
stand people’s use of Apple services.

This survey is Survey #3 in the “Apple Services Study” that
you previously gave your consent to participate in. It will take
up to 5 minutes to complete this survey. If you complete this
survey within 3 days of the survey invitation, you will be
compensated $7 total for completing Survey #2 and Survey
#3.

There are no right or wrong answers to any of our
questions, so please answer honestly. Also, please take the
time to read the information in this survey carefully.

In Survey #2, you indicated that you [did not have][did not
know whether you had] a credit or debit card registered in
Apple Pay.

Since taking Survey #2 on $DATE, have you registered a
credit or debit card in Apple Pay?
(Yes, No)

Please explain why you did not register a credit or debit
card in Apple Pay.
______

Rate your level of disagreement or agreement with the
following statement: “I intend to register a credit or debit
card in Apple Pay in the next week.”
(Strongly disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly agree)

Since completing Survey #2 on $DATE, have you made an
in-person payment in a physical location using Apple Pay?
(Yes, No, I don’t know)

Since completing Survey #2 on $DATE, how many
payments have you made with Apple Pay in physical
locations?
___

Please explain why you [used][did not use][do not know
whether you used] Apple Pay.
______

Did you use Apple Pay in a location where you had
previously paid with a credit or debit card?
(Yes, No, I don’t know)

[PMT+II Group, if they wrote at least one location]
In Survey #2, you made a plan to use Apple Pay.

Since completing Survey #2 on $DATE, which of the
locations in your plan, if any, have you visited?
($LOCATION_1, $LOCATION_2, $LOCATION_3)

Please select all options which accurately complete the
following statement: “Since completing Survey #2 on
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$DATE, I have made in-person payments at $LOCATION_
N...”
...using cash
...using my credit card
...using my debit card
...using Apple Pay. Apple Pay allows you to make payments
using your iPhone.
...using another payment method. Please specify: ___

How concerned or unconcerned would you be if a
fraudulent purchase was made on your credit or debit card?
(Not at all concerned, Slightly concerned, Moderately
concerned, Very concerned)

How likely or unlikely do you think you are to have a
fraudulent purchase made on your credit or debit card?
(Very unlikely, Somewhat unlikely, Somewhat likely, Very
likely)

How easy or difficult do you think it would be for you to
use Apple Pay to make payments instead of using your credit
or debit card?
(Very difficult, Somewhat difficult, Somewhat easy, Very

easy)

Rate your level of disagreement or agreement with the
following statement: “If I were to start using Apple Pay
regularly, I would be less likely to be a victim of card fraud.”
(Strongly disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly agree)

How useful or not useful do you think Apple Pay would
be for making payments?
(Not at all useful, Slightly useful, Moderately useful, Very
useful)

Rate your level of disagreement or agreement with the
following statement: “I would feel self-conscious using
Apple Pay in public.”
(Strongly disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly agree)

Rate your level of disagreement or agreement with the fol-
lowing statement: “I intend to use Apple Pay in the next
week.”
(Strongly disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly agree)
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Abstract
While consumer adoption of smart home devices continues
to grow, privacy concerns reportedly remain a roadblock to
mass adoption. However, it is unclear exactly how the in-
terplay between privacy and other factors affect consumers’
purchase decisions, and whether such considerations are held
only by certain consumer groups but not others. In order to
unpack the decision-making process of smart home device
adoption, we conducted a mixed-method analysis using on-
line survey data collected from 631 US participants. Our
analysis uncovered motivators and blockers of purchase de-
cisions, along with their relative importance. We found that
consumers can be segmented based on their considerations
into three clusters: affordability-oriented, privacy-oriented,
and reliability-oriented. We present an in-depth quantification
of consumer considerations on smart home device adoption
along with desired privacy and security features consumers
wish to use to protect their privacy in the smart home.

1 Introduction

Consumer adoption of smart home devices continues to see
steady growth. A recent study in the US by Statista [34] re-
ports 41 million homes with at least one smart home device in
2020. This figure represents a 32.4% household penetration
in the US, an increase of 18.7% from the previous year. Such
growth continues despite consumer privacy and security con-
cerns reportedly remaining a roadblock to mass adoption [20].
Taken together, these reports pose an interesting conundrum:
why do we see increased adoption despite widespread pri-
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vacy and security concerns? Unpacking this question means
understanding how much considerations of privacy and se-
curity weigh into purchase decisions alongside other factors,
and whether such considerations may be held only by certain
consumer groups but not others.

From an economic perspective, consumers consider pri-
vacy alongside other factors, and make a decision based on
their calculus of whether expected benefits would outweigh
expected costs (e.g., associated privacy risks) [1]. Previous
work found that privacy is an important factor in the purchase
decisions of Internet of Things (IoT) devices for many users,
standing only behind features and price [14]. However, it is
unclear to what extent considerations of privacy and security
stand against the many factors that may motivate or prevent
consumers from adopting such devices. For example, would
the expected convenience outweigh the privacy concerns? Is
the presence of privacy and security features more important
than the absence of them? In addition, while many consumers
claim to have privacy concerns, the growing number of de-
vices installed each year is evidence that either privacy and
security concerns do not stop many from adopting, or such
concerns are outweighed by other factors when it comes to
actual adoption. Either way, adoption statistics suggest that
privacy and security considerations may play a different role
to different people, and people could be segmented based on
their purchase considerations, since privacy or security may
not be a pre-purchase consideration for some people [14].

To address this conundrum, we report on data from a US-
based survey with 631 participants where half of all partic-
ipants reported having a smart home device and the other
half did not. Participants were asked what could motivate or
prevent them from adopting smart home devices, separately.
Our mixed-methods analyses quantify and cluster motivators
and blockers in order to provide an in-depth understanding of
consumers’ decision-making process in smart home device
purchases. Participants were also asked about what privacy
and security protections they desire for smart home devices.

Our findings show that good privacy or security practice
was considered as a motivator only by 11% of the partici-
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pants, while privacy or security concerns/risks being a blocker
for half of the participants. Across all participants, the top
considerations are ranked as follows, with “+” for motivators
and ”-” for blockers: +convenience, -privacy, -price, -security,
+cost-saving, -risk, -reliability, and +control. Our clustering
analysis reveals three groups of consumers: (1) affordability-
oriented; (2) privacy-oriented; and (3) reliability-oriented. We
also built a decision tree to predict which consumer cluster
a person belongs to based on the person’s purchase consid-
erations. The decision tree can help explain what matters
in people’s purchase decision-making process. We discuss
implications of our results on the use, privacy control and
regulation of smart home devices.

The contributions of this research include (1) quantified rel-
ative importance of different factors as motivators and block-
ers in people’s smart home device adoption considerations;
(2) consumer segmentation based on these factors; (3) a list
of desired privacy protections for smart homes; and (4) ac-
tionable recommendations based on our findings. In summary,
our work helps unpack the smart home adoption conundrum
and provide guidance on how companies and policymakers
could enable consumers to make more informed decisions
about smart home device purchases.

2 Related Work

2.1 Users’ IoT Privacy Considerations
A great number of qualitative studies have looked into privacy
and security concerns and expectations of IoT and smart home
users (e.g., [6–8, 10, 21, 23–25, 38–42]). These studies have
revealed privacy and security concerns among both owners
and non-owners of smart home devices. More importantly, a
recurring theme are the trade-offs between price, functional-
ity, and privacy [8, 10, 40], where some users have reported
prioritizing functionality over privacy and vice-versa.

A recent interview study by Emami-Naeini et al. [14] on
user privacy and security considerations on IoT device pur-
chase revealed most device owners did not consider privacy or
security prior to purchasing, but did become concerned once
the devices were installed in their homes. The attributed rea-
son being lack of access to or information about privacy and
security of the devices. Through their interviews, the authors
also identified 16 factors that influenced users to purchase
smart home devices, and later asked 200 survey respondents
to rate the influence of the 16 factors on a 5-point Likert-
scale. Their survey results revealed privacy as the third-most
influencing factor on participant decisions, standing only af-
ter features and price. One of the findings from this study
is that privacy and security may not be a consideration for
many consumers, and that some would only consider it after
being exposed to such considerations. This finding motivated
the authors to design and evaluate privacy labels for IoT de-
vices [13,14] in order to inform and educate consumers about

privacy and security aspects before purchasing IoT devices.
Prior qualitative interview studies have also explored user-

centric privacy behaviors, tools and protections (e.g., [14,39]),
revealing strategies such as frequent updates, strong access
controls, device re-positioning, using separate routers, data
localization, disconnection from the Internet, and the use of a
private mode.

2.2 Privacy Value in Emerging Technologies

From an economic perspective, if personal and societal pri-
vacy are considerations held by consumers, they are pondered
as part of a calculus that will inform and mediate decision-
making with regard to the adoption of emerging technologies
involving privacy risks [1,4,32]. Accordingly, numerous stud-
ies have looked at consumer considerations of privacy in tech-
nological economic transactions (e.g., [2, 9, 11, 19, 29–31]).
Notably, Egelman et al. [11]’s experiment on smartphone app
installs showed that given the appropriate choice architec-
ture highlighting app permissions, users are willing to pay a
premium for privacy, potentially leading to more rational deci-
sions. Danezis et al.’s study [9] revealed that smartphone users
may be willing to allow their location to be monitored for a
given price, it being higher when users traveled frequently or
communicated with partners using their phone.

Behavioral studies such as these suggest consumers en-
gage in risk assessments heavily controlled by the underlying
context, which can be influenced by biases, heuristics, and
framing effects [1]. These studies also often point to a po-
tential paradox where people’s stated privacy attitudes and
preferences deviate from their observed behavior, commonly
referred to as the “privacy paradox.” [26]. However, contem-
porary views on privacy decision-making provide possible
explanations of and even refute the existence of such a para-
dox. For example, Adjerid et al. [3] argues that the constancy
of normative factors (e.g., privacy preferences, settings, regu-
lation) and behavioral effects (e.g., choice framing, defaults)
must be challenged in hypothetical and actual choice settings,
since “consumers may both overestimate their response to nor-
mative factors and underestimate their response to behavioral
factors.” Solove [32] refutes the existence of a privacy para-
dox altogether, arguing that behavior is better understood as
“choices about risk in specific contexts” and attitudes as “peo-
ple’s broader valuation of privacy, often across many contexts.”
Solove argues that privacy decision-making should be instead
approached as behavior that involves risk in which people’s
decisions are influenced by many factors. Such an approach is
also more suitable to the reality of today, where new products
are increasingly made to be Internet-connected and escaping
the associated privacy and security risks becomes increasingly
difficult. According to Solove, this approach also stands in
contrast with the assumptions made in the privacy paradox,
which often stems from “leaps in logic” that generalize from
specific contexts to broad attitudes across contexts [32].
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Arguably, reports indicating privacy is a blocker to mass-
adoption of smart home devices (e.g. [20]), yet devices gain-
ing significant adoption in the past few years [34] hint at a po-
tential privacy paradox taking place in the smart home. How-
ever, user studies paint a more nuanced picture about smart
home device adoption considerations. For instance, some con-
sumers indeed care more about privacy than others and choose
not to buy smart home devices [10]. Some consumers do not
consider privacy or security before purchasing [14], or deem
them less important than other factors [14, 40]. Consumers’
expectations and concerns about privacy and security are also
shaped by their preceding experiences with computing tech-
nologies and their underlying organizations, causing them not
to expect privacy by default [35]. Such expectations pose con-
sequences to individual privacy valuations in smart home de-
vice purchases, given that consumers may be loss-averse with
regard to personal privacy, giving it more value when their
current stance “includes” it and lower value otherwise [5].

These studies point to a complex setting where it is un-
clear where privacy and security considerations may stand
in smart home device purchase decisions, suggesting a nu-
anced assessment of the interplay between functionality, price,
convenience, and privacy and security risks. Such a setting
also poses an interesting opportunity for the study of privacy
given the long-established association of a home and privacy.
To the best of our knowledge, no prior works have tried to
unpack this interplay and quantify considerations at a large
scale. Findings from previous works also point to different,
perhaps segmented consumer priorities when considering the
purchase of smart home devices, where some may prioritize
privacy while others may not, yet this potential segmentation
has not been explored.

2.3 Distinctions from Prior Work

Interview studies and surveys have found that privacy and
security risks are a major consideration with regard to smart
home device adoption. These studies have also shown that
some consumers may prioritize price over privacy while oth-
ers will not, and that there is a tension between privacy and
functionality, both of which are common considerations. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, there has not been an at-
tempt to systematically quantify to what extent privacy and
security are important alongside other factors such as price,
expected convenience, and interoperability. For example, is
privacy more of a blocker than price is a motivator? Answer-
ing these questions will give developers and researchers a
more contextualized understanding of what considerations
are being made alongside privacy, giving them knowledge to
design effective privacy features and tools.

More importantly, prior interviews, surveys, and smart
home adoption statistics suggest privacy and security may
not be considerations held by all consumers, and based on
our quantification, we conducted a clustering analysis of

consumers. Our goal was to understand whether consumers
can be segmented with regard to their priorities, and reveal
whether there would be one segment of consumers who would
be privacy-oriented, and if so, what might the other competing
clusters be. This is important to understand given that inter-
view studies with smart home device owners revealed that
they did not pay attention to privacy before purchasing, but
only became concerned after the purchase. [14]. Uncovering
potential segments will provide opportunities for education
and awareness to cater to consumers where they stand with
respect to privacy and security. For example, if low price is a
strong motivator for a segment of consumers, educating them
on potential privacy/security risks with Internet-connected
products could prevent undesired privacy/security outcomes.

While privacy concerns, expectations, and valuations
around the smart home devices have been studied, poten-
tial privacy behaviors, tools, and protections remain largely
under explored. Such exploration could, for example, identify
user-centered privacy features within the context of the smart
home. To address this, we present a ranked, comprehensive
list of privacy tools, behaviors, and features of smart home
devices desired by survey participants.

3 Method

In this section, we present details of the survey design and the
data analysis procedure.

3.1 Survey
The present work encompasses a data analysis from a survey
conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) introduced
in a previous paper of our authorship [5]. In the present work,
we report on a different portion of the survey, not previously
reported on. One of the survey’s goals was to collect user
preferences for different smart home information flows, then
create machine learning models to predict such preferences,
which was the contribution of the previous paper. Another
goal of this survey was to unpack the decision-making process
of consumers on smart home device adoption, focusing on
where privacy and security concerns and desired protections
stand within such considerations. The latter goal had not been
addressed before and is the topic of the present work.

The survey presented randomly generated vignette scenar-
ios combining different attributes and purposes of use in the
template “The manufacturer/developer of your smart home
device is accessing or inferring [attribute]. They are using
this information for [stated purpose],” asking participants
to provide their comfort levels and preferences on whether
they would allow or deny a given information flow. Each
participant was presented with four of such scenarios. In ad-
dition, for each scenario, participants were asked to review
and select up to three out of 14 transmission principles that
could make them more or less comfortable with the original
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scenario. In [5], we also present an analysis and modeling
from an economics-related question about the purchase of a
voice assistant, in which participants were asked to specify
how much they would be willing to receive or pay extra for
privacy protections in the purchase of such voice assistant.
The survey received responses from 698 participants, with a
median completion time of 19 minutes and compensation of
$1.50 (USD), plus equivalent bonuses for participants who
took longer than average to finish. The survey was approved
by Syracuse University’s IRB and the survey protocol can be
found in Appendix A.1. More details about the scenario and
economics-related questions of the survey can be found on
the previous paper [5].

Participants of the survey were required to have 95% of all-
time approval rate on previously submitted work and be based
in the US. Participants also had to pass a manual qualification
task which required them to select three out of six devices they
believed to be smart home devices after having read briefly
about them. A brief explanation with three short paragraphs
largely based on the Wikipedia definition for smart home
devices preceded the qualification task, along with three pic-
tures, one with an Ecobee smart thermostat, another with an
Alexa smart speaker, and a third one with a Nest smart camera.
Then users were asked to select three images containing a
smart home device, out of images (with alternative text) of a
smart thermostat, a voice assistant, a blender, a DSLR camera,
a desk lamp, and a smart bulb. Only users who selected the
three smart home devices, namely the smart thermostat, the
voice assistant, and the smart bulb, were allowed to proceed.

In the present work, we analyze the data from three open-
ended questions asked in the survey that have not been previ-
ously reported on. Two of the three questions were presented
immediately after the qualification task and immediately be-
fore the four random scenarios. The two first questions fol-
lowed an introductory question posed to elicit participants’
thought processes: What factors do you consider when mak-
ing decisions about adopting smart home devices? Please
answer below. Then two follow-up questions were asked:

1. For example, what are factors that could motivate you
to purchase smart home products?

2. Similarly, what are factors that could keep you from
adopting the technology?

Privacy or security were not mentioned during the qualifica-
tion step nor in the two questions as not to prime participants.
This helped avoid any privacy or security-related bias in par-
ticipants’ thought processes when answering the questions.

The third question was presented immediately after partici-
pant responses to the four scenarios and immediately before
the economics-related question reported in the previous paper:

3. What privacy behaviors you would like to be able to
adopt in the context of smart home devices? For example,

would there be any privacy-protecting tools, configura-
tions, and techniques you would like to use?

Answers to the three questions were mandatory, and we
did not use or report on the data collected from any of these
three questions before. We acknowledge that answers to the
third question could include biases resulting from the four
scenarios presented earlier in the survey, and this is a limita-
tion of the answers to this question. For example, participants
who responded to a scenario where the purpose of use was
targeted advertisement may have been primed to mention pro-
tections against secondary use. We still analyze and report the
data given that (1) participants had a comparable experience
because scenarios were created randomly; (2) the analysis
on this question is a secondary contribution of our work and
(3) the answers still provide valuable insights that have re-
sulted from participant’s engagement with a survey focused
on potential information flows of the smart home. The survey
scenarios also indirectly provided a broad grounding around
the potential privacy and security risks associated with using
a smart home device, enabling them to provide contextual-
ized and meaningful responses, as evidenced by the level of
articulation observed in participants’ responses to question 3
(see Table 2 in Appendix).

Following the third question within the scope of the present
work (i.e., the question about privacy tools, configurations and
techniques), participants were asked the economics-related
question presented in [5], questions from the Awareness, Con-
trol, and Collection dimensions of the Internet User Internet
Privacy Concerns (IUIPC) scale [22], and demographics: gen-
der identity, age bracket, hours spent on the Internet weekly,
whether they owned a smart home device, how many smart
home devices owned, what specific devices were owned (from
a list of 16 types), occupation, education level, income bracket,
size of household, whether the participant had children, and
marital status. We tested whether any of these demographics
would be associated with mentioning privacy or security as a
motivator or a blocker in questions 1 and 2.

We initially read each response to check the quality of the
responses. We manually inspected the answers to each ques-
tion and removed responses from 67 participants (9.6%) due
to their answers not being meaningful and/or being random
copy/paste. Our cleaned up data set resulted in responses from
631 participants. This cleaning process generated the data set
used in our qualitative and quantitative analyses.

3.1.1 Participant Demographics

Gender Identity and Age 48.8% identified as female (50.7%
male, 0.5% other), 44% as 26-35 years-old, 21% as 36-45
years-old, 16% as 18-25 years old, 9% as 46-55 years old,
and 10% over 56.

Education and Income 39% of participants reported hav-
ing a Bachelor’s degree, followed by some college but no
degree (21%), master’s (14%), associate (13%), high school
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(9%), professional (3%) and doctoral (1%). 24% of partici-
pants reported earning no more than $30k, 34% no more than
$60k, 19% no more than $90k, and 22% over $100k.

Household Size The average household size was 2.73
(Mdn=3, SD=1.38). 45% reported being married, 45% single,
8% divorced, 2% separated, 1% widowed. 44% of respon-
dents reported having children.

Occupation Participants reported a diverse set of occupa-
tions, including agriculture, sales, therapist, teacher, attorney,
software engineer, student, insurance worker, and accountant.
9% of respondents provided an IT-related occupation.

Device Ownership 48% reported owning a smart home
device. The most popular type of device owned was voice
assistant, followed by security camera, smart lighting, au-
dio/speakers, and thermostat.

IUIPC Scores We added up the score for the responses to
the questions within each corresponding dimension. The aver-
age Awareness score was 19.23 (Mdn=21, SD=2.68, Min=7,
Max=21). The average Control score was 18.4 (Mdn=19,
SD=2.8, Min=6, Max=21). The average Collection score was
23.68 (Mdn=25, SD=4.56, Min=6, Max=21).

3.2 Data Analysis

3.2.1 Privacy/Security and IT Annotation

With a focus on privacy and security, we annotated each row
with whether the participant referred to privacy or security
as a motivator or a blocker. As a first step in our analysis,
we grouped privacy and security responses together because
prior works found that IoT users had limited knowledge of
privacy and security and often could not distinguish between
them [14]. This grouping also enabled us to start with a high-
level analysis involving descriptive and test statistics. Exam-
ples of when we flagged privacy or security are if participants
mentioned “privacy concerns” or said “hacking, ” “tracking
and monitoring,” or “stalking me to market to me.” We later
used this annotation to generate descriptive statistics about
the overall number of responses mentioning privacy or se-
curity, in addition to conducting statistical significance tests
for relationships with demographics. Although we grouped
privacy and security responses for a high-level analysis, we
considered them separately during the coding and segmenta-
tion analyses. We also report the statistical test results when
considering privacy and security separately.

Additionally, we annotated whether each participant’s oc-
cupation was related to IT. We did this because we wanted to
be aware in our analysis when participants could have height-
ened technical expertise. Some occupation examples where
participants were marked include “IT Help Desk Analyst,”
“Software QA,” “Programmer,” and “Computer Technician.”
Only 9% of participants reported an occupation related to IT.

3.2.2 Coding

We conducted inductive coding on the open-ended partici-
pant responses, coded by two researchers. We first read each
answer in order to get acquainted with the responses and
underlying, recurring themes. Then, we drew a random sam-
ple of 15% of responses and coded them individually. After
coding the sample individually, the two researchers met in
person to review their individual codes, discuss, and converge
into a code book that would be used for the remaining of the
responses. A code named “other” was created for which an-
swers not belonging to any of the codes in the final code book
were assigned. The final code book contained 23 categories
for motivators, 20 categories for blockers, and 19 categories
for privacy tools and behaviors. Using this code book, the two
researchers coded the remaining 85% of the responses. In our
coding procedure, each answer was allowed to have more than
one category. We calculated inter-coder agreement between
the two coders using Cohen’s Kappa: 87% for motivators,
91% for blockers, and 88% for privacy tools. These values
indicate excellent agreement between the two coders [15].

3.2.3 Quantitative Analysis

We merged the coded data sets resulting from the coding
procedure based only on the agreements between the two
coders. For example, if both coders assigned the same given
category to a response, then the category was assigned in the
final data set, indicated with a value of 1, otherwise this value
was 0. Once our final data set was generated, our quantitative
analysis was divided into three parts.

The first part consisted of testing relationships of demo-
graphics with whether participants reported privacy or secu-
rity as a motivator or blocker. We used Chi-square association
tests for categorical variables such as gender identity, or own-
ing a smart home device, and logistic regression for numerical
and ordinal variables, such as the age bracket, education level,
and IUIPC awareness, control, and collection dimensions.

The second part consisted of analyzing the frequency of
each factor either as a motivator or a blocker, and quantify-
ing the relative importance of the factors side-by-side. The
latter task involved creating a wide data set with each column
representing a factor mentioned either as a motivator or a
blocker from the coded and merged data set. If the factor was
mentioned in the motivator question, the column was given
the value of 1. If the factor was mentioned in the blocker
question, the column was given the value of -1, and 0 oth-
erwise (i.e., not being mentioned in either). This allowed us
to compare motivators and blockers side by side, surfacing
whether each factor is more of a motivator or a blocker, as
determined by their calculated average values. For instance, a
device being privacy-invasive might be a blocker whereas not
being privacy-invasive might not be a motivator.

The third part consisted of conducting a clustering analysis
with the considerations and creating a decision tree model to
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Figure 1: Frequency (%) of motivators (left) and blockers (right) across all survey respondents. Top motivators are convenience,
ease of use, price, cost-saving, and need. Top blockers are price, privacy, security, ease of use, and reliability.

predict the assigned cluster based on participant considera-
tions. With the wide data set encoded with -1,0,1 columns,
we generated a dendrogram to visualize hierarchical clusters.
Then, we assigned each response to a cluster with k-means
clustering with k = 3. This segmented the participants based
on their purchase considerations. We report the ranking of mo-
tivators and blockers for each of the three participant clusters
and cross-checking of the clusters with specific demograph-
ics, such as having technical background, owning a device,
or the reported gender identity. The last step in this part con-
sisted of creating a classifier to predict the consumer clusters.
We created a decision tree classifier and evaluated it with 10-
fold cross validation. We report our results, along with the
resulting decision tree of the trained model.

4 Results

4.1 Privacy and Security Considerations

Across all participants, only 11% mentioned privacy and
security among the factors which would motivate them to
adopt smart home devices (separately, privacy=4.12%, secu-
rity=8.56%). For example, participants mentioned “if it’s non-
intrusive” and “the security of the system and how protected
it is from outside tampering,” as motivators related to privacy
and security. In comparison, 50% mentioned privacy or se-
curity as something that would prevent them from adopting
(separately, privacy=36.61%, security=23.61%). For instance,
participants responded with “the security of the item, could
it be hacked? Could it have a camera that could turn on and
be hacked? Would my personal information be safe?” and

“mostly, companies obtaining information on my personal life.
Just because consumers buy from a company doesn’t mean
the company can own them.” Among participants who re-
ported owning a smart home device, 44% mentioned privacy
or security concerns as a blocker (separately, privacy=16%,

security=10%), while this number was 56% for participants
who reported not having a smart home device (separately,
privacy=21%, security=14%). A Chi-square association test
examining the relationship between having or not having a
smart home device and mentioning or not mentioning privacy
or security as a blocker produces a statistically significant
result: χ2 (1, N = 631) = 8.901, p < 0.001, suggesting that
people who have privacy and security concerns are less likely
to be associated with having a smart home device. When test-
ing for privacy and security separately, this relationship is also
significant: privacy χ2 (1, N = 631) = 4.041, p < 0.05, and
security χ2 (1, N = 631) = 3.8942, p < 0.05. A Chi-square
association test showed no difference between having one
versus multiple devices.

Further, we investigated the relationship between privacy or
security considerations and the demographics collected in our
study. Namely, we tested gender identity, age bracket, whether
participants had an IT-related occupation, education, income
bracket, household size, whether participants had children,
and marital status. Given that there were no pre-planned hy-
potheses or theoretical model for testing these demographics,
we applied Bonferroni correction to control family-wise Type
I errors, thus taking .00625 as our significance level consider-
ing 8 tests. None of the tests yielded statistically significant
results at the corrected p-value. The results were the same
when testing for mentioning privacy and security separately.

Finally, we tested the relationship between the IUIPC con-
structs and stating a privacy or security consideration with a
logistic regression model using the three IUIPC dimensions
as predictors. For both the motivator and blocker question,
the IUIPC Collection dimension was a significant predictor
(p < .05, exp(estimate) = 1.06 for blocker, 1.11 for motiva-
tor), indicating that people who were more concerned about
data collection in general (based on the IUIPC) were more
likely to be associated with mentioning privacy or security
considerations in our study. In a model comparison via the
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Figure 2: Ranked importance of considerations. The X axis
represents the absolute average value of each consideration.
If the non-absolute average value is positive, color is green,
or red otherwise. While convenience and cost-saving are the
top motivators, privacy, price, security are the top blockers.

Likelihood Ratio Test, both the motivator and blocker mod-
els containing the IUIPC predictors resulted in a statistically
significant difference against the null model (p < .001).

These results suggest that privacy and security considera-
tions may be preventing actual adoption, may not be associ-
ated with particular demographics, and may have a relation-
ship with how participants felt about online data collection.

4.2 Relative Importance of Motivators and
Blockers

For all respondents, we calculated the frequency of each moti-
vator and blocker. The top five motivators were convenience,
mentioned by 41.2% of participants as a motivator, ease of
use (28.37%), price (26.94%), cost-saving (20.76%), and need
(10.94%). The top five blockers were price, mentioned by
41.36% of participants, followed by privacy (36.61%), secu-
rity (23.61%), ease of use (19.65%), and reliability (16.8%).
Figure 1 shows the percentage of participants who mentioned
the motivators and blockers, and Table 1 (Appendix) shows
all factors with examples. 234 participants (37%) mentioned
at least one factor both as a motivator and a blocker, with
the most frequent being price, with 18.2%, then 11.6% for
ease of use, 5.1% for security, 3.8% for need, 3% for reliabil-

ity, 2.5% for privacy, 2.5% for interoperability, then six more
factors mentioned as both motivators and factors by fewer
than 2% of participants, with the remaining 15 factors being
mutually exclusive, meaning they were either mentioned only
as a motivator or as a blocker.

When combining motivators and blockers via their aver-
age values across all participants, it is possible to determine
whether a factor was mostly a motivator or a blocker. Figure 2
shows the distribution of the factors ordered by their absolute
average value. The top motivator is convenience, followed by
privacy, price, and security as top blockers. This suggests that
most consumers might consider the three top blockers after
convenience, then whether the device will save money in the
long-term, then the risk of owning the device, etc, according
to the ranking in Figure 2.

4.3 Clustering Consumers

One of our research goals was to examine whether participants
could be clustered with regard to their purchasing considera-
tions. To do this, we used the wide data set with each possible
consideration as a column, resulting in 29 columns of value 1
if it was a motivator, -1 if it was a blocker, and 0 otherwise.
We identified the optimal number of clusters via a dendro-
gram generated from Agglomerative Clustering, a bottom-up
hierarchical clustering approach. The dendrogram analysis
(Figure 3) revealed three major clusters, as indicated by the
number of vertical lines crossed by the horizontal black line
placed at the end of the longest vertical line. Agglomerative
clustering starts by assigning each data point to its own clus-
ter, then moves up, grouping instances based on the smallest
distance, such as the Euclidean distance, eventually making
all data points belong to a single cluster. The optimal number
of clusters is chosen by crossing a horizontal line over the
longest vertical line and verifying how many vertical lines

Figure 3: Hierarchical clustering dendrogram. The graph re-
veals three clusters, as indicated by the number of horizontal
lines crossing the longest vertical line.
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Figure 4: Top five considerations in each of the clusters. Negative and red means the factor is a blocker, positive and green a
motivator. Clusters were largely defined by price, privacy, and reliability being blockers.

cross this horizontal line. Clusters are indicated by colors.
Knowing that the optimal number of clusters was three, we

clustered participants using k-means with k = 3. The clus-
tering resulted in 28% of participants being assigned to the
cluster named reliability-oriented, 34% to the cluster named
privacy-oriented, and 38% being assigned to the affordability-
oriented cluster. We named the clusters based on the sorted
absolute average value of factors within each cluster in or-
der to represent the importance of the motivator or blocker.
Figure 4 shows the top five considerations for each cluster.
The fact that the clusters are largely defined by price, privacy,
and reliability blockers suggests that consumers may be seg-
mented with regard to reservations that they may have on
these factors. While the average value for the top considera-
tion in the reliability cluster is smaller than the other clusters,
a triangulation analysis of quantitative and qualitative data
further reinforces the segmentation: reliability is the main
and differentiating factor of this cluster (e.g., ease of use is a
common factor across all clusters). Also, reliability is not pro-
nounced in the other two clusters, with averages around -0.1,
and open-ended responses from this cluster show a recurring
theme of reliability, e,g. “fear of malfunction.”

Participants assigned to cluster #1 would see price as a
major blocker. For example, if the device is not affordable or
too expensive. Participants in cluster #2 would see privacy
risks as a major blocker. Finally, participants in cluster #3
might not purchase a device if it is not reliable. For instance,
consumers in this cluster would care about how dependable
or high-quality the device is, and what happens when Internet
connection is lost. These clusters revealed that consumers
may approach their decision-making process with different
priorities, and that consumers who value price and reliability
may not particularly consider privacy as a major factor.

Knowing that the identified clusters were related to privacy,
affordability, and reliability being mentioned as blockers, we
conducted additional statistical tests in order to understand
whether any of the demographics would be associated with
participants mentioning price or reliability as blockers. Using
the corrected p-value of .00625 (.05/8 demographics), none
of the tests came out significant. In other words, we did not

find significant relationships between participants mentioning
price or reliability and their reported demographics. We also
conducted individual multinomial logistic regression analyses
where the dependent variable was the cluster and demograph-
ics the independent variables, using separate models for each
demographic. The results were the same: no statistically sig-
nificant relationships found between the assigned consumer
cluster and people’s demographics.

The percentage of participants in the privacy-oriented clus-
ter who reported not owning a smart home device was 56%,
whereas this percentage was 49% for the other two clusters.
A Likelihood Ratio Test of a multinomial logistic regression
model with the cluster as the dependent variable and whether
participants reported owning a device did not produce a sta-
tistically significant result.

4.4 Cluster Classification and Decision Tree
We created a decision tree classifier to predict the cluster
of each participant and elucidate/reconstruct the decision-
making process of participants in each cluster. The goal of
this classifier is to be able to segment consumers based on the
considerations they might have. For example, one could use
our classifier by asking users to select among the factors we
identified in our study which ones they consider as motiva-
tors or blockers. Separating motivators from blockers in this
analysis is important given how consumers may have differ-
ent considerations in their purchase decisions. For example,
while a product not being environmentally-friendly may not
be a blocker, being environmentally-friendly may become a
motivator. In other words, separating motivators and blockers
can uncover more nuanced decisions. Then, based on the se-
lections, a cluster can be assigned to a consumer which will
help understand the consumer’s priorities. Does the consumer
prioritize price, privacy, or reliability more? The interpretation
of this decision tree classifier can uncover how considerations
of motivators and blockers can segment consumers.

We initially evaluated a classifier using all motivators and
blockers, without specifying a maximum tree depth, with
10-fold cross-validation. This classifier achieved F-1 scores
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Figure 5: Simplest Decision Tree Classifier to assign clus-
ters based on top considerations. The decision tree suggests
that even if privacy is a blocker, consumers may focus on
affordability if price becomes a motivator.

from 97% to 98% for all clusters, with a resulting tree depth
of 7. The resulting tree included considerations about price,
privacy, time-saving, convenience, interoperability, need, ease
of use, remote control, and safety. While this classifier helped
elucidate the decision-making process with regard to purchase
considerations, it was overly complex to interpret.

In order to arrive at a more practical solution – one with
good performance and interpretability – we empirically tested
different numbers of factors and tree depths using 10-fold
cross-validation. The best classifier used only the privacy
and price motivators and blockers and a tree depth of 3. F-1
scores for each cluster were 98% for privacy-oriented (Preci-
sion=99%, Recall=98%), 100% for reliability-oriented (Preci-
sion=100%, Recall=99%), and 99% for affordability-oriented
(Precision=98%, Recall=99%). The error rate from 10-fold
cross-validation was 1.6%. We then trained this classifier
with all of our data and generated the decision tree shown
in Figure 5. Based on the process outlined in the decision
tree, participants would be affordability-oriented if price is a
blocker and privacy is not a blocker or if price is a blocker and
affordability is a motivator. Participants would be classified
as privacy-oriented if price and privacy are blockers and price
is not a motivator, or if price is not a blocker but privacy is. Fi-
nally, participants would be classified as reliability-oriented if
neither price or privacy are blockers. The fact that the decision
tree classifier was able to be trained with only two features and
achieve good performance shows that it is likely the decision-
making of consumers might rely heavily on price and privacy
assessments. For example, the decision tree shows that even
if privacy is a blocker, consumers may still be influenced by
price if it becomes a motivator.

Figure 6: Frequency (%) of desired privacy and security fea-
tures. The top features are control, transparency, access con-
trol, consent, security, no data collection, no third parties,
deletion, and identity protection.

4.5 Desired Privacy Features

Survey respondents provided 19 unique privacy features they
wish were available. The top desired privacy features in the
survey were: control, mentioned by 30.43% of participants,
followed by transparency (20.75%), access control (9.83%),
consent (9.67%), security (9.51%), no data collection (8.56%),
no third parties (7.29%), deletion (7.29%), identity protection
(7.13%), offline operation (4.12%), no sensitive data (3.65%)
and guarantees (3.01%). Figure 6 shows frequencies of all
features as percentages of participants who mentioned them,
and Table 2 (Appendix) shows all codes, along with examples.

Control Three types of control were mentioned by par-
ticipants: physical control such as shutting off the devices,
controlling what data are collected, and data use opt-out. For
example, P99 noted “Being able to choose exactly which data
is being collected and how it is used. Have complete control.”

Transparency Transparency features focused on having
the manufacturer/developer show users what data are being
collected, whom they are shared with, for what purposes, and
whether their system was vulnerable or breached. Participants
also mentioned wanting to have such information periodically
such as weekly or monthly, and receiving notifications and/or
seeing physical visual indicators about data activities. For in-
stance, P183 responded “I would like full reports on where my
data is going from smart home devices sent daily or weekly.”

Access control Participants whose answers hinted at ac-
cess control features want to be able to have strong passwords,
two-factor authentication, and biometrics, as well as to pre-
vent access to their system by anyone else besides themselves.
For example P151 said “to turn on only when activated and
had a voice recognition devices so if someone asked for my
information it would not display it.”
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Consent Consent means that participants wish to be able
to know before certain data collection or sharing occurs and
be able to allow or deny it. For instance, P175 was concerned
about tracking of search habits and noted “Only allowing
tracking of my search history with my consent.”

Strong security Participants who wanted strong security
emphasized that they wanted to be able to secure the data in
storage and in transit, and make sure that their network was
secure. As an example, P220 suggested using firewalls and
other software, saying “I would like to have any device that
is used online to have a firewall and virus protection program
installed with it.”

No data collection Participants who explicitly mentioned
not wanting the device to collect or share any of their data
were representative of this category of features. For instance,
P227 noted “Well I don’t know at the moment. As long as I am
not being tracked and none of my data is being collected, then
I would be fine with whatever security or privacy protection
tools available out there to keep me safe. Especially in my
own home.”

No third parties Participants whose comments fell into
this category were explicit about not wanting their data to be
shared with any third parties, such as marketing firms or the
government. As an example, P270 expressed “If I were to use
one of these devices, I don’t want them linked to my identity
and I don’t want the information shared with third parties.
I can see where a utility company might need some of this
information in order to bill me properly. But beyond that, I
would want a user-friendly interface that allows me to shut
off access to anyone else.”

Deletion Participants who emphasized deletion either
wanted data to be deleted automatically after a certain pe-
riod, or have the ability to “go in” and delete any data, either
via a user interface or a physical reset button. For example,
P228 suggested a feature where she could access and delete
information at any point in time, saying “I’d like to be able
to delete things regularly. Permanent deletion.”

Identity protection Participants who wish this feature
were explicit about not wanting to have any of the data asso-
ciated with their identity, and that they wanted specific pro-
tections from it. For instance, P217 suggested “anything to
protect my identity, so only the device and I know it.”

Offline mode Offline mode means that participants would
want either the device to be offline at all times, or for it not to
be online at all times, or for them to be able to control when
devices go online or offline. For example, P295 noted “All
smart home devices need to be able to operate offline, without
requiring a web app or account with a company. There is no
need to gather data and send it to the Internet to operate these
devices, they just want to. You should be able to set them up
on a local network and control them yourself without them
being tied to a brand or company. This helps when Google
buys your thermostat company then bricks them.”

No sensitive data Participants in this category would not

want any sensitive data to be collected or stored. For example,
P85 noted “Anything that would block personal data from
being shared. If I have to enter anything personal to use the
equipment, I would want to be able to lock it and that it be
never stored. And that I have the say so of what data about
me I consider private and personal.”

Guarantees of privacy and security Participants who
mentioned this feature wanted to be given guarantees either by
the manufacturer or the applicable laws that their privacy and
security would be protected and that there would be penalties
otherwise. For instance, P117 expressed “Auto-deletion of
pertinent data and guarantee, with legal repercussions, that
data will not be shared.”

While some of these features have been uncovered in user-
centric studies before, such as control, transparency, strong
access control, an offline mode [14, 39], our results show the
frequency in which such privacy features were mentioned,
which can help developers and regulators navigate what is
most important for their users with regard to users’ privacy
and security considerations.

Finally, we verified whether the most desired privacy fea-
tures would be different for people in each consumer segment
according to our clustering analysis, and the top two features
wished for are the same for the three segments: control and
transparency, accounting for more than 30% of the responses
in all three segments.

5 Discussion

5.1 Summary of Findings
Our findings suggest convenience, ease of use, price, cost-
saving, need, remote control, and interoperability are the top
motivators for consumers to adopt smart home devices. The
top blockers are price, privacy, security, ease of use, reliability,
risk, and lack of need. Our analyses showed that participants
who see privacy or security as a blocker in purchasing de-
cisions were less likely to own smart home devices at the
time of the survey, and that considerations of privacy and
security were not associated with demographic traits such
as gender identity, age, education or income. Our clustering
analysis uncovered three consumer segments with regard to
their purchase considerations: affordability-oriented, privacy-
oriented, and reliability-oriented. The most desired privacy
protections for smart home devices from the survey are: con-
trol, transparency, strong access controls, consent, security, no
data collection, no third parties, deletion, identity protection,
offline operation, no sensitive data, and guarantees.

5.2 Paradox or (Bounded) Rationality?
Our results indicate that consumers heavily weigh privacy and
security as blockers, and that these may be preventing them
from adopting smart home devices. This finding suggests
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that a paradox may not be the explanation for the mixed
adoption signals – perhaps privacy-oriented consumers are
really not buying smart home devices. On the other hand,
our decision tree analysis showed that even if privacy is a
blocker, consumers may still value affordability over privacy
if the price becomes a motivator. This becomes a potential
problem that could lead to undesired outcomes when such
devices are sometimes given for free as part of promotions
from big tech companies, such as Spotify giving the Google
Home Mini to premium subscribers [33], or Google giving
the Google Home Mini to Pixel 2 phone buyers [27] and even
randomly [17]. In such cases, bounded rationality may lead
consumers to overlook privacy considerations, which may
become a concern only after a device has been installed [14].

The fact that our decision tree was effective with only the
privacy and price feature suggests what consumers may be
ultimately considering is whether a low price point for these
devices is worth the expected, associated privacy risks. Such
price–privacy interplay has been noted in prior work which
suggests users would pay a premium for privacy [5, 12, 36],
but that even in the context of the smart home, they would pay
less than they would be willing to take in exchange for it [5].
Considering our findings in light of prior work, we posit that:
(1) privacy-oriented consumers may expect privacy by default
or else many may not adopt such technologies, (2) making
privacy and security a motivator attached a higher premium
may not work well, and (3) if privacy concerns are only a con-
sumer afterthought due to bounded rationality or if a device
is extremely affordable, then the market puts consumers in a
“privacy-not-included” scenario and thus the value of privacy
may be inadvertently or unintentionally diminished.

Paradoxically, one could argue that the knowledge revealed
through our analyses can give opportunistic developers more
tactical information to manipulate consumers in ways that
motivators are highlighted such that privacy considerations
remain obscure. This could reinforce bounded rationality and
lead to decisions against the consumer’s best interest [28]. The
lack of visibility of privacy and security-related information
on smart home devices is an existing problem, and legislators
on this topic have proposed adding concise and accessible
labels (e.g., [16,37]), but little guidance has been provided on
how they should be presented. Recent research efforts have
focused on how to implement such labels (e.g. [13, 18]) in
order to educate and equip consumers and prevent decisions
driven by bounded rationality. We endorse such efforts, and
based on our segmentation analysis, we further posit that more
transparency is needed in order to equip consumers to make
informed, rational decisions that suit their specific needs and
expectations with regard to the interplay between price, pri-
vacy, and reliability. Accordingly, we present several practical
recommendations for device developers and policymakers
based on our findings which could lead to more informed
consumer decisions and meaningful device comparisons.

5.3 Recommendations
5.3.1 Device Developers

Our quantification enables developers to market products
based on whether something is more of a motivator or a
blocker. For example, marketing strategies may focus on
showing empathy about users perceiving adoption coming
with a risk of privacy and then offering certain guarantees that
their data are not to be shared or used for secondary purposes.
Other examples may include highlighting a device’s reliability
when the Internet goes down, or estimating long-term savings,
as this is important for affordability-oriented consumers.

Consumer segmentation based on considerations has fur-
ther implications for targeting of the products. For example,
the reliability-oriented segment may care more about what
happens when the Internet goes down, whereas the privacy-
oriented segment may care more about whether their data will
be shared with third parties or they will be monitored with-
out consent. For this reason, device developers could clarify
how devices consider the segment-differentiating factors (i.e.,
price, privacy, reliability) in order to help consumers find the
right device for them among the options available.

The properties that segmented the participants may also
be inherently at conflict. For example, if a smart camera is
to have onboard object recognition capabilities so that it can
work offline both for privacy and reliability reasons (when the
Internet goes down), it may end up costing more. Surfacing
and communicating such trade-offs to consumers may be a
promising strategy and prevent instances of bounded rational-
ity. For instance, our proposed decision tree model could be
used by retailers and developers to ask consumers four ques-
tions on whether privacy or price are motivators or blockers
to them, then determine what their consumer segment is in
order to better inform their purchasing.

Some of the privacy features uncovered in our analysis have
been identified via qualitative studies before. For example,
Yao et al.’s co-design study [39] uncovered control, trans-
parency, offline and private modes, and Emami-Naeini et al.’s
study [14] uncovered strong access controls. We contribute
further with a comprehensive list of features presented in our
paper, which can guide developers in prioritizing and imple-
menting tools and features that may enable them to appeal to
consumers in the privacy-oriented segment. For example, a
developer can draw from this list to implement increased con-
trol, transparency, strong access controls, consent, security, no
data collection, no third parties, deletion, identity protection,
offline operation, no sensitive data, and guarantees.

5.3.2 Policymakers

Consumers in the affordability-oriented segment may not have
privacy as a strong consideration due to not being educated
about Internet business models, which is associated with the
aforementioned bounded-rationality issue of IoT devices. The
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segmentation we presented could serve as a framework for
policymakers to approach the design of privacy regulation
in ways that meet consumers where they stand. Ideally, a
device would be affordable, privacy-preserving, and reliable.
However, special consideration must be given to instances
where such desirable properties may be at conflict. For in-
stance, it may be ineffective to implement a privacy feature
that poses a trade-off with reliability if a device’s target au-
dience is largely reliability-oriented, such as making a smart
camera work offline for privacy reasons, yet doing so might
limit its reliability such as being unable to recognize objects
when offline. Another strategy that might prove ineffective
is to offer extra privacy features for an additional premium
to affordability-oriented consumers. Notwithstanding, more
effort should be placed on regulating the communication of
risks involved in owning a smart device (e.g., privacy and
reliability), especially when the smart version is cheaper or
given away for free as part of promotions. Arguably, more
clarity about such risks becomes progressively important as
consumers are offered increasingly fewer non-smart device
alternatives in the future.

It might also be beneficial for policymakers to introduce
requirements for developers to practice tailored consumer ed-
ucation about device privacy/security risks according to indi-
viduals’ corresponding cluster derived from our decision tree.
For example, individuals belonging in the privacy-oriented
segment could be given privacy-related device details while
seeing only summaries on the other cluster-defining aspects.

5.4 Limitations

Our survey was conducted in the US. This means that the
results from our data analyses may not necessarily represent
the state of smart home purchase considerations elsewhere,
nor it is representative of the universe of considerations that
may exist. As it applies to survey data more generally, the data
collected may also be subject to the availability heuristic. In
addition, privacy considerations, expectations, and awareness
are known to be diverse across different geographies and
cultures. We do note, however, that smart home growth has
been observed heavily in the US [34].

The responses provided by participants to the question
about privacy behaviors, tools, and features may carry a bias
from the survey design. This is because participants were
exposed to different data collection scenarios throughout the
survey where they were asked to express their preferences.
Nonetheless, we do not find this bias to compromise the qual-
ity of our data since every participant was assigned such data
collection scenarios randomly, and thus had comparable expe-
riences. We note, however, that had the question been asked
prior to the data collection scenarios, perhaps participants
would be less aware about certain features, but would have
been primed for privacy when responding to the scenarios ana-
lyzed in [5]. The scenario questions may also have influenced

the IUIPC questionnaire responses.
While our participant sample was diverse with regard to

demographics and socio-economical status, it may not be rep-
resentative of the US population, as participants on AMT may
skew towards people with non-traditional forms of employ-
ment and people with heightened technical expertise.

5.5 Future Work

We examined consumer considerations about smart home de-
vices in general, but there could be differences in the decision-
making across specific devices [14]. For instance, reliability
may be more important for a smart lock, whereas privacy may
be more important for a camera. Future works could conduct
similar analyses considering different devices.

Follow-up experimental studies could be conducted to vali-
date our findings. For example, a potential study may incor-
porate our decision tree questions to predict which segment
consumers belong in (i.e., price, privacy, or reliability) and
verify whether the predictions match consumer priorities.

Future studies could explore how interventions could
“move” a consumer from one segment to another. In other
words, how stable would a person belong to anyone clus-
ter? Would privacy-oriented consumers be more stable than
affordability-oriented consumers?

6 Conclusion

Smart home device adoption continues to grow steadily, yet
privacy and security concerns reportedly remain a roadblock
to mass adoption. User-centric qualitative studies have re-
vealed that consumers often consider price, features, and pri-
vacy risks when making smart home device purchases, but
no studies have attempted to quantify these considerations
in a systematic way. Previous studies have also found that
many consumers do not consider privacy at all before purchas-
ing a device. We conducted a mixed-method analysis using
online survey data collected from 631 participants based in
the US. Our analyses show that privacy and security are con-
sidered blockers for half of the participants, but more so for
participants who reported not owning a device. We found
that convenience, ease of use, price, cost-saving, and need are
top motivators and price, privacy, security, ease of use, and
reliability are top blockers. We conducted a customer segmen-
tation analysis which revealed three clusters: affordability-
oriented, privacy-oriented, and reliability-oriented. A decision
tree classifier to predict customer segments revealed that even
privacy-oriented consumers may be influenced by a device’s
price if it becomes a motivator. Finally, we present a compre-
hensive list of desired privacy behaviors, tools, and features
reported by our survey participants. From our findings, we
define and discuss implications for the targeting, legislation,
and privacy design of smart home devices.
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A Appendix

A.1 Survey Protocol
[CONSENT FORM]
The Smart Home
The concept of the smart home involves the control and automation
of lighting, heating (such as smart thermostats), ventilation, air con-
ditioning (HVAC), and security, as well as home appliances such as
washer/dryers, ovens or refrigerators/freezers.

Wi-Fi is often used for remote monitoring and control. Home
devices, when remotely monitored and controlled via the Internet,
are an important constituent of the Internet of Things.

Modern systems generally consist of switches and sensors con-
nected to a central hub sometimes called a "gateway" from which the
system is controlled with a user interface that is interacted either with
a wall-mounted terminal, mobile phone software, tablet computer or
a web interface, often but not always via Internet cloud services.

• Please select 3 images containing a smart home device
[QUALIFICATION]
o Camera
o Desk Lamp
o Blender
o Smart Thermostat
o Voice Assistant
o Smart Bulbs

• What factors do you consider when making decisions about
adopting smart home devices? Please answer below.

• Q1 For example, what are factors that could motivate you
to purchase smart home products? [text entry]

• Q2 Similarly, what are factors that could keep you from
adopting the technology? [text entry]

The following questions are related to your preferences about
collection of certain data by smart home devices. Please proceed
when you are ready.

[SCENARIOS 1-4] [repeated four times, half of times purpose
was omitted, two of the scenarios included a random device]

• The manufacturer/developer of your ["smart home device" or
random device for scenarios 3 and 4] is accessing or inferring
[random attribute], for example, [attribute explanation].
They are using this information for [random purpose], for
example, [purpose explanation]

• How do you feel about the data collection in the scenario
described above if you were given no additional information
about the scenario?
o Very uncomfortable
o Somewhat uncomfortable
o Neither uncomfortable
nor comfortable
o Somewhat comfortable
o Very comfortable

• If you had the choice, would you allow or deny this data
collection?

o Allow
o Deny

• If you had the choice, when would you like to be notified
about this data collection?
o Never
o Only the first time
o Once in a while
o Every time

• The manufacturer is sharing the data described in the scenario
above with third parties (e.g., advertising companies, business
affiliates). How do you feel about this?
o Very uncomfortable
o Somewhat uncomfortable
o Neither uncomfortable nor comfortable
o Somewhat comfortable
o Very comfortable

• Finally, given the scenario described above, how do you feel
about the government having access to this information?
o Very uncomfortable
o Somewhat uncomfortable
o Neither uncomfortable
nor comfortable
o Somewhat comfortable
o Very comfortable

• Please explain the rationale behind your answers [text entry]

• Was there anything unclear in this scenario? Is there a way we
can improve the presentation of this scenario? (optional) [text
entry]

• [REVIEW SCENARIOS 1-4]
• This was the scenario described earlier:

The manufacturer/developer of your smart home device is ac-
cessing or inferring [attribute from respective scenario], for
example, [attribute example].
They are using this information for [purpose from respective
scenario], for example, [purpose example]
You indicated being [comfortable or uncomfortable] with this
scenario.

• From the list below, please select the circumstances that could
make you [more or less] comfortable. Please select up to three.
o If the manufacturer was [well known or unknown]
o If I [gave or did not give] consent to collect data
o If information was collected [less or more] frequently o If
the information involved was [not] sensitive
o If I could [not] benefit from it (e.g., discounts, serendipitous
opportunities)
o If the information was stored for a [short or longer] period
of time, ["then" or "or never"] deleted
o If the information was [only used for or used beyond] the
intended purpose
o If I was [not] aware of how the data were being used
o If the data collection was [not] useful for personal and home
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safety
o If the data were [not] used for improving products and
services
o If the data were [not] used for the common good (e.g.,
benefit the society at large)
o If I could [not] control the data (e.g., access, copy, and
delete)
o If data [not] were handled and secured properly
o Other (please specify) [text entry]

• Please explain why you selected the circumstances above. [text
entry]

• Was there anything unclear in this review stage? Is there a
way we can improve the presentation of this review stage?
(optional) [text entry]

• Please indicate your level of comfort in case your Identity (i.e.,
who you are) is included along with the data in this scenario.
Your original level of comfort was [original comfort level for
manufacturer]
o Very uncomfortable
o Somewhat uncomfortable
o Neither uncomfortable nor comfortable
o Somewhat comfortable
o Very comfortable

• Please explain the rationale behind the answer above [text
entry]

• Q3 What privacy behaviors you would like to be able to
adopt in the context of smart home devices? For exam-
ple, would there be any privacy-protecting tools, configu-
rations, and techniques you would like to use? [text entry]

[ECONOMICS-RELATED QUESTION][random assigment
to one of four conditions]

Voice assistants take voice commands from users, enabling them
to perform various tasks such as listen to music, control video/photo
playbacks, and receive news updates. Voice assistants can also enable
home automation, allowing users to control smart home appliances
through voice commands.

Below is a picture of a popular voice assistant. [voice assistant
photo]

In the next step, you will be given a scenario about voice assistants.
In this scenario, "personal information" may involve data about your
identity, lifestyle, habits, and personal background.

• Consider a scenario where you [are looking to purchase a
voice assistant that costs OR had a voice assistant for which
you paid] $49. The voice assistant [has OR has little to no]
privacy controls and protections against collection and sharing
of your personal information

• How much would you be willing to take as a discount off the
price tag in exchange for allowing the manufacturer to collect
and share personal information in the future? Please specify
the amount in dollars [number entry] OR

• How much would you be willing to take as a refund in order
to allow the manufacturer to collect and share your personal
information? Please specify the amount in dollars [number
entry]. OR

• How much would you be willing to pay as a one-time addi-
tional fee to add such privacy controls and protections? Please
specify the amount in dollars [number entry]. OR

• How much would you be willing to pay extra in order to have
more privacy controls and protections such as limited collection
and sharing of your personal information? Please specify the
amount in dollars (number entry). [number entry]

• Please explain why you would chose this amount. [text entry]

[IUIPC QUESTIONNAIRE (7-POINT LIKERT GRID)]
[DEMOGRAPHICS] We are almost done! Please answer the fol-
lowing questions regarding your demographics.

• What is your gender?
o Male
o Female
o Or specify [text entry]

• What is your age?
o 18-25
o 26-35
o 36-45
o 46-55
o 56-65
o >65

• Do you live in the US?
Yes
No

• How many hours do you spend using the Internet every week?
[slider entry from 0 to 168]

• Do you currently own a smart home device?
o Yes
o No

• How many smart home devices do you currently own? [if
answer is yes to previous answer]
o 1
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5
o 6
o 7
o 8
o 9
o 10 or more

• What types of smart home devices do you currently own?
Please check all that apply [if answer is yes to owning device]
o Security camera
o Doorbell camera
o Baby monitor
o Pet technology
o Motion sensor
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o Smoke detector
o Leak sensor (water consumption)
o Smart lock
o Door/window alarm
o Garage door
o Smart lighting
o Switch/Plug
o Voice assistant
o Audio/speakers
o Thermostat
o Smart/automation hub
o Other (please specify)

• What is your occupation? [text entry]
• What is the highest level of school you have completed or the

highest degree you have received?
o Less than high school degree
o High school graduate (high school diploma or equivalent
including GED)
o Some college but no degree
o Associate degree in college (2-year)
o Bachelor’s degree in college (4-year)
o Master’s degree
o Doctoral degree
o Professional degree (JD, MD)

• Information about income is very important to understand.
Would you please give your best guess? Please indicate
the answer that includes your entire household income in
(previous year) before taxes.
o Less than $10,000
o $10,000 to $19,999
o $20,000 to $29,999
o $30,000 to $39,999
o $40,000 to $49,999
o $50,000 to $59,999
o $60,000 to $69,999
o $70,000 to $79,999
o $80,000 to $89,999
o $90,000 to $99,999
o $100,000 to $149,999
o $150,000 or more

• What is the size of your household?
o 1
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5
o 6
o 7 or more

• Do you have children?
o Yes
o No

• Are you now married, widowed, divorced, separated or never
married?

o Married
o Widowed
o Divorced
o Separated
o Single

• Do you have any comments or suggestions for this survey?
Thanks! [text entry]

A.2 List of Codes
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Code Motivator Example % Blocker Example %
convenience If I have a need for something to maximize my work output or it

makes my life more convenient, I could look into smart devices. If
a smart device can help me function more I would use it.

41.20 If the smart device is something that won’t drastically improve my
life then I would not buy it.

2.55

privacy If it is non-intrusive 4.12 Mostly, companies obtaining information on my personal life. Just
because consumers buy from a company doesn’t mean the com-
pany can own them.

36.61

price good prices 26.94 Probably the costs if they’re far too high as well as complicated
technology.

41.36

security The security of the system and how protected it is from outside
tampering.

8.56 The security of the item, could it be hacked? Could it have a cam-
era that could turn on and be hacked? Would my personal informa-
tion be safe?

23.61

cost-saving The money I would save over time on utility bills 20.76 If it is not going to be saving in any large chunk of money in the
long run.

3.01

risk - - Safety of personal data and lack of assurance devices are not video
taping and recording audio of my every move like I am on reality
TV.

13.47

reliability I want to make sure that there is a "dumb" fallback in case the
cloud fails, and I want security.

Single use products. Inexperienced brands. Behavior if they lose
connection.

16.80

control Freedom, meaning that I want these devices to control everything
and give me the satisfaction that I want to have.

3.33 - -

remote control I’m most motivated by smart home products that can inform me
of something in my home while I am away – those products that
monitor my home

10.30 - -

fun Making life simpler. They’re cool and cutting edge. They are fun. 3.01 - -
time-saving If it will save me a lot of time. If it can do things for me that I

would have never imagined possible. If it reduces the amount of
things I have to remember to do on my own.

6.34 Something that doesn’t integrate well or reall doesn’t save me ei-
ther time or money

0.32

functionality Some factors are their ability. I would like to have them be able to
generally listen and complete my commands.

7.61 If the technology has a too many unnecessary features that make
it an annoyance.

2.54

ease of use Convenience and ease of use are the definite priorities in getting a
smart home device. I want to make sure that it’s easy for me to use
and that it will save me time and money in my everyday life.

28.37 I would likely not purchase technology if it was exceedingly com-
plicated or difficult to use. I also wouldn’t purchase anything too
expensive.

19.65

need If they will fulfill a need that I am currently in need of. If it allows
me to be more efficient with my time and money.

10.94 Doesn’t do anything I need it to do, is too expensive, is not secure. 9.67

novelty The novelty factor might motivate me to purchase a smart home
device.

2.69 - -

nothing - - None 2.54
online - - I do not like products that have no need to connect to a net-

work...lights, Thermostats..etc.
2.06

environ.-friendly For example the biggest factor would be conservation, trying to be
efficient and making the best of resources by limiting my use as
much as I can.

2.06 - -

reputation The company that maintains the data must be trustworthy. The
mustn’t have a poor reputation for cyber security.

3.01 The reviews being bad 3.80

personalization Being able to program them to operate when I wanted them to,
especially thermostatic products and appliances.

1.58 - -

safety Safety. I like the one that works for the oven. sometimes people
forget to turn off the oven when going on a trip or think they forgot
so it gives you the alleviation of knowing your house is safe.

5.23 Whether their use makes me more vulnerable to home invasion,
unfavorable cost-to-savings ratio, whether their use compromises
the security of my personal information...

3.01

fear of tech - - Artificial intelligence becoming too smart, if power goes out or
internet fails, technology dependant, paranoia or knowing people
could hack me

1.27

interoperability It has to be compatible with my smartphone 9.51 If it’s not compatible with other devices. For example if I pur-
chased an Apple product and I currently have devices that aren’t
compatible with Apple. Everything would need to work together.

5.71

offline The product would need be able to be used locally and not rely
on an internet connection. It would need to keep working if the
company went out of business.

0.79 - -

aesthetics I would like the product to have a sleek design so that it looks nice
in my home. I don’t want the product to be an eyesore.

2.85 Lack of physical appeal, don’t match my style or decor and too
many steps to use

2.22

durability The durability of the equipment. I would want it to last as long as
possible.

1.27 Cheaply made, too complicated to use, not on the market long
enough

1.27

other Better broadband availability in my area. I can’t do it before that
happens.

2.69 How busy my life is going 1.58

Table 1: List of codes along with examples of when they were considered a motivator or a blocker, ordered by absolute average
values of each factor for all of the data when each factor is encoded as 1 for motivator, -1 for blocker, and 0 otherwise. “Other”
was assigned to answers where a participant made a statement which we could not assign to any of the codes.
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Code Example %
control I would like the choice to control what gets shared and why. And I don’t want it to be underhanded. 30.43
transparency I would like full reports on where my data is going from smart home devices sent daily or weekly 20.76
access control More password, 2 factor configuration, anything that can make security better 9.83
consent Letting the customer know ahead of time and asking for the customers consent and just keeping the customer involved as much as possible. i

know for me it would make me feel better. Trustworthy companies, in my opinion will communicate with the customer on a regular basis and that
in turn would make me feel the safest. i really cannot think of any of behaviors

9.67

security I would most likely buy a firewall or some type of security to ensure my privacy and safety 9.51
no data collection A legitimate way to block any data collection, though I doubt that would ever occur. 8.56
no third parties I would like the smart home devices to work in my home without giving info to third parties. However this can be done should be done. 7.29
deletion I’d like to be able to delete things regularly. Permanent deletion. 7.29
identity protection If there was a way to de-identify the information by changing our voices or not attaching a location to the information, I would feel safer using

these devices
7.13

offline I would like for smart home tools to not transmit any user data out of the device. I would like them to be able to download new software but not
to upload any of their own collected data.

4.12

no sensitive data Anything that would block personal data from being shared. If I have to enter anything personal to use the equipment, I would want to be able to
lock it and that it be never stored. And that I have the say so of what data about me I considers private and personal.

3.65

guarantees Opt-outs, control of data, contractual obligations to not use my data 3.01
encryption Yes, I’d like to have all of my data encrypted, scrambled and rendered useless by any third parties, and the data that is being used should only be

used for my benefit and no one else’s.
2.69

not purchasing I wouldn’t use smart home devices at all. 2.06
no secondary use I would like to be sure I could deny or allow any collection or use of 3rd party data collection. No one needs to know that info. For any reason.

Other than to enhance my smart home experience.
1.9

personalization I would like to be able to run my own server for the devices to communicate with – if not all the time, at least to be able to do so as a backup in
case the central server gets shut down.

1.11

unlinkability Most of all, I do not want my smart devices linked to an already existing account, i.e., I want the smart devices to have a separate account from
which I can control my devices, and those devices will not have access to personal or sensitive information.

1.11

age restrictions Yes. There would be privacy locks for children, privacy feautures that only adults can access, and privacy features having to do with keeping the
home more safe, and keeping our data secured.

0.32

remote control I would like to be able to remotely check on my house without anyone having access to those data. 0.32
other Smart home devices can make my life easier. They do not malfunction and can last a long time without being replaced in the future. As for

configuration of the device, I would just make it easier for the user to have and practice with.
2.69

Table 2: Codes ordered by frequency from privacy tools/behaviors question with percentage of respondents who mentioned them.
“Other” was assigned to answers where a participant made a statement which we could not assign to any of the codes.
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Abstract
When people sign-up to new online services, privacy no-

tices are the initial means by which data handling practices
are communicated. Yet, their design seldom ensures users’ pri-
vacy comprehension or provides people with privacy choices,
resulting in negative feelings associated with the sign-up pro-
cess. In this paper, we investigate how to improve privacy
notice design to enhance privacy comprehension and control,
while inducing more positive feelings towards these notices.
In an online experiment (N = 620), we examine the factors
of curiosity, privacy concerns, trust, and time. We study how
these factors and visual designs of notices (framing and con-
trol) influence privacy comprehension, intention to disclose,
and affect (negative-positive). Our results show that, depend-
ing on an individual’s level of curiosity, control can influence
privacy comprehension, disclosure, and affect. We demon-
strate that affect moderates the relationship between privacy
concerns and disclosure. We elaborate on our results, high-
lighting how privacy notices that activate curiosity and pro-
vide control, could enhance usability and strengthen privacy-
conscious behaviors.

1 Introduction

Privacy issues are on the rise since people’s daily activities
have become increasingly reliant on internet-connected ap-
plications. Such accelerating technological dependency may
increase personal information disclosure and data collection;
furthermore, it can put people’s privacy at risks resulting in
harms to individuals [61]. Privacy breaches have been of-
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without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
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ten reported in the media (e.g., [22, 29]), and people became
concerned about their online information and how they lack
control over its use [17].

Regardless of their concerns people are often required to
sign-up to new online applications in order to gain access
to services. During the application sign-up process people
have to make one of the first decisions about their online
privacy, seldom provided with a choice to restrict their disclo-
sures. Moreover, privacy is a complex and context-dependent
notion [49], and people may disregard it. Without sufficient
understanding and control around personal information dur-
ing the application sign-up process people’s decisions around
information disclosure may not be informed or rational. More-
over, they may result in behaviors which contradict the privacy
beliefs of individuals.

Policymakers try to improve this by enacting data protec-
tion regulations, e.g., the EU General Data Protection Regu-
lation (GDPR) [16], or the California Consumer Privacy Act
(CCPA) [7]. These require companies to provide users with
adequate information to promote informed consent. Yet, lit-
tle change has been applied in the visual display of privacy
notices communicating data handling practices.

To address this, the research presented in this paper focuses
on the visual display of privacy notices. We investigate ways
of encouraging users to make more informed privacy deci-
sions which are aligned with their beliefs. We examine the
role of framing and control within the design of privacy no-
tices as they have been previously shown to influence privacy
decision-making [2, 5, 23]. We also draw on prior work [13],
to understand how affective state (negative-positive valence),
as well as stable factors (curiosity, privacy concerns, trust)
influence privacy interactions. We explore how these factors
affect privacy comprehension and intention to disclose.

This work has two main contributions. First, our findings
demonstrate that providing users with control can lead to more
privacy-aware information disclosures. However, control by
itself may be insufficient, as curiosity influences the relation-
ship between control and disclosure. Control may also have
an effect on users’ affective state (valence). Therefore, we
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propose incorporating methods to enhance both control and
curiosity in the design of privacy notices. Such designs have
the potential to improve privacy and disclosure decisions dur-
ing the application sign-up process, as well as lead to better
usability through elevated levels of user satisfaction.

Second, our research contributes to the body of knowledge
on privacy decisions. We demonstrate that affective state (va-
lence) can moderate the relationship between trust and privacy
concerns and, as a result, indirectly affect information disclo-
sure. Such knowledge can be used in future experimental
designs and studies modeling privacy decisions.

2 Background

To clarify our motivations and introduce our research ques-
tions, in this section we present past theoretical and empirical
research fundamental for our work.

One of the frameworks explaining the relationships
between different factors influencing privacy-related
decisions is the APCO model (Antecedents→Privacy
Concerns→Outcomes) [13]. We utilize this framework as it
is comprehensive, and draws upon previous multidisciplinary
research on privacy; the proposed model conceptualizes
factors that influence outcomes of privacy decisions. Among
the elements incorporated in the APCO model are antecedents
of privacy concerns, such as individual characteristics; next,
in the centre of the framework is the relationship between
trust and privacy concerns; the central part of the model
relates directly to behavioral outcomes (e.g., disclosure). The
recent revision of the APCO model broadened its scope,
and incorporated the level of effort that may be influenced
by mental shortcuts and heuristics (e.g., affect). The level
of effort relates to dual-process theories, wherein cognition
contains two types of processing [18]. Type 1 is low-effort,
fast, automatic, and relies on pre-existing mental models and
experiences. Type 2 requires high levels of cognitive effort,
is less automatic and therefore, a slower form of cognitive
processing.

The current research investigates the relationships between
the factors mentioned above, which relate to the low-effort,
Type 1 cognitive processing. We examine them in the con-
text of two outcome variables: privacy comprehension and
intention to disclose. Further, we study the effect that external
factors—framing and control—might have on these outcome
variables.

2.1 APCO factors
In the APCO model, information disclosure is one of the
behavioral outcomes of privacy decision-making. As demon-
strated in the meta-review by Gerber et al. [21] privacy con-
cerns and trust can be predictors of intention to disclose. The
APCO framework also proposes that affect might have a mod-
erating role in the relationship between attitudes and behavior,

and that individual characteristics might have an indirect ef-
fect on behavioral outcomes.

2.1.1 Privacy Concerns

Privacy concerns are considered an attitudinal factor influ-
encing decision-making, and they were investigated in many
studies (e.g., [13, 60]). Some of the studies focusing on pri-
vacy concerns addressed the privacy paradox, meaning the
phenomenon when people may express high levels of privacy
concerns whilst also tending to over-disclose their personal
information [6,51]. However, the findings of the privacy para-
dox research are inconclusive. In one study privacy-concerned
people were found to disclose less [14], whilst in another
study, this finding existed only under certain conditions, e.g.,
when perceived damage and enjoyment might have altered
the relationship between concerns and disclosure [10]. On
the other hand, Taddicken [65], in the context of the social
web, found privacy concerns having little to no effect on self-
disclosure.

2.1.2 Trust

Past research has shown that people use trust beliefs in the
decision-making process around information disclosure [39].
Trust has primarily been found influential when the decision
is made under uncertainty, as is frequently the case when
people make decisions around online privacy [53]. Trust may
also influence “rationally” calculated privacy decisions, e.g.,
users involve their trust beliefs in the context of sensitive in-
formation disclosure [10]. Visual cues might alter trust, e.g.,
in their study, Zhang et al. [71] showed that cues displaying
“instant gratification” (financial reward for registration) de-
creased trust towards a website. On the other hand, visual
cues granting control over the information, combined with
salient information about how data might be used for adver-
tisement, were found to increase trust towards the application
provider [69]. Consequently, such cues seemed to positively
impact the willingness to install applications, which could
result in increased information disclosure.

2.1.3 Affective state

Decisions around privacy have also been investigated through
the lens of biases and heuristics that may take over the ra-
tional, in an economic sense, decision-making. One of the
approaches explaining the “irrational” decisions is the affect
heuristic related to information processing. There is not much
of a consensus about the definition of affect, and the current
work follows the description from Lerner: “the superordi-
nate umbrella of constructs that involves emotion, mood, and
emotion-related traits” [42, p. 801]. Further, we recognize the
circumplex components of affect: valence (positive-negative)
and arousal (high-low) [55].
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According to the affect heuristic, people add either positive
or negative value to their decision outcome [20]. The affect-as-
information hypothesis postulates that emotions are felt, and
this feeling has a significant impact on cognitive processing,
providing conscious information from unconscious appraisal
situations [9]. These feelings can guide immediate actions.
Similarly, the feelings-as-information theory proposes that
positive affect indicates if a given situation is safe [58]. Nega-
tive affect signifies that a situation is unsafe, and more cog-
nitive processing is needed. Therefore, positive affect may
serve as an incentive to rely on internal thoughts and incli-
nations, whereas negative affect should direct attention to
new, external information. The affect may be elicited by an
external stimulus, such as the way information is presented
or semantic context, in which the situation takes place [58].

In the context of privacy, affect has been shown to shape
risk perceptions [38]. It has a lasting consequence on privacy
beliefs, e.g., in an e-commerce environment [43]. Further,
negative valence may increase privacy attitude and decrease
sharing, while positive valence may increase sharing attitude
and decrease privacy attitude [11]. In the current work, we
want to further investigate the affect by asking the following
research questions:

RQ1 Does the visual design of privacy notices (framing and
control) influence affective state?

RQ2 What is the role of the affective state (if any) in the
relationship between attitudinal factors and intention to
disclose?

2.1.4 Individual characteristics: curiosity

In psychology and behavioral research, curiosity is regarded
as one of the stable personality characteristics that drive how
people perceive the world, and how they make judgements
and decisions [44]. To the best of our knowledge, not much
of attention has been given to curiosity in privacy research.
Curiosity is closely related to learning and knowledge ac-
quisition. Information-gap-theory proposes that curiosity is
“arising when attention becomes focused on a gap in one’s
knowledge” [44, p. 87]. In consequence, it makes an indi-
vidual curious and motivates them to seek more information.
Hence, curiosity may play the role of a marker, the reference
point that encourages an individual to obtain more informa-
tion. Curiosity might be stimulated by external factors and
reduce uncertainty about current circumstances [24, 44].

Considering scarce research about the interplay of curios-
ity and privacy interactions, we raise the following research
question:

RQ3 Does curiosity influence privacy comprehension?

2.2 External factors

Past work investigated privacy comprehension in many con-
texts, e.g., mobile permission warnings, data visualizations,
end-user licence agreements [19, 36, 68]. The results showed
that visual representation might impact comprehension. For
instance, supplementary information may lead to a higher
understanding of data collection practices [14]. Further, the
visual cues with salient privacy information can not only im-
prove understanding and increase privacy awareness, but also
enhance management of privacy permissions and influence
information disclosure [38].

2.2.1 Framing

One of the approaches applied to investigate privacy inter-
actions is framing, meaning that the frame of a decision is
designed in a way that constrains how the problem is pre-
sented to the decision-maker [47]. Such framing is expected
to influence the decision outcome. The framing was used
to improve risk communication, and help with pro-privacy
decisions (e.g., choice of application, protective attitudes and
behaviors) [2,54]. Furthermore, positive framing successfully
nudged users towards less privacy-invasive actions [8]. Emo-
tion eliciting images were shown to influence decisions: the
more affective the images, the more weight was placed on
impression formation and decision-making [59].

2.2.2 Elements of visual design

Studies demonstrated that visual stimuli might influence mem-
ory, when they incorporate animations, anthropomorphic de-
signs, clear layouts, such as division into columns [63, 66].
In the context of privacy, research revealed that the end-user
agreements presented in abbreviated style, divided into short
sections, elicited positive attitudes, increasing comprehension
and time of exposure [68].

Past work suggests that text insufficiently communicates
privacy information, and other approaches are required to
enhance usability [3]. Nevertheless, visual design needs to
be carefully crafted to avoid the effects of cluttered or over-
symbolic representations. Anthropomorphic designs were
shown to increase personal information disclosure [4, 48].
Moreover, comic strips were found to enhance users’ atten-
tion [64]. Comics may trigger emotions, enabling a greater
understanding of the displayed issues [50].

2.2.3 Control over information disclosure

Prior research suggests that people want to have control over
their personal information [5,38]. Therefore, some researchers
provided participants with control and investigated whether it
influenced disclosure. The results revealed that control may
not necessarily lead to a decrease in information disclosure [5].
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People appeared to alter their willingness to disclose in re-
sponse to non-normative factors (control over publishing their
data), but failed to change their behavior in response to the
normative factors (e.g., personal identification). As mentioned
above, control embedded in visual design, supported by salient
information may result in a decrease in disclosing behavior,
depending on the context [69].

Considering the effects of visual design on privacy compre-
hension and information disclosure, in the current work, we
want to investigate such a relationship further. Mainly, we aim
to examine the role of visual design that incorporates framing
and control, in the context of interaction with privacy notices.
Therefore, we propose the following research questions:

RQ4 Does visual design of privacy notices (framing and
control) affect comprehension?

RQ5 Does visual design of privacy notices (framing and
control) affect intention to disclose information?

3 Method

To answer our research questions we designed an online exper-
iment. The experiment aimed to elicit affective states through
framing and control applied in the visual design of privacy
notices. The experiment contained four phases: entry ques-
tionnaires, interactive application sign-up task, measurement
of outcome variables, and exit questionnaires (Figure 1).

Our experiment was designed drawing on findings from
prior exploratory studies, which we discuss first.

3.1 Exploratory studies
Two exploratory studies preceded the current research, and
were used to inform the current study design. Both exploratory
studies used freely available platforms to recruit participants,
such as the Reddit r/SampleSize.

In the first exploratory study (ST1) [37], we examined why
people agree or disagree with privacy notices, and whether
the framing of the notice’s design elicits changes in affective
state. To frame these privacy notices, we used positive and
negative anthropomorphic or human-like illustrations. Based
on responses from 88 participants, we found that people lack
control when acknowledging notices, feeling that they have
no other choice but to agree. Drawing on this finding, in the
current study, we investigate the effect of control on privacy
interactions.

Further, the results of ST1 showed that notice’s design al-
ters affect. However, we identified that the framing effects
differ, depending on the use of anthropomorphic or human-
like illustrations. To clarify the framing effects around these
illustrations, we ran the second exploratory study. The study
had 36 participants, and each participant was shown 16 im-
ages: eight positively and eight negatively framed. Framing

Table 1: Means and standard deviations for positive and neg-
ative framing from the second exploratory study (sorted by
means, descending).

Illustration, and framing type M SD

Anthropomorphic, positive 2.69 0.85
Human, positive 2.52 0.79
Human, negative 2.35 0.69
Anthropomorphic, negative 2.28 0.77

groups contained four anthropomorphic and four human-like
illustrations, each. The images were arranged in a randomized
sequence, and participants were asked to state what feelings
they associated with each illustration. We assessed feelings
through an instrument similar to the 2D EmojiGrid [67], scor-
ing from 1 (negative) to 5 (positive). For the current study,
we chose the positive and negative anthropomorphic repre-
sentations, because they had the highest and lowest means,
respectively (Table 1).

3.2 Main study

In the main study, we applied a 2×2 between-group design.
The between-group variables were (1) framing and (2) control.
Further, we measured the constructs presented in Figure 1.

3.2.1 Variables

Framing (positive vs negative), and control (present vs absent)
were our independent variables, manipulated between groups.
Reported curiosity level of participants (high, low) was also
included as an independent variable, but was not manipulated.
Outcome variables were post-stimulus measurements of af-
fect, intention to disclose, and privacy comprehension.

We included covariates (privacy concerns, trust, approxi-
mate time spent on the notice page, and pre-stimulus affective
state) to control for their influence on the dependent variables.

3.2.2 Ethical review

The experimental design underwent an ethical review from
the Karlstad University Ethical Review Board. The review
board determined that this work would not expose participants
to any undue risk. To comply with the legal requirements,
the researchers made an effort to minimize data collection
and reduce the probability of identifying an individual. No
personal information was requested from the participants.
However, where participants identified themselves (e.g., sent
an email), their data was anonymized after the data collection
had been completed.
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1. Entry questionnaires:
• Curiosity
• Pre-stimulus affect

2. Interactive task:
• Scenario
• Application sign-up
• Privacy notice

3. Outcome variables:
• Post-stimulus affect
• Information disclosure
• Comprehension

4. Exit questionnaires:
• Privacy concerns
• Trust
• Demographics

Figure 1: The four phases of the study. The psychological constructs examined in the experiment are italicized.

3.2.3 Study order

Before the start of the experiment, each participant was pre-
sented with an informed consent form containing the details
of the study, and explaining data handling practices. After the
acknowledgement of the consent, participants were redirected
to the experiment.

1. Entry questionnaires. First we measured curiosity using a
previously validated scale obtained from Kashdan et al. [34]
(Appendix A). The scale measures two dimensions of cu-
riosity: stretching and embracing. Stretching is having the
motivation to seek new experiences and knowledge, whilst em-
bracing is the general intention to embrace new, unexpected
and unpredictable aspects of everyday life. The construct was
measured on a five points Likert scale, and the participants
were asked to state to what extent the presented sentences
reflected the way they would behave or feel (1 - slightly, 5 -
extremely; Appendix A).

Next, we measured affect before displaying privacy notices
to ensure that the stimuli elicited its expected affective state.
We utilized the validated Affective Self Report (ASR) scale
to estimate levels of valence and arousal [31] (Appendix B).
We chose this scale, because it is time-efficient to use, and
past research shows its performance is comparable with some
physiological measures (e.g., thermography and electroen-
cephalography) [31]. ASR consists of 10 semantic-differential
items (five for valence and five for arousal), for example, Un-
pleasant – Pleasant (Appendix B).

2. Interactive task. Next, participants were asked to complete
an interactive task. We asked them to imagine they were
signing-up to use a well-being application (improving mental
and physical health) that contained social features. Next, we
asked participants to complete a sign-up form requesting their
name, username, and password. We did not collect this infor-
mation; it was only visible to the participants in their browser
to increase the ecological validity. In the task instructions, we
informed participants that such personal information would
not be collected.

After completing the sign-up form, participants were pre-
sented with a notification prompting them to review the ap-
plication’s privacy policy. At this point, each participant was
randomly assigned to one of the four study conditions, each
presenting a different privacy notice design (for details see
the Appendix 6).

The designs were as follow: control with positive fram-

ing; control with negative framing; no control with positive
framing; no control with negative framing (Figure 2). For
participants who were provided control, we used toggle like
switches which were defaulted to “Enabled”. Participants
were able to adjust some of the privacy settings using these
switches (e.g., decide whether they wanted to share data, con-
nect data with social networks). In the framing conditions we
used anthropomorphic images accompanied with text. The
Gunning’s Fog Index of readability for the text of privacy
policy was 10.75 for control absent, and 10.88 for control
present groups, indicating that it should be readable by high
school sophomores [70].

3. Measurement of outcome variables. We took a second
measurement of affect, and asked participants whether their
affective state had changed. Particularly, whether they felt
more or less positive or negative, using the same ASR instru-
ment.

Next, we wanted to learn how much of the information
participants would be willing to disclose. To do this, we built
an instrument based on the scale created by Joinson et al. [32].
The questionnaire contained 14 items, and asked participants
whether they would share different types of personal informa-
tion (Appendix C).

For measuring the participants’ comprehension, we created
a quiz-like instrument with statements describing information
included in the privacy notice (Appendix D). They were pre-
sented with ten sentences and asked to declare whether the
statement was “True”, “False”, or “I don’t remember / I don’t
know.”

4. Exit questionnaires. We measured privacy-related beliefs,
using previously validated instruments. Specifically, we ob-
tained privacy concerns and trust beliefs scales from Malhotra
et al. [45] (Appendix F and E).

Last, we asked participants about their demographic char-
acteristics: age, gender, nationality, and education.

3.3 Participants

We used an online crowd-sourcing platform, Prolific, to gather
participants. The platform enabled us to compensate partic-
ipants for their work (£9.82/hr). We wanted to gather par-
ticipants from English speaking countries, and Prolific’s par-
ticipants pool contains mostly respondents from the UK. To
participate in the study, each respondent had to read and agree
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(a) Sample of policy text: positive, control present.

(b) Sample of policy text: negative, control absent.

Figure 2: Excerpts of privacy notifications. The notifications’ texts were identical between groups, with an exception in the
group provided with control (instructional text and the last sentence in the paragraph containing the toggles; Appendix G). The
facial expressions of anthropomorphic figures and the accompanying texts were used to elicit positive and negative framing
(Appendix G.2).

with the informed consent. Only participants 18 years old or
more were allowed to participate in the study.

In total, we received 650 responses. After cleaning the
data and removing univariate and multivariate outliers (Maha-
lanobis distance), the final data-set included 620 cases. The
participants were predominantly female (59%); mostly from
the UK (74.2%). The respondents were mostly educated
(36.1% with Bachelor’s degree) and predominantly young
(39.5% between 25–34 years old). The detailed demographic
characteristics are presented in Table 2.

4 Results

In this section, we first discuss the validity and reliability of
instruments applied in the current work. Next, we present the
main results concerning the research questions.

4.1 Validity and reliability of scales
To increase the validity and reliability of our study, when
possible, we utilized validated instruments acquired from past
research. We checked reliability with statistical tests (factor
analysis and scales’ reliability estimated with Cronbach’s α

measurements of internal consistency).

Intention to disclose. We asked participants to what extent

they would be willing to disclose different types of infor-
mation. In total, there were 14 types of information, e.g.,
name, health-related data, or personal economic situation (Ap-
pendix C). To score, participants could choose one of two op-
tions: “I would disclose” (1) or “I would prefer not to say” (0).
Internal consistency of the scale was acceptable (α = 0.90).
To compute the variable, we summed the scores.

Privacy comprehension. Privacy comprehension was mea-
sured as the awareness of information displayed in the privacy
notice. The scale consisted of 10 statements associated with
the information included in the privacy policy, focusing on
information highlighted in framing messages (Appendix D).
Participants were asked to state whether each statement was
“True”, “False”, or select “I do not remember / I do not know”.
Correct answers scored 1, while incorrect, and cases where
participants selected the latter option, scored 0. The latter op-
tion was presented to the participants to reduce the potential
effects of guessing. Because the instrument aimed to measure
knowledge, not a latent construct, we could not check Cron-
bach’s reliability. The variable was computed as the sum of
correct answers.

Privacy concerns and trust. Both traits were assessed with
instruments obtained from Malhotra et al. [45]. The trust be-
liefs scale contained five items that aimed to measure general
attitude towards online companies (Appendix E). Similarly,
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Table 2: Detailed demographic characteristics of the sample.

Demographic N %
Gender Female 366 59

Male 243 39.3
Other/Self identify 4 0.6
Prefer not to say 7 1.1

Age 18-24 103 16.6
25-34 245 39.5
35-44 135 21.8
45-54 74 11.9
55+ 63 10.2

Nationality UK 460 74.2
USA 139 22.4
Ireland 11 1.8
Other 10 1.6

Education No school/School, no diploma 21 3.4
High school 101 16.3
College credit, no degree 92 14.8
Professional/associate degree 76 12.3
Bachelor’s degree 224 36.1
Master’s degree 96 15.5
Doctorate degree 10 1.6

the privacy concerns scale measured the general approach to
online privacy (Appendix F). The two instruments contained
seven-point scoring answers, anchored from “Strongly dis-
agree” to “Strongly agree”. Both scales underwent the same
procedures during which we ran principal component analysis
(PCA), and checked Cronbach’s reliability. Privacy concerns
did not load strongly into one factor, and after revision, two
items were deleted. Both scales had good internal consistency,
privacy concerns α = 0.82, and trust α = 0.91.

Affective state. We measured affective state with ASR to
distinguish two dimensions: valence and arousal [31] (Ap-
pendix B). To confirm whether the instrument measurements
were correct, we first ran PCA. In the case of both pre-, and
post-stimulus data, the PCA did not load correctly. The va-
lence loaded strongly into one factor, and its reliability scores
were acceptable. Both pre-, and post-stimulus scores of inter-
nal consistency were acceptable, α = 0.91. We created a pre-,
and post-stimulus valence variables by computing the mean
score for each scale. These new variables were employed in
further analysis. The inappropriate loadings of the items mea-
suring arousal undermined the scale’s validity and reliability.
Hence, we excluded the arousal scale from further analysis.

Personality characteristic: curiosity. Few curiosity related
constructs might be measured. One of them is the Need
for Cognition (NFC) — “a dispositional variable reflecting
the tendency toward thoughtful analysis and reflective think-
ing” [62]. In our work, we did not use NFC as it relates to
complex, effortful decisions [15, 33], while our research was
focused on Type 1 processing. We measured a related, but
broader construct of curiosity with an instrument comprising

of ten items, acquired from Kashdan et al. [34] (Appendix A).
The original scale intended to measure two dimensions of
curiosity: stretching and embracing. We ran PCA to confirm
whether the items load correctly. Unfortunately, they did not.
Instead, the stretching facet loaded strongly to one dimension,
while embracing loaded to both. Both scales had good inter-
nal consistency (stretching α = 0.81; embracing α = 0.84).
Because of unreliable loadings, in further analysis, we used
only the curiosity stretching dimension. We used means to
compute the curiosity variable. To apply it as an independent
variable, based on the median value, we divided curiosity into
a two-level categorical variable (low vs high).

4.2 Main results

Our data analysis is structured around the outcome variables.
Hence, first, we present tests’ assumptions and correlations
to explain our statistical choices. Next, we present models
explaining privacy comprehension (RQ3, RQ4), intention to
disclose (RQ1, RQ5), and the role of affect (RQ2).

We checked parametric assumptions which were good, with
slight violations of normality, acceptable in large samples. To
establish whether the variables included in the experiment are
related, we ran the Pearson correlation analysis. We consid-
ered an additional variable in the correlation analysis: time
spent on the page displaying privacy notice. The test results
revealed mostly small to moderate correlations between some
of the variables. Table 3 presents the correlations’ details.

In order to check changes in valence, we compared pre-,
and post-stimulus scores. We used pairwise t-test to investi-
gate changes. There was a significant difference in the scores
for pre-stimulus (M = 3.63, SD = 0.85) and post-stimulus
(M = 2.71, SD = 0.65) valence; t(619) = 22.62, p < 0.001,
d = 0.91. Therefore, we presumed that either framing or con-
trol had influenced shifts in valence.

To investigate the research questions, we applied different
statistical methods: univariate and multivariate analyses of
covariance. We checked tests’ assumptions, such as univariate
and multivariate normality, outliers (Mahalanobis distance),
linearity, absence of multicollinearity (correlation tests), ho-
mogeneity (Box’s M and Levene’s tests), homoscedasticity
(scatterplots).

In further analysis, we compared between- and within-
group effects based on the independent variables. The group
sizes differed as presented in Table 4.

4.2.1 Effects on comprehension

To select an appropriate test (univariate or multivariate) we
examined correlations. Low correlations (r < 0.20) imply that
variables should be investigated separately, while moderate
correlations (r between 0.20 and 0.50) imply that variables
should be analyzed together [12] . Correlations between com-
prehension and disclosure, as well as between comprehension
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Table 3: Correlations between variables: curiosity stretch (CUR), valence pre-stimuls (VAL_PR), valence post-stimulus
(VAL_PO), privacy comprehension (COMP), intention to disclose (DIS), privacy concerns (PCS), trust and time spent on
policy page. ** significant at 0.01 level; * significant at 0.05 level.

CUR VAL_PR VAL_PO COMP DIS PCS TRUST TIME

CUR 1 0.23** 0.04 0.09* 0.08* 0.08* 0.00 -0.00
VAL_PR 1 0.16** 0.10* 0.07 0.11** 0.13** 0.10**
VAL_PO 1 -0.14** 0.24** -0.06 0.31** -0.17**
COMP 1 -0.08* -0.05 -0.03 0.50**
DISC 1 -0.25** 0.30** -0.14**
PCS 1 -0.19** 0.19
TRUST 1 -0.11**

Table 4: Number of participants per independent variables.

Presence of control Framing Curiosity Control over information
Present Absent Positive Negative Low High Adjusted Not adjusted

Frequency 318 302 310 310 317 303 190 128
Percent 51.3 48.7 50 50 51.1 48.9 59.7 40.3
Total 620 620 620 318

and post-stimulus valence were small (Table 3). Hence, to
study comprehension, we used univariate analysis of covari-
ance (RQ3, RQ4).

The Levene’s test was good, p > 0.05. The model included
three independent variables: framing, control, and curiosity;
and four covariates: time spent on the policy page, post-
stimulus valence, privacy concerns, and trust. We found a
significant small between-subject effect of curiosity on com-
prehension, F(1,608) = 8.47, p = 0.004,ηp2 = 0.01. The
results show that comprehension was significantly higher
among the participants with high curiosity (M = 5.82,SD =
0.10) than among the participants with low curiosity (M =
5.37,SD = 0.10). Further, the time spent on the page with
privacy policy had a significant effect on comprehension
(p < 0.001,ηp2 = 0.25).

To further investigate the effects of control on comprehen-
sion, we repeated the univariate test only on the data from the
participants who were provided with control. For this purpose,
we have created a new categorical variable, splitting partici-
pants into two groups: the participants that adjusted settings,
and the participants that did not adjust them. As a result, the
total sample size decreased to 318 participants.

We ran the test with the same parameters. There were
significant small effects of curiosity, F(1,306) = 7.87, p =
0.005,ηp2 = 0.02, and of control, F(1,306) = 11.11, p =
0.001,ηp2 = 0.03, on comprehension. Again, the participants
scoring high on curiosity scored significantly higher on com-
prehension (M = 5.79,SD = 0.15) than those with lower cu-
riosity (M = 5.21,SD = 0.14). Similarly, comprehension was
significantly higher among the respondents that changed their
settings (M = 5.90,SD = 0.14) than among the participants
who did not use controls (M = 5.10,SD= 0.17). Additionally,

two covariates had a significant effects on comprehension:
time spent on the policy page (p < 0.001,ηp2 = 0.19) and
privacy concerns (p < 0.05,ηp2 = 0.01).

4.2.2 Effects on affect and intention to disclose

To investigate affect (valence) and intention to disclose (RQ1,
RQ5), we ran a multivariate analysis of covariance. The in-
dependent variables were framing, control, and curiosity; co-
variates were pre-stimulus valence, time spent on the policy
page, privacy concerns, and trust. The Box’s test was good,
significant, but at the level p > 0.01, which is acceptable for
larger samples. The Levene’s test for both outcome variables
was good, p > 0.05.

There was a small but significant main effect of con-
trol on combined dependent variables, F(2,607) = 2.89, p =
0.05,ηp2 = 0.009, Wilks’ λ = 0.99. The between-subject test
confirmed that post-stimulus valence significantly differed
among the control groups, F(1,608) = 5.78, p = 0.01,ηp2 =
0.009. Valence scores were significantly higher for the par-
ticipants provided with control (M = 2.78,SD = 0.03) than
for those who did not have a control (M = 2.65,SD = 0.03).
Further, the model resulted in interaction effect between
control and curiosity on the combined dependent variables,
F(2,607) = 3.60, p = 0.02,ηp2 = 0.01, Wilks’ λ = 0.98.
The univariate analysis identified the interaction effect for
post-stimulus valence, F(1,608) = 7.19, p = 0.008,ηp2 =
0.01) (Figure 3). The mean scores for valence were higher
among the participants provided with control who scored
higher on curiosity (M = 2.84) than among the participants
who scored lower on curiosity (M = 2.72). However, the
participants with high curiosity not given control scored
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Figure 3: Interaction effect on post-stimulus valence. Covari-
ates appearing in the model are evaluated at the following val-
ues: pre-stimulus valence= 3.63, time on policy page= 84.55,
privacy concerns= 4.78, trust= 3.10.

lower in valence (M = 2.73) than those with lower curios-
ity (M = 2.57).

The covariates had significant effects, p < 0.001. Particu-
larly, time spent on the policy page and trust affected outcome
variables; pre-stimulus valence influenced post-stimulus va-
lence; privacy concerns significantly affected intention to
disclose.

Consistent with the tests of comprehension, we re-ran the
analysis on the smaller sample, considering only participants
provided with control. Both Box’s and Levene’s tests were
insignificant, p > 0.05.

The multivariate test results indicated small significant
effect of curiosity, F(2,305) = 2.99, p = 0.05,ηp2 = 0.01,
Wilks’ λ = 0.98. However, the univariate tests results did not
confirm it. Further, the multivariate test revealed a small effect
of adjusted settings, F(2,305) = 7.55, p= 0.001,ηp2 = 0.04,
Wilks’ λ = 0.95. The univariate test confirmed that the groups
differed in intention to disclose, F(1,306) = 12.68, p <
0.001,ηp2 = 0.04, which was significantly higher among
the participants who did not adjust settings (M = 9.66,SD =
0.37), than among those who adjusted them (M = 7.84,SD =
0.29).

4.2.3 The role of affect

The above statistical models revealed that the stable factors
influenced intention to disclose. Following the conceptual
framework proposed by Dinev et al. [13], and the current re-
sults, we sought to investigate further the relationship between
these factors and behavioral outcomes (RQ2).

First, we ran bootstrapped mediation analysis [27] to iden-
tify whether privacy concerns mediated the influence of trust
on the intention to disclose.

Table 5: Results of mediation analysis: trust→privacy
concerns→intention to disclose.

Predictor Coeff. SE t p

Privacy concerns

TRUST -0.17 0.03 -5.03 <0.001
R2 = 0.04

F(1,618) = 25.36, p < 0.001

Intention to disclose

TRUST 0.85 0.12 7.03 <0.001
PRIVACY -0.70 0.13 -5.20 <0.001
CONCERNS

R2 = 0.09
F(1,617) = 47.42, p < 0.001

Intention to disclose (total effect)

TRUST 0.977 0.12 8.06 <0.001
R2 = 0.09
F(1,618) = 65.05, p < 0.001

The results of simple mediation, demonstrated that trust in-
directly influenced the intention to disclose through its effect
on privacy concerns. The analysis showed that trust was a sig-
nificant predictor of privacy concerns, b = −0.17, t(618) =
−5.03, p < 0.001. Privacy concerns were significantly pre-
dicting intention to disclose, b =−0.70, t(617) =−5.12, p <
0.001. There was a significant effect of trust predicting dis-
closure, mediated by privacy concerns, b = 0.97, t(618) =
8.06, p < 0.001. Lastly, the direct effect of trust on intention
to disclose was also significant, b = 0.85, t(618) = 7.03, p <
0.001. The analysis of direct and indirect effects showed that
the indirect effect = 0.12,SE = 0.03 was significant with bias-
corrected bootstrap CI 95%[0.06,0.20]. Thus, the presence of
mediation was confirmed.

After establishing the mediation effect, we wanted to exam-
ine the role of valence. We used the index of moderated medi-
ation to evaluate whether moderated mediation was present.
When bootstrapped confidence intervals of the index of mod-
erated mediation do not include zero, it is assumed that the
relationship between the indirect effect and the moderator is
not zero, indicating presence of moderated mediation [28].
Additionally, an index not including zero indicates that “any
two indirect effects conditioned on different values of [mod-
erator] are statistically different from each other” [28, p. 14].
Hence, there is no need to probe the moderator via further
statistical tests.

We examined whether a different level of valence influ-
enced the indirect relationship between trust and intention to
disclose. We looked for an interaction effect, either at the first
or the second stage of the path model. Figure 4 shows paths
in the model, and Table 6 presents the model’s results.

There was an interaction effect (Figure 5) at the first stage
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Table 6: Moderated mediation: trust→privacy concerns→intention to disclose; moderator: valence.

Consequent
M (Privacy Concerns) Y (Intention to disclose)

Antecedent Coeff. SE p Coeff. SE p

X (Trust) a1 -0.63 0.13 <0.001 c′1 0.80 0.44 0.07
M (Privacy concerns) b -0.70 0.13 <0.001
W (Valence) a2 -0.52 0.15 <0.001 c′2 1.05 0.51 0.04
X ×W a3 0.16 0.04 <0.001 c′3 -0.03 0.14 0.81
Constant iM 6.76 0.42 <0.001 iY 6.77 1.68 <0.001

R2 = 0.06 R2 = 0.15
F(3,616) = 13.17, p < 0.001 F(4,615) = 28.41, p < 0.001

Privacy concerns Valence × Trust

Trust Intention to disclose

Valence

a1

c1
′

a2

c2
′

a3

c3
′b

Figure 4: Paths in the model of moderated mediation.

of the model (a2 in Figure 4). The relationship between trust
and privacy concerns was moderated by valence. The analysis
shows that among the participants with low trust and low
valence, scores for privacy concerns were higher than among
the participants with low trust and high valence. However,
this effect is reversed among the participants with higher trust
levels. Among those, the participants with low valence scored
lower in privacy concerns than those with a high level of
valence.

The bootstrapped index of moderated mediation was sig-
nificant, confirming that there is an indirect effect of trust on
the intention to disclose when controlling for privacy con-
cerns, moderated by valence. The analysis of the conditional
effect of focal predictor at values of the moderator showed
that at scores of valence smaller than 2.71, trust and privacy
concerns were significantly related, b = −0.19, t(3,616) =
−5.26, p < 0.001, CI 95%[−0.2,−0.1]. With the decrease of
valence, the relationship between trust and concerns becomes
more negative, with the lowest score on valence 2.03, b =
−0.30, t(3,616) =−0.6, p < 0.001, CI 95%[−0.4,−0.2].

5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss our findings according to our two
stated contributions. We present both practical implications
and research insights for designers and researchers, respec-
tively. Limitations and directions for future work conclude
our discussion.
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Figure 5: Interaction effect: moderated mediation.

5.1 Practical implications

Affect. Our first research question asked “does visual design
of privacy notices influence affective states?” (RQ1). Our
findings show that designs providing control combined with
curiosity may lead to an increase in valence. People might
feel more positive (e.g., happy, pleased, satisfied) when pro-
vided with control, but only when holding high levels of cu-
riosity. Our findings suggest that control increased general
satisfaction with the design. Such results strengthen our prior
exploratory findings [37], which showed that participants ex-
pressed a desire for control and choice when consenting to
privacy notices.

As aforementioned, increased valence may influence sat-
isfaction, which is one of the key elements contributing to
usability (next to efficiency and effectiveness of use) [30].
Considering usability, Habib et al. [25, 26] found that cur-
rent choices and controls implemented in privacy notices
frequently lacked usability as they are inconsistent in their
design, and challenging to understand from users perspec-
tive. Such designs often require users to go through a lengthy
process (e.g., a few clicks, links redirecting users to differ-
ent pages) before reaching the UI containing privacy con-
trols. This has been further explored by Nouwens et al. [52],
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who found that participants would consent to a privacy pol-
icy without seeking additional controls, if the controls were
not placed on the first page of the consent screen. Further,
Schaub et al. [57] discussed layered designs of privacy notices
(i.e., interactive privacy notice instead of a single block of
text), considering them as a way to overcome the status quo
of notice and choice. Taking into account past research and
our findings, it appears that control given during the sign-up
process can carry the potential to increase the usability of
privacy-related interactions.

Comprehension. Our fourth research question asked “does
visual design of privacy notices affects comprehension?”
(RQ4). The results did not confirm such a relationship, which
suggests that differently framed notices have had no influence
on privacy comprehension. However, in addressing our third
research question, “does curiosity influence privacy compre-
hension?” (RQ3), we determined that curiosity positively
affected comprehension. Whilst this may sound self-evident,
to the best of our knowledge curiosity has not been considered
in the design of privacy policies. Oddly, as it is a robust moti-
vational trait that drives human cognitive development [35].

As postulated in the information-gap theory, people seek
knowledge to fill the gap in their current understanding [44].
While some people may possess a basic understanding of
online privacy, this theory suggests a desire may exist in some
users to seek further information. The visual appearance of
privacy notices could promote such desires by purposefully
designing interfaces that stimulate users’ curiosity. For in-
stance, designers could implement methods acquired from
game design to encourage user participation and engagement.
The intuitive and immediate interactions could be triggered
when prompting users to modify settings, instead of idly read-
ing the text of privacy notice. Moreover, privacy designers
could follow some of the guidelines for UIs enhancing curios-
ity, such as those proposed by Malone [46]. Malone postulated
evoking curiosity through the optimal level of informational
complexity — through environments that are “neither too
complicated nor too simple with respect to the user’s existing
knowledge" [46, p. 67]. The optimal level might be achieved
with the application of novelty and surprise, randomness and
humor that could elicit positive experiences, increasing satis-
faction. However, such methods would have to be thoroughly
tested, as they may bring an inverse effect, and result in dis-
satisfaction or incomprehensibility.

Perhaps privacy policies arranged into “gradually discover-
able” elements of information may be able to activate curiosity
and enhance engagement. Such an approach was previously
investigated in the context of crowd workers’ performance,
where it was found to be successful [41]. The progressive
revelation of the information improved noticeability, and kept
people curious to unravel more information to fill gaps in
their knowledge. However, while in the context of privacy
such an approach might influence engagement and promi-
nence of information, applied to real-life situations, it could

result in habituation effects or be disruptive during the appli-
cation sign-up process. Taking into consideration previous
findings, and recognizing the small effect sizes of our results,
we believe that “gradually discoverable” privacy notices need
to be thoroughly researched to establish their efficacy and
efficiency during an application sign-up.

Control. In our fifth research question, we asked, “does vi-
sual design of privacy notices affect intention to disclose
information?” (RQ5). Our results indicate that among people
provided with a choice to adjust their settings, those holding
higher levels of curiosity disclosed less information. This find-
ing suggest the need to design privacy notices that provide
users with options to set individual preferences, which allow
them to adjust the amount and type of information disclosed
or shared.

Consistent with our findings, past research found that con-
trol influences the value that people attach to personal informa-
tion, and impacts disclosure [1]. Hence, our results supported
by prior findings, indicate that future designs of privacy no-
tices affording people with greater levels of usable control
may be able to improve information disclosures. Still, we
recognize that such solutions might be untimely and difficult
to implement, as they require severe modifications in the sys-
tem design or business models. Further, such solutions might
restrict access to the complete functionality of an applica-
tion, leading to the potential loss of a customer or disparity in
service levels between users.

On the other hand, providing users with control may have
a positive effect on companies. Improved usability may en-
courage users to utilize an application, perceiving it as more
attractive due to enhanced transparency around information
disclosures. Additionally, providing control may increase le-
gal compliance, e.g., the fulfillment of the GDPR’s require-
ments.

Importance of time. We found that the time spent on the
notice page had a significant influence on comprehension,
having an effect size larger than other variables. This finding
indicates that people contributing their time to gather infor-
mation are more aware of the privacy notice. We interpret
this result as a call for designs of notices that engage users to
spend more time on the notice’s page. Perhaps the methods
discussed above, such as the incremental revelation of infor-
mation or layered designs of privacy notices might have such
an effect.

Concerns, trust, and valence. Our findings suggest that va-
lence moderates the relationship between trust and privacy
concerns. Such a result might be applied to privacy UI designs
with malicious intentions in mind. For instance, as the dark
pattern that might influence valence, and lead to manipulat-
ing users’ attitude towards lesser concerns. Effectively, this
might “trick” users into disclosing more. On the other hand,
we believe that such a result could be implemented in UI
to increase privacy concerns. For example, by highlighting
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risks and harms to privacy through interface design, which
may lower valence, and result in a more negative relationship
between trust and concerns, indirectly reducing information
disclosure.

5.2 Research insights
Concerns, trust, and valence. Our second research question
asked, “what is the role of the affective state in the relation-
ship between attitudinal factors and intention to disclose?”
(RQ2). According to our findings, privacy concerns mediate
the relationship between trust and disclosure. More impor-
tantly, our results show that valence is moderating such a
relationship. It seems that lower trust leads to greater privacy
concerns; however, the affective state may alter the direction
of this relationship. Our findings suggest that an increase in va-
lence diminishes the effects of trust on concerns, which might
be interpreted as the possibility to alter privacy concerns via
elicitation of different emotional states.

To the best of our knowledge, little attention has been given
to the role of affect in privacy-related decision making. Our
results call for future privacy studies, which address this gap,
focusing on the role of affective states in different contexts.
Studying affect may contribute to a greater understanding of
cognitive processes active during day-to-day privacy-related
actions, and consequently may have practical implications.

Additionally, our findings confront the privacy paradox,
and demonstrate a significant relationship between trust, pri-
vacy concerns, and intention to disclose. Perhaps, the phe-
nomenon is not present in the context of a well-being applica-
tion sign-up process, in which people’s behaviors are aligned
with their beliefs.
Cognitive processing. The moderating effect of valence sug-
gests that intention to disclose might be an effect of the Type
1 processing, which utilizes mental shortcuts and simple so-
lutions as the means for information processing. Further, our
results indicate that the affect-as-information and feeling-
as-information theories may be applied in the privacy re-
search [9,58]. Our findings demonstrate that concerns increase
with a decrease in valence. Perhaps because of the negative
valence, people perceive the situation as unsafe, using affect
as an indicator / marker of safety.

5.3 Limitations and future work
We used a crowdsourcing platform and gathered participants
mostly from English speaking countries, which make our find-
ings less generalizable to a wider population. We examined
only one context of privacy interaction, a sign-up process for
the well-being application. Recognizing the contextuality of
privacy, the sign-up process for another type of application
could lead to different conclusions.

Additionally, we might have primed participants by ex-
posing them to privacy controls, and as a result, affect their

intention to disclose. However, if this was the case, we might
perceive such priming as a relevant outcome, demonstrating
that solely the presence of controls has the potential to make
people more privacy-conscious.

Our statistical analysis resulted in small effect sizes, which
is anticipated in exploratory studies. However, our results are
significant, and the effects found provide motivation for future
replication studies to determine the magnitude of our findings.
Additionally, it is essential to mention that the interpretation
of the effect sizes for models with covariates is challenging, as
they are difficult to compare to standard benchmarks defined
by Cohen, which were based on unrestricted populations [40].
Cohen was cautiously discussing these benchmarks, acknowl-
edging that they might not apply to all research areas [56].
More recent findings revealed that he might have been correct,
as there are significant differences in effect sizes between
different sub-disciplines of psychology, with the actual effect
sizes being lower than the commonly used criteria [56].

Considering the limitations mentioned above, we propose
that future work should include comparable experiments, but
place them in diverse settings, targeting different population
and privacy contexts. Further, we call for research incorporat-
ing methods different than self-reported measures, particularly
in the case of affect. Both observational data, as well as phys-
iological measurements (e.g., EEG, fMRI), could be applied
in future inquiries to assess levels of affect more accurately.

6 Conclusion

We conducted an empirical analysis of privacy interactions
during the application sign-up process. To gather the nec-
essary data, we ran an online experiment with 620 English
speaking participants. Our results show that people driven by
curiosity utilize control over their information. We examined
how this affects their intention to disclose, privacy comprehen-
sion, and affective state (positive–negative valence). Further,
we investigated the role of valence in the relationship between
trust and privacy concerns. Our research indicates that the vi-
sual design of privacy notices may have a beneficial influence
on personal information disclosures. However, other factors
should be taken into consideration to ensure improvement in
individuals’ privacy practices. We discuss our findings in the
context of their applicability to the design of privacy notices
as well as future research directions, calling for a change in
both practical and theoretical approach to privacy research.
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Appendix

A Curiosity
Participant instructions:

Rate the statements below for how accurately they reflect
the way you generally feel and behave. Do not rate what you
think you should do, or wish you do, or things you no longer
do. Please be as honest as possible.

1. I actively seek as much information as I can in new
situations.

2. I am the type of person who really enjoys the uncertainty
of everyday life.

3. I am at my best when doing something that is complex
or challenging.

4. Everywhere I go, I am out looking for new things or
experiences.

5. I view challenging situations as an opportunity to grow
and learn.

6. I like to do things that are a little frightening.
7. I am always looking for experiences that challenge how

I think about myself and the world.
8. I prefer jobs that are excitingly unpredictable.
9. I frequently seek out opportunities to challenge myself

and grow as a person.
10. I am the kind of person who embraces unfamiliar people,

events, and places.
Scoring:

Items 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 reflect curiosity stretching. Items 2, 4,
6, 8, and 10 reflect curiosity embracing. Items were anchored
on the scale: 1 – very slightly or not at all, 2 – a little, 3 –
moderately, 4 – quite a bit, 5 – extremely.

B Affective Self Report
Participant instructions:

1st measurement instructions: Thinking about yourself, to
what extent do you currently feel:

2nd measurement instructions: Earlier in the study, we
asked you how did you feel. Thinking back about the sign-up
process, would you say that now you feel different or the same
in comparison to when we previously asked you?

1. Annoyed – Pleased
2. Tired – Energetic
3. Unpleasant – Pleasant
4. Patient – Anxious
5. Irritated – Content
6. Unhappy – Happy
7. Calm – Restless
8. Disappointed – Satisfied
9. Relaxed – Tense

10. Indifferent – Curious
Scoring:

Items scored on 7 points Likert scale. The second measure-
ment was labelled with the word more, e.g., More Annoyed –
More Pleased.

C Intention to disclose information

Participant instructions:
Thinking back about the sign-up process and considering

the previously presented scenario, if you were to sign up for
this application, would you be willing to share any of the
following information with this application provider?

1. Your age
2. Your weight
3. Your height
4. Gender
5. Ethnicity
6. Your sexual orientation
7. Your marital status
8. Number of children
9. Chronic conditions

10. Overall number of sexual partners, since you became
sexually active

11. Religious beliefs
12. Employment status
13. Political beliefs
14. Monthly income

Answers:
“I would disclose” or “I would prefer not to say.”

D Privacy comprehension

Participant instructions:
Thinking back about the sign-up process, could you please

tell us which of the following statements you believe are true
considering the privacy policy that you have been asked to
read.

1. Personal information is any information about you that
is collected by an online service provider.
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2. Information about you collected through any forms, in-
cluding sign-up form is used to personalize services.

3. The service provider will collect your health information.
4. You are contractually obliged to provide your contact

information.
5. You have full control over your personal information if

you sign up for forums and create a public profile on
this application, and you control how this information is
being shared with others.

6. There are third parties that collect data about you and
this service’s policy applies to the processing of your
information by such third parties.

7. If you are logged in to your social media and use the
application at the same time, information about your
activities will be tracked and recorded by social media
providers.

8. This application transfers personal data to companies
located abroad. These services can freely process your
personal information for their purposes.

9. The service provider is legally obliged to share your
personal information, and it does not need to inform you
about it.

10. The service provider can process your personal data with-
out your consent, for any purpose that was not explained
in its privacy policy.

Answers:
“True”, “False”, “I don’t remember / I don’t know.”

E Trust

Participant instructions:
Please read the statements below and indicate to what ex-

tent you disagree or agree with each of the statements.
1. Online companies would be trustworthy in handling the

information.
2. Online companies would tell the truth and fulfil promises

related to the information provided by me.
3. I trust that online companies would keep my best inter-

ests in mind when dealing with the information.
4. Online companies are in general predictable and consis-

tent regarding the usage of the information.
5. Online companies are always honest with customers

when it comes to using the information that I would
provide.

Scoring:
Items scoring on 7 points Likert scale, anchored “Strongly

disagree” – “Strongly agree”.

F Privacy concerns

Participant instructions:
Please state, to what extent do you agree with the following

sentences.

1. All things considered, the Internet may cause serious
privacy problems.

2. Compared to others, I am more sensitive about the way
online companies handle my personal information.

3. To me, it is the most important thing to keep my privacy
intact from online companies.

4. I believe other people are too much concerned with on-
line privacy issues.

5. Compared with other subjects on my mind, personal
privacy is very important.

6. I am concerned about threats to my personal privacy
today.

Scoring:
Items scoring on 7 points Likert scale, anchored “Strongly

disagree” – “Strongly agree.”

G Text of privacy policies

OUR POLICY
On this page, you can find an overview of our privacy policy.
If you think the information here is insufficient, you can check
the full text of Privacy Policy.

WHAT DATA WE COLLECT AND USE WHEN YOU
VISIT OUR SITE
We collect Non-personal and Personal information when you
visit our website. Personal Data is information that identifies
you or could be used to identify you, e.g., name, address,
email. Some of our services require the processing of your
health-related data. We collect information that you provide
directly to us when you choose to use our Services. We also
collect data that you submit through responses to any forms
such as sign up or profile creation forms, questionnaires, etc.
We use this data to personalize our services and to optimize
your experience.

WHEN WE COLLECT YOUR DATA AND WHY
We collect information, e.g., Personal Data, when you browse
our website or use our service. Among the information col-
lected are your IP address, browser type, operating system,
error logs, and the like. Such aggregated information does not
identify you and is used by us to analyze trends, to administer
and monitor our site, its use, and to gather general information
about the use of our website.

HOW WE DISCLOSE YOUR DATA
There are a few instances when we are obliged to disclose
your information. E.g., to pursue our legitimate interest in
applying or enforcing the terms and conditions, or to respond
to any claims. We may disclose your data to protect our rights
or the rights of a third party; to protect the safety of any person
or to prevent any illegal activities. If legally required to do
so, we will collect your prior consent before sharing your
Personal Data with other companies.

HOW WE USE YOUR DATA
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We use your data to send you service announcements and
updates regarding our Website. You are contractually required
to provide us with such Personal Data as, without it, we will
not be able to send you service-related communication.
PROCESSING FOR OTHER PURPOSES
If your Personal Data are processed for purposes not men-
tioned in this policy, we will provide you with information on
that other purposes and any additional relevant information
as referred to in this Privacy Policy.
SHARING YOUR DATA
We may share some of your Personal Data with our company
located in other countries, providing us with hosting services.
We use third-party service providers to offer or facilitate ser-
vices on our behalf and share your data with such providers
to the extent necessary to perform their services on our behalf.
They are prohibited from using your Personal Data or any
other purposes than those described in this Privacy Policy.
SOCIAL FEATURES
We feature public forums such as message boards, bulletin
boards or activities where you and other users can communi-
cate with one another. The Public Profile feature permits you
to share information about yourself (including, if you elect,
Personal Data) with others. If you use Social Features, we
cannot control how other users might use your data. We also
cannot prevent you from receiving unwanted messages from
others. You are not legally required to provide us with your
Personal Data, but without it, we cannot offer you to use our
Social Features.
SOCIAL PLUGINS
Our Website contains links to or features from other sites.
This Policy does not cover the privacy practices of third-party
websites or features. We use social networks plugins of Face-
book, Twitter and YouTube. If you visit our Website while
signed in to your social media account, results in the transfer
of information about you to the social network. Such infor-
mation can be linked with your social network account. This
data transfer is triggered already when you visit our Website,
irrespective whether you interact with the plugin. To prevent
this, you must log out of your social network account before
visiting our Website.
CONTACT
If you have any questions about our Privacy Policy or feel that
we are not abiding by the terms of our posted Privacy Policy
or the applicable data protection laws, please contact our data
protection officer at legal@abc.com.

G.1 Amended text of policy for groups given control

OPT-OUT FROM INFORMATION PROCESSING

We do not want to collect all of the information about you.
However, the more information we have, the more accurate
and personalized services we can offer. To ensure your control
over the information, we offer you options to opt-out from
particular data collection and processing. If you wish to limit
the collection of your information, change the switches to
Disabled mode.

SHARING YOUR DATA
We may share some of your Personal Data with our company
located in other countries, providing us with hosting services.
We use third-party service providers to offer or facilitate ser-
vices on our behalf and share your data with such providers
to the extent necessary to perform their services on our behalf.
They are prohibited from using your Personal Data or any
other purposes than those described in this Privacy Policy.
If you don’t want us to transfer your information to servers
located abroad, you can disable this as per our Policy.

SOCIAL FEATURES
We feature public forums such as message boards, bulletin
boards or activities where you and other users can communi-
cate with one another. The Public Profile feature permits you
to share information about yourself (including, if you elect,
Personal Data) with others. If you use Social Features, we
cannot control how other users might use your data. We also
cannot prevent you from receiving unwanted messages from
others. You are not legally required to provide us with your
Personal Data, but without it, we cannot offer you to use our
Social Features. If you do not want to have Social Features,
you can disable this functionality, and we will not provide
you with such services.

SOCIAL PLUGINS
Our Website contains links to or features from other sites.
This Policy does not cover the privacy practices of third-party
websites or features. We use social networks plugins of Face-
book, Twitter and YouTube. If you visit our Website while
signed in to your social media account, results in the transfer
of information about you to the social network. Such infor-
mation can be linked with your social network account. This
data transfer is triggered already when you visit our Website,
irrespective whether you interact with the plugin. To prevent
this, you must log out of your social network account before
visiting our Website. Alternatively, you can disable the social
media plugins as offered in our Policy.

G.2 Images applied in the policy display

Each section of the text in the privacy policy contained fram-
ing image, as presented in figs. 6 to 13 (A.- negative, B.-
positive).
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A. B.

Figure 6: Images displayed next to the policy section “WHAT DATA WE COLLECT AND USE WHEN YOU VISIT OUR
SITE.”

A. B.

Figure 7: Images displayed next to the policy section “WHEN WE COLLECT YOUR DATA AND WHY.”

A. B.

Figure 8: Images displayed next to the policy section “HOW WE DISCLOSE YOUR DATA.”

A. B.

Figure 9: Images displayed next to the policy section “HOW WE USE YOUR DATA.”
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A. B.

Figure 10: Images displayed next to the policy section “PROCESSING FOR OTHER PURPOSES.”

A. B.

Figure 11: Images displayed next to the policy section “SHARING YOUR DATA.”

A. B.

Figure 12: Images displayed next to the policy section “SOCIAL FEATURES.”

A. B.

Figure 13: Images displayed next to the policy section “SOCIAL PLUGINS.”
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Abstract
Most people are unfamiliar with the kinds of inferences that
platforms like Facebook and Google can automatically asso-
ciate with them, despite the existence of interfaces designed
to provide transparency to end users. We conducted a study
to investigate people’s reactions upon being exposed to these
inferences, to learn if and how they perceived the inferences
to be connected to themselves. Through qualitative analysis,
we found that the evidence participants used to relate the
inferences with their self-perceptions was bounded by what
they remembered about their own past behaviors in connec-
tion with the platform. Inferences that participants felt were
implausible given their own behavior were rationalized as be-
ing related to family members, outdated, or could fit anyone
with similar demographic characteristics. Participants also
identified some inferences they believed had no connection
with themselves whatsoever. We discuss implications for how
participants’ reasoning might lead to expectations about what
kinds of inferences are possible, and what this means for peo-
ple’s ability to make informed privacy decisions regarding
consent and disclosure.

1 Introduction
The current model for governing digital data collection and
use, notice and choice, entails providing access to complex
terms of use or privacy policies. These documents describe
how platforms—systems consisting of networked hardware
and software that connect people with information and with
each other—will collect, use, and share the data they collect

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

about people. The notice and choice model assumes that if
proper transparency is provided, then people will choose not
to use platforms that have data collection and use practices
they don’t like [28]. This model reinforces the idea that digital
privacy—control over how data about oneself is collected and
used—can be effectively managed by individuals who make
informed choices that are aligned with their preferences.

But, in reality, people struggle to manage their privacy.
Widespread data collection and use of machine learning tech-
nologies combined with the rise of data brokers makes it pos-
sible for platforms to generate inferences about users, which
consist of new information that is automatically derived from
data the platforms collect or obtain [2]. For example, one per-
son’s browsing history aggregated with data collected from
millions of other people can be used to derive inferences about
anyone who uses the platform, revealing sensitive personal
characteristics people might prefer not to disclose [4,7,14,17].
Most people don’t have a very good understanding of what
kinds of inferences can be derived in this way [16, 23, 24, 32]
or how those inferences can be used to direct their attention
and influence their choices and opportunities.

New data privacy laws like the E.U. General Data Protec-
tion Regulation (GDPR)1 and the U.S. California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA)2 have mandated better transparency
about data collection and use. Partially in response to this,
platforms have begun showing more information to users
about what they are doing with the data they collect about
them. Both Facebook and Google provide a web page where
people with an account on the platform may view their “Ad
Settings factors” (Google)3 or “Ad Preferences categories”
(Facebook)4. Despite language that connotes some level of
user ownership and control—the inferences are described as
“your ads” by Google, and “your information” by Facebook—
these pages display information that has been automatically
generated by the platform, not specified by the user. Interfaces

1https://gdpr-info.eu
2https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/ccpa
3https://adssettings.google.com/
4https://www.facebook.com/ads/preferences/
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like these provide some visibility into the kinds of informa-
tion it is possible for platforms to infer about users, and as
such are potentially an important way for people to develop
an understanding of their inference-generating capabilities.

We conducted a survey and interview study to investigate
participants’ reactions to the inferences Facebook and Google
have made about them, and what their explanations about
how and why the inferences were assigned reveal about their
understanding of the platforms’ inferencing capabilities and
motivations. The way participants explain the connection (or
lack of connection) they perceive between themselves and the
inferences can reveal their guesses, knowledge, and insights
about where the inferences come from.

We found that participants’ understanding of the inferences
was based primarily on their own memories about their past
online behavior, their self-perceptions of their interests, and
their perceptions of the interests of family members. Infer-
ences that could not be explained as related to these things
were assumed to be mistakes. These findings show that the
framing people use for understanding inferences is limited to
things they are directly knowledgeable about. This framing
does not support envisioning inferences from the platforms’
perspective. Therefore, inferences derived from data people
cannot anticipate or for purposes they are unfamiliar with
would be extremely difficult for them to truly consent to. This
paper contributes novel findings to the privacy literature about
the constraints on people’s knowledge and understanding of
what platforms can infer about them, which have implications
for their ability to make informed informed privacy decisions
regarding consent and disclosure.

2 Related Work
2.1 User Awareness of Online Tracking and Inferences
Tracking of user browsing behavior is a phenomenon that
has become increasingly complex. At least one study has
empirically shown that the scope of information tracked and
the variety of trackers on websites have greatly increased over
the past two decades, though studies on such tracking behavior
came much later [21]. Media controversies surrounding large-
scale tracking and the sharing of data have made some of the
tensions between users and companies more public, but may
not necessarily equip users to conceptualize more broadly
about these systems [12].

One type of user tracking that has been studied extensively
is online behavioral advertising (OBA), which presents users
with advertisements targeted to them based on their tracked be-
havior (see [3] and [30] for a more comprehensive overview).
User studies of reactions to targeted advertising show that
users perceive useful and beneficial properties of OBA, even
as there are aspects of it that they find uncomfortable. The
delivery of more personalized, relevant content is consid-
ered useful, while discomfort can stem from perceptions of
excessive intrusiveness, sometimes described as ‘scary’ or

‘creepy’ [5, 29]. Users who ‘feel watched’ in this way may be
intuitively expecting systems to conform with social norms of
not conducting unsolicited observation of others [22]. What
these user perceptions have in common is an understanding
of algorithmic inferences as driven by social entities and hu-
man logic, which may not be true for complex systems that
make inferences across patterns beyond the intuitive capac-
ity of the human mind to connect. Indeed, though websites
may provide various disclosures about information collection
(whether legally required or industry self-regulated), these do
not appear to be particularly effective in providing users with
meaningful notice that it is taking place [18, 34].

2.2 Awareness and Inference Literacy
The increasing complexity of online tracking, and the impli-
cations this tracking holds for privacy decision-making, has
led some scholars to call for the need to recognize ‘inference
literacy,’ or the “beliefs and misconceptions users hold about
companies inferencing methods and capabilities” [31]. Users
perceive that their online activities are being tracked or fol-
lowed, though industry-standard icons, taglines, and explicit
disclosures are often misinterpreted [19, 29]. Uncertainty
about the usage of behavioral data is a subject of concern
for users [25], and individuals articulate clear preferences for
the type of information and categories they are comfortable
with having associated with them based on what they believe
others can do with that data [11, 20].

Feedback from information collection systems can greatly
influence what users are able to conceptualize them doing [8,
10,24]. Some companies have provided their users with access
to their online behavioral profile. Experiments have been used
to gain a more technical understanding of how some of the
infrastructures underlying these data collection and inference
activities respond to user behavior [6], but studies have also
explored user reactions to these systems. A study that exposed
users to their site-generated behavioral profile reported that
participants found these difficult to comprehend, and focused
solely on identifying user concerns with data collection [25].
Several tools have been created to increase user awareness
about tracking and inferences, some of which employ a soft
paternalism or ‘nudging’ approach to guide users to different
decision-making processes by using underlying behavioral
biases [1]. Other approaches have focused on creating novel
ways of visualizing behavioral data, exemplified in one study
where browsing information was collected from a plugin in
order to show users what can be inferred from certain types
of data [32]. A key theme that emerges from these studies is
that user awareness is greater when they are able to recognize
themselves in the data collected about them.

2.3 Research Goals
This study focuses on users’ reactions to and explanations
of real-world inferences assigned to them, in order to investi-
gate how they make sense of the inferences and relate them
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to their lives and self-perceptions. This differs from previ-
ous research on user understanding of underlying tracking
mechanisms [29, 35], and platforms’ reasons for tracking and
tailoring ads and how that relates to privacy concern regarding
tracking [9]. It also differs from Weinshel et al. [32] which
generated its own inferences rather than investigating reac-
tions to platforms’ actual inferences. While Eslami et al. [11]
found that that users “justify” algorithmic decisions by look-
ing for connections between themselves and inferences, we
take this idea further by identifying patterns in the explana-
tions and evidence present the reactions our study elicited
from participants to the inferences that had been assigned
to them. These reactions, and the connections users make
between the inferences and their self-perceptions, can help
researchers and designers understand what makes inferences
seem plausible and therefore what kinds of inferences people
might expect when consenting to a platform.

3 Method
3.1 Approach
Our study focused on eliciting participants’ reactions to the
actual inferences made about them by Facebook and Google.
We focused on these platforms because earlier research about
awareness of inferences showed that participants’ perceptions
of the likelihood of different types of inferences varied by
platform. For example, more participants who were shown a
hypothetical scenario involving clicking on links in the Face-
book News Feed believed inferences about their social rela-
tionships were likely than participants who viewed a scenario
involving clicking on links in Google search results [23].

Many studies have used hypothetical scenarios to investi-
gate inference-related awareness, concern, and privacy prefer-
ences; however, people can react differently to real evidence
of platforms’ data practices contextualized in their own lives
and experiences, than to general descriptions or hypotheti-
cals [22]. We began by conducting a survey in which we
asked respondents to answer questions about the specific in-
ferences made about them by either Facebook or Google. We
then invited a subset of the survey respondents to participate
in a follow-up interview where we showed them a report that
presented the inferences they had answered questions about
and a summary of their responses to the questions. We used
the reports as a form of breaching experiment [13] that pro-
vided visibility into the platforms’ inferencing capabilities,
which most of our participants were previously not aware of.
The interview focused on participants’ overall reactions to
the inferences, and their explanations about why they thought
those inferences had been assigned to them and how they had
been generated.

3.2 Survey
The survey took place in late March and early April 2019.
Respondents were recruited using a subject pool consisting

Facebook Google

Man 12 16
Woman 31 35
Other 1 0
Total 44 51

No college 1 4
Some college 7 3
Four-year college degree 15 19
Some postgraduate 1 4
Postgraduate degree 20 21

Income less than $34,999 15 13
Income $35,000 to $74,999 13 19
Income $75,000 to $149,999 11 17
Income $150,000 or more 5 2

Aware of inferences page: Yes 11 5
Aware of inferences page: Unsure 4 5
Aware of inferences page: No. 29 41

Num. inferences: Mean (SD) 12 (9.86) 67.6 (35.1)
Num. of inferences: Median 4 66
Num. of inferences: Max 33 131

Table 1: Characteristics of the survey respondents.

of members of the community surrounding Michigan State
University. The first page of the survey informed potential
respondents before they consented that they would be asked
to log in to either Facebook or Google and navigate to a web
page which they would be asked to download and then sub-
mit to the survey so that the survey could generate questions
for them based on the content on that page. Eligible partici-
pants were at least 18 years old (Min=22, Mean=38, Max=71),
and regular users of either Google or Facebook. Students at
the university were not eligible to participate. People who
consented to the survey and passed the screening questions
were randomly assigned to answer questions about either their
Facebook or Google inferences.

The survey asked questions about respondents’ use of Face-
book or Google and their demographics, and then it provided
instructions for navigating to their inferences web page, sav-
ing the web page as a file, and uploading it to our server via
the survey interface. The files submitted by respondents were
parsed to identify the inference categories and then deleted.
The survey then generated three questions about each infer-
ence, which respondents answered on a 7-point Likert scale
(Strongly disagree–Strongly agree). “[inference]” in each
question was replaced by the text parsed out of the file each
respondent submitted via the survey:

- sensible: It makes sense that [inference] is associated
with me.

- relevant: [inference] is relevant to who I am as a person.
- accurate: [inference] is an accurate description of my

everyday activities.
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Number of Mean
ID Gender Age Aware? Inferences Accuracy

Fa
ce

bo
ok

Pa
rt

ic
ip

an
ts P01 Woman 62 No 20 5.05

P02 Woman 28 No 26 5.44
P10 Man 44 Unsure 25 4.48
P11 Man 63 No 24 5.62
P13 Woman 28 No 33 4.39
P15 Woman 44 Yes 14 4.00
P16 Woman 34 No 25 4.84
P20 Man 38 Unsure 26 4.42

G
oo

gl
e

Pa
rt

ic
ip

an
ts

P03 Man 38 No 59 4.05
P04 Woman 32 No 98 4.76
P05 Man 29 Yes 63 2.32
P07 Man 71 No 62 4.44
P08 Woman 59 Unsure 83 4.49
P09 Woman 63 No 40 4.78
P12 Man 31 No 48 3.77
P14 Man 30 No 94 4.68
P17 Woman 48 No 65 3.54
P18 Woman 30 No 104 3.87
P19 Man 38 No 44 3.05
P21 Woman 40 No 46 4.00
P22 Woman 43 No 109 3.07

Table 2: Characteristics of the interview participants. ‘Aware’
indicates whether the participant had previously seen the plat-
form’s inferences web page. ‘Mean Accuracy’ is the average
of each participant’s responses to the accuracy survey ques-
tion about each inference. Higher means greater perceived
accuracy on a scale of 1–7.

For respondents with a very large number of inferences
assigned to them, our code randomly selected 85 to ask about,
because our pilot testing indicated that any more than this
would result in an excessively long survey. The last ques-
tion in the survey asked if respondents would be interested
in participating in a follow-up interview, and 57% said yes
and provided their contact information. On average, it took
32.5 minutes (SD=91) to complete the survey. Ninety-five
respondents completed the survey (44 Facebook, 51 Google;
28 men, 66 women, 1 did not disclose gender). Eighty-seven
percent of respondents were white, 7% were Asian, and the
remaining respondents reported multiple ethnicities. Further
demographics are presented in Table 1. Respondents who
completed the survey received a $5 USD Amazon gift card.
The survey questions are included in Appendix A.

3.3 Interviews
The interviews took place in April 2019, shortly after the sur-
vey data collection ended. From the 57 survey respondents
who said they were interested in being interviewed, we ran-
domly chose participants to invite, prioritizing gender and
platform balance. After the first five interviews had been con-
ducted, we realized that the nature of the Facebook inferences
made them more difficult for participants to react to (see more

�3DUWLFLSDQW�1DPH���)DFHERRN�,QIRUPDWLRQ
)LSV^�PZ�[OL�PUMVYTH[PVU�`V\�HUZ^LYLK�X\LZ[PVUZ�HIV\[�^OLU�`V\�ÄSSLK�V\[�[OL�Z\Y]L �̀�@V\�HUZ^LYLK
[OYLL�X\LZ[PVUZ�MVY�LHJO�WPLJL�VM�PUMVYTH[PVU!

B?D�PZ�YLSL]HU[�[V�^OV�0�HT�HZ�H�WLYZVU
B?D�PZ�HU�HJJ\YH[L�KLZJYPW[PVU�VM�T`�L]LY`KH`�HJ[P]P[PLZ
0[�THRLZ�ZLUZL�[OH[�B?D�PZ�HZZVJPH[LK�^P[O�TL
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Figure 1: Example excerpt from a Facebook inferences report
generated from data about one of the authors.

about this in the Findings section). At that point we decided
to conduct more of the remaining interviews with Google
participants than Facebook participants. We conducted 22
interviews, but excluded P06 before analysis due to a high
proportion of low quality, off-topic answers to questions. Of
the 21 remaining interviews, 9 were with men and 12 with
women, and 8 focused on Facebook inferences while 13 fo-
cused on Google inferences. Interview participants ranged in
age from 28 to 71 (Mean=43). Most participants were cur-
rently or formerly employed as knowledge workers (e.g., staff
or instructors at the university; teachers; working in local gov-
ernment; retired). See Table 2 for further information about
the interview participants.

Each interview began by showing the participant a report
that we generated which included the inferences they had
answered questions about in the survey, and the average of
the ratings of the three questions asked about each inference,
rounded to the nearest whole number and then color-coded ac-
cording to the position of the average on the 7-point disagree-
agree Likert scale. The report was designed to be a simple
artifact that enabled us to elicit participants’ reactions to the
inferences, independent of the jargon and branding on the
platforms’ own pages. The last page of the report also showed
inferences that were unique to each participant among the
survey respondents who had been assigned the same platform,
and inferences that all survey respondents asked about that
platform had been assigned. See Figure 1 for an excerpt of a
report generated using the inferences of one of the authors.
The interview protocol and example Facebook and Google
inference reports are included in Appendix C.

The semi-structured interview protocol included questions
designed to investigate participants’ beliefs about why and
how the inferences had been assigned to them, and about what
the inferences are used for by Facebook and Google. Care was
taken to elicit participants’ thoughts and reactions in their own
words and to ask non-leading follow-up questions, so that the
interviewers did not impart a sense that technical correctness
or incorrectness was an important framework for thinking
about the inferences or prime their answers in other ways. We
also avoided using the word “privacy” in the interviews unless
the participant mentioned it first, to avoid influencing their
reactions to the inferences. Interviews lasted 30-40 minutes,
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and participants received a $25 USD Amazon gift card as a
thank you for participating.

3.4 Analysis
The interviews were digitally recorded, transcribed, and iden-
tifying information was removed from the transcripts. We
conducted iterative qualitative analysis of the transcripts that
progressed over several rounds [26]. In the first round, two
coders conducted inductive open coding that identified de-
scriptive themes in the data. These themes included beliefs
about participants’ interests, characteristics, past activities,
goals, etc. that were related to any connection they perceived
between themselves and the inference they were talking about,
and varying levels of understanding about how the inferences
might have been selected. After the first round, the coders sum-
marized all of the codes by participant, and the research team
engaged in a several-day immersive interpretation session
with the goal of identifying higher level themes. Afterward,
one member of the research team engaged in a second round
of coding focusing on characterizing types of reactions to the
inferences (e.g., plausible, implausible, no connection; see
the Findings section for details), and then a second member
of the team focused on the reactions in order to group them
by the types of evidence and examples participants provided
in their explanations about how and why those inferences
had been assigned to them. Our findings primarily focus on
the higher-level themes and evidence identified in the second
round of coding.

3.5 Limitations and Ethical Considerations
We used a convenience sample that was more highly edu-
cated, white, and generally had a higher income level than
the general population of the United States. A sample with a
different demographic composition would likely have been
assigned different kinds of inferences. In addition, people
who saw sensitive or uncomfortable inferences when they
viewed their inference web page before saving it may have
chosen not to complete the survey, and so people with char-
acteristics that may make them more likely to be assigned
sensitive inferences may not have participated. Our study was
also U.S.-focused, and people in other countries and from
other cultures might have different inferences, and different
reactions to the inferences, than we observed in our sample.

In the interviews, we asked participants to react to and
think about inferences that most were not aware of before
the study. This means that participants’ reactions were what
first came to mind as they processed and thought about the
inferences, which most of them had not spent much time doing
before. These initial reactions are based on their existing
mental models—the knowledge, beliefs and understandings of
cause and effect related to data collection and use—that were
present before the interviews. This means that our method
was able to identify the kinds of thinking and reactions that

might occur when people encounter information for the first
time about the kinds of inferences a platform makes about
users, at the time when they are choosing whether to consent
to its terms or not. But, we cannot know from these interviews
how participants’ thinking about the inferences could evolve
over time, or how they might have reacted if they had been
assigned different inferences or if the platform had revealed
more/less about the inferences it makes. Also, our data do not
allow us to conclusively enumerate all of the different types of
inferences, data, and mechanisms for deriving inferences that
participants were aware of and knowledgeable about, since
we just asked them about the specific inferences assigned to
them by a single platform.

This research was approved by our institution’s IRB. Con-
sent was obtained separately for the survey and follow-up
interviews. The inferences files were parsed and only the la-
bels for the inferences were stored in our database, associated
with a random participant identifier string. No other infor-
mation was gathered from the files. Previous research about
Facebook’s inferences has found that only a very small pro-
portion (1.66%) are potentially sensitive, although the same
study provided evidence that 73% of EU Facebook users in
their sample had been assigned at least one sensitive infer-
ence [4]. Through piloting, we determined that participants
would be very unlikely to feel that any of the inferences in the
files were something they would be uncomfortable discussing
in an interview. Inferences about survey respondents who did
not complete the survey were deleted from our database. Also,
both platforms provide controls that allow the user to “turn
off” (Google) or “remove” (Facebook) inferences from the
visible list. However, our testing showed that these deacti-
vated inferences were present in participants’ files. We did
not store deactivated inferences in our database, nor did we
ask questions about them in the survey.

4 Findings
4.1 Inferences Differed Across Platforms
The Facebook and Google inferences differed in number and
in character for our survey respondents. Facebook had as-
signed fewer inferences to each respondent in our survey
sample (Mean=12, Max=33) than Google had (Mean=66,
Max=131). In addition, there were more unique inferences
assigned by Google across all of our survey respondents than
by Facebook (Google: 561; Facebook: 110), indicating that
Google’s inferences might appear to be more highly person-
alized to end users based on the information that is provided
in the interface. However, Facebook survey respondents re-
ported that they felt the inferences were more accurate, on
average, than Google respondents (Facebook: Mean=4.64,
SD=1.88; Google: Mean=3.84, SD=2.05).

The most common inferences assigned to Facebook respon-
dents in our sample had to do with how respondents accessed
Facebook. For example, “WiFi users” and “Mobile network or
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device users” were two of the most common Facebook infer-
ences in our data, both assigned to 42 of 44 Facebook survey
respondents. All Facebook interview participants found it
hard to react to inferences like these, because they seemed to
be about obvious facts that the participants easily recognized
as being related to themselves and therefore did not dispute.
(Where participants’ reactions were about a specific inference,
we have included the inference in italics immediately before
the quote.)

[Facebook access (browser): Chrome; Birthday
in August] I use Chrome. That’s when I was born.
–P01, Woman, Facebook

[WiFi users; Gmail users] I use wifi, I use Gmail.
–P10, Man, Facebook

In contrast, the most common inference among Google
survey respondents was “Parenting” (46 out of 51 Google
respondents) followed by “Home & Garden” (43) and “Shop-
ping” (41). Interview participants asked about their Google
inferences typically had a lot more to say about them, be-
cause the Google inferences seemed more descriptive and
personally relevant. For example:

[Vehicle Shopping; Autos & Vehicles] Yeah, I’ve
been doing that recently for sure. I’m kind of in the
market for a different vehicle. I mean, yeah I guess
autos and vehicles probably went along with vehicle
shopping... actually I was just, before I came here
I was Googling how to replace a headlight in one
of our cars. So yeah, I use that a lot. –P12, Man,
Google

Google interview participants reacted in a similar manner
as the Facebook respondents did to the inferences that seemed
to be facts about themselves, e.g., “I am male, I’m over 65. No
problems with that.” (P07, Man, Google) and “Mobile phones,
I’m sure that’s because of Sprint.” (P09, Woman, Google).
However, the majority of Google inferences felt more per-
sonal to interview participants, and potentially descriptive of
their interests. There were many Google inferences for genres
of music, travel destinations, hobbies, sports, types of news
(e.g., “American Football”, 33 participants; “Gourmet & Spe-
cialty Foods”, 31; “TV Talk Shows”, 30). See Appendix B for
examples of the most and least common inferences among
our survey respondents.

Sixty-six percent of Facebook survey respondents and 80%
of Google respondents had not seen their inferences page be-
fore. Only 9% of Facebook respondents and 10% of Google
respondents said they had seen the page; the remaining re-
spondents from both platforms were unsure. In addition, only
2 of the 21 interview participants were among those who
indicated they’d seen their inferences page before the survey.

4.2 Inference Reactions and Explanations
Our analysis of the interview transcripts identified character-
istics of participants’ reactions to the inferences assigned to
them that revealed three broad themes. The themes differed in

Inference: Information that a platform has automatically
assigned to a person that is derived from data
the platform has collected or obtained.

Reaction: A person’s sense of the extent to which an infer-
ence seems to apply to them, focused on the rela-
tionship between the inference and themselves.

Explanation: Interpretations that involve causal relations,
about why and how an inference was assigned.

Plausible: The inference was believable, and participants
provided specific evidence or explanations sup-
porting why it made sense to them.

Implausible: The inference was initially not believable, but
participants subsequently provided an explana-
tion justifying why it might be related to them
in some way.

No Connection: The inference did not make sense, and partici-
pants were certain that it did not apply to them.

Table 3: Summary of the conceptual framework used to un-
derstand participants’ reactions to the inferences.

terms of the types of evidence participants described to sup-
port their thinking about how the inferences connected with
their self-perceptions, and in terms of the degree of connec-
tion they believed was present. We focus below on describing
these themes, and characterizing participants’ explanations of
how they thought the inferences were connected to themselves.
These explanations are important, because they illustrate par-
ticipants’ understanding of how the platforms’ inferences
relate to them and their lives. In general, generating explana-
tions helps people to develop and evolve their understanding
of how and why things work the way they do [15, 33]. As
such, characterizing participants’ reactions and explanations
is important for identifying how people might anticipate what
kinds of inferences are possible in these and other platforms
and systems. See Table 3 for a summary of definitions of
important concepts used in this section.

4.2.1 ‘Plausible’ Reactions Were Grounded

The most common reaction to the inferences from both Face-
book and Google participants was certainty that the inference
was related to themselves and their interests. We refer to this
type of reaction as a plausible reaction, because the inference
was believable to them. The example below illustrates what a
plausible reaction looked like:

[Parenting] I think just because it’s a main part
of my life. It makes sense... it’s I guess obvious
that it would be on there. I feel like a good majority
of stuff that I’m doing online outside of work is
stuff for the kids. Like Googling summer camps
and trying to figure out activities and I think of all
this stuff that I’m randomly looking up online as
kid related... –P21, Woman, Google
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Participants had this type of reaction when inferences
seemed to them to be grounded in what they could remem-
ber about their past actions and perceptions of their present
activities, interests, and demographics. They felt like these in-
ferences made sense to them, and they could produce specific
evidence or explanations for why this was, without hesitation.
Fifty-five percent of the reactions to inferences that were dis-
cussed by participants in the interviews (176 of 321) were
plausible, and every participant had at least one plausible reac-
tion to an inference; the average number of plausible reactions
per participant was 85.

In a large proportion of the plausible reactions, the partici-
pant gave evidence of their past activities on the platform to
support their feeling that the inference made sense for them.
This evidence looked mostly like general recollections about
the kinds of topics they search for (Google) or about typical
content of posts they had made or articles they had read (Face-
book). Nineteen participants had plausible reactions similar
to these:

[TV Comedies] How can I explain... I do view,
they’re my favorite genre of television. And [this
inference] describes, I guess, my everyday activ-
ities probably more so than other things. I guess
probably, I do cast searches on occasion, things like
that. –P05, Man, Google

[Parents (All)] Because I have three kids, well, a
lot of my posts are about my kids. –P13, Woman,
Facebook

Other plausible reactions, described by 11 participants,
seemed related to memories of specific recent past searches.
For example, in reaction to the inferences “Flooring” and
“Lamps & Lighting”, one participant described how she and
her family had just been shopping for lamps online and had
their floors replaced as part of remodeling their home (P22,
Woman, Google). Another participant talked about how she
was in the process of selling her house and was doing some
searching online about appraisals (“Property Inspections &
Appraisals”; P08, Woman, Google).

A third very common form of plausible reaction, mentioned
by 14 participants, talked about the participant’s general inter-
ests or how they spent a lot of their time as an explanation for
why the inference made sense to them, but without mention-
ing any specific online activities. For example, P17 related
one of her inferences to her volunteer activities, but did not
mention online searching or web browsing:

[Dogs] Because ninety-nine point nine percent
of anything I do online outside of work is probably
dog related. I volunteer at an animal shelter and I
volunteer for a rescue. And I foster for them. –P17,
Woman, Google

5Note that some participants commented on multiple inferences at once,
and these were all coded together as one reaction. All participants only
discussed a subset of the inferences present in their reports. The counts,
averages and percentages reported in this section are only intended to convey
relative prevalence within our sample.

There was little difference in the proportion and type of
plausible reactions between Facebook and Google partici-
pants, with one exception: Facebook participants were more
likely to mention inferences as related to their Facebook
Friends or engagement with content on Facebook, whereas
Google participants were more likely to mention search his-
tory. The two examples below illustrate this difference:

[Close Friends of Women with a Birthday in 7-30
days] That’s based on my friends list in Facebook
–P13, Woman, Facebook

[Cooking & Recipes] Yeah, all of my recipes
come from the Internet, so same thing. I’m googling
food a lot. –P22, Woman, Google

Another pattern we noticed in the data was that participants
were more clear in their plausible reactions about describ-
ing the types of online activity they believed the inferences
were based on, and therefore the types of data they under-
stood the platforms to have access to, than any specifics about
technical mechanisms that gave the platforms access to these
data. When specifically probed about how they thought the
platforms were able to assign specific inferences to them, par-
ticipants’ explanations were vague and high level, conveying
notions of access and visibility but not detailed speculation
about transmission or collection. Below are a few examples
of this.

- P13, Facebook: Based on the content that I engage with
and the pages that I follow

- P16, Facebook: Facebook has some way of knowing
- P03, Google: It’ll look at everything from your email

history to your search history
- P22, Google: Google sees it in my searches
As these findings show, participants had a plausible reac-

tion to an inference when they were certain that it was relevant
to them, because they could explain its’ relevance using evi-
dence they felt was true about themselves. Explanations about
what caused plausible-seeming inferences to be assigned were
constrained by participants’ ability to identify potential rea-
sons for this, related to the person’s self-perceptions and plat-
form use.

4.2.2 ‘Implausible’ Reactions Were Rationalized
The second theme that emerged from our coding of partici-
pants’ reactions to the inferences was uncertainty about why
the inferences had been assigned, followed quickly by an ex-
planation rationalizing a possible source for the connection
between the inference and themselves. We refer to this type of
reaction as an implausible reaction, because these inferences
initially were difficult for participants to believe or relate to.
But, after further consideration, the participant identified a
reason that the inference may have been assigned. For exam-
ple, below is a participant’s reaction to an inference assigned
to her by Facebook:

[Lived in United States (Formerly Expats -
United States)] Well, I still currently live here.
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So those were pretty inaccurate to me... I’m sure
they’re collecting information on where I’m at. I do
travel a lot for work so I can see how they would
get that. –P02, Woman, Facebook

This participant initially rejected the idea that the inference
was related to her, but then backtracked, explaining that per-
haps her recent location history had something to do with
why this inference had been assigned. It was as though, for
these inferences, no immediate reason it would have been
assigned to the participant came to mind. But, then a realiza-
tion occurred that something about their past history, behavior
online, or relationship with someone might be interpreted
as supporting the inference, even if it seemed like a stretch
to them. The explanations participants generated as part of
implausible reactions to inferences were more speculative,
and less convincing to themselves, than the explanations they
had given for the inferences for which they’d had plausible
reactions. Twenty-eight percent of the reactions we coded
(89 of 321) were like this, and 19 out of 21 participants had
an implausible reaction to at least one of the inferences that
had been assigned to them. On average, participants had 5
implausible reactions to inferences.

The implausible reactions for which clear exceptions did
not come to mind for participants formed a spectrum of per-
ceived separation between the participant’s self-perception
and the inference. The most related inferences were those
participants felt used to be true about them, but were not true
any longer, and six participants reacted in this way:

[Groupon] Yeah, when I first got into that, I used
it for golf stuff, but I haven’t done that in quite some
time. It’s like these things never go away. –P07,
Man, Google

The next level of separation, slightly more distant than an
outdated inference, had to do with inferences that the par-
ticipant felt were related to their close family members or
friends, but not themselves. They believed these inferences
had to do with the specific interests of those people, or with
searching they had done for things they themselves were not
actually interested in, but people they were close to were.
Seven participants had a similar reaction to an inference:

[Coffee & Tea] I don’t drink coffee. My husband
does though. So again maybe, you know? –P18,
Woman, Google

[Fitness] I don’t do a lot with fitness online, so
I’m not sure why they came up. Although I do go to
soccer.com a lot and do stuff a lot related to soccer
because of my children, maybe that’s why that’s
there? –P22, Woman, Google

The third and most distant characterization of the related-
ness of inferences that seemed implausible is a little bit more
far-fetched, in that the participants imagined that the inference
might just be assigned to everyone in a certain demographic.
P03 provided an example of this, in reaction to the inference
“Parenting” (8 participants reacted similarly):

[Parenting] I don’t have any kids and so I was
like, why in the world did parenting come up... I
mean they can determine your age bracket pretty
quickly and if they feel like, okay that should be
something that’s relevant to majority of people in
that age bracket, we’re going to add it or some-
thing... –P03, Man, Google

Participants’ implausible reactions occurred when they
were unsure about whether an inference applied to them or
not, and then justified the presence of a connection with weak,
speculative evidence. This evidence was not some recent fact
or belief about themselves; rather, it relied on things they were
knowledgeable about like their family members’ behavior and
interests to contextualize the inferences. The constraints on
explaining a connection with an implausible-seeming infer-
ence involved having an awareness of one’s past self, as well
as of other people one is close to, or similar to in the case of
demographic-based explanations for these inferences.

4.2.3 ‘No Connection’ Reactions Were Unrecognizable
The third theme among the reactions our participants had to
the inferences was that they seemed certain some inferences
did not apply to them. We call these no connection reactions,
because participants could not identify a reason why these
inferences had been assigned to them. The two examples
below, from a Facebook participant and a Google participant,
illustrate this type of reaction:

[Multicultural Affinity: African American (US)]
Well, I’m not African American... maybe it’s some-
thing that got put in, maybe it’s an unintentional
error... or if it is based on an algorithm, then some-
body’s got some flaws in their system. –P10, Man,
Facebook

[Rothy’s] I looked at Rothy’s because an ad
popped up. I think it’s shoes. If I remember right
it’s shoes, and I looked, and I can’t buy these. These
are way out of my price range. Why are they tar-
geting me? I understand targeting for Walmart. I
don’t understand targeting me for Rothy’s because
I am not going to pay 200 dollars for a pair of shoes.
–P08, Woman, Google

Participants felt these inferences were unrecognizable, be-
cause they had no connection with their own past behavior or
self-perceptions, and because they could not imagine other
ways to justify why those inferences might have been as-
signed. Participants could not see themselves in them, and
sometimes expressed surprise or disbelief as part of their re-
action to them. In addition, participants could not produce
evidence or an explanation, as they could in their plausible
and implausible reactions, supporting that inference’s rela-
tionship to themselves. Instead, the evidence and reasons they
provided were about why these inferences were not connected
to them. This type of reaction appeared least often in our data:
56 out of the 321 reactions (17%) that we coded were like
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this, and 19 out of 21 participants reacted in this way to an
inference at least once (Mean=3).

There were several ways in which participants described
the lack of connection between themselves and these infer-
ences. Their descriptions illustrate the kinds of evidence and
reasoning they were using to understand what the platforms
were basing the inferences on. Most often, participants differ-
entiated their activities and interests from their understanding
of the meaning of the inference. For example, there were a few
inferences for which participants provided a strong refutation
in terms that conveyed they never, or hardly ever, do anything
like what the particular inference implied about them:

[Golf Equipment] I don’t know why that’s on
there... golf equipment? I don’t golf. That’s weird.
–P04, Woman, Google

[Convenience Stores] Except that I never go [to
convenience stores], unless I have to use the re-
stroom. I never go into the store part to buy some-
thing. –P09, Woman, Google

Participants also reacted to some of these inferences not by
refuting specific activities that the inference implied, but by
refuting the idea that they’d be interested in anything related
to the inferences at all. Below, a Facebook and a Google
participant both describe how their interests do not align with
certain inferences:

[US politics (moderate)] I’m just not interested
in politics at all, really. Once in a while I’ll post
something that I find funny that I know a little bit
about, but as far as getting down to the truth of
politics and stuff, I just don’t care. –P16, Woman,
Facebook

[Apparel] I mean, I’m not really interested in
fashion or clothing all that much, other than as a
utilitarian pursuit, something that you need. I’m not
particularly concerned about brands or anything
like that. –P19, Man, Google

There were some inferences that participants were so con-
fused by that it was difficult to react to them. For example,
this was one participant’s reaction to such an inference:

[Combat Sports] And combat sports, I have no
clue. –P18, Woman, Google

In their no connection reactions, participants were unable
to establish a causal relation between themselves—their past
behavior, interests, relationships, demographics, etc.—and the
inferences. Without evidence supporting an interpretation of
the inference as plausible, it was difficult for participants to
reason about why these inferences were associated with them.

4.3 “Household Income” and Evidence of Aggregation

One particular type of inference made by Facebook provided
a unique glimpse into participants’ beliefs about how informa-
tion that might not be readily ascertained from their web use
behaviors could be taken into account (or not) when assigning

inferences to platform users. Facebook assigned inferences
about “Household income: top X% of ZIP codes” to 7 inter-
view participants (and 13 out of 44 Facebook survey respon-
dents). The ‘X%’ was either 10%, 10%-25%, or 25%-50%.
Five interview respondents chose to talk about this inference
during the interview. Four participants had implausible re-
actions, and one had a no connection reaction. For example,
here is the implausible reaction that P13 had to this inference:

[Household income: top 10%-25% of ZIP codes
(US)] The household income thing... because that’s
not something that’s public on your Facebook pro-
file. So I’m not really sure where they got that infor-
mation. That’s kind of weird... and we just recently
bought a house. So I’m wondering if they some-
how got our income information from our mort-
gage, from our bank. But yeah, that’s kind of weird.
I mean, I understand why they would want that. But
they’re digging pretty deep to get that information.
It’s not readily available on my Facebook. It’s like
where did you get that? –P13, Woman, Facebook

This participant essentially said that the inference is implau-
sible because Facebook should not be able to figure out her
household income from the information that the platform had
about her. We (the research team) interpreted this inference
type to be indicative not of information about the participants’
income specifically, but about the aggregate income level in
the zip code in which the participants were located when
they connected to Facebook most often. However, in addition
to P13, the other four respondents with this inference also
seemed to have made the same assumption that it was about
their specific household income rather than about incomes in
general in their location. Only P11 acknowledged the compar-
ative aspect of this inference, while at the same time relating
it to his own income level:

[Household income: top 10% of ZIP codes (US)]
I’m not in the top 10% although I live in a com-
munity that probably is in the top 10%... I live in
[city] so I would consider that would be probably a
high income zip, right? So I live there but I don’t
earn the top 10%, does that make sense? –P11, Man,
Facebook

The reactions to the “Household income” inference are an
interesting special case among all of the reactions in our data,
because of the way this inference was presumably derived. It
appears at face value, to an outside observer, to be about the
zip code in which the participant lives, and not necessarily
about their specific income situation. Our participants did not
think this inference applied to them, but this was because they
reacted to the inference as if it was about them and not about
the community in which they live. The evidence they relied on
to establish a connection (or not) between themselves and the
inference involved their own beliefs about how wealthy they
are compared to others. This interpretation of the inference
was likely evoked by “top percent” framing. Therefore, the
constraints on explaining this particular inference involve
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participants’ assumptions that all of the information in their
list of inferences is about them personally, as an individual
human being.

4.4 Acceptance and Discomfort Coexist
After discussing the specific inferences in their reports, par-
ticipants were asked about what they thought the purpose of
the inferences was. All 21 participants stated that they be-
lieved that the purpose of the inferences was primarily for
advertising. This is not surprising, since both platforms use
the word “ad” in their presentation of the inferences to users.
While some participants drew on their personal experiences
and knowledge when relating the inferences to the ads they
saw online, the majority of participants appeared to be mainly
describing a vague awareness gained through hearsay or news
coverage. Some participants talked about seeing advertise-
ments that were directly relevant to their search history and
online activity as they were browsing, but did not offer overly
technical explanations. For example:

Google’s like probably getting our search histo-
ries or whatever and then maybe selling them to
companies and that’s how like the ads pop up on
the side of your screen, like that these may interest
you. –P18, Woman, Google

Eleven participants explicitly stated their belief that in-
ferences are part of the platforms’ business model, and as-
sumed a profit motivation for the companies. For example,
P21 (Woman, Google) observed that since they don’t pay to
use Google’s services, it seems reasonable that the platform
must have an alternative way of earning revenue to support
its operations. And P11 said:

I’m assuming they’re monetizing it in some way.
They’re probably selling it to companies so that they
can target ads to me, the consumer, to everybody
else as consumers. – P11, Man, Facebook

This is in line with previous research that has found a
general awareness of targeted advertising, even if users are
not necessarily able to articulate the mechanism behind it [5,
29, 35].

While the majority of participants (17 out of 21) appeared
to accept the idea of information collected about them being
used for advertising, 20 participants also expressed feelings
about the inferences which indicated a level discomfort with
some of them. Acceptance of the business model and discom-
fort with specific inferences were not mutually exclusive, and
reactions of discomfort and acceptance were often even ex-
pressed in the same sentence. P07 referred to the “evil empire”
and asserted that he did not like being the target for ads, but
also did not take take great offense to receiving targeted ads.
Some participants explicitly referenced the idea of the “world”
(P01) or “most people” (P22) during their interviews, suggest-
ing that data collection is something that’s going on at a grand
scale over which they felt they had little control. This seemed
to play a role in their willingness to accept information being

collected about them, but it was also a source of discomfort.
For example:

[It makes me uncomfortable] that they can get
so many specific things without me realizing that
people have it. But, I kind of know that. I wish they
didn’t know anything. I would rather be anonymous,
but I know that’s not our world. –P01, Woman, Face-
book

I think most people feel the same way that I do. I
mean, there’s a level of acceptance that it happens,
but then the more you think about it, it kind of
starts to disturb you a little bit more because when
you see lists like this, then some of the things that
they make connections for, it takes you a while in
your head to get to how they got to that. And it’s a
little bit, I don’t know, disconcerting or something.
It’s just a little bit uncomfortable. –P22, Woman,
Google

Highly specific inferences which participants could con-
nect to non-typical daily activities also provoked speculation
and reactions of discomfort. Participants’ comments about
these inferences suggested the discomfort came from being
made explicitly aware of the extent and detail to which their
actions are being tracked by platforms. This also served as
an opportunity for participants to concretely self-reflect on
their online activities to an extent they appeared to not have
previously done before. Although they knew information was
being collected, and sometimes even had experiences seeing
targeted ads that allowed them to deduce thair their shopping
habits were being tracked in some way, it was still different
to see the information aggregated in one place.

On the one hand, I understand it, but at the same
time it kind of makes you think like, wow, they re-
ally can actually key in on very specific things...
everything else was so broad and then that one [in-
ference] really stuck out because it was the one
thing out of everything that was very, very specific
to a span of time of search history... I mean, it’s not
like it’s so personal that I’m freaking out about it.
It’s just that it brought to my attention how much
data is floating around out there that Google or Face-
book or whoever is able to capture and is aware of
about you that you might’ve even long since forgot-
ten about. –P03, Man, Google

[It made me feel] a little bit in the spotlight. A
little bit like yeah, they know what I’m doing. A
little uncomfortable I guess... I’m not surprised, but
you just don’t think about what you’re leaving, the
tracks that you’re leaving. You don’t think about it
when you’re doing it. –P08, Woman, Google

Some participants appeared to be uneasy about the breadth
and variety of inferences associated with them, indicating a
platform’s ability to know things about them to an extent
nobody else does. This feeling appeared to be related to infer-
ences that participants considered to be accurate or relevant
to themselves, suggesting that accurate information can feel
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uncomfortable when a great amount of it is visibly collected
in one place:

As I went through this I was like, oh my God
look at all the information they’ve gathered about
me... Google knows more about me than anybody
else. It’s scary. –P17, Woman, Google

No matter like where you... They track your
movements or they know what you’ve searched for
or what you’re interested in. So I mean probably
my husband doesn’t even know that, right? So I find
it a little creepy. –P15, Woman, Facebook

In contrast to this, some participants expressed little dis-
comfort with the existing inferences. One reason commonly
cited was that the categories appeared to be harmless, or suf-
ficiently generic that it could not reflect badly on them or
compromise their personal information. For example, P08
(Woman, Google) talked about not caring what information
the platforms have collected about her, because “I don’t think
that it’s necessarily done to hurt people.”

5 Discussion
Our findings focused on participants’ reactions to the infer-
ences Facebook and Google had made about them, and the
evidence they used in their explanations for how and why the
inferences were related to them. Generating explanations is
one way that people increase understanding of phenomena
they encounter, by helping them to predict and make sense of
future events and situations [15]. Participants’ explanations
for the inferences they were assigned provided visibility into
the knowledge they used to try to make sense of the inferences,
and the new understandings that resulted [33].

5.1 Three Ways of Framing Inferences
Our findings show that the understandings participants demon-
strated of the inferences assigned to them are constrained by
their own awareness of the information the inferences might
be generated from, at the time they are considering the infer-
ences. P14 actually had a moment of insight related to this
during his interview:

I have a narrow thought process. For example,
when we talked about sports. The idea that I’d be
thinking about sports I play and not the sports I
might watch or might have watched. –P14, Man,
Google

This insight happened when the participant was asked by
the interviewer to compare the information in the inferences
with the kinds of information that a person would normally
enter when filling out an online profile. In response, he de-
scribed his thinking when he had reacted to the sports that
were listed among his inferences (e.g., “Basketball,” “Hockey,”
“Golf”). He indicated that his understanding of the meaning
of these inferences was initially narrower—framed by his rec-
ollection of sports he plays—than what the inference might
actually represent to the platform.

There were three broad framings which participants used
to reason about their connection to the inferences assigned to
them. The inferences were framed as 1) being related to past
and present online behavior and interests, 2) stemming from
their relationships with others they are close to, and 3) inaccu-
rate, and therefore not useful. The extent to which participants
recollected or speculated about evidence consistent with one
of these framings determined whether they had a plausible,
implausible, or no connection reaction to an inference.

5.1.1 Past vs. Future
The most prevalent framing, that inferences are related to
online behavior and interests, demonstrates an assumption by
our participants that inferences are descriptive of their pasts.
But, advertisers use inferences to exert control over people’s
future attention and actions through the ads that are targeted
to them [36]. This means that the goal of inferences is more
about labeling people so that they can be targeted, rather than
creating a representation that agrees with how people would
describe themselves. If people assume that inferences are
descriptive rather than predictive, that assumption leads to
explanations and understandings that fail to anticipate the true
purpose of the inferences and could lead to people deeming
inferences as inaccurate or inapplicable that could actually be
effective for targeting by the platforms and institutions that
use them.

One aspect of the platforms’ user interfaces that may rein-
force this impression, ironically, is the explanations of the in-
ferences provided by the platforms themselves. Both Google’s
and Facebook’s help webpages describing how ads are tar-
geted focus on the data the inferences are based on, e.g.
“Adding a product to a shopping cart or making a purchase”
(Facebook)6 or “Previous search activity” (Google)7. One
way to convey the predictive nature of inferences to end users
could be to instead use language that describes the infer-
ences as predictions or guesses. It might also be possible
for platforms to provide an accuracy score or indicator for
each inference to indicate how well each user’s behavior since
the inference was assigned aligned with the prediction. This
might convey a different framing that emphasizes an orienta-
tion toward the future rather than the past.

5.1.2 Individual vs. Aggregate
The second framing, that inferences are related in some way to
people’s close relationships, shows that our participants were
constrained in how they reasoned about about aggregation as
it related to how inferences were assigned. Our participants
said that they sometimes did things online that reflected others’
interests and not their own, and felt that this could result in the
interests of people they were close to being be mis-attributed
to them. However, this framing is still based on the unit of
analysis being the individual person, and thus their belief

6https://www.facebook.com/ads/about/?entry_product=ad_preferences
7https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/1634057
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that the mistake in generating the inference was related to
mapping the interests of one person onto another.

There were a few instances where participants felt like in-
terests were mapped by the platform onto broad groups of
people according to “demographic” similarities—like “Par-
enting” being associated with participants that did not have
children living at home with them or had no children (P03,
P04, P08, P11, P12, P14, P19). But the demographic indica-
tors they mentioned in rationalizing these inferences were
the ones that were most salient to them, e.g., age, gender, and
income level. This means that the framing of inferences as
related to close relationships or similar others according to
obvious demographic characteristics underestimates the abil-
ity of machine learning models to infer other features that
don’t fit into this framing. Thus, targeting is likely based on
attributes that people cannot envision [2].

The key insight absent from participants’ reasoning con-
sistent this framing was that behavioral patterns of complete
strangers can be used to infer and assign attributes to them.
Facebook and Google both reinforce an understanding of in-
ferences as belonging to individuals rather than being derived
from aggregate patterns of characteristics by using language
like “your activity” in the platforms’ explanations. Providing
some information about the proportion of other users who
share inferences in common with an individual could help to
convey a broader perspective of the similarities across users
that the inferences are based on.

5.1.3 Accurate vs. Useful

The third framing, that inferences that are not accurate or
explainable are not useful, indicates a presumption that the
inferences should be accurate, or that the intention of the in-
ferences is to describe users accurately. There were several
examples of this in our data; the reaction to the “Rothy’s” in-
ference on page 8 is one. This framing assumes that platforms
should not want to associate inaccurate inferences with users.
However, it is possible that mis-targeting a few people could
still be beneficial for platforms’ goals in aggregate. Of course,
we cannot know from this study whether the platform or ad-
vertisers think the inferences are either accurate or useful, but
one can imagine that a particular inference doesn’t need to
be 100% accurate for all users it is assigned to in order to
serve its intended purpose from the platform’s perspective.
This means that a framing that inferences should be accurate
prevents people from speculating about situations in which
inaccurate inferences might actually be useful or even inten-
tional. One way that platforms could attempt to convey the
notion that even inaccurate inferences might be beneficial
from their perspective is to include information about the
overall profitability (or other platform success metric) of vari-
ous inferences that a user has been assigned, along with the
accuracy rating mentioned above. This could serve to make
the platform’s stake in the inferences more transparent.

5.2 Implications for Privacy Decisions about Consent
Users’ implicit assumptions and guesses about the data col-
lection and inference generation they are consenting to may
vary based on their existing knowledge and understanding of
cause and effect related to the consent decision they need to
make. For example, people cannot envision inferences that
may be related to their potential future interests, or derived
via aggregation with data from people they don’t know, or
that are inaccurate from their perspective but still useful for
the platform. And yet, notice and choice demands that users
provide one-time, up front consent to incomplete descriptions
of platforms’ data practices. New privacy legislation man-
dates improved transparency (while retaining the notice and
choice model), but our findings show that the framing by
which people explain and understand the inferences does not
support them in envisioning the inferences from the platforms’
perspective.

Without framing the inferences from the perspective of
advertisers and platforms and imagining how they might put
the inferences to use, people are unlikely to be able to give
informed consent to many of the inferences they are assigned.
Knowing the inferences are used for advertising is not enough
for consent, because in our study participants were broadly
aware of that and still did not achieve that understanding.
Hence the discomfort when they began to realize the amount
and specificity of the information the platform must have
amassed about them. Based on this work, we argue that the
understandings people develop about inferences through the
‘Ad Settings/Preferences’ model of transparency are unlikely
to help them realize that what they are really consenting to is
allowing the platform to make whatever inferences it wants to
about their future, to target them based on the behavior of peo-
ple they don’t even know exist, and to profit from inaccurate
assumptions about them.

Our study shows that there are types of inferences which
are straightforward for people to understand and anticipate:
inferences that seem plausible because of their relationship
to easily recalled or past actions. Platforms which place a
priority on obtaining true consent should therefore restrict the
inferences they make about users to those which fit the con-
straint of being explainable by users, given their normal use of
the platform. It may be possible to expand user understanding
of inferences through framing them differently in the ways
suggested in this paper. Future research is needed to explore
the effectiveness of lightweight interventions such as these
for expanding the range of inferences that seem plausible to
users.
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Appendix
A Survey Questions

Participants were provided with a description of the survey
and asked for consent before answering screening questions.
If eligible, they were directed to the beginning of the survey.
Respondents were informed about how long the survey would
take, that they would be asked to log in to Facebook or Google
and save and then upload a file, that there were attention check
questions, and that they were free to withdraw from the study
at any time.

A.1 Demographics and Screening
1. What gender do you identify as?

· Man
· Woman
· Other (fill in the blank)
· Prefer not to answer

2. What is the last grade or class you completed in school?

· None, or grades 1-8
· Some high school
· High school graduate or GED certificate
· Technical, trade, or vocational school AFTER high

school
· Some college, no 4-year degree
· 4-year college degree
· Some postgraduate or professional schooling, no post-

graduate degree
· Postgraduate or professional degree, including mas-

ter’s, doctorate, medical or law degree

3. What was your total household income before taxes dur-
ing the past 12 months?

· Less than $25,000
· $25,000 to $34,999
· $35,000 to $49,999
· $50,000 to $74,999
· $75,000 to $99,999
· $100,000 to $149,999
· $150,000 to $199,999
· $200,000 or more

4. Which categories below best describe you? Select all
that apply:

· White
· Hispanic, Latino or Spanish
· Black or African American
· Asian
· American Indian or Alaska Native
· Middle Eastern or North African
· Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
· Some Other Race, Ethnicity or Origin (please specify)

5. What is your current employment status?

· Employed full time
· Employed part time
· Unemployed looking for work)
· Unemployed not looking for work
· Retired
· Student
· Disabled

6. Have you ever received formal training in computer sci-
ence, software engineering, IT, computer networks, or a
related technical field?

· Yes
· No

A.2 Instructions to save Ad Preferences (Facebook) or
Ad Settings (Google) page

1. Click here to open [URL to Ad Preferences/Ad Settings]
in a new window. Log in to Facebook/Google if you are
prompted to do so.

2. Save that page as “HTML Only” (ctrl+S on Windows,
Command+S on Mac, OR right click on the page –>
Save As/Save Page As...).

3. Make sure you save the file somewhere it will be easy
for you to find it. On the next screen you will submit
the file you just downloaded to the survey, which will
automatically generate questions for you based on the
content of the file.

4. After you have saved the file, take a quick look at the
information on the web page. Then, please close the
browser tab or window you used to save the file and
return here to complete the rest of this survey. If you are
not using your own computer, don’t forget to log out.

5. Have you ever seen your [Facebook Ad Prefer-
ences/Google Ad Settings] web page before?

· Yes, I have seen it before.
· No, I have not seen it before.
· I’m not sure.

A.3 Questions about each Inference

After participants submitted their file, it was uploaded to our
server where it was parsed to extract only the inference la-
bels for “active” inferences. The inference labels were then
sent back to the survey, where three questions were generated
for each inference. We limited the total number of inferences
asked about in the survey to 85, which were selected randomly
from a respondent’s inferences if they had more inferences
than this. The three responses for each inference were then
averaged to produce the reports used for interviews. See Ap-
pendix C for example reports.
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1. inference is relevant to who I am as a person. [7-point
Likert, Strongly agree–Strongly disagree]

2. inference is an accurate description of my everyday activ-
ities. [7-point Likert, Strongly agree–Strongly disagree]

3. It makes sense that inference is associated with me. [7-
point Likert, Strongly agree–Strongly disagree]

A.4 Attention Check Questions

The survey included up to three attention check questions.
Each page of questions about the inferences asked the three
questions about five inferences, for a total of 15 questions
per page. The attention check questions were inserted among
these questions, on the third, eighth, and fifteenth page of
questions about the inferences, if the participant had enough
inferences to reach that point in the survey. Responses that
failed to pass the checks were excluded.

1. To help us monitor the quality of our data, please se-
lect “Somewhat agree” from the choices below. [7-point
Likert, Strongly agree–Strongly disagree]

2. To help us monitor the quality of our data, please select
“Strongly disagree” from the choices below. [7-point
Likert, Strongly agree–Strongly disagree]

3. Which website did you save a web page from earlier
in this survey? [Select one: Pinterest, Facebook, Reddit,
Twitter, Google]

A.5 Questions about Social Media and Online Behav-
iors

1. When was the last time you viewed the [Facebook Ad
Preferences/Google Ad Settings] web page, not includ-
ing for this survey?

· Today
· Yesterday
· Within the past week
· Within the past month
· More than a month ago
· I have never viewed the Facebook Ad Preferences web

page before

2. Do you use an ad blocker when you browse the web?

· Yes
· No
· I Don’t Know

3. Have you ever had one of the following experiences?
Select all that apply:

· Fell victim to a phishing email message or other scam
email

· Received a notification from a company that your in-
formation was involved in a data breach

· Had a virus on your computer or mobile device
· Someone broke in or hacked your computer, mobile

device, or account
· Stranger used your credit card number without your

knowledge or permission
· Identity theft more extensive than use of your credit

card number without permission
· None of the above

4. How much negative information have you heard about
[Facebook/Google] in the past several months?

· A huge amount
· A lot
· A moderate amount
· A little
· None at all

5. Has how often you’ve used [Facebook/Google] in-
creased, decreased or stayed about the same recently?

· Increased a lot
· Increased a little
· Stayed about the same
· Decreased a little
· Decreased a lot

A.6 Privacy Questions

As part of the survey, we asked questions from an instrument
developed by Smith, Milberg and Burke [27] to identify and
measure concern about privacy practices. These questions
were not analyzed for this paper. These questions were asked
after the first question in the previous section.

Here are some statements about personal information.
From the standpoint of personal privacy, please indicate the
extent to which you, as an individual, agree or disagree with
each statement. [7-point Likert, Strongly Agree–Strongly Dis-
agree]

· It usually bothers me when companies ask me for personal
information.

· When companies ask me for personal information, I some-
times think twice before providing it.

· It bothers me to give personal information to so many com-
panies.

· I’m concerned that companies are collecting too much per-
sonal information about me.

· Companies should not use personal information for any
purpose unless it has been authorized by the individuals
who provided the information.

· When people give personal information to a company for
some reason, the company should never use the information
for any other reason.
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· Companies should never sell the personal information they
have about people to other companies.

· Companies should never share personal information with
other companies unless it has been authorized by the indi-
viduals who provided the information.

· All the personal information companies have about people
should be double-checked for accuracy, no matter how much
this costs.

· Companies should take more steps to make sure that the
personal information they have about people is accurate.

· Companies should have better procedures to correct errors
in personal information.

· Companies should devote more time and effort to verifying
the accuracy of the personal information they have about
people.

B Descriptives about the Inferences
This appendix provides descriptive information about the
Facebook and Google inferences assigned to study partici-
pants. We present figures to show how these inferences nor-
mally appear on the Facebook Ad Preferences and Google
Ad Settings pages before they were parsed, summary statistics
for inferences across platforms, and both the most common
and most uncommon inferences in our dataset.

B.1 Inferences Web Pages

The figure below shows a screen capture from the Facebook
“Ad Preferences” and Google “Ad Settings” of one of the
authors. In June 2020, these pages could be found at:

- Google: https://adssettings.google.com/
- Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ads/preferences/

(a) Facebook inferences (b) Google inferences

B.2 Average Inferences Per Survey Respondent

Summary statistics for inferences across Facebook and
Google:

Service Mean SD Min Median Max

Facebook 11.97727 9.86063 3 4 33
Google 67.60784 35.08451 1 66 131

B.3 Common and Uncommon Facebook Inferences

There were 110 unique Facebook inferences in the survey data.
41 were assigned to only one respondent. Here are the most
common inferences assigned to Facebook survey respondents
(n=44), ranked from 1-12 by number of participants.

Facebook Inference N
Mobile network or device users 42
Potential mobile network or device change 42
Recent mobile network or device change 42
WiFi users 42
Facebook access (mobile): all mobile devices 20
Facebook access (mobile): smartphones and tablets 19
Facebook access (network type): 4G 14
Facebook access (network type): WiFi 13
Gmail users 12
Engaged Shoppers 11
Facebook access (mobile): Apple (iOS )devices 10
Likely engagement with US political content (liberal) 10

The table below shows 12 inferences randomly selected
from the 41 Facebook inferences that were only assigned to
one person in the survey data.

Facebook Inferences N
Owns: Galaxy Tab 4 1
Arts, Entertainment, Sports and Media 1
Management 1
Newly engaged (1 year) 1
Owns: iPhone 7 Plus 1
Owns: ZTE 1
Anniversary within 30 days 1
Lived in UK (Formerly Expats-UK) 1
Business and Finance 1
Lived in United States (Formerly Expats-United States) 1
Business page admins 1
Returned from travels 1 week ago 1
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B.4 Common and Uncommon Google Inferences

There were 561 unique Google inferences in the survey data.
294 were assigned to only one respondent. Here are the most
common inferences assigned to Google survey respondents
(n=51), ranked from 1-12 by number of participants.

Google Inference N
Parenting 46
Home & Garden 43
Shopping 43
Business Services 41
Holidays & Seasonal Events 41
Performing Arts 39
Books & Literature 38
Family & Relationships 38
Visual Art & Design 38
Computers & Electronics 37
Cooking & Recipes 35
American Football 33

The table below shows 12 inferences randomly selected
from the 294 Google inferences that were only assigned to
one person in the survey data.

Google Inferences N
Tile Games 1
Cincinnati 1
Food 1
Historical Sites & Buildings 1
Interior Design 1
GetYourGuide 1
Oceania 1
Perfumes & Fragrances 1
45+ years old 1
OfficeSupply.com 1
Morgans Hotel Group 1
Refrigerators & Freezers 1

B.5 Inference Ratings

The next table shows the mean and standard deviation of the
ratings for each of the three questions (sensible, relevant, and

Platform Mean SD

Sensible:
Facebook Inferences 5.00 1.78
Google Inferences 4.29 2.08

Relevant:
Facebook Inferences 4.68 1.87
Google Inferences 4.16 2.03

Accurate:
Facebook Inferences 4.64 1.88
Google Inferences 3.84 2.05

accurate) for both platforms.
The table below shows Pearson correlations between the

inference ratings. The sensible, relevant, and accurate ratings
of the inferences were highly correlated with each other. All
correlations are statistically significant (p < .001).

Facebook Google
sensible, relevant 0.84 0.93
relevant, accurate 0.85 0.89
sensible, accurate 0.84 0.88

C Interview Protocol and Example Reports

Participants were interviewed about their reactions to the in-
ferences they had been assigned by Facebook or Google using
the semi-structured interview protocol on the next page. Each
participant was given a report that presented the inferences
they had answered questions about in the survey. Responses
to the three questions about each inference were averaged,
rounded to the nearest whole number, and then color-coded
according to the 7-point Likert agreement scale used for the
responses to the questions. Inferences in the Facebook reports
were displayed in one grouping. Inferences in the Google
reports were grouped into higher-level categories that were
present in the labels of the inferences parsed from respondents’
Ad Settings pages. Within each group, inferences were dis-
played to participants in order from Strongly Agree-Strongly
Disagree. The reports included in this appendix were gener-
ated from the inferences and survey data of one of the authors.
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Interview Guide and Protocol 
 

 

General Background and Instructions 

The goal of the interviews: 
- The goal of the interviews is to collect data about people’s beliefs about how the categories about them 

were assigned, and about their reactions to the categories, IN THEIR OWN WORDS. 
- We want to know what they think and believe about the following kinds of things: 

o What the information is on the ad preferences page 
o How the information was chosen 
o How it feels to have this information associated with them 
o What the information IS being used for 
o What the information COULD be used for 

 
About priming or leading the participant: 

- It is important that the interviewer does not convey anything to the participant about what they know or 
believe about how the categories may be determined, or even what kinds of words to use to refer to what 
the platforms refer to as “categories”.  

- In other words, don’t even call them “categories”; this may prime or bias the participants.  
- This means that the interviewer must pay careful attention to the language each participant uses during 

the interview, and refer to the same concepts the participant talks about using the same kinds of words as 
the participant. 

- If we indicate to them the kinds of vocabulary they should use, by using it ourselves, or if we ask leading 
questions, the data we collect will be about participants reactions to OUR beliefs, not about their own 
beliefs. 

- The more we guide their responses, the more we will be collecting data about something they’re only 
thinking about because we asked them to think about it. We want to know what they think about this, not 
what they think about what WE think about this. 

 
Good ways to probe/follow up for more information: 

- “Tell me more about [X]” 
- “What do you mean by [X]” 
- “How do you think [X] happens” 
- “Where do you think [X] came from” 
- “Can you give me a specific example of [X]” 
- “What would [X] look like” 

 
Things to listen for and follow up on in their answers: 

The following are all common things that come up in interviews about privacy-related topics. These things are 
not useful data for this study if people just mention them and then quickly move on. But, if the interviewer can 
ask follow up questions and probe for their beliefs and thinking related to these things, the data will be more 
interesting and useful for identifying patterns and differences in people’s beliefs.  

So, for example, it isn’t very useful to learn that people think having inferences assigned to them is creepy, or 
that they’re concerned about it, without knowing more about why. Likewise, it isn’t very useful to us to know 
that people think a certain kind of information is more sensitive than some other kind of information. We 
already know things like this from previous studies other people have done, and it doesn’t help us figure out 
how people think systems are able to infer things about them or why certain inferences have been assigned to 
them.  

But, what IS useful is learning about what makes it feel creepy, or what makes the information sensitive for 
them, and connecting that to their beliefs about where the inference categories come from and how they are 
assigned. So it is especially important to ask follow-up questions about topics like these: 

- assumptions about why Facebook or Google assign categories, or how they will be used 
- saying something is creepy or invasive 
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- commenting on what/who Facebook or Google thinks they are, as a person 
- emotional reactions, like anger, irritation, amusement, pride, etc.  
- talking about accuracy or mistakes related to the categories 
- feeling surprised about any of the categories 
- talking about what's missing from the list of categories 

 
Tips for effective interviewing: 

- It is OK to wait for people to answer when you’ve asked them a question.  
People may need to think for a minute before answering some of these questions, and if there is a pause 
in conversation while they do that it may feel a bit awkward. This is OK. The best way to give a participant 
space to answer is to remind yourself to PAUSE and let them think, even if the silence makes you 
uncomfortable. If you move on, and ask another question, they won’t answer the first question! Count to 
10 in your head if you have to. 

- Never interrupt the person you are interviewing!  
This may mean that it feels like the person may be rambling into something that is off topic for the 
interview protocol. But, that doesn’t mean the data won’t be useful, and if you cut them off you will never 
know what they were going to say. People think out loud sometimes, and the process of talking about 
something is important for the process of thinking about it. Also, interrupting someone conveys to them 
that you weren’t actually that interested in what they were saying, and which is absolutely the LAST thing 
we want interview participants to feel. We are VERY interested in what they have to say! 

- If you finish the interview feeling like " that was a nice conversation" you're not listening carefully enough.  
Interviews should be tiring, because you should be trying to pay attention to everything the person is 
saying and thinking about how to follow up. This takes a lot of energy and focus. You shouldn't be thinking 
about other stuff going on in your life during the interview -- focus all of your attention on the participant, 
and asking good follow-up questions. 

- We really want the participants to actually think about the inferences during the interview.  
Sometimes people's first response might be "I don't know" or "I have no idea" or "I've never thought 
about that before". This is because we’re showing them information they really may not have thought 
about much before! It is important to follow up when they say that, don't just let it go! Some ways to 
follow up and get them talking about what they’re thinking are: "Tell me more about that." or "Why do 
you think you haven't thought about it?" or "What is it that makes it hard to answer this 
question?" or "We're really interested in anything you can tell us about your thoughts about this." 
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Interview Protocol 

At the beginning of the interview: 
1. Introduce yourself and thank the participant for coming. 

 
2. Tell them a brief overview of the study and why they’re there. Something like: 

o We’re going to be asking you some questions today about yourself and about your perceptions 
of the information available about you in popular web platforms like Facebook and Google. 

o Before we get started, I have a consent form here that I need you to look over and sign. It 
describes the study at a high level, and lets you know about what you will do, what your rights 
are as a participant, and about the Amazon gift card you’ll receive at the end of the study. 

o I want to emphasize that what you say to us during the interview will be kept confidential, and 
you can stop participating at any time, just let us know. 
 

3. Give them the consent form and a pen, and wait for them to sign it. 
 

4. After they’ve signed the consent form, check it to make sure they have given consent to the audio 
recording before turning on the recorders. Ask them if they have any questions before starting. 

 
5. Turn on the audio recorders once they’ve consented to both the interview AND the recording. DON’T 

FORGET TO TURN ON THE RECORDERS! Yes, both recorders. 
 

6. Let them know when you’ve turned on the audio recorders. 
 
1. Warm-Up Questions: 

1. Tell me a little bit about yourself… 
o Want to probe for things like 

§ What they do for a living 
§ What their educational background is 
§ How much they use computers and/or mobile devices and the Internet 

o Goal of this question is to put the participant at ease (everybody always starts off a little nervous 
and unsure about what to expect) and learn background information that will help us to describe 
the participants in general. 
 

2. You recently filled out a survey for us – that’s why you’re here! We’re going to be talking about some 
information from that survey in a minute, but I wanted to ask you first about: 

o What do you remember off the top of your head about that [Facebook | Google] web page that 
the survey asked you to save?  

o Had you ever looked at that web page before you filled out the survey? When was the last time 
you went to that page? Tell me more about that time… Do you remember why you looked at it? 
What your impression at that time was? Was that the only time? What other times did you look 
at it? Etc. 

 
2. Questions about the categories: 

1. Give the report to the participant—but don’t give them the page comparing their categories to other 
people’s categories yet! Tell them:  

o Here’s a report that we generated from the answers you filled out to the questions in the survey 
you did for us about the information about you on Facebook or Google. Take a few minutes to 
look this over, and choose two of the categories that we’ll start off talking about. Pick whatever 
ones you like, we’re interested in what stands out to you about this information. Let me know 
when you’re done. (If they start talking during this, just go with the flow!) 
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2. Then ask them to talk about each of the things they picked—first one, then the other one – we want to 
make sure we end up with answers to each of these questions about each of the categories they choose 
to talk about: 

o What stood out to you about that? Why did you pick it to talk about? 
o Why do you think that information was in your list?  
o How do you think that information was chosen?  

 
3. Then, ask them to mark or show you any other categories that stand out to them for any reason in the 

report. Ask them the what, why and how questions about each of these categories too. 
 

4. Next, we want to know about whether any of the information violated their expectations in any way. They 
may have talked about some of these things (surprising, inaccurate, uncomfortable, missing, confusing) 
already, if so, you don’t need to ask about them again. For each bullet point below that you end up talking 
with them about, ask the why and how questions. 

o Is there any information on here that is surprising to you? Why?  
o Is there anything you think might be on here by mistake? Why? 
o Is there any information here that makes you uncomfortable? Why? 
o Is there any information missing, that you would have expected to see but isn’t on here? Why? 
o Is there any information on here that you find confusing? Why? 

 
5. Finally, show them the page comparing their categories with other people’s categories. Be really, really 

careful not to ask leading questions about these categories! 
o Ask about the first set – the categories that are unique to them. Note that if this list is long and 

the participant seems like they are getting tired of talking about categories, just ask them which 
ones stand out and talk about only those. 

§ Ask the why and how questions about these categories, for the ones you haven’t 
already talked about with them. 

o Compare the first set (unique to you, Section 1) to the second set (common for other people in 
our survey, but not associated with you, Section 2):  

§ What’s the first thing that stands out to you? Why? 
o Next, ask them to take a look at Section 3 under “How your information compares with others”:  

§ This section compares the information that was assigned to you, with the information 
Google | Facebook assigned to other people who completed the survey. It shows 
information that everyone had, versus information that you and only a few others had. 

§ I’d like you to look at this information and think for a minute about how accurate it 
might be. How would you say these lists compare, from that perspective? 

 
3. Big-picture questions: 

1. What do you think about what the purpose of the information is?  Why do you think so? Tell me more 
about that… 

o If they have trouble answering the above question, try: How do you think it is being used by 
Facebook or Google right now? What do you think it could be used for? 

o If the participant says something about third parties using the information, here are some follow-
up questions: Can you give me a specific example of that? Describe for me how that works. What 
would [third party] be doing with that information?  
 

2. How does the information we’ve been talking about today from [Facebook | Google] compare with the 
information you typically put in when you fill out an online profile for a website account? Can you give me 
an example of the kind of information in the profile of one of your online accounts? How is that 
similar/different? 
 

3. If there were someone who works for [Facebook | Google] sitting here with us, what would you like to ask 
them about this? 
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4. Questions about Facebook or Google usage: 
1. Facebook 

o When was the last time you used Facebook? Tell me about that. 
o Is that typical of what you use Facebook for? Can you tell me about another example of when 

you used Facebook like that? 
o What other ways do you use Facebook? Can you give me a specific example? Tell me about that. 
o How do you use the “Like” button on Facebook? Can you give me an example? Tell me about 

that. 
o What are your impressions of the advertising that you see on Facebook? Can you give me an 

example? Tell me about that. 
o What would you do if you wanted to change or remove some of this information about you that 

Facebook has? (If they don’t know, they may ask you how to do it.) 
 

2. Google 
o Google has a lot of different “products”; in your survey you mentioned that you used products X, 

Y, and Z. Which one do you use the most? 
o When was the last time you used X? Tell me about that. 
o Is that typical of what you use X for? 
o What’s another Google product that you use often? When was the last time you used Y? Tell me 

about that. 
o What are your impressions of the advertising that you see in product X or product Y? Can you 

give me an example? Tell me about that. 
o What would you do if you wanted to change or remove some of this information about you that 

Google has? (If they don’t know, they may ask you how to do it.) 
5. Wrap Up 

1. Ask if the participant has any questions: 
o If the participant has asked any questions, now is the time to answer them. If you don’t know the 

answer, make a note about it and tell them [redacted] will get back to them. You should be able 
to answer simple questions like “what is this study about”, “when do you expect to be done”, 
“can you email me a copy of the report” (yes!), etc. You should also be prepared to assist if the 
participant asks you how to delete/remove/edit categories. 

 
2. Ask the participant what email address they want to use for receiving the gift card: 

o Tell the participant that you’ve reached the end of the interview. Then tell them that they’ll be 
sent a $25 Amazon.com gift card for participating, by [redacted]. Ask them what email address 
they want us to use to send them the gift card, and write it down!  
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(Participant Name): Facebook Information
Below is the information you answered questions about when you filled out the survey. You answered
three questions for each piece of information:

[X] is relevant to who I am as a person
[X] is an accurate description of my everyday activities
It makes sense that [X] is associated with me

The colors in each table below represent the average of your responses to the three questions for each
piece of information. The legend illustrates what the colors mean:
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How your information compares with others
This page shows you how your Facebook information compares with the Facebook information about the
other people who filled out our survey.

In total, 44 people from around the East Lansing area completed the survey and submitted their Facebook
information.

Section 1
Here is the information that appeared in your file, but nobody else’s:

Architecture and Engineering

Section 2
Here’s the information that was NOT in your file, but was in in the Facebook files of at least 13% of the
people who completed our survey:

Android: 360 degree media supported

Commuters

Engaged Shoppers

Facebook access (mobile): Android devices

Facebook access (network type): 4G

Facebook access (network type): WiFi

Facebook access: older devices and OS

Frequent Travelers

Gmail users

Household income: top 10%-25% of ZIP codes (US)

Likely engagement with US political content (liberal)

Parents (All)

US politics (moderate)

Uses a mobile device (25 months+)
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Section 3
And finally, here’s how similar your information was to the information in other people’s Facebook files.

Everyone had this information:
Mobile network or device users, Potential mobile network or device change, Recent mobile network or 
device change, WiFi users

You and a few other people had this information:
Education and Libraries, Facebook access (OS): Mac OS X, Facebook access (OS): Mac Sierra, Life, 
Physical and Social Sciences
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�3DUWLFLSDQW�1DPH���*RRJOH�,QIRUPDWLRQ
)LSV^�PZ�[OL�PUMVYTH[PVU�`V\�HUZ^LYLK�X\LZ[PVUZ�HIV\[�^OLU�`V\�ÄSSLK�V\[�[OL�Z\Y]L �̀�@V\�HUZ^LYLK
[OYLL�X\LZ[PVUZ�MVY�LHJO�WPLJL�VM�PUMVYTH[PVU!

B?D�PZ�YLSL]HU[�[V�^OV�0�HT�HZ�H�WLYZVU
B?D�PZ�HU�HJJ\YH[L�KLZJYPW[PVU�VM�T`�L]LY`KH`�HJ[P]P[PLZ
0[�THRLZ�ZLUZL�[OH[�B?D�PZ�HZZVJPH[LK�^P[O�TL

;OL�JVSVYZ�PU�LHJO�[HISL�ILSV^�YLWYLZLU[�[OL�H]LYHNL�VM�`V\Y�YLZWVUZLZ�[V�[OL�[OYLL�X\LZ[PVUZ�MVY�LHJO
WPLJL�VM�PUMVYTH[PVU��;OL�SLNLUK�PSS\Z[YH[LZ�^OH[�[OL�JVSVYZ�TLHU!

.VVNSL�OHZ�VYNHUPaLK�ZVTL�VM�[OL�PUMVYTH[PVU�HIV\[�`V\�PU[V�H�OPLYHYJO �̀�>OLYL�WVZZPISL��[OPZ�YLWVY[
WYLZLU[Z�[OVZL�WPLJLZ�VM�PUMVYTH[PVU�NYV\WLK�\UKLY�[OL�OLHKPUN�[OH[�.VVNSL�OHZ�HZZPNULK��;OL�ÄYZ[
NYV\W��ILSV �̂�OHZ�UV�OLHKPUN!
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Abstract
We examine the threat to individuals’ privacy based on the
feasibility of reidentifying users through distinctive profiles
of their browsing history visible to websites and third par-
ties. This work replicates and extends the 2012 paper Why
Johnny Can’t Browse in Peace: On the Uniqueness of Web
Browsing History Patterns [48]. The original work demon-
strated that browsing profiles are highly distinctive and stable.
We reproduce those results and extend the original work to
detail the privacy risk posed by the aggregation of browsing
histories. Our dataset consists of two weeks of browsing data
from ~52,000 Firefox users. Our work replicates the original
paper’s core findings by identifying 48,919 distinct browsing
profiles, of which 99% are unique. High uniqueness holds
even when histories are truncated to just 100 top sites. We
then find that for users who visited 50 or more distinct do-
mains in the two-week data collection period, ~50% can be
reidentified using the top 10k sites. Reidentifiability rose to
over 80% for users that browsed 150 or more distinct domains.
Finally, we observe numerous third parties pervasive enough
to gather web histories sufficient to leverage browsing history
as an identifier.

1 Introduction

Web tracking is the process by which parties with visibil-
ity into web traffic identify distinctive patterns of navigation
in order to attribute browsing history to specific individuals.
Third-party trackers remain a major concern; their prevalence
and mass tracking activity is well documented [27, 53, 64].

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

This work seeks to reproduce the findings of Olejnik, Castel-
luccia, and Janc [48] regarding the leakage of private infor-
mation when users browse the web. The reach of large-scale
providers of analytics and advertisement services into the
overall set of web properties shows a continued increase in
visibility [64] by such parties across a plurality of web prop-
erties. This makes the threat of history-based profiling even
more tangible and urgent now than when originally proposed.

2 Background and related work

As a replication of prior work, this manuscript presumes some
familiarity with the source manuscript [48]. The following
sections provide a summary of the original findings (Sec-
tion 2.1), changes in the overall context, and relevant back-
ground for a comparison between the original research and
our research (Section 2.2).

2.1 Original paper

Olejnik, Castelluccia, and Janc [48] gathered data in a
project aimed at educating users about privacy practices.
For the analysis presented in [48] they used the CSS :vis-
ited browser vulnerability [8] to determine whether vari-
ous home pages were in a user’s browsing history. That
is, they probed users’ browsers for 6,000 predefined "pri-
mary links" such as www.google.com and got a yes/no for
whether that home page was in the user’s browsing history.
A user may have visited that home page and then cleared
their browsing history, in which case they would not register
a hit. Additionally a user may have visited a subpage e.g.
www.google.com/maps but not www.google.com in which
case the probe for www.google.com would also not register
a hit. The project website was open for an extended period
of time and recorded profiles between January 2009 and May
2011 for 441,627 unique users, some of whom returned for
multiple history tests, allowing the researchers to study the
evolution of browser profiles as well.
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With this data, they examined the uniqueness of browsing
histories. Each history profile was assembled as a vector,
where each index was a boolean indicating the presence of
a historical visit to each of the 6,000 domains they probed
for. This vector was sorted by the popularity they observed
in their dataset. Research questions addressed in their work
included (a) How many profiles both unique and non-unique
were observed for profiles of different history sizes? (b) Did
profile distinctiveness vary with profile history size? and (c)
How did the size of the unique domain vector impact the
uniqueness metrics?

Notably, they found that with just the 50 most popular sites
they were able to get a very similar distribution of distinc-
tive histories compared to complete knowledge of the full
6,000 site list. Their analysis began with 382,269 users who
completed their popular site test; 94% of these had unique
browsing histories. There were 223,197 profiles with histories
of length 4 or more, of which 98% were unique. The results
were generalized to an information theoretical representa-
tion such that distinctiveness of profiles could be quantified.
This analysis allowed the results to be recomputed for a com-
pressed version of history profiles where only a set of 72
interest categories were considered. This resulted in 164,043
distinct profiles of which 88% were attributed to a unique
user.

The stability of history profiles was also measured in order
examine the possibility of history profiles being a tracking
vector. A subset of users revisited their site and they analyzed
the change in their history. They found profiles were stable
over time although there were limitations to the analysis due
to their history detection mechanism.

Finally, they explored the threat of large parties with ex-
tensive third-party reach (Google and Facebook) and built
unique domain vectors based exclusively on sites present in
users’ histories that also contained content from Google or
Facebook. They found 50% of Google-visible profiles, and
25% of Facebook-visible profiles, were unique.

2.2 Modern context

In early 2020, we are in the midst of an upheaval of the
tracking ecosystem, as regulatory oversight and public dis-
course appear to have reached a tipping point. Work published
around the time of the original manuscript provides insight
into the state of the tracking ecosystem of that era [1,7,29,55].
More recent work depicts increasingly sophisticated tracking
technologies fueling the targeted behavioural advertisement
industry [31, 50, 51]. We also see continued increases in
scale [56], a profound lack of transparency in disclosure of
personal information flows [37], and consolidation of the in-
ternet economy to fewer, larger, dominant parties [6]. The
concept of a singular web is rendered increasingly obsolete
as more and more content is dynamically generated, personal-
ized per visitor, and generated by web visitors themselves.

Meanwhile, concerns from the time of the original
manuscript persist. Third-party trackers remain a major pres-
ence, with the prevalence of mass tracking activity now better
understood [17, 27, 30, 33, 34, 53, 64]. And, while the specific
technical exploit used to gather browser histories in the orig-
inal manuscript no longer exists, in 2018 Smith et al. [58]
documented four new history sniffing techniques.

In the modern context, increasing the usability of finger-
printing and transient identifiers is at the forefront of the tech-
nical web tracking discussion. Mishra et al. demonstrated
that IP addresses can be static for a month at a time [42]
which, as we will show, is more than enough time to build
reidentifiable browsing profiles. The effectiveness of finger-
printing to uniquely identify people has been debated since
Gómez-Boix et al. in 2018 [27] estimated that only 36% of
desktop users were uniquely identifiable compared to Eckers-
ley’s 2010 estimate of 88% [22]. However, Gómez-Boix et
al.’s paper [27] also showed that 95% of desktop users were
in a fingerprinting pool of just 100 users or less. We will show
this also has a significant impact on reidentifiability.

Another fundamental change in the web ecosystem has to
do with the drive towards cross-device identification [10, 13].
In this context, we see evidence of the original paper’s con-
cerns that browser histories may be used as an identifier com-
ing to light. While specifics are generally proprietary, market-
ing and advertising platforms advertise their ability to build
consumer profiles [2–4]. In 2015, Drawbridge, noted for their
use of probabilistic tracking [10], launched a public competi-
tion for cross-device identification [32]. The dataset included
user’s website data [20] and the winner of the competition
was DataLab, a marketing analytics company [54].

3 Methodology

We designed a methodology that would allow us to not only
replicate the original findings, but also extend the analysis
towards specific privacy threats raised by the original authors’
work. Data was collected from ~52,000 Firefox browser users
who elected to share data for research and product develop-
ment purposes beyond what is outlined in Mozilla’s default
data collection policies [44]. An opt-in prompt was shown to
candidate participants in accordance with Mozilla’s policies
governing data stewardship and consent management for user
research [47]. This prompt provided users with a clear, com-
prehensible, English-language explanation of the extended
data collection [45].

Measurement of browsing data was carried out using a
custom browser extension [46] derived from the OpenWPM
instrumentation [23]. Data was encrypted on the client and
collected via secure infrastructure separated from Mozilla’s
normal telemetry pipeline enabling highly restricted data ac-
cess. Data was collected in "pings" transmitted regularly
from the browser as data amassed. Each browser was given
a unique identifier to enable pings to be joined together to
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assemble the dataset. This unique identifier was specific to
the opt-in data collection program used by this study and not
connected or join-able to other identifiers used by Mozilla.

For each user, we wished to amass two distinct browsing
periods of data. Practical considerations pertaining to the total
volume of data collected, operational costs, and a desire to
measure profile stability motivated our implementation which
collected data for 7 calendar days, paused for 7 days, and
subsequently resumed for an additional 7 days. We added
an additional day to each week-long observation period to
ensure collection of delayed pings.

Figure 1 shows the number of unique users who were ac-
tive each day of the experiment. The final dataset ultimately

Figure 1: Number of unique active users per day over experi-
ment period (including intentional one-week gap.)

contained browsing data from ~35 million site visits and
~660,000 distinct domains, gathered between July 16 and Au-
gust 13, 2019. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the number
of different domains per user aggregated per collection day.
We typically see a median of 8 different domains per user per
day; aggregated over the entire collection period results in a
median of 34 different domains per user.

Figure 2: Number of unique domains visited per user per day.

Restricting our domain counts to only a top-site list (details
in section 3.1), the median number of domains per client was
18. This is comparable to a median of 10 seen in the original
paper, whose data collection methodology required use of
a top-site list. We also note that the maximum number of
domains per user is 1,116. Although this is a lot, it is not

an unrealistic amount for 14 days of browsing and is one
indicator that our users were real users rather than bots or
other automated tools using Firefox.

Min size Max size N users

1 25 21,519
26 50 11,195
51 75 6,750
76 100 4,499
101 125 2,791
126 150 1,766
151 - 3,457

Total 51,977

Table 1: Number of users by number of unique domain visits

We computed the distribution of the size of profiles across
users. Table 1 gives a top-level view of the relative sizes of
profiles when considering all unique domains visited. We see
a similar exponential trend as in the original work: the largest
number of users have a small history size.

We do not present the data for the number of site visits per
day. We found some users were strong outliers with hundreds
of thousands of page load events. We examined these manu-
ally and found that these users had one or two sites that were
being hit a very large numbers of times with otherwise normal
browser histories. We speculate that these users had browser
addon(s) installed for automation of specific workflows, but
were otherwise representative of normal, human browsing.
As we represent browsing history as a boolean vector of dis-
tinct domains, thereby removing all frequency measures, we
did not study this further and did not manually remove any
users from the dataset.

Our data collection mechanism allowed us to capture all
network requests and responses associated with site naviga-
tion events. Starting with complete information about the
user’s browsing history allows us to examine the uniqueness
of browsing profiles in full depth, and make strong claims
about the stability of profiles and model specific reidentifica-
tion scenarios. Capturing all the network requests allows us
to assess the potential tracking capabilities for wide range of
third parties.

Aside from the methodological differences outlined above,
we note several sources of potential variation between the spe-
cific study populations. Both studies use an opt-in population,
though with different methodology and flows. Our cohort pro-
vided a priori consent to longitudinal data collection, meaning
a low attrition rate compared to the original work which relied
on return visitors to the study website. The original study was
able to study traffic from different web browsers’ users. They
did not report on differences between browsers. However,
they do mention data from 1,256 users reporting a mobile
user agent. Our WebExtension shipped to Firefox versions 67
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or 68, which were release-channel versions during the study
period, and ensured that the participants’ browser was config-
ured to an en-US localization, as the opt-in consent text was
only available in English.

3.1 Selection of a history vector
The original study by Olejnik et al. required a pre-selected
list of sites used to probe users’ histories to see if a user
had visited them. They sorted the list of sites by observed
popularity in their dataset. The globally ordered vector, with
boolean entries for each user was then the main input to their
analyses.

As we have complete information of browsing history dur-
ing the study period, we can create a history vector of the
observed domains, ranked by popularity. In our results, we la-
bel this as all observed domains. However, we also created a
pre-defined site list for analysis. We do this for the following
reasons: (a) using a pre-defined list allows us to more closely
replicate the original paper’s methodology; (b) to build a cat-
egory vector, we use a third-party service (see section 3.2)
and we do not want to leak user data to that service by basing
our queries on user data; and (c) since history-sniffing attacks,
which require a pre-defined vector, are still possible [58], it is
relevant to perform analyses with one.

Olejnik et al’s list of 6,000 popular sites was "created out
of 500 most popular links from Alexa, 4,000 from the Quant-
cast popular websites list, lists of common government and
military websites, and several custom-chosen URLs selected
for their demonstration and education potential."

Pre-experiment analysis performed by Zeber [63] examined
different top site lists, and led to our site list which is a hybrid
of the Alexa [5] and Tranco [36] top 10K site lists. We call
it the Trexa list and it is made by interleaving the sites from
each and dropping duplicate entries [59]. The top 100 Trexa
sites overlap with the 100 observed top sites in our user data
by 40%. If we expand to look at the top 10,000 sites from
each list, the overlap rises to 52%.

3.2 Generation of a category vector
To generate our category vector we used the WebShrinker
API [60] to obtain a categorization for domains. The entire
Trexa list was run through the WebShrinker API with the
Interactive Advertising Bureau categorization returned. The
IAB taxonomy has a series of top-level and sub-level cate-
gories, with corresponding scores and confidence levels for
each domain-category pair. We mapped each domain to its
highest-rated specific subcategory, unless no such confident
category existed. In that case, we substituted the most relevant
higher-level category. If the domain was listed as "Uncate-
gorized," we removed it from the dataset. Finally, we sorted
from most to least observed category as we did with the all
observed domains vector. Ultimately, our categorical dataset

contained 281 categories out of a total of a possible 404 of-
fered in the IAB category standard. The original paper used
a similar categorization service called Trend Micro, which
yielded 72 interest categories. Although Trend Micro is still
around today, we chose WebShrinker because the IAB cate-
gorization is in line with the threat of adtech we are interested
in exploring.

3.3 Terminology
Throughout the paper, we use the word user for convenience
and flow, but what we are actually examining is sets of
browser histories. The data we collected only guarantees
a unique identifier for the browser. There may be multiple
browsers per user and there may be multiple users per browser.

We refer to collections of unique user domain (or category)
visits in a given time period as a profile, as in Olejnik et
al. The profiles’ underlying dataset may be the list of all
observed domain visits, Trexa domain visits, or categories.
The size of a profile is thus the number of unique domains or
categories the profile contains.

As in the original work, and described in Section 2.1, we
also use the concept of a boolean profile vector. We refer to
an index of this vector as rank; thus, a subvector-to-rank-k
describes the vector of length k with boolean values represent-
ing whether a user has visited each of the top k items in the
dataset. Recall that the items in the vector are sorted from the
most popular item in the underlying dataset to the least.

4 Replication Results

4.1 Web history profile uniqueness
In Figure 3, we compare the size of profiles when we observe
all domains (as presented in Table 1), when we use the Trexa
list to specify the set of domains considered, and when we
use the category representation of profiles. As expected, the

Figure 3: Cumulative proportion of users per profile size.

distribution shifts left as profiles shrink in size, relatively
uniformly across the entire population. Shifting from all
domains to the Trexa list, the median profile size is reduced to
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18 domains. Restricting to just categories, the median profile
size shifts further still, to 11. We note that while the maximum
profile size for all observed domains (1116) is much higher
than its counterpart for Trexa (288) and categories (73), we
observe over 99% of all users in this plot.

In Figure 4, we examine the distribution of prevalence
of history profiles constructed from the set of all observed
domains, Trexa domains, and page categories. The leftmost
point on the x-axis represents the most common profile for
each underlying dataset. The y-axis represents the number of
users with that profile. In the Trexa dataset, for example, the
most popular profile consists of only visits to the most popular
Trexa domain, www.google.com, a profile which is shared
by 559 users, when considering all domains in the Trexa
list (brown line) and nearly 10,000 users when the domain
set to build profiles from is restricted to just the top 10 sites
(blue line). When again considering all domains in the Trexa
list, the second-most popular profile consists of only visits to
www.youtube.com, with 150 users. Generally, the smaller the
pool of users with the same profile, the more easily a specific
user can be identified. When the number of users with a
particular profile reaches 1, we call that profile unique, as it is
only observed for a single user within this data collection. We

Figure 4: Frequency distributions of distinct profiles ranked
by popularity, across multiple subvectors of top domains.

repeated the analysis with several subvectors of the domain
history, sampling up to the rank k entries for various values
of k. In all three datasets, k = 50 is enough to align the slope
of the line with the one generated from the entire population.
Additionally, the length of the segment at y = 1 for each line
on the chart indicates the number of profiles deemed unique.
This finding is consistent with results presented in Olejnik et
al. despite the differences in the underlying datasets.

We now estimate how much identifiability is lost by only
looking at a portion of a predefined domain list. When all
domains were observed, we saw 51,035 different profiles, cor-
responding to a 99.65% rate of uniqueness among our users.
Restricting to visibility only the top 100 most frequently ob-
served domains allowed us to compute 36,652 profiles (based
on available histories) of which 95.31% were unique. Sub-
stitution of the observed domain popularity with the Trexa
list led to the aggregation of 48,919 profiles of which 99.14%
were unique. Further constraining visibility to only the top
100 Trexa domains led to 31,810 profiles of which 92.05%
were unique. When using the compressed data representation
of just 281 categories, we still observed 43,348 profiles, of
which 97.24% were unique.

In Figure 5 we examine the change in proportion of unique
profiles with respect to the size of the subvector more closely,
looking at all values of k spanning the range 1 to 250. We

Figure 5: Variation in number and proportion of unique pro-
files as history vector grows in size.

found, unsurprisingly, that across datasets there are no unique
profiles described by a profile subvector of length 1 (in the
Trexa dataset, for example, there are 2 such possible profiles–
users that did or did not go to www.google.com). All ob-
served domains and categories were ordered by the user data,
describing the behavior of our users most precisely, and a
large amount of these profiles quickly exhibit uniqueness.
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Conversely, the ordering of the predefined Trexa domain vec-
tor does not perfectly match the population browsing data, ac-
counting for the lack of smoothness as k increases. Although
the category vector has less precision than a history vector,
a category covers numerous domains; thus the category vec-
tor allows for more browsing behavior to be represented for
a given k. We observe that the number of distinct category
profiles at the chart’s elbow (k~30) is larger than the amount
of distinct Trexa profiles by roughly a factor of 3.

Though it’s straightforward to classify two profiles as dis-
tinct or not, we would like to be able to conceptualize the
extent of the distance between them. Olejnik et al. used the
Jaccard index to measure similarity. In Figure 6, we use the
related Jaccard distance, measured as (1 - Jaccard index), to
examine the range of this distance. To generate the distribu-

Figure 6: Distribution of Jaccard distances between profiles
of a single user and distinct users

tions in Figure 6, we selected users total profile sizes of at
least 50, and then split the profile into two observed activity
periods. We then compute the Jaccard distance for the user
to theirself between period 1 and period 2, and the user in
period 1 to all other users in period 2. We plot a sample of
this distribution for tractability. Though there is overlap in
the distributions, we can reasonably expect that, for a given
profile, a profile from the same user has a smaller distance
than one from a different user a good portion of the time. Re-
peated measures from the distribution (if we had several more
time periods, for example) would only increase confidence in
which distribution the measurements belongs to.

We believe that our results strengthen the original paper’s
claim that subsets of user data pose a potential for exploitation
in user identifiability, despite differences in the underlying
data. The original manuscript observed a (likely) longer du-
ration of history for around 7 times as many users, while we
were able to collect more detailed information. In the context
of this Section, it’s important to note that our smaller popula-
tion increases the chances of observing a unique profile due
to fewer overall profiles.

The analysis performed above replicates the distribution of
profile sizes from Olejnik et al. Section 4.1.2, the frequency of
distributions of different subvectors from Sections 4.1.3 and

4.2.3, and the distribution of Jaccard similarity from 4.1.3. In
particular, we see similar trends and measurements of unique-
ness, as Olejnik et al. note in Section 4.1.2, 4.1.3, and 4.2.3.
Our similar findings regarding the uniqueness of category
profiles is particularly relevant in light of the proposal for
category-based targeted advertisement as a privacy safeguard
put forth by some advertisement companies [18, 26]. In this
section we did not directly address the original paper’s find-
ings related to surprisal, as in section 5.4 we use a different
approach to quantifying information gain from a more de-
tailed profile.

4.2 Stability of profiles
The original paper examined stability of history profiles to
understand the potential for browser histories to be used for
tracking. The combination of uniqueness and stability be-
ing preconditions for reidentifiability is also discussed by
Gómez-Boix et al [27]. However, the data collection method
employed by the original work hindered a detailed examina-
tion of profile stability as it relied on organic return visits
to the study page. Although over 368,000 browsing histo-
ries were collected, only a small fraction of users could be
included in the stability analysis. They report data for ~1,800
returning users on day 1, dropping to ~400 returning users by
day 7, and ~150 by day 14. Aside from sample size consid-
erations, two additional challenges impact the interpretation
of those findings. Firstly, the history detection technique em-
ployed could not detect whether sites collected on first visit
were revisited or first-time visits. Secondly, ground truth was
established based on reidentifying visitors with a combination
of IP Address and UserAgent, perhaps biasing the baseline
data to under-represent users accessing the web from multiple
locations. In particular, accurate estimation of site revisitation
rates is vital to estimating the possibility of reidentifiability.

Our methodology gathered two weeks of browsing data
from all our users. Although we do see a drop in the number
of users over the course of the study as visible in Figure 1, we
have two weeks of browsing data from tens of thousands of
users allowing us to model the reidentification of users based
on browsing history. Due to the fundamental differences be-
tween the datasets, we have not attempted to replicate the
original paper’s stability analysis. Instead, we extend the orig-
inal work and model reidentifiability as outlined in Section 5.
We note here that our work supports the original finding that
browser history profiles are stable.

4.3 Third parties
As our data collection included all requests and responses,
we are able to see all third parties that users were exposed
to. We find the results from the original paper are not only
reproducible, but are stronger today with Google (Alphabet)
and Facebook observing large portions of the web. Presenta-
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tion of our third-party analyses is available in the extension
section 5.6 where we examine the theoretical reidentifiability
of the top third parties our participants were exposed to.

5 Reidentification rates extension

As previewed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we wish to expand on
the work illuminating the privacy risk that Olejnik et al. [48]
describe. We do so by directly modeling the reidentifiabil-
ity of users based on their browsing history. As we move
into this section, recall that while we continue to talk about
profiles, as described in Section 3.3, we now consider each
user separately. If two different users have the same history
profile, they appear as two identical rows in our dataset and
the matching process, as explained in 5.1, will randomly se-
lect between those two users. For all the analyses presented,
period 1 and period 2 are the two weeks of browsing data
separated by a week.

5.1 Reidentifiability metric
As motivated by the distributions in Figure 6, we define a
model for attempting to reidentify a user between observation
sessions. For each user, we compute the Jaccard distance be-
tween the user’s period 1 profile vector and all profile vectors
in week 2. The period 2 browsing history vector with the
lowest Jaccard distance to the profile of interest is considered
the most likely match. (Note: We did not build special han-
dling for ties. We used the pandas idxmin function which
returns the "index of first occurrence of minimum over re-
quested axis". As the identifier is a randomly generated alpha
numeric code, we do not believe this introduced bias into our
results.) We then evaluate the match and a user is considered
reidentified if the correct identification was made. The reiden-
tifiability rate is thus the percentage of all users in a specified
pool who are reidentified in this manner.

Though the minimum Jaccard distance is a very simplistic
metric to use for this analysis, we chose it for a number of
reasons. Firstly, it directly follows from the examination of
Jaccard distances between profiles in the original paper. Sec-
ondly, it is easy to interpret: this metric picks the period 2
vector with the most overlap between both sets. Lastly, and
perhaps most importantly, building a reidentifiability engine
is a complex task with several domain-specific algorithmic
choices to consider. Subtler distance metrics, multinomial
data (modeling the frequency of domain visits), and more de-
tailed browsing metadata (time of browsing, for example, or
more privacy-invasive features that could be collected in the
wild) could all improve our matching algorithm significantly.
However, our goal is to take the next logical step beyond
the analysis of profile uniqueness to understand whether that
uniqueness implies a level of reidentifiability worth exploring.
Because of possible model improvements previously men-
tioned, we can safely consider the results we obtain to be

an underestimate of analagous methods potentially used in
industry.

We note that throughout the following analyses we split
users into groups by their overall profile size (the number of
distinct domains in their total browsing history). It is done
once to sub-divide the population. It is not recomputed for
each type of analysis and serves solely as a way to stratify the
population so that inter-group comparisons are valid.

5.2 Baseline reidentifiability

We start our analysis by looking at the reidentifiability of all
users with more than 50 distinct domains in their complete
browsing history. We start with this number as a trade-off
between two factors: (a) as we will show later in Section 5.4,
reidentifiability increases as the number of unique domains
in a user’s profile increases, and (b) as shown in Figure 3, the
smaller the minimum profile size we consider, the larger the
pool of users we have. Restricting to a minimum profile size
of 50 domains results in 19,263 users, 37% of the total in our
dataset. This number is tractable for computation and yields
significant reidentifiability rates.

With the data split into two profile vectors for the distinct
time periods, we compute the reidentifiability metric at vari-
ous subvectors of rank k. Once we had the vector of evaluated
reidentifications (True/False for each user), we resampled
it 10,000 times to find the bootstrapped confidence interval
for the rate of reidentifiability. Figure 7 shows these results
for both the set of all observed domains and the Trexa list
domains. The first thing we can observe from Figure 7 is

Figure 7: Reidentifiability over two domain lists for 19,263
users with a profile size over 50

the tightness of the 95% confidence intervals due to the pop-
ulation size. The relative width of these intervals can be
contrasted with those in Figure 9. Second, we observe that,
unsurprisingly, the more domains included in the computa-
tion, the higher the reidentifiability rates. This makes intuitive
sense: as we increase the rank of the subvector, we include
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both less-common sites and combinations of sites that are
more likely to be specific to a particular user profile. Inter-
estingly, we note that although a subvector truncated at rank
100 leads to a high proportion of unique profiles (92-95%),
the reidentifiability rates are below 10% for both datasets.
However, when we include the subvector to rank 10,000, rei-
dentifiability rates grow to ~50%. Additionally, the difference
in reidentifiability across the two datasets is smaller than
we may have expected given the relatively large difference
between the two lists.

The upward trend in reidentifiability as the length of the
subvector increases makes sense, but we must also consider
the effect of stability of browsing activity. The more con-
sistent a history is, the easier it is to reidentify with smaller
amounts of data. For example, consider a light internet user
that regularly goes to the same 5 websites, compared with a
heavy internet user that spends many hours a day browsing
but rarely the same domains. Understanding types of users,
and patterns of browsing behavior, is a relevant problem but
outside the scope of this paper.

5.3 Modeling scaling effects

Another concern for a real-world implementation is the scale
of the user pool. In a pool of a single user, reidentifiability is
necessarily 100%. As the pool of potential candidates grows,
the signal must be increasingly specific in order to correctly
match two user profiles.

Measuring scalability is ideally done by collecting the
browsing data of millions of people. Unfortunately, this
method is infeasible within the limits of our research. Addi-
tionally, this type of collection involves privacy risk, although
we note that this practice is commonly employed by compa-
nies engaged in cross-site tracking activity.

To explore scalability with the data we have available to us,
we perform a Monte Carlo simulation with the subset of users
with a profile size over 50. We sample between 1 and the
max number of users 55,000 times without replacement, and
calculate the subvector of observed domains at rank 10,000
for each user’s profile. The sampling volumes were designed
to give good coverage over the log space of n users. The
results are shown in Figure 8. The log scale in the lower
plot causes the striations in reidentifiability on the left of the
lower plot, which are an artifact of the limited value space for
reidentifiability with small n (n = 1 has a reidentifiability rate
set of {1}, n = 2 has {0,0.5,1}, etc.).

The top chart suggests that the reidentifiability rate reaches
an asymptote, bolstered by the linearity on the log scale chart.
However, it does not feel prudent to say that the trend is
certain for millions of users. We leave this analysis to future
research. We can, however, make claims about the effects
of reducing the pool of users. Roughly speaking, a 10-fold
reduction in the number of users increases reidentifiability
by 10%. This is relevant as we now turn to looking at how

Figure 8: How reidentifiability scales with the number of
users in a pool. Simulation for all users with profile size over
50. Linear axis (above) and log axis (below).

reidentifiability risk increases as the number of domains in a
profile increases.

5.4 Effect of profile size

Understanding the effect of profile size on reidentifiability
can illuminate certain threat models. For example, if only
a modest threshold for profile size is needed, can a short
private browsing mode session provide enough activity to
allow reindentifiability, despite the precautions taken?

To understand the effect of profile size alone it is impor-
tant to constrain our data in new ways. We divide the data
into 7 groups with profile sizes as shown in Table 1. We
selected buckets that added 25 domains at a time so that the
smallest bucket, by number of users, still had a meaningful
1,766 users. As shown in Section 5.3, the number of users
in a reidentifiability pool affects the reidentifiability rate, so
we constructed our buckets to all be the same size in order
to isolate the effect of profile size. Specifically, we sampled
without replacement 1,766 users from each bucket. We then
computed the reidentifiability rate and the bootstrapped con-
fidence interval (n=10,000) at various subvector lengths as
done in Section 5.2. We repeated this process with a second
downsampled set to validate that the downsampling did not
overly bias the outcome. The results are presented for the
first downsampled set in Figure 9. As Figure 9 shows, rei-
dentifiability increases as profile size increases up to ~80%
for users with over 150 distinct domains in their profile. We
note the wider 95% confidence intervals compared to those in
Figure 7, which is expected with the smaller sample in each
group. If we look at the reidentifiability rate for the group
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Figure 9: Reidentifiability across varying profile sizes

with profile size 51-75, we see it is a little higher than that
shown for the 50 plus group shown earlier in Figure 7. There
are two competing forces here: (1) the smaller pool of users
in in this analysis drives higher reidentifiability, but (2) the
cap on the size of the profile at 75, as opposed to no cap in
Figure 7, limits reidentifiability.

We observe that as the size of bucket increases, the reiden-
tifiability rate increases. However, the increase diminishes
with each additional increase in profile size. At rank 10,000
the reidentifiability rate jumps ~20% when the profile size in-
creases from 1-25 to 26-50. However, the increase is less than
5% when going from 101-125 to 126-150. The additional
separation seen by the largest group (151+) is an artifact of
that bucket incorporating some much larger profiles.

As seen in section 5.1, Trexa reidentifiability rates are not
dramatically different despite the difference in these domain
lists. This similarity highlights the viability of history sniffing
attacks as tracking vectors, event though we found Trexa
to only have 52% overlap with observed user top sites. In
Figure 9, we note the "contraction" in the reidentifiability
rates at k=100, which is consistent with our observation that
the top 100 Trexa list overlaps with the observed browsing
history less than it does for the top 10,000.

5.5 Reidentifiability with category profiles
Using the category profiles from Section 4.1 we computed
reidentifiability rates with the full-length 281 category vector
for the same buckets of users as Section 5.4. The rates are
shown below in Table 2. The reidentifiability for categories

Profile size
Category-based reidentifiability rate
(95% confidence interval)

1 - 25 5.8% (4.8% - 6.9%)
26 - 50 10.0% (8.6% - 11.4%)
51 - 75 14.3% (12.7% - 16.0%)
76 - 100 15.7% (14.0% - 17.4%)
101 - 125 16.5% (14.8% - 18.3%)
126 - 150 19.1% (17.3% - 21.0%)
151+ 23.3% (21.3% - 25.3%)
51+ 8.1% (7.7% - 8.5%)

Table 2: Reidentifiability rate over category profiles

is limited but non-zero. The rates are consistent with domain
vectors of a similar length. We note, as in Section 5.2, that
although this small number of categories is sufficient to yield
a large number of distinct profiles, it does not yield high rei-
dentification using our metric. As noted by Olejnik et al., the
category analysis is an obvious candidate for a multinomial
approach, using the frequency of category visits instead of the
binary vector. However, as outlined in Section 5.1, we chose
to stick to a single reidentifiability metric. We look forward
to further work examining the impact of a more sophisticated
model.

5.6 Third-party reidentifiability
The original paper [48] constrained an examination of third
parties to the subset of domains on which third-party scripts
from Google or Facebook were observed. Our data collection
included all request and response data during the data collec-
tion period, allowing a direct identification of all third parties
present on a site during a user’s visit. However, the very
definition of a third-party relationship at the domain level has
become increasingly complex. On the web today, individual
actors, such as Oracle or Wikipedia, operate their services
on multiple domains. This presents three problems: (1) The
reach of one third-party domain does not accurately charac-
terize an entity’s reach; (2) an entity using a separate domain
to serve their own content on their main site, for example
media on wikipedia.org is hosted by wikimedia.org will be
identified as a third party; and (3) an entity may have a corpo-
rate or operational structure such that it has insight into data
collection performed by other companies, through common
ownership or data exchange agreements. To overcome these
challenges we use the webXray domain list [37, 38] which
connects domains with corporate entities and codifies corpo-
rate structures. For consistency we associate all domains with
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the highest level parent entity in the webXray dataset. So,
for example, we capture the third-party reach of Alphabet,
Google’s parent company.

We mark all requests with the parent entity they are as-
sociated with. If the parent entities of the request and the
navigation domain differ, the request marked as third party.
We measured the most prevalent third parties with two met-
rics: the number of first parties a third-party entity is present
on, and the number of users who were exposed to that third
party. We took the union of the top 50 by each metric to create
a list of 61 prevalent third parties. To preserve privacy, we
filtered this list to only contain third-party entities to which
more than 5,000 users had been exposed. This step resulted
in the removal of 1 third party, leaving a list of 60 third-party
entities to analyze.

We started with the top 10,000 observed domains and re-
duced it to the set visible by the third-party entity. This limits
the set of domains we are considering compared to the full
reach of the entities. However, it also makes the result directly
comparable with Figure 9, along with being more computa-
tionally tractable. The results are presented in Figure 10 for
three groups of users: the complete set of 19,263 users with
over 50 domains in their complete profile shown in Figure 7,
the set of 1,766 users with a profile size over 150 domains
shown in Figure 9, and a randomly selected set of 1,766 users
from those with a profile size over 50. This last set provides
a link between the other two, enabling direct comparisons
for both number of users and profile size. Figure 10 provides
a number of important insights. Firstly, we observe that the
steps between the three user groups are consistent across third
parties, and are consistent with our results in earlier sections.
We note that the results are presented as theoretical reiden-
tifiability rate in order to highlight that we are not claiming
the entities presented are all performing this kind of an attack.
That said, TapAd and Drawbridge, two leading probabilistic
trackers [10, 13], are present in our top third-party list with a
theoretical reidentifiability rate of approximately half the rate
we obtained with complete information. Alphabet and Face-
book, the two entities studied in the original paper, have close
to our computed maximum, which is significantly higher than
what the original authors found relative to their core metric
of uniqueness. We summarize third parties as being highly
prevalent and with the potential for deep visibility into brows-
ing activity; that potential for surveillance is not in and of
itself proof thereof.

6 Discussion

Our findings on profile uniqueness replicate those of Olejnik
et al. [48] and our work on reidentifiability provides robust
evidence for the viability of browser profiles as a tracking
identifier. Interpretation of these extended findings as it per-
tains to third parties requires a nuanced examination of the
underlying data. Notably, Wikimedia Foundation was ob-

Figure 10: Theoretical third-party reidentifiability rates

served on 395 of the top 10,000 first-party domains. This
is low in relation to Alphabet (parent company of Google)
at 9,823, and Facebook at 7,348, and the numerous compa-
nies from Verizon to TrustArc with a presence on 2,000 -
5,500 of the top 10,000 first-party domains. Nonetheless, 395
first-party domains could still be considered surprising for a
non-profit organization likely not engaging in data surveil-
lance activities. The surprisingly large presence of Wikimedia
is at least partially due to user-generated content, where in-
dividuals make use of web platforms to share content via
third-party links. This observation raises important questions
about methodological due diligence when interpreting third-
party relationships for the purpose of privacy and security
research.

To use a history profile as a tracking vector, one must first
be created. This means an entity requires some visibility into
browsing behaviour via another tracking identifier to enable
data collection over a time period, or they must perform a his-
tory sniffing attack. In some jurisdictions, history sniffing is
likely illegal [9] and in the US led to the FTC bringing charges
against a company [16]. This type of attack is very hard for
users to prevent, and responsibility rests with researchers and
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browser vendors to remain vigilant in monitoring vulnerabil-
ities such as those disclosed by Smith et al. [58] to protect
global web users.

The most prevalent tracking identifier is a browser cookie;
however, as awareness of cookies has increased so have user
protections. Currently, tracking protections built into Firefox,
Edge, Safari, and Brave attempt to limit or block tracking
content. Protections are not complete for a variety of reasons;
often compromises are made to avoid unexpected errors in
the way web pages are loaded as web browsers must correctly
display web content while selectively blocking content de-
signed by web developers. In January 2020, Chrome made
headlines announcing that they will phase out third-party
cookies [57]. The W3C Privacy Community Group, with
members from all major browsers and a wide-range of stake-
holders, proposes going much further with Client-Side Stor-
age Partitioning (CSSP) [28]. CSSP will link access to a wide-
range of browser features to a first-party domain. In a sim-
ple case, if tracker.example sets a cookie on a.example,
on b.example, tracker.example will not see that cookie.
In principle, CSSP will make the web profoundly more pri-
vate than it is today, and its scope is far beyond cross-site
cookies. Versions of this type of protection can be seen in
Safari [61, 62], Firefox Nightly [12], Tor Browser [52], and
Brave [11] as of April 2020.

Even if traditional stateful tracking is addressed, IP address
tracking and fingerprinting are a real concern as ongoing
privacy threats that can work in concert with browser history
tracking. We point readers to Mishra et al.’s [42] discussion on
IP address tracking and possible mitigations. They observed
IP addresses to be static for as long as a month at a time, and
while not a perfect tracker, IP addresses are trivial to collect.
Our reidentifiability metric tracked users from one week to
the next using only one week of web browsing history to build
a profile (see Section 5). Technical solutions such as VPNs
and Tor can offer imperfect protection [42, 49], as can efforts
on behalf of Internet service providers to refresh users’ IP
addresses more frequently.

There is a growing technical emphasis on efforts to miti-
gate browser fingerprinting. Gómez-Boix et al. [27] found
that browser fingerprints are not perfect identifiers, but did ob-
serve that 95% of desktop users had fingerprints that matched
100 or fewer other users. Presuming that device-specific prop-
erties (screen size, graphics stack) are not correlated with
browsing history, then fingerprinting offers a mechanism to
greatly narrow a pool of users in which to associate brows-
ing histories. As we have shown, the smaller the pool of
users under consideration, the higher the reidentifiability rates
achievable with browsing history alone (see Section 5.3).

We are encouraged that fingerprintability is a considera-
tion in web specifications [19], but a significant amount of
work remains if we are to prevent fingerprinting and we hope
researchers and browser vendors will push aggressively on
anti-fingerprinting measures.

6.1 User-facing recommendations

Until the state of the web has improved, the onus of ensuring
privacy often falls on the user. However, evidence suggests
that general audiences are not aware that privacy protection
tools exist, let alone understand their function or the threats
they protect against [14]. Additionally, Fagan et al. [24]
describe the trade-off between convenience and security that
often results in non-compliance with security measures unless
the risk can be understood and evaluated.

Currently, users can limit their exposure to third-party track-
ing by opting into tools such as privacy addons [25, 39, 41],
containers [43], and by modifying their browser settings to
emphasize existing privacy features that may result in a dimin-
ished browsing experience. Blocking fingerprinting via the
Disconnect list in Edge and Firefox offers users protection,
but relies on a blocklist of known trackers. Privacy addons
offer fingerprinting protections through lists such as EasyList
and EasyPrivacy [21], or a fine-grained control over locally
curated exclusion lists, which require substantial effort by
users to maintain. Tor Browser includes changes to reduce
the entropy of the browser by normalizing the return values
of various APIs [52]. This functionality is also available in
Firefox behind the privacy.resistFingerprinting con-
figuration flag, but introduces compatibility issues with some
websites. Chrome’s Privacy Sandbox project [15] proposes
the concept of a privacy budget [35] that only allows a cer-
tain amount of entropy to accumulate, along with reducing
entropy and removing fingerprinting surfaces.

As the existence of these tools alone is not enough to pre-
vent a tracking threat, well-researched user experience prac-
tices should be considered in order to increase their adop-
tion and make their usage more seamless while mitigating
drawbacks. Mathur et al. [40] propose that browsers should
automatically provide comprehensive protection in particu-
larly sensitive contexts such as private browsing mode. We
did not collect data when a private browsing mode session
was active, and so cannot validate our threat model in this
context. However, the potentially sensitive nature of private
browsing indicates that the need to avoid tracking may over-
power the need to avoid breakage or inconvenience the user.
Developers of products with private browsing modes should
not only encourage their use when appropriate, but enforce
short, task-focused sessions to reduce the number and diver-
sity of domains visited, potentially by purging a session when
a threshold has been reached or by encouraging good user
habits via messaging, suggestions, or other interaction design.

Our research leaves a number of open questions that must
be considered in the face of designing user interventions for
browser history tracking. In particular, there are questions
about how to educate users and offer meaningful privacy pro-
tections against the kind of complex and abstract threat model
we outline. The many tools that currently exist to preserve
privacy should be encouraged within the context of a well-
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explained, specific threat to empower users to opt in to these
tools on an ongoing basis.

6.2 Limitations and future work

It is our hope that these findings will be appropriately in-
terpreted despite, and in context of, limitations to the data
collection methodology, reidentifiability metric, and the anal-
ysis of third-party relationships. As with any opt-in data
collection, our data represents a biased sample. We cannot
know the exact effect of this bias; however, we suggest that
our sample may exhibit greater homogeneity than we expect
from the overall internet-connected population. This may
have resulted in an underestimation of the ease with which
participants can be reidentified based on browsing histories.

We believe our replication provides an important and com-
plementary extension to the original, as we were able to di-
rectly study reidentification threats. Although we have similar
concerns regarding the feasibility with which such tracking
threats can be scaled to billions of web users, our discussion
in Section 6 provides anecdotal evidence that it is feasible
to combine independent tracking vectors, which would can
dramatically reduce the required scale for viability.

Our model leverages a very basic metric to demonstrate
reidentifiability. It was our intention to focus on the question
of moving from uniqueness of profiles to a baseline reidentifi-
ability rate. As described in section 5.1, there is a multitude
of more advanced techniques available. For example, Banse
et al. [7] achieved an 88.2% reidentification rate among 2,100
users based on daily browsing data using a Naive Bayes clas-
sifier and cosine distances. Perhaps more importantly, com-
panies engaged in this kind of activity have access to the full
range of tracking data: IP addresses, cookie-based identifiers,
identifiers from cookie-syncing, click attribution identifiers,
browser fingerprints, and user-generated identifiers such as
social media handles or email addresses used for logins. We
do not want to over-speculate on the relative impact of these
factors, but we do believe that the approach presented in this
work, in spite of the above caveats, is conservative when it
comes to the potential for using browser history as a tracking
profile.

We would like to highlight a core limitation of our approach
to measuring third parties at the entity level and why we be-
lieve it is still preferable to other strategies for discerning
relationships between web resources. This limitation is ex-
emplified by the presence of fbsbx.com, a Facebook-owned
domain, on our top third-party list. This domain was observed
on only 351 of the top 10,000 first-party domains, but its in-
clusion in our list was based on its visibility to users as a third
party. This was driven by the fact that the webXray dataset
does not currently associate fbsbx.com as being part of the
Facebook entity and so requests to fbsbx.com were marked
as third-party in nature when they originated from visits to
facebook.com and other popular Facebook owned first-party

sites. It is difficult to know how many times this has happened
during our data analysis; we consider the implications of this
finding and caveat our results accordingly. If a domain is
not associated with an entity in the webXray list it has the
following possible effects: (1) The presence / traffic of that do-
main in a third-party context is not correctly associated with
the entity, thereby lowering the power of the third-party in
our reidentifiability analysis, and (2) Missing the third-party
relationship with a domain only affects the reidentifiability
analysis by the number of first-party domains the third party
has been misidentified on. In the case of Facebook not being
linked with fbsbx.com, we may have incorrectly labeled it as
having a third-party relationship with Facebook domains such
as facebook.com, instagram.com, whatsapp.com. The
fact that fbsbx.com is not correctly associated with Face-
book has lowered the Facebook reidentifiability rate by up
to 350 domains, but it has raised the fbsbx.com domain rate
by only a handful of domains. We are comfortable with this
trade-off despite the fact that using an entity list introduces
a dependency on its accuracy and completeness. Correctly
characterising a third-party relationship in the context of web
research is, itself an immensely complex undertaking and
there is an abundance of future work to be done in this space.

Finally, we did not find all profiles to be unique or reiden-
tifiable. Future work should leverage the common traits in
these non-unique profiles in order to inform strategies for
privacy tools and education development.

7 Conclusion

In summary, we set out to replicate and expand upon the ideas
put forth in Olejnik et al.’s 2012 paper Why Johnny Can’t
Browse in Peace: On the Uniqueness of Web Browsing His-
tory Patterns. The original paper observed a set of ~400,000
web history profiles, of which 94% were unique. Our set of
48,103 distinct browsing profiles, of which 99% are unique,
followed similar distributions as the original. Likewise, these
patterns held when we used a public top-site list and category
mappings to restrict visibility into the number of domains
considered, mimicking the methodology of the original work.

Olejnik et al. found evidence for profile stability among
a small pool of returning users. We extend this work and
modeled reidentifiability directly for nearly 20,000 users. We
reidentify users from two separate weeks of browsing history,
and examine the effect of profile size, and how reidentifiability
scales with the number of users under consideration. Our
reidentifiability rates in a pool of 1,766 were below 10% for
100 sites despite a >90% profile uniqueness across datasets,
but increased to ~80% when we consider 10,000 sites. Finally,
while Olejnik et al. show somewhat lower uniqueness levels
for profiles of pages tracked by Google and Facebook, we
show theoretical reidentifiability rates for some third-party
entities nearly as high as those we achieve with complete
knowledge of all visited domains.
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Abstract

Smart-home devices are becoming increasingly ubiquitous
and interconnected with other devices and services, such as
phones, fitness trackers, cars, and social media accounts. Built-
in connections between these services are still emerging,
but end-user-programming tools such as If-This-Then-That
(IFTTT) have existed for almost a decade, allowing users to
create rules (called applets in IFTTT) that dictate interactions
between devices and services. Previous work found poten-
tial secrecy or integrity violations in many applets, but did
so without examining how individual users interact with the
service. In this work, we study the risks of real-world use of
IFTTT by collecting and analyzing 732 applets installed by
28 participants and participants’ responses to several survey
questions. We found that significantly fewer applets than pre-
viously thought pose realistic secrecy or integrity risks to the
users who install them. Consistent with this finding, partic-
ipants were generally not concerned about potential harms,
even when these were explained to them. However, examin-
ing participants’ applets led us to identify several new types
of privacy risks, which challenge some assumptions inherent
in previous analyses that focus on secrecy and integrity risks.
For example, we found that many applets involve monitor-
ing incidental users: family, friends, and neighbors who may
interact with someone else’s smart-home devices, possibly
without realizing it. We discuss what our findings imply for
automatically identifying potentially harmful applets.

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2020.
August 9–11, 2020, Virtual Conference.

1 Introduction

Smart home technology has made its way into public con-
sciousness and widespread use [3]. On their own, smart-home
devices typically allow users to control them via dedicated
apps, possibly creating schedules, routines, or triggering noti-
fications from the apps on users’ phones. Additionally, many
smart-home devices enhance their capacity for home automa-
tion by interfacing with end-user programming tools such as
If-This-Then-That (IFTTT), Stringify, and WebHooks. Such
tools allow users to create trigger-action “rules” that react to
and/or control their IoT devices and services like social me-
dia, cloud storage, or news. This enables users to accomplish
home automation tasks that would not be possible otherwise.
For example, a user could create a rule to automatically turn
on all their smart lights when they arrive home, even if those
lights were made by a variety of manufacturers. While these
tools can enable creative, beneficial uses of smart-home tech-
nologies, they may also introduce security and privacy risks.

Prior work found that as many as 50% of applets shared
on the IFTTT webpage could lead to secrecy or integrity
violations (i.e., leak private information or allow unautho-
rized access to a user’s devices and services) [35]. That study,
and others (e.g., [8, 10, 11, 28, 38]), sought to understand and
measure the prevalence and magnitude of security and pri-
vacy risks of end-user programming with trigger-action rules,
and they have proposed automated ways of identifying risky
rules—rules that have the potential to cause harm—with an
end-goal of mitigating risks. However, these studies have re-
lied on publicly available data (e.g., applets shared on the
IFTTT webpage) and have not evaluated risks in the context
of individual users’ sets of rules, the contexts in which those
rules are applied, or the individuals’ privacy preferences.

In this paper, we seek to better contextualize our under-
standing of the ways that users employ end-user programming
in order to answer open questions about the secrecy, integrity,
and other security and privacy risks their rules may create. To
do so, we focus specifically on IFTTT, which is the most pop-
ular end-user-programming tool [25]. We recruited 28 IFTTT
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users via popular home-automation message boards. Partic-
ipants allowed us to collect data about their IFTTT applets
and responded to a short survey. Survey questions addressed
the context in which the applets are used (e.g., who cloud
storage documents are shared with), participants’ understand-
ing and perception of secrecy and integrity risks (e.g., if they
had considered certain risks when setting up rules, if they had
experienced any harms, and if they believed certain risks were
possible for a particular rule), and how they would react to
specific violations identified in prior work.

Using automated information-flow-based analysis, we
found that about 57% of participants’ IFTTT rules had poten-
tial secrecy or integrity violations (see Section 4.3), which is
consistent with the findings of prior work analyzing applets
shared on the IFTTT website. In Section 4.4, we examine
participants’ rules in more detail, considering context such as
their titles. This more detailed analysis revealed that although
many applets might technically have secrecy or integrity vi-
olations, they are rarely harmful because of these violations.
Only about 10% of the secrecy-violating rules (just over 3%
of all rules) could lead to secrecy harms, and just under 20%
of integrity-violating rules (8.6% of all rules) present serious
integrity-related risks. Consistent with our manual evaluation,
participants did not believe that their rules were likely to lead
to secrecy- or integrity-related harms, though they did care
about the security and privacy of their rules.

Our contextualized analysis of trigger-action rules and their
security and privacy risks is a key contribution of this work
and also led to unexpected findings. Although secrecy and
integrity violations rarely pose risks to IFTTT users, IFTTT
rules pose other types of security and privacy risks that have
not been identified through automated analysis. For exam-
ple, IFTTT rules can create surveillance risks to incidental
users—people besides the IFTTT user who created the rule.
In Section 5, we discuss these other types of risks, as well
as other limitations of the information-flow analysis. From
our findings we draw guidelines for how automated analysis
tools could better distinguish between practically risky and
merely theoretically violating trigger-action rules. We also
propose future research to better understand incidental users’
preferences regarding their interactions with smart-home de-
vices. Identifying contextual factors needed for more accurate
automated analyses and previously unexplored categories of
risks are also key contributions of this study.

2 Background

2.1 Security of Smart-Home Technology
In recent years, researchers have investigated the security
and privacy risks imposed by home IoT ecosystems. Most of
these efforts consider the IoT ecosystem either at the applica-
tion level or at the network level. At the application level, re-
searchers have found that many applications built on emerging

programming platforms such as Samsung’s SmartThings [4]
are over-privileged due to design flaws in their permission
models [15, 17]. User-centric and context-aware permission
systems have been developed for appified IoT platforms to
address their coarse-grained permission flaws [16,23,37]. Sys-
tems utilizing static analysis [10, 28], model-checking [11],
and data provenance graphs [38] have been proposed to help
identify incorrect or inconsistent application behavior. Many
research groups have proposed network-traffic-analysis-based
security mechanisms [9, 12, 13, 29, 33, 34, 40]; many of these
were introduced in light of the infamous Mirai attack, which
took advantage of insecure IoT devices to launch a distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attack [20, 30].

Differently from these studies, our work focuses on risks
introduced by end-user programming. That is, we find that po-
tential harms persist even under the assumption that technical
vulnerabilities do not exist or are sufficiently unlikely.

2.2 Privacy Concerns in Smart Homes

In spite of their widespread adoption, users continue to surface
privacy concerns about smart-home devices. To understand
what concerns users have about smart-home technology, sev-
eral interview- and survey-based studies investigated users’
experiences and preferences [6, 7, 14, 36]. When IoT devices
are installed in multi-person households, new security, pri-
vacy, and usability challenges emerge. Recent research has
sought to identify user requirements in these multi-user set-
tings and proposed potential solutions [19, 39, 41] such as
making it easier for everyone in a household to control the
devices and how they are configured [41]. Others have stud-
ied desirable access controls for smart-home devices [21, 32].
Our study also attempts to understand privacy concerns in a
smart-home setting (including multi-user setting), but more
so in the context of using automation services like IFTTT
which can inadvertently cause harms.

2.3 End-User Programming for IoT Devices

Several end-user programming tools—including IFTTT (“If
This, Then That”) [1], Microsoft Flow [2] and Zapier [5]—
enable users to connect multiple services by constructing
simple trigger-action programs [24]; IFTTT is by far the most
popular of these [25].

2.3.1 IFTTT

An IFTTT rule or “applet” (previously called “recipe”) con-
sists of a “trigger” and an “action.” The trigger is the “this”
and the action is the “that” in “if this then that.” Shortly before
our study’s data collection, IFTTT added a feature to allows
a single applet to have more than one action. Each trigger
and action belongs to a “channel,” which specifies the service
provider who created the trigger or action (e.g., IoT device
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manufacturer, social media company). As of November 2019,
IFTTT offered 1,228 channels [1]. Some actions and triggers
have additional fields that must be specified by a user. For ex-
ample, in the trigger “Amazon Alexa :: say a specific phrase,”
a user-configured field specifies the specific phrase. When
users set up rules, they can edit a plaintext description of the
applet, which we refer to as the applet’s “title.”

2.3.2 Information-Flow Analysis of IFTTT Applets

Although our main focus is to understand the potential harms
of real users’ IFTTT rules, we sought to ground our assess-
ment in terms of previous estimates. Doing so enables us to
assess the efficacy of previous methods of assessing IFTTT
rules and to contribute insights that may improve automated
analysis methods. In particular, we build on a prior study by
Surbatovich et al. that applied information-flow analysis to
IFTTT applets to automatically determine which rules contain
potential secrecy or integrity violations [35].

Secrecy violations occur when a rule allows information to
flow from a more private source (the trigger) to a less private
sink (the action), possibly leaking private information to a
wider audience than intended. For example, a rule that posts
to Facebook each time motion is detected at the user’s front
door could unintentionally broadcast when the user arrives
home at a suspicious time (e.g., late at night or when they
should be at work).

Integrity violations occur when a rule allows a more trusted
action to be controlled by a less trusted trigger, thus possibly
allowing unintended people to perform actions they would not
otherwise be able to (e.g., allowing an adversary to control a
user’s smart-home devices or post to their social media pages).
For example, a rule that unlocks the user’s home when an
email is received that contains a pre-specified keyword could
allow an adversary who guesses the keyword to compromise
the user’s home security.

Information-flow analysis as used in previous work [35]
consists of three steps: (1) creating a set of secrecy and a set
of integrity labels and arranging each set into a lattice that
describes whether information flows are safe or constitute se-
crecy or integrity violations; (2) manually assigning secrecy
and integrity labels to each trigger and action, conveying who
can observe (secrecy) or control (integrity) the trigger or ac-
tion; and (3) given the labels of trigger-action pairs and the
secrecy and integrity lattices, determining whether the trigger-
action pair constitutes a security or integrity violation.

Surbatovich et al. used four secrecy labels to describe who
may have observed that a trigger or action event has occurred:
private (e.g., only the IFTTT user), restricted physical (e.g.,
people in a user’s home), restricted online (e.g., the user’s
Facebook friends), and public (e.g., anyone in the world). Sim-
ilarly, they used six integrity labels to describe who can cause
a trigger or action to occur: trusted (e.g., only the IFTTT
user), trusted other (e.g., trusted news sources or weather re-
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Figure 1: Secrecy and integrity lattices from prior work [35].
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analysis.

ports), untrusted (e.g., anyone in the world), untrusted group
(e.g., the unrestricted group people could collectively cause
a trigger event such as “reddit :: New hot post in subred-
dit”), and restricted physical and restricted online (same as
for secrecy labels). Detailed explanations of the labels are
included in Appendix B. We replicate this analysis with minor
adjustments as described in Section 3.1.

When a precise secrecy or integrity label cannot be deter-
mined (e.g., because context, such with whom a Google Sheet
is shared, would affect the label), multiple labels may be as-
signed to denote that the label could be any of these. If some
combination of labels for an applet constitutes a secrecy or
integrity violation, we refer to it as “potentially violating.”

2.3.3 Other Automated Analyses of Applets

Several other research efforts have sought to identify and char-
acterize security and privacy risks for IFTTT users. Bastys et
al. found that applets shared on IFTTT for others to use are
a potential attack vector [8]. In user-shared rules, filters and
parameters set by the rule creator are not visible to users who
adopt the rule, but can be manipulated to execute URL attacks.
Wang et al. and Hsu et al. considered how “chains” of trigger-
action rules that cause other rules to execute can lead to signif-
icant complexity in evaluating whether a system of connected
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smart-home devices is working as intended [22,38]. They pro-
posed solutions that provide data provenance [38] or that use
dynamic model-checking techniques to prevent hidden attack
chains from executing [22]. IFTTT’s use of long-term OAuth
tokens to connect various services creates another potential
source of risk. To prevent the misuse of these tokens, Fernan-
des et al. proposed a Decentralized Trigger-Action Platform
(DTAP) with fine-grained rule-specific tokens [18]. Our study
differs from these in that we focus on analysis at the rule
level; that is, we consider only risks that could arise while the
applets themselves execute correctly as defined.

3 Method

Our study consisted of an online survey and automated collec-
tion of IFTTT data for 28 participants. Both were conducted
with participant consent and approved by our institution’s IRB.
We recruited participants via posts on Home Automation Red-
dit and SmartThings and Stringify forums, which advertised
it as a study about “the habits and behavior of IFTTT users.”
Participants received a $5 Amazon gift card, and one out
of ten participants chosen at random received an additional
$50 Amazon gift card. Participants were required to have an
IFTTT account with at least five applets, in order to ensure
that participants were active IFTTT users and because many
survey questions referenced participants’ specific applets.

Of the 67 people who started our study, 41 completed it
(i.e., 61% completion rate). The main contributor to dropout
was people opting out of downloading a Chrome extension to
collect their IFTTT data. We also excluded 13 responses from
people who did not have the requisite five applets to qualify.
Thus, our final data set included IFTTT data and survey re-
sponses from 28 participants. The survey was open for eight
weeks in April and May of 2018. The median time to com-
plete the study was 18 minutes (IQR 16-24 minutes). At the
end of the survey, we revealed its purpose as a security-based
survey to “see users’ perceptions and awareness of applets
that are possibly insecure or safe,” and offered participants to
opt out. No participants opted out at this stage.

3.1 IFTTT Data Collection and Analysis

We created a Chrome extension to collect the applets partic-
ipants had installed or created, specifically, the trigger and
trigger channel, the action(s) and action channel(s), and the
applet title. Participants downloaded our extension and signed
into their IFTTT account so that we could collect their applets;
the extension was subsequently automatically removed.

Post-hoc data analysis had two phases: (1) automated
information-flow analysis to identify applets with potential se-
crecy and privacy violations, and (2) a qualitative analysis of
each trigger and action, to group similar triggers and actions.

3.1.1 Information-Flow Analysis

Surbatovich et al. shared with us their data and codebase [35],
which allowed us to reproduce the assessment of secrecy or
integrity violations as they would have been evaluated in that
study, as described in Section 2.3.2. This allowed us to directly
compare the secrecy and integrity violations in the recipes
we collected with what was previously measured. Because
many new triggers and actions were added to IFTTT after the
earlier study, only about 20% of participants’ rules could be
assessed with the pre-existing secrecy and integrity labels.

To compensate for this and for changes to the functionality
of devices and services may have altered the appropriate label
for existing triggers and actions (e.g., smart-home devices
that added new online access capabilities for multiple house-
hold members), we relabelled all of the triggers and actions,
rather than only adding labels for new triggers and actions.
To relabel, four researchers met in three labeling sessions,
totaling over six hours of meeting time. We looked up and
discussed device functionality, which always allowed us to
reach consensus. For example, the secrecy and integrity labels
for a device can depend on whether the device’s default app
supports just one or multiple users.

During relabelling, we found that the original information-
flow analysis was limited in its ability to differentiate be-
tween those restricted online groups that could be used to
grant family access to smart-home devices and the much
larger restricted online groups such as all Facebook friends.
The previous analysis also did not consider situations when
two different restricted groups had simultaneous access (e.g.,
smart lights that can be controlled by people in a restricted
physical space and by household members via an app).

To address these limitations, we made two adjustments to
the security lattices used in prior work. First, we added two
labels, both of which apply to both secrecy and integrity—
trusted online and trusted physical—to represent very small,
trusted groups of individuals. Second, we adapted the secu-
rity lattice to include unions of two labels (as is standard in
information-flow analyses [26, 27]), so that we could indicate
when, for example, a restricted physical and trusted online
group could both control a device, as is the case in many
smart-home devices with apps. The modified secrecy and in-
tegrity lattices are shown in Figure 2. The information-flow
labels for all triggers and actions are included in Appendix C.

3.1.2 Semantic Labelling of Triggers and Actions

To evaluate whether applets that were potentially violating are
likely to lead to harm, we identified semantic labels to group
together similar triggers and actions. For example, 20 differ-
ent actions control smart lights, and the distinction between
a voice command given to Alexa versus Google Assistant is
likely unimportant for evaluating risks. In terms of evaluat-
ing the riskiness of rules, these semantic labels allow us to
examine what an attacker could learn in the event of a secrecy
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violation; and what an attacker could control in the event of
an integrity violation. A single researcher identified semantic
labels via open coding after repeatedly and iteratively dis-
cussing trigger and action categories collectively with the
other researchers.

Semantic labels for triggers are: Weather or time, News-ish,
Sensing IoT device state, Environment sensing, Intentional
trigger, Voice command, Incoming communication, Sensing
online account state, Actions with personal devices, and Other
automations. Semantic labels for actions are: Change IoT de-
vice state (with optional sub-labels of Home security and
Lights), Log or notify, Change personal device state, Outgo-
ing communication, and Other automations. We intentionally
created distinct categories for particularly popular types of
triggers and actions (e.g., giving Voice commands their own
label despite their similarity to Intentional triggers, because
they are so prevalent). The labels’ titles generally sufficiently
describe their meaning, but more detailed explanations are
included in Appendix B. Semantic labels for all triggers and
actions are included in Appendix C.

Two researchers independently applied these labels to to
all 160 triggers and 112 actions, with a high degree of agree-
ment (Cohen’s κ = 0.93, calculated separately for triggers and
actions). We subsequently discussed and came to a consensus
about disagreements. Details about rules with each semantic
label are shown in Tables 3 and Table 4. In Section 4.4, we use
these semantic labels as the basis for evaluating the riskiness
of participants’ rules, frequently referring to representative
examples of the triggers and actions included in each set.

3.2 Participant Survey

Participants answered survey questions addressing three
broad topics: (1) how they choose applets, (2) their beliefs
and preferences about security and privacy properties of their
applets, (3) harms they had experienced from using IFTTT.
The full survey instrument is available in Appendix D.

After they downloaded the browser extension, we asked
participants general questions about their use of IFTTT, such
as how often and whether they prefer to create their own
applets and if they ever turn on applets based on a friend
or colleague’s recommendation. We also asked participants,
on a 5-point Likert scale, whether they agreed or disagreed
that they would be comfortable with friends, colleagues, or
“anyone” knowing what applets they use (see Table 6).

Next, we asked each participant a series of questions about
up to five randomly chosen applets that were violating ac-
cording to the analysis from prior work [35]. For each applet,
participants were prompted to consider four situations (or five
situations for applets that involve a physical device) in which
the applet might contribute to harm and rate whether this
would make them very upset, slightly upset, or not upset. The
situations were chosen to reflect potential harms identified in
previous work [35] and are listed in Table 5. Near the end of

Age 25-34 (17), 35-44 (6), 45-54 (5)
Gender Male (27), Female (1)
Education High school graduate (2), bachelor’s degree (16),

mboxassociate’s degree (2), professional degree
(Master’s/PhD) (8)

Household size 1 (2), 2 (7), 3 (10), 4 (6), 5 (2), 7 (1)
Other household members Family (24), housemates (1), other (1), live alone (2)
IUIPC Score (Avg.) Overall 6.01±0.66

Control 6.25±0.66
Awareness 6.58±0.41
Collection 5.23±1.44

Table 1: Summary of participant demographics.

the survey, we explained the concept of secrecy and integrity
violations (using lay language) and asked if considering this
changed participants’ desire to keep using any of their applets.

Several additional questions, spread throughout the survey,
asked participants whether they had experienced concerns or
incidents related to their applets’ security and privacy. For
example, we asked participants whether they ever experienced
an incident in which an applet made them feel unsafe or
that their privacy was violated and whether they had ever
manually deleted anything that was posted automatically by
an applet. Participants who answered affirmatively were asked
to elaborate. We concluded the survey by asking participants
to provide demographic information. The survey included
additional questions that we do not discuss because they were
not directly applicable to the specific focus of this work.

4 Results

4.1 Participant Characteristics

Participants were predominantly men and highly educated.
Table 1 shows participant demographics. Most participants
(24) lived with at least one other person, typically a family
member. Details about participants’ living situations can help
inform our risk analysis of their applets. For example, since
only two participants live alone, we can assume that physical
devices connected with their rules are likely to be seen and
interacted with by other members of the household (e.g., am-
biguity between the labels of trusted physical or trusted in
the information-flow analysis could be resolved).

4.2 Characteristics of Participants’ Applets

Participants had a total of 732 applets. Each participant had
between 5 and 66 applets (average=26, sd=20). Most applets
had a single trigger with a single action; however, seven ap-
plets had a single trigger with multiple actions. Multi-action
applets were a newly-added IFTTT feature at the time of the
survey. For example, P24’s applet titled “Google Home Find
My Phone” used a voice command to (1) set the Android
device’s ringtone volume (presumably increasing phone vol-
ume so it was easier to find) and (2) receive a phone call. For
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most analyses, we use a demultiplexed version of the data,
where multi-action applets are treated as multiple rules with
the same trigger and different actions. To differentiate, we
refer to the demultiplexed version of data as “rules” rather
than “applets.” There were 743 rules in our data set.
Frequency of Triggers and Actions. Participants’ rules in-
cluded 68 unique trigger channels with 160 unique triggers
and 64 unique action channels with 112 unique actions—only
a small fraction of the total triggers and actions available from
IFTTT. 396 unique combinations of triggers and actions were
represented in participants’ rules. For reference, we include a
list of the top ten channels, triggers, actions, and trigger-action
pairs (i.e., those used by the most participants) in Appendix A.
Frequency of Trigger-Action Pairs. Participants used di-
verse trigger-action pairs, and every participant had at least
one trigger-action pair that was unique to them. 63% of unique
trigger-action pairs occurred only once (251 unique pairs,
34% of rules). When trigger-action combinations appeared
multiple times, it was often because the same person used
the same trigger-action pair repeatedly. For example, P13
had three rules with the same trigger (Alexa :: Say a specific
phrase) and action (Philips Hue :: Set a scene in a room).
User-specified titles differentiated these rules, in this case
conveying what the specific phrase was: “trigger bright mode,”
“trigger sleep mode,” or “trigger read mode.”

89 unique trigger-action pairs were used multiple times by
only a single participant, making up 251 rules (22% of unique
trigger-action pairs, 34% of rules). Only 56 trigger-action
combinations (14% of unique trigger-action pairs, 32% of
rules) were used by more than one person, and most of these
were used more than once by some participants.
Cloud Storage Sharing Settings. Participants frequently
had applets with triggers or actions that access or modify
cloud storage files. For example, 51 rules updated Google
Sheets or Google Drive and 17 updated Dropbox. Other cloud
storage tools included Evernote and Day One. In our survey,
we automatically identified 41 rules involving Google Sheets,
Google Drive, or Dropbox, and asked the participants about
the document’s or cloud storage space’s sharing settings. Par-
ticipants unanimously stated that the cloud storage space or
document was not shared with anyone else. In Section 4.4.1,
we discuss the implication of these cloud storage files being
private on our assessment of the potential risks of these rules.

4.3 Information-Flow-Based Analysis

Table 2 shows the breakdown of rules and unique trigger-
action pairs that were found to be violating using the secrecy
and integrity labels from prior work [35], and the new labels
and lattice we generated for this study. Exactly replicating the
analysis from previous work to evaluate the 158 fully-labelled
rules, we found that about 35% of rules were potentially vio-
lating, compared to about 50% in previous work [35]. Using
the updated lattice and labels (see Section 3.1), applied to all

Total Potentially Secrecy- Integrity-
rules violating violating violating

2017 lattice 158 55 (34.8%) 41 (25.9%) 48 (30.4%)
Updated lattice 743 423 (56.9%) 269 (36.2%) 319 (42.9%)

Table 2: Secrecy and integrity violations reported by the
information-flow-based analysis.

743 rules, we found that 57% of rules were potentially violat-
ing. In total, 319 rules have potential integrity violations and
269 rules have potential secrecy violations.

However, a key research question remains: are the rules
labelled as violating actually something to worry about and
are the remaining rules actually innocuous?

4.4 Secrecy and Integrity Risks in Context
In this section, we assess the riskiness in practice of the rules
deemed potentially violating by information-flow-based anal-
ysis. We use semantic labels (described in Section 3.1.2) to
structure this analysis and leverage contextual information
such as applets’ titles to better understand specific rules.

4.4.1 Evaluating Secrecy-Violating Rules

Out of the 269 rules with potential secrecy violations, almost
one third are unlikely to actually carry sensitive information,
and 42% (some of which overlap with that third) have ac-
tions that are probably not observable by unintended people.
We judge these rules to be unlikely to be harmful based on
the semantic labels assigned to either their triggers or their
actions. We next describe why rules with specific semantic
labels are unlikely to be harmful. In total, only around 10%
of secrecy violating rules (a subset of those with actions that
have semantic labels of Outgoing communication or Other
automations) are likely to lead to significant secrecy risks.
No Secret Information. 47 rules of the 164 rules with Voice
command triggers and 24 of the rules with Intentional trig-
gers (totaling 27% of rules with potential secrecy violations)
have potential secrecy violations according to information-
flow-based analysis. This is because the Voice command or
Intentional trigger could be done privately, and they result in
an action with wider observability. For example, 10 of these
rules control Lights (as their action), which might be observed
by neighbors outside of the user’s home, potentially revealing
when a person is home or which rooms they are using. These
rules act as an alternative light switch and do not introduce
additional secrecy risks beyond those of a normal light switch.
Also, because the user actively decides to cause this action
each time the rule executes, they can evaluate at time-of-use
whether the potential secrecy leak is a problem.

Twenty one News-ish rules were found to have potential
secrecy violations (8% of secrecy-violating rules). Although
many News-ish triggers have an secrecy label of public and
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can, therefore, not lead to secrecy violations, these 21 rules
have triggers that require additional context to determine
whether they utilize public or restricted information. For ex-
ample, the trigger “Twitter :: New tweet by a specific user”
should have a secrecy label of restricted online if the specific
user’s Twitter account is set to private and public if not. P20’s
rule “Save every tweet from the US President” triggers based
on public tweets and is therefore not secrecy-violating. We
manually evaluated the titles for these 21 secrecy-violating
News-ish rules, which were not considered in the analysis
from previous work or the automated information-flow-based
analysis; based on their titles, we determined that 13 are not
actually violating (4.9% of all secrecy-violating rules).
Action Remains Private. 113 rules (42% of secrecy-
violating rules) have an action with the semantic label Log or
notify. This includes rules that update Google spreadsheets
(45 rules) or Dropbox files or folders (17 rules), add calendar
events (15 rules), or send the user a notification (24 rules). It
is possible that these actions could leak information to un-
trusted parties who have access to the documents, folders,
or calendars, or can observe when the user receives a noti-
fication. Based on participants’ survey responses, we know
that most of participants’ applet-connected Google Drive and
Dropbox files were not shared with other people. Hence, rules
connected to private cloud storage spaces are not actually
secrecy-violating (based on how cloud storage content is
shared) although they could be (if the cloud storage content
was widely shared), and hence were detected as potentially
violating secrecy by the information-flow-based analysis.

Notifications have a restricted physical secrecy label, be-
cause there are many situations in which someone else might
see a user’s phone screen (e.g., if their phone is being used for
navigation in a car or to play music at a party). Rules that have
actions that send a notification could potentially leak informa-
tion if their action is private. Although this is a real risk, most
users are routinely exposed to this risk, even without using
IFTTT—many smart phone apps such as email and SMS have
(by default) the side-effect of showing a notification, often
with a message preview. Thus, rules that have an action that
sends a notification directly are no more risky than those that
send the user an email or an SMS.
Secrecy Risk Is Limited by the Expressivity of the Action.
For 76 rules (28% of secrecy-violating rules), if they leaked
sensitive information, they would do so by Changing the State
of a Personal Device or Changing the state of an IoT device
(e.g., 21 secrecy-violating rules control Lights and 4 change
the user’s phone volume). The extent to which these rules
could leak private information is limited by the expressivity
of these devices—many have only an “on” or “off” option.
Additionally, there are a plethora of other ways the action
could occur (e.g., triggered by another rule, controlled directly
from the device’s dedicated app, or through physical interac-
tion with the device). Private information could be leaked via
these rules, but the risk is typically low.

Sending “Outgoing” Communication. 37 potentially
secrecy-violating rules (14%) share information via Outgo-
ing communication (i.e., social media, SMS or email), which
could leak sensitive or private information to other people. As
we discuss again in terms of its implications for rules with
potential integrity violations, participants regularly use Outgo-
ing communication actions to send information to themselves.
For example, P20 has a rule called “Receive an email diag-
nosis from Dash if your car experiences an issue” that uses
the action “Gmail :: Send an email” (rather than the action

“Email :: Send me an email”). In several cases, even when the
rule’s title does not specifically state that the outgoing content
is sent to the user themself, we can infer that this is the case.
For example, 14 of these 37 rules belong to P28 and post to
Slack based on Sensing IoT device states (e.g.,“If basement
Sliding Door closed then post a message to a Slack service”);
these rules probably post to a private Slack channel.

There are only 14 secrecy-violating rules (5%) which are
likely to actually send Outgoing communication, which could
be risky. For example, because of the rule “Tumblr Likes to
Pinterest,” P9 could accidentally “like” a post on Tumblr that
would be embarrassing if it was sent to his Pinterest follow-
ers. These secrecy risks exist even for rules with triggers and
actions that both use the same channel, or service. For exam-
ple, P18’s rule “Save Facebook photos you’re tagged in to
your own album” could result in unflattering photos of him
being added to his album, possibly with a broader audience
on Facebook than the original post.
Other Secrecy-Violating Rules. Of all 269 rules found to
potentially violate secrecy, the previous discussion has ad-
dressed all but 11 rules (4%). These 11 rules all have actions
that are Other [non-IFTTT] automations. In particular, one
rule has both a trigger and an action that are Other automa-
tions (“If maker Event ‘mancave sleep’ then run a Stringify
Flow” by P13). Without additional details about the automa-
tions, we cannot evaluate the potential harms of these rules.
It is probably pertinent to warn users who install such applets
that no automated analysis could evaluate secrecy properties,
which could make these rules especially risky.

4.4.2 Evaluating Integrity-Violating Rules

Although 319 rules have potential integrity violations, ac-
cording to information-flow analysis, very few of them are
actually likely to lead to integrity-related harms. 64% of the
integrity-violating rules do nothing more than update a digital
log or notify the user, which is unlikely to be harmful even if
it is caused by an adversary. The rules that are most likely to
be potentially risky include 40 rules with Other automation
actions and 21 rules that would potentially allow an adversary
to control smart home devices other than lights—totaling just
under 20% of the integrity-violating rules.
Trigger Is Sufficiently Trusted. Many rules have triggers
with trusted other integrity labels and actions labeled trusted.
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While such rules are flagged as integrity violations, we found
that rules with trusted other triggers would not typically create
integrity risks. For example, the trigger “Best Buy :: prod-
uct price changes” is controlled by a company (Best Buy)
that is unlikely to change the price of a product with the
goal of adversarially triggering someone’s applet. Out of 319
rules that have potentially integrity violations, 71 rules (23%)
have similar triggers to the one discussed above, with trusted
other integrity. These predominantly have the semantic labels
Weather or time (30 rules) or News-ish (29 rules). The triggers

“Nest Protect :: Battery is low” and “Fitbit :: Daily activity
summary,” which is sent at the same time each day regardless
of the activity summary’s contents, account for the remaining
12 rules with other semantic labels.

An additional 31 integrity-violating rules (10%) have an
action with the semantic label News-ish, but not trusted other
integrity. Based on manual examination of the applet titles,
we determined that for 26 of these 31 rules the trigger has
trusted other integrity in practice (8% of integrity-violating
rules). For example, a new item in an RSS feed could come
from an untrusted source; however, in P20’s rule “Text me
if the CDC reports a zombie outbreak,” if the update comes
from the United States Centers for Disease Control (CDC),
as suggested by the title, then trusted other would be a more
appropriate integrity label for this trigger.
Creating a Log or Notifying the User. The majority of
integrity-violating rules (64%; 204 rules) have an action with
the semantic label Log or notify. Some of these violations
could sometimes lead to practical harm. For example, as noted
in prior work, an adversary could potentially fill up cloud stor-
age space [35], or an ill-timed notification could disrupt an
important meeting. However, their titles reveal that many of
these applets intentionally trigger based on other people’s ac-
tions. For example, in P3’s rule “If office Nest Protect battery
is low, then send a notification,” other people with physical
access to the home could cause this rule to execute (e.g., by
repeatedly touching the device to keep the screen on and drain
the battery more quickly). The user would likely still want
this warning so that they know to replace the battery.
Sending “Outgoing” Communication. 27 rules (8% of
integrity-violating rules) have an action that sends Outgo-
ing communication. Someone who controls the trigger could,
for example, spam the user’s friends with emails or create
unwanted social media posts, if that is what the applets were
set up to do. In practice, however, as previously discussed re-
garding secrecy-violating rules, many of these do not actually
send outgoing messages. The titles of these 27 rules reveal
that almost all of them likely send information only to the
IFTTT user. For example, P10’s rule “Have Alexa email you
your shopping list” probably emails P10, despite using the
action “Gmail :: send an email” (Outgoing communication)
rather than “Email :: send me an email” (Log or notify).
Controlling Smart-Home Devices. 37 rules with potential
integrity violations (12%) have an action that Changes an

IoT device’s state, including 16 that control Lights and 9
that control devices related to Home security. If these rules
were triggered maliciously, the extent and type of harm, is
predominantly determined by the capabilities of the device
they control and other contextual factors. An additional 41
integrity-violating rules (13%) have an action that causes a
non-IFTTT automation to execute. For 21 of these 41 rules,
the titles suggest that they change the state of home IoT de-
vices (e.g., P27’s rule “If You say ‘Set Sonos to 10 percent’
then run a Stringify Flow”).

Rules that control lights, could be harmful if they are used
at inopportune times—e.g., lights coming on at 2am causing
someone to lose sleep, lights turning off while someone is
walking down stairs, potentially causing an injury. A more
likely risk is that lights are left on more than they normally
would be, consuming electricity or causing the device to wear
out more quickly. This creates a financial risk bounded by
the cost of the device plus the cost of the light being on
constantly. Other types of smart-home devices might have a
greater potential to cause expensive and/or dangerous damage.
For example, P7 and P12 have rules that mention turning on
a waffle iron and “cat heaters,” respectively, which could
potentially start a fire. P9’s rules that turn on an irrigation
systems cause costly damage if used during freezing weather.

Users may be especially protective of rules that affect their
home security (40 total rules, 9 of which have potential in-
tegrity violations). For example, P27’s rule “If You say ’Dis-
arm Blink’ [to Google Assistant] then disarm Outside Blink
system” is a rule that might warrant a warning to the user;
an unintended person could potentially speak loudly enough
from outside the home to disarm the system. However, many
users might still decide that this risk is acceptable or suffi-
ciently unlikely given the placement of their smart assistant.
Controlling the User’s Personal Device. 10 integrity-
violating rules (3%) Change [the user’s] personal device
state (e.g., changing the volume level or launching an app
like music or navigation). If properly timed, an adversary
could cause this rule to execute during an important meeting,
causing embarrassment or punishment. However, similar risks
exist any time a user’s phone is on, unrelated to IFTTT (e.g.,
repeatedly calling during an important meeting). Alternately,
an adversary could cause these rules to execute with the goal
of draining the user’s phone battery more quickly than usual,
which could be dangerous in some contexts (e.g., if the user
is in an unfamiliar place and will need directions or a ride
home). Launching certain apps could utilize cell data, which
might be limited or expensive for the user.
Other Integrity-Violating Rules. 40 integrity-violating
rules (13%) have not yet been addressed. All of these rules
have actions that are Other [non-IFTTT] automations. As
with secrecy-violating rules that have Other automation ac-
tions, we cannot evaluate the possible integrity harms that
could be associated with these rules. Therefore, these rules
should be treated with caution.
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Semantic trigger label # (%) of rules # potentially violating rules
(secrecy / integrity)

Weather or time 101 (13.6%) 30 (0 / 30)
News-ish 121 (16.3%) 60 (21 / 60)
Sensing IoT device state 111 (14.9%) 68 (45 / 57)
Environment sensing 46 (6.2%) 40 (7 / 37)
Intentional trigger 38 (5.1%) 24 (24 / 0)
Voice command 164 (22.1%) 72 (47 / 72)
Incoming communication 19 (2.6%) 15 (17 / 14)
Sensing online account state 57 (7.7%) 49 (46 / 20)
Actions with personal devices 58 (7.5%) 33 (33 / 0)
Other automations 30 (4.0%) 29 (29 / 29)

Table 3: The distribution of rules with each of five semantic
trigger labels, and the breakdown of rules with each label with
secrecy or integrity violations.

Semantic action label # (%) of rules # potentially violating rules
(secrecy / integrity)

Change IoT device state 254 (34.2%) 79 (72 / 37)
Home security* 40 (5.4%) 17 (14 / 9)
Lights* 66 (8.9%) 25 (21 / 16)

Log or notify 368 (49.5%) 246 (113 / 204)
Change personal device state 28 (3.8%) 11 (4 / 10)
Outgoing communication 41 (5.5%) 39 (37 / 27)
Other automations 52 (7.0%) 49 (43 / 41)

Table 4: The distribution of rules with each of five semantic
action labels, and the breakdown of rules with each label with
secrecy or integrity violations. Labels denoted with an asterisk
(*) are secondary labels for Change IoT device state.

4.5 Survey Responses

We now consider participants’ responses to survey questions,
to help further contextualize our findings about their applets.
Are participants’ assessments of and experiences with their
own applets consistent with our finding that most applets are
unlikely to lead to harm due to secrecy or integrity violations?
What harms have participants encountered, including but not
limited to those that arise because of secrecy or integrity
violations?

4.5.1 Choosing Applets

Prior work hypothesized that applets shared publicly on
IFTTT are a potential attack vector [8]. Most participants (16,
57%) reported a preference to create their own applets. 25
participants (89%) reported creating some applets themselves,
and seven participants had created 20 or more applets. Thus,
although preventing malicious applets from being available
on the IFTTT webpage can mitigate some security and pri-
vacy risks, it is also important to be able to identify potential
risks in applets created by users themselves.

In addition to using existing applets shared on IFTTT, 9
participants (32%) said that they sometimes or often turn on
applets based on friends’ or colleagues’ recommendations.
When taking suggestions from trusted sources, users might

Would you be upset if this applet contributed
to the following situation occurring:

Very
upset

Slightly
upset

Not
upset

TOTAL 105
(41.7%)

114
(45.2%)

33
(13.1%)

You no longer directly control what files are
downloaded from email or social media,
possibly spreading malware on your computer?

32
(69.6%)

9
(19.6%)

5
(10.9%)

Your electronic device is used in a way it
wasn’t designed for (such as being toggled
on/off very rapidly), possibly reducing its
longevity or damaging it? *

21
(55.3%)

16
(42.1%)

1
(2.6%)

Private information gets posted online
unintentionally, possibly embarrassing you?

28
(52.8%)

17
(32.1%)

8
(15.1%)

Data gets uploaded to your cloud storage more
often than you thought, possibly causing you to
run out of space?

14
(26.9%)

26
(50%)

12
(23.1%)

You consume more resources (e.g., electricity,
phone data, cloud storage space), possibly
increasing your bills or otherwise causing you
to spend more money?

10
(15.9%)

46
(73%)

7
(11.1%)

Table 5: Participants typically stated that they would be very
or slightly upset if an applet contributed to a harmful situation.
The asterisk (*) denotes that this question applied only to
rules that utilize a physical device in their trigger or action.

be less likely to consider the potential harms.

4.5.2 Participants Believe Their Applets Are Safe

In general, participants did not express concerns about secu-
rity and privacy risks arising from their own use of IFTTT,
though they seemed to be aware of the possibility that applets
could lead to security and privacy risks. This is consistent
with our assessment of their applets. Almost all participants
(96%) believed that their applets work as expected and are
safe to use. Only six participants (21%) changed their views
on the riskiness of applets, even after we explained the defi-
nition of secrecy and integrity violations and how this might
manifest in applets (at the end of the survey). All six reported
increased caution about their applets’ secrecy; P16 also re-
ported increased concern about integrity violations.

4.5.3 Harms Experienced from IFTTT Rules

Despite an overall sense that their applets are safe, four par-
ticipants noted that they had experienced harms that they
attributed to their applets or expressed that their applets some-
times did not work as expected. The harms they described
were not the result of secrecy or integrity violations. Rather,
they described instances in which the app or service malfunc-
tioned or in which they had misconfigured a rule. P10’s door
was unlocked when location updates functioned in an unex-
pected way: “... I was in Disneyland and had just turned on
my phone’s location settings, so when the IFTTT app received
the first location broadcast, it was before GPS and cell loca-
tion could be locked in and so it assumed I was still at home.”
P26 explained that she “used to use an applet that posted
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my door lock to a google calendar. That got annoying.” P23
recalled an applet that accidentally flooded his Twitter with
posts: “[it] was only supposed to trigger in some situations, I
set it up wrong, realized it was posting too often.” Illustrating
the complexity that can exist in a set of rules, P20 reported
that one of his applets created an undesired Facebook post,
though he was “unsure of which applet did it.” In Section 5,
we discuss other types of harm, including but not limited to
the ones these participants experienced.

Selection bias may have contributed to our finding that so
few participants experienced harms due to their applets. Users
who fear or experience harms due to their applets may be less
likely to participate in online message boards about home
automation, where we reached potential participants.

4.5.4 Participants Value Applets’ Security and Privacy

Although they mostly believed their applets were safe and did
not change their level of caution based on explanations of po-
tential secrecy and integrity violations, participants conveyed
that the security and privacy of their applets is important to
them. 21 participants (75%) said they would be upset if an
applet triggered when they did not intend it to, which could
happen through an integrity violation (or misconfiguration or
incorrect behavior of the rule or connected services).

When asked about whether they would be upset if a spec-
ified, potentially-violating applet contributed to one of five
undesirable outcomes, they only reported that they would not
be upset for a total of 13% of applets (see Table 5). Compar-
ing across the different types of harmful outcomes, they were
less concerned about the possibility of using up cloud storage
space and consuming extra resources than they were about an
applet possibly posting private information that would embar-
rass them, spreading malware on their computer, or damaging
their physical smart-home devices.

Many participants were uncomfortable with certain other
people knowing which applets they have, especially strangers
(i.e., 46% of participants disagreed that “[they are] comfort-
able with anyone knowing what applets [they] use,” as shown
in Table 6). strangers having this information (see Table 6).
In Section 5, we re-examine the implications of this finding.

5 Discussion

In contrast with the results of the automated analysis (Sec-
tion 4.3) and the findings of previous work [35], our analysis
of real users’ applets suggests that the majority of applets
are unlikely to lead to significant risks due to secrecy or in-
tegrity violations. Nevertheless, our finding that participants
are concerned about the security and privacy of their applets
emphasizes the importance of identifying potentially harmful
applets more accurately.

With this in mind, we next consider what additional harms
applets could introduce that may not be encompassed by the

Survey Prompt Strongly or
somewhat
agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Strongly or
somewhat
disagree

I am comfortable telling my
friends what applets I use.

24 (85.7%) 3 (10.7%) 1 (3.6%)

I am comfortable telling my
colleagues what applets I use.

23 (82.1%) 4 (14.3%) 1 (3.6%)

I am comfortable with anyone
knowing what applets I use.

11 (39.3%) 4 (14.3% 13 (46.5%)

Table 6: Participants were more likely to report that they
would be comfortable with friends or colleagues knowing
about their IFTTT rules than strangers. The answer choice
with the most responses is shown in bold.

previous focus on secrecy or integrity risks, as they were
defined in the automated analysis that we leveraged. We addi-
tionally re-surface key take-aways from Section 4, addressing
limitations of the existing automated analysis that lead to non-
risky applets being labeled as potentially violating. Finally,
we conclude with guidelines for future tools that seeks to
more accurately identify risky (or non-risky) applets.

5.1 Risks Beyond Secrecy and Integrity Viola-
tions Against the IFTTT User

Mismatch Between Reality and Expectations When Set-
ting up an Applet. Several participants described scenarios
in which their experiences using IFTTT applets did not match
their expectations. This could occur for many reasons, which
do not necessarily involve secrecy or integrity violations or ad-
versarial actions: IFTTT services might not work as expected
(e.g., not sensing location appropriately when devices connect
and disconnect from the Internet), users might unintentionally
misconfigure their applets (e.g., mis-spelling an applet param-
eter such as a search term), or users might not anticipate the
impact of an applet even when it is configured as intended
(e.g., P26 in retrospect decided that adding a calendar entry
every time her door locked was “annoying”).
Surveillance Risks to Incidental Users. Many rules cause
data to be collected about people other than the IFTTT user,
possibly without their awareness. We refer to these other peo-
ple as incidental users. For example, P11’s rule “If [name]
presence detected, then create Journal entry” in effect moni-
tors [name]’s location and schedule. Furthermore, all IFTTT
rules create a record, accessible after the fact, whenever they
execute. Hence, P9’s rule “If - Front Door locked then switch
off Entryway Light” creates a record, through IFTTT, of each
time the front door is locked. P9 could use this log to deter-
mine exactly when his family members arrive or leave.

Rules especially likely to trigger based on the actions of in-
cidental users include those that Sense IoT device states (e.g.,
when a door is locked) or Sense changes to the environment
(e.g., if the temperature increases when someone is home), as
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well as those that trigger based on Incoming communication.
Collectively, these make up 162 rules, or 22% of participants’
rules, and include 53 rules that are non-violating according
to information-flow analysis. Additionally, some rules with
other semantic trigger labels might also present risks to in-
cidental users. For example, several of P2’s rules toggle a
SmartThings Switch when three distinct people’s phones con-
nect to or disconnect from his WiFi (semantic trigger label
Actions with personal devices). One of the phone owners is
referred to as a “[baby/pet]sitter” in the applet title.

Incidental users can be family members, household visi-
tors, employees, or neighbors. For example, P28’s “Motion
alert!” rule (which sends a notification when motion is de-
tected) could inadvertently capture information about neigh-
bors’ daily schedules if it reacts to motion on a communal
sidewalk. People other than household members might be es-
pecially unlikely to realize that they are being monitored via
these rules. We have no reason to believe that any participants
in our study used IFTTT in abusive ways to intentionally
collect data about incidental users, but risks and harms, such
as chilling effects [31], can exist even when surveillance is
not intended adversarially. When such data is collected with
malicious intent, as it might be in an abusive relationship, this
type of surveillance could be especially harmful.

Our study was not designed to explore research questions
related to incidental users and, thus, our conclusions on this
topic are limited. Instead, our findings advocate for research
that more thoroughly explores the privacy preferences and
experiences of incidental users. Future work in this area would
benefit from data collection of a larger scale and broader
scope, including input from a variety of stakeholders other
than people who use IFTTT or own smart home devices.

5.2 Limitations of Current Information-Flow-
Based Automated Analysis

Trustworthiness of Information. Rules that convey trusted
information could be used to trick users into trusting attacker-
supplied information, particularly when this information is
conveyed to the user over a less trusted channel. Several users,
for example, used rules triggered by official CDC or weather
information updates whose actions propagated this informa-
tion to the user via email or another similar channel. In these
cases, the source of the information is trusted, but the deliv-
ery channel used by the rule is not. An attacker could easily
create an email message indistinguishable from one created
by the rule, thereby tricking a user who set up the rule into
believing that a trusted source supplied the information (and
hence caused the email to be sent).

Such risks are not discovered by previous information-flow
analyses: these would flag as a violation a flow from a lower
integrity trigger to a higher integrity action; here, in contrast,
the potential danger comes from the user treating an action as
if it was as trustworthy as the trigger. Although this risk could

apply to any rule with a somewhat trusted trigger, Log or notify
(193 rules) are explicitly designed to convey information and
may be particularly susceptible.
Reconsidering What Is “Secret.” The automated infor-
mation-flow-based analysis we use assumes that IFTTT rules
adopted by users are public (i.e., known to the attacker). Sim-
ilarly, it assumes that secret information would flow from the
trigger to the action. However, viewing real users’ rules has
led us to challenge these assumptions. What risks are substan-
tially mitigated, or introduced, if we assume that adversaries
do not know a rule and its configuration? Could adversaries
infer sufficient details about rules to take advantage of other-
wise unlikely risks?

Many potential secrecy and integrity violations in partici-
pants’ rules could only be exploited if the adversary knew the
rule. For example, P27 had the rule “If You say ‘Disarm Blink’
then disarm Outside Blink [alarm] system.” Without knowing
the phrase to use to disarm the alarm system, an adversary
may technically be able to disarm the alarm system but would
have difficulty doing so. Similarly, without knowing about
P11’s rule “If daily Steps goal not achieved by 10:15 pm, then
send me an SMS,” an adversary who sees (or hears) that P11
receives an SMS at 10:15pm would be unlikely to guess the
meaning of the SMS (i.e., that P11 had been less active that
day) without knowing that he was using this rule.

There are many potential ways that an adversary could in-
fer details about the configuration of a rule (e.g., overhearing
P27 use the smart assistant phrase to disarm their alarm sys-
tem), and there are a variety of aspects of the rule that a user
might care about keeping secret. In some cases, the secret or
sensitive information may be entirely contained in the rule
and only implied by the triggers or actions. For example, in
the case of P11’s rule “If new [Craigslist] post from search
Search URL then send me an SMS at [number],” the user may
wish to protect the secrecy of the specific search term they
are following. The trigger is not secret, since Craigslist posts
are publicly available; observations of the action could reveal
this potentially sensitive detail about the rule.

By assuming that the IFTTT rule was public, the informa-
tion-flow-based analysis on the one hand failed to identify
rules that potentially leak sensitive information regarding the
rule itself and on the other hand overestimated the probability
of secrecy or integrity violations of other rules. Modeling
the components of IFTTT rules on a more fine-grained level
(e.g., specifying a secrecy and integrity label for the rule’s
parameters or the rule itself) could potentially address these
limitations.
Rethinking the Granularity of Labels. In participants’ ap-
plets, we found triggers and actions whose labels were both
too fine grained and too coarse grained. For example, triggers
based on official weather reports or the time of day were la-
belled as trusted other. This led to innocuous applets such as
P17’s “Get the weather forecast every day at 7:00 AM” being
marked as potentially violating. In practice, distinguishing
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between trusted and trusted other was unnecessary.
On the other hand, for some rules that have the same secrecy

or integrity label for both their trigger and action—which
causes information-flow analysis to judge them as safe—
contextual details are needed to determine whether the people
who can observe or control the trigger are in fact the same as
those who can observe or control the action. For example, in
P2’s rule “If kitchen Lights switched off then turn off lights
in Kitchen” both the trigger and the action have restricted
physical secrecy, so this rule is considered non-secrecy violat-
ing. Based on the title, we can infer that this interpretation is
correct—the trigger and action occur in same physical space
(the kitchen). A similar rule that triggers when bedroom lights
are switched off would also be marked as non-secrecy violat-
ing; however, that rule might reveal to people in the kitchen
when someone enters the bedroom, and hence does constitute
a secrecy violation (albeit perhaps not a particularly harmful
one). 224 (125) such non-violating rules have triggers and ac-
tions with the same secrecy (integrity) label (restricted online,
restricted physical, trusted online, or trusted physical).

In order to more accurately identify when rules are actu-
ally violating, choices of secrecy and integrity labels should
be better-informed by a deeper understanding of contextual
factors (e.g., devices’ relative locations).
Challenges in Labelling External Services. Many services
that access or update online content include attribution: they
capture who added or edited content. The information-flow
analysis specifies only that integrity labels describe “who
could cause the event” [35]. We found that determining an
integrity label for this type of action requires both a nuanced
definition of “the event” and a deep understanding of (e.g.,
Google Calendar’s) functionality. For example, the integrity
label for the action “Google Calendar :: Quick add event”
should denote “who could add an event to this calendar” (defi-
nition 1). However, Google Calendar events include a “created
by” field, specifying the user (account) that created the event.
Since the IFTTT rule creates a calendar event that shows up
as “created by [username]” (where [username] is the IFTTT
user’s Google account name), an alternative integrity label
would denote “who could add a calendar event to this calendar
that appears to be created by [username]” (definition 2).

Although definition 1 is consistent with the action’s descrip-
tion in IFTTT, using it for information-flow analysis will not
capture erroneous attribution of the calendar entry. If someone
who can add events to a shared calendar (from their own user
account) instead uses, e.g., Avery’s rule to create a calendar
event, they could add events with embarrassing or offensive
titles that other people would attribute to Avery.

5.3 Guidelines for Automatically Identifying
Risky Applets

Based on our findings, we compiled guidelines to help more
accurately identify potentially risky trigger-action rules:

• Be aware of gaps between users’ intent and installed rules
(Section 5.1).

• Consider risks to incidental users, and consider a variety of
potential adversaries such as abusive partners, which might
include the IFTTT user themselves (Section 5.1).

• Analysis should not assume that other people (e.g., potential
attackers) know the rule or its configuration (Section 5.2).

• Expect that appropriate secrecy and integrity labels are sen-
sitive to contextual details that may be difficult to determine
automatically, such as the settings of users’ external services
or the location of their physical devices (Section 5.2).

• For giving intuitive warnings to users, semantic labels may
be more useful than fine-grained analyses, because they
correlate with risky rules (e.g., about Home security) and
can explain how a rule could lead to harm. Simple heuristics
could effectively complement more theoretically grounded
analyses (Section 4.4).

Future work should seek to incorporate these guidelines
into automated analyses and to provide a deeper understand-
ing of users’ experiences. Our survey was designed to inquire
about the types of harms posited in prior work; future work
should seek to explore the other types of potential harm that
we identified. For example, while we identified the possibility
of IFTTT rules with surveillance risks to incidental users, we
do not yet know if they recognize that these risks exist or
what their security and privacy preferences regarding other
peoples’ rules are. Our participant sample was demograph-
ically skewed; future studies could assess whether different
groups of IFTTT users might have rules with different po-
tential risks. Since incorporating contextual details may be
necessary to determine appropriate secrecy and integrity la-
bels, future work might consider how this information could
be obtained, either by asking users directly or through auto-
mated (technical) means.

6 Conclusion

We evaluated the possible risks and harms associated with
real users’ IFTTT applets. Applets were less risky than was
previously shown through automated analysis that sought to
identify secrecy and integrity violations; however, we discov-
ered new types of potential harm not previously considered in
that automated analysis. Additionally, we outline some of the
ways that the automated analysis falls short even in its ability
to accurately identify secrecy and integrity risks. Finally, we
discuss guidelines for creating a better tool (future work) that
would identify risky applets—both from the standpoint of
more accurately identifying secrecy and integrity violations
and in terms of identifying other types of risk.
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Rank Channel (# of participants)

1 Notifications (21)
2 Email (18)

Weather Underground (18)
4 Date and Time (16)
5 Google Sheets (15)
6 IFTTT (13)

SmartThings (13)
8 Amazon Alexa (12)

Location (12)
10 RSS Feed (11)

Table 7: The top ten channels in rank order by the number of
participants using them.

Rank Channel :: Trigger (# of participants)

1 Amazon Alexa :: Say a specific phrase (12)
IFTTT :: New trigger or action published by service (12)

3 Date and Time :: Every day at __ (11)
Weather Underground :: Tomorrow’s forecast calls for __ (11)

5 Button Widget :: Button press (10)
Google Assistant :: Say a simple phrase (10)
RSS Feed :: New feed item (10)

8 Location :: You exit an area (9)
9 Location :: You enter an area (8)

10 Date and Time :: Every day of the week at __ (7)

Table 8: The top ten triggers in rank order by the number of
participants using them.

security for the Internet-of-Things. In Proceedings of
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A Appendix A: Frequently-Used Applet Com-
ponents

Participants had a total of 743 IFTTT rules. Although there
was substantial diversity in their rules, certain channels, trig-
gers, actions, and trigger-action pairs were used by several par-
ticipants. The top ten channels, triggers, actions, and trigger-
action pairs (i.e., used by the largest number of participants)
are shown in Tables 7 to 10.

B Appendix B: Descriptions of Information-
Flow and Semantic Labels

Each trigger and action is labelled in three ways, based on its:
integrity properties, secrecy properties, and semantic meaning.

Rank Channel :: Action (# of participants)

1 Notifications :: Send a notification from the IFTTT app (2)
2 Email :: Send me an email (18)
3 Google Sheets :: Add row to spreadsheet (15)

SmartThings :: Switch off (10)
5 Phone Call (US Only) :: Call my phone (9)

SmartThings :: Switch on (9)
7 Google Calendar :: Quick add event (7)

SMS :: Send me an SMS (7)
9 Android Device :: Set ringtone volume (6)

Dropbox :: Add file from URL (6)
Gmail :: Send me an email (6)

Table 9: The top eleven actions in rank order by the number
of participants using them.

Rank Trigger→Action Pair (# of participants)

1 IFTTT :: New trigger or action published by service
→ Email :: Send me an email (12)

2 Amazon Alexa :: Say a specific phrase
→ Phone Call (US Only) :: Call my phone (7)
Weather Underground :: Tomorrow’s forecast calls for __
→ Notifications :: Send a notification from the IFTTT app (7)

4 RSS :: New feed item→ Email :: Send me an email (6)
5 Space :: ISS passes over a specific location
→ Notifications :: Send a notification from the IFTTT app (5)
Weather Underground :: Today’s weather report
→ Notifications :: Send a notification from the IFTTT app (5)

7 Facebook :: You are tagged in a Facebook photo
→ Dropbox :: Add file from URL (4)
Fitbit :: New sleep logged→ Google Sheets :: Add row to spreadsheet (4)
Google Assistant :: Say a simple phrase→ SmartThings :: Switch off (4)
Google Assistant :: Say a simple phrase→ SmartThings :: Switch on (4)
IFTTT :: New applet published by service→ Email :: Send me an email (4)

Table 10: The top eleven trigger-action pairs in rank order by
the number of participants using them.

Rank Trigger Label→ Action Label (# of participants)

1 News-ish→ Log or notify (19)
2 Weather or time→ Log or notify (15)
3 Voice command→ Log or notify (14)
4 Sensing IoT device state→ Log or notify (11)

Environment sensing→ Log or notify (11)
Sensing online account state→ Log or notify (11)
Voice command→ Change IoT device state (11)

8 Intentional trigger→ Log or notify (8)
9 Actions with personal devices→ Log or notify (7)

Weather or time→ Change IoT device state (7)
Sensing online account state→ Outgoing communication (7)

Table 11: The top eleven most prominent combinations of
semantic trigger label – semantic action label pairs in rank
order by the number of participants with this type of applet.
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Although the labels themselves are descriptive, we include
more thorough explanations of each label in Tables 12–14.
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Information-Flow Label Who could cause the trigger or action event to occur (integrity) or know that it occurred (secrecy)?

Public (pub) Secrecy: Anyone in the world. E.g., an action that posts a public Tweet.
Untrusted (unt) Integrity: Anyone in the world. E.g., the trigger “Android SMS :: Any new SMS received” (anyone can send the user an SMS).
Untrusted group (unt_g) Integrity: Anyone in the world, but requiring group coordination. E.g., the trigger “reddit :: New top post in subreddit” could not be caused by a

single untrusted user, but the users who could potentially coordinate to cause the event to occur are unrestricted.
Restricted Physical (rp) Secrecy and Integrity: People with physical access to a particular space or device. E.g., an action that turns off a smart light has restricted physical

secrecy and integrity, because anyone who can see the light could know that the action has occurred, and anyone with physical access to the device
can control it.

Restricted Online (ro) Secrecy and Integrity: A restricted group of online users. E.g., an action that creates a Facebook post visible to only friends has restricted online
secrecy.

Trusted Physical (tp) Secrecy and Integrity: Similar to restricted physical, but within a more trusted group. E.g., the trigger “Automatic Pro :: Entered an area” can be
caused by someone with physical access to the car and the ability to drive it (typically only trusted friends or family).

Trusted Online (to) Secrecy and Integrity: Similar to restricted online, but within a more trusted group. E.g., household members explicitly given access to remotely
control or monitor a particular smart home device.

Trusted Other (t_oth) Integrity: Trusted sources such as weather or news reports.
Trusted (t) Integrity: The IFTTT user.
Private (priv) Secrecy: The IFTTT user.

Table 12: Descriptions of information-flow labels. Shorthand for each semantic label, used in Appendix C, is shown in parentheses.

# Distinct
Semantic Trigger Label Description Triggers

Weather or time (WT) Official weather (e.g., not the weather sensed by a home IoT device) or a pre-specified, likely recurring time or date. 13
News-ish (N) Actual news sources like the New York Times, updates from official sources about new products or apps, personal news such as shipment

status updates or new RSS Feed items, or new posts on websites like Craigslist or Reddit.
35

Sensing IoT device state
(DS)

Based on the state of an IoT device that is meant to be controlled by a person, such as whether a door is open, closed, locked, or unlocked. 32

Environment sensing (E) Based on the state of an IoT device that is meant to reflect to the ground truth state of the environment it is in (including detecting motion,
temperature, CO2, etc.).

19

Intentional trigger (I) Pressing a particular button in a phone app or widget, or sending an SMS or Voicemail to IFTTT (which only has the purpose of acting
as a trigger).

4

Voice command (V) Triggers that can be caused by verbal interaction with a smart assistant. Includes items being added to Alexa lists and alarms going off,
as well as arbitrary phrases spoken to the voice assistant.

10

Incoming communication
(IC)

The IFTTT user receives communication from others. For example, receiving an SMS or an email. 6

Sensing online account
state (OAcc)

Triggers that react to online account updates. Includes, for example, being tagged in a photo on Facebook, having new "liked" videos on
YouTube, or a new sleep being logged by FitBit

24

Actions with personal
devices (P)

Includes mainly location sensing (e.g., moving through space with a physical device), but also sensing that the user has sent an arbitrary
SMS from their device, took a screenshot, etc. Includes location sensing for the IFTTT user’s device as well specified family members’
devices. Includes location inference via devices coming within range of a specific area (e.g., connecting to home WiFi).

15

Other automations (OAu) “Stringify flow runs” or “Webhooks, receive a web request.” 2

Table 13: Descriptions of semantic labels of triggers. Shorthand for each semantic label, used in Appendix C, is shown in
parentheses.

# Distinct
Semantic Action Label Description Actions

Change IoT device state (DS) Action alters or sets the state of an IoT device. E.g., turns lights on or off, locks or unlocks a door, turns on the thermostat. 59
Home security (DS:S) A subset of “Change IoT device state” which affect IoT devices related to home security (e.g., door locks, surveillance cameras). 12
Lights (DS:L) A subset of “Change IoT device state” which control lights. 20
Log or notify (L) Creates a record of the trigger or notifies the user when the trigger occurs. Notifications can happen via notifications, emails, or

phone calls where the action specifies that it is “to me.” Logs can be saved to cloud services such as Google Sheets or in other
personal accounts like making a “Journal Entry” in Day One or adding a calendar event to a Google calendar.

19

Change personal device state (P) Changes the state of a personal device (e.g., phone), for example by launching an app (maps, music), changing the phone volume,
or turning the WiFi on or off.

8

Outgoing communication (OC) Sends information to other people, including by sending email or SMS, or updating social media accounts. 10
Other automations (OAu) These actions act as triggers for a Stringify flow, Webhooks request, Wink shortcut, or Nexia automation. 4

Table 14: Descriptions of semantic labels of actions. Shorthand for each semantic label, used in Appendix C, is shown in
parentheses.
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C Appendix C: Trigger and Action Labels

We reached consensus in our labelling of triggers and actions used in participants’ applets as described in Section 3. Tables 15
and 16 show all triggers and actions and their respective secrecy, integrity, and semantic labels.

Table 15: Semantic and information-flow labels of triggers used in participants’ applets.

Trigger channel :: trigger (# of rules with this trigger) Semantic
label

Secrecy
label

Integrity
label

Amazon Alexa :: Ask whats on your Shopping List (4) V rp∪ to rp
Amazon Alexa :: Item added to your Shopping List (1) V rp∪ to rp∪ to
Amazon Alexa :: Item added to your To Do List (4) V rp∪ to rp∪ to
Amazon Alexa :: New song played (2) V rp∪ to rp∪ to
Amazon Alexa :: Say a specific phrase (69) V rp∪ to rp
Amazon Alexa :: Your Alarm goes off (7) V rp∪ to rp∪ to
Amazon Alexa :: Your Timer goes off (2) V rp∪ to rp
Ambient Weather :: Daily Rain rises above (1) E rp rp
Android Device :: Connects or disconnects from any WiFi network (1) P rp t
Android Device :: Connects to a specific WiFi network (1) P priv t
Android Phone Call :: Any phone call answered (1) IC rp t
Android SMS :: Any new SMS received (4) IC rp unt
Android SMS :: Any new SMS sent (1) P rp t
Android SMS :: New SMS received matches search (3) IC priv unt
Apple App Store :: New app featured in a collection (1) N pub t_oth
Apple App Store :: New app from search (1) N pub unt | t_oth
Apple App Store :: Top ten app goes on sale (1) N pub unt_g
AppZapp :: Top App gone free in Google Play (2) N pub unt_g
AppZapp :: Top App gone free in the Apple App Store (3) N pub unt_g
Arlo :: Motion detected (1) E to rp
August :: Lock locked (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
August :: Lock unlocked (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Automatic Classic :: Check engine light turned on (3) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Classic :: New trip completed (1) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: Check engine light turned on (2) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: Entered an area (1) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: Exited an area (1) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: Ignition turned off in area (4) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: Ignition turned on (2) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: Ignition turned on in area (2) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: New trip completed (2) DS rp∪ to tp
Best Buy :: New product in category (1) N pub t_oth
Best Buy :: Product price changes (3) N pub t_oth
Boxoh Package Tracking :: Any shipping status change (1) N priv t_oth
Button widget :: Button press (29) I rp t
Camera widget :: Any new photo (2) P rp t
Classifieds :: New post from search (5) N pub unt
Dash :: Check engine light turned on (3) DS rp∪ to tp
Dash :: New trip completed (1) OAcc rp∪ to tp
Date and Time :: Every day at (20) WT pub t_oth
Date and Time :: Every day of the week at (10) WT pub t_oth
Date and Time :: Every hour at (3) WT pub t_oth
Date and Time :: Every month on the (2) WT pub t_oth
Date and Time :: Every year on (1) WT pub t_oth
Dominos :: Order out for delivery (2) N priv t_oth
Dropbox :: New photo in your folder (2) OAcc ro |priv |pub ro | t |unt
ecobee :: Thermostat enters Smart Home/Away (3) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
ecobee :: Thermostat indoor temperature is greater than (1) E rp∪ to rp∪ to
ecobee :: Thermostat indoor temperature is less than (2) E rp∪ to rp∪ to
ecobee :: Thermostat outdoor temperature is less than (1) E pub rp
ESPN :: New game start (1) N pub t_oth
ESPN :: New in-game update (2) N pub t_oth
eWeLink Smart Home :: 1 Channel Plug turned on or off (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
eWeLink Smart Home :: 1 Channel Switch turned on or off (3) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Facebook :: New photo post by you (1) OAcc priv |pub | ro t
Facebook :: You are tagged in a photo (10) OAcc priv |pub | ro unt
Facebook :: Your profile changes (2) OAcc priv |pub | ro t
Fitbit :: Daily activity summary (3) OAcc pub t_oth
Fitbit :: Daily goal not achieved by __:__ (1) OAcc priv t
Fitbit :: New sleep logged (8) OAcc priv t
Fitbit :: New weight logged (1) OAcc priv t
Gmail :: New email in inbox from (2) IC priv | ro unt
Gmail :: New email in inbox from search (5) IC priv | ro unt
Gmail :: New email in inbox labeled (4) IC priv | ro unt
Google Assistant :: Say a phrase with a number (1) V rp∪ to rp
Google Assistant :: Say a phrase with a text ingredient (5) V rp∪ to rp
Google Assistant :: Say a simple phrase (69) V rp∪ to rp
Google Calendar :: Any event starts (2) OAcc ro | to |priv |pub t_oth | t | ro |unt
Google Calendar :: Event from search starts (1) OAcc ro | to |priv |pub t_oth | t | ro |unt
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Google Calendar :: New event added (2) OAcc ro | to |priv |pub t_oth | t | ro |unt
Google Wifi :: Device Connects (3) P tp tp
Google Wifi :: Device Disconnects (5) P tp tp
HomeSeer :: A device is turned off (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
HomeSeer :: A device is turned on (3) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
IFTTT :: Daily recommended Applet for you (3) N pub t_oth
IFTTT :: New Applet published by service (9) N pub t_oth
IFTTT :: New IFTTT update (6) N pub t_oth
IFTTT :: New trigger or action published by service (23) N pub t_oth
Instagram :: Any new photo by you (1) OAcc ro |pub t
iOS Calendar :: New event added to specific calendar (1) OAcc ro | to |priv |pub t_oth | t | ro |unt
iOS Contacts :: Any new contact (9) OAcc priv t
iOS Photos :: Any new photo (1) P rp | to |priv t
iOS Photos :: New photo added to album (1) OAcc rp | ro |priv t
iOS Photos :: New screenshot (2) P rp |priv t
Leeo :: Temperature below threshold (1) E rp∪ to rp∪ to
Life360 :: First family member arrives at a specific place (2) P rp∪ to to
Life360 :: Last family member leaves a specific place (3) P rp∪ to to
Location :: You enter an area (12) P rp t
Location :: You enter or exit an area (5) P rp t
Location :: You exit an area (12) P rp t
Manything :: Motion detected (2) E priv rp
MyQ :: Door closed (1) DS rp rp
MyQ :: Door opened (1) DS rp rp
Nest Protect :: Battery is low (10) DS rp∪ to t_oth
Nest Protect :: Carbon monoxide emergency (3) E rp∪ to rp
Nest Protect :: Carbon monoxide warning (8) E rp∪ to rp
Nest Protect :: Smoke alarm warning (10) E rp∪ to rp
Nest Thermostat :: Nest set to Away (3) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Nest Thermostat :: Nest set to Home (3) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Nest Thermostat :: Temperature drops below (2) E rp∪ to rp∪ to
Nest Thermostat :: Temperature rises above (2) E rp∪ to rp∪ to
Netatmo Weather Station :: Temperature rises above (3) E pub rp
NJ Transit :: New bus advisory (1) N pub t_oth
NPR :: New story published (2) N pub t_oth
OhmConnect :: An #OhmHour starts (2) N pub t_oth
Phone Call (US only) :: Leave IFTTT any voicemail (3) I priv t
ProPublica :: Congress is scheduled to vote on a bill (1) N pub t_oth
ProPublica :: The president signs a new bill into law (5) N pub t_oth
RainMachine :: Device is offline (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
reddit :: Any new post in subreddit (1) N pub | ro unt | ro
reddit :: New hot post in subreddit (1) N pub | ro unt_g | ro
reddit :: New post from search (1) N pub | ro unt | ro
reddit :: New post saved by you (1) OAcc priv t
reddit :: New top post in subreddit (1) N pub | ro unt_g | ro
RSS Feed :: New feed item (14) N pub |priv unt | t
RSS Feed :: New feed item matches (9) N pub |priv unt | t
Slice :: Any new shipment (2) N priv unt
Slice :: Shipment status changes (1) N priv | rp unt
SmartThings :: Any new motion (1) E to rp
SmartThings :: Closed (7) DS rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Locked (3) DS rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Moisture detected (1) E rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Opened (14) DS rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Presence detected (4) P to tp
SmartThings :: Presence no longer detected (2) P to tp
SmartThings :: Switched off (7) DS rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Switched on (17) DS rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Temperature drops below (2) E rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Temperature rises above (2) E rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Unlocked (3) DS rp∪ to rp
SMS :: Send IFTTT an SMS tagged (3) I priv t
SMS :: Send IFTTT any SMS (3) I priv t
Space :: Astronomy picture of the day by NASA (1) N pub t_oth
Space :: Breaking news by NASA (1) N pub t_oth
Space :: ISS passes over a specific location (6) N pub t_oth
Spotify :: New track added to a playlist (1) OAcc pub |priv t
Square :: Any new payment (1) OAcc rp tp
Stringify :: Stringify Flow runs (7) OAu priv | rp | ro |pub t | t_oth | rp | ro |unt_g |unt
The New York Times :: New article from search (1) N pub t_oth
The New York Times :: New popular article in section (3) N pub unt_g
TiVo :: SKIP segment detected (4) DS rp rp
Todoist :: New completed task (2) OAcc priv t
Tumblr :: Any new post (1) OAcc pub | ro t
Tumblr :: New like (1) OAcc priv | ro |pub t
Twitter :: New liked tweet by you (1) OAcc pub | ro t
Twitter :: New tweet by a specific user (4) N pub | ro t_oth
Weather Underground :: Todays weather report (4) WT pub t_oth
Weather Underground :: Tomorrows forecast calls for (1) WT pub t_oth
Weather Underground :: Tomorrows weather report (1) WT pub t_oth
Weather Underground :: Current condition changes to (4) WT pub t_oth
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Weather Underground :: Current pollen count rises above (10) WT pub t_oth
Weather Underground :: Current UV index rises above (30) WT pub t_oth
Weather Underground :: Sunrise (14) WT pub t_oth
Weather Underground :: Sunset (1) WT pub t_oth
Webhooks :: Receive a web request (23) OAu priv | rp | ro |pub t | t_oth | rp | ro |unt_g |unt
WeMo Smart Plug :: Switched off (1) DS rp rp
WeMo Smart Plug :: Switched on (1) DS rp rp
Wireless Tag :: Temperature is too high (1) E rp rp
Wireless Tag :: Temperature is too low (2) E rp rp
YouTube :: New liked video (3) OAcc pub |priv t

Table 16: Semantic and information-flow labels of actions used in participants’ applets.

Action channel :: action (# of rules with this action) Semantic
label

Secrecy
label

Integrity
label

abode :: Change mode (1) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Android Device :: Launch Google Maps Navigation (2) P rp t | rp
Android Device :: Mute ringtone (4) P rp rp
Android Device :: Play a specific song (3) P rp t | rp
Android Device :: Play music (1) P rp t | rp
Android Device :: Set ringtone volume (11) P rp rp
Android Device :: Turn off WiFi (2) P rp rp
Android Device :: Turn on WiFi (3) P rp rp
Android Device :: Update device wallpaper (2) P rp t
Android SMS :: Send an SMS (2) OC ro t
Android Wear :: Send a notification (4) L rp t |unt
Arlo :: Start recording (2) DS:S to | (to∪ rp) to | rp
Blink :: Arm system (4) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Blink :: Disarm system (4) DS:S rp∪ to tp∪ to
CNCT Life :: Toggle on/off (4) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
D-Link Smart Plug :: Turn off (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
D-Link Smart Plug :: Turn on (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Day One :: Create Journal entry (5) L priv t
Dropbox :: Add file from URL (9) L ro |pub |priv ro | t |unt
Dropbox :: Create a text file (8) L ro |pub |priv ro | t |unt
ecobee :: Resume thermostat program (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
ecobee :: Set thermostat comfort profile until next transition (4) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Email Digest :: Add to daily email digest (4) L priv t
Email Digest :: Add to weekly email digest (9) L priv t
Email :: Send me an email (75) L priv unt
Evernote :: Append to note (1) L priv | to | ro t | to | ro
Evernote :: Create image note from URL (1) L priv | to | ro t | to | ro
eWeLink Smart Home :: Turn 1 Channel Switch on or off (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Facebook :: Upload a photo from URL (1) OC priv | ro |pub t | to | ro
Fitbit :: Log your weight (1) L priv t
Garageio :: Close garage door (7) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Garageio :: Open garage door (5) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Gmail :: Send an email (10) OC priv | ro unt | t
Gmail :: Send yourself an email (1) L priv unt | t
Google Calendar :: Create a detailed event (1) L ro | to |priv |pub t | t_oth | ro | to |unt
Google Calendar :: Quick add event (16) L ro | to |priv |pub t | t_oth | ro | to |unt
Google Contacts :: Create new contact (2) L priv t
Google Drive :: Upload file from URL (1) L priv | to | ro |pub t | to | ro |unt
Google Photos :: Upload photo to album (2) OC priv | to | ro |pub t | to | ro |unt
Google Sheets :: Add row to spreadsheet (50) L priv | to | ro |pub t | to | ro |unt
Google Wifi :: Prioritize Device (3) DS to | (toUrp) to
Harmony :: End activity (6) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Harmony :: Start activity (7) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
iOS Calendar :: Create a calendar event (1) L ro |priv |pub | to t | ro | to
iOS Health :: Log weight (1) L priv t
iOS Reading List :: Add item to Reading List (2) L priv t
iOS Reminders :: Add reminder to list (4) L priv | ro | to t | ro | to
Leeo :: Change light color (1) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
LIFX :: Blink lights (6) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
LIFX :: Breathe lights (1) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
LIFX :: Change color of lights (3) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
LIFX :: Toggle lights on/off (1) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
LIFX :: Turn lights off (5) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
LIFX :: Turn lights on (6) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Lockitron :: Lock Lockitron (1) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Lockitron :: Unlock Lockitron (2) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Lutron Caseta and RA2 Select :: Activate scene (2) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Lutron Caseta and RA2 Select :: Set light level (4) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
MagicHue :: Switch to dynamic mode for your Lights (2) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Manything :: Start recording (2) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Manything :: Stop recording (2) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Nest Thermostat :: Set temperature (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Nest Thermostat :: Set temperature range (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
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Nest Thermostat :: Turn on fan for 15 minutes (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Nexia :: Run a Nexia automation (2) OAu priv | rp | ro |pub t | t_oth | rp | ro |unt_g |unt
Noon Home :: Change scene (2) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Noon Home :: Turn off room (2) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Notifications :: Send a notification from the IFTTT app (117) L rp t
Notifications :: Send a rich notification from the IFTTT app (1) L rp t
Philips Hue :: Blink lights (3) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Philips Hue :: Change color (2) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Philips Hue :: Dim lights (8) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Philips Hue :: Set a scene in a room (3) DS:L rp∪ to to
Philips Hue :: Toggle lights on/off (8) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Philips Hue :: Turn off lights (3) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Philips Hue :: Turn on color loop (1) DS:L rp∪ to to
Philips Hue :: Turn on lights (3) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Phone Call (US only) :: Call my phone (19) L rp unt
Pinterest :: Add Pin to board (2) OC priv | ro |pub t | ro | to
Pocket :: Save for later (1) L priv t
Pushbullet :: Push a file (1) L priv t
Pushbullet :: Push a note (10) L priv t
RainMachine :: Start a program (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
reddit :: Submit a new text post (2) OC pub | ro unt | ro
Slack :: Post to channel (14) OC ro |priv ro | t
Smart Life :: Turn off (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Smart Life :: Turn on (3) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
SmartThings :: Lock (4) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
SmartThings :: Switch off (20) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
SmartThings :: Switch on (33) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
SmartThings :: Unlock (6) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
SMS :: Send me an SMS (9) L priv t
Spotify :: Add track to a playlist (5) OC priv |pub | ro t | ro | to
Spotify :: Save a track (1) L priv t
Stringify :: Run a Stringify Flow (28) OAu priv | rp | ro |pub t | t_oth | rp | ro |unt_g |unt
TiVo :: Display message (7) L rp to
TiVo :: Send remote control key (7) DS rp rp
Todoist :: Create task (1) L priv | ro t | ro | to
TP-Link Kasa :: Toggle (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
TP-Link Kasa :: Turn off (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
TP-Link Kasa :: Turn on (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Twitter :: Post a tweet with image (1) OC ro |pub t
Twitter :: Update profile picture (2) OC pub t
VoIP Calls :: Call my device (5) L rp t
Webhooks :: Make a web request (15) OAu priv | rp | ro |pub | to | tp t | t_oth | rp | ro |unt_g |unt | to |

tp
WeMo Insight Switch :: Toggle on/off (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
WeMo Smart Plug :: Turn off (7) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
WeMo Smart Plug :: Turn on (6) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Wink: Nimbus :: Set dial label (26) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Wink: Shortcuts :: Activate shortcut (7) OAu priv | rp t | rp
Wyze :: Disable motion detection (1) DS to to
Wyze :: Enable motion detection (1) DS to to
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D Appendix D: Full Survey Instrument

D.1 Survey Flow

• The survey flow included:
– Informed consent procedures and instructions for

downloading our browser extension, which col-
lected information about participants’ applets (not
included in this document)

– Several questions about participants’ general use of
IFTTT and preferences about their applets (General
Questions)

– Several sets of looping questions pertaining to spe-
cific applets (Looping Questions)

– Questions pertaining specifically to secrecy and
integrity (Explicitly Asking About Secrecy and
Integrity)

– Demographic and IUIPC scale questions (not in-
cluded in this document)

• Blue text was not shown to participants.
• Answer choices are shown in [italicized square brackets]

after each question.
• Questions included in the analysis in our paper are shown

in bold, and the section number where these results are
conveyed is included in parenthesis. Questions were
omitted from discussion for various reasons, including:
(1) looping questions for applet categories that only a
few participants used (social media), (2) evidence that
participants did not understand our questions in the way
we intended them, (3) the questions were not relevant
to our specific research questions, which shifted from
our original vision based on our analysis of participants’
applets.

D.2 General Questions

1. (Section 4.5.1) How many of your IFTTT applets did
you create yourself (as opposed to using ones others
have created)? If you’re not sure, please make your
best guess.
[Numeric dropdown]

2. (Section 4.5.1) Do you prefer to create your own ap-
plet or search for one that already exists?
[Prefer to create, Prefer to search, No preference]

3. Have you ever turned on (i.e., started using) an applet for
one-time use or a specific event (e.g., to easily upload
photos during a concert or trip)?
[Yes, No, Don’t remember]

4. (Section 4.5.1) How often do you turn on applets
based on a friend’s or colleague’s recommendation?
[Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Often, Don’t remember]

5. Have you ever not turned on an applet (or turned off
one that you were already using) because you thought
it might be unsafe? (E.g., you were uncomfortable with
the permissions it asked for, you thought it might com-
promise account security)
[Yes, No, Don’t remember, I’ve never wanted to use an
applet I thought was unsafe]

6. (Section 4.5.3) (If yes to question 5) What were your
concerns?
[Free response]

7. Have you ever had an incident where an applet made
you feel unsafe or you felt it violated your privacy (e.g.,
unlocked your door when you weren’t home, posted a
picture to Facebook that you didn’t want there)?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

8. (Section 4.5.3) (If yes to question 7) Please describe:
[Free response]

9. Have you made any of the applets you’ve created publi-
cally available?
[Yes, No, Don’t remember, I haven’t created any applets]

10. Do you use any other task automation services be-
sides IFTTT? (For example, services like Tasker, Zapier,
Stringify, Microsoft Flow, etc.)
[Yes, No, Don’t remember]

11. (If yes to question 10) Which services?
[Free response]

12. (If yes to question 10) Can you integrate IFTTT applets
within the other service’s programs? For example, the
service Stringify allows the user to add IFTTT applets
as part of a Stringify flow.
[Yes, No, Don’t know]

13. (If yes to question 12) Do you use this feature with any
of your applets?
[Yes, No, Don’t remember]

14. How much do you agree with the following statements?
[Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree
nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree]

(a) (Section 4.5.2) The applets I turn on behave as
I would expect from their description.

(b) (Section 4.5.4 and Table 6) I am comfortable
telling my friends what applets I use.

(c) (Section 4.5.4 and Table 6 I am comfortable
telling my colleagues what applets I use.

(d) (Section 4.5.4 and Table 6) I am comfortable
with anyone knowing what applets I use.

(e) I would be upset if an applet triggered when I didn’t
intend it to.
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(f) A stranger could trigger some of my applets.

(g) If an applet I was using didn’t do what I thought it
would do when I installed it, I would notice right
away.

(h) If an applet weren’t that useful, I would turn it off
or delete it.

(i) (Section 4.5.2) I think the applets that I have
turned on are safe to use.

(j) I have been concerned about the permissions an
applet asked for.

(k) When choosing an applet to turn on, my primary
criterion is how useful it will be.

15. (If “strongly agree” for statement 11 in question 14.)
Since usefulness is not necessarily your primary crite-
rion, what other considerations do you have?
[Free response]

16. Have you ever tried to link the behavior of multiple ap-
plets (“chain” them together)? For example, if you get
close to your house, your thermostat is set to home mode,
and if your thermostat is set to home mode, your lights
will turn on.
[Yes, No, Don’t remember]

17. (If yes to question 16) Which applets?
[Free response]

18. (If yes to question 16) Did it work as expected?
[Yes, Sometimes yes sometimes no, No, Don’t remember]

19. (If “no” or “sometimes yes, sometimes no” to question
18) Please explain what went wrong:
[Free response]

20. Have you ever unintentionally made a "chain" between
applets? For example, if the temperature gets above a
threshold, set the thermostat to cool, and if the thermostat
is set below a specific temperature, open the windows.
[Yes, No, Don’t remember]

21. (If yes to question 20) Which applets?
[Free response]

22. Have you ever manually deleted anything that was
posted automatically (e.g., a social media post or cloud
storage update) by an applet?
[Yes, No, Don’t remember, I don’t use this type of applet]

23. (Section 4.5.3) (If yes to question 22) Which applet
created the post, and why did you want to delete it?
If you do not remember all the exact details, please
explain as much as you can.
[Free response]

24. Would you consider some applets to be more sensitive
than others (i.e., you care more about who knows about
them or who can trigger them)?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

25. (If yes to question 24) Which applets?
[Free response]

D.3 Looping Questions
D.3.1 Looping Set 1: Applets Using Physical Devices

Since you had applets that used physical devices, we will
now ask a set of questions about physical devices, for up to 5
devices.

(The next set of questions (26-29) loops up to five times, for
a randomly-chosen set of the participant’s applets that used
physical devices, as determined by service categories on the
IFTTT website)

Asking about physical device [#] of up to 5.

26. Consider the applet “[applet title]”. In which room is
the [device] device used in the applet [trigger/action]? If
the device has multiple components/sensors/etc. (e.g., a
smart hub or lighting system), please list all the rooms
that you can remember.
[Free response]

27. Does more than one person in the household com-
monly access the [device] device used in the applet [trig-
ger/action] (either online or in person)? “Access” could
mean performing an activity that the device senses; e.g.,
opening a door that has a sensor attached or walking into
a room with a motion sensor.
[Yes, No, Not sure, I live alone]

28. Does the location of the [device] device make you more
protective of who knows about the applet “[applet title]”?
(For example, an applet that unlocks a ground floor win-
dow might be considered more sensitive than one that
unlocks a second floor window.)
[Yes, No, Not sure]

29. (If yes to question 28) Please explain:
[Free response]

D.3.2 Looping Set 2: Cloud Storage Applets

Since you had applets that use cloud storage, we will now ask
a set of questions about the details of the cloud storage, for
up to 5 applets.

(The next set of questions (30-31) loops up to 5 times, for
a randomly-chosen set of the participant’s applets that used
cloud storage, as determined by service categories on the
IFTTT website)

Asking about cloud applet [#] of up to 5.
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30. (Section 4.2) Is the file or folder that the applet “[ap-
plet title]” updates accessible only to you, or is it
shared with others (e.g., housemates, family)?
[Only me, A group, Don’t remember]

31. How often do you check the file or folder used in this
applet to see the updates?
[Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Often, Don’t remember]

D.3.3 Looping Set 3: Social Media Applets

You have some applets where both the trigger and action use
social media or blogging services. We will ask a small set of
more detailed questions for up to 5 applets.

(The next set of questions (32-33) loops up to 5 times, for
a randomly-chosen set of the participant’s applets that used
cloud storage, as determined by service categories on the
IFTTT website)

Asking about social media applet [#] of up to 5.

32. In the applet “[applet title]”, do the people who follow
your [service associated with action] account also follow
your [service associated with trigger] account?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

33. (If yes to question 32) What are the main differences
between the audiences, in your view?
[Free response]

D.3.4 Looping Set 4: Violating Applets

You will now be asked a set of questions about your thoughts
and perceptions of various side-effects applets can have. This
set will repeat for up to 5 different applets.

(The next set of questions (34-44) loops up to 5 times for a
randomly-chosen set of the participant’s applets that violate
security principles, determined by information-flow analysis)

Asking detailed questions for applet [#] of [#].

34. Consider the applet ”[applet title]." How likely is it that
this applet could do the following, in your opinion?
[Definitely impossible, Probably impossible, Probably
possible, Definitely possible]

(a) Be triggered by someone outside of your house-
hold?

(b) Cause monetary loss? (e.g., by increasing your elec-
tric bill or using up data) OR (e.g., by increasing
your electric bill or causing you to replace devices
more frequently) (if applet uses a physical device)

(c) Cause an undesired event if you forget that you
have it turned on?

(d) Spread sensitive information online?

(e) Cause you embarrassment?

(f) (Displayed only if applet uses physical device, de-
termined by service categories on the IFTTT web-
site) Damage the physical device that it uses?

(g) Be used to undermine your home security?

35. Have you ever experienced any of the above conse-
quences or other harmful side-effects when using this
applet?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

36. (Section 4.5.3) (If yes to question 35) Please describe
the incident as best you recall, including which ap-
plet(s) were involved and what side-effects occurred.
[Free response]

37. (Section 4.5.4 and Table 5) Would you be upset if the
applet contributed to the following situations occur-
ring:
[Very Upset, Slightly Upset, Not Upset, This type of harm
is impossible for this applet]

(a) Private information gets posted online unintention-
ally, possibly embarrassing you.

(b) You no longer directly control what files are down-
loaded from email or social media, possibly spread-
ing malware on your computer.

(c) (Displayed only if applet uses physical device, de-
termined by service categories on the IFTTT web-
site) Your electronic device is used in way it wasn’t
designed for (such as being toggled on/off very
rapidly), possibly reducing its longevity or damag-
ing it.

(d) Data gets uploaded to your cloud storage more
often than you thought, possibly causing you to
run out of space.

(e) You consume more resources (e.g., electricity,
phone data, cloud storage space), possibly increas-
ing your bills or otherwise causing you to spend
more money.

38. Did you consider the possibility of some of the preced-
ing consequences when deciding to turn on the applet
“[applet title]”?
[Yes, No, Don’t remember]

39. (If yes to question 38) Which questions?
[Free response]

40. Would you be upset if a friend knew you had the applet
“[applet title]”?
[Yes, No, A little upset, Not sure]

41. Would you be upset if a colleague knew you had this
applet?
[Yes, No, A little upset, Not sure]
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42. Would you be upset if a stranger knew you had this
applet?
[Yes, No, A little upset, Not sure]

43. Who is meant to be able to purposefully trigger this
applet?
[Myself; Trusted individuals, such as my spouse; A wider
circle of known individuals, such as my Facebook friends
or house guests, Unknown third parties, such as websites
or strangers]

44. (Section 4.5.4) Would you be upset if someone not
in the intended group purposefully triggered this ap-
plet?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

D.4 Explicitly Asking About Secrecy and In-
tegrity

D.4.1 Secrecy

(These questions pertain to up to 9 applets with secrecy viola-
tions plus 1 safe one, determined by information-flow analysis,
selected randomly from the participant’s applets. Titles of ap-
plets were displayed to participants.)

45. Some applets indirectly pass information from a smaller,
more restricted group to a larger, more open one. For
instance, an applet that posts to twitter when the user
reaches a Fitbit fitness goal is leaking information that
only the user knew to all their twitter followers. Out of
your applets below, do any of them allow information
to leak from a smaller audience to a larger one (whether
inadvertently or on purpose)?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

46. (Section 4.5.2) Thinking about the possible data leak-
age, has your desire to keeping using any of these ap-

plets changed?
[Yes, I am more cautious of some applets now; No, my
desire to use these applets has not changed; I’m not
sure.]

47. (Section 4.5.3) (If yes to question 46) Which applets?
[Free response]

D.4.2 Integrity

(These questions pertain to up to 9 applets with integrity
violations plus 1 safe one, determined by information-flow
analysis, selected randomly from the participant’s applets.
Titles of applets were displayed to participants.)

48. Some applets allow devices or services usually accessed
by members of a smaller, trusted group to be indirectly
controlled by members of a larger, less trusted group.
For instance, an applet that adds a photo to a Google
Drive folder whenever the user is tagged in a Facebook
photo is essentially allowing any of the user’s Facebook
friends to add files to the user’s private folder (which by
default only the user would have access to). Out of your
applets below, do any of them allow less trusted groups
to control devices or services usually controlled by more
trusted groups (whether inadvertently or on purpose)?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

49. (Section 4.5.2) Thinking about the possible loss of
control, has your desire to keeping using any of these
applets changed?
[Yes, I am more cautious of some applets now; No, my
desire to use these applets has not changed; I’m not
sure.]

50. (Section 4.5.3) (If yes to question 49) Which applets?
[Free response]
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